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I. INTRODUCTION
The planning of the Orbital Flight Tests (OFT) for the
Space Transportation System (STS) will require a careful
analysls of the effects of the atmospheric environment on
the STS. This study describes potential natural envir_t influences
on Space Shuttle launch and landing schedules. It presents informatlun
developed to support possible engineering trade-off analyses, mission
planning, and management decisions relative to Space Shuttle ]mzmch and
landing schedules. The resul_s offer valuable insight to the occurrence
of favorable environmental conditions for Shuttle mission planning.
Three sets of meteorological criteria were used to
determine the probabilities of favorable launch and landing
conditions. The criteria sets are composed of weather events
which may be of concern in the planning and operations of
OFT missions. These criteria include peak ground winds, winds
aloft, cloud cover, ceiling, visibility, precipitation and
thunderstorm activity. Other possible envlronmenta!iactors,such
as sea state which could affect the SRB recovery or _tmospheric
conditions relating to the exhaust cloud, were not considered
_n these criteria. These criteria sets, which are shown in
Table I-l, range from rather stringent weather requirements in
the case of benign weather to falrly llberal conditions in the
case of severe weather. The individual criterion will be
discussed briefly in Section II and the effects of these criteria
on the launch and landing probabilities will be discussed with
other results in Section V.
A unique data base was constructed from the meteorologlcal
data used for this study. The new data base and the original
data records will be described in Section Ill. Briefly, the data
consist of fourteen years of weather records, 1957-1970,
from both KSC and Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB). The data
Included surface observations for EAFB and KSC, upper winds
1977024787-009
TABLE I-I, SHUTTLE OFT WEATHER CRITERIA SETS
(PRELIMINARY)
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data for KSC, and some special observations of peak winds and
of thunderstorms for KSC. Unfortunately the upper wind
data for EAFI} were not Jn _ form that could be used in this
stlldy; and, consequently, that criterion could not be
evaluated for landings at EAFB. The_e upper wind data
from EAFB should be put in an appropriate form and this
criterion evaluated in a later study.
The mathematical and computer techniques used in this
study are described in Section IV. The mat_hmattcal techniques --
used were straightforward. The probability of favorable (and
unfavorable) weather for launch or landing, given that all
the criteria were satisfied, was computed for various times
of day for each criteria set. Also, the conditional probabil-
ity of unfavorable weather occurring after a delay caused
either during favorable or unfavorable conditions was computed.
Similar]y, the probability and conditional probabilities were
computed for each individual criterion so that the cause of
meteorological delays can be determined. The computer tech-
niques use a novel approach to data structures which enabled
the statistical programs to be constructed in a simple and
reasonably general form.
The results of this study are discussed in Section V.
In general, it was found that the best launch and landing
probabilities occur during the summer months and during the
hours between 2200 and I000 LST. The period of lowest
probability of favorable weather conditions occurs in february,
March, and April. To use moderate weather criteria for an
example, favorable weather conditions of launch at KSC have
a probability of less than 70% during all daylight hours, how-
ever, these are less than 40_ for most daylight hours from
January through _arch; but, exceed 70% in the predawn hcurs of
: July and August. Similar probabilities are found for landing
conditions at KSC and EAFB for moderate criteria, but they
are somewhat greater due to less restrictive landing criteria.
These results are presented in J5 figures in Section V, which






some of the individual weath,_r elements responsible for
unfavorable weather conditions.
The entire study is summarized in Section VI. In this
section it _s recommended that upper winds at EAFB be
evaluated and the landing probabilities recomputed. It is
suggested that the cloud cover criteria cou!d be refined and
correlations between the weather elements be performed to
assist in the framing of future weather criteria sets for
aerospace planning and operations. It is mentioned that
existing computer programs and data files could be further
generalized and simplified to make them accessible to a wider
range of problems and to more users.
Finally, two App<_ndices are presented which contain the
tabulated results of this study. Appendix A contains infor-
mation relevant to the use of the tables such as a
description of the tables and several workod examples of problel:l_
which could be solved using the tables. Appendix B contains
all the tabulated results. These two Appendices to_ether
with Table I-1 and several figures from Section V could be






This se(:tion entails a brief description of each
weather element used in the mission criteria. Some of the
criteria found in Table I-1 are also discussed. Discussion
of the format and extent of the data is left tc Section III.
No consideration was given to the instrumentation used in
obtaining the data since these data have been used in numerous
other studies and such colslderatlons have been described
elsewhere.
h. GROUND WINDS
The ground winds criteria are specified for peak
winds only. Peak rind values at 10 meters (33 feet) were used
as criteria for both launch and landing conditions. Peak
winds at KSC were obtained from an analysis of surface wind
records performed by the National Climatic Center (NCC) for
the NASA/MSFC Atmospheric Sciences Division. These winds
represent the maximum observed wind speed during a gi-en
hour and the concurrent wind direction.
During periods when peak wind records were not avail-
able or missing, the surface winds were used to calculate tae
peak winds using a gust factor
peak wind - gust factor x observed surface wind
The gust factor used for KSC was 1.68. Since no peak wind
data was available from EAFB, peak winds for EAFB were cal-
culated using this technique with a gust factor of 1.4. When
this technique was used,the peak wind direction was assumed to
be in the same direction as the observed surface wind.
For Orbiter landing,only the runway crosswind com-
ponent of the peak wind was used for a criterion. "',r KSC the
runway orientation is 150°- 330Q For EAFB there a,'_ '..o run-






usJd for comparison with this criterion wns the minimum value
relative to the two runways.
B. UPPER WINDS
Wind speeds and directions are available for KSC
in serially complete form from 1 to 27 km, two or four times
per day, and were converted to North and East wind components.
These values were linearly interpolated in time at each
altitude to give a full 24 hour record. The vector wind
cril_ria were tested using the monthly mean wind components
,
published by Falls For Launch conditions, any exceedence
_r the criteria at any altitude between 5 km and 15 km was
recorded as an unfavorable condition. For landing, the upper
wind criteria had to be exceeded for an atmospheric layer at
least 5 km deep anywhere from 1 km to 27 km for an unfavorable
condition to be recorded.
As mentioned in the Introduction, upper wind data at
EAFB were not available in a form appropriate for the present
calculation. Consequently, upper winds at EAFB were not in-i




The cloud cover is the total sky cover which is re-
corded in tenths. Neither the height of nor the form of the
c]otlds were considered in this criterion.
D. VISIBII, ITY
The visibility is the greatest horizontal distance at
which prominent objects can be clearly observed. The criterion
is straightforward and needs no explanation.
Falls, L. W., "Normal Probabilities for Cape Kennedy Wind
Comp+ments -- _onthty Referene_ Periods for All Flight Azi-
muths--Altitudes 0 to 70 Kilometers," NASA Technical _lemo-







The ceiling is defined as being the height at which
the sky is more than 5/10 covered, including all clouds at
(_r below that level.
F. PRECIPITATION
No form of precipitation is permitted tinder either
benign or moderate weather conditions for STS missions. How-
ever, under severe launch or landing conditions light rain
R-, rain showers RW- and light L- to moderate L drizzle is
permitted.
G. THUNDERSTOP_/THUNDERSTORH IN GLIDE PATH
The thunderstorm data used for this study comes from
a specially prepared thunderstorm record. This record notes
all thunderstorm occurrences, not just those occurring at a
given observation time. In addition to initial time of thunder-
storm occurrence, the record also includes the duration of the
storm, the octant (N, NE, E, etc.) in which the storm first
and last appeared, the intensity of the storm, and various
other parameters associated with the thunderstorm.
A thunderstorm in the glide path is considered to
occur whenever a storm occurs at :_ome time in its duration
within one of the three western octants (NW, W, SW). A
: storm occurring in one of these octants is recorded as being
in the glide path for its entire duration. This is a very
; _ conservative measure since none of the proposed giide paths
}
intersects all three octants. Also, no adjustment is made
for storm movement which would redu. e the number of occurrences




A significant amount of data was processed for this
study. Some of the data manipulation and procedures were
described in Section II. In this Section the data will be
discussed in more general terms an_ with regard to the specific
magnetic tape records. The data used in this study included;
o Surface observations .,
o Upper winds
o Peak winds
o Special thunderstorm records
These data were accumulated, processed and merged onto usable
data files for both KSC and EAFB.
A. DATA SOURCES
1. Surface Data
Surface observation data for KSC and EAFB were
obtained from the National Climatic Center by the NASA/}.ISFC
Atmospheric Sciences Division for this project. The KSC
data was available for the years 1957 through 1971; and the
EAFB data was available for the years 1949 through 1970. All
data were in card image tape records and coded in accordance
with the Tape Reference I{anual TDF-14. These data were
recoded and placed on a binary tape.
2. Upper Winds
Upper wind data for KSC were provided in a serially
complete record for the years 1956 through 1970. These data
were in card image records corresponding to the Deck 600
card format.
The upper wind speeds and direction were available
from 1 km through 27 km for KSC. The winds were observed twice
a day from 1956 through 1961 at 0300 and 1500 GMT; four times






and twice a day from 1967 through 1970 at 0000 and 1200 GMT.
To make these winds available on an hourly basis, a linear
interpolation was performed on the wind components at each
altitude. The hourly winds were reformatted and placed
on binary tape.
The upper winds data from EAFB were not complete nor
systematically observed, with respect to time or altitide,
throughout the record which included dates from 1942 through
1968. Overlapping records from two differently formatted tapes,
Deck 645 and Deck 535, were provided for the study. These data
were merged to form a single, sequential, non redundant tape
record in a Deck 535 format. Missing interlevel data was
linearly interpolated from the wind components; but, the
records were not necessarily completed from 1 to 27 km since
no extrapolation was attempted. Nor were the data necessarily
completed by interpolation through any consistent fixed alti-
tude range. Because of the extensive time intervals frequently
encountered between wind observations, which were found for
nearly every month and nearly every year, no interpolation in
time was attempted•
As a result of the incomplete upper wind record it
was necessary to decide whether to complete the data through
some questionable assumptions, to compute landing probabilities
at EAFB for only those times when upper winds were available
for the appropriate altitudes, cr to remove the upper winds
criteria. Reluctantly, the last choice was selected and
upper winds at EAFB were not included in the EAFB Data File.
3. Peak Winds
A specially prepared peak winds data tape for KSC was
provided for the period September 1958 through December 1975.
These data were in card image on a specially formatted tape.
Missing peak wind data were filled using the observed surface
3-2 i
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wind speed multlplied by a gust factor of 1.68 and retaining
the wind direction.
Peak winds at EAFB were computed from Lhe observed
surface winds using a gust factor of 1.4.
4. Thunderstorm Data
A specially prepared thunderstorm record for KSC was
made available by NASA/_ISFC. These records noted all thunder-
storms' occurring between 1957 and 1972. The data were original-
ly in tabular form and were converted to a tape file. From
this tape file thunderstorm occurrence and thunderstorm in
glide path were recorded on the KSC Data File used in this
study.
5. Hurricanes
Days when a hurricane was within I00 nm of Cape
Canaveral are noted in the KSC Data File. Table III-i lists
those hurricanes recorded.
B. DATA FILES
I. KSC P_ta File
The KSC Data File is comprised of atmospheric data
/ from 1957 through 1970. It is composed of daily logical
records each of which has twenty-four 60 word records such as
the one shown in Figure III-1. _{ost of the data has been
merged from data files previously discussed. The TAG following
the _round wind speed, in Figure III-1, indicates whether the
peak wind _as observed or computed using a gust factor. The
TAG fe[lowing the 27 km Upper Winds indicates whether the
upp-r winds were observed or interpolated. The Peak Crosswind
w,.s computed from the peak wi_d relative to the KSC runway and




Table III-1. Hurricane Data - days between 1957 and 1970 when
a hurricane was within 100 nautical miles of Cape
Canaveral.
Minimum Intensity Storm
Year Date Distance (N Hi) (mph) Name
1050 June 18 <25 WNW 80 None
1959 Oct. 18 87 SW 50 Judith
1960 Sept. ii 56 WNW 125 Donna
1960 Sept. 24 51SSW" 30 Florence
1962 Aug. 26 <25 E 35 Alma
1963 Oct. 2.! 76 NE 80 Glnny
196d Aug. 27 <25 SSE 100 C1eo
1064 Sept. 09 79 N 120 Dora
1964 Oct. 14 74 SE i00 Isbell
1067 Sept. 09 88 ESE 40 Dorla
1968 June 06 <25 NE 55 AbbyI
1968 June 19 30 W 30 Brenda
1968 Aug. 10 <25 S 30 Dolly
1968 Oct. 19 81NW 80 Gladys
1969 Aug. 24 80 NNE 20 Eve
1969 Sept. 07 <25 SSE 50 Oerda
1989 Oct. 09 <25 NW 35 Jenny
3-4 ;
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2. EAFB Data File
The I,;Ai,'B Data File is similar to the KSC Data File
except that all peak winds are computed from the ground winds 0
and that no upper winds are included. The peak crosswind is
the minimum wind component relative to the two runways at EAFB





Only the probability and conditional probabilities
were calculated in this study. The methods used employ the
empirical definitions of the parameters. Given a sample
space S on which an event A is defined then the probability
of A occurring is
N A
P{A} = _--
where NA is the number of occurrences of A within the sample
space S which is composed of N members. Similarly, the con-




where P{AB} = P{AnB} is the probability of both A and B
occurring. In the equation NAB is the number of occurrances
when both A and B were observed and NB the number of occurr-
, ances of B.
To obtain a measure of the probability of favorable
weather conditions for a STS launch, for instance, at a given
hour for a given month, the sample space is composed of all
data for that month and hour for all years (1957-1970).
Hurricane days and days with missing data have been
deleted from the data for calculations of launch and landing
: probabilities. (Notice this differs from earlier studies
, when the day on either side of the hurricane day was also
deleted.) However, these data were not deleted from the cal-




computer technique used to count events. Consequently, the
two results differ slightly (less than 0.8_). No mission I
probabilities are computed for EAFB. It has been assumed that
the meteorological conditons for landing at EAFB are indepen-
' I
dent of launch conditions at KSC. That is if A is the event fa_- l
I





Thus, the probability of a _uccessful landing at EAFB given
a successful launch from KSC is the same as the probability
of a successful landing at EAFB at the desired time. To
compute the probability of a successful mission with a KSC
launch and EAFB landing requires only the multiplication of {
the launch probability and the landing probability for the
appropriate times. For KSC launch and a KSC landing, however, i
one would have for missions lasting 48 hours or less !
P{AB} = P{B}P{A[B};
thus another set of tables is required for this mission.
/ B. COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
1. Data Compaction
The calculation of launch and landing probabilities
required the data to be in one of two categories: those
data which satisfy the given criteria and those which do not.
Thus, a single piece of data can be reduced to an indicator
function
O if criterion is satisfied= 1 if criterion is not satisfied
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for the n weatimr criteria needed to satisfy an operatioJ_al
constraint. Moreover, if one is not interested in the in-
dividual criteria then ¢ itself can be reduced to a simple
indicator function.
Thus the first step in calculating launch/landing
probabilities is to reduce the data to a series of functions
_8,y,6 where a indicates the month, 8 the year, T the day and
6 the hour at which the criteria were examined. The binary
nature of the indicator functions ¢i(a,B,y,6) allow all the
criteria for a given set (a,8,y,6) to be reduced to a single
computer word, or even part of a word.
Since the data is to be analyzed by months, the next
step is to group the data in sets
Ca = {¢_,y,6 : 8 = I, 14; 7 = I, 35; 6 = I, 241
where y runs between 1 to 35 to give an "augmented month"
a11owlng the computatlcn of 96 hr conditional probabilities.
The set ca is ordered such that
Ca =1¢? _a .... , Ca _a ..,_a t",!,! > 1,1,2 > 1,2,1> 1.2,$> 1_]5>2_
The advantage of compacting the data fields is not
only the greater efficiency gained for the entire computer
computation, but it also allows greater simplification and
generality of the programs. This technique minimizes the number
: of computer input-output operations required.
1977024787-024
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2. Launch/Landing Program
The launch/landing program requires the calculation
of the probability of occurrence of the individual criterion
P{4,i}, as well as the conditional probabilities in the individ-
ual criterion p{_i(t+At)l_i(t)}, where t is the observation
time. In addition to these individual criterion probabilities,
the joint probability that no criterion is vlolated must be
calculated P{_(t) = 0}.
3. Mission Program
Whereas the launch/landing program requires the
indicator functions ¢i' the mission program requires only
indicator functions CLaunch(t) and CLanding(t). Then the
mission program computes
P{ CLaunch ( t ) }
and
P{¢ Landing(t+_ t )ICLaunch (t )}.
This program, and calculation, is needed only for K$C missions.
The last probability is given the somewhat misleading name
/
"mission probability". In fact, the probability of a successful
mission is given for KSC by:
P{successful mission } = P_uccessful launch at t} x
P{successful landing at t+At I
P{successful landing at At},
1
and for EAFB
P(successful mission} = P_uccessful launch at t} x
P(successful landing at t4At}
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V. RESULTS
It been found that the best ]_u_,_;, and landing
probabilities occur during the summer mont},._ _nd during the
hours betwe(,1. 2200 and 1000 LST. The _er ,_f lowest prob-
ability of fa_'_rable weather conditions ,,c _ +'s in the daylight
hours (0600- 1800 LST) during the m,_,_ _ z_ February, in
particular, and als,_ rl_,r_.ng Mar_h at,, _:: il. In general,
launch probabilities are lower thar_ _:_,ding probabilities
due to the more restrictive constr_t'nts on winds aloft and
peak ground winds.
Probabilities of favorable launch conditions for KSC
are presented in Figures V-1 through 3. All these figures
show a similar distribution of high and low probability values.
The requi,'ement of benign weather conditions for launch, as
defined in Table I-l, results in probabilities of such con-
ditions as being less than 10% during all daylight hours in
February and March, during afternoon hours in April, July,
October, and November. The maximum observed probability of the
occurrance of favorable launch conditions under these criteria
is 52% occurring Just before dawn in July. No calculated
value for daylight hours exceeds 40_. The relaxation of these
criteria for moderate weather conditions (Figure V-2) in-
creases the probability of favorable launch conditions but
the tame general dtstribution of probabilities is fo',nd. The
least favorable weather occurs during daylight hours from
Janua,'y through March, less than 40%, and the most favorable
occurs just before dawn from May through September, greater
than 60%. Further relaxation of the weather criteria to
allow for severe conditions (Figure V.-3) raises the proba-
bility of the occurrence of favorable launch conditions
to better than 80% over most hours and months. The exception
is once again February and afternoon hours during March
when the probability of the occurrence of favorable launch
• i 5-1
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conditions is less than 80% and reaches a minimum of
about 70%.
The probability of favorable landing conditions at
KSC are, in general, better than that for launch. These prob-
abilities for each of the three weather criteria are shown
in Figures V-4 through 6. For benign conditions the prob-
abilities of the occurrence of favorable landing conditions
are less than 30% during daylight hours reaching minima below
20% in February, June, July and September; however, morning
hours in }_ay and most hours in December exceeded 30%. As
with launci_, the most favorable landing periods occur just be-
fore dawn from May through September. Figure V-5 shows the
probability distribution for moderate weather criteria. The
distribution is very similar to that for benign conditions.
The probability of the occurrence of favorable landing con-
ditions exceeds 50% during morning hours for the months from
April through September and for most hours in November and
December. Similarly when severe weather conditions are allowed
(Figure V-6) then the probability of favorable landing con-
ditions exceeds 90% during morning hours from April through
August and for afternoon hours in December.
,, The landing probabilities for favorable _.e_ther con-
ditions at EAFB shown in Figures V-7 through 9 are not
markedly different in distribution than those for KSC. In
general the values are greater for EAFB; but it should be
remembered that no upper winds were included in these caicu-
latlons. It should also be noticed that even when allowing
for severe weather conditions (Figure V-9) favorable conditions
of less than 90% still occur during afternoon hours for
_ebruary, _{arch and April.
An indication of the important weather factors con-
tributing to the probability distributions, shown in Figures
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Figure V-6. Probability of Favorable Landing Conditions
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/V-12. These figures illustrate the probability of unfavorable
conditions for s¢,veral weather factors on a monthly scale for
the moderate criteria cases. Illustrated in these figures are
only the most important factors. Visibility can be an impor-
tant factor at both KSC and EAFB but usually only at about 0700.
Ceiling is related to cloud cover and is always less in value
than cloud cover as a factor. Precipitation is also important
but its occurrence is usually less than 10% except at 1600
during periods of strong thunderstorm activity when this factor
would be correlated with thunderstorm occurence.
Figure V-IO lllustIates the annual cycle of unfavorable
7 events for clouds, winds aloft, peak ground winds and thunder-
storms for KSC launch criteria under moderate conditions. Fig-
ure V-ll is for KSC landing criteria for moderate weather con-
ditions and does not include clouds since this criteria is the
same as that for launch criteria. Figure V-12 is for EAFB
landing criteria for moderate weather conditions and includes
only clouds and peak crosswinds as weather factors since winds
aloft were not considered and other elements do not contri-
bute significantly at the hours considered.
Figure V-IO should be compared with Figure V-2. Cloud
cover is seen to be the largest factor contributing to unfav-
orable launch conditions. The cloud cover is nearly constant
throughout the year but is somewhat greater during January,
February and March at 1000 LST and from June through September
at 1600 LST. Peak ground winds and winds aloft contribute
most during winter months and peak ground winds tend to be
more prevalent at 1600 than at 1000. Thunderstorms are seen
to be an important factor in the afternoon hours during the
summer. From these facts it can be seen that the seasonable
probability distribution, of Figure V-2, of favorable launch
conditions is shaped principally by the wind conditions. This
can even be seen in the higher launch probabilities during
November and December afternoons which are associated with a
i 5-12
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minimum in peak ground winds. The important exception is, of
/
course, summer afternoon conditions which depend strongly on
thunderstorm occurrence.
The occurrence of favorable landing conditions at KSC
are seen from Figures V-5 ard V-ll to yield a result similar
to that for launch. There is one important difference here
in that the upper winds are not as important a factor as they
were for launch. The reason for this condition is of course
the fact that any exceedence of the launch criteria between
5 km and 15 km is recorded as an unfavorable event, whereas
for landing the criteria has to be exceeded for five consec-
utive altltude levels between i km and 27 km.
Favorable landing conditions at EAFB present a consid-
erably different p£cture but peak crosswlnds still remain as
one of the two most important weather elements. Peak cross-
winds, as for KSC, produce both seasonal anddiurna_ effects;
and these effects on the probability of favorable landing
weather are very similar at EAFB, see Figure V-12, to those
at KSC, compare Figure V-ll. Cloud cover also shows a strong
seasonal trend contributing to less favorable winter landing
probabilities shown in Figure V-9.
The probability of favorable weather for landing at
EAFB given successful launch from KSC has the same distribution
as shown in Figures V-7 through 9 since the two events are
assumed to be independent. However, favorable landing condit-
ions at KSC less than 48 hours after launch are not independent
of the launch weather conditions. Figures V-13 through 15
show the distribution of landing probabilities at KSC for a
launch 3, 6 and 12 hrs. before the landing time. These figures
are for moderate criteria only and show a progression of the
probability distribution to the unconditional probability
distribution shown in Figure V-5. In general landings at EAFB
have a greater probability of favorable weather conditions even




eFebruary and Harch when KSC landing conditions are more




lVI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_iMENDATION
The conclusions to be drawn from this study are
fairly straightforward -- for either launch or landing, morn-
ing hours are more favorable than afternoon hours and summer
months have more occurrence of favorable weather than winter
' months. The suprising fact is, perhaps, the high values of
the unfavorable conditions even for the least restrictive
weather criteria. Even at EAFB for the least restrictive
weather criteria there are periods when there is a 15% prob-
ability of unfavorable landing conditions. Not surprisingly
the probability of favorable landing conditions at KSC given
favorable launch conditions exceed the probability of favor-
able landing conditions with no further information, for at
least 12 hours. This last observance yields the result that
given a successful launch from KSC the probability of favor-
able weather conditions for landing at KSC are sometimes nearly
equal to those at EAFB for missions lasting up to 12 hours and
even better for some shorter missions.
It should be remembered that the favorable landing
probabilities for EAFB under the given weather criteria are
too high since the winds aloft were not used in these calcula-
tions. This problem should be evaluated and perhaps, a
serially complete record prepared for the winds aloft at EAFB.
It would probably be possible to accomplish this task by inter-
polation using upper air stations adjacent to EAFB.
The cloud cover criterion is a very important factor
in the results obtained for benign and moderate weather con-
ditions. For mission and operational planning it would seem
advisable to refine this criterion to include the cloud height
and perhaps, cloud types contributing to the total cloud
cover. These data are not available, in general, on an
hourly basis but by assuming homogeneity of the data they
could be interpolated to provide hourly data provided the ,
- I "_ ' i .........I ........._ | I | I --
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observati¢)ns arc not too far apart in time.
No correlations were performed in this study to deter-
mine the relationship between weather elements used in the
criteria sets. Such correlations should be performed and would
prove useful in the framing of future weather elements for
criteria sets for aerospace planning and operations.
Finally, the existing computer programs and data files
could be further generalized. This could be accomplished in two
ways. First, the initialization of programs could be simplified
to make these programs more accessible to users. In addition, -"
data access could be made more convenient. Second, the
concept of using indicator functions could be extended so that
instead of using a binary function ar, octal function could be
used. This would allow each weather element to be reduced to
eight frequency interva]s instead of two. There are several
advantages to this modtficatioo. It would allow a single
criteria matrix to be used for multiple sets of criteria
without greatly affecting the simplicity and generality of the
computer programs. This could significantly reduce computer
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APPENDIX A
Appendix B contains three sets of tables" one for each
of the criteria sets of Table I-1. Each of these sets
contain four sets of tables" KSC Mission Probabilities, KSC
Launch Probabilitiem, KSC Landing Probabilities, and EAFB
Landing Probabilities. The first of these sets contains one type
of table and the last three sets contain identical types of
tables. In Section A.I, each of the three types of tables found
in Appendix B will be examined and explained. In Section A.2,
the use of the tables in computing total mission probabilities
will be discussed. Finally, in Section A.3, several examples
(,J'possible problems are solv@d using the tables of Appendix B.
A. I THE TABLES
The entire set of tables for this study is contained in
Appendix B. There are three types of tables found in Appendix B
and examples of these are shown in Figures A-1 through A-3.
The first table, as shown in Figure A-l, gives the probability
of the occurrence of unfavorable weather conditions for one of
the criteria sets at selected hours and for the month of
December. Also shown in this table are the conditiona] pro-
babilities of continuing unfavorable weather conditions. Thus,
at 1000 LST in December under the given criteria, there is a
65.9% probability that unfavorable weather will be encountered
and should that event occur then there is better than an
85% probability that the weather will remain unfavorable for
the next three hours.
The second table in Figure A-I gives the probability of
the occurrence of favorable weather conditions for the same
• criteria set Once again the conditional probabilities of
unfnvorable weather conditions are given. Thus. at i000 LST
in December under the given criteria, there is only a 34.1q_
probability that favorable weather conditions will be observed;
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OECEH_'..R
KSC LANOINGPROaABILIT|r5
PROBABILITY OF"UNF"AVORAEL[CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND YH[ CONOIYIONAI.
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLAT£R
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONN. PROBABILITY AT DT HOURSLAT[R
I 2 3 6 g 12 15 18 21
I 60.6 91.6 85.9 81,q 85.2 7"7.6 ?./.6 76.4 72.2 65.9 66.9
60.q 89.7 8.7.0 88.5 .78.2 .78.2 .75.6 "/I .O 66.4 86.0 6.7.6
7 "P4.g 91.7 8.7.0 82.7 90.9 .//6.5 71.6 66.0 6_.5 65.4 78.7
I0 65.9 92.0 90.2 8./._ 03.6 79.3 68.9 67.1 66. I ?.7.6 72.0
13 68.9 94.3 89.6 86,3 80.3 71.9 69.6 66.2 79.9 "_.6 73.9
16 66.8 g_.8 90.0 86,6 7.7.9 74._ 70.3 8!../ 7_.8 7./.6 72._
tg 63.1 90.5 65.8 92.1 ?'7.0 73.4 OE.8 .775.9 .7.7.7 73.0 .70.1
92 60.1 88.9 86.6 8c_.q 75,9 83.5 75.1 7.7.0 73.6 72.0 " 67.q
_ROSABILITY OF"FAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A OIV[N HOURANO TH['CONDITIONAI.
PROSABILITI[S Or UNrAVORABL[ CONDITIONS OT HOURSLATCR
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN. PROBABILITY AT OT HOURSLAT£R
I E 3 8 g 12 15 18 El Eq
I 39._ 18._ Eq.6 28.1 58.8 _8.0 55.8 59.0 _g.I hg.7 _9.7
• _ 39.5 ts.g 29.2 53.8 _./.I 54.7 53.5 50.0 50.8 51.2 _8.3
7 L:_J.2 8,3 14.7 16.5 33.9 3./.6 39,5 43.1 _6.9 _.0 63.0
I0 _.I _2.3 2e,q 33. I 34.5 33.0 _3,2 us.6 _9.0 69../ 56.1
13 3I,I t6,q 19.5 93.7 25.2 34.1 39.3 _5.9 st.7 _8.g 57,0
I8 33.2 15,3 19.! I6.0 _x_.3 31.3 38.9 60.1 50.0 51,4 58.3
19 3B.g J3, l I7.5 EE.5 31.3 36.9 60.4 50.6 53.7 56.9 52.5
E! 39.9 13.9 EI.5 28.8 35.0 61.0 53.0 56.6 5./.E 50.9 50.9
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other thsn weather, then there is less than a 35% probability that
unfavorable weather conditions will further delay the
operation during the next three hours.
Figure A-2 shows the weather elements responsible for
the observance of unfavorable weather conditions. It can be
seen that at 1000 LST clouds, criteria three are the major
factors in the observance of unfavorable weather. Unfavorable
cloud cover, under the particular criteria set, occurs58.1_
of the time at 1000 LST and the unfavorable ceiling, which occurs
43.5g, of the time, is likely to be associated with that cloud
cover, although no correlation has been calculated here. Winds
aloft, criteria two, are unfavorable at 1000 LST only 15.2%
or the time but should that event occur there is better than
an 80% probability that these conditions will persist for three
hours.
There are tables similar to those shown in Figure
A-2 for favorable weather conditions. These tables allow the
user the opportunity to determine the causes of ,lnfavorable
weather after a delay not associated with the weather criteria.
Thus, in the case considered in the previous paragraphs should
: there be favorable weather conditions but a three hour delay be
, encountered, then the most likely source of further delay due
to a change to unfavorable weather conditions would be
due to cloud cover (26.9_ - tables shown on page B-78).
Figure A-3 presents a table giving "mission proba-
bilities." Actually this table is only given for KSC and
presents:
P(successful launch at t},
P(successful landing at t+Atlsuccessful launch at t},
P{succeBsful landing at t},
whore success has been defined as satisfying all weather .riteria.
For early OFT flights, this table would only be used for abort





PROBABILITY 0It UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE:CONDITIONAL
rROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: _ NINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ l 2 3 6 12
I 5.1 54.5 45.5 63.6 45.S 54.5 9.1 I 16.4 94.4 g3.0 91.5 8?.3 64.8 38.0
4 4.1 50.0 50.0 55.6 77.8 44.4 16.7 4 16.6 93.1 94.4 91.7 80.6 62.5 3B.g
? 3.9 76.5 58.8 82.4 ?6.5 23.5 II.B 7 I8.0 92.3 87.2 79.5 67.g 51.3 42.3
10 9.7 ?6.2 64.3 64.3 28.6 66.2 21.4 10 15.2 90.9 87.9 83.3 7q,2 53.0 31.8
13 11.8 68.6 54.9 35.3 19.6 5.9 13.7 13 15.9 91.3 88.4 82.6 68.1 53.6 30.4
16 6.7 44.8 48.3 34.5 27.6 20.7 20.7 16 15.4 g4.0 86,6 82.1 73.1 62.? 41.8
Ig 4.q 8g.5 68.4 63.2 31.6 36.8 10.5 19 16.8 93.2 87.7 82.2 72.6 67.1 43.8
_ 5.3 73.9 73.9 52.2 39.1 60.9 21.? 22 15.9 g5.7 91.3 Be.4 85.5 69.6 43.5
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR C[ILINO
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 S I_
I 40.9 8g.I _9.1 69.7 78._ 71.1 66.3 I 35.7 8_.6 73._ 63.9 67.1 65._ 5_.g
4 46.3 64.6 8_.6 87.1 76.6 ?0.6 55.2 4 32.7 83.1 76o8 ?q.6 6g.0 5g.2 qS.I
64.0 97._ B_._ B1.8 7e.0 67.5 6e.2 ? 44.8 e3.5 ?8.g 75.3 6g.I 57.E _3.6
10 58.1 gl.3 87.3 84.§ 7g.4 62.? 66.? 10 43,5 84.1 81.5 81.5 68.3 51.g 51.g
13 60.q 93.5 86.5 83.6 "Ft.4 _8.4 66.8 13 _6.5 83.7 77.2 74.3 63.4 47.5 _.._
16 5g.2 94.6 87.S Bg.l 7_.0 57.6 65.8 16 44.2 90.1 80.7 73.4 64.6 46.g 50.5
Ig f_*.l 88.1 el.? 77.4 6g.8 77.4 63.8 Ig 3B.B 81.5 76.3 72.8 63.8 63.8 50.g
_ S0.0 88.2 83.4 77.0 §S.0 71.9 80.8 22 37,8 8_.9 73.8 68.g 53.0 58.5 48.9
CRITERIA RIV_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX T_RSTORII IN OLID_ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 7.9 67.6 64.? 64.7 ._.g 2.9 17.6 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 I0.1 ?O.S 63.6 70.5 _2.7 6.8 34.1 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? Iq.8 68.8 40.6 25.0 1.6 3.1 43.8 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
!0 6.5 64.3 35.7 10.7 I0.7 14.3 7.1 I0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 2.1 66.? 66.7 44.4 22._ 33.3 I1.1 13 .2 I00.0 100.0 ,0 100.0 .0 .0
16 3.? 87.5 PI.3 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 16 ._ .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
Ig 1.6 ?1.4 71.4 85.7 57.1 42.9 14.3 19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
62 q.I ??.B 55.6 61.1 44.4 16.7 i1.1 22 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRlCCIPITATION
HOUR PROB. COI®ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 4.8 57. I 66.7 52.4 23.8 19.0 lg.0
4 5.1 40.9 40.9 27.3 45.5 22.7 13.6
7 3.9 41.2 41._ 47.1 29._) 35.3 5.9
I0 5.3 60.9 43.5 34.8 39.1 13.0 17.4
• ". 13 4.1 66.? 50.0 50.0 22.2 16.7 5.6
16 5.8 68.0 48.0 36.0 _._.0 _.0 8.0
IS 3.0 61.5 53.8 23.1 30.e 7.7 ?.7
_ 4.q 5?.g 5P.S 47.4 42.1 _6.3 10.5
Figure h-2. Example of Indtvtd_:al Criterion Probability _ahles
h-4
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since those missions would normally lorminate at EAFB. Fc)r
later missions, this table could be used as a better indication
of landing probabilities at a specific time than those tables
devoted to landing probabilities at KSC. For instance, the
probability of a successful launch at 0700 in December under
the criteria of the table shown in Figure A-3 is 12.4%. Should
a successful launch occur then the probability of a successful
landing three hours later at 1000 is 87.0%, not the 34.1% given
for 1000 by the landing probabilities. In this case, the
probability of a successful-mission would be
P {successful mission } = .87 x .124 = 10.8_
not the 4.2% obtained by assuming laupch and landing to be
independent events. However, beyond 48 hours, it is better
to assume launch and landing are independent.
h.2 PROCEDURES TO DETERMINE _IISSION PROBABILITIES
For launch at KSC and landing at EAFB, weather conditinns
are assumed to be independent
P {An} = P {A} P{B ,
where h is the event favorable launch condition and B the event
favorable landing conditio,s. Thus, for a launch at time t
and a landing at teat one must obtain the launch probability
for t from the KSC launch tables and the landing probabilities for
teat from the EAFB landing tables. Note that the time t and
teat need to be stated in the appropriate local standard time.'
For launch at KSC and subsequent landing at KSC, weather
c(mditions are assumed to be dependent for the first 48 hours.
Thus,
P{AB} = P{BIA)P{A}
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t,abl(, o! ('onditional landing )_r()babilitie._. F()r missions <)['
72 hours or more the weath(:r _.,mdition._ are assumed to be in-
dop(,ndont and the mission probability is given by
P{An} = I'{A}P{B}.
A.3 EXAMPLES
i l) What is the probability of favorable launch
weather under the constraint that the weather must
be benign at 1000 LST in April? If it is not favorable
how long will it be before there is a 50% probability of it
becomming favorable?
These questions are answered simply by consulting
the Benign Weather Conditions for KSC launch. For April, it is
found on page B-16 that the probability of favorable launch
conditions at 1000 is only 13.6%. Given that the weather is
unfavorable at ]000, one finds from the same tables that for
the next 24 hours the probability of continued unfavorable weather
is never less than 50%. In fact, after 24 hours, the_e is
only an 12.1% probability of favorable weather occurring.
2) What is the probability of favorable weather
assumming moderate conditions for an entire mission
with launch from KSC at 1300 LST in March and a land-
ing 9 hours later at EAFB? What if the landing must
be made 9 hours later at KSC?
The KSC launch probabilltles can be found under the
Moderate Weather Conditions section of Appendix B. On page B-126
: it is found that the probability of favorable launch conditions
is 2g.g_ at 1300 I_T. In the same seciton on page B-198 for






h(,ur._ later at 1900 LST. The probability of favo-able launch
and landing conditions fear th,, missi,,n is
.293 x .650 x 100 = 19.0
L¢_oking back at the tables for KSC on page B-116, one finda the
probability of favorable landing conditions given a favorable
launch of 76.49 at 2200 LST. Thus, the probability of favorable
weather for this mission landing at KSC is
.293 x 764 x lO0 = 22.4_.
3) What if the mission in Example (2) lasts for 3
days and 9 hours?
There weald be no change in the mission probability for
the EAVB landing. This remains a 19.0_- probability of
favorable weather for both launch and landing. For landing
nt KSC from page B-162. th, ,-, probability of favorable weather at
220(I will be 54.59. This yields a probability of 16.0_ that
there will be favorable weather for both launch and landing.
4) What is the probability that favorable weather
conditions for launch,allowing for severe weathe:,
will occur at 0700 in July and at 0700 twenty-four
hours later?
This question can be answered fr,._m the KSC launch
probabilities under Severe Weather Conditions section of
Appendix B. The compound probability of a favorable event
A occurring at both 0700 and 2.1 hours later would be given by
P{A(t)A(t+24) ) = P{h(t) } P{A(t+24)IA (t))
For this case from page B-245 this would be
.9R6 x .9R8 x 100 = 97.4%
r, i J
5) Given tha_ a landing is dc-._irod at 1300 ()r 1600
in June at EAFB under b¢,ni_n conditions, what is
the probability of favorable weather f,_r both hours?
What is the probability of favorable weather at
at least one of the two hours?
The p_.,bability of both hours havinK favorable weather
would be formulated as
P{aB}= P_A} P{BIA},
a,_ in the ]a._t example. For th_s case, from page B-94, the result
woul d be
729 x .866 x 100 = 63.1°_• ,J I0°
The probability that at least one of the hours would be favor-
able would be formulated as
PrA+B},. = D{A_+ P{B} - P{AB}
For this case, the probability of at leDst one of the two hours
being [avorable would be
72.9 + 67.1 - 63.1 = 76.9%
A-9 I
1
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B.1 BENIGN WEATHER CONDITIONS
LAUNCH LANDING
• . -. •
Ground Winds < 15 kts < 15 kts Crosswind
m
Winds Aloft mean monthly ±20 m/see mean monthly ±20 m/see
(5 -15 It_) (5 km Interval)
Clouds _ 3/16 _ 3/10
Visibility • 7 mi. >7 ml.
Ceiling Unlimited Unllmlted
Precipitation None allowed None allowed
Thunderstorm . None allowed None allowed




PROBABILITY Or A 5UCESSIrUL LANOINO AT Tilt T_OT
OIV[N PAVO_ABL£ LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT Tilt T FOR THE MONTH OF"
,JAN.
PROB. IrAV. CONDITIONAL PROB, FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIb,'_ AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
T I.AUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT Tilt T LANDING
I i_ 3 6 9 12 24 4 B 72 96
I 18.7 79.0 ?4. I 72.B 45.7 53. I 43._ 43._ 44.4 37.0 34.6 31.9
4 17. I 1_.4 74.3 56.8 59.5 43.2 3c_,4 40.5 35. ! 31. ! 99.7 28.6
7 lO.B B0.9 76.6 76.5 53.2 42.6 44.7 29.8 23.4 27.7 23.4 21.0
I0 1_'.7 "/4.5 67.3 69.1 49.1 43.6 _.7 36.4 30.9 ?_x_.7 21.B 26.7
13 8.3 88.9 72.2 66.7 55.6 72.2 56.3 33.3 25.0 30.6 30.6 23.7
16 B.B 78.9 73.7 68.4 63.2 57.9 42.1 3!.6 26.9 34.2 34.2 22.6
19 12.7 _,.5 89.1 82.0 67.3 56.4 38.2 47.3 36.4 34.5 38.2 _6.5
22 1"1.7 75.3 70.1 60.8 55,8 39.0 49.1 44.2 31.2 31.2 26.0 31.8
FEB.
HOUR PROB. frAY. COI_)ITIONAL PROB. FAVORABL£ LANDING CONDITIONS AO T+DT PROB. rAV.
t LAUNCH OIVEN fAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIN[ T LAND|NO
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 15.6 78.7 65.6 62..3 44.3 41.0 41.0 39.3 L_9.§ 34.4 3_.8 32.1
4 12.9 t_?.O 74.0 58.0 54.0 38.0 36.0 28.0 14.0 26.0 12.0 26.0
7 7.4 79.3 7_,4 65.5 51.7 44.8 40.3 17._ 10.3 17.2 6.9 10.9
I0 6.9 92.6 74.1 66.7 51.9 44.4 49.1 18.5 33.3 14.8 14.8 23.2
13 6.9 9_.6 T7.O 55.6 48.1 51.9 63.0 29.6 29.6 22.2 I1.1 21.9
16 6. I 79._ 70.8 70.8 _,5 70.8 41.7 29.2 25.0 B, 3 20.9 19.9
Ig 11.0 86.0 91.4 79.1 69.8 53.5 3_.6 27.9 IB.6 9.3 16,3 23.7
21_ lB. I 8_.7 82.5 77.8 54.0 31.7 34.9 31.7 22.2 19.0 28.6 27.0
PIAR.
HOUR PR09. rAY. CONDITIONAL PROB. rAVORABL£ LANDINO CONO|T_G_ AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORMtL£ LAUNCH CO:;OITION5 AT TIH[ 1' LANDING
I c_ 3 6 9 I_ _* 49 72 96
I 16.1 78.6 77,1 ?b,7 44.3 4'*.3 47.1 3H.6 30.0 30.6 44.3 3_.9
4 18.7 65._ 67. • _1.9 45.7 4B. I 37.0 44.4 27.2 43,_ 37.0 31 .B
7 6.9 BI.4 64 6 7Z.I ?_.1 60.5 _.3,5 20.g ii.6 16.3 30.2 le.4
I0 7,4 84,4 60.8 71.9 65,6 b6.3 6_.5 31.3 29.1 31.3 43.e _.4
13 6._ 7_J.o 64.3 57,1 53,6 57.1 4_,9 1,8.6 14.3 14.3 3_J.3 22.4
16 6,# B_,_ %.1 %.1 66,7 59.3 48.1 _9.6 I1.1 14.8 18.5 20.3
19 i2._ ge._ 63.0 73.6 66.0 _._.B 3_.1 45.3 35.B 26.4 26.4 26.3
_ 16.0 9r_.3 78._ 69._ 55.1 34.6 47.4 _,4.g 34.6 3"/.2 42.3 35.0
B-3
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PROBABILITY OF' A _UCESSIrUL LANDING AT TIME T*DT
GIVEN FAVORABLE LAU,4CH CONDITION5 AT T%ME T FOR THE MONTH OF"
APR.
HOUR PROB. F'AV. CONDITIONAL PROE1. FAVORABLE LANDINO CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. rAV.
f LAUNCH (_IVCN FAVORABt.£ LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 ,_ 48 72 96
I 22.1 81.7 78.5 73.1 41.9 55,9 40.9 51,6 47.3 :3"7.6 4l.¢J 36.2
4 22.9 79.2 5_4.2 44.8 59.4 40.6 40.6 54,2 47.9 46.9 45.9 36.7
7 12.6 79.2 77.4 71.7 52.8 58.5 43.4 3"P.7 24.5 28.3 18.g 24.6
I0 13.6 7!.9 64.9 56.1 59.6 54.4 64.9 45.6 33.3 33.3 31.6 32.1
13 8.6 91.7 77.8 75.0 66.7 77.8 58.3 41.7 33.3 113.3 33.3 28,3
16 10.5 93.2 77.3 70.5 75.0 70.5 61.4 56.8 34. I 25.0 P9.5 27,4
19 13. I 98.2 94.5 83. I 76.4 65.5 55.4 50.9 30.9 21.8 30.9 28,6
22 21.2 g7.6 79.8 75.3 61.8 " 38.2 58.4 58.4 44.9 39.3 39.3 40.0
MAY
HOt]! PROB. FAY. CONDITIONAL PRGB. fAVORABLE LANDING CONOITIONS AO T-Of PROB. IrAV.
1 LAUNCH GIVEN IrAVORABLE LAUNCH :OhtOItlOl_|5 At TIME T LAND|NO
I 2 3 6 9 12 _ 4E "12 96
I 31.3 83.8 79.4 79.4 49.3 49.3 45.6 58.8 47.! 49.3 r'J2.8 45.9
4 34.8 72.8 55.6 r"_ •0 49.7 51.0 43.7 56.3 49.0 49.0 47.7 47.2
7 23.5 80.4 68.6 E_L_.8 55.9 46.1 38.2 47.1 35.3 32.4 32.4 33.9
IO 18.2 84:8 78.5 73.4 60.8 51 .9 5(3.2 49.4 31 .5 31.6 29. I 30.6
13 14. I 95. i 82.0 75.4 62.3 6"7.2 72. I 49.2 34.4 36. ! 34.4 30.9
16 I0.1 79.5 75.0 70.5 77.3 72.7 68.2 56.8 34.1 27.3 34.1 2,6.7
19 14.3 95.2 R8.7 07. I 82.._ 74.2 58. I 51.6 41.9 37. I 27.4 2't.4
_2 24.9 92.6 88.0 81,5 74, I 52.8 47.2 49. I 40.7 41.7 45.4 38.g
JUNE
HOUR PROB. lrAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. IrAVORABL£ LANDING CONOITIONS A0 T*DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT 'f|ME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 4B 7_ 96
31.9 82.8 73.9 74.6 52.2 38.8 32.8 52.2 46,5 40.3 40.$ 39.3
4 37.1 66.7 42.9 50.0 37.8 32.7 32.7 59.6 49.4 42.9 44.2 42.9
7 23,e 74.0 61.0 54.0 49.0 37.0 34.0 52.0 4| .0 31.0 32.0 30.0
10 18.6 73.1 64.1 61.5 57.7 4i.0 5t.3 47.4 32.1 28.2 e_.6 23.0
13 13.3 9t.I 76.8 67.9 50.0 69.6 64._ 55.4 39.3 2t.4 26.8 22.6
16 10.5 72.7 72.7 6_. I 53.6 70.5 65.9 45.5 36.4 34. i 2g,5 80.7
19 12.6 ,'_.5 9,?.5 9?.5 79.2 75.5 73.5 52.8 3"7.7 EO.@ 13.2 17.4
22 22.1 82.6 83.9 "78.5 69,9 59. I 46.2 58. I 46.2 32.3 26.9 89.5
B-4
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PROBABILITY or A SUCEsslrULLANOINO AT TIM[ T,DT
OIVtN F'AVORABLELAUNCHCONOITIONS AT TIME T FOR THE:MONTHOF"
JULY
HOURPROB. fray. CCAqOITIONALPROB. FAVORABLELANDINO CONOITIONS A0 T*DT PROB. IrAV.
T LAUNCH GIVI[N FAVORABLELAUNCHCONDITIONS AT TIM[ T LAEDING
1 2 3 6 9 i_ _ 48 72 96
I 41.0 88.8 86.0 87.1 53.4 38.8 3i.5 58.4 48.3 't.'1.4 46.1 4_._
4 ,51.8 68.9 4,5.3 50.7 36.9 27. ! 30.2 62.7 _7.8 ._.9 53.8 54.4
7 30.4 87.1 "/0.5 58.3 42.4 40.9 36.4 50.8 40.9 33.3 28.0 33.9
!0 19.6 c;9.4 55.3 55.3 ,50.6 35.3 70.6 42.4 28.2 28._ 16.5 24.7
13 13.6 81.4 72.9 66.1 50.8 74.6 71.2 37.3 32.2 23.'? 23.7 20.0
16 9.4 80.,5 75.6 75.6 87.8 78.0 75.8 5l .2 36.6 39.0 22.0 20.,5
19 15.0 98.5 96.9 95.4 84.6 84.8 67.7 47.7 32.3 29.2 23.1 17.1
22 32.9 90.9 86.0 79.0 81.8 58.7 42.7 65.7 51.0 44.1 37.8 37.3
AU0.
PROB. IrAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. IrAVORABL[LANOINOCONOITiONS A0 T','DT PROB. IrAV.
T LAUNCH GIV[N FAVORABLELAUNCHCONDITIONS AT Tit11[ T LANOINO
1 E 3 6 9 12 2_ 48 72 96
I 4E.E 8_.7 P! .4 78,7 48,6 42.8 33. _ ,59.0 58.8 5c?..`5 48.6 4`5.4
4 47.E IR.0 4E.4 44." 39.5 30.7 2"7.8 59.`5 ,56. I ,53.'/ 51 .'7 `51.2
? 30.4 83.3, 6`5.9 *37.6 47.0 40.9 37.9 44.7 44.7 44.7 48.5 32.7
I0 28.5 73.9 84.3 `5"7.4 q3.`5 42.8 `56.5 q7.8 34.8 39.1 36.5 28.1
13 18.4 77.5 63.7 63.7 52.,5 83.';" 72.5 40.0 35.0 36.2 26.2 23.5
18 1,5.4 82.1 "_.6 65.7 80.6 74.6 65.7 43.3 34.3 34.3 31.3 21.4
19 18.0 97.4 92.3 85.9 8_.1 89.2 5_.6 4'7.4 41.0 33.3 30.8 20.3
EE 3,5.0 88.8 82.9 80.9 74.3 49.3 42.8 5_.8 47.4 46.'7 39.,5 3"7.8
S(PT.
HOURPROB. le'AV. CONDITIONALPROB. IrAVORABI..[LAI_OINOCOflO1TIONSAO T,DT PROB. RAV.
T LAUNCH OIV[N FAVORABLELAUNCHC0NOITIONS AT TIM[ T LANO|NO
1 E 3 6 9 12 _'_ 48 ?E 96
I 31.4 81.3 82.8 8_.1 _.E ql.O 37.3 58.7 4g.3 41.8 38.8 40.2
4 35.7 05.7 ,53.9 ,50.0 3"/. ? 3_.§ 3`5. I 61.0 4`5.,5 _6. I 44.8 43.6
? El .4 80.0 r_.q 53.3 43.3 47.8 41. I 38.g 30.0 33.3 32.2 26.7
I0 1`5.0 81,0 8`5. I 81.9 80.3 `50.8 63.,5 41.3 23.8 28.6 23.8 21.7
13 IE.4 86.,5 82.7 80.8 89.2 73.1 67.3 46.E 30.8 25.0 1,5.4 17,4
16 |4.S 88,6 75.4 77.0 8_.0 72.1 77.0 36.1 27.9 El.3 13. t 21.4
19 17.4 gq.5 g,5.6 87.7 70.1 76.7 47.9 41. I 30.1 16.4 19.2 22.9
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PROBABILITY OF"A SUCI[S_rUL LANO|NOAT TIME: T*DT
GIV[N FAVORABLELAI_NCHCONOITIONSAT TIE T FOR THEMONTHOF
OCT.
HOURPROB. fray. C)NDITIONAL PRO(]. FAVORABLELANDING CONDITIONSA0 T*DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN fAVORABLELAUNCHCONDITIONSAr TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 i_ L-_ k8 72 96
I _.9 77.8 '72.2 71.3 49.1 51.9 ]8.0 48.1 34.3 34.3 42.6 36.6 _,
4 22.4 8t.4 6'7.0 S,7.7 49.5 36.1 43.3 40.2 36.1 34.0 q].$ 33.9
7 15.9 88.4 '75.4 63.8 49.3 56.5 62.3 43.5 27.5 33.3 31.9 25.6
10 13.1 84.2 71.9 5'7.9 64.9 61. _ _.4 45.6 35.1 31.6 26.3 26.7
13 8.5 83.8 81.1 ,78.q 83.8 64.9 r_.2 29.7 27.0 18.9 10.8 20.5
18 12.9 89.3 '776.8 69.6 I_.3 67.9 58.9 37.5 25.0 3'7.5 23.2 25.3
19 16.6 90.3 83.3 80.6 '7].6 63.9 44.4 "41.7 38.9 2_.8 25.0 25.8
22 22.8 8'7.9 '78.8 '77.8 r_.6 45.5 49.5 53.5 3'7., 31.3 35.q 33.4
NOV.
H(X_ PRCTJ.I_AV. (CNDITIONAL PRO0. fAVORABLELANOINGCONOITIONS AO T*DT PROe. FAV.
T LAUNCH _IVEN FAVORABLELAUNCHCONDITIONS AI' T|MI[ T _.ANDINO
I Z 3 6 g I_ _ 48 7Z 96
I ELI 81.8 67." 62.3 35.1 45.8 3g.aJ gO.9 41.E 3"7,7 33,] _lg.8
q _,0 87,1 78.2 _.5 qO.5 40.6 40.8 42.8 q0.6 40,6 ql.6 3r_.7
7 14.3 08.3 .70.0 73.3 51.7 46.7 46.7 35.0 _6,7 18.3 _8,3 _.5
10 16.2 80.9 75.5 64.7 58.8 54.4 ma?.q 50.0 38._ _9.4 30.9 L_9.5
13 10.7 77.8 7'7.8 77.8 64.4 68.9 73.3 42._ 37.6 35.8 17.8 26.7
16 17.1 03.3 73.6 80.6 79.2 6_.6 15_.5 4_.8 33.3 _=9.2 _)2.E 30.5
19 22 I 89.2 88.2 87.1 63.q 50.5 3a.3 _6._ 3_.3 35.5 36.6 35.7
_ 28.8 85. t '72.7 70.2 57.0 33. I 47.1 47. I 40.5 42. l 38.0 41.4
DEC.
HOURPROB. IVAV. CI_OIflONAL PROt}. rAVO_AOL[ LANDIr;O CGNDIYIONS AO T.DT PI_B. rAV.
1' LALINCH (IVI[N FAVORABLELAUN_.HC_;OITlOt;5 AT t ll'[ t LANOIF,_
t 2 $ 6 9 12 _, 48 ?_ 96
1 _.6 03.8 76.6 71._ 3'7.8 5_.3 42.3 54.1 44.1 44.1 37._ 3g.4
4 _.4 83,0 68.9 39.6 50.0 43.4 43.4 51.9 39.6 34.0 44.3 3g.6
7 12.4 90. I eJ2.6 87.0 66.7 57.4 63.0 35.2 3'7.0 3"/.0 33.3 2_. I
tO 15.7 79.4 75.0 66.P. 6'7.6 70.6 _,7.4 50.0 35.3 35.3 35.3 34.l
13 II .8 80.4 76.5 70.6 72.5 58.8 _.9 3'7.3 31.4 51.0 41._ 31.1
16 t7.1 8'7.8 86.5 8"7.8 62.4 75.7 66.2 4t .9 ,46.5 )_'.4 40.5 33._
19 21 ..q 90.'i 65.3 78.9 '72.6 67.4 40.0 44.2 38.9 30.5 35.8 36.9
c_2 "_.7 86.9 79.4 76.6 67.3 38.3 4'7.7 5:.4 4_.1 33.3 30.3 3cj.8
B-6
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JANUARY
KSC LAUNCHFRODABILITIES
I_ROBABILITYOF"UNIrAVORABLEC0hOITION5 kT A GIVEN HOURAND THE C01qOITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 0N_. OI_3UNOHINOS CRITERIA TNO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PRO(]. CONDIT:ONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILIT:"S
I E 3 6 12 24 I 2 J B ,_ Eq
I 22.6 ./9.6 -/;?.4 %.5 65.3 ./6.5 31.6 I 45.2 92,3 91.8 90.8 89.2 62., 6"/.]
q c_.9 "/9.6 "/I.3 71.3 85.2 ./0.4 35.2 h 44.9 99.0 99.5 96.9 90.8 83.1 67._
? 23.8 87.4 B./.4 89.3 8"7._* 46.6 40.8 "/ q9.4 97.2 91.6 8"/.9 82.-/ 84.6 66.4
10 44.9 9_.8 86.6 86.2 65.1 33.8 49.E 10 44..7 96.4 g4.3 92.8 88.1 "/7.3 68.0 ="
13 5'_.9 83.9 "14.'/ 66.9 34.7 29.8 60.7 13 44.9 94.4 93.cJ 9;.8 93.3 ./4.9 (=4.6
16 43.3 ./3.9 '33.7 46.3 41.5 35.6 50.0 16 4./.0 99.5 911.5 98.5 g3.8 73.5 65.2
19 _2.6 85..7 -/4,5 "71.4 53.1 54. I 35..7 19 r_.8 9_3.0 B?.0 82.4 "7"7.3 "/4.8 68.9
2_ 23,'/ "78.6 5'/.0 64.1 64. I "78.6 36.9 22 4-/.0 96.6 92.6 93, I 66.3 61.4 6"7.6
CRI TER!A THt_E CLOUDS CR!TE.RIA FOUR CEIL I
HOUR PRO0. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 _ IE L_ I 2 3 6 12 Lq
I 5./.4 Be../ _.1 83.9 B4.3 79.9 63.1 l 43.3 82.4 "79.8 ./8.? ./6.1 68.6 _0.0
q 58.1] 89.4 '31t.6 6./.8 B0.0 "76.1 66.3 4 44._. 89.1 81.3 80.2 ./5.0 _.0 r'_.6
? 6fi. I 9?.3 _]',.0 65.0 81.1 "73.1 "73.1 "7 50.3 89.9 8c?.6 8,?.6 "76.1 6_.8 61.5
10 63.1 g'_.5 ')_.'_ e6.9 00.3 66.1 "70.4 10 52.5 06.0 0n.3 "7"/.6 72.4 50.3 63._
13 66._ 9'-_.5 ')_J.3 8./.9 "75.1 68.2 "/"7.9 13 48.6 89.6 8_.4 "18../ "71.I 5_.2 6_',.5
16 6.7../ 92.2 89.1 80.6 69.4 69.4 ./3.5 16 49.1 90.1 80.3 "34.2 63.8 58.? 1_.9
19 6_.0 88.1 BI ._ .78.1 .73.6 ./7.3 69.9 19 46.3 88.6 "78. I "/.7.I 69.2 6./.E r._.7
22 54.4 8'/../ 82.6 FJ0.9 80.1 "78.0 64.4 22 42.2 60.9 "74.3 "/3.8 6"7.8 68.3 55.2
CRITERIA rlvE: vISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX T_fdNOEIR_TGRH
HOUR PROB. CONOIIII)NAL PROB&BILITIES HOUR PROB. C0N01" .ON&L PR0gABILITIES
I ;' 3 6 12 L:_ I 2 3 6 IE
I 7.4 68.8 6_.5 59.4 56.3 3.1 _B.I I .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 12.2 83.0 ./I.'/ ./3.6 30.2 3.8 17.0 4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
"7 19.4 "75.0 50.0 31.0 '7.1 6.0 34.5 "7 .2 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
l0 B.B 55.3 3',.2 26.9 10.5 10.5 10.5 10 .E ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 4.1 61.1 3q.9 27.8 II.I 5.6 11.1 13 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G
16 3.0 69.2 4_,.2 30.8 46.2 46.2 23.1 16 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
19 3../ 62._a 50.0 43.0 25.0 3"7.5 .0 19 .L_ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 5.5 85.3 83.3 58.3 45.8 20.8 12.5 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C
CRI [ERIA r'a[_[N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITION_. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ E_
I 4.4 _.'/ -/3.'/ 73.'/ 4"/.4 4./.¼ 15.8
4 ./.q .//I.9 59.4 56.3 25.0 I8.B El.9
? "/.6 ./9.8 66../ 49.5 _0.5 EI.2 15.2
10 6.9 66../ 4r_.'/ 43.3 P? 0 13.3 3.3
13 ./.I 54.9 35.5 45.2 ES.B 6.5 g../
16 _3.5 56._ 45.6 50.0 3'/.5 2r.).0 4._
19 5.9 6(I.0 49.0 r_.0 L_.0 28.0 12.0
22 b.9 63.3 _O.C 23.3 $3.3 23.3 3.3
B-8




PROBABILITY Or rAVORABLr.CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUPAPIDTHE"CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Of" UNfAVC_A_C CONOITIOt_ DT HOURSLAIFR fOR Ie;D|VIOUAL CPlT.
CPITERIA ONE C_qOUNOkllf_ CRITERIA Tl_O 14;NDgALOFT
HOUR PROB, CONDITIOflAL PROr_ABILITIES HOUR PHOg. CO_)ITIONAL PPOBABILITIE5
I ,? 3 6 18 L=_ I 2 3 6 12
I "/'1.4 6.6 7.'J 10.4 11.6 49.7 19.6 I 54.8 I.'/ 4.2 7,1 16.8 14.3 31.1
4 "/5.1 3.7 E;.4 8.0 31.6 34.4 21.8 4 55.1 :3.3 "/.I 10.9 "/.1 1"/.6 31.0
7 "/6.8 8.2 20.6 31._ _.1 19.2 17.9 7 50.6 1.4 1.8 2.3 "/.8 25.6 3"/.2
10 55.1 18.8 30,1 31.0 25.5 |_.5 41.4 10 55.3 1.3 3.8 6.3 13.7 22.5 30.0
13 44.2 13.5 13.0 t3.5 7.| 13.0 46.9 13 .55.1 3.8 "/.I 10.5 23.4 25.1 33.1
16 56.7 6.1 6.1 4._ 10.2 17.1 38.2 16 53.0 3.9 8.3 16.1 14.3 23.9 34.8
Ig 77.4 5.7 11.3 9.8 13.4 14.3 lg.0 39 45,2 2.0 2.6 4.1 11.2 63.6 39.3
22 76.3 5.11 6.6 9.4 13.0 34.4 19.3 2_ 53.0 .g 3.9 "/.0 12.6 16.5 30.0
CRITCqlA THR[E" CLOUDS CPi".Ri/, FO_,R CEILING
PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PP011. CONDITi0NJL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 r_ 12 c-_ I 2 3 6 12 _:_
I 42.6 16.2 23.9 2_.9 41.3 48.6 50.3 I 56.'7 9.3 16.-/ I-/.9 30.6 33.3 36.2
q 41._ 15.1 21._ 34.8 3.4.1 5.5.9 49.7 4 _.8 12.0 15.7 26.6 3'*.-/ 38.11 39.4
7 .43.9 I9.0 26._ 20.4 38.1 40.8 56.2 7 49.7 15.3 Ig.I 22.3 20.9 29.8 41.1
10 36,9 18.8 _.2 31.9 46.2 34.4 53.1 10 47.5 0.3 14.6 16.5 23.3 24.3 42.2
13 33.4 15.2 25.7 27,6 35.9 36.6 46.2 13 51.4 II.-/ Ig.0 21.1 22.9 _8.3 35.0
IG 32.3 '5.7 2L1.0 2_.9 _/_.9 30.6 56.4 16 50.9 !0.4 16.6 19.5 21.3 31.2 3"t.6
19 30.0 4.5 13.9 I¢,.0 31.5 50.6 4U.5 19 53.7 9.0 10.3 12.0 21.0 3-/.5 39.9
82 45.q I L:_ _ _9.O 3_.11 4-/.5 _3.4 22 57,11 8.11 17.9 21.1 27.9 q2.c_ 33.9
CRITERIA rive VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN[ERST0qM
IIOUI! PROB. C_OlTIONAL PROgABIL|TIES HOUR PR011. CONOITIONALPR01]._OILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 c_4 ! 2 3 6 12
I c_.6 5.0 5.7 11.5 16.5 4,2 6.0 ! _-_.11 .0 ,0 .5 .2 .0 .2
4 97.0 3.7 ?.g II.B 5.11 _.9 11.5 4 99._ .0 .0 .2 .2 .0 ._
7 110.6 4.9 4.3 3.4 3.4 3.2 I6.7 "/ 99.9 .2 .5 .2 .0 .2 .2
I0 91.2 1.5 1.11 I.O 2.3 5.1 8.6 I0 93.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._
13 9_.g 1.2 1.2 1.9 3.4 -/."/ 3.8 13 100.0 .0 .0 .6 ._ .2 .0
16 _'/.0 1.7 3.3 2.9 4.3 11.2 2.1 16 10_.O .0 .0 .2 .0 .5 .0
19 96.3 .7 8.4 4.1 6.9 19.4 4.1 19 93.8 .C .0 .0 .2 .2 .2
82 ¢J4.S 1.7 3.2 4.6 10.2 11.0 5.6 22 100.0 .0 ._; .2 .5 .2 .B
CRI TI_RIA 5[ VI:N Pl_ClPl TAt ION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPPOBABILITll:g
I 2 3 6 12
I 95.6 3.1 3.4 4.3 5.8 5.3 3.9
4 9_.6 3.5 3.0 3.7 5.5 4.5 6.2
7 c_.4 1.5 3.8 3.5 3.8 4.5 7.0
I0 93.1 _.7 3.7 4.5 4.b 6.4 6.9
13 9_.9 2.2 2.0 2.5 4.2 4.2 6.7
16 Y_.5 2.2 3.7 3.8 5.1 6.3 5.4
IJ 94.8 _.g 2.9 4.2 3.2 6.4 5.1
28 g3. I 1.5 3.8 3.0 5.4 5.4 7.2
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PROBABILITY Or uNIrAVORABL[COND:TIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAI_ THE:CO_ITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER
HObTI PROB. COP,"DIT|ONALPROBABILITY AT DT H01._S LATER
I 2 3 6 9 I_ 15 18 _1
I _.q 95.8 9_.6 94.9 97.0 96.4 96.7 96.7 99.3 85.8 85.8
L, 87.;?. 97.1 9*.*.L* 97.'.* _6.8 95.6 95.9 89.8 85._* 88.3 87.7
7 9_.u '35.Q .o6._ 96._, 95.3 9_.3 _J9.8 85.7 86.c_ eB.e 9._.6
10 9:_. I 9e._ 97.8 96.7 95.9 90.`' 85.8 86.6 88._ 92.9 92.'..,
13 "9.5.1 98.6 97.8 96.7 91.0 9G.O 87.: c_7.9 92.9 9c_.9 93.c_
16 93.9 97.0 9_,.8 9_.1 86.7 _6.? 81_.0 9._.9 93.2 9_.9 9_.0
19 09.0 96.b 9_..5 91.7 89.1 91.1 9.,.B 9r_.`' 9"o..5 9'_.8 88.8
_;'?. 83.9 9'_.2 92.`' 93.E, 92.'1 9'a.7 9£,.7 9_.5 95.`' ee.e 85.1
PROII,t81LITY Or IrA','ORAg,.£CO:,IDITIONSAT A GIVCN HOI.,'RAS',DTHC CO_'DITIONAL
PltOB_BILI TiES 0t" ur,FAVORABLECOt.'C)ITIONS Of HOL,'RSLATER
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITY AT t:)t HOtJRSLATER
I _. 3 6 g I_ 15 18 _1
, 1_.8 _7.9 ql.O q5.9 6e.9 7s._ 73.8 78.7 8_.0 73.8 7g.q
L, 1_.8 30.0 _*_.0 60.0 68.0 78.0 BO.O B_.O "_.0 70.0 8_.0
7 7._ _.I 37.9 _1.7 65._ 75.9 79.3 F._.I 5B.§ 7_._ 93.1
I0 6.(3. _._ 33.3 q_._ 66.7 70.'* _9.3 51.9 70._ 8e.9 9_.8
13 5.9 29.6 _0.7 55.6 63.0 55.6 ,,_._ '7,`'.t 8e.9 9_.6 8,5._
16 6. t 3._.3 _1.7 ql.7 `'i.7 _5.0 70.0 87.5 07.5 8"1.5 91.7
19 tl.O Iq.O _0.9 _0.9 q_._ 53.5 "/_.`' 72.1 79.1 86.0 88.q
_# 18.1 IT.S _3.8 _,.9 57.1 75.,= 77.a e#.b 85.7 Be.9 79.,,
i
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PflOBtRILITY Or UNIrAV_'_R,',BI.ECOM:)ITI0_I5 AT A GIVCN HOURANO T_,.I_:C0_,'DITt0_AI.
F1qO19A191LITIESOr UNFAV0PALE CONDITI01_ 0T HOU_9 LATER Ir0R INOIVIDI.;AL CRIT.
, CRITERIA ONE: G4RiXJNOHINOS CRITERIA TWO HIFID_ ,t.LOrT
HOUR _q(_. CI311OlTIONALPtmrOgABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIO_iALPROBA191LITIES
1 _ 3 6 I_ _ I _ 3 6 12
I L-_.3 199.9 7s.e .776.8 69..7 79.8 31.3 I 56._ 95.q 95.5 94.6 cJ_.B .778.3 6.7.4
q _.0 195.1 "7"7.7 00.9 Bs.I .79.3 36._ q 57.7 93.1 9"7.19 96.9 08.9 90.5 69.5
7 _6.5 91.3 90.4 90.q 86.'._ 51.9 _1.3 ? 63.0 96.0 93.5 87.9 190._ ?5.7 70.4
I0 Jr_.3 cJ_._ 86.3 85.4 '75.1 39.0 6_.9 I0 5".a 95.1 9?.0 90.? 87.9 7"7._ 67.9
13 60..7 89.1 8_.8 .77.3 _q.I 33.6 59.3 13 55.6 97._ 95._ 9'4.5 89.5 76.`3 63.8
119 55.9 0_.6 6_.q 50.7 qO._ 3_.0 69.1 I6 56.6 97.7 c_.8 93.7 86.0 "9._ 65.8
19 30.9 76.0 65.3 59.5 48.8 46.3 q0.5 19 _8.4 96._; 91.'/ 89.'3 8'_.3 ¢_?.1 68.6
_2 _'6.8 79.0 73.3 619.6 5.7.1 "76._ qO.O _2 5't.1 97./? g_.8 9?.0 90.1 T7.q 67.0
CRITrlIIA THI_I_ CLOUOS CRITERIA tOUR CEILING
HOUN PROB. C0_OITI0_iL PROBABILITIES HOUR PI_;3. CCNDITI0N_4, PROBABILITIES
I _. 3 19 !_ _ I _ 3 6 I_
I 51.Q 88.C 8q.5 8_.0 83.0 .79._ 519.0 i _1.8 8_._ 79.3 76.19 .70.7 67.1 5_.3
5.7._ 9_ C B_.19 8/.I 63.1 78.2 65.3 q _q.6 9,_.I 86.3 8,=.3 "78,3 69.1 58.3
.7 65.6 90.._ 8',._ O',._ "79.8 .73.5 .70.19 "7 ,,9..7 95.6 81.5 60.5 _._ 67._ 5"7.9
I0 63.8 g_.o Og._ 86.q O_.'_ 66.19 68.8 I0 _9._ e_.7 85.6 60.9 70.1 57.7 56._
13 6_.0 _t4.q 90.8 08.q 80.9 6_.9 71..7 13 _9.i? 89.6 83._ "73.3 71.0 5_._ _.'_
16 66. I g_._ 0"7.6 1_4._ 71.q 619..7 71.0 16 _9.0 88.0 8._.3 78.6 96.? _9.4 _.'_
IB 6_.2 88.5 84.0 7'3.5 68.q 719.3 70.1 19 _7._, 86.6 75.3 7_.6 66.7 6_.9 57.0
_ 55._ 8_.9 80.2 77.9 7"7.0 "r'/._ 59.q 2_ _3. ! 85.0 ?B.I ?8. I 65..7 63.9 _9. i
CMITCRIA rl_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX TI4_RST0i_I
HOUR I_:100. C041)ITIONAL PROBABILITICS _ PROB. C0_ITIONAL PPO_ABILITICS
I 2 3 6 1_ L_ 1 _ 3 6 1;_
I 6.9 191.5 .70._ 66..7 63.0 L=_.9 I1.1 I .B 33.3 33.:3 33.3 .0 .0 .0
I_.B .78.0 .719.0 68.0 3_.0 10.0 L_.0 _ .3 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 119.9 71.6 k3,6 27.0 16._ 9.5 36.5 "7 .3 .0 .0 .n .0 .0 .0
10 9.2 5_.R 50.0 319.9 ?_._ I1.1 19._ 10 .5 IC0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 5.q 57.. 33.3 _B.6 9.5 19.0 9.5 13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .C
16 6.1 "/5.0 _1.7 33.3 c_J._ c_9._ 6.3 16 1.0 50.0 .0 .0 _.0 .0 .0
19 3.19 53.3 53.3 60.0 _0.0 _6..7 6.7 19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
P_ _.8 "19.9 57.9 r,._.19 36.8 31.6 15.8 22 .19 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .C
I
CRI ICIIIA SLOVEN PIq[CIPITATION I
HOUR PR0O. CON01TIONALPRO0_BILITICS
I 2 3 6 I_ _"*
I 5._* _,7.6 33.3 _,.7.6 33.3 33.3 9.5
_* 5.6 5g.I .7_.? 50.0 59.1 31.8 _2..7
.7 5.9 69.6 69.6 .73.9 30._ 26.1 8..7
I0 9.7 t*_..7 _.7._ _._.1 31.6 21.1 15.19
13 6.9 63.0 51.9 55.19 33.3 18.5 I1.1
16 II.E .71.g _19.9 50.0 31.3 21.g I5.6
Ig O._ 65.6 65.6 53.1 25.0 3t.3 g.**
_ 7.7 63.3 53.3 _,3.0 33.3 3fi..7 30.0
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PROBABILITY Of" rAVOAABLECO_ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE C01_ITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNIrAVORABL[C0_ITICNg Dt I,_URg LATER r0R INDIVIDUAL CR|T.
CRITCRIA ONE: GROUNDklIN_S CR|TERIA TldO H|ND_ ALOFT
HOUR PIIOB. CONI)ITi0NAL PROcJAglLITIES HOUR PR08. C01_iTI0NAL PPOBAB|LITI[$
1 c_ 3 6 I_ c_ 1 _ 3 B 1_ _q
I ?4.'7 _,| 6.8 6.1 11.g 54.3 c_3._ I 43.(5 _.3 _.3 g.g 24.8 _=6,3 ]16.0
4 76.0 6.7 9.1 9.4 41.g _0.7 _0._ 4 4_.3 §.6 10.B 16.g 13.g _.1 36.7
7 73._ g.4 _=6.8 .40._ 51.', c_3.3 ei.g "7 37.0 1.4 _.B 4.8 13.8 _g.0 44.0
I0 47.7 21.4 3_.1 33.'7 34.8 13.4 41.7 I0 42.g 1.B 6.0 g.5 14.9 _3._ 37.5
13 39.3 24.7 23.4 22.7 10.4 12.3 51.g 13 44.4 2.3 5.7 g.2 20.7 25.g 41.4
16 44.1 'J,2 7.5 5.8 g.8 14.5 50,3 16 43.4 4.1 7.1 12.4 12.4 25.9 39.4
19 69.1 7.7 12.9 12.2 14._) 18.5 26.2 19 41.6 2.5 3.1 4.3 11.7 31.3 42.3
22 73.2 5.6 7.0 8.4 12.2 44.3 22.0 22 45.9 2.8 4.4 9.4 15.0 2B.3 37._
CRITERIA THRIll CLOUDS CRIT£RIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PHOB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITICg H_UI_ PROB. CCNOITIONAL PRCBABILIt;[$
I 2 3 § 12 24 I 2 3 6 I;_ 2N
I 49.0 18.7 _.0 _9.7 :17.4 47.9 4_.9 I 5FJ.2 II.0 ;6.7 21.5 34.6 36.4 34.8
4 4_.6 15.6 20.4 36.5 3"/.7 4g.7 47.9 4 g_.4 9.7 13.4 23.5 263 _.? 3_.1
? 34.4 15.6 26.1 _.4 34.1 40.7 56.3 "i 50.3 14._ 15.8 18.8 _.4 27.9 40.6
10 3{,._ 16.2 2(1.4 c_.6 37.3 35.2 r._.2 ;0 50.5 6,6 14.6 18.2 PH 3 _8.8 4;.4
13 36.0 13.5 1fl.4 26._ L)9.; 31._ 49.6 13 50,8 9.5 14.1 I).6 2_.S 30.7 43._
16 33.9 12.8 22.6 19.5 Pt.I 36.B 5_.6 IE 5:.0 8.5 16.0 17.5 20._ 31.0 41.5
19 37.8 "/.4 14.2 1_.5 23.6 45.3 _9.3 19 r_.6 7.3 I;.2 16.5 21.4 36.9 37.4
22 44.6 9.7 14.3 18.9 34.3 46.3 49.7 22 _6.9 5.4 9.4 16.1 29.1 37.2 38.6
CRIT(RIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SlX THUEE_RSTORH
HOUR PI_B. CONDIIlONAL PROgAB|LITIE$ HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITICS
I 2 3 6 12 _ l _ 3 6 I_
I 93.! 2.7 6.0 e.8 1_.6 3.8 6.3 I 99.2 .0 .0 .0 .3 .5 .B
4 87.2 1.8 3,2 11.7 5.9 5.6 10.L 4 99.7 .0 .3 .3 .5 1.0 .3
81.1 3.5 3.5 5.0 _.9 2.5 14.._ "7 99.7 .0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3
10 90.e .9 1.7 2,0 4.5 4.2 B.: l0 99.5 .0 .3 .5 1.0 ,e .5
i1 _,.6 I.I 3.8 4.9 3.5 5.9 5.1 13 99.5 .8 1.3 1.0 .5 .8 .5
16 93.9 1.4 1.6 1.9 3.3 11.4 6,0 16 99.0 .0 .3 .5 .5 .3 I.O
19 96.2 .8 1.3 2,? 5.3 18.0 3,4 19 99.5 .5 1.0 .9 .8 .3 .5
22 gb.2 .9 _.4 4.3 11.3 8.0 3.8 _ 99.2 .0 .3 .5 .3 .5 .9
CRITERIA gC_[N PtlECIPItATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPqOBABlLItlES
I 2 3 6 I_ c_4
I c_.B 2.c_ 4.0 3.2 4.3 5.4 5.1
4 g4.4 1.9 3,2 3.2 S.B 6.8 4.9
7 94.1 3.3 4.3 5.'7 5.4 7.0 5.7
l0 90.3 2.0 2.3 3.1 5.6 6.2 9.3
13 93.1 3.e 4..7 _$..7 5.3 4.4 6.8
16 91.8 2.2 3.1 4.4 _.6 4.4 .7.5
19 91.9 2.2 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.6 8,3




KSC LAt,HCH PRqBABIL |T IES
IBR_AB|LITY OF"UM'AVORABL£ CONOITIONS AT A GIV£N HOUR APJOTHE CONDITIONAL
PRODAB[LITllES Of" UNIrAVORABLE COF,'_|TION5 DT HOUP5 LATER
HOUR PRC_. COh_[TIONAL PRCSABILiTY AT DT HOURS LATCP
[ 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 _1 2**
I 8";.8 95.9 93.6 9_.0 95.3 95.6 95.9 95.9 89.2 e5,9 86.5
4 R!.3 96.5 97.4 98.0 96.9 96.0 97.2 9,'.2 8f_.'_ 87.2 85.0
7 90,1 96.2 95.9 96.4 96.2 97.7 91.0 C5.6 95.9 83.6 90,3
I0 92.6 97,8 gB.C 96.7 97.0 9:J.O 84.2 R*.5 82.5 9._.3 93.0
13 93,5 98.3 97.0 96.R Bg.6 93.7 9_.7 8__.C g0.9 93. I 9_.3
16 '.3.8 96.3 94.1 90.6 64.9 85.7 83.0 90.b 93.8 5-..6 g,_.l
19 87.8 95.3 91.3 08.7 B8.4 9'3.0 9_.e g'*.7 9_.5 95.3 BB.7
22 82.0 94.b 92.7 _.9 67.3 95.5 95.'_ 96.0 95.8 89.0 e_.5
PR(_ABILITY OF"rAVORAB.E CC_'I_[T!O,'_ Af A GIVD_ Hg_'R AN:] TI,{ CO,_iTIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNrAVOI_BL[ ¢ONOITION5 DT HCU'_5 LATER
N(X_ PRCB. CONOIT|ONAL PROBABILITY AT Dt HOURS LATER
I 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 _1 c_
I If 2 c_.7 22.9 25.7 62.9 78.6 82.9 82.9 80.0 61.4 70.0
4 16.? 16.0 40.0 55.6 "_.t 82.7 79.0 72.8 61.2 69.1 6t_.?
7 9.9 37._ 51.2 50.1 69. B 58.1 59.1 48.8 65.1 r_.8 88. _
I0 7.4 -7.5 54.8 53.1 51.6 59.4 53.1 "/S.O 68.8 87.5 87.5
13 6.5 39.3 42. 48.1 60.7 .K7.1 71.4 60.7 78.6 65.7 89,3
16 6.7 14.8 33.3 44.4 37.0 55.6 59.3 81.5 ";4.1 8_..2 08.9
19 1_.2 11.3 20.0 .34.0 _,0.9 56.6 7"/,4 77.4 83,0 83.0 8',.9
_'2 18.0 t2.8 32.1 42.3 55.1 "7'-*4 79.5 84.6 _.6 84.6 7|.8
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II>ROBADIL:TY OF UNFAV0f_ABLE CONDITICNS AT A GI_,EN HOUR A."ID THE C0:,ID1TIO:JAL
PROBABIL I T1£5 OF UNFAVOPA[_,.E CCf'_.T,IT1045 DT HOUPS LATER FOR INDZ VIDUAL CR! T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDIT!C_A. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l E' 3 6 !E 24 I E 3 6 12 24
I _3.1 71.0 63.0 65.0 65.0 82.0 34.0 I 48.3 35.7 92.8 91._ 89.5 77.4 67.8
4 20.3 79.5 73.9 76. 85.2 72.7 3_.1 4 47.5 9_.0 98.0 36.6 8g.3 75.2 67.5
7 22.6 e7.8 88.6 90.7 86.7 '2.9 31.6 7 52. i 98.7 92.5 88.g 8'.8 76.0 69.9
I0 56.8 92.3 91.8 .8g.4 77.6 37.0 59.8 10 48.0 95.2 92.8 91.3 83.2 71,6 67.! m.,.
13 66.7 88.2 85.8 79.2 41.7 30.6 58.9 13 48.5 g2.[ 89.8 87.1 85.2 77.0 64.1
16 59.8 79.9 60.7 48.b _4.4 28.6 66.7 16 45.0 96.4 _5.9 94.3 87.2 80.5 63.4
19 31.2 80.7 70.4 G3.0 5_.4 46.7 37.8 19 52.2 91.6 86.7 8_.6 78.7 78.3 66.4
_2 28.9 75.2 6_.2 60.8 52.0 74.h 36 0 22 46.2 9P.O 93.5 92.5 87.5 79.9 62.8
CRI TCRI A THREE CLOUDS CR| rERI A FOUR CE IL ING
HOUR PROB. COt_iTIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CCN_ITIONJ4.. PRCBAB:LITI£$
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 i_ L_
I 57.0 e9.5 B5.4 82.6 85.u 78.: 64.2 I 41.8 e5.2 _0.6 79.0 71.e 70.7 50.6
4 57.1 90.7 8_'.3 B9.5 79.4 81.0 66.5 4 42.9 B3.2 88.! el.2 77.8 65.4 50.5
7 71.0 89.3 84.1 81.4 79.9 74.3 74.4 7 h7.5 90.2 86.9 80.5 74.8 _2.0 s4.4
I0 6,3.8 91.3 9c., 86.3 88.2 67.9 70.5 I0 50.3 65.2 83.7 80.3 71.1 60.4 58.1
13 65.1 93.2 88.7 87.9 77 9 69.4 72.0 13 50.1 e8.5 82.9 77.0 69.6 55.8 61.3
16 68.8 93.0 8q.6 el.5 69.0 70.1 76.4 16 46.7 93.6 BT.I 80.2 67.7 59.9 58.4
19 6P.4 89.3 82.2 76._ 74.7 BI.5 71.4 19 47.3 83.9 79.5 75.5 66.8 61.0 57.4
_2 53.3 88.3 B_.7 81.3 73.6 75. I 6_.2 _2 _2.7 85.8 76.8 75.7 67.0 66.3 5_.2
CRITERIA rl_ VISIBILITY CRITER:A SIX TI,,IUt_"_RSTORH
HOUR PROB. CCNOITIONAL PROBABILIIIES HOUR P_0B. CONOITIC_JAL P_CB_BILIT|($
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 E_
l 5.1 68.2 40.9 54.5 't5.5 4.5 9.1 I .7 33.3 .0 66.7 0 .0 .0
4 7.8 69.7 63.6 64.7 EI.2 14.7 11.8 4 .7 [GO.O 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0
7 14.3 5_.8 41.9 25.8 12.9 12.3 30.6 7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 6.2 _8.1 48.1 33.3 40.7 22.2 22.2 lO ._ IG3.0 75.0 25._ 25. C 50.0 E_3.0
13 5.1 77.3 _3.6 54.5 50.9 22.7 18.2 13 l.B 87.5 5C.0 37.5 25.0 12.5 12.5
16 4._ 76.2 71.4 71.4 42.9 33.3 9.5 16 1.6 85._ 28.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 .0
19 6.2 77.E 63.0 51.9 40.7 33.3 18.5 lq 3_g b_.B 41.2 35.3 5.9 .0 17.6
22 3.9 58.8 52.9 4_.I 35.3 29.4 17.6 22 2.3 20.0 IG.O 20.0 20.0 10.0 I0.0
CRITERIA _VEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDI T IONAL PROBABIL ! TIES
I 2 3 6 12 E_*
i 9.0 64.1 47.4 41.0 E5,6 25.6 1_.8
4 6.0 72.0 52.0 42.3 36.0 15.4 15.4
7 4,l 72.2 56.7 55.6 38,9 16.7 lI.l
tO 5.5 54.2 50.0 _O.O 33.3 16.7 20.8
13 6.5 67.9 64.3 46.4 32.1 25.0 21.4
.3 6.5 53.5 4B._ 57.1 32.! 28.6 21.4
19 8.5 70.4 5,5.8" 5r,5.8 5.":.4 18.9 18.9
_ 7.2 54.8 64.5 54.8 _.3 22.5 6 5
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PROBABILITY OF FAVOF:ABL[CONDITIOt_ AT A GIV[N HOURAl_tOTI-( CONOiTIONAL
PROBABILITICS OF"UNrAVOII_ABL(CONOII'IONS OT F.IOUR5LAT[R FOR iNdiVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROU_ HINDS CP|TERIA TWO I.ilNOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CGNOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROEABILITIr$
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 _x_
I 76.g 6.3 6 g 6.g g.9 f_?..3 20.5 I 51.7 2.2 4.5 6.'7 17.4 21.9 31.7
4 ?g.7 4.3 8.1 9.0 '4g.6 56.5 17.6 4 _.5 2.2 I0.1 I'.B !1.0 17.6 30.'7
"T "7"7.4 18.5. 36.0 47.0 60.9 2'7.8 20.5 7 4"7.9 1.0 2.4 3.8 12.5 26.4 35.1
I0 43.2 23.5 29.0 36.e 36.0 18.3 55.4 I0 52.0 2..7 5.8 B.g 10.3 22.3 33.3
13 33.3 16..7 _.o.3 21.0 :0.4 9.'7 62.2 13 51.5 1.8 2.2 5.0 21.1 22.9 36.8
16 40.2 B.O 4.6 4.6 5.8 9.2 50.0 16 55.0 2.9 8.1 18.1 12.2 21.4 32.4
19 6B.O 6.'7 9.1 13.5 11.4 12.4 29.3 19 47.9 i.4 2.4 5.3 16.9 25.6 39.3
22 "71. I 6.2 7.5 8.5 8.4 51 . I E6..7 22 53.8 2. I 5.6 12.4 14.6 23.6 35.2
CRII[RIA THREE CLOUOS CRIT£RIA tOUR CCILIhlG
HOUR PROa. C_IOITIONN. PROBABILITI£S HOUR PROB. CO_'OITIONALPROBABILITI£S
I 2 " 6 12 _'_ ! 2 3 6 12
I 43.0 15.1 21.0 23.! _.2 49.1 4.7.8 I 59.2 9.9 1"7.5 16..7 29.B 35.5 3_.9
4 q2.g 11.3 30.3 46.2 40.9 r_."7 45..7 4 5.7.1 6.9 15 ;t 22.2 29.8 32.'7 3"/.5
.7 29.0 8.'7 15.9 1'7.5 28.8 33.3 61.1 "7 52.5 14.5 20.2 23.2 2.7.e 34.2 40.4
I0 37.2 11.8 20.6 29.2 35.6 29.2 49."7 I0 49.? 8.8 12.2 19.2 21.5 25.1 41.9
13 34.9 14.6 26.5 32."7 33.1 34.4 _."7 13 49.9 ?.4 13.q lb.8 _o.7 2"7.0 40.0
16 31._ 13.3 21.8 19.4 18.5 29.6 _t.I 16 b3.3 9.5 21.0 18.3 20.8 28.1 38.3
19 3'7.6 6.1 11.'7 16.0 29.2 _?.1 47.9 19 52.7 6.1 Ig.I 13.6 16.5 34.6 39.9
22 46.1 9.5 IB.8 _9..7 39.1 4"7.0 43.1 22 5'7.3 6.9 la.I 15.8 25.0 3'7.5 35.5
CRITCRIA F'IV( VISIBILITY CRITCRIA SiX T_RSTOI_t
HOUR PROB. CC_DITIONAL PNC_ABIL1TIE9 HOUR PROB. COHOIT:ONALPPOBABILITIE9
1 2 3 6 12 _4 I 2 3 6 12 L_
I cjq.g _.4 3."7 5.4 12.7 5.1 4.g I 99.3 .5 .5 .2 ,5 1,9 ."7
4 .c_.2 3.5 5.5 I0.0 5.0 4.0 B.O 4 99.3 .2 .5 .2 ,"7 1.6 .7
7 85.'/ 1.3 1.9 3.0 3.8 5.1 12.1 7 99.5 .2 .5 .g i,g 3,9 .5
tO 93.8 1.0 1.7 3.2 2._ _.7 5.2 10 99. I .5 I .4 1.6 ! .4 I,g ..7
13 c,_.g .'7 1.9 2.2 3.9 4.1 4.4 13 98.2 .2 .9 .9 3.5 .5 :.4
16 95.2 I..7 E.2 2.9 I .g .7.0 4.9 16 99.4 .9 2.9 3.5 I.g .5 2.4
Ig 93.8 .5 1.0 ..7 2.7 13.5 5.? 19 96.1 ,0 ,2 1.0 .5 ,5 3,6
22 96.1 1.0 2.4 3.q 7.2 5.3 3.6 2_ g'7.7 .2 .2 .2 .2 .'7 _.1
CRITERIA e-_EVIE:N PI_CiPI TATION
HOUR PROB. COND_TIONAL.PROBABILITICS
1 2 3 6 12
I 91.0 1.9 2.5 2.5 2.0 4.5 8.4
4 cJ4.0 2.2 2.9 1.? 3.7 5.g 5.1
? g5.9 3.4 2.6 3.4 5.1 0.2 4.1
I0 c_.5 3."7 E.5 3.9 4.9 6.6 4.4
13 93.a3 2.0 2.2 3.? 6.9 ";.'/ 5.4
16 93,5 2.2 4.0 5.2 5.2 4.2 5."7
1g 91.5 3.5 3.0 2.*_ 5. I 3.0 7.0
22 g_.8 2.0 2.5 5.5 3.7 4.0 '7.0
B-15
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF" UN_'AVORAE_..EC01"DITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABIL ITIES OF" UNFAVORABLE CONDI TIONS DT HOURS LATER
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AT DT HOURS LATER
! 2 3 6 9 12 15 IB 21 2w
1 77.9 93.0 92.7 90.5 92.4 93.6 94.2 92.4 90.8 83.2 B2.3
4 77.1 96.9 96.0 9;*.1 94.8 94.4 93.2 90.1 83.6 83.3 _2.1
7 87.4 94.. 7 94.3 92.6 9w.6 93.2 89.9 81.2 81.2 78.5 88.8
I0 86.4 96.4 96.1 96.7 94.2 9_,.9 83.5 82.1 80 2 8-_.5 87.9
13 91,4 95.8 96.4 93.8 90.4 82.8 80.5 78.9 80.3 e6.2 90.4
16 89.5 96.8 92.8 91.5 83.5 81.9 v9.5 88.6 88.3 92.3 91.5
19 86.9 93.2 89.9 87.9 83.8 80.8 89.9 88.8 9,2.9 91.0 8g.o
22 78.8 91.2 90.3 89.1 85.2 91.5 92.4 84.3 91.5 91.8 8;-'.8
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TI.E CONDITIONAL
PROBABIL ITIES Or UNFAVORABLE CONDI T ION5 DT HOURS LATER
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRGBASILITY AT DT HOURS LATER
I 2 3 6 9 12 15 IB 21
I 22.1 19.4 c_.7 30.1 69.9 61.3 81.7 "}'9.6 73.1 63.4 61.3
W 22.9 26.0 51.0 64.6 58.3 81.3 77.1 76.0 62.5 58.3 57.3
7 12.6 22.6 37.7 43.4 59.8 64.2 66.0 62.3 52.8 62.3 71.7
IO 13.6 38.6 .30.9 57.9 59.6 61.4 49.1 49. t 52.6 68.4 73.7
/ 13 8.6 19.4 44.4 44.4 50.0 36.1 ,7.2 50.0 6g.4 83.3 94.4
16 10.5 22.7 36.4 47.7 38.5 _0.9 50.0 70.5 65.9 77.3 68.2
19 13.1 9.1 12.7 18.2 36.4 47.3 65.5 67.3 76.4 76.4 7G.9





PROBABILITY or UN_AVOPABLECONDITION5 AT A GIVtN HOURANO THE'CONOITIO_U..
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVOPABL[COflDITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINOS ALOF'T
HOUR PROB. COf_,TIONJ4. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ;._ I 2 3 6 12 c_
I 20.0 81.0 69.0 57.1 61.9 79.0 31.0 I 47.I 94.4 92.9 91.4 87.4 81.3 67.2
4 16.9 7"7.5 67.6 76.1 93 0 81.7 35.2 4 46.4 96. _, 93.3 93.3 89.'7 76,9 66.2
7 21.4 g!.l 92,2 91.1 88.9 47.8 33.3 7 50.5 95.7 93.4 91.(, 63.0 76.4 63.7
10 51.0 86.4 86.0 8:?.2 79.0 33.2 62.1 10 48.8 94.6 92.2 90.7 e4.g 80.0 65.9
13 50.1 89.3 84.0 Bg.3 38.5 25.0 64.3 13 47.4 96.0 93.5 89.9 87.9 75.9 64.3
16 59.3 81.0 62.5 44.2 33.3 _r"4.1 66.3 16 45.7 9"7.4 95.4 95.8 91.7 "76.6 65.1
19 26.7 73.2 71.4 59.8 50.0 45.5 37.5 19 50.5 96.2 93.9 8q.6 79.7 73.1 67.9
22 c_2.9 70.8 64.6 _.5 43.8 ?9.2 35.4 22 47.9 94.5 90.5 OB.I 82.6 77.1 66.7
CRITERIA THI_E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITiON4L PROBABILITIES FLOURPRCB. COKDITIOHAL PRCABILII'IES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 50.5 86.8 ./9.2 75.5 82.1 72.6 60.4 I 33.6 "75,2 66.7 60.3 62.4 50.4 44.0
4 49.0 88.3 8B.B 84.0 78.6 73.9 5"7.8 4 31.7 "77,4 ";'5.9 75.2 64.7 55.6 3"7.6
7 6't.3 86.6 79.6 74.1 72.2 73.0 70.4 "7 42.1 "75.0 E8.9 63.8 r'J4.B 5;.4 53.1
10 58.1 91.4 85.9 82.0 "/';'.5 59.B 61.9 10 36.9 83.9 76.1 70.3 63.9 42.6 47.1
13 57.9 88.5 86.8 B1 .I "78.6 64._ 65.4 13 35.5 87,2 81.2 7-3.5 67.1 49.7 49.0
16 59.5 92..8 87.6 84.8 62.8 60.B 66.4 16 39.3 89.7 84.2 ";4.5 52.1 47.3 53.3
19 61.0 "79.7 "72.3 6"7.6 67.2 75.0 70."7 19 38.6 83.2 71.0 64.2 58.6 60.5 56.2
22 45.0 87.8 82.5 ?9.9 79.0 76.2 59.3 22 30.0 82.5 67.5 66."/ 53.2 55.6 42.1
CRITERIA rive VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN_RSTOPH
HOUR PROB. CONEITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIC_AL PROaAglLITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L=_ I ? 3 6 12 L:_
I 1.9 '75.0 ?5.0 62.5 50.0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 0 _ .0 .0 .0
4 4.0 ./6.5 82.4 ./6.5 I"/.6 5.9 !"/.6 4 .5 50.0 50.0 '. .0 .0 .0
"7 9.0 59.5 34.2 21.1 7.9 5.3 21.1 ? .'7 66.7 .] .0 .0 .0
10 _.g 91.7 66."7 33.3 25.0 8.3 8.3 :0 1.0 50.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0
13 1.2 80.0 40.0 40.0 _0.0 .0 20.0 13 1.4 50.0 50.(.',' 33.,_ .0 .0 .0
16 c_.4 30.0 _0.0 20.0 .0 c_0.0 .0 !6 2.9 33.3 33.3 16../ .0 8.3 .t_
lg 1.0 100.0 25.0 _5.0 25.0 ?5.0 .0 19 2.6 45.5 18.2 9.1 .0 .0 9.1
_2 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 _)2 ../ 66.? .0 .0 .0 .0 33.
CRITERIA SEveN PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 2.1 44.4 _2.2 22._ I1.1 22.2 .0
4 _.1 33.3 22.2 35.3 .0 22.2 22.2
? 2.4 _0.0 10.0 .0 10.0 .0 .0
10 1.0 ./5.0 ?5.0 50.0 50.0 _0.0 .0
13 3.3 57.1 57.1 35."/ 21.4 35.7 7.1
16 5._ 36.4 40.9 22.7 27.3 4.5 4.5
lg 2.9 41.7 33.3 41."/ 16.7 8.3 .0
_2 _.9 66."/ 58.3 41."/ 16."/ 8.3 .0
B-17
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABIL I?IES
PP'JeABILITY OF FAVORA_E C_ITIONS AT A OIV[N HOUR AND Tile COND:TIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF U,%_'AVCRABLECONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON_ GROUND NINOS CRITERIA TNO NI_3S ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 c_ I 2 3 6 12 c_
I eo.o 4.5 4.8 6.8 11.3 52.7 16.4 : 52.9 1.4 3.6 6.3 17.6 17.1 28.8
4 83. I 4.5 7.4 :0.3 42.4 54.7 12.3 4 53.6 5.3 8.9 t3.3 I3.3 18.7 2B.4
7 7B.6 17.6 33.0 40.0 49.? 20.9 17.0 "t 4g.5 1.4 3.4 5.8 II.I 24.0 35.1
I0 49.0 lB.4 _O.I 33.0 38.8 12.1 36.4 I0 5|.2 1.9 3.7 6.0 e.4 !'/,2 31.2
13 41.9 20.5 33.5 30.1 IU.2 11.4 48.9 13 52.6 1.4 2.7 5.9 16.7 20.8 29.9
16 40.7 8.2 5.3 1.2 7.6 4.7 47.4 16 54.3 4.0 "/.5 t2.3 It.O 20.2 28.5
19 73.3 7.1 8.1 9.4 e.! It.4 21.8 19 49.5 .5 2.4 5.3 13.5 25.5 32.2
22 77.1 5.9 7. l 6.5 e.O 40.7 19.1 22 52.1 2.7 5.9 9.1 I2.3 21.5 29.2
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CPITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _-_ ! 2 3 6 12
I 49._ 14.4 _.?.1 22.1 46.2 42.8 38.5 I 66.4 7.5 14.3 17.2 31.9 28.0 27.6
4 51.0 19.2 3_ 3 45.3 38.3 45.8 38.8 4 68.3 10.1 20.2 26.8 24.0 31.7 27.5
7 35.7 16.7 _..0 29.3 32.0 39.3 52.7 7 57.9 6.6 12.9 ;7.3 21.4 29.2 35.0
lO 41.9 19.9 _t.4 £_.4 34.7 24.4 51,7 lO 63.1 10.9 15.1 15.1 24.9 22.6 31.3
13 42.1 11.9 22.6 2" 9 36.7 29.4 45.8 13 64.5 6.6 12.2 18.B 22.9 L_.O 26.6
16 40._ 11.2 21.9 2b.9 le.e 2g.4 47.1 16 60.7 8.3 12.2 15.3 15.7 20.0 29.B
19 39.0 5.5 5.5 9.8 22.0 47.0 46.3 19 61.4 4.7 6.2 8.5 _7.1 31.4 27.1
22 55.0 11.7 17.3 _.7 28.6 _2.4 33.3 22 70.0 9.9 13.9 18.? 21.1 29.3 L-_t.8
CRITERIA FIVE tlSIBILITY CRITERIA SIX TI.R)ND[RSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITI,_T;AL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 5 12 c_
I 98.1 1.0 2.4 2.9 8.3 1.2 1.9 I tO0.O .0 .2 .5 .? 1.4 .0
4 96.0 ,7 7.9 6.d 2.2 2.2 3.0 4 99.5 .5 .0 .2 1.0 2.9 .5
"/ 91 .O ,B 1.0 t.O .5 .5 7.3 "/ 99.3 .a .2 1.0 ...4 2.5 ._
I0 9"/.I ._ .o ' .2 1.7 .2 2.? I0 99.0 .2 ,'/ 1.4 2.9 .7 1.4
13 9e.e I,O 1.7 1.9 .7 i.9 1.2 13 98.5 1.0 I,.-1 2.4 2.'/ .0 1.7
16 97.6 1.0 .5 ,5 .5 3.2 2.2 16 9"/. ! .7 1.5 2.2 .'/ .e _.2
19 99.0 .2 .2 .2 I .7 7.9 1.0 19 97.4 .0 .'/ .5 .0 .'/ _.4
22 99.5 ,_ 1.2 I .7 3.3 2.9 .2 22 99.3 .2 .0 .5 1.4 .5
CRI T£RI A C._EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDmTIONAL PRCBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ;_
I 97.9 .5 .7 1.7 2.2 2.9 2._
4 9?.9 .2 I.'/ I.'/ I .0 4.9 I .'/
"/ 97.6 .7 I .5 I .0 3.2 2.9 2.2
I0 99.0 1.9 1.4 2.9 4.8 2.4 I .4
13 96.7 2._ 2.7 4.2 2,2 i.O 3.4
16 _t,8 I.B 1.3 t.8 1,5 2.0 5.0
19 9_,t 1.2 I.O :.'_ t,7 2.0 2.?





PROOABILIIY OF UI_'AVP,RA_.E CONDITIOt,5 AT A GIV[,'_HOUR AhFO THE CONDIT|ONAL
PROBABIL !? I£5 OF I2w'fA_,ORABLE COrJDIT,'ON5DT HOUR5 LAIER
H),W PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AT DT HOUP5 LAT[P.
I 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 21
I 60.7 °2.6 86.6 8_.9 85.2 90.9 93.3 94.3 91.9 80.2 76.5
4 65.2 93.6 91.9 90.1 92.6 95.4 95.4 92.9 81.6 79.2 72.4
7 76.5 9",.6 91.9 91.9 93.7 9_.6 9C.I 79.2 75.6 69.9 81.6
'0 81.8 96.1 oj_.9 95.2 95.2 91.0 79.7 75.8 71.0 80.6 85.8
13 85.9 96.0 96.0 96.2 91.7 80.6 75.0 69.9 60.9 85.0 9C.0
16 89.9 96.4 93.8 91.5 8_.5 73.3 C8.7 8D.5 _5.4 89.7 92,1
19 85.7 95.4 90.1 8_.4 v6.3 70.4 80.6 65.5 q3.0 33.0 89.2
22 75.1 91.4 87.4 84.0 7".3 83.4 87.7 92.6 93.3 91.I 78,8
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONO|TIGNS AT A GIVEN HOUR At_D TH£ CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OI HOURS LATER
_)t_ PR9_. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AT DT HOURS LAT£_
I 2 3 6 9 I_ 15 18 21 2_
I 31.3 16._ _'_.8 22.1 57.4 61.8 59.9 8G.l 72.1 64.0 ¢-2.2
4 3_ 8 29.8 49.0 51.0 61,6 68.2 79.5 72.2 62.9 49.7 51.7
7 23.5 28 WI.2 49.0 F,O.8 74.5 71.6 61.8 47.: 50.0 62.7
I0 18.2 19.0 3,?.9 44.3 65.8 62.0 54.4 38. C .19.2 62.0 62.0
13 14.1 _7.9 37.7 50.8 _,9.2 41.0 32.8 37.7 5'..1 60.7 67._
16 I0.1 87.3 31.8 34.1 27.3 E9.5 3..I 47.7 5:.t.5 59.1 72.7
19 14.3 11.:3 16.1 19,4 ¢_.o.2 33.9 56.5 62.9 66.1 7_,6 65.1
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KSC LAUNCH PROBAB ILIT IE5
PROBABILITY OF" _AVOf_ABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVI'N HOUR AND TIIECONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF U_I'AVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CPIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA T_O WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CO_._ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I P 3 6 13 _ I e 3 6 12 c_
! 14.l 68.9 55./ 49.2 '°5.9 85.2 41.0 l 37.8 95.7 92.7 89.0 85.4 78.5 56.?
4 ]0,1 96.4 58,2 72.7 08.5 86.4 29.5 4 3G.9 95,6 94.4 9..0 BB.| 7w.W 80.6
7 15.6 83,3 "93.1 9|.7 93.1 50.0 26.4 7 3g.g 9_.2 89.6 87,9 79.7 75.7 59.5
I0 37.6 86.5 86.5 85.3 75.5 33.1 54.6 I0 38.2 97.0 9;.6 87.9 79.5 69.9 59.6
13 52.4 85.0 79.3 74.9 39.2 21.6 67.0 13 _7.0 95.2 92,5 87.5 85.6 7;.9 61.0
I6 5_.5 76.2 54.3 40.9 29.7 14.2 6C.B 16 56.4 g_.7 9G.8 96.2 87.3 75.9 56.3 g"
19 24.2 75.2 60,0 55._ 37.1 32.4 45.7 19 41.5 93.9 87.2 82.2 76.1 68.9 51.]
22 19.6 72.9 56.5 55.3 35 3 68.2 49.4 22 35.9 94.3 91.7 89.7 84.0 73.1 58.3
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEIL ING
HOUR PROB. C(_4DITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
46.5 BB.I 76.7 71.B 73.9 76.2 58.9 I 29.8 "7.8.4 7_.0 67.2 69,8 64.8 42.4
44.7 9:.2 85.! 77.8 79.9 79.4 52.6 4 2"7.0 B2.g 78.6 75.2 67.5 76.9 41.0
7 57.5 8"7.5 83.6 85.2 78.8 81.6 55.6 7 38.7 Bl.O 73.8 67.3 57.3 67,9 53.0
I0 6!.5 9._.9 94.6 82,0 79.4 52.5 71.5 tO 36.6 89,9 83.6 77.4 76.1 56,0 52.8
I3 60.3 92.3 Bg.7 89.3 88.9 60.9 71.6 13 3e.B 84.5 84.5 8.=.7 76.8 51.2 56.0
16 66.1 89.9 89.9 88.5 69.0 52.3 73.9 16 46.1 91.5 85.5 84.0 60.0 43.5 62.5
19 71.2 90.9 81.6 70.9 59.5 68.3 79.3 19 50.2 /99.0 69.7 59.! 45.9 55.9 67.0
22 53.5 84.9 75.C 71.I 61.2 72.8 63.4 32 34.6 77.3 64.", 60.0 50.7 57.3 53.3
CRITERIA FIVE VI$1BILITY CRITERIA 51X T_',IO£RSTGI_,'I
HOUR PROB. C_ITIONAL PROBABILIIIES HOUR PROB, C_ITIOflAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 13 _,4 I 2 3 6 13 24
I .7 100.0 _0C.0 33.3 .0 .0 ,0 i ,7 .8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
2.0 66.7 58.3 33.3 25.0 lB.7 16.7 4 .9 50.0 ,0 .0 .3 .0 .0
7 6.7 65.5 48.3 55.2 44.8 2_.7 41.4 7 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 .0
10 4,6 85.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 20.0 35.0 I0 2.1 66.7 44.4 33.3 II.; .0 .0
13 3,7 87.5 81,3 75.0 37,5 6.3 43.8 13 4.3 72.2 61.1 50.0 16.7 .0 II.I
16 4.1 55,6 27.8 27.8 16.7 II.I 27.8 16 8.5 70.3 43.2 29.7 IO.B fl.I 24.3
19 3._ 57._ 42.9 35.7 7.1 50.0 21.4 19 5.1 77.3 31.8 18,2 .0 .0 13.6
22 l.B 50,0 65.0 12.5 25.0 50.0 25,0 22 3.0 69.2 38.5 15.4 7.7 15.4 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRtCIPIIATi0N
HOUR PROB. CONOITID_JAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I .9 25.0 50.0 .0 .0 25.0 .0
4 2.5 27.3 IB.P 27,3 .0 27.3 .0
7 2,5 36.4 35,4 _6.4 36.4 9.1 9.1
10 3.5 60.0 53.3 66,7 26.7 26.7 .0
13 4,8 47.6 _7.6 47.6 9.5 .0 4.8
16 6.2 51,9 29.5 65,9 14.8 3.7 7.4
19 4.4 57.9 26.3 21,1 10.5 .0 5.3
22 3.7 50.0 37.5 18.8 t8.8 IB.B 6.3
B-20
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PROBABILITY Of" FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TIIECONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LAIER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUf_ WINOS CRITERIA TWO Hik¢)g ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDIflO;_AL PPOBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 P_ I 2 3 6 12
I 85.9 2.7 3.5 3.8 11.8 47.0 9.4 I 52.2 2.2 3.5 5.2 12.2 11.9 25,g
q 89.9 2.8 4.4 !0.3 31.8 49.7 7.9 4 63.1 1.5 4.0 "7.7 9.1 1w.2 22.3
"/ 83.4 13. n 18.2 26.8 W4.3 19.1 14.9 ? 60.1 2.7 3.8 5.4 8.8 IB.B 26.4
I0 62.4 ll.U 25.2 3_.6 40.2 I1.W 27.3 I0 61.8 1.5 3.7 5.6 9.7 14.9 c_.6
13 47.6 Ig.O _.B 30.1 7.8 5.3 34.6 13 53.0 3.7 4.8 6.2 15.4 17,6 23,1
16 46.5 10.9 7.4 5.0 7.9 5.4 44.1 16 63.6 4.0 7.2 IG.I 6.5 13.8 23.g
lg 75.8 6.1 7.0 8.2 6.4 II.g 16.5 19 58.5 1.2 2. 4 3.1 1:].2 18.9 26.4
22 80.4 4.0 4.0 3.7 4.0 30.I 12.6 22 64.1 2.9 6.1 8.3 9.7 18.3 22.7
CRITERIA THI_[ CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. COI4[IITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 c_ I 2 3 6 12
I b3.5 15.1 lB.5 21.; w3.5 46.3 36.6 1 71.2 .7.1 9.1 10.7 26.5 28.2 23.6
4 _5.3 23.'t 41.'7 41.2 46..-. 55.4 38.7 4 .73.0 11.'7 22.1 2_-.2 25.2 34.7 22._
7 42.4 19.6 29.3 32.1 ,"5.0 57.1 4"7.3 "7 61.3 12.4 15.4 I";.3 20.9 39.1 29.-/
I0 38.5 18.6 21.6 25.3 u_.9 3_1,9 46.1 I0 63.4 5.8 12.4 16.4 29.7 22.2 27.6
13 39.7 9.4 21.5 30.8 4:. L? 26.2 44.4 13 61.2 9.5 14.0 23.0 33.6 15.1 28.8
16 33.9 19.0 27.9 37.4 2:hl 30.6 51.'7 16 53.9 10.3 I-/.9 21., 12.8 13.7 32.1
19 28.8 4.8 8.B 10.'* 16.0 32.0 51.2 Ig L,9.8 6.9 8.8 8.8 12.0 20.4 3_.3
22 46.5 10.9 15.3 19.-_ 26.2 49.0 41.1 22 65.4 6..7 B.i 12.'/ 15.1 26.1 P.t.3
CRITERIA rlvE: VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUM_RgTO_
HOUR PROB. COil3 tIOf_AL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COI_q_iTIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ _ I 2 3 6 12 ¢_
I 99,3 ..q 1.6 2.6 6."/ 3..7 .'t I 99.3 ..7 .9 .9 .5 4.2 .9
4 9"7.¢_ 2.6 5.'1 5.9 4. J 3.e 2.4 4 99. I .2 .g ._ 2. I 8.6 .g
"7 93.3 .0 .0 1.0 .7 2.0 W._ .7 99.5 .0 .'7, 2. I 4.2 4.9 .5
I0 95.4 .5 .'/ .5 1.4 l.O 3.1 10 97.9 1.2 2.6 3.5 8.5 3.1 1.6
13 9(;.J 1.9 2.4 1.4 1.9 .5 2.2 13 95.B 3.4 4.1 6.7 4.6 1.0 3.6
16 95.9 1.4 I.W 2.2 1.2 2.4 3.4 16 9;.5 2.0 3.8 2.8 2.3 .3 .7.3
19 96._1 .0 1.2 ..7 .5 5.2 2.4 '.9 94.9 1.5 i .5 2.2 1.0 .5 4.9
_2 9U.2 .7 .2 .5 2.3 3.8 1.4 22 92.0 .5 .2 .5 .'/ i.2 3. I
CRIT£RIA r_V[N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIGN/,L PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I gg.I 1.2 .g 2.6 _.6 4..7 .g
w 9.7.5 ..7 I..7 1.9 3._ 5.? 3.1
? 9T.5 ..7 1.2 2.6 4.0 4,3 2.6
I0 96.5 .? .5 2.6 5.5 2.9 3.1
• 13 95.2 3.2 2.9 4. I 4. I I .0 4.6
16 g3.o 3.0 3.9 2.9 _.9 ?.9 6.4
Ig 9b.6 1,.7 2.9 2.9 .5 _.g 4.3




KSC LAUNCHPROBA81LI t IES
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBAB_LI TIES OF UNFAVORABLECO.';_ITION5 DT HCURSLATER a-.
HOUR PRO_. CONDITIONALPRO_ABiLITY AT DT HOURSLATER
1 2 3 6 9 12 15 IB 21 c_+
I 67.g B9.B eo.g 79.5 "e5.9 08.7 92.2 95.++ 9'+.3 83.3 73._
4 62.6 9_.6 93.8 88.1 90.0 9'_,5 95.4 93.8 84.6 7_.0 70.g
7 76.0 94.6 93 I 90.9 93.4 93.1 92.1+ 83.2 70.1 66.g 81.5
I0 8!.3 95.3 92.9 93.5 95.0 92.6 81.7 6':1.3 66.7 "79.5 flS.'_,
13 8G.5 96.7 95.0 95.3 92.5 e3.6 70.1 6_.4 co.2 85.8 8:J.7
16 89.4 98.1 94.9 93.0 82.0 6g,7 64.3 7e.6 8',.9 89.5 92.2
19 87.3 96.7 9J.3 86.5 71.7 6G.I 79.7 85.6 _1.7 93.3 90,8
22 77.6 gl.0 81,6 78.1 70.3 8c".2 87.2 9J.2 PJ.B 92.2 8_.0
PROBABII,ITY OF"F-AVORABLECONDITIONS AT A DIVE'N HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBAI31LI TIE _ OF"UNFAVORAgLECOP_ITIONS DT HOURSLATER
HOUR PF_OB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITY AI' DT HOURSLATER
I _ 3 B g 12 15 tO _1 Lm+
I 3_.1 Ig._ _8.4 _8._ 55._ 55.7 7',.8 78.g 7_._ B5.7 Sl.6
37._ 3_,B 5g.8 _.e 88.7 75.0 79,5 78.3 88.0 _3._ _8,_
7 _.0 _g.O _5.0 51.0 65,0 78.0 71.0 80.0 54.0 _5,0 _.0
I0 18.7 33,3 48.e 58,4 85._ 84.1 60,3 5_.8 3g,7 5P,B 61,5
13 13.q _1,_ 3_.1 51,8 53,6 39.3 J+l.I 37,5 37.b 50.0 6_+.3
' 16 10,8 34,1 _7.3 30,6 40,g 36,_ JcJ.6 38.B _7.7 5Y.I 6O._
Ig 1_.7 13.E 11.3 17.0 _e.3 30._ 37.7 _9.1 _g.I 84._ 56.8





PI_OABIL|TY Or UNIrAVORABL£CONDITIONS AT A O|VI[N HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER fOR INDIVIDUAL CR|T.
CRITERIA ONE. GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TNO WINDS ALOIrT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOuR PROB. CONDITIONALPPOBABILI'IE$
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I 7.2 70.0 56.7 56.7 60.0 76.7 37.9 I 22.3 _.6 B7.1 84.9 BI.? 76.3 63,0
4 .7.4 61.3 54.8 77.4 83.9 74.2 36.7 4 20.6 98.8 96.5 95.3 91.9 83.7 63+5
? 8.9 BI.I P6.5 86.5 89.2 45.9 44.4 7 23.5 92.9 86.7 85.7 80.6 77.3 66.0
I0 21.8 "/6.9 _5.7 82.4 69.2 23.3 36.4 10 22.1 97.8 96.7 93.5 90.2 78.3 63.7
13 41.0 80.'/ 71.3 65.5 3_.7 12.4 r'J_.4 13 23._ 93.9 92.9 92.9 90.7 73.2 61.9
16 43.2 70.6 50.6 32.8 17.3 11.6 56.'. 16 23.0 99.0 97.9 97.9 86.5 67.4 61.1
19 19.5 59.3 42.0 3"7.5 25.3 25.3 38.0 19 2E:._ 93.6 89.2 81.8 70.6 63.3 63.0
22 10.8 68.9 51.2 37.2 3_.9 51.2 32.6 22 _'.6 95.7 89.2 B6.0 77.4 73.1 65.6
CRITERIA THr,(( CLOUOS CRITERIA tOUR C[ILIN_
PROB. CONDI_'IONAI,PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITION/.&.PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I2 c_
I 56.t", _.2 "e:.,.7 71.6 eO.l 78.0 65.7 i :,'_.1 78.2 F.2.0 61.3 56.9 E8.3 51.8
4 51.3 89.'7 11",.8 Bl.3 82.2 85.0 6_.1 4 29,O B3.5 79.3 75.2 72.7 84.3 42.0
7 67.1 9_.1 0_.6 B5.4 _.6 87.8 "76.9 7 41.7 81'._ "/7.6 76,4 "70.1 78.0 5_.4
I0 7_-._' 93.4 87.7 85..7 86.4 75.7 79.9 I0 45. I 85. I 80.2 78.2 8_.0 65.2 57.3
13 .71.5 ¢J_.3 91.3 96.3 91.3 63.1 B.t.4 13 48.9 91.2 88.7 9;3.7 89.2 _5.3 60.2
16 "_.3 97.1 9_.8 93.9 80.9 57.0 8,?.7 16 59.2 96.8 oj4.7 92.3 -?.0 39.8 76.2
19 79.8 9_.6 89.2 82.2 64.4 75.'/ 87.2 19 64.7 99.9 85.9 72.9 45.1 53.0 80.4
22 67.1 89.5 78.6 71.7 59.8 8_.6 "78.5 _2 5t.2 ";_.6 6_.3 55.7 43.3 61.0 69.9
CRITERIA rlVt" VISIBILITY CRITERIA C;X T_Jt'_I_-._TORH
HOUR PROB. CONOIT:(_ PROOABILITIES HOUR PROB. COnDITIOnAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 I_ P_ I 2 3 6 12 _
I 1.9 6_.5 50.0 37., 37.5 PS.0 28.6 l 1.9 87.5 25.0 12.5 .0 12.5 12.5
4 2.6 Bl.O Ol.B cJ.0.5 27,3 ,7.3 40.0 4 1,2 43.0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0
"7 4.3 _4.4 lB.? "27.0 27.0 33.3 I7.6 7 .7 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 ,0 .0
tO 1.4 66.7 03.3 66.? 66.7 16.? .0 tO 2.6 -2.7 36._ 4_.5 9.; .0 1_.2
13 3.4 ?t.4 50.0 50.0 28.6 15.4 .0 13 t6, t 73.1 _7.8 35.8 23.9 _.5 31.3
16 7.4 4B._ 30.7 2J.3 9.7 6.9 13.8 16 18.0 69.3 46.7 28.4 2.7 2.7 3"7.3
;9 4.1 23.5 II.B 17.6 Ie.fl I2.5 te.B 19 11.3 5t.i 2%5 6.4 4.3 .0 19.1
P? 1.4 8¢.3 60.0 40.0 20.0 _0.0 20,0 2_ I,_ 33.3 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRIICRIA r'_VI[N PHt:CIPITAtlON
HOt_I_ PROB. CC._ITIONAL PRO_;,BILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 4.1 58.8 41.2 35.3 35.3 23.5 13.3
4 3.1 53.8 46.2 69._ 30.8 5_.8 IB.2
"/ 3.S 60.0 40.0 40.0 33.3 6C.0 _5.0
• tO _._ 66.7 55.6 55.6 66.7 44._ .0
13 8.4 71.4 5I._ _0.0 23.9 18._ 12.1
16 I_.g 68.5 48.1 3_.,R 14.8 5.9 2"1.5
19 10.6 50.0 _9.5 27.3 I'_.1 I_.E 29.3





PROOABILITY Of" fAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEI'I HOURAND ;HE EO';C,IT]ONAL
PROBABILITIES OF'Ut;FAIOPABLECO"IOITIONSDT HOURSLATER FCR :N_IVIDbAL CPtT.
CRITERIA ONE GPOUN,3NI,'_DS CP_TEq:A T;.;O 1.;,405 ALOFT
HOUR PROB. COHOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PPOB. CO;_ITICN_L PPOBABILIT:ES
l 2 3 6 12 E4 1 2 3 6 12 L_
l 92.8 4.4 3.6 3.6 L'.9 3e.2 ,,.,, 1 77.7 .'_ .9 2.2 6.8 e.3 9.0
4 92.6 |.0 l.a 3.4 16.8 40.7 4.4 4 79.4 .9 2..7 4.8 3.9 "7.3 8.8
"7 91.1 7.1 9.5 15.5 35.3 16.9 _,.8 7 "7,6.5 .6 .9 2.5 5.3 ,i.0 9.s
I0 78.2 9.5 22.2 29.4 35.9 7.w 16.3 :0 "7.9 .6 1.5 3._ 4.0 6.8 9.0
13 59.0 23.6 26.4 27.6 10.2 2.9 29.8 13 7G.5 .E :.3 1.6 r,,.9 5.0 10.4
16 56.8 12.2 I1.0 9.3 5.9 3.0 33.g IE 7":.._ E.5 3.w 5.3 3.w 6.0 11.0
19 80.5 5.4 6.7 4.5 2.4 4.2 13.2 19 73.6 .0 .0 1.0 3.0 "/.9 12.2
22 89.2 4.3 3.0 3.0 3.5 16.8 6.B 22 "77.4 .9 .9 2.2 3.w 5.9 9.1
CRIT£RIA Tt.,_E CLOUDS CRI?£RI A F0_R CEIL If_3
HOUR PROB. COt;DITIONAL PP.0BABILITI£'S HOUR PPC8. CON'_ITIU:_ALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 '-=
t 43.4 t3.t 23.2 L_.9 50.3 63.0 44.2 I 65.9 8.9 I2.0 12.4 20.? 39.9 _.4
4 48.'7 35.5 54,2 ='_.2 6t.6 63.I 38.9 ¢, "/I.0 t4,_ 22..7 2B,0 33.0 w9.0 2Z.4
"7 32.9 _.t 35 0 w3. t W4.5 63.5 46.0 '7 m.R.3 tO.? 19.'._ £2.6 33..7 55. I 31.3
I0 2;.8 2E.4 30._ 3:*.5 43.1 W'*.9 '_5.2 ;0 5_,.9 9.6 17.9 2_'.9 39.9 39.'/ 3%.1
13 28.'_ 13.4 25.2 3;*.6 '_0.8 39.5 W2.0 13 51.1 19.c_ P3,5 _.J.l 4;.0 E2.5 36.6
16 _5.? _'2.4 25.2 39.3 _.7.i 32.'7 52.3. 16 40.8 14.'7 22.g ¢_.? 21.2 11.8 3N.I
19 ¢_0.2 9.6 13.1 8.3 23.8 3_.I 40.8 19 3=3.3 e.e 10.9 11.6 12._ 19.0 _,1
_ 3_.9 16.1 13.1 2b.5 32.8 53,3 w5.3 22 w8.8 5,w 6.9 Iq.8 12.3 _'7.6 3_.0
CRI YERIA rive VIS!81L I IY ¢.I TLRIA SIX TI,_JOEI4SY01sN
HOUR PROB, CONUITION_. PI,_0BABILITI[S H0_,_ PMOB. C0_OIflONAL r_09_,IllLITIES
I 98.1 _.k _,0 _.0 3,'7 E,9 1.5 I 9e, I Io0 I,'_ ',0 ,? 16,1 I.'_
4 9"7.4 I.'/ , 4,"7 ._,0 ,7 6.._ @,0 _, ..9,# 1,0 ,5 ,.7 _'.'7 16,0 I._
"/ 95,'7 .0 .5 ,3 ¢_.3 2.0 3.5 .7 ,qq,3 ._ ,.7 _.w 16._ II.W ,.7
10 98,6 .'3 I,b _,4 6,6 1.2 I._ 10 g?.w W.9 ?.'7 1_.3 111,_ I,'3 _ 2
13 96,6 2i,'/ 3,_ 6.0 3.L* 1.5 3.2 13 83.9 8.9 13.1 IW,6 8.9 I.i_ 13,3
16 9_.6 1.3 _.O _,6 ,8 2.6 6.8 16 6_.0 _.8 "7.3 '7.6 l./_ ,9 1|.9
19 9b,9 I.I E,_ .8 1.3 3.8 3.5 19 k)8."7 1,4 1,4 ,11 l.W ,I IO, I
_ 90,6 .? ."7 1.5 _.'/ |.0 I .c_ _ 98,8 I._ I ._ 1,"7 I ,# #,.7 I.'_
CRI ?¢llllA e_',[t,I RRtCIPI TATION
PROB, CO,'_l "I GNAI. PROOAlllI,,1I'1[S
I _ 3 _ I_
I 95,q I ,'_ ?,O I ,'7 _,g .7,? $,11
w c_6,q I,tl 1,'5 |,5 I.P 11,6 _',#
.7 9.6,w I ,fl I ,P ."7 "7,5 6,1 3.0
1O 97.0 2.0 3,9 .7,W II ,B _t.w _,_
13 ql,fi 6.3 6.0 tO 5 .q,W 2.9 "7.9
16 0"7.1 w.4 6.9 6.g P,O 2._ IC,?
19 8_J,w 3,5 J.8 I .6 2.7 _,w 8.w
c_ 96.? _._ _,0 _._ t.8 I._ 3.3
, B-24
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JULY
K_ LAUNCH PPOgABIL ITIES
2ROBAFI|LITY Or UNFAVORABLE C._,_DITIONS AT A 61VEN HOL'R A;:D THE CC'JDITIONAL
PR_'_ABILITIES OF' UNrAVORA(_[ CO;;_XTICNS DT HOL;_ LATEq
HOL_I PROB. CONDITIONAL pr_c_A_ILITY AT I:;1 HOUPS LATER
I 2 3 6 9 12 15 |e 21 ¢_
I 5'3.0 B7.9 76.6 71.5 82.0 t_7.9 93.0 5'_.c} 9_.8 79.3 59.1
4 48.2 93.e 93.B 8'3.5 91.9 _.3 ,}5.2 -_5.0 -r,).9 72.2 57.4
"7 50.6 8?.7 9c?.4 ?,.0 94.7 95 4 9T.0 77 _ 5"J.__ 54.0 7e.5
I0 80.4 '_5 4 9_.6 93.4 r'P,.6 83.1 ?_.8 6r,.2 h_.5 "75.9 e_,.O
13 B6.4 96.3 96.3 9_.7 90.I 7_.3 64.0 5J.5 7.,.9 0].5 8a.B
16 90.6 95.7 9_.9 91.! 7P.3 F]. 1 50.6 7_,.0 8._.C RH.5 93.4
19 85.0 cJ,_.4 8J.I 77.'5 b7.P 53.7 7o.7 8J.9 83.7 93.d 9_.5
22 67.1 90.0 82.4 77.3 61.9 8].5 88.0 93.1 'J',.9 93.1 79.4
PROeABIL I TY Of" F'AVORA[_.[ CO.%.'DIt IONS At A GI VI:N H_UR :,P,") tl{ r CC';_I t IONAL
PRC_BAB;LlrlECJ OF ur;rAVCRABL[ COhIDItlO;;; DT HOU._S LATER
klOL_' PRCg. COhI_)_TIONAL PPOBA_IL ITY AT OT HC_UI_ LAT[R
t 2 .1 6 9 :2 I5 _B 21
I 41.0 11,2 15.2 14.6 50.6 69.7 77.0 I_.] 72.5 _9.4 46.1
4 51.8 30.O 55.1 51.I 69.8 Og.O 8_.2 76.9 55.1 48.0 40.0
7 30.4 16.7 ]_.I 49.2 57.4 79.5 &6.7 42._, _';.g 35.5 53.3
10 19.t_ _r_.l 54.1 57.6 74.1 6B.2 35.] 32.9 _£1.2 49.4 67.l
13 I].6 45.6 57.6 64.4 5_.5 27.I 32,2 22.0 w_.l £2.7 -L.2
16 9.4 ,_9._ ],,.i 2E.u 17.1 26.B 26.8 39.0 58.5 5'}.9 65.9
: 19 15.0 1.5 4.6 7.7 16.9 le.5 32.9 57.7 6_.7 7¢,.9 _5.9
22 _.9 I2.6 17.5 23.8 21.0 ',,.8 65.7 7_.7 B0.4 69.9 4_.7
B-25
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_sct_:_'.-_,c_-:_:_,TE_ OF POOR QUALITY
I_I_OBABILITY OF UN;'AVOWASLE COND[ TTOI'JSAT A O:'.EN ,,_,';_._ "HI C_',_II !C',A!.
PROBABILITIF_ _'IU_.F,%%OPABLE CC;;91TIONS CT I_,;P5 L;;__Jf.-n I'Z_I','IPC:..CP'.T
C.RIIERIA O;dE 6POU_3 _I::_D5 "n:T_Tr_IAT_.t, N!;,_5 ALC I"
HOUR PROB. CCNDI/IC4AL PR'2gABILITIE5 _C',o r.-._ Cr':gITIC4AL D_CP_B:LIITLrS
l 2 3 5 t2 2_ l _" 3 6 12 2.*
| 2.3 '7,0.0 50.0 40.0 3_J,O _O.C I0.0 1 P _ _7.P 8_J.9 8£.! 83.3 _I.I 47.2
4 3.0 69.2 38.5 _9.2 5"L8 _*._.2 7.7 W _ I -47.1 ..(_.] U4.3 e8.5 5C.0 45.7
7 ].7 87._ _.8.A I_? 5 55.3 3_.% :P 5 7 % ? _'3 I 83.3 81.3 £I.5 57-% 42.9
$0 13.5 88.1 ('_.I 69 5 £'" 8 I_.9 _r)0 lO :_F _-' _3 -;9.9 78.9 7:.I _',.9 52,G
l'_ 28.6 79.0 _7.7 57 "l 19.4 2.4 _? 7 13 ".'.5 "'C 9 8'.q 87 9 78.8 72 7 W8.5
16 44.7 55 5 _9.2 19.1 6.7 b 2 tt 2 Ib -.6 I$,r.C*ICO._ 9% 9 78.8 6_.7 _'8 5
19 10.1 44.5 23.5 I[_.9 !_ 9 9. I '3 6 19 9 ? "_.5 7_.5 T<- C -5 0 £_.C _0 0
22 4.1 44.4 ?2.2 22.? 15.7 '50.0 :',? 2 22 ;,.') "_q.7 q3.3 9,_ ] 9:7 i7 70.0 43.]
CR[. ERI A Tl_£ CLOUSC_ C_I :r_IA trot;,) C£ ILI NC,
HOUR FRCB. CO'EITIO;_AL PPOBAB:LI?I_'5 H_UP P_?B. Ct',OI?IONAL PRCBARILITI{*_
I 2 ] 5 I_ 24 I ,9 J 6 |_
l 54 6 85.5 "/5.5 6q,2 80.6 _9.5 F5.8 t ._X.? 7E.4 E3.9 5_.5 r)l.8 E"/.w 4"1.9
W 44.5 o2.2 92.2 87 0 00.7 88.6 53.9 4 ,'*,.0 '5,_.0 84.0 80 0 77._ 88,0 ]%.0
|0 ?4.q 9'_.W 92.9 3@.0 88.$ 73 2 ill.8 10 w/, w ql.8 87_.4 8r_.U SO. _' 58,'_ 'J"1,1|] 78. I 95.0 .C}_I.P90.0 'J;." t_../ I_{.5 l_ _'_ 8 ''!.'"_ 8_.9 8_. r 8';.8 Wr'.R 62.0
16 76}.? 95.8 95. t q',q 75.1 51.7 l_*_ 8 If' F", _ 'V,_ 93._ OS.O 5I ? .*].'7 7_,9
19 8?.5 91.5 7q.eJ ?_'._ 6_.'/ '?.'; _{i _ 19 fr,.', ',_ _ 7- ] 1,2.2 4*. 8 "JP.I 8_.9
i 22 63.2 93.4 81.4 7h.9 63.0 U', 0 7_a ] _'2 _3.._ "9 (_ 65.2 _5.'* 31 4 £7.4 6|,7
I
CRI TI_SlA P"IVl: VISIFIILl?Y Crdl?E_!^ qlY ?eb_'dt'(l_S'Ol_M
MOL_ PIqCB. CONDITIONAL PmOBABILITI[S HOUR Pv,.;l. C?,:_I?I_'_AL PnCB,%BII.I?I[S
t .9 _.,0.0 2",,0 ,._b.u ' 0 .0 I " ('t'../ .C .0 .O .0 .0
"/ t.O '_0.0 25.0 t,.'.b h?.'_ 0 t_.':', ; .4 50,t_ .0 .0 .0 _%,0 .0
tO .5 I00.0 I00.0 tO0.O 50.0 0 ._ t,'_ ,..r; 13C.O "/_J.O "._.O _,0.0 .0 .0
t_ i.e 24.o tP.5 tP.'] .o o t_.5 :._ In.,, -,L'I ,./,.3,% 54.4 _ s .o $_t.P
I"3 1.4 E_, "1 1_,."1 16.'/ .0 _ .3 ;'_ IC 4 44 ,_ !l.% 1£.? .0 .0 r'_*.t
_ ._ .0 .0 ,U ,0 0 ._ _2 W.| b:,. (J 5.',} .0 .0 _.1_ 16.'/
Cltl ?[RI& _i:v£N P_ECIP: ?M teN
i_._Ul_ @t_DO, CC,'_gIT_C'_AL ew3{I*B:LI?Ir_
l a ,_ f, I,',
W 9 ",_ 0 '_,fl e*,." ,'_._, Tr_.C ,{_
? :,l, _B It ,,n.6 2t,l.6 t',, "it :w.3 ,_
_O _,7 _O,rl '.1.0 wG,O ':.',0 tO._ ,0
1.4 5.5 ",O.fl ,"*.P _ q ,7:'.9 *.,' a'._.R
tli tl..q 5:._ ":.C 'f " , :" ', 2,'.w
19 9.7' '.,'_,'"'" U J :, J,., .O '9.0
_ 'ql.£ _1. _. l_ .* ";.1 7.1 lW._ ",.t
i , 1 I
1977024787-082
: t t I l i t ', I• t
UJ-Y
k._ LAL?CH P_0BAg_LIT]ES
PROBABILITY Olr IrAVORABL| C0NOITION5 AT A r:','_ , 'C-,t' ',';" THE C:_4.')!TIO_;;.L
PRC_ABILITIES OF" UNIrA_'0PABL_ C0f_|t:O_,L_ .,, -,c,j_ ' _ _ _ FO_ Irt,_:';lC' _,L CI_;T.
rRIT[RIA 0N[ G_OU_D NIND_ C_ITF_T_ TNg NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PRO8. CONDI ! IONAL PROBABIL I t IES HO'J_ P_OF}. CGN_| T I CN/_L PPC,=/,B:L I ? IES
l 2 3 F_ 12 _ I _ ] 6 12
I 97.7 .5 2.1 2.1 3. I _7.4 1.9 1 qi.7 .3 .8 I.O 3,0 2.e 4.B
4 97,0 .5 .0 1.? 12.4 L,4.`7 2.9 4 _l.g .e 1.5 2.3 l,g 3.0 4.5
"7 95,3 4.5 10.3 I1.7 2"7,5 9, I 3.! "7 qg.3 ._ .3 i.o i.e 4.6 5.9
to 86.4 0.6 18,q 22,1 41.1 2.9 9.6 lg 9:.£ .3 ..3 ._ 1.5 2.0 4.3
I] 71.4 _.6 31.1 35.5 6.5 1.9 23.5 1._ ")2.,, .0 .,5 I.o 3.__ 3.0 4.0
16 55,3 15.4 14.P 2.9 2.1 1.3 35._ i6 92.4 .7 !.7 _ 5 1.0 2.'7 3.'7
19 89.9 3.B 2.8 2.8 5 2 _ lg.o _'_ _,0 8 .0 .0 0 1.5 4,3 5.3
_'_ 95.9 I.`7 2.9 1.2 2.4 12.c 3.4 _c ,_. i .2 .'7 _.0 2.5 4.0 3.7
Clllt[itlA tHE[ CLOUDS CPl,'£1_!_, r0u_ C[IL iN_
HOUR PROB. CONOI t IONAL PROBABIL I t I_5 N:_u_ P_O_. CONDIT IONAL Pc_CB_,BILI t I[5
I 2 3 6 1_ _ 1 _ 3 6 I_
I 45.4 I1._ 1_.2 14.7 4?.? 64,5 42.6 1 c_t_.B _.B 7.2 "7.9 _?._ 41.0 25.9
4 55.5 _8.'7 _,1.0 46.5 62._ 6?,2 39.3 _, ";'7,.0 13 _ _5.1 _6,3 32.0 51.8 20.1
? 3_.3 tl._ 29.2 3cL6 5C.3 6_,S _.0 T F_.3 5.. 14.7 _l.t 33.5 56._ 30.e
I0 _95.1 24.8 ,_0.4 3_.; 4_.2 2_.4 55 0 IC 5";.6 !0.0 £'2.0 2._.I:J,,5.2 _2.0 32 e
13 21.9 20.0 26.3 29.5 50.5 25.3 5?.cJ 13 50.2 1_.3 e_.3 3_ 0 _9.1 Ig.T 39 9
16 23,] 22.8 3_.? 41 .6 19.8 PI.8 4'5.5 1G 3".4.9 I3.3 23."7 30.6 15.6 "t.5 3B.P
19 1"/.5 _.6 3,9 5.3 15.B ]8.2 _F,6 19 33.C 2.'7 4.8 6.2 12.3 15.1 3"_ 0
_E Tt.8 9.1 13.4 21.$ 19,5 '_'_,Z 3.9. _, _.P 5;3.'7 5.3 _.9 15.4 II.0 32.1 29 "7
CRITI:itlA rl_,[ V -';' "" Cl_It_.¢_I_ SIX T_I_'_.RSTORH
HOU_ PROB. CONDI ! 10N=L P_C_.:ABIL I T IE5 HOU_ P;-_B. CO_._iT I CNAL PI_COAg_L ] t ;[_
1 9':).I .'7 .g .9 I.g 1.9 .? : 0_,.3 .'_ .'7 .9 .9 IB._ .5
4 9g.R 1.4 3.'7 1.6 .C 3. "_ .9 _, ', '. : ._' .9 .9 1.9 _9.e .9
7 Or_.2 .5 .2 .2 I._ 1.4 1.5 7 T'. I ;" .2 1.9 IB._ 12.3 .9
10 9:) 5 .5 .9 1.4 3 ? .2 .5 _0 9'J C 4.0 9.9 17.I 2B._ _._ 1.9
13 9tJ.2 1.6 2 I 3.8 I.'_ .7 1.6 13 e; 6 I:].7 ;9.5 23. I I0.? .6 1_.I
16 q6.1 2.'_ 11.4 1.2 .O I.,C 3 N IC ": E _.._' e." 5.e 2.3 i.o ei."7
19 .qg.6 .9 1.2 .0 .'7 1.9 I _, I£ q'._ a.6 ] _, 2._ .5 1.1 I0 e
_P. 91. e .9 .5 .? .9 .5 .5 22 95.r_ .? ."7 .5 1.0 I.? 3 6
CRI T[I_IA 5[','[N PR[CIPI tATION
NOL,m Pn_'LJ. C?N'?1 t 104t, L PPO_ P :L I t 1£S
_n I • ,p (I .? 1 ._ T'. _ .?
4 _, _ I," 1.2 I._ _,1 IO.T .9
• 13 _ .5 5.1 _._ I0,0 9 0 .5 4.1_
16 3d.'7 6.5 _.e F _' _ B .'_ It] 9
19 9",.3 ._.t ,, p.F. .5 1._' P.9
2_ gs e 2.l :.3 ._. ._ I.. _ 3.1
B-27





KSC LAU, X:H P_OEI/,BIL I T IE.e,
PROBABILITY or b_'_FA'/0RAOLE C01'_D;_IOI';S AT A GV%._4 qOUR AND T_', CCND!TIC, NAL
PROBABIL I TIES OF" UF,'rAVCPAU'_E CONDI t IC._5 DT HOUr'; LATER
HOUR PRC8, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY AT Of HgURS LATER
1 2 3 6 9 I_ 15 !8 21
I 57.4 8?.w 75.3 72.9 81.0 "63.8 EO.L¢ 91.1 P_.9 "77.3 68.¢?
52.3 84.4 6B.e 80.4 83.6 69.q flL_._ P?.6 c_.3 66.2 60.W
: 7 6"3.3 . 89.3 87.9 B6.2 90.9 90.5 _-'_..r)";'5.8 52.9 .5/.I 73.1
I0 73.3 95.9 9_._ Y2.4 e9,R 8¢I.8 ":'..7 G._.8 59.0 ";w._ ?9.5
13 81.4 95.7 95.1 92.6 88.9 70.6 r,?." r.,6.4 "7_.3 "7,.7._ 85.0
16 B,t.4 95.3 91.¢_ _JO.l "2.5 Gl.6 55.2 72.1 ",6.3 8"_.? 87.L }
19 81.9 8' 5 79.8 95.6 S4.7 55.7 ?l.H ?5..g 84.8 87.4 87.1
_2 64.7 G9 9 83.6 7;.0 6"*._ 77.0 79.b e8 o 8,3.4 87.6 "72,3
P_CBABIL ITY OF FAVORABLE CO_,I)lTI0:,15At A G IVD_ '4C,_LtRAND DIE CO,'4DITIONAL
FROeJABIi.IfIES Or UN_A','L'RAE_,.ECON_I TIC,;,l';CT HOU,_ LATEP
HOUR P_'J=l. ':O:_OiYiO.','kLPRCDt,FJlLI"v ,_f D; HOUR-3 I.AIER
I ,_,6 16 _ =30.8 _,.B 5._,6 5'}.0 "_2.1 75,4 71,0 w?,5 wI.W
W 4"',7 19,5 59.0 57.1 (_'.O "IS.? ",'9._, ";5.6 hr_.l hF.G W3.6
30.7 18.9 35.1_ t,._._ .q'.'.877.5 6_._* ":3,_ _*¢,,3 _*1,7 5G.l=l
I0 2b.7 30.4 W3,5 hi,3 &q,G t_.O wh.2 ]7.7 3(;.R 5",9 51,5
,.' I$ 19.6 _7.5 w7.5 wR. 7 'Jl._' L;_.': _1.._ 35.0 51.,_ 5' L _ 6C'.5
16 15.6 22.W 25.w 37 3 ?2.w {1.3 .q':._ _G.._ 5,_.,_ "'J.'; _J.7
19 10. I 3,R 9.0 15.w Pl,8 3;.J '3!,Y bT.'! ;'.i'.9 _' ', ':_.t






PROBABILITY Or U_'AVOR:,BLE COh,OITIONS AT A C:'.'rH L<'..'p A'L_ t_. CO:IDI';ONt, L
PROBABILITIES OF"_4_'AVOPA_LECCNGIT:O_ISOT H(_,U_S_:,'[PcC'F.:If;DIVII,,J._LCPIT.
CRITEIHA 0;,( 8PCU.";DWIN3S CRITEF_;-TI,:0 141N3SALO_'T
HOUR PROB. CONDITIGNAL PPOBABILIIIES HOUR F'q0.3. C0;;DITI0;;A[PRCBA_":LIf IES
I 2 3 B 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 2.6 '.,5.5 %5.5 45.5 36.4 63.6 9.1 I e.o P9.5 "/6.9 -/3.1 65.w 53.8 3w.6
4 1.4 .3.3 _6.7 50.0 66.'7 50.0 .0 4 6.3 [03.0 ,_0.0 9_.6 T?.8 53.3 2_.2
°_ 3.0 5"L8 53.8 6;.5 9L).._ 38.5 7.7 "t' 8._ G£-.7 8,?,.? £8.5 54.3 %5,'/ _2.9
tO 10.7 7"_.9 67.4 63.6 47.8 10.9 P3.9 !0 5.3 ('9.9 R;.5 B! ,5 ,'_.1 ,46.1 29.6
13 P4.9 68.2 67.3 '_5.; ;6.8 4.8 _r_,? :3 6.5 ;.%,0 69.3 78.6 6./.9 _,B.I 37.0
16 29.5 5"/.5 29.1 1"1.3 6.3 1,6 3";.0 16 6,7 96.6 c43.6 89,';" 73.w 46.4 39.3
19 9.9 44.1 29.4 23.5 17 B 11.8 83,5 ;9 "/,4 8T.5 81.3 35.0 63.3 50.0 %0 0
22 3.7 3"1.5 £'b.O 3:.3 12.5 '-,3.8 ;2.5 2# 6.0 :,7.5.0 9=.'P 8"/.5 66.'/ E#.5 3".5
$
CRITERIA THEE CLOUD5 r.P;'_[_IAtOUR C(ILIN0
HOUR PROB, (.ONDITIONALPRCBABILITIt'$ ItOUR P_CB. CG_DITIO;IALPROBABILITIES
: P 3 B I_ 2% I 2 3 6 I_
! _3.'/ B|.B "/Lt.a "/0,6 80.I B4.C 6w,6 I 30._ "/w,O 58.B %9,6 61,1 61.8 w3,w
4 '.5._ 83.'/ BT.B 8_.l 83.7 8'7.8 57.5 4 2_../ 03,9 "/7,u_6'/.w 6'7.% _'1.5 2B,w
? 66.0 GP../ B': 0 .,4._ 85.9 87.'_ ./[.B "7 3',.% Tg.'; E@.9 65.5 65.5 '78.% w_.;
10 ./6.7 95.4 9P,4 88,5 86.'._ 69,1 "17._, tO .'_:.}.B 88,9 B_l,6 "7,8 "77,8 _5,6 53,8
13 '/4../ 95,0 92.2 9(3.3 8g.1 50,3 62,0 13 %6,0 92._ 93.W _,9 62,8 WO,5 5,.9
16 '/B.'/ ._.8 9_,-_ 93.0 7a.1 5;,5 B,.O 16 ":_.3 95,0 93,4 8./,4 6;.8 _8.9 ./2.8
19 79.1 87.3 77,6 "/3.5 e_'.8 70,_ t15.1 19 5:'4 es,g ?',,l 84,W 41.9 42."/ ?5.e
e2 60.9 BO.9 Ol.% 74.4 60.9 77.9 69.w P2 w6,3 7,_,8 61,2 5_.1 3_.w _2.B hi,2
/ CRIT(RIA r|_. VISIDILIIY CPI'fI:RIA.%IX THUN_RSf{RM
_OUR PROB. CONDITIP'IAL PRODABILITIt$ HOUR PmCB. CONDITIONALPR_DABILI?|($
I I,_ 20,0 .P.O,O 20.0 _.0 .0 .O I I.,_ 25,0 1_.5 .0 ,0 I_._ .0
w 3.0 61.5 51,5 lb,4 .0 .0 15,4 4 I,P _0,0 20,0 WO,O 20,0 .0 .0
"_ _.B 50,0 _5.0 8,3 9,3 ,0 8,3 ./ I._ 40.0 WO,O .0 ,0 .0 ,0
10 .S 50.0 50.0 50,0 ,_o,n ,o ,o :0 _,2 ",_,_ 5_,B _5,6 _,_ 0 _S,O
13 1.6 28,5 wP.g 14.._ .0 .0 .0 13 15.._ ./O.B _6.1 36.4 IO._, I._ _6.2
16 sj.? _';.5 IO.B 10.8 6.3 .0 "7.1 16 20.b 6'7.0 w_.O _1.6 _.W _.._ 37.q
lg 1,4 _0,0 3,3,3 16,7 ,0 .0 .0 ;@ B,w b8,3 _'1,§ i3,g 8.3 _.B I3,g
22 ._ I0_1,0 50,0 ,0 .0 .0 ,D _ 2,_ 6_,6 3_,w 9.1 ,0 ,a ,0
CRI'tl:'RIA S[V[N P;ItC IPl TATI ON
HOUR PROB. CCNDITION&L PROBM,LITI{:$
1 _.3 '50.0 PO.O 3t_,0 PO.O lO.O ,O
w I.P P..'I.:_ 2D._ _,.';..0 .0 kO.O .0
"7 t,4 _.3 __'_.'_ 1_../ .O ,0 16.'7
• 18 I.g Eb.O 25._ _:b.O 12.5 12,5 .0
13 5,6 5w,L' _I.9 3"I,.5 1_._, 4,2 4.2
18 1_,3 54.-/ w5.3 #8,3 5,? "{.9 el.6
tg "/.0 %T.$ 2_:.0 2G,O 3,3 3.3 63.3






KSC LAUNCH PRCPABIL ITIE5
PROOARILI I'Y OF"FAVORt,OLE COND|TIONS AT A GIV['N _40L,R A_D T"_ C0_;D:TIO_AL
PPOOABIL_TLES OF"UNI-AVO_ABL_ CC:;DI TIONS 0T HOUF_C,LATEH FOR if,tDIVIDUAL CR|T.
CRI TER! A ON£ GROUNO HI tJD5 CRI TE_ I A T;40 NI ;_D5 _,LOF"T
HOUR PROB. C(JNOlt|ON/q. PRCOABILITTES HOUR P_CB. CCe;OITIONAL P_'GBABILITIE5
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 9"7.4 1.2 .2 .2 2.: 2"_.9 2.2 l S_.O .5 1.2 2.0 4.5 3.5 3.B
4 98,6 .9 .2 2.4 9.9 29.2 1.2 4 93.7 .2 .5 2.5 t.5 3.2 5.3
"7 9"7.0 W,l "7.0 9.1 £2.8 -7.0 2."7 "7 9: .c] .3 .3 .8 2.3 4.1 6,9
l0 89.3 6,5 11."7 19.5 2"7.3 2.9 8.9 ZrJ 9_.-7 .5 ."7 1.5 2.2 3.2 4.8
13 "75.1 14,6 19.5 21.1 5.0 |.6 1"7.8 13 93.5 .5 i.2 1.-/ 3.2 ,2.8 4.5
16 "70.5 6.3 5.0 4.0 2.6 1.0 2._.? 16 9X.3 .2 .5 1.5 1.2 3.5 4.5
19 92.1 3,5 2.5 2.0 1.0 2.0 6.4 19 92.6 .3 .5 .5 1.3 5.1 5.1
22 96.3 1.0 1.0 1.2 ..7 9.3 3.2 2_ 9, 0 .2 .5 ..7 2..7 3.0 4._
CRI tERI A IHR_£ CLOU05 CRI TERI A FOUR C£ IL IN,3
HOUR PROB. C(]I'01T|ON&L PROOABILIT|£S HOUR PROB. CONDII'IONJ, L PRCBABILITIE5
2 3 6 12 24 I 9 3 6 I_ 24
! 146.3 13.£ 18.1 16.6 49..7 63.8 39.6 I 69.5 5,0 5.0 O.0 P2.? 59._ 2_.9
4 54.4 17.5 53.6 52.6 59.8 67.5 35.6 4 79.._ "/.O _1.5 _5,e 32,6 hB.B 19.5
"/ 34.0 1"7.8 3_.2 q4.5 52,'/ E2 3 52.1 "7 F,_.6 1:.3 18.4 26._ 35.8 e._2.5 29.¢_
I0 29.3 86.2 3"/.3 41.3 53,:. 43,.7 51.2 I0 60.2 13.1 I'/.4 25.1 40.5 _3.6 _e.e
13 25.3 18.3 30.3 36.'7 49.5 32,1 50.5 13 _,_.0 I_.P 24.1 25.'/ 43.1 £2.1 36.4
IB _3.3 16 3 26.0 33.0 24.0 26,0 4_3.0 16 44.'/ 1_..5 24.5 _9.2 lB.2 1_.6 31.8
19 80.9 3.3 "?.8 13.3 IG ? 45,6 5._.3 19 39.6 _..4 6.0 "7.2 12.-/ 1%3 36.-/
8_ 39.1 I0.1 15.7 2C.2 22._, 5.7.1 45._ 22 5";.7 6.0 9.8 12.9 11.3 _,_.6 _g.4
CRIT£RIA rl_ vISIBILITY CRIT£RIA SIX THUN_ERSTORH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCBABIL|TI[$ flOU:t P_OB. CONOIIICNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 18 24 I _ 3 6 1_
I 9B.B i,P. 1.4 _,8 _.6 1.6 .9 ; ¢3P,I ."/ o'/ I.¢ _ I,_ 1_,4 1.9
4 9-/.0 I.L 3.8 _,4 .5 3.8 _.u 4 9_.8 1.2 1.9 .3 4.0 _5.? I._
"/ 9-/,_ ._ .0 ,2 1.4 1,4 _.2 '7 9_.t=i .2 .'1 _,_ 15.5 (q.5 1.4
10 9:.3.5 .g .-/ 1.4 3.5 .5 .5 10 95.8 _.l g.'/ 13,6 _0,4 _.'/ 3.4
13 98.4 _.4 4.0 3.5 1.4 1.0 1.-/ 13 84, _ 9.4 16.B 1"_.6 B.O I.g 13,6
16 q6.3 2.9 I.-/ .-/ ._ 2.9 3.4 16 79,5 5,9 "7.6 5.0 _.3 .9 ,4.E
19 99.6 .5 .5 ,_' 1.0 _.4 1.4 19 91.6 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.3 7.9
_2 99.5 .'7 .5 .9 2.6 .5 .5 _ g_,_, t .0 2.¢_ $ .-/ 1.2 4.3 _..7
CRIT£RIA SE%_N PI_CI_I!ATION
HOt'R PROB. CCNOITIO,";AL PP3BABILITI£5
I _ 3 6 ;8 24
I 9"7.1 ..7 .2 .5 1 .O 5.5 2.2
4 _QO.R .9 .5 ,9 I. Q 12.0 1.0
-/ 98.6 .9 .9 1 .? 5.'1 .7, ! I .,3
10 98,1 ]._ 3.B 5,2 1#,3 ;.q _.1
13 94.4 5.4 9.1 tO.B 6,? 2,0 5.-/
16 e'/..7 5.3 5.6 4.0 1,6 ,5 lO.W
19 _._.O 3,5 :,O ._. L'.C 1.3 5.8
22 9'_. '3 I .2 ! ."7 I .9 I .3 _.2 2._




l t I i I I
5EP TE_,8E'R
KSC LAUNCH P@0BAglL ITIES
PIRO6ABI L I TY OF UNFAVORASLE CO,_o I 1'10N5 AT A GI WEN HOUR AND THE COND1 T ; ONAL
PROB,%(IILI T |IS OF U._IFAVORABI.E CONDI T ION.3 DT HOURS LATER
HOUR t'ROB. COM_ITION'L PROC_AelLITY AT Of HOUPS LATEP
I 2 3 6 g 12 15 18 21 24
2 67.7 91.8 89.3 82.6 90.7 93.2 95.0 94.7 91.I 85.1 76.8
4 62.9 90.0 £',.3 92.3 94.6 95.8 93.9 89.7 83.9 7"7.4 74.3
7 78=3 93.5 95.1 94.5 93.5 92.3 8_3.0 80.0 73.7 68.4 82.2
I0 84.8 95.6 96.0 9_.3 gc.o 87.8 81.0 73.8 65.6 81.6 89.0
13 87.5 97.8 95.9 94.5 89.8 81.3 73.5 67.9 8£' _ 89.7 91.9
16 85.3 94.9 92.9 99.| 83.6 7.5.4 69.1 83.1 ,{,.?.4 q2.0 88.5
19 82.4 93.9 93.5 87.4 78.5 71.2 _',.0 91.I 93.5 90.5 86.4
22 7_.7 91.9 88.2 84.3 76.1 87.9 93.1 95.4 93 9 9,3.5 83.6
PROBABILITY O@ FAVORAE_..E CONDITIONS At A GIVEN HOUR AtJD THE CONDITIONAL
PROBAEIL I T IES OF U:4FAVORA#L[" COhlD! T! ONS DT ItOL'RS LATER
FIOUR FROB. CONDITIOI4AL PROBAb,LITY AT DT HOURS LATER
1 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 c_
I 32.3 20.9 17.9 21.6 52.2 67.2 71.6 65.7 64.2 50.7 5_.2
4 37.1 16.9 50.0 54.5 68.2 w3.4 70,8 70.1 59.1 54.2 45.1
7 21.7 21.1 38.2 50.0 65.6 60.0 62.2 55.6 51.! 45.5 67.8
lO 15.2 25.4 38.1 49.2 47.6 5?.4 59.7 41.3 46.0 65.1 56.7
13 12.5 15.4 19.2 21.2 30.8 ,28.8 3G.5 32.7 57.- 57.7 59.6
,, 16 14.7 14.8 27.9 26.2 23.0 3I. I 31. i 5b.'?, (_.9 0_.9 68.9
19 17.6 6.8 6.B 15.1 24.'7 27.4 5G.2 63.3 61.6 63.0 67.1







KSC LAUNCH PROBABIL I T IE5
PROBABILITY or UNf'AVORAgt.[ CO_ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOb_R Ar;D THE" CC'_'_IIIC.4AL
PROBABILITIES OF UNIrAVO&'AIILECCPJDITION5 DT HOUR5 LATER FOR ;NDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 0_£ GnCUND WINDS CmlTERIA T_O WINDS ALOFT
H@JR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HO:JR PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 ] 6 le
I 14.7 77.0 63.9 5'4.1 54.1 80.3 45.8 t 20.2 97.6 90.5 e8. i 81.0 69.0 5_.4
4 10.4 83.7 69.8 67,4 79.| 79.1 38.5 4 _C.7 97.7 93.0 9].0 80.2 70.9 54.7
7 II.6 89.6 93.8 87.5 89.6 _8.B 46.7 7 2_.4 54.8 8_.6 e_._ 77.3 64.9 52.8
I0 28.4 89.8 87 _ 8].9 7,..0 39.8 55._ IO 20.0 95.2 92.8 93,4 81.9 72.3 49.4
13 43.4 82.8 72.8 63.9 42.2 D7.8 57.0 13 PC.5 _9.4 8_,5 64.7 77.5 65.1 49.4
16 35.4 70.5 57.8 50.3 42.2 JI.8 54.2 |6 ,.v.2 g?.9 91,7 9:.7 85.7 67.1 47.6
19 22.7 73.4 73.4 68. I 47,8 38,9 43.3 19 21.9 95 6 93.1 89.0 75.3 65._ 46.1
22 20.0 75.9 67.1 62.0 40,5 72.2 49.4 22 2G.5 9_.I 86.7 85.5 78.3 62.7 49.4
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS C_ITC_tA FCUR C£1LIN$
HOUR PRC8. COM3111C_AL PROBABILITIES HOUR RRGB. CO_,_JITIONAL PPCBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 I_
I 57. I 85.5 8S.2 76.4 84.4 90.7 67.2 I 38.8 79.9 69.6 6._8 70.8 76.4 56.3
4 52.3 I_.B 91.2 89.4 92.2 @9.4 66.4 _ 31.B 01.1 83.3 B_,.B 80.3 8_.8 45.0
7 69.4 92.0 91.7 91.0 89.9 8t .6 7,.6 '_ 43.9 9' .2 83.5 eZ._ 78.6 7_.2 55.3
i0 76.1 oJ_.6 92.1 90.8 85.8 70.9 80.1 _0 _9.4 83.3 8,.4 81.0 B_,O 65.4 57.7
13 79 0 94.e 92.4 08.4 83.5 63.8 83.6 I _ 6..2 084 88._ 8:.6 60.0 54.5 68.6
16 _5.? 93.3 32.0 88.9 74.2 59.5 19.3 I_ r_B.6 94.6 95.9 86.0 66,7 45._ 59.7
19 _.0 90.6 83.4 79.5 70.5 "/O,8 6U,; lg 59.8 85.E 78.7 74._ 57,'/ 60.3 "/2.8
E_ _w?._ 88.4 85.8 79.1 71,9 86,6 74,7 EP 46,0 8_,9 77.7 ?I,3 57,4 70,7 6S.w
CRITERIA rl_,l[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX T_RSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR pnpcj. CONOITION&L PDOBAB1LIYIE$
I I,.q 75,0 6E,5 50.0 37.5 1_,5 ,0 1 ,?.9 5D,O 1B,7 8,3 B,_ O,) ,0
3.6 60,0 '3.3 "_].3 _:O.O _'O.O '.5._ w I., O.L3 1G.7 33.3 16.7 :6.7 .0
7 6.0 60,0 4:._ 24.0 P4,0 le.O EB.O '1 .',c? 4',.4 33.3 _,2 .0 .0 I1.1
I0 2.7 81.B 63.6 45.5 27.3 18.2 I0.0 10 3.4 57.1 7.1 .O 7,1 ,0 _1,4
13 _.9 8_.3 58.3 58.3 41.7 22._ tl.I 1._ 6.3 84.6 50.0 66.9 11.5 .0 I1._
16 4.6 66.7 _2.! 31.6 26.3 18.B 18.8 16 9.6 -,,.4 50.0 37.5 15.0 .0 35.0
19 2,7 45,5 36.4 36._, II.I ._3.3 33.3 l.q R.2 55.9 35.3 26.5 14,7 2.9 e3.5
,J 2.9 50.0 _0.0 20.0 40._ I0.0 _0.0 _ 3. _. 57.1 5C.0 28.6 .0 .0 7.1
CRITERIA 5£_N PRECIPITATION
HOuR =ROB. CONDITIONAL I_ROBABILI/I[S
I 2 3 8 IP. E_
I 4.A 60.0 C_.O 3_.0 PO.O ".-_.0 15.0
4 6._ 69.2 3_,.G 23.1 ,,'J.l_ lq.2 9,'7
7 w.,, 84,2 t_.4 7].7 57.0 _6.8 II.8
I0 r .r, 66.7 £.b.7 hB.l h_ "_ 18.5 It,.7
13 _J.9 'SI.C ._9,0 _'.'.6 29 3 15._ JO.5
16 11.8 47.'I ._5.7 ._2.7 18 4 19.] 19.1
'9 9.2 5_.9 4/.4 7;.6 n.3 lg,w :9.4





I_ABILITYOIrrAVORABLE C04DITI_S AT A GI'AfN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Of" UNPAVORABLE CCNDITIONS O| HOUR5 LATER FOR IPCDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONC GROUND NINSS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALO_'T
HOUR PP.OB. CONDITIONAL PR_BABILITIECJ HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 _,o
i 85.3 3.7 3.4 2.8 4.2 ,+7.0 9.4 1 78.8 .6 1.8 3.6 E 8 8.2 13.5
4 89.6 3,8 5.1 "5.1 22.6 30.4 "/.G 4 79.3 1.8 3.3 5.2 4.3 7.0 12.7
7 88.4 8.2 14.8 20." 37.3 IG.6 7.7 7 7G.G .3 .3 .5 3.1 B.B 15.7
I0 71.6 ll,I 18.5 27.3 20.9 12.1 !8.9 10 83.0 .3 1.8 3.,9 W.B ",.5 14.1
13 56.6 9 8 14.0 13.6 7.7 _.7 25.6 13 79.5 '.8 2.'/ 3.6 7.6 10.4 14.7
16 6'.,. 6 5.6 7.1 7.5 7.B 3.7 ?7.2 16 "7_.8 1.2 2.4 4.2 3.9 I0.1 14.6
19 77.3 6,2 8.1 5.9 5.3 4.4 17.2 19 78.1 .3 .3 i.2 6.5 13.1 16.5
22 80.0 2,1 2.1 3.3 2.7 18.7 13.6 2_ 79.5 .9 3.7 5.2 7.0 10.7 14.7
CRI TERIA tHREE Ct.O'JDS CP.I'IERI A FOUR CE IL ING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR P_9. CONDITIONAL PP.CBAO:LITIE5
i 2 3 6 t2 24 ' 2 3 6 12
I 42.9 15,7 19.7 20.2 49.4 63._ 44.4 I 6:.2 5.5 9.1 10.£ 26.8 40._ 27.0
4 47.7 14,6 42.,. 47.5 5+'.6 60.5 .37.2 4 68.2 6.4 18.7 24.7 35.0 46.3 24.9
7 30.5 18,1 34.1 42.5 54.3 56.7 56.7 7 55.1 13.7 18.1 23.6 55.2 46.8 Y2._
I0 2s.g 20.2 42.4 41.4 43.4 34.3 6L+.6 10 5C_.6 10.0 |9.G _'8. I .+_5.'P. 27.1 42.1
13 21.0 19,5 27.6 27.6 37.9 33.3 60.9 13 45.8 10,5 22,6 2_.9 33.7 19.5 37.9
16 24.3 t7.B 31.7 27.7 24.8 33,7 63.4 16 4:.4 15.5 15,6 26.3 I6.9 11.6 "3,6
19 26.3 7.4 _.5 13.0 20.t+ 47.2 56.5 19 _.I._ 5.8 8.? 5.8 It.I 17.5 39.2
_2 37.8 14.6 19.1 22.3 21.0 59.9 '+2.7 63 5-..0 5._ 8.6 I0.'+ 9.C 32.0 _8.8
CRITERIA Fl',"E VISIBILITY CI_ITF,RIA SIX T_';&BERSTOR.'4
HOUR PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITI[S HO'Jq P_C9. CO_;DITIC'_AL _=!C[_ABILITIE3
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 r?_
I 9B.I 2.0 .5 2.7 5.4 2.'/ 2.0 t 97.; .5 .7 1.2 2.0 6.2 3.0
4 96.4 3.2 6.0 5.3 2.0 4.0 3.0 4 ,3,3.6 1.2 1.2 l.T 3.2 9.5 1.5
7 9"...0 1.3 2.1 1.3 1.5 2. l 4.4 7 9":.8 .7 3.0 3.0 6.4 8.4 1.7
|0 97.3 1.2 l.O ].7 _.0 2.5 2.? I0 -%:.,.; ].2 4.5 5.% 9.7 3.5 _.8
I._ 9"/.I 3.C '.7 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 13 q_.? 4.9 E.7 8.5 8._ 3.: 5.7
If) 95.4 1.3 4.0 1.3 1.8 2.8 3.8 :6 93.4 1.5 3.7 5,1 2.1 1.6 7,6
19 97.3 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.7 5.2 2.2 19 gl .8 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.9 1.9 7.4
22 97.1 l.O .5 1.5 2.5 2.2 2 2 22 96.5 .7 I,-" 2 C 1.5 3.5 3.3
CRITERIA 5E_EN P_ECIPlTATIO'_
HOUR PR,78. CO.%DITlCP;AL I_ROBABlL ITIE5
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 95.2 4.6 3. =. 4._J 3.8 _.9 4.6
4 83.7 3.9 5.3 3.3 4.9 11.3 _,.9
95.4 1.8 4.f, 3.3 7.6 ":.8 3.8
IO 93.5 3.q 3.9 ".2 9.8 7.? 5.4
13 93.1 5.6 _..E _.I 7.0 =,..0 6,5
16 88.2 " 4.9 F_._ 6._ 6+6 4.4 ll.O
:9 90.8 3.4 4.8 5.6 '.. '9 9." 8.3




KSC LAUNCH P_._BAB_t |TI£S
PRCE)_BILI TY OF U_,FAVCRABLE CO:;DI TI C;;S _T A G;',T.N HO_'P A';D T_{ CCT.'DITIONAL
Fq]B;.BILItlES Cr Vt'r-'vou;H:. E C0';DITI0";S [H P5;'_5 I ,',T£_ _.
HCL,h PROB. COND:TIONA!. PPCRAL.IL ITY AT OT HCUPS [AI[P
I Z' 3 5 4 12 15 18 21 2w
1 7_.8 93.L. 91,3 91.C 9::E 94,'_ 95.5 9;.9 F9.8 87.2 7"t._
4 '77._ 9-_.I 9P.B 93.7 97.8 _.,.£, 9C.9 O_.J 5-_.2 "-,7 81.3
"7 83.9 9_.9 9__.I n_..8 9_.4 93 P P_.I e2._ 7_.3 @?.3 BS.P
I0 hO.7 97._ 96.8 9"i.0 n.-.7 F",9 B3.9 -6.'9 7n,£- _.,8 89.1
I] 91.4 90.7 95.7 nP.l HS.0 _3.-) TE.8 79 5 P.-.5 9R.9 9:.8
16 85.9 96.5 99.5 99.3 uS.l 79.9 8_.3 _5.1 9t.2 c,.,_.788.3
19 83.,_ 93.0 93.2 80.5 B.5.0 84._ 8;.3 83.9 q._.2 89.3 85.6
22 76.9 93.9 92.9 88 9 56.8 P.9.2 92.6 9_.5 '_II.7 87.1 81.8
PRCBABIL I tY Or IrAvoRA_,r CCNDI TI C_;5 Ar A Ol VEN H3CR AND _I_ CC:;DI TI ONAL
PROB_BIL IIIES Or U:_FA','GRABL_CC_;[,,T ION3 5T )'C_C'5LATER
HOJ)I PRO{]. CCND;tIONAL PI_C.',:AU;LIfY AT D? HC'O'_ LATJ[R
I 2 3 6 9 .2 Ib IO 21 _'4
I 25,2 _,1 33.3 37.t; 6).: &_,.q 78,7 7@.,_ 6_',.", 61.1 6'*.=3
% 2P.6 75.0 ._9,_ '_0.'._55.0 H9._, 73._ 67.0 '._,8 _J,_ 67.0
"7 16. I 23.c_ _,O.4 ,,t).I "7[_._,r.:L.l ,.n.O _,'.8 tS. I _,.5 "_2.'_
tO 13,3 J').G 35,7 5',,4 '_i.I r;,:'.G 53,9 58.9 67.9 '8.5 "£.8
I._ 8.6 18.9 24,& ,_," 4 ".¢,'._. '.,,0.5 ',0.0 61,: 7'7.8 72.2 8_-.I
16 13.1 16.1 2G.8 .vl.5 _7.5 wC.C '.,9. l "15.'., _,9,1 81.9 ";_ 9
19 16.8 13.9 19.4 19. _, 32.'* '.6.'_ 5q.c "G.' ,_I " 7%.7 "7,T,._*





PII_ABILITY Of" UNF'AVOq,_B'.[CONOITIGI'_ AT & GIVEN HOL.,_AN'D THE CO:qOITIOf_ML
PROBABILITIES OF Lfl,TFAVORABLIrCOI','D|TIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE" GROUNDHINDS CRITER]A TNO MINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PR0gAOILITIE5 HOUR PR08. CONOITIONALPRGBABILIT:ES
! 2 3 6 12 c._ I 2 3 6 12 E_
1 ,._.2 73.1 68.3 70.2 6q.2 77,9 51.0 I 37.3 93.1 91.9 90.6 86.9 "7"7.5 5g.7
q 22.4 87.5 83.3 86.5 87.5 79.2 57. I 4 39.7 96.4 o_.6 93.4 e_.g 73.5 64.2
? 87.5 87.3 93.2 89.0 69.8 60.2 50.0 7 43.4 95.2 8_.8 87.1 79.0 72.6 61.6
I0 _6.4 86.4 Bq.9 83.9 75.8 45.2 61.7 I0 _0.1 97.! 9_.0 90.1 82.0 73.3 6_.6
13 53.1 eg.g 83.8 74.9 _6.1 38.5 62.8 13 38.2 97.6 93.9 90.9 86.6 76.7 68.1
16 45.6 _6.9 56.4 r._._ 51.3 41.4 58.6 16 38.6 9?.6 96.4 95.2 88.5 _6.8 65.2
19 28.2 86.0 77.7 ?6.9 67.2 59.7 43.7 19 42.2 9_.5 89.0 06._ _6.1 73.3 1_'.3
22 _7.7 BE.4 69.8 73.3 65.5 77.6 51,7 22 37.8 95,1 91.9 0_.6 83.9 "7_.5 60.£
CRITERIA rl-II_[ CLOUD5 CRI TERIA FOUR CEILIt;G
HOUR PROB. C']tiDITICNAL PPO3ABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITiOP;/,,LPROBAB:LITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 L,_
1 51.5 88.2 85.5 83 3 8_.2 82.8 63.0 1 37.5 81.4 77.6 ";'3.3 70.2 70.2 50.g
4 55.9 03.7 6_.6 85.4 eo.o 80.8 6_.8 4 3?.8 81.5 77.2 76.5 71.6 69.3 _9._
7 64.i 88.7 85.0 8_.0 8_.0 80.0 73.8 ? 47.1 87.1 "/8.7 76,2 72.8 69.3 61.6
I0 6_,9 93.3 90.7 89.6 83.3 64.0 71.4 10 46.2 8'7.4 84.3 Tg.3 77.8 55.6 58.0
13 68,1 91 4 89.7 8-;?.8 80.8 64.6 76.4 13 4"7.1 97.6 84.7 e__.6 78.7 ._.5 5g.I
16 64,0 9._._1 90.1 85,0 69.7 69.3 74.8 16 48.4 92.3 87.9 8._.1 s9.g .=,3.7 63.1
19 63.4 85.3 77.9 75.0 66.8 76.9 73.! 19 _8,0 85.4 70.4 65.5 61.4 66.3 60.,9
22 54.5 e5.9 80.4 74,8 75.2 78.3 66.1 82 38.7 83,1 72._ 66.0 E_.O 67.9 5_.g
CRIT(RIA FIVI_ V;SIBILITY CRIT[RIA glX TI.C_[RSTORN
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PPOg. CONDITIONAL PPOR,I,BILITII[$
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 ¢_
I 3.5 60.q 53.3 33.3 40.0 .0 7.1 i 1 2 60.0 2C.C .0 20.0 .0 .0
4 4.2 "72.d 66.7 38.9 5.6 11.1 I1.1 4 .g 25.0 .0 .0 .0 2_.0 .0
"7 5._ r"_,2 30.4 3_.8 13.0 8.7 18.2 7 .7, 65.7 33.3 .0 33.3 3_.3 .0
10 3.0 53.8 '16.2 23.1 30.8 7.7 16.7 10 .'7 66.? IC0.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
13 1.6 57.1 _2.9 42.9 28.6 16.7 .0 13 2.6 45.5 45.5 36.4 18.2 9.! .0
16 2.6 54.5 45.5 27.3 b,I 20.0 10.0 16 2.6 54.5 45.5 36.4 g.I .0 0
19 1.9 "/5.0 62.5 25.0 28.6 14,3 .0 19 3.3 ._7.1 T.l .0 ?.1 .0 7.1
22 1.2 60.0 40,0 80.0 20.0 40.0 .0 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .C
CRITERIA _T.VEN Pl_ClPl TATION
HOUR PROB. Cv,,OITIONAL PRO/_8|LITIEg
I 2 3 8 12 E_
1 5.8 _.0 28.0 EO.O _6,0 1_.0 4.2
4 _.9 47.6 38.1 33.3 23.8 4E.g 9.5
7 5.1 54.5 53.6 50.0 22,7 31.8 4.8
I0 5.6 41.7 29.2 25.0 45.b 12.5 13.0
13 5.6 54.2 6_.5 45._ 35.0 16.7 _.2
16 8.9 65.8 42.1 31.6 23.7 16.7 18.7
19 ?.0 60.0 40.0 E].3 33.3 II.1 18.5




Kc_X:LAU._H PPOBAB_L I TIES
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HCL:P ,,';_ T_E.. CO_:DITION_L
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONCITION5 DT _OU_5 LA;FR FOR INDIVIDU:,L CRIT.
"RITER|A O,_i: GIROU:;0W|N[.JS CPITEPIA ;NO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl PRCBABILITIES HOuR Pc_CB. CONDITIONAL PP0_=ABILITIES
1 2 3 (. 12 24 1 2 3 6 I_ _,
I 75.8 6.2 5.8 7.1 14.2 _5.2 15.8 1 62.7 I.', 3.3 7.8 17.5 14.9 ,"4.9
4 77.6 6.6 7.2 10._ "_4.5 35.8 14.5 L 6i .3 4.2 6.l 11.8 11.8 16.4 2.X.9
7 72.5 t0.9 24.1 30.2 _9.2 15.1 18.8 7 5_.6 1.6 2.5 4.1 7.0 18.9 33.5 b,
I0 53,6 17.0 21.4 26.5 ]9.6 12.6 34.2 :0 59.9 1.5 2.7 3.5 9.4 14.0 26. I
13 46.9 10.9 11.9 12.4 8.0 B.I ,_2,9 _3 6:.8 .8 2.3 5.1 1_.7 13.0 21.1
16 54.4 6.9 ".3 6.4 8.2 7.3 3_.2 16 L;t._ .3.8 _.9 9. I 6. I 15.2 22.5
19 71.8 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.5 ]4.8 21.3 19 57".8 1.2 2.0 P.4 9.8 22.5 28,7 _
22 72.3 5.2 4,5 5.8 B.8 35.4 18.5 22 (',9.2 ,7 2.3 ;.5 12,5 20._ c_4,0
CRI TERIA TH_:.E CLOUDS CR; ?ER! A rOUm CE IL INO
HOUR PIIO_. CONDITIONAL PRoBAglLITIE5 HOUR PRCB. CONDITIONAL PFICBABILI?IE:$
1 2 3 B 12 24 1 _ 3 6 1_
1 4|1.5 19.3 23.6 26.9 4,7..8 ._2.w 39.0 1 62.5 9,7 16._' 16.W _J3.2 33._ 30.2
4 4_..! 15.3 28.0 37.0 41.3 _'?.9 w5.2 4 5__.e 9.0 _t.0 _9.2 30.7 36.3 30.7
7 35.9 Iw.3 17.5 25.3 39.6 33.8 47.1 7 5P.9 9.7 15.w 19.4 E_,.2 _9.1 35.8
10 37.1 15.1 22 _ 31.w 31.w 37.1 wq.°7 IO 5_X.B 11,3 16.1 19.5 _3.0 ew._ 35._
13 31.9 1CI._ ;90.4 24.1 25.3 2.3.5 4' B 13 52.9 8,8 13._ !8.1 P0.7 _3.'5 35.0
16 36.0 18.0 21t.6 er,-.3 27,9 J_2.7 44.1 16 51.6 I_,B 15.w 15.3 19.0 27.? 33.8
Ig 3G.6 12.1 10.5 19.1 25.0 wJ.3 w_..9 19 52._ 6,5 1_.6 13.g 16.7 31.1 35.6
_ WS.§ 14.4 20.6 ,_3.7 33.5 44.8 3i_.1 22 &l .3 7,2 13.4 _0.6 _.0._ 3_=.w F'/.I
CRITERIA I_IVI: VISlDILI TY CHl f[_l_ SIX ?H'JN:I:_T01iM
MOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PI_0BABILITIES HCUq P_Og. CONOI?ION_L P_0BAOILI?II£$
I _ 3 S I'_ P_ I {' 3 6 t_ _W
t 96.'5 _.7 £'._, 3. I w. t I .7 3.. I .48.8 ._ 1.7 ,9 .'5 _._ I._
v, 9%.8 ,?,.g 2.2 3.9 _.g 2._ 4.w _ _,_). t ._ .S ,7' .7 _.W 1.0
7 9_.6 1.5 I.E 1.2 1.0 1.'5 .5._ 7 _9.3 .0 .5 ,7 _.3 $.t .7
tO 97.0 ._ ,2 t.O 1,7 [.0 2.7 tG _q,3 1.4 1.9 _,3 _.4 ._ ,7
13 98,4 1.7 1,9 1.9 t.4 3.6 1.7 13 q7.4 1,2 1,9 t,7 _.g I.O _,4
16 97.4 I .9 1.9 I .2 I.O _,.W _.4 16 9"I.W I.T _.6 _.W ._ I .0 _._
19 98.1 1.0 .7 ,7 3.w 5,8 1.7 19 %F_.7 ,_ .'5 ,_ 1.0 ,7 _.w
22 90,8 .5 1.2 _,9 4,5 _,6 1.4 _72 9q,5 .5 .5 ,9 .9 .? ,5
CRITERIA 5_V{N P_CCIPltATION
HOUR P_O9. CCqDITIONAL P_0BABILITIEe_
t _ 3 5 t2 _'_
I ._,.2 P.'5 3.5 w.O 3.7 5._ 6.3
w ',_bI 2.2 3._ 3. _ 4.'_ 7,I W.7
7 9,, .9 _.7 3.2 ,x.2 ,..? 5.': 5.2
tO _..w 2.7 ._.2 4.', f,,'; W,7 5.P.
I_ 94.4 4,0 4,0 6.7 5.9 5,5 '5.7
tB 91,1 3, t 4,6 _.F 3.3 3,9 ",.S
t9 93.0 4.3 3 C 3,9 w.3 #,e '5.9





PROBAB!LITY OF' UNFAVORABLE CONOiTIONS AT A GIV'£N HOUR AND THE CO,%l_ITI0,NN.
PROBABIL I Tl£$ Or UN_'AVORASLE C_:;DI T104¢5 DT HOLWS LATER
HOUR FICKLE. CONDITION_. PROgASILITY AT OT HOURS LAT£_
I 2 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 2_
I 72.9 93.8 e9.5 e6.9 90.5 89.9 93.5 B9.5 85.3 7.7.1 79._
.76.0 95.0 9,_.8 95.0 B9.6 92.8 BS.9 _2.1 74.3 77.7 "78. "I
? ,,5.7 92.8 90.8 90.5 9,x.O 65.5 81.1 72,'/ "77.2 78.8 e6.6
10 83.8 97.4 95._, 95.2 88.9 83.3 75._ ;9.2 8_.3 B8.3 87,5
13 89.3 95.2 92.8 88.5 8i.3 "75.5 .78._* 80.0 e_.2 86.6 91,5
16 82.9 93.1 91.1 8"/.9 80.5 73.6 el.9 88.5 87.6 92.5 BS, I
19 "/'/.9 94.2 e9.0 e6.s e2.6 80.'/ 89.3 8"7.8 91.1 86,'_ 81.0
_2 71.2 94.6 91.6 89.0 e5.6 90.3 91.0 93.0 88,6 82.9 "74._
PROeABILITY OF"I='AVGRA_I.E CGNDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR Ar,'J ?H£ CO'.'DIT;ON,_
PROBABIL I t IES OF"UI',a"AVCRAB;.E COfiOl TIONS DT I-_CURSLA_'ER
I.KX,1R PF_CB. CO."_:)|TIONAL PROBABILITY AT Ot HOL_S LATE'R
1 2 .S 6 9 12 15 ie 21 ¢_q
I 2q.I ,l,I 36.0 46.5 73.8 5"7.3 78.1 6,_.9 57.9 55.3 5"/.9
4 _.0 18.8 30.: 56.4 65.3 "78.2 73.3 54.4 61., 6G.4 69.3
? 14.3 I1.? 40.0 45.0 68.3 68.3 60.0 63.3 53.3 6;.7 83.3
I0 16.¢_ 3_.=* 42.6 _8.e 51.5 95.9 _0.0 45.6 =,_.** "5.0 65.7
13 IO.? 31._ 33.3 3'3.6 _.8.9 35.6 33.3 4_.=* 68.0 6;.0 "/1.1
I§ 1.7.1 18.1 34.? 29,2 P6._ 44.4 ;.8.6 "75.0 64.8 ".4.6 "7.3.6
19 22.1 1¢?..9 14.0 I'v.2 _,I.9 60.2 "78.5 69.6 8_.8 "71.0 6?."7





PR0nACJIt ITY OF UNf'AVORABL[ COND|TIONS AT A G;VEN hO'J_ AtJa THE CC:JDITIO'JAL
PRO_ABIL _tlr5 OF U._GAVCPAEL[ GONC' TIONS DT H_U_S LATF'R rCk ;.,D;.;IDUAL CRI T,
CRITERIA ONE C'_OU,M)WIN_S Cnl TERI e, " ,_0 N!NOS ALOFT
HOUR PPOB. CONOITION&L pc _ABILITIES NO'jR PROB. C_N31TICN_,L PPC_BA_ILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE -_ I 2 3 _5 I_
I 22.1 E_.o.9 81.7 "72.0 71.0 BO.6 4e.4 I 57.f; g%.fi g3.c Bg.g BE.0 72.B 58.9
4 P.I.7 76.9 7%.B 70.3 B7.8 70.3 46.2 4 37. I 95.2 '_6.2 9_. | E£.7 73.7 57.7
7 22.4 89.4 89.4 90.4 89.4 53.2 40.8 7 uP." 9:.6 e6.0 79.9 75.4 74.9 57.3
10 44.6 Bg.3 86.0 82.9 59.4 38.0 59.9 |0 _6._ 9_._ 35.0 93._ Sc..B 7B. 1 55.6
13 49.0 B:.6 "/5.7 61.7 37.4 39.3 53.| 13 3_,5 97.5 _3.7 9;.Z _9.9 75.9 55.1
IG 35.0 67.3 53. I 49.0 49.0 45.6 46.3 16 37.4 9Y.7 g_J.7 97.5 B7.] 71,3 56.7
IrJ 20.5 B6.0 74.1 79,1 _g. EI 55.8 30.4 19 4?.3 27,.4 _.8.4 81.3 76.4 66.9 57.7
22 2,.'.9 82.3 75.B 70.B 60.4 BI.3 x5.4 22 3r,._" 96.7 93.4 g_.9 B2.2 67.1 58.6
CRIi'ERI_ tHR££ C.OU_5 _RIT[" tl_ rC_JP C£1LINO
HO_,I_ PROB. CO_ITIO'IAL PRCBABILII'I[¢_ HOU_ PPCB, CCN_IT:O';AL Pm_ABILITI[CJ
I cs 3 6 l_ _ l cs 3 6 I_ ¢_
I 48.9 es.'.J O:.5 73.'/ 75.6 "11.7 5f,.B I 36.0 eO.I 73.5 67.5 _9.2 60 ._ 47.0
4 49.5 8_.6 79.] B4.6 71._ 70.7 55.3 4 15.5 _,.ra "re.5 "75.0 65.¢J E:.? 4_.3
7 6_.3 B7.4 e0.5 7g.P 78.5 G4.0 69.3 7 _.0 R6.7 ?9.4 %.3 70.6 5d.R K,_._
I0 5fi,7 91.1 B_.O 87.0 79.3 56.9 66.3 :0 k_.3 f;h.I O(].g 79.8 Gg.g we.6 _..=
13 6C.7 91.g e5.9 05.1 7P.2 _,O.e 67,5 13 u3.E Gfi.9 7g.B 75.0 _,.5 51' 50.6
16 151.P. 91,1 8_,4 ";7.8 [;2,6 151.! _'t.7 16 h?.! 9_.4 R:_.B ,7.4 _,9.9 53.7 50.B
19 53.B 85.4 7e.2 73.5 65.B 73.5 _U.G 19 40.5 Fq.5 _5.9 6B.B _9.4 5"7.1 5t.g
P2 45.7 B8.5 01.3 70.6 6B.8 7_.4 =al.6 2_ "_-.3 e:,3 _'6.4 7:.5 c;.e 57,6 41.7
CRI TtRIA rIVE: VlS|BIL | IY C_I IT.RIA ealX THU_I_:ORH
HOUR F-ROB. CONOl 1'I CNAL PPOB/,BI L I t I[:S HOUR PPCB. COND| TI ONAL PPOI'],_EIL 11'|r.$
| 2 $ 5 12 _ I 2 ._ B l_ L_
4 9.5 RS.b 67.5 52._ IO.O 7.5 _0.0 4 .5 57.C _.r,.G 5_,. _, .0 .0 .0
7 13.1 47.3 27.3 14.5 ;.B 5.5 E_.C "7 ._ .,_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO 2.5 63.G 1B.2 Iq.2 _7.3 9.1 9.1 ;0 ._ .0 .9 .'3 .O _ .C
13 1.4 %C.0 t;G.7 :6.7 16.7 16.7 .O 13 .5 50.0 5'_,.0 5C.0 50.0 .0 .O
16 1.4 t'_N.O Eh.'; 66.7 ._ 33.3 lrJ.? 16 .'; IC,C.O ¢,,5.7 (_15.7 1_fi.7 .0 .0
19 1.7 5"7.1 42.':J .C 42.9 2P,6 1_..3 :9 .5 IO,_.C |CC'.O :C:]._ .3 .0 .0
22 2.1 GH.7 GG.7 5_.6 44.4 .0 .C, 2_:" .7 1C0.0 _I.$ 33._ |$,$ .0 .0
_,RI TI_RIA S[ '_. N PI_C | Pl |'AT I C4_
HOUR ,_C_}. CCNDZTICNAL PROBAPILITI[S
I 5.'_ 69._ 47.L 39.1 l.x.O 13._ b.7
4 _. O 4:._ C._I.'A_1.9 ;7.G 11.._ 5.9
/ 4.1 4; ,, :-,.,, :,._) _:.e :'7.6 5.9 }i
tO 4.1 _").'* 3b.J ,,..r,, 2=".5 5.9 .0
13 _.4 4_.0 _._ 4C.,'_ ',:.0 IC.C .0
16 2.9 "5,_ ":_._ _'.." 1_.7 15.'_ 16.7
19 4.5 4"_.4 31,E_ e'.I I_ B 10.5 ;0.5
2_ 2,9 bE.? _%.C 33.% I6.7 16.7 .0
B-3P.
_ l i _, j j __
1977024787-094
) 1 I 1 I I m .
NO';E_b'["R
KSC LAUNCH PRCBABILI TIES
PROeABILI?Y OF" rAVOfil!_£ CC;3ITiONS AT A GIVEN HOUR -NO .'HE CCNDI'IC.';AL
PROBABILITIES OF u'4rAVGPABLE CONDITIOn5 DT HCUPS LATER FOF-' INDIVX_UAL CPlT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNd)WINDS CRITERIA TWO W!.NOS AI.OrT
HOUR PRO[]. COI'_ITIO',IAL PRQB. JILIII['S HOUR FPOB. COP;31?IONAL PnOBABILITI£S
1 2 ] f, 12 ,"4 I 2 3 h 12
I 7"7.9 2.8 4.4 V._ 0.6 t,_).l '.5.'G I h2.4 1.5 3._ _..4 lb O 16.4 ;EJ.(
4 ?8.3 7.3 8.8 9.1 =:2.8 ;'b.2 _.6.1 _ (?.q 3.0 6.4 11.4 0.4 15.3 _"._.4
"7 ,/1.6 9.2 22.5 31.5 3"7.5 II.1 16.0 "I _7.'_ .8 I.'; 3.3 3.6 _0.3 3_.5
I0 _5.4 12.9 IH.2 21.6 1_.1 10.8 _4.2 I0 6¢*.t] 2.6 5.2 6.3 .3.-/ 12.'/ 24.'7
13 51.0 I1._ 12.6 9.3 4._ ".'.0 ._6.0 13 62.4 2.'7 4.6 5.U t5.3 15.6 Z6.3
IG 65.0 4.B 3.'/ 5.1 8.8 10.3 30.0 =6 62 " 2.'/ 6.1 11.0 5.5" I"/.I 26.2
19 "79.5 '5.7 7.2 8.4 10.8 14.4 16.0 19 5G.? .8 l._J I.,/ 9._ 24.0 Jr.9
_'2 ,/';.I 6.2 9.6 8.6 11.4 3=.).0 t9.4 2J 53.8 3.-/ 4.9 8.6 11.9 16.0 23.1
CRITERIA THREE ."LOUOS CRI T[RI A r'OUI= CIr IL ING
I.lO_lq PR_. t:(1',_13|?I0._;AL PROtgABILITt£5 IiOL;R PRCB. CCN31?IONAL PRCB="OILITt£$
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 ' t_
1 51._ 14.0 24.2 26.5 49.5 _9.2 40.5 1 5_.0 13.cJ 13.R 17.5 2_.? 34.2 29.4 )
4 50.5 I0.8 20.8 40.3 46.4 51 .9 42.9 4 64.5 7.0 15.5 2,.8 2"_.8 31._ 31 ._ ,_
"7 37.7 11,4 22.2 25.3 "_1.6 37.3 51.0 "7 5T..O 9,2 19.? ;6.'/ £3.4 31.4 34.5
10 41.3 12.1 16.3 23.1 35.0 _O.I _.6.5 tO .SrL? I0._ 1_;.9 18.3 27.8 ¢._.t, ._._.|
13 39.3 12.1 19.4 L'a*.2 ,,;5.5 _'g.I 4q.'/ 13 b6._ "?.2 11.4 I:,.O 21.') _].6 JR.0
16 3B.R 12.9 23.3 16.0 19.0 30.1 50.9 16 5"7._ 8.6 :3 6 13.G 15.E 21,g 3_.4
19 46._ 10.9 13.4 1"L4 26.8 4g.-/ "6.9 19 59.5 -/.2 12.0 _C.8 19.6 32.5 3_.8
2_ 54.3 11.4 22.7 29.8 32.,5 46.'7 41.7 22 65.7 '/.6 1_.3 17.0 21.4 32.7 31,2
(
CRITERIArive viSIBILITY CRITER|A SiX ?H'Jhk3ERS?C=t."t
++' HOUR PROB. C_OITIONAI. PRC3,_BILI?IES HOUq F=Cg. CO._;TIC_AL PoCBABILI?Irs
t 2 _, 6 12 _'* t 2 3 6 12 2_
1 94.0 ¢_.3 5.6 '7.1 11.9 1.3 5.3 1 q?.5 .G .0 .0 .O .5 .=3
4 90,5 2.6 3.9 9.0 1.8 .8 8.2 4 9:} =_ .rj .0 .0 .0 .7 .5
? 86.9 1.4 I ,6 .e 1.4 1. t 12.1 "7 '3',=.8 .0 .0 .0 ._ .5
I0 g?.4 .2 .,/ 1.0 .'/ 2.0 2.5 ;0 133.0 .O .2 .% .'/ .'/ .0
t3 98.6 I .2 1.2 I .2 1.4 5.8 1.4 I'_ 99.5 .2 2 .5 .2 .5 .5
16 98.6 I.O 1.4 .-/ _.? 8.9 1.4 16 qg._ .2 .5 .0 ._ .=3 .?
:'} 98,3 .5 1,0 2.2 5.3 12,9 t,T I_ 9q.5 .0 .2 ._ .5 .2 .5
¢_ 97.9 .,/ 2.2 4.9 8.5 2.'7 2.2 2_ 99.3 .C .2 .2 .2 .C ._
CRITERIA _V[N P@_CCIPITATICN
HOUR Pq,SB. CCNOITICNt,- PRC.fl_F_LITIES
t 2 3 _ 12
I 9_.5 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 1 .FJ 4.8
4 96,0 _.'/ 2.'/ 3.-/ 3.5 2.5 4,0
-/ 95.9 3.5 2.2 4.0 a. 0 _.0 4.0
tO 95.9 .'7 t.._ 1.5 2.0 2.';' _.5
13 91 6 2,-/ 3.4 2.0 3.7 4.9 2._
16 9"7.1 2.'/ 3._ 2.? 2.5 t.-/ 2.-/
19 95.=3 I .5 I .;.1 2.0 4.5 3._ '*.5 ,_
P.e 9;.: 2,9 3.0 4.2 3,'; 3 3 3.2
B-39
I ' , I 1 ' ' "
- i i t j I
1977024787-095
DE: F"!['_' q
KSC LAUNCH PPCgt*BIL'T 1['3
PROBAB:LITY Of UNf'AVCP_BL£ C0,=;D;TIC_3 AT A GI_,EN _UP A*,'O TIE' CONDIT;ON_4,.
PRO-3,'_BtLI t |r'S Cr U:_FAVC_,',Ef,£ CO_'_D_t IONS Ot HOU;_S L AT[q
HOUR PROB. COL';D;T_O'_AL PPCP/,,P,ILITV AT DT HO_JR_ LAT£R
1 E 3 6 9 12 15 t_] _I E_
t 7_.4 95.0 91.3 1_8:9 '37.6 9C.7 9,'?.9 _R.b P3.0 e_.E "78.3
4 "15.o _..e 92.4 9] 6 89,6 .cP.I 8":'..2 P,:'.3 -9.9 7_.9 3'rj.4
7 B1.5 9%.2 9_.8 9, ._ 9P,] 85.8 U?.6 T7.3 ",5.5 '77.8 68.9
tO e4.3 9"7.8 9";',0 95,4 9_0,2 e=.o 799 77.9 -8'- rag.9 F:_.5
13 Pr,J.2 96.3 9",.2 8q.C R3.0 7E._ "76.0 75.5 £_3.C 66 g P,:).O
16 1'2.9 95.6 9o.e 69.4 G_ 3 80.8 -"_.'7 63._, R7.5 93.0 65.6
:9 78.1 94,7 90.6 8_.2 8".5 _'.6 93.9 "J,;.3 :;_.,3 FS.l t&_ 6
22 75.3 92.4 89..3 89. I [:,.7 90.8 _8.1 91.! 55.9 8.*.8 83.1
Pt_BAIHLITY OK rAVCr_ABL£ CCNDIT,C',S &: A GIrl"4 H',A.t_ A'_3 T)E CG_,'Dt?lO_';_q.
PI_OHIB|L i TI£5 cIr UNFAVCR,%,qL£C0;:3: T I'_N5 DT HCU;;3 L.%T£_
._ HOUR "ROB. CO'_DIT|OI';,_L PI°C=3AEILITY ,_? D" _3Un% LA_£_
t Z :3 6 3 IE I5 t¢_ El E_
I ;'.5.6 2_.'3 t.5 _5.9 ",E,? 6'3.0 '7,_.9 EG,'7 §;, 0 61.,I 50.6
2_*.4 E_,6 3B.-/ _8.6 67.9 "/6._. 69.0 55.1 6'..3 6-=.1 61.3
? 12.5 5.6 ?0.4 3".0 _.t.l 55.6 49.'. 6Z _ 5-/. _' 'Y_.,3 7;,7
tO 1'3.7 29.4 ]2.4 53.0 4,,,, ,.I.E 51,'_ 4_.'.% _t.5 Etl.? 5R.6
t3 lt,e EO.O 3";'.._ 37 3 41.2 r.,t.3 _3,9 "6.9 ,_9 r.,j £3=j ":',.5
16 I'/.1 14.9 EO.3 P_'..O P?.O 36. u" 47,_' "'P.6 [.r..p -',j.4 ";3.3
19 PI.9 11.6 16.O EJ.5 _"._,R 44.2 ";_,.] _'.! 7._.T "1,£ 5'_





KSC LAt:'-:-_TM P-_,";_'S:LITIES _"'.Ia_'
_ABILITV _ LM',I"A%'OI_A!}I.[CO_IT|ONS AT A (,!VEN v,_'J_A.i._T_4EC_,.D b%C,,A_
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAIUPABI,.E C(]NOITICN-% ['IT HObP% L/,t[n FOP [hO;VIDUAL CPTT.
CRlf[Rik ON[" GPOL:';DWI,_ CP_TC_A T_O W!'_'S ALCrT
I..IO',)R rRO8. CONDITfO'¢_,L P_39A8II 'TIES HSUP P_CB. CC';2ITISN,..%L P_C_,_8;L;T,E'=
I 2 ] 5 ;2 ?', 1 2 ; 6 _? .2_
I Ig._ 0@._ 75.6 76.7 59.3 _7.2 32.? I 40.: 9r_.O 9S.O #_ ', _E,g 7- 7 5_ "7
4 2!,2 78,] 70.3 _$ 7 65.9 "?.8 2q,3 _ 41 5 97 2 q£.', 9L.I 33,_ £% _ 57 2
7 Ig.6 I_7,| 89.4 gO 6 '9_.I 3".6 _C.5 7 hq " 9_.[ q" 9 8: _" 7_.g _9 _ _ _
IO 4[.2 89.4 07.2 8_.0 67 0 _6 g 53 @ 'C W; 5 90.0 91.7 9S S _: 7 "c. c £' I
;3 51,_ _ 5 7/.9 rj).7 J" 3 6:: 9 L'_.5 , .{ '.: n q' :, %: ;' '-"' " 6, '7 ; . < c _ 9
16 37.3 ,bL, 2 ,.,; 6 3_ 3 .,_ 7 7{ 3 '.:; 9 i_ '," 3 "..," "_ ", ) 6. ;.' m ; . 6
19 17..t 09.3 q;.3 _6-i F' _[ 3 _ 7t "_ ,r, u,,, : _", 5 t." , ,." U -_ % k . _ )
2_ 19 I _0 7 71 I lI.l ']9 D ;8 ._ ,: ' ', 6'(' _.:.C ,. _, _'" c' "' 3 "hq _ " ' -:
I_RITE_IA ThqEE CLOUD% ;PI'E:_I:,rO',:_ ¢ "' I'C.
HOUR Pl::;Ofl. COh:HT_OH,.V. PRC'_.&B!LIr,£5 I,,it"_ ;n?:_. CC',.';T:O"',',F':;'_:;":.IT!F5
I 2 3 6 1? _ I , __ , ,2 "_
I 4P.6 8q.! 79.1 r'* 7 7F_ 2 7_.'. %f'_ _ I T':,7 _," _ ":' t" ,' q {- ; t_ -, • _ "l
4 "_.3 8_.6 _-'.6 _',".I "6 6 -2 6 5% C _ :_ 7 q'-:I "'u _ -+ 6, _''_' " "_ " -% :
7 5¢.0 £.7.4 P5.? c....5 -_ C 6,7.5 !:3 $ ',_ _ a_. "j "9 ", ., -z _ . _ , . _ ..
I0 <_',,1 ql 3 07._ -..5 7].', 6; _ £'_ _ IC _', ", h. I c:; r _-' : t,:" _r r,
13 £'C 4 9_.5 I-?R 5 .m* 6 "7,.., £'? " '{' 6 ;:: '.' t, r,.: - -_ : . : r, , ,., , - ,
16 ",_ ? %', f_ _" 5 _'?.! %2.3 5" C rr q IF, ,.,_rC r ! ' 5 _t , £, ', -'. . "" 5
_2 50.0 eta _ 84.4 77.0 (_'-j0 7t '] rS_ _] $2 3"z.,_: F_$ 9 _ 6"' 9 .%{ [- t , , , _ ,.
CRITERIA FIV(: vISIBILITY C_':;E _''_, SI_( TL',",,"}[_5"Ot:::Z
HOt._ P_09. CONDITICN,_L r'P09A_]L:_[S HOj I_ t:'_$_. CO'%_TZO%AL PP,"',_'2;,_;L_TrEs
1 _ ] 6 12 L_ I 2 _ 6 17 2'-,
I 7 B 57.5 6_. v 6_.; 52.9 C 9 I?.6 1 .g .O .0 .0 .0 P S
4 I0.1 7,'-.: 5 ;_ F, "O 5 2£ " _ 8 _', : .., " .0 O .C .2 ?
7 I_.q' G '%_ . R ' _ ' " ' ,3 ! , ' } 1 _ 3 ) ' "; _ 0 {
13 2,1 66 t .... ', 2).2 35 _ l:.I 15 ; - " 10'3 "s C r* -, ,
16 _.7 87 5 Bi i cm;_0 2% 0 2") " 0 '_ C ,
19 1.6 71 4, "21 4 05,7 _7 ) _'P ) 1L, 3 ' ', 2
22 4, l 77.8 55.6 61,1 4w.. !6 ; tl I ." ,, 'j :'





PROBAOIL|TY OF FAVORABLIrCONDITION':.;AT ,.%GI_,'ENHOUR :,NDI'E CO'_DIIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVGRABt.ECONOIIION5 OT HOLIPSLATER FOR lhIDIVIOUALCRIT.
CRIT£RIA ON£ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WIND5 ALOFT
HOUR PROB. COt_ITIChtALPROBABILITIES HCL;q PROB. CONDITIONAL P_.OBABILITIE5
I 2 3 6 12 =-_ I 2 3 6 12 L=_
I JO.2 _." _,6 7.5 9.8 42.2 17.0 1 59._ 3._ B.! 9.5 _.7 20.0 27.7
4 '_8 B 3.5 3.5 5.6 29.2 27.8 17.5 4 5_.5 3.9 9.5 15.6 12.2 B2.B 29 1
7 _tb._¢ 6.0 16.1 29.3 w0.8 12.4 15.6 7 50.3 1.4 .9 2.3 9.6 _.9 35.3
I0 58.8 20.8 20.8 28.2 16.5 6.7 30.6 I0 58.5 .B 4.7 ?.9 14.2 18.5 27.2 b
13 48.0 I0.0 14.2 6.6 4.7 9.9 44.8 13 58.1 3.2 5.2 9.5 17.5 |6.7 26 2
16 62.7 3.7 4.4 4.B 6.3 12.1 33.4 IE, 57.8 2.4 6.4 10.0 8.4 20.3 29 5
19 b_,7 5.0 6.7 6.7 .0.0 12.6 15.3 19 53.9 .9 .9 3.4 9.4 29.2 35.:]
22 80.g 3.4 5.7 7.4 10.8 31.1 16.2 22 59.0 2.3 4.3 _.3 14.5 20.3 27 0
CRIT£RIA IHRE£ CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CC._)ifl_:AL PROBABILITI£9 HOUR PPCB. CONDITIONAL PRGgAglLITIES
I = 3 6 12 c_ ! _ 3 B :2
I 51.4 14.3 !g.3 ¢'_.2 50.5 50.2 33.5 I 64.3 9._ !2.2 15.4 32.4 36.2 26 =.
4 53.'; |5.g 23.3 44 3 42.1 49.4 38.2 4 6"?..3 ";.9 16.5 30.2 31.2 3-/.0 27 I
? 36.0 7.1 12.2 16.'/ 29.5 30.8 =34,8 "I 55.2 11.7 13.G le.0 P-.5 25.9 39.1
I0 41.9 18."/ 23.6 26.g 31.3 32.4 t.7,3 10 56.5 9,E 15.5 19.5 _=.-/ 26.9 38,0
13 3g.B 14.0 17,4 22.1 _3.3 33.7 50,6 13 53.5 7,8 14.2 ]a.1 19.4 25,_ 47.8
16 40.8 14.'/ 16.9 13.6 IB.I 29.4 b0,3 16 55.8 11,_ 10.'/ 13.2 16.5 ¢_l.g 39. J
19 4f'.9 I1.1 15.1 17.6 23.6 46,5 43.7 19 50.1 "7.'; II.g I4.B I-/.2 33.5 33.q
iP2 5O.b 10,6 1"/.5 23.3 27,2 45,_ 39,2 _2 52,2 6,-/ 13,0 15.6 20.7 35.2 30.1
CRITERIA rive V,C.IBILITY CRI ,'£RIA SiX TWv_ICR$1'OI=_I
/
HOUR PROB. CON_ITION&L PRUgABILITt'$ HOUR PRt'e, CONDITIONAL PRCOAgltTills
1 92.2 3.Z 5.7 '5.5 11.5 2.O 6.'? ! IOO,O .3 .O .0 .g .=3 .0
4 89,9 4.4 5.9 9,5 4.6 3.3 -/,4 4 IO0,O .0 .0 .0 .5 .? .o
-/ 85.2 5.4 ]1.8 3.3 2.2 1.4 9.5 -/ :00,0 .5 .5 .5 .5 ,5 .0
IO 93.5 .7 1.7 1.5 3.2 3.W 6.7 10 9_J,5 .5 .r) .5 .'/ .2 5
13 97.9 .5 I..q _.8 I._ 7.1 1.9 13 qg.b .2 ._ ._ .2 .0 .2
Ifl 96.3 .7 .-/ .? 3.3 9.6 3.g 15 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .c_ .0 -/
19 .'#J,4 ,g 1.6 _.8 6,8 I_*.1 I._ 19 9_.5 ,0 ,0 .2 ,0 .0 .5
;._ 96.9 i_.w 3,9 5._ B,? 5,3 _,6 P_ .n_8 ,g .O .0 .0 ._ ,_
CRITERIA 9tveN PRtCIRITAI ION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBAglLITI£$
t £ 3 6 IZ
I gs.z I .'_ _.4 2. ? 2.9 3.4 4. !
4 g_.g t.g 2._ 2.7 3.2 4.9 4.6
, "/ 96.1 _.6 1.9 3.6 3,1 I.-/ 3.9
tO 9_.7 1.9 _._ _.4 3.q 3.9 4.6
13 '#3.9 1.4 3.4 3.8 £'.2 4.3 4.3
16 g_._ t.a _.0 1.0 3.2 3.9 5.6
Ig 9":,0 2.1 3.1 3.8 4.0 3.8 _.9
_2 95.6 1.7 t .7 _..9 3,4 4.3 3._1
!
1977024787-098





PROOABIL|TY OF"UNIrAVORAI_aE CON[)ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOL_ AND THE CONI:)ITIONAL
FNqOOABILITIE$Of" UM-AVORABL[CONDITIONSDT HOL,_SLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GF_)L,,q_MINDS CRITERIA TNO MINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOL'R PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ i 2 3 6 12 24
I 6.0 65.4 53.8 46.2 38.5 50.0 !!.5 I 19.1 97.6 96.4 95.2 81.9 69.9 55.4
4 5.3 69.6 47.8 52.2 39.1 47.9 .0 4 21.4 96.8 87.1 8"7.1 76.:3 61.3 50.5
7 4.8 71.4 61.9 47.6 66.7 28.6 19.0 7 20.8 92.2 89.9 84.4 "/2.2 63.3 45.6
IO 9.0 82.1 "74.4 64.1 43.6 25.6 5.1 10 19.6 95.3 91.8 85.9 76.5 68.2 45.9
IS 15.0 81.5 64.6 47.7 23.1 9.2 12.3 13 19.8 94.2 90.6 86.0 77.9 66.3 46.5
16 I|.l 56.3 43.8 37.5 3"7.5 12.5 18.0 16 18.7 97.5 95.1 91.4 86.4 "/4.1 49.1
19 6.5 60.7 5.7.1 53.6 28.6 21.4 17.9 19 22.4 94.9 92.8 90.7 81.4 66.0 47.4
22 0.3 47.2 41.7 41.'/ L_2.2 19.4 25.0 22 21.4 95.7 92.5 90.3 86.0 68.8 51.6
CRITCRIA THI_( CLOt-%_ CRITERIA FOUR CCILIHO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRGB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 0 Ii._ 24 I 2 3 6 18 L_
I 57.4 08.7 07 I 03.g 84.3 79.9 63.1 I 43.3 9_.4 79.8 78.7 76.1 60.6 50,0
4 58.8 89.4 80.6 8.7.8 90.0 70,1 60.3 4 44.2 09.1 01.3 00.2 75.0 6_.0 5'_.6
7 66.1 92.3 85.0 05.0 81.1 73.1 73.1 7 50.3 09.9 02.0 82.6 70.1 62.8 61.5
tO 63.1 94.5 90.5 86.9 00.3 69.1 70.4 IO 5_.5 88.6 00,3 ??.0 72.4 50.3 63,2
13 66.6 c_.5 90.3 0"7.9 75.1 68.2 77.9 13 40.6 89.6 04.4 76.7 71.1 59.2 64.5
10 67.7 9_.2 09.1 80.6 69.4 69,4 73.5 16 49.1 90.1 80.3 74./_ 63.0 56.7 6q.9
19 62,0 88.1 01.4 "78.1 73.6 ??.3 69.9 19 48.3 88.6 70.1 7.7.1 (_9.2 07.e .,54.7
22 54.4 07. t e_., _ 80.9 00.1 70.0 0,_.4 e2 42.8 00.0 ";4._t 73.0 67.0 00.3 55.2
CRITERIA FIVI[ VISIBILITY CRIT[RIA SIX THUHOERSTONqIN OLIOC PATH
HOUR PRO9. CONOITiONALPROOAS!LITIE$ HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAI.PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 0 12 _4 I _ ] ' 6 Itl I_
I 7,4 00.| B2.5 59.4 56,3 3.1 20.1 I ,E 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 ,0
4 12,2 03.0 71.? 73.6 30._ 3.0 I?.O 4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 19.4 . 75.0 50.0 31,0 7.1 0.0 34.5 7 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .O .0 .0
l0 0.0 '_5.3 _,2 20.9 10,5 10.5 10.S 10 .E .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
13 4,1 01.1 39,9 2?,0 I1.1 5.6 II.I 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
16 3,0 69.2 46.2 30,8 46.2 46,2 23.1 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
19 3.7 62.5 50.0 43.0 25,0 37.5 .0 19 .E tO0.O 0 .0 .0 .0 .O
_;_ 5,5 63,3 03.3 50.3 45.0 20,0 12.5 _2 .O .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0
CRI TERIA e'-_VEN Pl_C IPl TAT|ON
HOUR PROa. CONOITIONALPROBAOILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 4.4 94.7 73.7 73.7 47.4 47,4 15.0
4 7,4 71.9 59,4 56,3 25.0 10.0 _1.9
7 7.6 7O.O 66.7 40.6 40,5 81,1,D 15,|
l0 o.g 66,7 46,7 43.3 20,0 13,3 3.3
13 7.1 .g_'_.8 35,5 45.2 2_.8 6,5 g,?
16 5.5 50.3 45,0 50.0 37.5 25.0 4.8
19 5.0 60,0 40,0 5_,0 L_,0 20,0 18.0




KBC LAND'NG PROBABI L ! TiES
PROBABIL|TY OF FAVORABL( COI_)ITION_ AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONOITIONAL
_8|LITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS 0T HOURSLATf'R FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITI[RIA ON[ GROUNDlalNDS CRITERIA TIdO H|NO$ ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONH. PROBAB!LITIES HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 24
I Sh.O !.5 2.S 2.7 2.7 I2,7 5.6 I 80.9 1.4 2.9 4.0 6.3 e.O 14.0
4 cJ4.7 1.7 1.5 2.2 ?.3 9.0 5.8 4 "/8.6 .9 2.3 2.6 4.1 7.0 16. I
7 95.2 2.7 4.B 7,0 12.4 5,3 4.1 7 79.2 .3 .9 2.6 5.1 11.7 17.3 _,.
iO 91.0 6.8 9.4 IO.! 7.8 B.B 9,q 10 BO.4 1.4 2.6 3.7 4.6 |0.0 16.0
13 85.0 3.5 4.6 4.6 3.5 5.4 15.4 13 80.2 I.I 2.0 2.0 B,6 10.9 16.1
16 88.9 2.1 2.1 2.6 4.7 4.7 9.6 16 BI.3 I.'/ 2.8 6.5 6.5 11.9 14.7
Ig 93.5 3.0 5.4 5.2 4.4 3.7 5,7 19 77.6 .6 1.5 1.5 4.7 10.7 14.8
22 91.? 1.8 1.0 2.8 4.0 8.0 6.B 22 78.6 .9 2.1 3.2 6.5 9.! 12.9
CRITERIA THIEE CLOUOS CRITERIA F'OUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPRO8ABILIT|ES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN, PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 5 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 E4
I 42.6 16.2 23.9 _.9 41.3 48.6 50.3 I 56.7 9.3 16.? tT.g 30.6 33.3 36.2
4 41,2 15.1 21.2 34.B 39.1 55.9 _.9.7 q 55.6 12.0 15.7 26.6 34.'. 38.8 3B,q
7 33.9 19.0 2B.5 20.4 38.1 40.B 56.2 7 49.7 15.3 lB.! 22,3 2C.9 29.9 41,1
I0 36.9 18.6 25.2 31.9 46.2 3_.4 53.1 10 47.5 8.3 14.6 16,5 23.3 24.3 42.2
13 33,4 15.2 25,7 27.5 35.g 3B,6 46._ 13 5t ._ 11.7 18.0 21,1 22.9 2B.3 35,0
16 32.3 I5,7 20.0 22.9 2P.9 3B.6 55.4 16 50.9 10.4 18.6 19.5 21.3 3i.2 37.6
18 3B.0 8.5 I3.9 15.8 31.5 50.6 48.5 19 ,_3.7 9.0 10.3 12.rl 21.0 37.5 39.9
22 45.S 16.2 25.3 29.B 34.8 _7.5 43.4 22 57.8 B.8 17.g 21.1 i_7.9 42.2 33.9
CRITERIA rlv[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX Tt,II._RSTORH IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PF_BABIL1TIES HOUR PRO_. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I _ 3 6 12
I 92.6 5 0 5.7 8.5 16,5 4.2 6.0 I 99.8 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .2
4 B7.8 3,7 7.9 11.8 5.8 2.9 Ii .5 4 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .5
7 80.6 4.9 4.3 3.4 3.4 3.2 16.7 7 I00.0 .2 .5 ._ .0 .2 .0
I0 91.2 1,5 I.O 1.8 2.3 5.1 6.6 10 gg.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
13 95.9 1.2 I .2 1.9 3.4 7.7 3.8 13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 ,0
18 97.0 1.7 3.3 2.9 4.3 11,2 2.1 16 IO0.O .0 .0 ,2 .0 .5 ,0
Ig 96,3 .7 2.4 4.1 6.9 19.4 4.1 18 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2
22 94.5 ;.7 3.2 4.6 10.2 O.O 5.6 _ IO0.O .0 .0 .2 .5 .2 .0
CRI]£RIA (._[VI[N PR[CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 _x_
I 95.6 3.1 3.4 4.3 5,8 5,3 3.g
4 9.?..6 3.5 3.0 3.7 5.5 4.5 6.2
7 9,? 4 1.5 3.8 3.5 3.8 4.5 7.0
I0 93.1 2.'/ 3,7 4.5 _1.5 6.4 6.9
13 c_.9 2.2 2,0 2.5 4.2 4.2 6,?
16 9_.5 2.2 3.7 3,2 5.1 6.3 5.4
Ig g4.2 2.9 2.9 4,2 3.2 6.4 5.1
_2 83. I 1.5 3.2 3.0 5.4 5.4 7.E
B-45 t'
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K5C LA:_DING PPCBABILITIES
PROeABIL|TY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 6.4 68.0 44.0 35.0 28.0 40.0 _d 0 i 26.8 98.1 96,2 91.4 83.8 70.5 48.6
4 4.1 68.8 68.8 50 0 75.0 75.0 Y.3 4 28.6 96.4 93.8 9:.! 83.0 73.2 49.1
7 4.3 76.5 88.2 75.5 82.4 _2 3 _l.B 7 29.6 94.0 91.4 85.3 72.4 58.6 48.3
10 11.2 81.8 77.3 79.5 68.2 45.5 2_ 7 10 27.0 92.5 88.7 83.0 8i.I 63.2 50.C
I3 17.3 72.1 67.6 54.7 30.9 ,9. I 30.9 13 27.5 95.3 91.7 89.8 73. I 65.7 48. I
16 15.6 72.1 63.9 44,3 41.0 13.1 24.6 16 28.3 96,4 93.7 80 2 75.7 63.1 49.5
19 7.7 70.0 63.3 63.3 38.] 16.7 26.7 19 25.3 9_.9 92,9 97.9 79.8 68.7 49.5
22 9.4 59.5 43.2 40.5 27.0 29.7 _.3 22 25.8 92.1 88.1 85.; 78.2 66.3 50.5
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOU_ CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I2
I 51.0 BB.O 84.5 84.0 83.0 79.5 58.0 1 41.8 85.4 79.3 76.8 70.7 67.1 54.3
4 5?.4 92.0 85.8 87.1 83.1 78.2 65.3 4 44.6 88. I 86.3 82.3 78.3 69.1 58.3
7 65.6 90.3 8,,.4 84.4 79.8 73.5 70.8 7 49.7 85.6 8t.5 80.5 74.4 67.2 57.9
I0 63.8 94.0 89.2 88.4 82,4 66.8 68.8 I0 49.5 88.7 85.6 80.9 70.1 57.7 56.2
13 64.0 94.4 90.8 88 4 80 9 62.9 71.7 13 49.2 J9.6 83.4 79.3 71.0 55.4 54.4
16 66.1 92.3 87.6 84.2 71.4 68.7 71.0 16 49.0 88.0 82.3 78.6 65.7 59.4 f4.7
t9 62.2 88.5 84.0 79.5 68.4 78.3 70.1 19 47.4 86.6 76.3 72.6 66.7 62.9 57.0
_2 55.4 82.9 80.2 77.9 77.0 77.4 59.4 22 43.1 85.8 78.! 78.1 65.7 63.9 49.1
CRITERIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THU_II_TORM IN GLIB{: PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 6.9 01.5 70._ 56 7 63.0 25.9 ll.I 1 .8 33.3 33.3 33.3 ,0 .0 .O
4 12.8 78.0 38.0 68.0 32.0 10.0 24.0 4 .3 I00.0 100.0 .0 .0 .O .0
7 18,9 ?1.6 43.8 27.0 16.2 9.5 36.5 7 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C
I0 9.2 52.8 50.0 38 9 22.2 11.1 19.4 10 .5 1C0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 5.4 57.1 33.3 28.6 9.5 19.0 9.5 13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .L
16 6.1 75.0 41.7 33.3 29.2 29.2 8.3 IS .B 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 .C
19 3.8 53.3 53.3 60.0 40.0 26.7 6.7 19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .P
_2 4.8 78.9 57.9 52.6 36.8 31.6 15.8 22 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 ,0 .0
CRITERIA EVEN PI_ECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
1 5.4 47.6 33.3 47.6 33.3 33.3 9.5
4 5.6 59.1 72.7 50.0 59.1 3|.8 22.7
7 5.9 69.6 69.6 73.9 30.4 26.1 8.7
tO 9.7 44.7 47.4 42.1 3].6 21.1 15.8
13 6.9 63.0 51.9 55.6 33.3 18.5 11.1
16 8.2 71.9 46.9 50.0 31.3 21.9 15.6
19 B.2 65.6 65.6 53.1 25.0 3_,3 9.4





PROBABILITY OF"FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONOII:ONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT H_URS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRi TERI A ONE GROUND HI NDS CRI TERI A TN0 HI NDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROaABIL:TIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I £ 3 6 IE 2it
I 93.6 2.5 1.9 1.9 2.'7 15.8 4.6 I '73.2 1.4 4.2 5.6 9.8 :I.B 14.3
4 95.9 1.6 1.3 2.4 8.5 13.0 2.'7 4 "71.4 1.1 3.9 5.0 4.6 10.4 15.'7
7 95.7 3.'7 .7.5 8.3 14.4 5.6 4.0 .7 "70.4 1.4 1.8 2.5 8.7 il.2 i?.0
I0 Be.8 5..7 B.O 9.5 8.9 4.9 !0.3 I0 "73.0 !.7 4.2 7.0 8.'7 I:.g 14.3
I$ 82.7 8.3 6.2 5.2 2.8 3.4 14.8 13 "72.4 .4 i.B 4.9 .7.0 "7.4 15._5
16 8_.4 2.1 .6 .9 3.6 2.1 14.5 16 "71.7 .? 2.8 3.6 6.0 10.3 15.7
19 92.3 2.2 5.2 5.0 3.6 3.3 6.! 19 .74.'7 1.0 2.4 3.1 4.4 II.g 16.?
22 90.6 2.0 3.1 2.5 1.4 9.9 .8.2 22 '74.2 1.0 I.'7 2.1 6.9 9.3 16.8
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILIN0
HOUR PROB. CONDITI_IAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CON01TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I _ 3 6 12 L_
I 4g.0 16.? _.0 29.? 4'7.4 4'7.g 44.8 I 56.2 I:.0 :5.7 EI.g 3_.5 35.4 3_.8
4 42.6 15.6 20.4 36.5 3;',.? 4g.? 4'7.9 4 55.4 g.? 13.4 23.5 26.3 3_.? 3_.1
? 3_.4 15.5 26.1 c_4.4 3_.1 40.'7 56.3 ? 50.3 14.? 15.8 18.8 2_.4 27.g 40.8
I0 36.2 16.2 20.4 ¢_.6 37.3 35.2 54.2 I0 50.5 6.6 14.6 IB.2 28.3 EB.B 41.4
13 36.0 13.5 18.4 26.2 29.1 31.P 49.6 :3 5G.B 9.5 14.1 19.6 c%.6 30.7 43.2
16 33.g 12.8 22.6 19.5 c%.! 36.8 55.6 16 51.0 8.5 :6.0 17.5 20.5 31.0 41.5
Ig 3"/.8 ?.4 14.2 :5.5 23.6 45.3 49.3 19 5_.6 7.3 11.2 16.5 EI.4 36.9 3-/.4
22 44.6 g.? 14.3 IB.g 34.3 46.3 49.-/ 22 56.9 5.4 g.4 IG.I 29.1 3-/.2 38.8
ERITI:RIA IrlVl: VISIBILITY CRI'ERIA SIX THU41X:RSTON_ IN 0LIIX PATH
HOUR PROS. CONDITIONAL PROB'BILITIES HOUR PROBe. C0NOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 93.1 2,-/ 6.0 e.8 15,6 3.e 6.3 l 9g.e .0 .0 ,0 ,3 .5 .8
it B'/.E 1.8 3.2 11.7 5.8 S.6 10.B 4 99.-/ .0 .3 ,3 aj ,8 ,3
"/ el.I 3.5 3.5 5.0 2.8 _.5 14.E -/ 99.'/ ,0 .5 .5 .5 ,9 .3
10 B0.8 .8 :.9 E.0 4,1J 4.E e.l 10 99.5 .0 ,:3 .1_ .e ,Be ,5
13 94.6 I.I 3.8 4.g 3.5 5,9 5,1 13 99.5 ._ 1.3 .8 .S ,6 ,5
18 93.B I.it 1.8 I.Be 3.3 11.4 6,0 IB gg.E .0 .:3 .5 .3 .3 ,8
IBe g6.2 .e 1.3 _.-/ 5.3 IB.O 3,4 Ig gg.5 ,3 ,8 .aj ,8 ,3 ,5
_E g5.2 .8 2.4 4.3 11.3 O,O 3.8 22 gg._ .0 .3 .S .3 .5 .5
CRITERIA SCVKN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROB_BILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
i g_.6 2.2 it.0 3._ 4.3 5.4 5.1
it gq.4 ! .9 3.2 3.2 6.8 6.8 it.g
? cJ_.l 3.3 4.3 5.7 5.4 '7.0 5.?
I0 90.3 2.0 2.3 3.1 5.6 6.(? 9.3
13 g3,1 3.8 4.7 it.-/ 6.3 4.4 6,8
16 gl .8 _.2 3, I _.4 5.E it._ -/.S
Ig g! .B 2.2 3.3 3.6 3.8 3.6 e.3
22 g_.3 1.4 3.3 2.5 3.6 -/,7 6.it
R-4R
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K_= LANDIN0 PROBABILITIES
ImI_OBABILITYOF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITION5 AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROIBABILIIIESOf"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 I 2 3 6 12 _]4
I 6.7 55.2 51.7 44.8 37.9 48.3 10.3 i I8.9 92.7 90.2 87.8 81.7 65.9 54.9
4 4.8 52.4 66.7 52.4 71.4 66.7 19.0 4 1g,6 97 _ 94.0 90.6 86.9 62.4 49.4
7 5.3 69.6 05.2 69.6 56.5 39.1 17.4 7 20.7 95.5 94.4 91.0 74 4 53.3 47.B
tO 13.4 75.9 70.7 67.2 63.8 27.6 24.1 10 19.9 96.5 90.6 82.6 68.6 57.0 5t.8
t3 19.4 8t.9 70.2 65.5 40.5 16.9 29.8 13 18.2 87.3 79.7 77.2 69.6 70.9 54.4
16 20.1 69.0 59.3 47.1 35.6 t7.2 32.6 16 17.t 95.9 91.9 87.8 82.4 73.0 55.4
19 It.5 66.0 60.0 58.0 32.0 24.0 28.0 19 18.5 95.0 92.5 87.5 82.5 Bfi.2 48.7
22 10.4 7t.I 48.9 42.2 33.3 33.3 20.0 22 18.0 94.8 92.3 92.3 83.3 75.3 48.7
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
PRO0. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 B 12 24
t 57.0 89.5 95.4 82.8 85.0 78. t 64.2 t 41.8 88.2 80.6 79.0 ?1.8 70.7 5b.8
4 57.t 90.7 88.3 89.5 79.4 81.0 66.5 4 42.9 83.2 88. I 81.2 77.8 65.4 50.5
? 71.0 89.3 94.t 8i.4 79.9 74.3 74.4 7 W7.5 90.2 86.9 80.5 74.8 62.0 54.4
tO 62.8 9t,9 90.4 86.3 88.2 67._ ?0.5 to 50.3 66.2 80.7 80.3 7l.t 60.4 58. t
t3 65.1 93.2 88.7 87.9 77.9 69.4 72.0 13 50.I 88.5 82.9 77.0 69.6 55.8 61.3
16 68.8 93.0 89.6 81.5 69.0 70.t 76.4 IB 46.7 93.6 87.t 80.2 67.7 59.9 58.4
19 6_.4 89.3 82.2 75.2 74,7 81.5 71.4 19 47.3 83.9 79.5 ?5.5 66.8 61.0 57.4
_E 53.3 08.3 92.7 81.3 73.6 76.1 _2.2 62 42.7 93.8 76.8 75.7 67.0 66.3 _W?.2
CRIT[RIA rtvt: VISIBILITY CHII[RIA SIX ?I,£1NDtRSTORMIN OLIOE PATH
/
HOUR PRO0, CONt_._TIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILIT|[S
I _ 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I_ L'_
t 5.1 69,2 40,9 54.5 45,S 4,5 9.1 t ,7 33,3 .0 33,3 ,0 ,0 ,0
4 7.6 69.7 &3,8 64.7 2t,2 14,7 It.O 4 .5 108.0 50,0 50.0 ,0 ,0 ,0
? I4,3 54,8 41,9 _5.9 rE,9 t2,9 30,6 7 .2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0
tO 6.2 48.1 48. t 33.3 _*0.7 22._ 22.2 tO ,9 I00.0 75.0 25.0 _5.0 _0.0 L_.O
13 5, t 77.3 63.6 54.5 50.0 22.7 I8.2 t3 1,6 IO0.O 57.t 42.9 _O,6 t4.3 14.3
1§ 4.9 76.2 71.4 71.4 42.9 33.3 9.5 16 1.6 85.7 28.6 14.3 14.3 .0 .0
19 6._ 77.9 fi3,0 5t,g 40.7 33,3 tO,5 tg 3.5 53.3 33,3 26,7 6.7 ,0 EO,O
_ 3.9 58.0 52.g 47.1 35.3 _g.4 17.8 22 E.I II.I II.I 22.2 Ii.I It.I II.I
CRITERIA _VEN PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2
I 9.0 64.1 47.4 4i.0 25.6 2_.6 12.0
4 6.0 72,0 .?_.0 42.3 36.0 15.4 15.4
? 4.1 72.2 66,7 55.6 30.9 16.? II.I
I0 5.5 mj4.2 50.0 50.0 33.3 16.7 EO.B
13 6.5 67.9 64.3 46.4 32. I 25.0 21.4
16 6.5 53.6 46.4 57,t 3J.! 28.5 21.4
19 0.5 ?8.4 56,0 56.0 51.4 10.9 10.9





_ILITY OF IrAVORAB.,.E CONDITIONS AT A O_V_:N HOUR AN{:) THE CONOITICNAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORABLE COh'DITIOHS BT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
_RITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITION.N. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 S 12 24 1 E 3 B 12
I 93.3 I.E 2.7 2.0 3.0 I'/.4 6.7 I 61.1 2.0 3.1 3.'/ 6.6 7.1 12.0
4 95.2 1.5 2.9 2.9 10.4 17../ 5.1 4 80.4 1.4 2.9 3.7 $.7 6.0 13.8
7 94.'/ 4.4 B.B 10.2 I'/.3 I0.0 5.1 7 '/9.3 .6 .9 1.5 3.5 9.3 14.B "
t0 86.6 6.'/ e.6 |l.e 1:3.4 "7.8 12.8 10 B0.l .3 1.2 2.0 4.0 B.i 12../
13 B0.B '/.4 10.B 9.2 4.6 4.6 l'/.B 1:3 BI.B I.'/ 2,0 3.7 7.1 B.B 11.0
16 79.9 3.5 I../ 2,6 4.1 2.9 1"7.3 16 82.9 "4.1 4.5 4.2 4.7 IO.O I0.1
19 BO.5 2.9 3.1 4.2 :3.7 3.4 10.5 19 81.5 .6 1.4 2.3 6.0 It 6 12.5
22 89.6 1.3 2.3 E.B 2.6 12.1 9.0 22 82.0 .3 E.3 4.2 7.0 8../ 12.1
CRI TER !A THREE CLOUDS CRI TER I A FOUR CE I L I NG
PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _.t I E 3 B 12
I 43.0 15.1 21.0 23.1 _.2 48.1 4./.8 I 59.2 9.9 17.5 16.7 29.8 35.S 3F_.9
4 42.9 II.] 30.3 46.2 40.9 52.'/ 45.7 4 5'/.I 6.9 15.4 22.2 EB.B 32,7 37,5
7 29.0 8.7 15.9 17.5 2B.B 33.3 61.1 7 52.5 14.5 20.2 23,2 ET.B 34.2 40.4
I0 37.2 I1.B E0.6 29.2 35.6 29.2 49../ I0 49../ 8.8 12.2 19.2 21.s 25.1 41.9
13 34.9 14.6 26.5 3_.'/ 33,1 34.4 52.7 13 49.9 7.4 13.4 15.8 _:_.7 27.0 40,0
16 31.2 13.3 21.8 19.4 IB.5 29.6 54.1 16 53.3 9.5 EI.O 18.3 20.8 EB.I 38.3
19 37.6 6.1 11.7 16.0 Be.2 ._2.1 47,9 19 _.'/ 6.1 I0.1 1:3.6 lB.5 34.6 39.9
22 46.7 9.6 Ie.e 29.7 :39.1 47.0 43.1 22 5"7.3 6.9 12.! 15.8 25.0 :37.5 35.5
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA S!X TI,4UNOCR_Tt_'q _N GI.IDE PATH
PROB. CQNOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIL:TIE S
I 2 3 6 12 _x_ I 2 3 6 !_ IN
I 94.9 2.4 3.7 5.4 12.7 5.1 4.9 I 99.3 .5 .5 ,2 ._ i.O .7
4 _._ 3.5 5.S I0.0 5.0 4.0 8.0 4 99.5 ,0 .E .0 .9 1.8 .5
? 85.7 1.3 1.9 3.0 3.8 S.i 12.1 ? 99.8 .2 .S .g 1.6 3.5 ._
I0 93.8 1.0 1.7 3,2 2.5 2.7 5.2 I0 99. I .5 1.4 1.4 I .4 !.6 .7
13 9_.9 .7 1.9 2.2 3.9 4,1 4.4 13 98.4 .E .9 .9 3.1 .5 I.E
IB 95._ 1.7 2.2 2.9 1.9 7.0 4.9 16 98.4 .9 2.6 ],3 1.6 .S 2.1
Ii 93.8 .5 I.O .7 _.7 13.5 5.7 19 96.5 .0 ,7 i.2 .5 .2 E.S
_i_ 96. I 1.0 2.4 3.4 7.2 S.3 3.6 22 9"7.9 .2 .2 .2 .2 .7 1.9
CRITERIA _N PIECIPITATION
HOUR _OB. CONDITI_AL PR_ABILIT|ES
I 2 3 6 _2
I 91.0 l.B 2.5 _.5 2.0 4.6 8.4
4 _.0 2.2 2.9 1.7 3.7 5.9 5.1
7 95.9 3.4 2.6 3.4 5.1 8.2 4.1
I0 _.S 3.7 2.5 3.9 4,g 6.6 4.4
13 93.5 _.0 2,2 3.7 6.9 ./.7 5.4
16 g3.s 2.2 4.0 5.2 5._ 4.2 5.7
19 91.5 3.5 3.0 2.6 5 I 3.0 T.B











IDROBABILITYOf" UNIr/.,VORABI..[CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABIL|TIES OF"UNIrAVORABL[CONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVICXJAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TI,,'0 HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _xt I 2 3 6 I_ 2q
I 6.0 68.0 68.0 56.0 52.0 ?£.0 20.0 I 20.2 g_.l 92.9 90 6 78.'" 6_._ 50.6
5.7 66.9 66.'/ 58.3 70.8 70.8 12.5 q 21.2 96.6 89.9 68.8 71.9 59.3 _8.3
7 5.5 60.9 56.5 65.2 73.9 21.7 8.7 "7 21.7 92.3 80.2 '75.6 68.1 56.G _6.2
_0 It.7 73.5 75.5 71.q 59.2 12.2 18.q IC, 17.9 97.3 9_.7 90.7 77.3 95.3 56.0
13 18.8 T2.2 58._ 59.5 19.0 10.l 25.3 13 18.3 96.; 08.3 8_.q ?9.2 ?5.3 53.2
16 18.8 60.3 3"7.2 29.1 19.0 12.9 32.9 16 1?.6 98.6 98.6 93.2 89.2 ?5.7 S'_.l
19 6.7 57.1 50.0 39.3 35.7 35.7 10.7 19 10.3 9q.8 93.5 90.9 81.B 68.8 tt9._
22 5.7 66.7 62.5 50.0 33.3 _1.9 8.3 22 18.9 9"7.5 92._ 86.1 99.7 58.2 _8.1
f,,,"RITERIATHINE CLOUDS CRITERIA IrouR CEILINO
HOUR PROB. C01_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. ¢ONOIT|OHAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 12 _ I a 3 6 12 L"_
I S0.S 8B.O 79.2 75.5 0,?.1 '72.6 B0._ 1 33.6 76.2 86.7 60.3 62._ 50._ _,.0
Lt t_9. 0 88.3 88.0 _.0 70.6 73.8 57.0 q 31.7 77._ 75.9 75.2 6Lt.? 55.6 3"7.0
7 6_.3 06.6 79.6 ?_.I 72.2 73.0 70._ 7 q2.1 75.0 68.9 63.8 5_.0 51.tt 53.1
tO 58.1 9t.q 86.9 82.0 77.5 $9.8 61.9 I0 36.9 83.9 76.1 70.3 63.9 q2 G _7.!
13 57.9 88.5 O6.B BI.I 78.6 6'_.2 65._ 13 35._ 07.2 OZ.2 76.5 67.1 ,49.7 qS.O
16 59.5 9_.8 87.6 O_.O 6_.8 60.8 66._ 16 39.3 89.7 8_.2 7_.5 r.j2.1 toT.3 _53.3
19 61.0 79.9 72.3 67.6 67.2 75.0 70.7 19 "50.8 00.2 71.0 6q.2 58.B 60.5 56.2
_.92 _5.0 67.8 _2.5 79.9 72.0 76.2 59.3 22 30.0 0_.5 87.5 86.7 53.2 5S.B q2.1
CIIITERIA rifle VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNOI:NSTORI,I N 0Li_ PATN
HOUR PR0_. CONDITIONAL PR06ABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRI_eABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 _ i 2 3 6 12
1 1.9 "75.0 TS.0 (R.5 50.0 .0 .0 I ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tt _.0 76.5 82._ 76.5 17.6 5.9 17.6 t, .5 SO.O 50.0 I00.0 .0 0 .0
7 9.0 59.5 3_._ 31.1 7.9 5.3 21.1 7 ."7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 2.9 91.? 66.'7 33.3 25.0 B.3 8.3 I0 .`7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 1.2 80.0 _0.0 _0.0 c_O.O .0 20.0 13 .7 66.7 66.7 66.7 .0 .0 .0
16 2.q 30.0 _0.0 ;_0.0 .0 20.O .0 I6 I."7 28.6 28.6 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 I.O I00.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 95.0 .0 19 1.7 57.1 28.6 1_.3 .0 .0 Ire.3
22 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 22 .? 66.? .0 .0 .0 ,0 33.3
CRITERIA SEVEN II_C IPl TAT|ON
PRO0. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_
I 2.1 qq._ 22.2 22.2 I1.1 22.2 .0
_o 2.1 33.3 2_.2 33.3 .0 22.2 22.2
"7 2.,0 20.0 i0.0 .0 10.0 .0 .0
10 1.0 75.0 ?5.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0
J3 3.3 57.1 57.1 35.7 21._ 35.7 7.1
16 5.2 36. tt 100.9 _.7 27.3 _.5 _._5
Ig 2.9 _1.'7 33.3 _1.? 16.? 8.3 .0
22 2.9 68.7 58.3 _1.`7 16.7 0.3 .0
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PROBABILITY Of" F'AVORABLECONDITIONS AT A G|VtN HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORABLECO_ITIONS DT HOUR3LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GR_JNOWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO_. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _'* 1 2 3 6 12 _R,
I 9_.0 2.0 1.3 2.5 2.5 15.4 4.8 1 79.8 1.8 3.3 3.6 7.8 ?.2 il .6
4 94.3 1.0 i,5 2.3 _J.l :5 "7 4,5 4 78.8 1.6 2.7 3.6 3.3 6.9 12.7
7 9_.5 5.3 8.8 8.6 15.6 S.B 4.8 .7 78.3 .9 1.2 1.8 4.b .7.9 !4.0
10 88.3 5.'/ 8.1 il.9 13._ 4.9 9..7 10 G2.1 9 2.3 2.6 4.6 .7.0 8..7 ab
13 81.2 4.7 8.5 9.4 3.8 4.7 16.4 13 81.7 .9 2.3 2.6 4.7 ?.0 9.6
16 81.2 3.5 2.3 1.5 2.6 3.2 15.0 16 82.4 .9 .9 2.3 3.8 8.4 9.0
19 93.3 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.6 2.8 5.4 19 BI.7 .9 1.5 2.6 5.5 10.2 I1.1
22 9_.3 1.8 2.8 3.0 3.3 8.8 5.8 22 81,2 1.8 3.2 4.1 6.5 7.6 11.4
CRITERIA TI.41_E CLOUDS CRITERIA roL_ C[|LINO
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOflAL PROBABIL|TI[5 HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 49.5 14.4 2_.1 22. i 46.2 42.8 38.5 I 86.4 7.5 14.3 17.2 31.9 28.0 _/.6
4 51._ 19.2 30.3 45 3 30.3 45.8 3e.o 4 88.3 I0.1 20.2 26.0 _.G 31.? _.7.5
? 35.7 16.7 _._.0 _9.3 3_,0 3g.3 5_.7 7 57.9 6.6 12.8 17,3 21.4 29.2 25.0
10 41.9 19.9 _.4 _.4 3_.? _.4 51.? 10 53.1 _0.g 15.1 15.1 _.9 22.6 31.3
13 42.1 II.g 22.6 29.9 35.7 2g.4 45.8 13 64.5 8.6 12.2 le.B 22.9 _.0 28.6
10 40.5 11.2 21.9 25.g 18.8 2g.4 47.1 16 60.7 B.3 12.2 15.3 15.7 20.0 29.9
IB 39.0 5.5 5.5 9.8 22 0 47.0 48.3 lg 61,4 4.7 8.2 2,5 17.1 31,4 _?,l
22 55._ I1.? 17.3 _.? 28.8 42.4 33.3 22 70.0 9.9 13.9 18.7 21.1 29.3 24.8
CR|T[RIA rive VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX TI,U,,I_RSTORM IN OLI_ PATH
HCf'-, 8NI_OB. CON01TIONALPROBABILITICS HOUR PROB. CON01T|0NkL PROBABIt.ITIES
! 2 3 6 12 _,_ 1 2 3 8 I_ Lq
1 "38.1 t.O 2.4 2.9 9.3 1.2 1.9 t IO0.O .O .2 .5 ..7 .? .0
4 96.0 .7 ?.9 8.2 2.2 2.E 3.0 4 99.3 .5 .0 .2 ..7 I ..7 .5
.7 91.0 .8 1.0 i.0 .5 .5 7.3 "/ 99.3 .O ,2 ..7 ..7 1..7 .?
10 9"/,I .5 .0 .2 I.'/ .2 2.'7 10 99.3 .2 .g .'7 I.'7 ,'7 1.2
13 90._ 1.0 I .7 I .9 ..7 I .9 I .2 13 99.3 1.0 1.2 I .2 I .'7 ,0 I ,0
16 97. 1.0 .5 .5 .5 3.2 2.2 16 90.3 .7 1.2 I.? .7 ,5 1.2
Ig gg.o .2 .2 .2 I..7 ?.g 1.0 19 99,3 ,O ..7 .5 .0 ,7 1..7
_ 99.5 .5 I._ I,? 3.3 2.9 .2 2_, 99.3 ,2 .2 .0 ._ I,_ .5
CRITERIA SEVlEN PRtCIR|TATION
PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABIL!f ItS
I 9.7.9 ,5 .? I.? 2.2 2.g P
9'7.9 ,_ !.7 i.'7 1.0 _,B ' _"
7 97.6 ,7 1.5 I.O 3.2 2.9 _
I0 99.0 I.g 1.4 _.g _.e 2.4 : ,
13 96.'/ 2.2 2,7 4.2 _..2 1.0 _,.4
_'5 34.0 I .O 1.3 t .O t .5 2.(_ 5.0
19 9.7.1 1.2 1.0 1.7 1..7 2.0 _.7
i_f_ 9'1.1 _.0 1.5 t.O 1.? 1.8 _.7
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONOITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TWO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIEB
I 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 12
I 3.0 76.9 76.9 53.8 46.2 53.8 |5.4 I 12.2 96.2 94.3 90.6 75.5 59.6 37.7
4 3.0 84.6 76.9 69.2 76.9 84.6 7.7 4 12.9 92.9 85.7 65.7 75.0 55.4 35.7
7 5.1 B|.B 77.3 81.8 68.2 31.8 13.6 7 13.4 94.8 86.2 82.8 68.4 53.4 3"7.9
IO II.B 76.5 72.5 72.5 54.9 17.6 21.6 I0 11.5 82.0 82.0 79.6 72.0 62.0 32.0 _,
13 :%.8 71.9 58.8 56.3 26.6 6.3 34.4 13 11.5 95.9 94.0 B5.0 74.0 62.0 40.8
16 15.2 60.0 42.4 _8 B 19.7 10.6 P2.7 16 II.5 90.0 90.0 88.0 82.0 64.0 44.0
19 5.5 75.0 62.5 4_.0 16.7 29.2 .B 19 II.B 96.1 88,2 84.3 66.7 51.0 39.2
2_ 4.8 61.9 52.4 47.6 42.9 61.9 _.3 22 11.8 94.I 82.4 80.4 72.5 5|.0 35.3
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. COI_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITI[5
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 B 12
t 46.5 BB.l 76.7 71.8 73.8 76.2 58.8 I 29.8 78.4 72.0 67.2 68.8 64.B 42.4
4 44.7 9I._ 85.1 77.8 79.9 79.4 52.6 4 27.0 82.9 78.6 75.2 67.5 76.8 41.0
7 57.6 87.6 83.6 83.2 78.8 el.6 65.6 7 38.7 Bl.O 73.8 67.3 67.3 67.8 53.0
10 61.5 89.9 84.6 B_.0 79.4 _.5 71.5 10 36.6 99.9 83.6 77.4 76. I 56.0 ._2.8
13 60.3 92.3 U9.7 89.3 88.9 60.9 71.6 13 38.8 84.5 84.5 82.7 76,8 51.2 56.0
16 66.1 89.9 89.9 88.5 69.0 52.3 73.9 16 45.1 8i.5 85.5 84.0 60.0 43.5 62.5
19 71.2 go.g 81.6 70.8 59.5 68.3 79.3 Ig 50.2 89.0 69.7 60.1 45.9 56.g 67.0
22 53.5 84.g 75.0 71.I 61.2 72.8 63.4 22 34.6 77.3 64.0 60.0 50.7 5_.3 53,3
CRITERIA RIVE: VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNIX:RSTORM IN OL|_ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I .7 100.0 100.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 2.8 66.7 58,3 33.3 25.0 18.7 16.7 4 .7 33.3 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ._
7 6.7 65.5 48.3 55.2 44.8 20,7 41.4 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 4.6 B5.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 20,0 35.0 10 2.1 66.7 44.4 33.3 I1.1 ,0 ,0
13 3.7 07.5 01.3 75.0 _7.5 6.3 43.B 13 3.9 70.8 _.8 41._ 17.B .0 S.9
16 4.1 55.6 27.9 27.9 lb.7 II.I 27.8 16 7.4 62.5 37.5 34,4 9.4 8,3 2l.g
19 3.2 57.1 42.9 35.7 7,; 50.0 21.4 19 5,1 68.2 27.3 13.6 .0 ,0 13.6
22 I.B 50.0 25.0 12.5 25.0 50.0 25.0 22 2,8 66.7 25.0 .0 B.3 18.? .0
CRITERIA SEVEN r_.CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_
I .9 65.0 50.0 .0 .0 _5.0 .0
4 2.5 27.3 18.2 27.3 .0 27.3 .0
7 2.5 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 g.I 9.1
10 3.5 60.0 _3.3 66.7 26.7 26.7 .0
13 4.8 47,6 47.6 47.6 g.5 .0 4.8
16 6.2 51.9 29.6 25.9 14.8 3.7 7°4
19 4.4 57.8 26.3 21.1 10.5 .0 B.3
22 3.? 50.0 37.5 18.8 18.8 19.8 8.3
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PROBABILITY OF"FAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
Pf_O6ABILITIESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINOSALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 9"7.0 1.7 1.2 1.4 3.8 13.6 2.4 I 8"7.0 .3 1.0 2.1 4.7 5.0 8.1
4 97.0 1.4 2.1 3.1 9.? 13.1 2.9 4 B?.l .8 i.9 2.6 2.1 5.0 9.0
7 9_.9 3.9 5.6 8.0 11.9 4.1 4.9 7 66.6 ._ .3 .5 2.9 5.3 9.0
i0 88.2 4.2 6.5 7.1 9.9 3.1. 10.'7 I0 88.5 .8 .B _.9 3.6 5.2 8.6
13 85.2 4.9 7.0 8.1 i.9 2.2 12.0 13 88.5 .B .B I.B 3.4 5.2 7,6 a-
lE 84.8 3.0 !.1 1.4 2.2 1,6 13.9 16 B8,5 .8 l.S 1.8 2.6 S.7 7.0
19 9_.5 1..7 2.2 2.4 2.0 3.9 5.4 IB 88.2 .0 1.6 2.1 4.4 7.8 7.6
22 95.2 .7 1.5 .5 1.0 9.4 3.B 22 88.2 1.3 1.6 2.6 4.4 6.0 8.4
CRITERIA THEE CLOUOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONA_PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 S !2 _x_ I 2 3 6 12 L"4
I 53.5 15.1 18.5 21.1 43.5 46.3 36.E I _1.2 7.1 9.1 10..7 26.5 28.2 _3.6
4 55.3 23.7 41.7 41.E 46.7 55.4 38..7 4 73.0 !1.7 22.1 25.2 25.2 34.7 _2.4
7 42.4 Ig.s Eg.3 3_.1 35.0 57.1 4.7.3 ? 61.3 12,4 15.4 1.7.3 20.8 3g.! 29.7
tO 38.5 19.6 21.6 25.3 44.9 38.9 46. I tO 63.4 5.9 12.4 15.4 28.7 22._ E/.8
13 39.7 9.4 21,5 30.0 44.2 26.2 44.4 13 61.2 9.5 14.0 23.0 33.6 15.1 _8.8
IB 33.9 19.0 2.7.9 3.7.4 23.1 30.6 51,.7 16 53.9 10,3 17.9 21.4 12.8 t3.? 3_.1
19 28.8 4.8 8.0 10.4 IB.O 32.0 51.2 19 49.8 6.9 8.0 O.O 12.0 20.4 3_.3
22 46.5 10.9 15.3 19.3 26.2 4g.0 41.1 22 65.4 6.7 8.1 12..7 15.1 26.1 _.3
CRITERIA FIE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN[_RSTOfltl IN OLIO[ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 Lxt 1 2 3 B 12
I 99.3 .g 1.6 2.6 6.7 3..7 .7 ! IO0.O .7 .g ..7 .2 3.9 ._
4 9"7.2 2.6 5.7 5.9 4.0 3.8 2.4 4 99.3 .0 .5 .2 2.1 7.4 ,7
7 93,3 .0 .0 1.0 .7 2.0 4.2 "7 99.8 .0 .7 ILl 3.9 5.1 .2
I0 95.4 .5 .7 .5 1.4 1.0 3. I tO 9"7.9 1.2 2.1 3.3 "7.3 2.0 1.6
13 96.3 !.9 2.4 !.4 1.9 .5 2.2 13 96.1 3.4 3.4 6.0 4.B .2 3.6
16 95.9 I .4 ! .4 2.2 1.2 2.4 3.4 16 92.6 2.0 3..7 2..7 2.2 .2 6.5
19 96.8 .0 1.2 .'7 .5 5.2 2.4 19 94.9 1.5 1.5 2.2 .2 .;_ 4.6
_2 98._ .7 .2 .5 2.3 3.0 1.4 22 9"7.2 .2 .0 .2 .5 1.2 ;_.8
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 12 L_
I 99. I 1.2 .9 2.6 2.6 4.'t .9
4 9"7.5 .'7 1,7 1.9 3.5 5.7 3.1
7 9"7.5 .7 1.2 2.6 4.0 4.3 ;.P.6
tO 96.5 ..7 .5 2.6 5.5 2.g 3. I
;3 95.2 3.2 2.9 4.1 4.1 1.0 4.5
16 93.8 3.0 3.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 6.4
19 95.6 I..7 2.g 2.9 .5 ;LB 4.3
i_i_ gB.3 I.g I .2 .2 2.4 2.4 3.8
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE: CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND wINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 3.1 69.2 46.2 46.2 53.8 38.5 16.7 I 5.8 95.8 91.7 87.5 83.3 75.0 r_.5
4 3.1 53.8 30.8 76.9 69.2 38.5 30.8 4 6.2 I00.0 96.2 95.2 76.9 69.2 50.0
7 4.1 82.4 82.4 8,2.4 76.5 41.2 29.4 7 6.? 96.4 85.7 75.0 67.9 63.0 42.9
lO 8.2 70.6 70.6 64.7 58.8 18.2 27.3 !0 5.5 95.7 9!.3 87.0 87.0 69.6 43.5
13 14.6 65.6 57.4 44.3 21.3 10.2 28.8 13 5.5 I00.0 95.7 87.0 90.9 78.3 65.2
16 12.9 35.2 31.5 2_.1 15.1 11.3 39.6 16 5.3 I00.0 95.5 95.2 81.8 59.1 50.0
19 6.5 51.9 29.6 30.8 25.9 25.9 22.2 19 6.0 92.0 84.0 7C.0 68.0 64.0 5'*.2
22 2.6 81.8 63.6 45.5 45.5 54.5 18.2 22 5.3 I00.0 90.9 90.9 77.3 63.6 59.1
CRI TERI A THREE CLOUDS CRI TERI A FOUR CE i L I NG
HOUR PROB. COh_)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 8 3 6 12
! 56.6 8_.2 73.7 71.6 80. i 78.0 65.7 I 3_. 1 78.2 92.0 61.3 66.9 68.3 51.8
4 51.3 89.7 87.8 81.3 82.2 85.0 62.I 4 29.0 83.5 79.3 75.2 72.7 84.3 42.0
7 67.1 92.1 e9.6 86.4 84.6 87.8 76.9 7 41.7 87.4 77.6 76.4 70.1 78.0 54.4
I0 72.2 93.4 87.7 85.7 86.4 75.7 79.9 I0 45.1 65.1 80.2 78.2 84.0 65.2 57.3
13 71.5 oJ4.3 91.3 90.3 91.3 63.1 8_.4 13 48.9 91.2 88.7 90.7 89.2 45.3 60.2
16 74.3 97.1 94.8 93.9 e0.9 57.0 82.7 18 59.2 96.8 94.7 92.3 72.0 39.8 76 2
19 79.8 94.6 89.2 82.2 64.4 75.7 87.2 19 64.7 92.9 85.9 72.9 45.1 53.0 80.4
22 67.1 88.5 78.5 71.7 59.8 92.6 78.5 22 51.2 74.6 64.3 55.7 43.3 61.0 69.9
CRITERIA rive VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNOERSTORH IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PI_8. CONDI110NAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 12
I 1.9 62.5 50.0 37.5 37.5 25.0 28.6 : 1.2 I00.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 20.0
4 2.6 Bl.B Bl.B 54.5 27.3 27.3 40,0 4 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 4.3 44.4 16.7 27.6 27.8 33.3 17.6 7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 1.4 66.7 83.3 66.7 66.7 16.7 .0 I0 2.6 72.7 .xB.4 45.5 9.1 .0 18.2
13 3.q 71.4 50.0 50.0 28.6 15.4 .0 13 14.9 72.6 41.9 29.0 17.7 .0 29.0
16 7.4 48.4 ?B.? 23.3 9.7 6.9 13.8 16 14.9 69.4 43.5 19.7 3.2 .0 30.6
19 4.1 23.5 1' _J 17.6 I8.8 12.5 18.8 19 9.! 52.6 21.1 5.3 .0 .0 18.4
22 1.4 e3.3 60.0 40.0 20.0 20.o 2o.0 22 1.2 40.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 4.1 58.8 41.2 35.3 35.3 23.5 13.3
4 3. I 53.8 46.2 69.2 30.8 53.e 18.2
7 3.6 60.0 40.0 40.0 33.3 60.0 25.0
I0 2.2 66.7 55.6 55.6 66.7 44.4 .0
13 8.4 71.q 51.4 40,0 22.9 18.2 12.1
16 12.9 68.5 48.1 33.8 14.9 5.9 27.5
19 IO.B 50.0 29.5 27.3 17.1 14.6 29.3
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF"IrAVORABL£CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
P_ABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
(.I,11ERIA ONE GROI..R_NINDS CRITERIA TWO MINDS ALOFT
PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITi£S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 G 12 L_ 1 2 3 6 12 L_
I 96.9 1.2 1.2 1.7 2.5 13.9 2.5 I 9_.2 .3 .5 1.3 2.0 1.3 2.3
4 95.9 .'/ 1.0 1.7 6,2 12.1 1.7 4 93.9 .3 .5 .8 .8 1,0 3.4
"/ _5.9 2.5 3.8 5.0 12.0 5.0 2.5 "/ 93.3 .3 .5 .5 1.0 2,1 4.1
I0 91.8 3.9 6.5 10.2 8.9 1.3 5.8 I0 q4.5 .5 .8 .8 .5 1.5 3.3
13 85.4 6.5 7.3 7.6 3,9 1.7 i1.0 13 9_.5 .3 .5 .5 1.3 1,5 2.0
I§ 87.1 3.3 3.6 3.9 ,B 1.4 8.9 16 94.7 ._J 1.0 1.3 1.0 3,3 2.8
19 93.5 2.6 2.3 .8 1.3 2.1 4.7 19 gq.o .3 .5 .5 1.5 3,1 2.6
22 97.4 ..7 1.0 1.5 1,5 6.0 -I.5 22 9_.7 .8 I .0 !.0 2.3 2.3 2.1
CRITERIA THINE CL(_IOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRG8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I_
I 43.4 17.1 83.2 _.9 50.3 63.0 44.8 I 6:L9 6.9 12.0 12.4 28.7 38.9 _.4
4 48..7 35.5 _.2 _.8 61.6 63.1 36.9 4 "/I.0 14.2 22..7 28.0 33.8 49.0 82.4
"/ 32.9 _4.1 35.0 43.1 44.5 63.5 46.0 "7 58.3 I0.'/ 18.5 22.6 33.7 55.1 3_.3
tO 2.7.0 82.4 30.2 34.5 43.1 44.0 55.2 tO 54.9 9.6 lq..g 2'_.9 38.g 3g.'/ 3_.1
13 28.5 13.4 25.2 3_.5 50.8 39.5 42.0 13 51.1 19.8 23.5 _9.1 41.0 22.5 36.6
16 25.7 22.4 85.2 39.3 ,_.7.1 .'_.'I _.3 16 40.8 14..7 22.g _,_,.,.7 21.2 11.2 3_.!
19 20._ 9.5 13.1 B.3 23.0 3a..I 4o.o 19 35.3 0,8 io.g 11.6 18.2 Ig.O 3_.?
28 3_.3 16.1 13.1 25.5 3_.0 53.3 45.3 22 48.8 5.4 6.9 IO.O 12.3 8.7.6 _12.0
CRITERIA rlv_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX TNUNOCIqSTORI'IIN OLIOE PATH
NOUtt PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABeLITICS HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 8 3 6 I_ _ I 2 3 6 I8 L_
1 98.1 8.4 8.0 2.0 3.7 _,9 1.5 I 9e.B .? ..7 .5 .5 I5.0 .'/
4 9.7.4 I ,7 4..7 3.0 .? 6.9 2.0 4 9q.5 .5 .0 .5 _..7 14.B ,S
? 9'J..7 .0 ._ .3 ;_.3 2.8 3.5 "7 9O.g .g ..7 8..7 14,_l 9.i_ ,5
I0 98.6 .5 1.5 _.4 6.6 1,8 1.8 I0 9.7.4 3.9 6.E 14.O 15.0 I.E E.2
13 96.6 3.7 3._ 6.0 3.2 1,5 3.E 13 85.1 7.3 10..7 12.4 "7.6 I.I 12.5
16 g_,6 1.3 _?.B _,6 .0 _,6 6.8 16 85,1 6.4 S,O .7.3 .6 .6 18.8
Ig 95.9 I.B i_,_5 .8 1.3 3,8 3,_ Ig go,g ,S I.I .B I.I ,§ 0,3
_2 go.s ..7 .? 1.5 8.? 1,0 1.8 22 gO._l ._5 .I 1.0 ._! B.? I ,8
CRITERIA _N P_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CO_ITION_ PROBABILITItS
I 2 3 6 l_
I gs,g 1.5 8,O I..7 8,8 ?.T 3.0
4 g6,g 1,0 I,_ 1.5 1,8 11.6 8.8
T g6.4 1.0 1.8 .7 _.S g.7 3,0
10 9.7,6 8,0 3.9 .7,4 11.8 3._ 2._
13 91.6 6,3 6.0 10.5 9.4 2.g .7,g
IB 0.7.1 4,4 S.9 6.9 _.6 _.8 10,.7
IS 69.4 3.5 3.0 1.6 2..7 _.4 0.4
28 gS.T 8.5 _.O 8.5 1.8 I._ 3.3
4_
' 1 j ',
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JULY
K_ LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UM:'AVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GI_N HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR IPJDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GPOUNDWINDS CRITERIA T_O WINDS N,ORT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 ¢"4
! .7 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 I .9 100.0 I00.0 I00.0 75.0 25.0 25.0
4 1.2 60.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 4 1,2 BO.O 80.0 60.0 60.0 40.0 40.0
? .? 100.0 I00.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 " .9 100.0 IO0.O 100.0 50.0 ?5.0 2_.0
I0 2.5 63.6 54.5 45.5 27.3 g.l 36.4 Ib .9 10n.O 75.0 50.0 75.0 50.0 25.0 _,
13 5.5 6_.5 20.0 3"7.5 4.2 .0 12.5 13 .? IOU.O 100.0 100.0 66.? 66.? .0
16 6.2 29.6 14.8 7.4 3.? 7.4 11.1 16 1.2 60.0 80.0 BO.O 40.0 40.0 .0
I9 2.3 40.0 10,0 .0 10.0 .0 10.0 Ig 1,2 60.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 .0
22 1.2 .0 .0 20.0 20.0 20.0 . .0 22 .7 66.7 66.7 _6.7 100,0 33,3 33,3
CRITEAIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA tOUR C[ILII_
HOUR PROB. COI_ITIOflALI. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
| 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12
I 54.6 06.5 75.5 6g.2 00.6 eg.5 65.8 i 33,2 76.4 63.g 53,5 61.8 67.4 47.9
4 44.5 9_.2 92.2 67.0 90,7 88.6 53.9 4 23,0 90.0 84.0 80,0 77.0 88.0 34,0
7 65.7 gl.g 91.6 93.3 92.6 92.3 76. I 7 38,7 95.1 BI,O 76,2 75.6 82.1 53.6
I0 ?4.9 g4.4 92,9 92.0 88.3 73.2 81.8 10 42.4 _l.B 86,4 83,7 00.4 58.7 57,1
I3 76.1 95.0 g3.2 90.0 gI.4 63,? 83,5 13 _g,B 91.2 88.9 e?,5 03.8 46.8 6_.0
16 76.? gs.B g6,1 94.9 75.1 5l,? 86,8 15 60.1 95.4 92.3 g0,0 6l,? 35,? 75,9
I9 82.5 91.6 79,9 74.3 63.7 72.9 88,5 Ig 66.4 90.3 74.3 62,2 43.8 e_,l Jr.|
22 1522 90.4 6i,4 75.9 60.0 0_.9 79.3 82 43,3 79.8 65,2 56,4 39.4 67.4 61.?
CRITERIA RI_IC VISIBILITY CRITERIA 61X THUNC_RBTORHIN OLI_ PATH
HOUR PRO9. CONDITIONALPROBABILITI(S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILI?_[6
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 II 14
1 .g 50.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 I .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 1.2 60.0 40.0 20.0 _0.0 20.0 .0 4 .7 66.? .0 .0 .0 33.3 ,0
? 1.9 50.0 _5.0 12,5 12.6 .0 12.5 ? .5 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
tO ,5 100,0 I00,0 100,0 _ ,0 .0 .0 tO I.B tOO,0 71.4 71.4 57,1 ,0 ,0
13 1.8 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0 .0 12.5 13 15.7 ?7.9 61.B 50,0 17.6 ,0 _.3
'6 3,9 35.3 29.4 5.g 5.9 .0 11.8 16 25.8 72.3 46._ _3.2 4,_ ,9 44,6
,9 i.4 66.7 16.7 16.7 ,0 .0 .0 Ig 10.6 45.7 34.6 15.2 .0 ,0 26.1
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 2.9 50.0 9.1 .0 .0 0,3 8.3
CRITERIA S(V_N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl,PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I .9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0
.g 75.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 75.0 .0
? 1.6 28.6 _8.6 28.6 t_.3 14.3 .0
10 2.3 20.0 30.0 40.0 30.0 IO.O .0
13 5.5 _0.0 29.2 33.3 20.8 4,2 20.8
16 11.3 51.0 51,0 36.? 9.2 4.1 2_.4
19 9.? 57.1 _3.8 9.5 2.4 ,0 19.0
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF"FAVORAB,.ECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND TIE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNONINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR FROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 I2 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I 99.3 .2 ,0 .9 .7 5.1 .? I 99.1 ,0 .2 .2 .2 .S .S
q 98.8 .0 .0 .5 2.3 6.1 1.2 q 98.8 .0 ,0 .2 .2 .7 .S
7 99.3 1.9 3.0 2.3 5,6 2.3 .7 7 99.1 .2 .2 .0 .2 .S .S
I0 9"/.5 3.0 5.4 4.5 5.7 .9 I .7 10 99. I .0 .2 .2 .5 .2 .5 --
13 94.5 4.2 5. t 4.4 2.2 .'7 5.1 13 9g.3 .0 .2 .5 .7 .2 .5
16 9-7.B 3.7 3.4 2.0 1.0 .7 5.'7 16 98.8 .2 .0 .2 .2 .5 .9
19 91.7 .7 .-7 1.2 .5 .7 " 4 19 98.6 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5 .9
22 98.8 .5 .5 .5 .9 2.3 2 22 99.3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .5 .2
CRITERIJ :'_[ CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILIT!trs
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 24
I 45._ 11.2 14.2 14.7 47.7 64.5 42.6 I 66,8 4.8 7.2 7.9 27.2 41.0 25.9
4 55.5 20.7 51.0 48.5 62.2 61.2 3'7.3 4 -77.0 13.2 25.1 26.3 32.0 51.9 20.1
7 34.3 11.4 28.2 39.6 50.3 63.8 49.0 7 61.3 6.4 14.-7 21.1 33.5 56.4 30.8
I0 25.1 _.8 40.4 36,7 42.2 29.4 55.0 iO 5'7.6 10.0 20.8 24.8 45,2 32.0 32.8
13 21.9 PO.O 26.3 29.5 50.5 25.3 57.9 13 50.2 14.3 25.3 33.0 99,1 19.7 39.9
16 23.3 22.8 32.7 41,6 19.8 21.8 45.5 16 39.9 13.3 23.7 _.3.6 15.6 7.5 38.2
19 17.5 2.6 3.9 5,3 15.B 38.2 56.6 19 33.6 2.7 4.0 6.2 12,3 15.1 37.0
22 37,8 9.1 13.4 21.3 19.5 57.3 35.4 22 56.7 5.3 8.9 15.4 11,0 32.1 29.7
CRITERIA rivE: VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN_RSTOI_ IN Ol.lt]E PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 IP L_
1 99.! .7 .2 .9 1.9 1.9 .7 I 99.5 .2 .5 .7 .5 I_.7 .2
4 98.8 1.4 3.'7 !.6 .2 3.7 .9 4 99.3 .0 ,2 .5 1.6 25.8 .'1
7 98.2 .S .2 .2 1.6 1.4 1.6 7 99.5 ,2 ,2 1.6 15.7 10,6 .5
I0 99.5 .5 .9 1.4 3.7 .2 .5 !0 99.4 3,0 8.9 14.8 25.3 2,0 1.6
13 98.2 1.6 2.1 3.9 1.4 .7 1.6 13 _.3 P.6 17.8 21.3 9.3 .3 12.6
16 96.1 2.4 3.4 1.2 .0 1.0 3.8 16 74.2 4.7 9.0 6.2 2.2 .6 20.5
19 98.6 .9 1.2 ,0 ,7 1.9 1.4 19 89.4 1.3 2.1 1.3 .3 ,S 8.8
22 99.8 .9 .5 .7 .9 .5 .5 22 9"7.2 .5 .2 .2 .7 I ,q 2.6
CRITERIA SEVEN PF_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. COflOITIONAI. PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 12
I 99.1 .2 .9 ."7 1.4 5.3 ."7
4 99. I I .2 I .2 I .4 2. I 10.7 .9
"7 90.4 .9 .9 1.9 5.9 9.6 1.4
I0 97.7 2.4 3.3 4.-7 IO.e 3.1 2.4
13 94.5 5.1 6.4 10.0 9.0 .5 4.6
16 80."7 6.5 8.0 6,2 2.6 .5 IO.g
19 90.3 3,1 3.6 2,6 .5 1.5 0.9
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AUGUST
KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UNF.AVORABLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TN£ CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF" UM:'AVOR,_BLE CCNDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PRO_3. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIE5
i 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 Lxo
I .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 I 1.2 BO.O 60.0 60.0 4G.O 20.0 20.0
4 .5 I00.0 50.0 5_.0 I00.0 100.0 .0 4 1.2 80.0 75.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 20.0
7 1.4 33.3 33.3 33.3 50.0 .0 .0 7 1.2 80.G 80.0 O0.O 60.0 40.0 .0
I0 4.2 55.6 44.4 61.1 16.7 I1.1 I1.1 I0 .9 100.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 25.0 .0
13 6.7 41.4 41.4 20.7 6.9 3.6 17.9 13 .9 100.0 100.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 25.0
16 6.3 33.3 18.5 3.7 7.4 3.7 14.8 16 .7 100.0 I00.0 100.0 66.7 66.7 33.3
19 1.6 42.9 28.6 14.3 .0 .0 .0 19 1.2 60.0 80.0 60.0 60.0 20.0 20.0
22 1.6 28.6 14.3 .0 .0 14.3 .9 22 .7 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 66.7 33.3 33.3
CRITERIA THCEE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOU_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12
1 53.7 81.8 73.2 70.6 80.1 _.0 64.6 1 30.5 7_.0 58.8 49.6 61.' 61.8 _3.4
45.6 83.7 87.8 82.1 83.7 87.8 57.5 4 20.7 80.9 77.5 87.4 6",.4 77.5 28.4
7 66.0 89.7 87.0 84.2 85.9 87.7 71.8 7 3_.4 79.7 88.9 65.5 65.5 78.4 42.1
I0 70.7 95.4 92.4 88.5 86.5 _9.1 77.4 I0 39.8 88.9 83.6 77.8 77.8 55.6 5_.8
13 7_.7 95.0 92.2 90.3 89.1 60.3 82.0 13 46.0 92.4 90.4 89.9 82.8 40.5 5_.9
16 76.7 9_.8 93.3 93.0 72.1 51.5 8',.0 16 55.3 95.0 92.4 67.4 61.8 26.9 72.5
19 79.1 87.3 77.6 73.5 62.8 70.2 65.1 19 61.4 85.9 71.1 64.4 4_.9 42.7 75.8
22 60.9 88.9 81.4 .'_.4 60.9 77.9 69.4 22 42.3 75.3 61.2 55.1 35.4 52.8 61.2
_RIT£RIA RIVE vISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX TI,_IqSTOI:_ IN GLIOIC PATH
HOuR ¢'ROB. CONDITICNAL PIO0BABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 1.2 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 I 1.4 33.3 16.7 .0 .0 .0 .0
• .5.0 61..r_ 5. 5 _ • .0 .0 15.4 4 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? 2.8 50.0 25.0 8.3 8.3 .0 8.3 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 10 2.6 90.9 72.7 63.6 18.2 .0 30.0
13 1.6 _.8.6 _2.9 14.3 .0 .0 .0 13 12.8 "_.5 56.4 3_.5 3.6 1.9 2_.2
16 3.7 3"7.5 1e.8 18.8 6.3 .0 7.1 16 17.7 67.1 39.5 10.5 1.3 1.3 30.7
19 1.4 50.0 33.3 16.7 .0 .0 .0 19 5.1 50.0 22.7 9.1 4.5 4.5 13.6
22 .5 100.0 50 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2/._ 1.4 50.0 33.3 16.7 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEV[N PI_C|PITATION
HOUR PROB. C0NOITIONAL PR0eABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I _.3 50.0 20.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 .0
4 I._ 20.0 20.0 40.0 .0 40.0 .0
7 1.4 33.3 33.3 16.7 .0 .0 16.7
10 i.9 25.0 25.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0
13 5.8 5_.2 41.? 37.5 12.5 4.2 4.2 E
16 12.3 _.7 45.3 28.3 5.7 3.g 21.6
lg 7.0 53.3 20.0 20.0 3.3 3.3 23.3
2_ 2.1 33.3 37.5 12.5 .0 .0 12.5
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;(SC LAI_ING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY Or FAVORABLE"CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PNOBABILITIES O_r UNIrAVORABL£CONDITIO_ DT HOURSLATER IrOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE OROUNOMIMES CRITERIA THO HINOS ALOIrT
HOUR PIN_. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPflOBABILITIES
I 2 3 8 12 L'q 1 8 3 8 18 L_*
! gg.3 .7 .7 .,2 I .** 8.3 .7 I gg.8 .S .5 .5 .7 .7 ,./
q 99.5 .0 .0 1.2 3.7 5.8 .2 Lt g8.8 .0 .0 .E .0 .2 l.O
7 98.6 2.6 3.3 3.8 8.1 1.7 1.2 7 g8.3 .0 .0 .0 .8 .7 1.8 ,b
I0 g5.8 8._ 3.8 _._ 5.8 1.2 3.g tO gg. I .0 .2 .2 .2 .=J .B
13 93.3 q.O ./.0 5.2 1.2 .5 8.3 13 99. I .0 .0 .0 .S .S .7
IS 93.7 2.8 8.5 1.5 1.2 .0 S.O 18 99.3 .0 .0 .S .2 .7 .S
IB g8._, 2.q I.g I.q .7 1.2 I .q Ig g9.8 .0 .0 .0 .8 I.O I.O
E_ 98.q .;_ ../ .7 .2 q. I I ._ 22 99.3 .0 .0 .8 .7 ../ .S
CRITERIA THINE _,.OU_ CRITERIA IrOUR C[ILINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROaABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 8 12 _e I 8 3 9 18 _e
I q8.3 13,8 18. I 16.8 qg../ 63.8 39.B I 6g.5 5.0 =3.0 8.0 28../ 3g.l Eq.S
5q.q 17.5 53.8 _.6 59.8 67.S 35.6 q 79.3 7.0 21.5 _5.8 38.8 _9.6 19.5
./ 3_.0 17.8 3_.8 q_.5 58.7 6c?.3 _?.I ./ 65.6 11.3 18._ 28.8 35.8 5_.S Eg.8
IO Eg.3 215.2 3"7.3 _*1.3 _3._ t*3../ 51.8 IO 80.P. 13.1 I./,_* L_.I _*0.5 33.8 LqJ.8
13 E_.3 10.3 30.3 35.7 _g.s 3_.1 50.6 13 5q.O Iq.2 L_.! ;:8../ _3.1 22.1 39._
16 23.3 I§.0 26.0 33.0 Eq._ 86 0 _8.0 18 _q../ 12.5 i_.5 89.2 19.8 Iq.B 31.11
IS 20.9 3.3 7.8 13.3 18.7 q5 B 53.3 19 38.6 5.q 6.0 7.8 12.7 Ig.3 38../
fW 39.1 10.1 15.7 20.2 22.0 5./.I qS.q 8_ 5"7.7 5.0 9.9 li_.B 11.3 88.8 8g.q
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX TI4JN_RST01qKIN 0LI0_ PATH
HOUR P_OR. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 8 3 B 12 _ 1 8 3 8 18 L"*
I g8.8 !.8 1._ 2.8 2.8 !.9 .g I g8.8 .E .E .8" .8 13.0 I.tt
g'/.O I .q 3.8 ;_._ .5 3.8 ;?._ q 9g.8 .O .0 .2 2.6 t./../ .2
7 97.8 .O .0 .E I. t* I.tt _.E ./ gg.8 .0 .0 2.8 18.8 5.1 .S
tO gg.5 .g .7 !.q 3.._ .S .5 I0 97._ It.5 8.8 11.5 1./../ I.q !.9
13 98.q 8. t* q 0 3.5 I.q 1.0 1.7 13 87.E 8.0 13.9 15.2 5.3 1.3 11.3
18 96.3 8.9 1.7 .7 .8 _.9 3.q 16 8_.3 5.6 6.8 q.O I.tt .0 13.1
IB 98.6 .5 .5 .E 1.0 8.q I.tt 19 g_.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 I._ .2 q.7
88 gg._ .'/ .5 .g 8.9 .5 .5 E_ 9b.6 ._ 1.0 ! .8 .2 8.8 1._
CRITERIA SE:VEN PR[CIPI TATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES
I 8 3 B 18 L"*
I 97../ .'/ .2 .S 1.0 5.5 8.8
q 98.8 .g .5 .9 I.g 12.0 1.0
•/ 98.8 .g .9 1.7 5.7 7.1 1.8
I0 98.1 3.1 3.8 S._ 18.3 I.g 8.1
13 g_._ S._ g.I IO.B 6.7 2.0 5../
19 87.7 6.3 5.6 q.O 1.8 .S IO.tt
19 93.0 3.S 1.0 .B ;_.O 1.3 S.B
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SEPTEMBER
KSC LANDtNG P_OBIFITLITI[_
PRC_ABILITY OF _AVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GI_.N HOURAND Tile CONOITi0NAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSO? HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: GROUNDNINOS CRITERIA T_O MINOS ALOFT
HOUR PRO0, COI'_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COND;TIONALPROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 t2 _._ I 2 3 6 _2 L"4
I 7../ 78.1 71.9 59.4 56.3 1_.5 33.3 I 2.9 91.7 91../ 75.0 66.7 41.7 16.7
4 5.6 70.8 66.7 66.? 79.2 6,?.5 28.6 4 2._ lO0.O 90.9 90.9 63.6 36.4 16.2
7 6.0 88.0 68.0 80.0 80.0 _.O 47.e ? 3,4 85../ 65.7 64.3 64.3 42.g ./.I -
i0 10.6 86.7 77,B 73.3 57.6 44.4 37.2 I0 3.1 92.3 8_,6 ./6.9 46.2 46,2 15.4
15 17.: 67.6 56.3 53.5 36.0 30.4 42.0 13 3.4 71.4 _4.3 64.3 64.3 35.7 14.3
16 14.0 6?.2 58.6 50.0 51.7 26,8 33.9 t6 3. I I00.0 92.3 32.3 64.6 33.3 16../
19 10.6 64.4 75.6 62.2 4?.6 3B.I 35.? I9 4.1 I00.0 I00.0 62.4 56.3 43.6 12.5
22 10.1 78.6 ?6.9 6t.5 41.0 56.4 4{.0 22 4.1 9_.1 ./5.0 r_.5 50.0 3"7.5 16.6
CRIT(PIA THE[ CLOU_S CR|T[RIA Ir0Ul_ C[ZLIN0
PROB. CON01TIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PR06. f'..,N011't0NAL 1_06ABILITI($
t 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 te
I 57.1 86.5 05.2 ?6.4 64.4 90../ 6?.2 I 30.0 .//0.9 69.8 66.6 ./0.0 "/6 4 66.3
52.3 6_.0 91.2 69.4 62.2 L_9.4 66.4 _ 31.8 81.1 03.3 64.8 60.3 8_.6 _5.0
? 69.4 g_.o gI.? gt,o 6g.g 81.6 ./4.6 '7 43.9 gl.2 63.5 82,4 ./6.6 ./_.E 55.3
!0 76. I gt4.6 9_.1 g0,9 65.8 ./0.9 80.1 tO 4g.4 89.3 84.4 8t,O 62.0 65.4 5./,./
13 ?9.0 _.2 g_._ 60._ 03.5 63.0 03.6 t3 5,.2 06.4 66._ 03.6 O0.O _4._ 68.6
t6 "/5.? 93.3 92.0 68.9 ";'_.2 59._ "/9.3 16 59.6 94.6 90.9 96.0 66../ _5.4 69../
t9 7'_.0 90.6 63.4 76,5 '/0.5 ?6.6 60.I 19 568 65.2 ./6.7 "/4,_ 57.7 00.3 ?2,0
2_ 6_.2 66., 6_.0 "/9. I ./I.9 66.6 "_.7 _2 _6.0 65.9 77.7 71.3 _?.4 ./0.7 65._
CRITtRIA rlv[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX ?_fl|TORtq IN OLIOt PATH
PRO0. CONOITIONALPR011AOI_ITI(S NO_ 1_06, ¢ONOI?IONAL PR_AOILI?ttl
I t.g 75.0 8_.5 50.0 3"/.5 12.5 .0 t 1.9 3?.5 1_.5 I_.b 1_.5 .0 .0
4 3.6 60.0 53.3 33,3 _0.0 _O,O 15.4 4 ../ IO0,O .0 .0 33.3 33,3 ,0
./ 6.0 60.0 _0.0 c_.O _.0 I2.0 88.0 '/ I._ 60.0 _O.O 8O.O .0 .O _0.0
tO 2../ 61.6 63.6 45.5 _7.3 19.2 IO.O 10 3.4 4_.9 .0 .O ?.1 .0 _I,_
13 2.g 63.3 56.3 56.3 4I../ 22.2 tl.I 13 4.6 ./0.9 4_.1 15.8 15.6 .0 10.5
16 4 6 66../ 42. I 3t.6 _6.3 10.6 18.6 16 b.? ./I.4 52.0 36.1 0.3 .0 _5.0
19 _../ 45.5 36.4 36.+ 11.1 33.3 33.3 19 ./.5 59.1 35.S 29.6 12.6 3.+ ++.6
_2 _.9 _0.0 30.0 _0.0 40.0 IO,O _0 0 _ _.4 60.0 50.0 30,0 .0 ,0 .0
CRi?(R:A I(Vl[N li_tCIPITATION
_0_ PRO0. ¢ONOtTtO_ 1_9tLl?lt|
1 _ 3 6 12 LIN
I 4.9 60.0 _O.O 3_.0 _0.0 30.0 15.0
4 6.3 69._ 3_,.6 _3.1 30.6 19._ O.?
7 4.6 _.2 60.4 ./3../ 67.9 36.0 It.O
10 6.5 66.7 66../ 49.1 40../ 10.5 16.7
13 9.9 5I._ 3g.0 35.6 29.3 15.4 20.5
16 It.| 4./.9 36.7 3_.7 16.4 19.1 19.1
19 9.2 5./.9 47,4 31.6 8.3 19._ 19.4




KSC LANDING PPOBABIL I T leg
PROBABILITY Or I["AVORALE CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND TIE: COND|TIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TNO MINDS ALOFT
PROI3. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ ! 2 3 6 l_
I 92.3 1.3 1.6 1.3 I.B 13.3 5.5 ! 97.£ .2 .7 .5 1.5 2.2 2.5
4 94.2 1.8 2.8 2.3 6.6 I1.0 4.4 4 97.3 .7 .7 I.O 1.5 2.2 2.0
7 94.0 4.4 5.9 6.4 13.1 8.2 3.6 7 96.6 ,2 .5 1.0 !.2 2.7 3.0
I0 B9.2 6.8 7.8 10.3 8.6 5.9 7.6 I0 95.9 .7 .'P l.O 1.7 2.7 2.8
13 82.9 5.2 6.1 5.8 5.2 2.9 11.7 13 _6.6 .7 1.2 1.9 2.0 I.e 3.0
16 8G.O 3.4 3._ 4.5 3.4 2.3 11.9 16 96.9 .5 1.2 I._ 1.5 1.5 2.8
19 89.2 3.2 5.4 3.8 3.0 2.4 8.2 19 95.9 .5 .B .B .e 1.5 3.8
22 89.9 1.3 I.I 1.9 1.9 5.9 7.3 _2 95.9 .0 .3 .5 .5 1.8 3.6
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 Lx* ! 2 3 6 12 _x_
I 42.9 15.7 19.7 20.2 49.4 63.5 44.4 1 61.2 5.5 9.1 10.2 26.8 40.2 27.0
4 c,7.7 14.6 42.4 47,5 58.6 60.6 3"7.2 4 68.2 6._4 18.7 E_4.7 35.0 46.3 L_.9
7 30.G 18.1 34.1 q2.5 54.3 56.7 56.7 7 56.1 13.7 18.1 23.6 35.2 46.8 32.5
I0 23.9 20.2 42.4 41.4 43.4 34.3 64.6 !0 50.6 I0.0 19.0 28.1 35.7 27.1 42.1 :.
13 21.0 19.5 27.6 27.6 37.9 33.3 60.9 13 45.8 10.5 22.6 28.9 33.7 19.5 37.9
16 c-_.3 17.8 31.7 27.7 L:_.B 30.7 63.4 16 41.4 10.5 18.6 20.3 16.9 11.6 43.6
19 26.0 ?.4 6.5 13.0 20.4 47.2 56.5 19 • 41.2 5.8 8.2 5.8 11.1 17.5 39.2
22 37.8 14.6 19.1 22.3 21.0 59.9 42.7 22 54.0 5.4 8.6 10.4 9.0 32.0 28.8
CRITERIA IrlVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX Tt.4UMIRSTORM IN GLIO£ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILIT:ES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 L:xt
I 98.1 2.0 .5 2.7 5.4 2.7 2.0 I 98.1 .2 .2 .S 1.0 +.7 2.0
4 96.4 3.2 6.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 4 99.3 .5 .7 1.2 3.2 8.5 .7
7 94.0 1.3 2.1 1.3 !.5 2.1 4.4 7 98.8 ,15 2.7 3.2 4.6 7.6 .7
I0 97.3 I.P 1.0 1.7 4.0 2.5 2.2 10 96.6 .7 3.5 4.7 8.7 2.5 2.8
13 97.1 3.0 1.7 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 13 95.4 4.B 6.3 8.3 7.1 2.0 4.3
16 g5.4 1.3 2.0 1.3 I.B 2.e 3.8 16 91.3 .B 3.4 4.7 !.8 .8 7.8
19 97.3 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.7 5.2 2.2 19 92.5 1.0 .8 .B I.I .e 6.9
22 9"7.1 1.0 .5 1.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 22 9?.6 .6 .5 1.3 .B 3.5 2.5
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12
! 95.2 4.6 3.5 4.8 3.8 B.9 4.6
4 93.7 3.9 3.3 3.3 4.9 11.3 5.9
7 95.4 I.B 4,6 3.3 7.6 7,B 3.8
I0 93.5 3.9 3.9 7.2 9.8 7.2 5.4
13 _0. I 5.6 4.5 9. I 7.0 4.0 8.6
16 88.2 4.9 8.2 6.0 6.6 4.4 II .0
19 90.8 3.4 4.e 5.6 4.8 2.7 8.3
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K£,C LANDING PROBABILITIES
R_]eABILITY OF UNF'AVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PRO3ABILITIES OF" UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR. INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNG NIND5 ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL. PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 IE _ I 2 3 6 12
I 12.6 70.4 72.2 64.8 68.5 70.4 4_,.4 I !1.7 !00.0 94.0 90.0 BE.O 64.0 42.0 :
4 II.O 72.3 72.3 78.7 78.7 66.0 38.3 4 tl.7 98.0 96.0 92.0 80.0 66.0 44.0
7 14.5 e3.9 87.1 75.8 79.0 56.5 40.3 7 12.4 96.2 84.9 79.2 69.8 58.5 39.6
I0 Eo.o 81.4 83.7 82.6 69.4 51.2 54.1 I0 il.4 93.9 87.8 83.7 77.6 69.4 46.9
13 23 5 82.2 72.3 65.0 53.5 40.6 45.5 13 I2.! 94.2 92.3 92.._ 86.5 71.2 46.2
Ib 20.1 74.4 61.6 60.5 57.0 41.9 50.0 16 12.1 oJ._.2 92.3 92.3 88.5 73.1 50.0
19 15.6 86.6 80.6 77.6 64.2 55.2 3"7.3 19 13. I 92.9 91.1 89.3 76.8 67.9 46.4
22 I7.0 75.3 64.8 63.4 56.3 59.2 40.8 22 13.3 93.0 89.5 84.2 78.9 64.9 52.6
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PRO(]. C01_,©ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _x_ 1 2 3 6 12 L:x,
I 51.5 8B.2 85.5 83.3 84.2 et'.8 63.0 I 37.5 81.4 77.6 73.3 70.B 70.B 50.9
4 55.9 03.7 9'4.6 85.4 80.0 90.8 64.8 4 37.9 81.5 77.2 76.5 71.6 69.3 49.4
7 6'4.1 99.7 85.8 84.0 94.0 80.0 73.8 7 47.1 o7. s 78.7 "/6.2 72.8 69.3 61.6
I0 62.9 93.3 90.7 89.6 83.3 64.8 71.4 I0 46.2 97.4 8_,3 79.3 77,0 55,6 5o.o
13 69. i 91.4 89.7 82.8 80.8 64.6 76, _, 13 47, I 52.6 64.7 82.6 76.7 54.5 59. i
16 64.0 93.0 90.i 85.0 69.7 69,3 "/4.0 I6 49.4 92.3 87.9 82.1 59.9 53.7 63. I
i9 63.4 85.3 7?.9 75.0 66.8 76.9 T3. l 19 40,0 85.4 "/0.4 65.5 61.4 66.3 60.9
22 54.5 05.9 80.4 "/4.8 75.2 78.3 66.1 22 30.7 e3. t ?B.E 66.0 66.0 67.9 54.9
CRITERIA fly( VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNOEi._TORtl IN 0LID( PATH
FttOB. CON_I T I ONAL PROBABi L I T I ES HOUR PROB. CONO| TI ONN,. PROBABI L I T | ES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 3.5 60.0 53.3 33.3 40.0 .0 7.1 I .7 33.3 .0 .0' 33.3 .0 .0
4 4.2 72.B 66.7 38.¢1 5.6 !1.1 II.I 4 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 5.4 52.2 30.4 3_.8 13.0 8.7 18.2 7 .5 100.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 3.0 53.8 46.2 23.1 30.8 7.7 16.7 I0 .5 50.0 I00.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0
13 1.6 57.1 42.9 42.9 28.6 16.? .0 13 2.1 55.6 55.6 33.3 I1,1 I1.1 .0
16 2.6 5'.).5 45.5 27.3 9.! 20 0 10.0 16 2.3 50.0 30.0 20.0 I0.0 .0 .0
19 1.9 75.0 62.5 25.0 BB.6 14.3 .0 19 2.6 54.5 9.1 .0 9.1 .0 .0
22 1.2 60.0 40.0 80.0 20.0 40.0 .0 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDIT|0NAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 24
I 5.O _x_.O 28.0 20.0 28.0 _2.0 4.2
4 4.9 47.6 38.1 33.3 23.8 42.9 9.5
7 5.1 54.5 63.6 50.0 22.7 31.0 4.0
I0 5.6 41.? 29.2 25.0 45.8 12.5 13.0
I3 5.6 54.2 62.5 45.8 25.0 16.7 4.B
16 8.9 65.8 42.1 31.6 B3.7 16.7 16.7
19 7.0 60.0 40.0 23.3 33.3 !1.1 18.5
22 5.1 59.1 42.9 5_.4 23.8 _8.6 9.5
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OCT01ER
KSCLAkOINO PROBABILITIES
PM)eABILITY Or lrAVORAmE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PRO6ABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: GROUNOWINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL.PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2'4 I 2 3 6 1_
1 B'7.4 2.4 2.g 3.2 6.7 16.8 B.4 1 e8.3 l.I .I 1.3 3.2 5.3 e,B
4 89.0 q.2 5.5 6.5 12.8 14.4 e.O 4 88.3 .S .1 1.8 2.4 5.0 B.B
7 85.5 14.S 7.g 10.B 14.2 8.7 9.9 7 B7.6 .e .3 I.g 4.0 6.6 g.7 ,
10 80.0 5.0 7.0 8.7 7.9 B.5 10.9 10 88.6 I.I .e 2.9 3.7 6.1 7.7
13 72.5 4.9 5.2 6.i4 Li.O _t.3 16.7 13 87.g .8 .3 1.1 2.g 14.3 e.I
16 79.9 2.9 3.5 4.4 7.0 3.6 11.3 16 87.9 I.I .6 2.1 2.9 14.3 7.8
.19 84.LI 5.2 5.0 5.B 3.1_ 6.7 I.I.2 Ig 86.g .3 .1 I.g ;_.7 5.2 g.2
;_2 83.0 3.7 3.1 2.8 2.3 11.6 11.6 2;m e6.? .S .5 1.4 2.5 4.1 e.4
CRITERIA THINE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I_
I 4B.S IB.3 23.6 26.9 42.8 52.4 39.0 1 62.5 9,7 16.4 16.4 33.2 33,2 30.2
4 44.1 15.3 ;_8.0 37.0 41.3 42.g 45.2 4 62.2 9.0 21.0 29.2 30.7 36.3 30.7
7 35.9 14.3 17.5 25,3 39.6 33.B 47.1 7 T_.B g.7 15,4 Ig.4 _.2 _9.1 35.8
10 3'9.1 15.1 _2.2 31.4 31.4 "37.1 4B.7 10 53.8 11.3 16.1 19.5 23.0 _.2 3S.E
13 31.9 10.2 20.4 _X_.l 26.3 _3.5 q7.e 13 _.9 B.B 13.2 18.1 20.7 _3.5 35.0
16 36.0 18.B 28.6 25.3 27.9 3_.7 44.1 16 51.6 11.3 15.4 16.3 1g.0 2_.7 33.8
Ig 35.6 12.1 1e.5 19.1 25.0 42.3 q4.9 19 52.0 8.5 12.6 13.9 16.7 31.1 35.6
_= 45.5 14.4 20.6 23.7 33.5 44.B 38.1 _2 61._ 7._ 13.4 20.6 _0.2 3_.4 P.7.1
CRITERIA riVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA 51X TH_RSTM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ I _ 3 6 12 L_
l 96.5 ;L7 2.4 3.1 4.1 !.7 3.7 ! 99.3 ._ 1.2 .5 .e _.1 .7
4 95.B 2.9 2.2 3.9 ;LB 2.e 4.4 4 99.5 .2 ._ .5 .5 9.3 .5
7 g4.1S !.5 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.5 _.2 7 99.5 .0 .5 .S E. I ;_.6 .5
I0 97.0 .2 .2 1.0 1.7 1.0 _.7 10 g9.5 !._ 1.6 l.g 2. I .2 .5
13 98.4 1.7 J.9 I .g 1.4 3.6 1.7 13 g7.9 .7 1.9 1.7 2.4 .5 i.9
16 97.4 I .g I.g 1.2 I .0 4.4 E.4 16 97.7 1.4 2.4 2.2 ._ .5 1.9
Ig 98.1 I.O .7 .7 3.4 5.8 1.7 Ig 97._ ._ .5 .5 .5 .5 1.9
_2 98.8 .5 1.2 2.9 _t.5 2.6 1.4 22 gg.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5
CRITERIA _VEN ._ECIPITATION
_UR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12
I _.2 2.5 3.5 4.0 3.7 5.2 6.3
4 gs.I 2.2 3.2 3.7 4.7 7.1 4.7
7 _.9 _.7 3.2 3.2 4.7 5.7 S._
10 _.4 2.7 3.E _.4 6.7 4.7 5.2
13 _.4 4.0 4.0 6.7 5.9 5.5 5.7
16 gl.I 3.1 4.5 4.6 3.3 3.9 7.e
Ig 93,0 4.3 _.0 3.B 4.3 4.8 5.8
_2 _.9 2.7 2.5 3.7 4.0 4.5 5.0
i,
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NOVE'HBER
KSC LANDINg, PROSABIL_'TIES
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CR|T,
CRITERIA ONE GROUND HINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
H(X_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 IE _ I c_ 3 6 IE
I 7.1 76.7 60.0 50.0 56.7 56.7 30.0 I 15.7 97.0 95.5 95.5 87.9 71.2 51.5
4 5.5 82.6 "/8.3 65.2 82.6 r"J2.2 34.8 4 17.1 95.8 93.1 91.7 83.3 68.1 48.6
? 7.6 81.3 90.6 8_.4 65.6 46.9 31.3 "7 IB.I 96.1 90.8 89,5 78.9 68.4 49.3 .
i0 13.6 78.9 "/5.0 66.7 43.9 22.8 33.3 10 17.2 93.1 93.0 88.9 81.9 69._ 4"7.;]
13 14.5 80.3 "/3.8 44.3 2"7.9 ,_-_.t.6 29.5 13 16.'7 90.0 9"7.1 85.? "78.6 64.3 47.1
16 9 5 65.0 60.0 r_.s 35.0 22.5 25.0 16 17.4 95.9 91.9 91.8 83.6 67.1 43.8
19 6.4 74.! 69.2 63.0 48.1 48.1 37.0 I9 17 6 9"7.3 94.5 90.5 75.7 63.0 41.9
22 7.I ?0.0 56.7 50.0 43.3 66.7 26"7 22 16.9 91.5 85.7 8-_.1 ?7.5 63.4 42.3
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 I2 c_
I 48.8 85.9 60.5 73.? ?5.6 ?! .? 56.6 I 36.0 80. I 73.5 67.5 68.2 60.3 4-/.0
4 49.5 84.6 39.3 84.6 "/I.2 70.7 55.3 L. 35.5 84.6 78.5 ?5.8 65.8 61.? 42.3
? 62.3 87.4 80.5 ?9.2 ?8.5 64.0 69.3 ? 43.0 e6.? "79.4 ;4.3 ?0.6 52.8 -,_.8
to 58.? 91.1 89.0 B?.o ?9.3 56.9 66.3 I0 41.3 86.1 80.9 `79.8 69.9 48.6 53.2
13 60.? 91 .e B5.9 85.1 ?2.2 60.8 6?.5 13 43.6 e6.9 79.B ?6.0 64.5 51.4 50.8
16 61.2 91.1 04.4 ??.B 6_.6 61.1 67.7 16 42.1 90.4 80.8 ?"/.4 59.9 53.? 50.8
19 53.8 85.4 ?8.2 "/3.5 66.8 ?3.5 50.6 19 40.5 86.5 ?5.9 6B.8 59.4 57.1 51.8
22 45.'/ 88.5 81.3 78.6 68.8 ?1.4 51.6 22 34.3 81.3 76.4 71.5 61.8 57.6 41.7
CRITERIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUND£RSTORH IN G4,.IDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILIT;ES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 IE 24
! 6.0 80.0 52.0 48.0 32.0 4.0 16.0 1 .2 .0 .0 I00.0 iO0.O .0 .0
4 9.5 85.0 67.5 ,_.5 IO.O ?.5 20.0 4 ,2 !00.0 100.0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0
? 13.1 47.3 27.3 14.5 1.8 5.5 20.0 ? .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 c_.6 63.6 18.2 18.2 2?.3 9.1 9.1 I0 .0 .a .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 1.4 50.0 66.? 16.7 16.? 16.7 .0 i,1; .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0
16 1.4 I00,0 66.? 66.? .0 33.3 16.'7 16 .5 100.0 100.0 I00.0 i00.0 .0 .0
19 I.? 57,1 42.9 .0 42.9 28.6 14.3 19 .5 I00.0 IO0.O 100.0 .0 .0 .0
22 2.1 66.7 66.? 55.6 I.i4.4 .0 .0 22 .? 100.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SI_VEN PI_CIPI TATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITION& PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 _xt
! 5.S 69.6 4`7.0 39.1 13.0 13.0 B.? I
4 4.0 ql.c _ 23.5 II.9 I?.fi 11.9 5.9 i
? 4.1 41.2 t?.6 5.9 il.8 17.6 5.9 I
10 4.t P9.4 35.3 ;_3.5 23.5 5.9 .0
13 2.4 40.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 10.0 .0
16 _.9 ?5.0 ?5.0 66.? 16.? 16.? 16.'/
19 4.5 4./.4 31.6 21.1 15.e 10.5 10.5
22 2.9 66.? 25.0 33.3 16."/ 16.? .0
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KS{: LANDING PPOBABILITIES
F'_3m.$_;LITY 0¢" FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GI',tEN Houq AND THE CONDITIOhlAL
PDOBABILITIES Oe" IjNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOUmS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CPIT.
C=ITERIA ONE GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR P_OB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 92.9 .5 1.5 2.1 3.9 !1.3 5.1 I 84.3 .6 2.0 2.5 5.1 6.5 9.3
4 94.5 2.8 3.3 _*,3 9.6 7.1 4.0 4 82.9 .6 1.7 2.9 3.5 6.9 10.6
? 92.4 2.8 5.7 "7.8 10.3 3.1 5.7 7 81.9 .0 .6 1,2 2.9 6, _* i1.1
I0 86.4 4.4 5.0 6.'-* 4.1 _._' 11.1 10 82.8 .3 1.2 1.7 4.0 6.1 11.0 _"
13 85.5 3.6 3.1 3.6 2.8 3.9 12.3 13 83.3 1.1 2.9 3.'7 5.4 6.3 11.1
16 90.5 1.3 1.3 1.6 4.2 3.9 8._ 16 E2.6 .6 ; .4 2.0 2.9 6.6 It .5
19 93.6 1.5 2.8 3.3 4.1 4.8 4.6 19 82.4 .3 ,9 1.2 3.2 8.4 I1.8
22 92.9 2.3 2.3 3.6 2.8 I0.0 5.9 22 83.1 .9 1.2 2,3 4.9 .7.8 11.2
CRITERIA THI:EE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOU_ PROB. COflDITIONAL IDPCBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 24
! 51.2 I_.0 24.2 25.5 '+9.5 50.2 "+0.5 I 64.0 8.9 13.8 I"7.5 28.7 34.2 29.4
4 50.5 lO.e 20,8 40.3 _6. _. 51.9 '+2.9 '+ 64.5 7.0 15.5 24.B 27.B 31.4 31.4
; 37.7 I1.'+ 2_.2 25.3 31.6 37.3 51.0 7 57.0 9,2 19.2 16.7 23.4 31.4 _.5
10 _.1.3 12.1 16.3 23.1 35.8 30.1 _6.5 I0 58.7 10,6 13.9 18.3 22.8 24.4 33.1
13 3'3.3 12 I 19.4 _4.2 25.5 29.1 49.7 13 56,4 7,2 11.4 16.0 21.9 23.6 38.0
16 3_.8 12.9 23.3 16.0 19.0 30.1 50.9 16 5"7.9 8 6 13.6 13.6 15.6 21.8 35 4
19 L,G.2 I;].8 13.4 13.4 26.8 _9,7 46.9 19 59.5 7.2 12.0 I0.8 19.6 32.5 32.8
22 54.3 11.4 22.7 22.8 32.5 '+5,7 41 .7 22 65.7 7,6 14.3 1"7.(] 21.4 3_."7 31 .2
CnlTEnlA FIVE: VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNI:ERSTORM IN GLI_]E PATH
HO'J_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
g'4.0 2.3 5.6 "7.1 11 .9 1.3 5.3 I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .e
4 90.5 2.6 3.9 9.0 I .8 .8 B.2 4 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2
7 86.9 1.4 1.6 .8 1.4 1.1 12.1 7 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .2
tr, 9"7.4 .2 .7 I .0 ._ 2.0 2.5 !0 100.0 .0 .r] .2 .5 .7 ,0
13 98.6 ! .2 1.2 I .2 i.4 S.B 1.4 13 99.8 .0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
16 gR.6 I .0 I .4 .'7 2.2 8.9 1.4 16 99.5 .2 .2 .0 .2 .2 .5
19 98.3 ,5 1.0 2.2 5.3 12.9 1.7 19 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .5
22 9"7.9 .7 2.2 4.9 8.5 2.7 2.2 22 99.3 .0 .2 .2 .2 .0 .7
CRI TERI A EVEN PI_ECI PI TAT I ON
HOUR PROB. CONDIT "3NAL PROBABII ITIEg
1 2 3 6 ._ _,4
1 9_.5 2.0 3.0 _.0 3.5 I.B 4.8
4 96.0 2.7 2.'; 3.7 3.5 _.S 4.0
7 95,9 3.5 2.2 4.0 2.0 "+.0 4.0
10 95.9 .7 1.3 1.5 2.0 _.7 "+.5
13 97.6 _.7 3.4 2.0 3.7 4.9 ?.4
16 97,1 2.7 3.7 _.7 2.5 3.7 2.7
Ig 95.5 1.'3 i.0 2.0 4.5 3.8 "+,5
_2 57.1 _.9 3.0 4._ 3.7 -_.2 3._
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KSC LAND!NO F'_CBABtLITIES
_'¢fORABILITY OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE COh_ITIONAL
PPOBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT I_OURS LATER FOR iNOIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA C,',i_ GPOU_O wINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITION_J,. PRCBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12
I 5.1 54.5 45.5 63.6 45.5 54.5 g.l I 16.4 94.4 93.0 91.5 87.3 64.8 38.0
4 "_.1 50.0 50.0 55.6 77.8 44.4 16.7 4 16.6 93.| °J_.4 9:.7 80.6 r_.5 38.9
7 3.9 76.5 58.8 82.4 76.5 23.5 11.8 7 18.0 92.3 87.2 79.5 67.9 51.3 _2.3
10 9.7 76.2 84.3 64.3 28.6 26.2 21.4 10 15.2 90.9 87.9 83.3 74.2 53.0 31.8
I3 11.8 68.6 54.9 35.3 19.6 5.9 13.7 13 15.9 91.3 88.4 82.6 68.1 53.6 30,4
16 6.7 44,8 48.3 3'4.5 27.6 20.7 20.7 16 15.4 94.0 8;3.6 82.1 73.1 6(?.7 41.8
Ig 4.4 89,5 68.4 63.2 31.6 35.8 10.5 19 16.8 93.2 87.7 e2.2 72.6 67,. 43.8
22 5.3 73.9 73.9 52.2 39.1 60.9 21.7 22 15.g 95.7 91.3 88.4 85.5 69.6 43.5
CRITERIA TNC_E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 2_ 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 48.6 89. I 79.1 69.'7 "/0.2 71. I 59.3 I 35.7 8_.6 73.5 63.9 67. I 65.2 5c_.9
4 _6.3 _.6 82.6 _7.1 76.6 70.6 55.2 4 32.7 83.1 76.8 74.6 89.0 59.2 45.1
7 64.0 RT._ 85.2 81.6 78.0 67.5 69.2 7 44.0 83.5 78.9 75.3 69.1 57.2 53.6
10 58.1 91.3 R7,3 84.5 79,4 62.7 66.7 tO 43.5 84.1 81.5 Bt,5 68.3 51.9 51.C
13 60.4 93.5 88.5 83.6 74.4 58.4 86.8 13 46.5 83.7 77.2 74.3 63.4 47.5 52.5
I6 59.2 94.6 87.5 82.1 72,0 57,6 65.8 16 44.2 90.I 80.7 73,4 64.6 46.9 50.5
19 54.1 88.1 81.7 77.4 69.8 '7"7.4 63.8 19 39.9 81.5 76.3 72.8 63.6 63.6 50 g
_2 50.0 86.2 83.4 77.0 65.0 71.9 60.8 22 37.8 e2.9 73.8 68.9 53.0 58.5 L,_J8
CRITERIA rlV1_ VlSi31LITY CRITERIA SIX THUNO£RSTORM IN GLIBE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 7.8 67.6 64.7 6,.7 52.9 2.9 17.6 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 IO.I 70.5 63.6 _0.5 22.7 6.8:34.1 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 14.8 68.8 40.6 25 0 1.6 3. I 43.8 7 .o .o .o .0 .o .0 .o
I0 6.5 64.3 35.7 10.7 10.7 14.3 7.1 I0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 2.1 66.7 66.7 44.4 22.2 33.3 Ii.I 13 .2 IO0.O i00.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0
16 3.7 87.5 81.3 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 16 .2 .0 .0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
19 1.6 "/1.4 71.4 85.7 57.1 42.9 14.3 19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 4.1 77.8 55.6 61.1 44.4 16.7 Jl.I 2_ .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA 51[VEN I_R_CIPITAT_ON
HOUR PROB. CONOITION/¢ PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2
I 4.8 57.1 66.7 5_.4 23.8 lg.O Ig.o
4 5.1 40.9 40.9 27.] 45.5 E2.7 13.6
7 3 g 41._ 41.2 4"7.1 29.4 35.3 5.9
10 5.3 60.9 43.5 34.8 3g.I 13.0 17.4
13 4.1 66.7 50.0 50.0 22.2 16.7 5.6
16 5.8 68.0 48.0 36.0 _.0 24.0 8.0
Ig 3.0 61.5 53.8 23.1 _0.8 "/.'1 7.7
2E 4.4 57.9 r_.6 47.4 4,_.1 E6.3 10.5
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KSC LANDINOPROBABILITIES
_BILITY OF"F'AVORAEL[CONOITION5 AT A GIVEN HOURA;'O THE:C_OlTIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CR1T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNONIND5 CRITERIA TNO NINO$ ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALFq_OBABILITI£S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I ;_ 3 6 12 _ 1 E 3 6 12 L_
I g'_.B .7 .7 1.0 1.7 9.5 4.g ! 63.6 .0 1.7 1.9 4.4 6.3 11.3
q gs.g 1.7 1.2 1.7 6.7 5.0 3.1 4 83._ 1.1 ;_.2 3.3 E.E ILl 12.4
7 96.1 2.4 4.8 6.7 9.1 3.6 3.9 7 82.0 .6 .9 I.I 4.5 9.3 13.0
IO 90.3 4.! 3.3 6.1 4.3 3.1 8.2 10 84.8 1.6 E.E 3.8 4.9 9.2 12.5
13 89.2 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.3 5.0 10.7 13 84.1 I.I i.4 2.7 7.1 8.5 13._
16 93.3 2.0 E,2 2.2 3.7 2.5 5.7 16 _,6 2.2 3.5 4.9 5.4 8.4 11.;_
IB 95.6 1.9 2.9 2.7 3,9 2.7 4.1 19 83.2 i.4 E._ 2.5 4.2 8.3 !1.9
22 g4.7 1.0 1.2 2.4 1,7 6.6 _._ EE 84.1 .5 .6 1.9 3.8 5.2 !1.2
CRITERIA THREE CLOUOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PRO6. COI_)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 c_* 1 E 3 B I2 _*
I 51.4 14,3 19.3 _,_ 50.5 50,_ 3g,5 I 64,3 B,O 12,2 15.4 3c?..4 36.2 LD6,_
4 53.7 15,9 23.3 44.0 42.1 49._ 38.E 4 67.3 7.9 16,5 30,_ 3I._ 3"7,0 E.7,1
7 36.0 7,1 IE,E 16..7 29.5 30,8 54,8 7 55._ 11..7 13.0 18,0 28,5 25,9 39.1
I0 ql.g 18.7 23.6 66.9 31.3 3_.4 47.3 tO 56,5 8.6 15.5 19,6 2_.7 E6.B 38.0
13 39.6 14.0 1.7,4 BE.! _3.3 33.7 50.6 13 53.5 7,8 14,2 18.1 19.4 25.4 ql,B
16 40.8 14,7 16.9 13,6 IB, I 29,4 50,3 16 55.0 I!.2 10.7 13,2 16.5 _1,9 39.3
Ig 45.9 Ii,I 15,1 17.6 23.B 46,5 q3,7 IB 60,1 7,7 11.9 lq.6 17,2 33,5 33.0
EE 50.0 10.6 1.7.6 e0.3 E.7,E 45.2 39.2 62 6_.2 6,.7 13,0 15,8 20,.7 35.2 30.7
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNC_RSTORMIN OLI_ PATH
HOUR PROe. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 IE _x_ I E 3 6 12 _*
I g_,_ 3,_ 5,7 5.5 !1.5 _,0 6.7 I !00,0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 ,2 ,0
4 89.9 4.4 5,9 8.5 4.t_ 3,3 7.4 4 I00.0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,5 ,;_ ,0
.7 BS.2 5,4 3,0 3.3 _,E 1,4 9,5 7 I00,0 ,5 ,5 ,5 ,E ,_ ,0
I0 93.5 .7 i.7 1.5 3.;_ 3.4 6,7 I0 gg.5 ,5 ._ ,E ,E ,E ,5
13 97.9 ,_ !,9 _?.B I,_ 7. I I,g 13 99.8 ,E ,0 ,E ,E ,0 ,E
1(5 96,3 ,.7 ,7 ,7 3,3 9,6 3,8 16 99.6 .0 ,0 ,2 ,E ,0 ,E
Ig 98.4 ,9 I,B E.B 6.8 14,1 I,E 19 99,5 .0 ,0 ,E ,0 ,0 ,5
2_? 95.9 _.4 3,9 5,3 8,7 6,3 3,6 22 99.8 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,_ ._
CRITERIA SI[M[N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE E_
I 9=J._ 1.7 2._I E..7 2._I 3.4 li.i
4 g'*.9 1.9 _._ _..7 3.2 4.g 4.8
7 96,1 i_,B 1,9 3,6 3,1 I,'7 3,9
10 g_.7 1.9 2,7 E.*_ 3,g 3,9 4,6
13 _.9 1.4 3.4 3.8 2._ 4.3 4.J
16 gq.;_ 1.2 i_.O l.O 3.2 3.9 5.8
19 9.7,0 _ I 3,1 3,8 4,0 _.B _,g







PflOOABILITY Of' I,.q,IF'A'_ORA_,,.(CON01TI01_F3AT A OIY[N HOURAh'0 TP-I[CCN0XTIONa4..
_ILITIE5 OF'UNFAVORABLEC0f_01TIONSDT HOURSLATER I:'0R IN0;VIOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUN0WINOS CRITERIA TklO CLOUOS
HObqq PROO. C0hOITIONAL PROBABILIT[ES HOUR PROB. CONOITIC_J_. PROBABILITIES
1 E 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I .9 .0 25.0 2.5.0 25.0 50.0 .0 I 36.2 85.6 81.5 78.3 62.1 73.2 _0.1
_* .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 .O L, 35.0 g'_.? 93._0 62.1 !_.2 "77.0 _.6
7 .9 50,0 25.0 .0 25.0 25.0 .0 .7 52.2 g_.E BB._* 85.L* 81 t, 66.8 68._*
l0 I.q 50.0 33.3 33.3 50.0 .0 .0 10 53.? 9'.*.0 80.1 88.0 81.1 5g.9 65.."
13 '0.6 E0.0 65.0 "70.0 15.0 5.0 S.0 IS 55.5 g**.3 90.2 8_.1 70.2 _.7 6g._*
15 §.0 61.5 L*6.2 23.1 3.8 ?.7 ?.? 16 55.3 93.8 e_.5 ./6.2 65.7 52.9 69.2
19 1.8 12.5 12.5 25.0 .0 .f:) .0 19 q6.3 82.5 85.6 81.0 6q.2 ?1.0 60.?
22 .9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 22 L,0.9 88.1 81.L* "F*.O 63.8 69.5 S3.1
CfIITERIA TI,I_( CEILllqO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. COhOITIONAI. PROUABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 El* I 2 3 6 12 Lx*
I 18.2 8"7.3 62.3 '7"7.2 Gg.6 57.0 39.2 I 3.? 81.3 81.3 ?5.0 56.3 3"7.5 18.8
_0 20.5 62.0 ?9.8 ?8../ 6_.9 6_*.0 39.3 t, 3.9 62 L, ?0.6 6_.? 50.0 1"7.6 l?.6
? 25.6 9"7.L, "/'7.5 71.2 68.5 52.3 L*.7.3 ? L,._ "78.8 .73.? 65._* 26.3 10.5 26.3
10 2./.8 91../ 91.8 ./8.5 68.6 L*_*.6 L*5.5 13 3.9 "70.6 L*.7.1 35.3 23.5 il.O !?.6
13 28.8 89.6 61*.0 ?8.q 61.6 L,0.8 L,.7.2 13 2.8 58.3 33.3 33.3 16.? 16.? 8.3
16 29.0 88.1 "76.2 ?0.6 5q.8 _,5.2 5_.0 16 2.5 90.9 _,5.5 _,5.5 5q.5 2?.3 9.1
19 21*._* 85.8 "F*.S ?0.8 56.6 50,9 L*0.6 19 2.3 80.0 90.0 80.0 30,0 E0.0 10.0
22 21.2 8q.8 76.1 6"7.** ,%"7.8 5_?.2 3_.0 22 3.._ 93.3 80.0 60.0 53.3 33.3 6.?
CRITERIA FlY( TI.LINO[I_;I'01qM CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PRO_. CONDITI01',IAI.PR08A81LITIES HOUR PROB. C0N_ITIONAL PROBAB;L_TIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 5 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.8 50.0 50.0 _,1."7 8.3 .0 .0
_0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 3.0 61.5 38.5 38.5 ?.? 15._, 15.4
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ? _-.8 _,1.'7 25.0 33.3 16.? ,0 8.3
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 IO 2.8 50.0 _1.? 50.0 25.0 8.3 8.3
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 3.2 q2.g 28.8 35."7 28.6 1_*.3 7.1
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.3 ?0.0 "70.0 S0.0 2U.0 10.0 .0
IS .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 Ig 3.0 "76.9 61.5 61.5 38.5 15.** 7.?
22 .0 .0 .8 .0 .0 .0 .O 22 2.3 60.0 _*0.0 50.0 _*0.0 .0 I0.0
B-aO




• 1440BABILITY Or" IrAVOm,tBL[CrWqOITI_'S AT A GIVEN HOLM AND T_£ C..rJ_'J,BITION,_L
ImqmM)BABIL|TIESOF" t._IrAVO_ARLE CONDITJONS DT HOURS LATER FCR II';_I"|DU_d..£RIT.
CRITERIA ONE GI:M)UNDNINI3S CRITERIA T_ CLOUDS
HOUR PRO9. COI'_)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO_. CONDITIC'_AL PROBABILITIES
, 2 3 6 12 24 ! ;- 3 6 12 LJN
I _9.1 .2 .5 .E ..7 w.L:' .9 l 63.8 4.3 "7.6 }0.5 35.4 46.9 _lS.O
4 g9.5 .9 .'_ ../ !.4 S.B .S 4 65.0 5..7 I4.2 30.9 3"7.£, 43.6 eS.S
"7 99.1 .'7 .9 1.2 4.2 1.6 .9 "7 4./.8 9.'7 ]6.4 IB.R 29.5 c_.2 35../
I0 t_8.6 1.4 3.0 W.2 5 4 .9 1.4 I0 wC.3 10.4 15.9 19.9 25.4 18.9 41.8
13 95.4 I../ 2.4, 2.9 1.2 ..7 4.6 13 43._3 g.o ]3._ IB.O i5.3 14.8 42.3
18 94.0 |._ 1.7 .'_ .'7 .0 5.9 16 w4.7 8.2 lO.e 9 3 I0.3 12.9 39.7
19 9B._ .5 .2 .5 .9 .9 _.i 19 53..7 3.0 5.c_ 6.4 I_.O 3./.3 35._
_Z 99._ ._ I._ .9 .5 1.4 .9 22 59.1 3.9 "7.e 9.8 t4.8 43.8 3_.5
CRITERIA THEE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR vISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITION&L PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITiONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _x$ I _ 3 t5 I_
l Bl.B 3.1 '_.B ./.9 15.8 _.5 13.8 1 96.3 1.2 2.'_ I._ _.4 1.4 3.1
4 ./9.5 4.6 .7._ 11.'3 te.o 20.0 IS. _, 4 96.1 ../ 1.4 .9 I../ 1.9 3.6
"7 "_.',, 6._ iq.6 12..7 15.2 14.9 18.3 "7 9_.B _.4 2.2 .0 I.? 1.9 3.8
I0 72.1 _,._ ./.3 9.6 13.'/ 12._ _1.7 I;] 96.! ._ 1.0 .4 1.'7 3.1 3.8
13 ?1._ w.9 .7.'_ 9.1 9.4, 9.4 E_.3 13 97._ .5 I._. ../ 1.9 3.3 2,8
18 .71.0 36 5.2 5.5 ./.5 I0.1 20.5 IS g';.5 l..7 1.7 .2 2.1 :3.5 _.S
19 "75.6 3.0 3.'7 5.e 6.1 1.7._* _0." 19 9"7../ .;_ .? .'7 3.1 _*.3 _.1
22 .//8.8 $.=J E.5 S.3 IO.O _1.'7 I./.6 _ 96.5 ._ 1.0 .? _._* 3.3 3.6
CRI T£RI A r I vl_ THONZ]EPSTORPi CRl tERi A S I X IPIEC I PI TAT I ON
• HOUR PitOn. CONOZTION_ PI_:_BABILZTIES HOUR PI_C_. COf_iTIO_l/d. PROOABILITI[3
; I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 9"7._ | ../ e.6 1.9 _.6 3.3 _.8
ti I00.0 ._ .0 .0 o0 ,0 .0 _* 9.//.0 .S I.'7 I../ _.6 i.9 E,8
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 97._ ../ I."/ 1.9 _.9 3.1 _'.5
IO I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 I0 9"7._ .9 I._ 1.9 I.? _.l _ 6
I] iOO.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O 13 96.8 .;_ ._ 1.;._ _.1 ;_.w $ 3
16 IOO.O .0 .0 .0 -9 .0 .O 18 9"/.? 1.4 .9 1.9 1.9 _.8 E.4
Ig I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 97.0 ._ ._ ._ |.'7 _._, 3 I









PAOBAIBILITYor UNFAVORABLECOI_tTION_ AT A GIVEN HOURAT'_ THE CONDITIONAL.
PROBABILITIES OF"uI_r'AVORABLECO_ITIONS DT HO_S LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TN0 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COhOITIONALPROBABILITILb
i 2 3 8 12 ixl I 2 3 6 12 2,t
! l.O 50.0 25.0 25.0 .3 .0 .0 I 34.4 96.3 87.4 85.9 B8.B 80.7 54.8
4 1.0 25.0 .0 .0 25.0 50.0 .0 q 3"7.5 91.8 89.4 ,9<3.4 85.7 80.8 55.8
7 .8 66.7 ,00.0 I00.0 ;00.0 33.3 .0 7 55.4 91.1 88.8 86.9 84.1 65.3 62.3
IO 3.8 73.3 60.0 E_.O 46.7 6.7 .0 10 56.1 96.4 93.6 88.6 81.7 55.0 60.0
13 5.6 72.7 71.4 59.1 18.2 4.5 9.1 13 58.2 93.8 89.4 83.7 68.6 50.2 67.3
16 8.2 6_.6 45.2 25.0 9.4 6.3 12.5 16 57.2 95.0 86.5 77.8 61.7 56.3 64.5
19 3.8 60.0 20.0 13.3 6.7 6.7 .0 19 47.4 88.6 80.5 7_.6 61.! 72.3 57.1
22 .8 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 22 38.4 88.0 81.2 72.7 "/4.7 "_.7 50.7
CRITERIA THINE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
PROB. COI_ITION,tJ. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 2q I 2 3 6 12
I 20.2 86.1 "T7.2 78.5 70.5 68.4 4Z.O I 1.3 60.0 40.0 20.0 60.0 .0 20.0
4 21.9 83.7 8_.6 _6.7 70.9 72.1 44.2 4 2.0 75.0 50.0 62.5 62.5 ;2.5 .0
7 28.8 92.9 60.2 70.4 76.6 50.9 45.5 ? 5.4 e5.7 71.4 5_.1 19.0 14.3 19.0
I0 31.4 BB.q 87.8 82.1 "/_.B 43.1 39.0 I0 4.6 61.1 38.9 33.3 16.7 5.6 5.6
13 35.1 83.? 80.9 79.6 51.5 38.7 50.7 13 2.3 66.7 55.6 44.4 33.3 iI.I II i
;6 3"7.6 83.6 69.2 58.6 47.3 41.1 52.1 16 2.1 87.5 87.5 75.0 12.5 12.5 .O
19 26.9 80.0 72.4 6e.6 54.3 49.5 3"7.5 19 2.6 63.6 27.3 9.1 .0 18.2 9.1
22 22,0 81.4 73.3 70.9 67.4 66.3 34.9 22 1.5 66.7 66.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 .0
CRITE_RIA Ir I VE: THUNDERSTORM CRi TERI A SI X PI_C I PITATI ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I .P .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.0 3'7.5 3"7.5 25.0 62.5 50.0 .0
4 .0 .O .O .0 .0 .0 .0 4 3.1 58.3 58.3 58.3 50.0 25.0 8.3
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 5.4 5"7.1 47.6 42.9 19.0 30.0 23.8
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I0 3.9 66.'7 46.7 33.3 40.0 13.3 13.3
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 13 3.6 85.7 57.1 42.9 57.1 21.4 15.4
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .(. .0 16 3.9 46.7 60.0 53.3 26.'/ 20.0 7.1
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 4.4 52.9 52.9 4"/.I 23.5 35.3 12.5








IrIROB48ILITY Of' F'AVORAEL[CONOITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUflAM:] Tt_ COe_;TIONAL.
RROBABILITI[S OF"UI_rAvoRAB,.ECONOITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL. CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ _ HINDS CRITERIA TWO CLOUD5
HOUR PROB. COM)ITIOe4ALPI_OBABILITIES HOL_ PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 5 I_ _"4 I E 3 6 12
I 99.0 .§ 1.0 .8 .B 5.7 1,0 l 65.5 3.5 8.6 12.1 3"7.7 q6.3 _.l
¢, 99.0 .3 1.0 .8 3.6 7.8 i.0 q 6,3.5 6.9 IB.O 33.2 39. L_ q3.0 25.5
7 99.2 .8 2.3 3.1 5.0 3.7 .9 7 q_.6 8.7 I!.0 IB.O 25.6 25.7 q3.5
10 96.2 I.I 2.9 3.5 6..7 .5 q.2 10 43.9 7.0 12.8 19.3 ES,q 17.0 49.3 "_
13 gq.q 1.9 q.I 5.2 3.0 .8 8.3 13 41.0 ?.4 16.8 19.9 18.5 13.5 q2.9
16 91.8 B.5 1.7 2.0 .0 ,6 B.E IB 42.8 7.2 7.9 7.3 7.3 13.3 q5.2
IB 96.2 1.3 .'J .3 .B .5 q.$ 19 52,.6 _.q q._ 5.9 II.E 38.5 $6.3
22 99.2 .B I.B .8 .B $.9 1.3 22 61.6 4.6 7.9 11.2 lq.S 42.7 30.0
CRITERIA THINE C:[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROg, CONOITIONkL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 S 12 EL* I B 3 6 12 EL*
I 79.6 '¢.5 7.3 7.7 18.2 26.7 I_.7 I 98.7 .5 1.0 1.8 _.7 2.3 1.0
q 79.1 5.9 10.2 15.0 _0,3 ¢_.7.8 18.'7 q 98.0 .3 1.3 q.2 3._ i.B 1.8
7 71.2 6.9 10.2 12.7 18.5 17.9 21.3 7 9'4.6 1.9 2.2 1.6 l.q 2.E _.2
10 68.§ 6.3 13.1 13.5 20,_ 12.3 26.0 10 95.4 I.l I.I .B 1.4 I._ _.0
13 5q.g 7.1 11.6 Iq,7 13.9 10.7 26.1 13 9"/..7 l.i 1.8 l.I 2.1 1.0 1.8
18 E_ q 7.0 9.2 O.3 7.1 12.0 2.7.3 16 97.9 .8 I.| 1.3 i.3 1.6 I.g
19 73.1 2.1 3.'_ i_.9 8.1 20.8 21.5 19 97._ .0 I.l 1.3 1.3 q.8 E._
n 78.0 E,6 q.O 6.2 10.2 20.0 IB.I 2i,_ 99.,_ .3 .5 .8 i.6 3.9 !.3
CRITERIA riME THUNOEI_TOI_ CRITERIA SIX PI_CIPITATION
NOUR PROS, CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOIIIONAL PROBkBILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE _4 I 2 3 6 12 _.4
I 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I BB.O |.0 1.3 2.6 _.2 2.8 2.3
100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 96.9 E.I 2.6 3.7 2.4 3.E 3.2
7 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 94.6 I .q 1.5 i .6 2.7 3.0 _.4
10 IO0,O ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 I0 95.B 2. I 2.7 2.q 2.4 3.2 3.4
13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 9S.q' 2.q e. ! 2.q E.q I.B 3.5
16 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 95.1 i.9 3.0 E.4 2.7 2.7 3.9
19 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 9_.6 ,_ I.I 1,6 1.3 _,_ 3.8
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EAIrB LANDINOPROBABILITIES
PRO_ILITY Of" UNFAV0RAELECONDITIONS AT A OIV_N HOURAhO THE CONDITIONAl.
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER F0R INDIVIDUAl. CRIT.
. CRITERIA ONE GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 LJq I 2 3 6 12
I 2.3 50.0 30.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 .0 I 29.'7 92.2 85.3 .79.1 "/3.6 .70.5 38.8
4 1.6 14.3 EB.6 5.7.1 42.9 q2.9 .0 4 30.E 91.6 89.3 86.3 T7.1 .72.5 35.9
"/ 2 I 55.6 66.7 44.4 33.3 33.3 .0 7 46.8 90.6 83.2 84.2 "7"/.'/ 64.4 53.0
I0 5.3 .78.3 65.2 82.6 60.9 8,7 q.3 10 49.1 8q.7 85.0 83.5 80.3 52.6 55.9
13 11.6 .78.0 _..0 68.0 34.0 6.0 20.*q 13 53.4 g_.B 89.1 85.2 .70.9 43.5 62.4
16 18.8 '/_.1 50.6 28.4 18.5 4.9 2.7.2 16 54.6 91.5 86.0 "/6..7 55.5 43.2 64.0
19 "7.1 38.'/ 45.2 35.5 12.9 6.5 12.9 19 46.1 89.0 .77.0 66.5 53.5 59.0 55.5
82 5.3 4"/.8 30.4 30.4 8.'7 RI."/ .0 EE 34.3 90.6 60.5 69.8 63.8 6.7.1 40.3
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR vISIBILITY
NOt,q PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I2 E_
I 16.6 83.3 .72.2 .70.8 55.3 52.8 34.7 I I.E 40.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 .0
4 16.4 .93.1 01..7 "73.2 57."/ 59.2 25.4 4 2.3 90.0 "70.0 "70.0 20.0 10.0 10.0
"/ 21.5 84.9 .74.2 "/2.0 65.6 51.6 26.9 .7 4.2 50.0 38.9 22.2 5.6 5.6 22.2
I0 21.4 8.7.1 .79.5 "/7.2 '/3.1 43.0 29.0 10 2.1 22.2 33.3 II.i 11.1 .0 .0
13 2.7.4 89.0 .77.1 "78.0 61.0 35.6 31.6 13 1.4 50.0 33.3 50.0 .0 .0 .0
16 3<?..6 83..7 "72.3 63.1 44.0 31.9 44.n 16 1.9 62.5 3"7.5 12.5 12.5 ,0 .0
Ig Eq..7 .76.6 61.'7 56.1 4q.g 43.0 '_2.! Ig 2.1 77.8 44.4 22.2 I1.1 44.4 .0
22 18.2 "/'7.2 65.8 60.8 53.2 50.6 29.1 22 1.6 57. I 5.7. i 42.9 28.6 28.6 .0
CRITERIA FIVE: THUND_RSTORN CRITERIA SiX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl,..PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 24
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 I 1.6 "/i.4 5"/.I 14.3 14.3 Iq.3 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.8 "/5.0 62.5 50.0 25.0 .0 .0
.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 1.6 42.9 42.9 h2.9 14.3 14.3 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 2.3 50.0 40.0 40.0 10.0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.6 14.3 28.6 28.6 26.6 28.6 28.E
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 1.4 50.0 16..7 33.3 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.1 55.6 22.2 I1.1 22.2 .0 Ii.I
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 it2 1.2 60.0 20.0 40.0 .0 20.0 .0
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lrAIrB LANDING PROBABILITIES
_ILITY OF"FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE: CONDITIONAL
_BILITIES OF"UI',,T'AVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUN£_ NINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUOS
HOUR PP06. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I E 3 6 12 _4
I 97.7 1.2 .9 1.2 i.2 11.2 2.6 ! "70.3 2.0 6.2 9.5 35.3 46.0 _3.6
4 98.4 1.2 .9 1.2 4.7 18.4 1.9 4 69.9 6.3 21.0 29.6 37.0 46.8 L-_7.q
7 97,9 !.2 q.7 4.5 11.2 6.6 2.1 7 53.2 6.5 11.3 18.3 32.0 30.4 41.7
I0 94.7 3.4 6.6 7.6 16.4 5.1 5.4 I0 50.9 11.3 18.2 _.2 29.7 16.7 41.6
13 88.4 4.5 10.3 12.4 3.7 2.1 10.3 13 46.6 e.o 15.2 19.6 18.4 13.9 q3,2
18 81.3 5.2 6.3 2.3 2.3 I.! 16.6 16 45.q 8.2 10.8 9.7 8.'7 14.3 43.8
19 92.9 2.0 1.0 3.0 1.7 1.7 6.5 19 53.9 4.7 6.! 6.8 9.0 36.2 40,6
22 9_.7 1.0 1.2 1.0 i.5 4.4 4.9 22 65.7 6,7 6.3 8.4 12.3 38.9 31,2
f
CRITERIA THREE: CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOtlR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROOABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 L_ i 2 3 6 12
I B3.4 2.2 3.6 5.5 t2.8 22.3 13.0 I 99.8 .5 1.2 1.9 4,0 1.2 1.6
q B3,6 3.3 e.3 It .4 14.3 27.4 14.6 4 97.7 .'/ 2.4 2.6 1.7 I .7 2.6
? "78.5 4.1 7.1 "7.4 16.9 1"7.4 20.B 7 95.8 .2 1.0 1.2 1.2 !.9 3,4
I0 "78.6 5.9 7.9 13.9 21.5 11,4 19.9 I0 97.9 .7 .7 1.2 I."7 1.6 2.1
13 "72.6 6.4 10.4 15.8 11.2 9.6 24.1 13 98.6 .'7 .7 !.2 2.1 1.6 1.4
16 67.4 21.5 5.2 6.2 5.5 e.9 28.0 16 98.1 .5 i.7 1.9 1.4 2.8 1.9
19 "/5.3 I.B 4.3 5.B 7.3 15.1 It.6 19 97.9 .5 .'7 1.2 1.4 3.3 2.1
22 8l.B 3.'/ 5.6 6.9 8.2 15.5 1:_.5 22 98.4 .2 .9 .9 2.3 1.6 1.6
CRITERIA IrIVE THUNDERSTOI_I CRITERIA SiX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILI IIES HOUR PROB. COI_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 99.4 .'7 .5 1.6 .4 i.4 1.6
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 98.2 .5 .5 .7 .9 I .4 2. I
"/ IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 98.4 .9 .7 1.6 .4 1.9 1.9
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 97.7 1.2 ..7' .7 .2 I .2 2.4
13 I00.0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 98.4 1.7 1.7 .9 .7 I .2 1 ."7
Ie I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I6 98.6 1.9 1.9 1.6 .2 2.1 2.1
19 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 19 9"7.9 .7 .'7 .9 .2 i.9 2.4
62 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 98.8 2.3 1.6 I.e 2,1 2.1 .9
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£AFB LAI4_)I_ PROBABILITIES
FflOBABILITY OF" UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
I_ROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAl. CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO C1.0UOS
HOUR PROB. COM)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _xi I 2 3 6 12 24
I 3.3 57.1 21.4 14.3 14.3 42.9 7.1 1 26.9 90.3 81.4 "Ft.3 71.7 65._ 36.3
4 1.7 42.9 28.6 57.1 71.4 57.1 .0 4 25.5 86.8 78.5 dO.4 71.0 _E._ 36.4
7 3.1 76.9 76.9 69.2 69.2 53.8 7.7 7 3B.1 87.5 83.7 78.1 70.6 _6._ 48.1
I0 7.9 66.7 72.7 60.6 69.7 15.2 15.2 I0 38.6 92.0 B6.4 81.5 72.2 39.5 50.0
13 12.4 BO.B 73.1 78.8 44.2 5.8 |1.5 13 43.0 90.6 BB.3 81.7 68.9 41.7 53.3
16 21.3 71.9 66.3 46.1 11.2 4.5 27,0 16 44.8 91.4 83.9 75.9 44.9 42.8 .T_.4
19 15.0 33.3 23.8 17.5 12.7 7.9 30.2 19 37.6 79.7 68.4 55.7 51.9 54.4 47.5
4.3 44.4 38.9 38.9 Ii.I i1.1 11.1 22 23.8 85.0 86.0 79.0 66.0 60.0 39.0
CRITERIA THI_[ CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 _4
I 11.9 84.0 70.0 62.0 48.0 54,0 16.0 I 1.0 !00.0 75.0 75.0 25.0 .0 .0
4 12.4 76.5 67.3 61.5 55.8 40.4 25.0 4 .7 66.7 66.7 33,3 .0 .0 .0
7 14.8 B0.6 71.0 58.1 56.5 43.5 22.6 7 1.4 50.0 16.7 .0 .0 16.7 16.7
I0 14.3 85.0 83.3 75.0 63.3 28.3 _5.0 10 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
13 19.6 8g.0 76.B 72.0 50.0 28.0 35.4 13 1.9 87.5 50.0 62.5 .0 .0 .0
16 21.3 85.4 64.8 53.9 29.2 23.6 _8.2 16 2.2 55.6 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 16.9 80.3 54.9 46.5 35.2 31.0 22.5 19 1.9 37,5 37.5 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0
22 9.8 78.0 70.7 63.4 43.9 41.5 17.1 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
CRITERIA riVE TI.IUNOERSTORM CRITERIA SiX PRECIPITATION
PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 Eq
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 1.7 85.7 28.6 28.6 14.3 .0 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.4 16.7 16.7 50.0 16.7 16.7 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 7 !.4 50.0 33.3 33.3 50.0 33.$ .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 1.0 75.0 100.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .n .0 16 1.9 50.0 57.1 6_.5 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.4 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 _0.0 .0
2Z .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _2 1.4 16.7 33.3 50.0 16.7 .0 .0
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tAFg LANO|NO PROBAB|LIT|E.S
Plt')BABILITY Or IrAVORABL(COR)ITIONS AT A GI'_..N _ AHO TI_ COk'OITIONAL
PflOEABILITI(S OF'UNF'AVORABLCONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRIT£RIA ONE: OROUNOkIINDS CRIT£RIA 1';40 CLOUDS
HOUR PRO6. CONOITIONALPROBABILITII[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 24
1 96.'/ 1.0 1.2 1.2 2..7 II.q 3.0 I "/3.1 3.6 5.5 .7._ 25.'7 34.6 22.8
q 99.3 .7 1.2 _.2 6.8 20.-/ 1.5 4 "F*.5 9.6 19.8 23.6 _.5 3.7.4 21.1
"7 96.9 1.2 3.2 5.9 10.6 13,8 2.9 '7 61.9 6.9 10.0 14,2 25.9 25.8 30.8
10 92.1 2.3 4.'7 8,3 1'7.2 3.4 7.5 10 61.4 9.2 14.4 19.'7 2"7.5 14.0 30.6
13 8'7.F,, 5.,4 "7.1 13.2 10.9 2.'/ 12.6 13 5"7.0 9.6 14.6 16.9 14.E 15.1 35.3
16 .78.'/ 8.2 11.3 6,'/ 2.4 .6 20.2 16 55.;2 5."7 8..7 '/.0 .7.0 10.9 3"7.3
19 05.0 2.9 2.0 2.0 1._4 2.i_ 12.9 19 62.4 1.1 1.5 4.6 I1.1 2"7.1 29.8
2_ 95.'/ 1.2 1.2 1,5 1.0 8.0 q.O 22 "76.2 4..7 6.9 10.0 I;2.2 31.3 16.0
CIqlT£RIA TIRE[ CI[ILINO CRIT[RIA F'OUR VISIBILITY
PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILIT|CS HOUR PROB. COHOtTIONALPRC_I.BILITI[S
I 2 3 6 12 Ln4 I _ 3 6 12
I 88,1 2.4 3.5 5.'/ 10.3 IIq.9 10,5 I 99.0 .q ,0 .0 1,2 t.g .5
14 8"/.6 3.3 6.0 8.2 8.4 18.6 10.1 4 99.3 .2 I.'7 i.;2 .5 2.2 .F,
"/ 95.2 2.2 _.5 6.'7 13.2 12.3 12.3 ? 98.6 .2 ,'7 .5 1.g t.'/ 1,2
tO 65.'/ 4,2 6.'7 10.3 14.3 6.'/ !1.4 10 gg.5 .2 ,'7 1.'/ ;2.2 .5 .5
1:3 80.q 3.6 5.3 9.0 9.9 '7.1 14.3 13 99.1 I.;2 !."7 1.0 1.9 .5 2.2
16 '78.-/ 3.0 q.g '7,0 q.6 8.8 15,6 16 9"7.6 .'7 ! .0 2.0 .5 .2 2.;_
19 83.1 2.3 _.6 2.3 6.3 10.3 14.6 19 98.1 ..7 ,0 .0 .2 1.2 t.g
22 g0.2 1.6 4.0 5._ 8.'4 IO,3 8.4 22 99.5 .5 .2 .2 .0 .'_ ,5
/
CRIT[RtA rl_ THUNOCRSTORtq CRITCRIA SiX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROI_ABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIIES
1 E 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 1_
I IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 99.3 .2 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.9 I.-/
q IO0.O .0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 4 95.6 ._ t .4 ..7 .'7 t .'7 1.2
-/ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 99.6 .0 .5 .5 1.2 1.9 1.2
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 10 9CJ.rJ ..7 1._* 1.'7 t .9 1.2 1.0
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 96 1 !.2 !,2 1.5 1.9 I..7 I.;2
18 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 99.1 1.0 1._ 1.E 1.5 i.2 1.2
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 9'/.6 ."7 .'7 i .5 I .'7 i ,0 E.O
22 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 98.6 ."7 .'/ 1.0 1.0 1,0 t .4
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CAIrB LAf4)XHOPFK)BADILITIES
PROBABILITYOr UNIrAVOAABLECONDITION'SAT A OIV[N HOURAI',OTIE: COhK:)ITIONAL
MqOBABILITIE:SOF'UNIrAVORAB..ECONDITIONSOT HOURSLATER IrOg INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE OROUNOI,,IINI_3 CRITERIA Tk'O CLOUOS
HOUR PROg. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONO|TIONN. PROBABILITIES
I a 3 S IZ _ I _ 3 6 IE Eq
I I._ 50.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 I 15.7 ??.9 73.S 58.8 63.E 'J2.9 23.5 ,
q 1.6 .0 Iq.3 28.6 _E.9 85.7 .0 q 1_.5 93.7 85.7 ??.O 63.5 61.9 19.0
7 E.5 63.6 _5.5 63.6 72.7 q5.5 9.1 7 28. ! BB.S 82.8 76.2 "/3.0 5?.9 _5.1
IO 5.8 60.0 68.0 68.0 72.0 12.0 16.0 IO 30.0 92.3 86 _ 83.1 70.8 33.8 qq.6
13 10.0 "1_.5 7_.5 66.0 31.g 6.q Eg.o 13 35.0 go.I 82.2 ?9.6 61.3 25.2 qE.8
16 17.1 79.7 68.9 q5.9 Ih.g (..B ql.9 16 37._ 8,_.8 7_.7 67.1 37.7 22.2 h3.2
19 11.6 39.0 ;_0.0 22.0 6.0 IfJ.O 32.0 19 30.6 79.q 67. _, 5_..3 35.1 h8.5 3_.h
22 2.8 33.3 16.7 16.? 65.0 33.3 I6.7 22 18.0 73.1 65.q 5_.5 35.g 55.1 _.q
CRITERIA THINE Ct:ILINO CRITERIA IrouR VISIBILITY
HOUR PRO0, CONDITIONALPROOABILITIES HOUR PROO. CO/_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I ;_ :3 6 12 Eq I 2 3 6 IE Eq
I 6.0 73.1 _6.2 38.5 57.7 53.8 23.1 i 1.2 100.0 60.0 _0.0 60.0 .0 20.0
q ._.B 88.0 8q.0 68.0 qq.O 36.0 IE.O _ .9 100.0 100.0 75.0 .0 .0 .0
7 11.5 68.0 69.0 5B.0 56.0 30.6 E_.O 7 3._ 6_.3 20,6 .0 .0 IS.q EI.q
I0 IE.? Bl.8 70.9 67.3 _,1.8 20.0 _l.ll tO .E 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
I!1 1_.5 0_.5 ?q.6 ,'57.1 38.1 21.0 31.7 13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
IB 16.,4 70.9 SE.O _3.7 i_3.9 10.3 21.1 16 I._ 03.3 66.'/ 50.0 16.7 16.7 .0
III 10.7 67.q 50.0 37.0 L:_.q 21.7 20.0 19 2.3 q0.0 _0.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 IO.O
2;.) 5.5 75.0 66.7 _._ _9.i_ 33.:3 16.7 22 .7 100.0 100.0 IO0.O 33:3.3 .0 33.3
CRITERIA rlve THt.W0ERST0_ CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. COM)ITIONAL PROSAOIL|TI[S HOUR PROB. CONOiTIONN. PROEIABILITI[S
i 2 3 6 I_ _ I E 3 6 12
I ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
• 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 50.0 .0 .0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .E .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .2 |00.0 i00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 IS .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .2 100.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0





_ILITY OF FAVORABLECONOITIONS AT A OIV[N HOURAND TIE COM_ITIONAL
_ILITII[:S OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROU_ NII_S CRITERIA TI,40 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIOI_LH.PROBABILITIES
I E :3 8 IE _ I 2 $ S IE El,
I 98.6 .E .7 I.E E.I 10.5 I,_ 1 8q,3 J.5 3.0 (5.3 EI._ 31.5 I_.B
9O.q .0 .9 E.I 5.2 16.0 1.6 q 85.5 15.6 18.9 19.7 _"_.3 33.8 Ik_.O
7 9"/.5 2.6 :3.6 1¢.3 9,2 10.7 E.l_ 7 71.9 6.1 8.0 11.9 20.2 EO.O 22.1¢
I0 9_.2 2.2 q.E 7.3 1:3.7 2.2 q.9 10 70.0 5.9 11.5 1_.5 23.1 il.2 _.0
13 89.2 5.7 6.7 I1.1 9.1 .8 8.0 1:3 65.0 5.3 10.3 ll_.6 Iq.;_ 11.3 30.1
18 82.9 7.0 9.2 q.5 .'ll .6 11.7 16 6_.6 6.:3 8.1 8,9 6.3 10.3 33.0
19 88._ I.:3 .8 .:3 .8 1.6 8.7 19 69._ 1.7 1.7 2.7 7.7 20.1 L_.3
2_ 9"7.2 i.2 1.2 1.0 .9 14.'/ E.'_ 22 8(_.0 :3.1 5.1 7.9 I0.1 _.'/ 16.3
CRITERIA THI_C CEILING CRITERIA IrOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PRoe. CONDITIONALI:_OOAOILITICS HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I ;_ 3 B 12 _ 1 2 3 6 lit ON
I 9_.0 ,? E.2 3..7 B.B 12.0 5.E ! 98.8 .5 .5 .5 2.6 .5 .9
q 9q.2 2.0 6.6 8.1 10.8 15.2 5.1 _ 99.1 E.I 2.8 2.6 .2 1.4 .9
.7 e8.5 2.1 3.1 6,0 9.1 8.1 IO._ .7 96,8 .0 .0 .;_ .5 1.9 i_.6
10 0"/,:3 2._ 4.0 6.9 12.7 3.q II.B 10 99.8 .2 .2 .2 I.q .7 ._
1:3 85.5 E.q .7.0 9,5 6.0 3.8 11.9 13 9g.5 .5 .2 I.q ;_.3 1.2 .i_
_G B3.S 3.0 _.1 _.2 1.9 3.0 15.0 16 g8.6 .5 I.E 1.7 .5 .7 I.q
19 89.:3 .5 1.8 1.9 3.9 I0._ 9."7 19 9"/.7 .0 .0 .0 .5 2.6 ;_._
_2 9q.5 I,O _.q :3.7 q.I 11.7 _.B 2;_ 99.3 .2 .2 .5 .7 .2 .5
t
CRIT[RIA FIV[ THUND[RSTORM CRITERIA SIX PRI[CIPITATION
I.IOUR PilOt. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRO3. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 L_ ! _ 3 8 I_ L_
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I I00.0 .5 .5 ._ .5 ._ .0
I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 99.8 .0 .0 .5 .2 .0 .E
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 7 99.5 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .5
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 99.8 .0 .7 .E .0 .0 .E
1:3 I00.0 .2 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 13 99.8 .5 ._ .0 .0 .0 .E
18 I00.0 .0 .E .2 .0 .0 .0 16 100.0 .7 .7 .0 .0 .2 .0
19 99.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0
_ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 IO0.O ._ .0 .0 .2 ._ .0
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P_=,bOBA_ILTTYOr tP_AVO_ABL[ CONOITIOfl_ AT A GIVEN HOURANO THE CONOITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or L.;NC'AVORABL[CONDITICI',ISDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDMINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUOS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl,PRCBABIL1TIE$ HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPR08ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 L_ I 2 3 6 t,2 _,o
I !.7 _2.9 1'4.3 14.3 .0 57.1 .0 I "/.9 8"7.9 75.8 81.8 63.6 _3.6 L_/.$
'* '..'7 _=8.6 28.6 L.2.9 57.1 7|.4 29,6 4 12.9 96.3 83.3 ?0.4 63.0 66.7 33.3 "*"
7 1.9 25.0 25.0 37.5 25.0 50.0 IE.5 7 14.3 91.7 "18.3 75.0 75.0 55.0 37.3
10 3.fi 46.7 60.0 60.0 B0.0 20.0 6.7 10 16.E 91.2 86.8 85.3 72.1 38.E $6.8
13 6.9 79.3 82.8 82.8 62.1 6.9 _.1 13 20.'7 94.3 81.6 79.3 53.2 23.0 40.2
16 12.1 86.3 68.6 54.9 9.9 9.8 27,5 16 21.4 86.7 77.8 68.9 38.9 35.6 40.0
19 13.6 31.6 12.3 8.8 8.8 8.8 33.3 19 17.I 8!.7 61.1 57.4 30.6 42.3 36.1
22 1.7 .0 .0 14.3 14.3 28.6 .0 22 9.5 67.5 57.5 47'.5 55,0 55.0 30.0
CRITCRIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR V'SIBILITY
HOuR PROB. CONOITION_L PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 I2 _ I 2 3 6 IE
I 2.9 83.3 66.7 75.0 50.0 33.] 8.3 I .7 86.7 66.'/ 66.7 66.7 .0 33.3
4 4.3 66.7 61.1 50.0 38.9 50.0 5.6 4 .5 100,0 100.0 100.0 .0 50.0 50.0
'/ 5.7 75.0 66.7 66.'/ 66.7 4t.7 12.5 7 .7 33,3 33.3 .0 .0 66.7 33.3
10 5.7 83.3 75.0 70.B 5_.2 25.0 4.2 10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 9.3 79.5 59.0 66.7 30.8 10.3 17.9 13 1.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 14.3 .0 .0
16 12.1 66.'/ 54.g _,3.1 17.6 15.7 23.5 16 3.1 76,9 30._ E3. I 7.7 "/.7 7.7
19 6.0 79.2 _e.o 28.0 24.0 _0.0 20.0 19 E.6 45.5 _7.3 9.1 IB._ 9.1 9.|
22 3.1 ._6.2 IS.H E3. I E3. I 7.7 15.4 EE .7 58.7 33.$ 33.3 33.3 .0 .0
CRITERIA rlVlL THUNOERSTORH CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES H_JR PROB. CONOITIOI',ILkLPROBABILITI[S
l 2 3 6 12 _ | E 3 6 I_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 ,_ ._ .0 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .2 :00.0 :00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .2 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0
13 .7 I00.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .2 IO0.O .0 0 .0 .0 .0
;6 .S 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C 16 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0







_ILITY Or IrAVORAEILECONDITIONSJT A OIVEN HOURAND THE:CONDITIONAL
PIqOQABILITICS OF"U_"AVORAL[ C¢'X_IDI?'IONSDT HOURSI,,.ATI_RFOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
¢NIT£RIA ON_ GIqOUNDMINOS CRITERIA Tr,40 CLOUDS
HOUR Pfl08. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PR08. CON01TIONALPROBABILITIES
I ,2 3 6 I_ Lx_ I E 3 6 I_ _ ,,
I 99 $ .5 I.? 1.5 1.9 6. I I.? I 99.I 1.3 _.8 '7.0 10.1 1"7.1 5.h
q 98.3 ._ .T I._ E."/ II.I I._ _ _i.1 5.E _.E 6.0 9.3 I'_.8 9.3
? 98.1 1.5 _.q _.g 6.6 I_.g 1.7 ? 85.'7 3.1 _.7 6.q II.? I0.9 g.s
I0 96.q I._ E.? q.9 9.8 1.0 3.5 10 83.B 2.e 6.0 8.2 II.6 _.0 If.!
13 g].l 3.1 q.6 6.9 IO.O 1.3 ,5.6 13 79.3 5.1 6.3 6.3 5.1 3.0 Iq.I
16 8"7.9 8.2 I+.L) 7.9 .S .S 9.5 16 "/8.6 1.8 2.7 3.0 ;.5 6.1 15.8
115 86.q I.I I.I .6 .8 .8 15.15 Ig 8_.g .8 I.I .9 e.3 7.8 la.!
E+ 98.3 .? .5 1.5 1.5 3.1 1.7 +a go.5 1.6 _.9 e.g 7.9 II.I 6.8
CRITERIA TI,41_[ CI:ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
NOUN Pfl06,. CONDITIONAL PROSABILITI[S HOUR PROg. COhO|TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 15 I_ L_ I 2 3 6 li?
1 g?.l .7 I._ 2.2 _._ 15.8 _.5 l 99.3 .0 .0 .0 ._ 1.7 .5
95.7 ir.;_ 3.5 3.7 _._ IO._ _._ _ 99,5 .7 /7 .E .0 _.9 .E
' 7 15q.3 !.8 E.$ E.O 5.8 3.0 5.1 ? 99.3 .5 .0 .0 1.7 i_._ .3 "
IO _.3 1.5 _.8 5.8 9.6 1.8 S.8 I0 IO0,O .5 I.O 1.7 3.1 .7 .0
15 90/7 E.I q.5 6.8 3._ I.B ?.15 13 99.3 .5 I.O I 5 _.q .7 1.7
18 87.15 1.6 1.9 .15 I.I E.? 10.3 18 98.9 .? l.? _ "_ .5 .E E.9
115 gq.o .5 .15 1.5 1.3 _.8 5.1 19 97.q ._. .+ .5 .+ .5 E.q
_ 96,9 ._ 1.5 ;_.0 3.T 5.q _.? _. 99.3 .0 ._ .5 .i_ .0 .?
CRITERIA riME TI4JND_RSTOI_I C_IT[R_A SiX P/_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PI_)BABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONkL mROBABILITi£S
I _ 3 15 I_ L_ I _ 3 8 IE EN
1 IO0.O .0 ._ ._ .0 .7 .0 I IO0.O .0 .0 .E .0 ._ .0
99.15 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .E _ 99.B .0 .0 ,0 ._ .5 ._
? 1_0.0 .0 .0 .0 .? .0 .0 ? I00.0 .O .0 ._ ._ .0 .0
I0 IO0.O .0 ._ .? .5 .0 .0 I0 9_.8 .0 .E .E ._ ,_ ._
13 99.3 .0 .E .5 .0 .0 ._' 13 99.0 .E .5 ,5 .0 .0 ,_
18 99.5 .0 .E .0 .0 .E .5 I§ 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .E .E .5
19 ICO.O ._ E .0 .0 .0 .0 19 I00.0 ._ .E .E .0 .0 .0
_ IO0.O .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 _ 99.B .0 .0 .0 .0 ,_ ._
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[AF'B LANOINO PROBABILITIES
InR_ABILITY OIr UNF'AVORABL[CONDITIONS AT A OIVCN HOURAND THE;CONDITIONAL
IqltOBABILITIEB OF"UNFAVORABLECONDIIlONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INOiVlOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE OROUNOHINDS CRITERIA TWO CLOUDS
HOUR PRO6. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 B 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 L"4
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 t 9.0 92.3 79.5 76.9 _.B 84.B LDB.2
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G 4 12.9 69.3 85.7 85.7 75.0 71.4 3"7.5
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 _xo.O 9"L3 60.8 75.0 79.B 5:3.8 q7.1
I0 .5 50.0 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 ,0 I0 22.1 90.6 83.3 82.3 71.9 38.5 L**4.B
13 1.8 75.0 6_..5 8"7.5 6_.5 .0 IE'.5 13 2"7.0 BB.O 81.2 '_5._ 5L*.7 _"_.8 53.8
16 6.2 68.7 51.g 33.3 "7,L* .0 18.5 16 26.5 86.1 76.5 6"7.8 35.7 33.9 r'J2.2
lg "/,2 25.8 6.5 3.2 .0 ,0 Ig.q lg 22.2 B0.2 59.4 49.0 36.5 583 50.0
_2 .5 50.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 22 12.2 73.6 60.4 56.6 58.5 62.3 39.6
CRITERIA TI4Q.r.: C_ILINO CRITERIA F'OUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 _ 3 6 12 EL* 1 2 3 6 12
I 4.4 89.5 BB.4 73.7 84.;_ 63.2 31.6 ! .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0
: L, 6.7 100.0 89.7 86.2 72.4 55.2 20.'7 L, .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0
7 12.0 84.B 76.9 73,1 67.3 :_.6 34.B 7 ,2 I00.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
I0 IO.B 85.1 "N.5 70.2 55.2 25.5 36.2 10 .2 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
1:3 11.1 87.5 75.0 66.7 50.0 27.1 $5.4 13 .2 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0
16 12.L* 9'4._* .74.1 63.0 29.6 29.6 L,4.q 16 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
19 9,5 78.0 48.8 39.0 3_4.1 53.7 34.1 19 .7 33.3 ,0 .0 .0 .0 3:3.3
_2 4.6 61.9 61.g 57.1 57,1 57.1 19.0 _2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA IrlV[ T_R_TORM CRITERIA SiX PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 § IE 2q I 2 3 6 IE _'4
i .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 o0 .0 I .7 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 .0 .0
L, ,2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _* .9 25.0 50.0 75.0 25.0 .0 25.0
7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1,2 BO.O 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 2O.0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1:3 .5 .0 .C .0 .0 .0 .0
16 1.2 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .2 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 .0 .0
22 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
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EARS LANDINOPROBABILITIES
PrlOSABILITY Of" FAVORABLECONOITIONS AT A GIVI[N HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
_BILITIE6 Of" UI_FAVORABL[CONDITION6 DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNOWINOS CRITERIA TI_O CLOUOS
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 11_
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i.9 .0 I 91.0 2.3 3.3 6.6 19.0 _1.3 7.3
q I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .5 6.2 .0 4 87.1 g.3 IP.7 14.8 14.3 19.8 9.5
"7 100.0 .0 .0 .5 1.8 7.2 .0 7 76.0 2.'/ 4.0 5.5 10.3 12.2 17.6
l0 9g._5 .9 .9 1.8 6.0 .2 .5 10 77.9 4.1 8.0 11.2 13.6 4.'/ 16.6
13 98.2 .9 3.1 q.7 6.1 .0 1.6 13 73.0 4.1 7.9 8.5 10._ 3.5 18.0
16 93.8 5.2 8.6 5.4 .0 .0 5.4 16 73.5 2.5 3.1 5.7 3.8 5.6 17.2
19 92.8 .5 .2 .2 .0 .0 6.0 19 "/7.8 .6 .8 1.8 1.5 15.2 15.0
;_2 99.5 .£ .2 .0 .0 .5 .5 22 87.8 2.1 2.q 2.6 6.8 17.3 g.q
CRIT(RIA THRIll CI[|LINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
t 2 3 S 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 Ltq
I 95.8 !.0 1.0 3.6 8.7 8.7 3.4 I gg.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .2
4 93.3 q.2 5.4 6.7 6.4 9.q 5.7 q 99.8 .2 .5 .0 .0 .5 .2
7 88.0 1.8 2.q 2.4 3.q 6. I 9.7 7 99.8 .0 .0 ,0 ._ .7 .E
10 89._ .8 1.6 3.9 "1.5 2.3 7.8 10 9g.B .0 .0 .2 .5 .0 .2
13 88.9 3.4 5.2 5.7 4.4 ! .8 8.3 13 99.8 .5 .7 ,5 .7 .0 .2
16 87.6 1.6 2.1 1.9 1.3 3.4 8.2 1(5 99.5 .0 .0 ,5 .0 .2 .5
19 90.5 .0 .8 1.3 1.6 8.4 8.7 19 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5
22 95.2 1.2 1.'7 1.9 q.; 0.5 q.I 22 100.0 .0 .0 ,_ .2 .E .0
CRITCRIA RIVE TFU_iERSTOI_t CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I 100.0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5 .0 I 99.3 .2 .2 .? .S .5 .7
4 99.0 .2 .0 ._ .0 1.2 .2 4 99. I .? ,5 .5 .0 .5 .7
? 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2 .2 ? 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .5 .5 .9
10 100.0 .0 .0 .5 1.2 .0 .0 IC 99.8 .0 .5 .5 .5 .0 .2
13 99.5 .0 .5 i.2 .2 .0 .5 13 99.5 .2 .2 .5 .5 .7 .5
16 90.8 .2 ._ .2 .0 .2 !.2 16 99.5 .9 .5 .6 .0 .9 .5
19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .E 19 99.5 .2 .0 .0 ,5 1.2 .5
2/_ 100.0 .0 .2 .0 .2 .0 .0 22 100.0 .0 .5 .7 .9 .2 .0
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PflOSABILITY OF"UNFAVORAa.ECOM:)ITIONS AT A OIV_N HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GR(XJNONIND9 CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. COI_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 2q I 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 9.2 90.0 75.0 70.0 77.5 72.5 L_.O
q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 II.B B8.2 90.2 8_.4 66.0 68.6 25.S
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 20.7 9_.E 78.9 "_.2 70.8 5_.4 42.2
I0 .5 .0 .0 50.0 100.0 .0 .0 I0 19.9 88.4 84.9 80.0 70.9 30._ 37.2
13 1.6 57.1 71.4 71.4 .0 .0 14.3 13 23.6 93 I 87.3 Bl.q 64.7 25.5 53.9
16 6.q 82.8 q3.3 16.7 .0 .0 26.7 16 28.1 82.6 72.1 60.7 27.3 27.0 57.4
19 1.9 12.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 21.q 67.7 53.3 44.6 3_.4 q9.5 47.3
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 22 10.4 73.3 66,7 60.0 53.3 52.3 15.6
CRITERIA Tl.41_E GELLING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 E_q I 2 3 6 12
I q.B cJ5.2 76.2 71.4 61.9 47.6 23.8 ! .5 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
q 5.8 96.0 8_,0 5_.0 50.0 68.0 2q.0 4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .q .0 ,0
7 B.B 8_.2 76.3 51.4 57.9 39.5 26.3 7 .9 75.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 .0 .0
I0 7.q 90.6 78.1 75.0 59.4 15.6 18.8 10 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
13 11.8 96.1 oJ_.l 7B.q 41.2 17.6 33.3 13 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
16 16.8 81.9 65.8 45.2 18.1 23.3 42.5 16 .5 100.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
IS 10.1 70.5 55.8 31.8 25.0 31.8 36.4 19 1.2 40.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 .0
_2 3.9 88.2 58.8 58.8 52.9 56.3 5.9 22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE T_RSTORM CRITERIA SIX PREClPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ 2_ ! 2 3 6 12 L"_
I ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .5 5q.O .0 .0 .0 50.0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .2 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 10 .7 35.3 .0 33.3 .0 .0 .0
13 .7 68._ 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 13 .9 75.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 ,_.0
16 1.6 42.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 I.§ 14.3 Iq.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 .E 100.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 22 .2 100.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
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PlIIOIIAI|L|TY Of' rAVORAL[ COI{)ITIONS AT A OIVI[N HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
PflOBABILITI[S OF UI_:'AVORAB.ECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ OROUNONINOS CRITERIA Tl.IO CLOUOg
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I E 3 6 12 L:_
I I00.0 .5 .5 .0 .0 I.B .0 1 90.8 1.0 2.8 5.8 15.0 18.6 7.8
4 I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .5 5.9 .0 4 88.2 8.6 12.8 12.5 13.8 22.7 g.g ""
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .5 1.6 1.8 ,0 7 79.3 3.2 3.8 5.8 11.3 12.8 14.5
!0 99.5 .5 .7 1.4 6.5 .0 .5 I0 80.1 4.0 5.2 9.5 17.3 5.5 15,3
13 90.4 1.4 .9 5.g i.g .0 J.4 13 76.4 6.0 10.3 II,5 0.2 4.2 14.2
16 93.1 3.0 4.7 .7 .0 .0 5.9 16 ?t.9 2.6 4,2 6.1 3.8 5.O 16.7
tO 90.2 .0 .2 .0 ,0 .0 2.1 19 78.6 1.2 i.5 1.2 2.3 12.3 13.8
22 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 22 89.6 2.1 E.O 3.1 6.7 15.7 9.0
CRITERIA THREE; C[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR II_.OB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 B 12 Lx_ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I 95.2 .5 1.9 2._ 6.1 10.0 3.9 I 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .7 .5 .S
4 94.2 3.9 4.9 5.q q.g 13.7 4.6 4 99.8 .7 .7 .9 .5 .5 .2
7 91.2 2.3 2.3 3.3 7.3 7.3 6.8 7 99.1 .2 .2 .0 .2 1.2 .g
I0 92.8 2.7 5.0 6.5 13.2 3.0 6.7 I0 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .5 .2 .5
13 88.2 3.4 5.5 2.6 6.0 3.1 8.9 13 99.5 .5 .2 .2 .9 .5 .5
18 83.2 2.8 2,8 3.0 I.I 2.2 11.6 16 99.5 .7 .9 .7 .2 .2 .5
19 89.9 .0 .5 .B 2.6 5.6 7.4 19 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 1.2
_2 98.1 I.i_ I.? 2.4 3.6 5.8 4.1 22 99.8 .0 .2 .5 .2 .5 .E
CRITERIA IrlVE THLN_RSTORtl CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDII'I(_ PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl, PROBABILITIES
I E $ 8 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I gg.B .0 .2 .5 .0 .T .2 I 99.8 .2 .2 .5 .2 .g .2
q 99.5 .2 .2 .0 ._ I.B .5 4 99.5 .0 .7 .2 .7 I .q .5
7 I00.0 .0 .2 .E .7 .5 .0 7 99.8 .0 .5 .7 .9 .5 .5
I0 99.8 .E .E .7 !.8 .2 .E I0 99.3 .0 .0 ,7 1,6 .2 .7
13 99.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 .5 .2 .5 13 99.1 .5 .7 1.6 .5 .2 .9
16 98.4 1.4 .2 .5 .2 .5 1.6 16 98.4 .2 .5 .5 .E .5 _.6
Ig 9g.5 .7 .5 .2 ._ .0 .5 19 99 5 .5 .5 .2 .2 .5 .5
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SEPTI[HB[R
EAFB LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF' UNPAVORABL[CONOITIONS AT A OIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBkBILITIES OF UI'C'AVORABLECONOITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TN0 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL FROBABILITI£S
I 2 3 6 IE _ t 2 3 6 t2 2_
I .E 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 8.1 85.3 82.4 73.5 79.4 76.5 38.E
4 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 I00.0 .0 4 8.6 94.4 94.4 91.7 75.0 66.7 47.2
"7 .5 IOC.O .0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 16.4 84.1 82.6 73.9 71.0 49.3 37.7
I0 !.2 40.0 80.0 80.0 I00.0 .0 .0 I0 16.0 91.0 88.1 82.1 71.6 38.8 40.3
13 2.4 70.0 70.0 70.0 .0 .0 .0 13 19.5 92.7 84.1 75 6 59.8 30.5 46.3
16 7.4 67.'/ 32.3 IE.9 3.E .0 19.4 16 20,0 90.5 '/8.6 67.9 38.1 28.6 46.4
19 1.9 25.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0 .0 19 15.2 67.2 57.8 50.0 37.5 54.'/ 3"1.5
22 .E I00.0 .0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 22 10.2 79.! 74.4 55,9 65.1 51.2 41.9
CRITERIA THINE CEILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
PROB. CO_ITIONAL PROBABILIT|£S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 |2 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I S.2 86.4 68.2 54.5 77.3 68.2 40.9 I .5 lO0.u i00.0 50.0 .0 .0 50.0
4 4.8 I00.0 85.0 85.0 80.0 60.0 45.0 4 .5 IO0.O 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
7 10.2 74.4 6'/.4 69.B 65.1 44.2 34.9 7 2.4 50.0 20,0 20.0 I0.0 I0.0 30.0
I0 I0.0 90.5 81.0 71.4 61,9 33,3 47.6 I0 l.O 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
13 I0.2 86.0 79. I 72.1 51.2 32.6:5'4.9 13 .7 I00.0 66.7 66.7 .0 .0 .0
16 12.4 84.6 75.0 55.8 28,8 25,0 40.4 16 i,2 40.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 8.6 75,0 59.3 44.4 41.7 58.3 30.6 I9 .7 33.3 .0 ,0 .0 33.3 .0
22 4.5 94.7 89.5 78.9 63.E 52.8 36.8 22 .2 I00.0 I]0.0 I00.0 .0 .0 ,0
CRITERIA rlv_ T_I_3TORI'I CRITERIA SIX PIECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 ¢_ 1 2 3 6 12 E_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 .7 100.0 66.'7 66.-/ 33.3 33.3 33.3
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 4 1.2 80.0 60.0 40.0 60.0 20.0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .7 66.'/ 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 I.O 50.0 I00.0 '/5.0 25.0 25.0 .0
13 .7 33.3 66.-/ 65.'/ 33.3 .0 33.$ 13 1.2 60.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 .0
16 I.E 60.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 hO.O 16 I.E I00.0 _0,0 v,O.O _0.0 .0 20.0
19 !.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 1.2 60.0 60.0 60.0 _0.0 .0 20.0
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 1.0 i00.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 .0 25.0
B-I04
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SEPTEM_R
[AFB LANDING PRCBABI L I TIES
P_08ABILITY Of" rAVORAEL[ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE: CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORAeL.E CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNO NIND5 CRITERIA TWO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRO8ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _xO I 2 3 6 12
I 99.8 .0 .O .2 .5 2.4 .2 l 91.9 2.8 3.! 2.8 10.9 14.S S.7
4 99.8 .2 .0 .5 I 2 "7.2 .2 4 91.4 3.4 "/.6 9,4 10.4 15.6 5.7
"7 99.5 .0 .0 !.0 2.2 1.9 .5 "1 83,6 1.4 3.1 4.6 9.4 8.5 12.3
IO 90.8 .2 1.0 1.4 6.3 .2 1.2 I0 84.0 2.8 5.1 "7.6 10.2 4.8 11.0
13 97.6 1,7 4.! 5.9 2.0 .2 2.4 13 80.5 5.0 6.8 6,5 4.4 3,0 12.4
16 92.6 2. I 1.5 1.0 .0 .3 5.9 16 80.0 2.1 3.6 2.1 3.3 4.5 13.`7
19 98.1 .2 .2 .0 .0 .5 1.7 19 _.8 .8 1.7 3.1 :3.1 9,6 11.8
22 99.8 .0 .2 .0 .2 i.2 .2 22 89.8 1.9 2.1 2.9 2.9 i1.'7 6-9
CRITERIA THREE O[ILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. COI_©|TIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12 _x_
I 94.8 .8 1.3 2.0 e.5 `7.0 3.5 I 99.5 .2 .2 .2 2.4 .`7 .2
4 95.2 3.3 5.5 6.5 6.5 10.0 3.2 q 99.5 .0 I 7 2,2 !.0 1.2 .5
7 89.8 .5 I.6 3.2 4.U 4.5 7.7 7 q7.6 .5 2 .5 .5 .5 2.2
10 90.0 .3 1.6 3.4 6.9 I .3 5.8 10 99.0 .7 7 .2 .7 .2 1.4
13 89.8 2.7 4.8 5.6 3.7 2.4 7.4 13 99.3 .5 5 .7 .7 ,5 .7
16 87.6 1.6 2.2 1.9 I.I 2.4 8.2 16 98.8 .2 5 .7 .2 .5 1.2
19 9t.4 .5 .8 .8 2.1 6,0 6.3 19 99.3 .0 0 .2 .5 2.6 .7
22 95.5 .5 1.0 _.0 2.5 8.0 :3.0 22 99.8 .2 .2 .2 .S I .4 .2
CRITERIA riVE THUNIXRSTORI'I CRI :'"IA SiX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 _'_
I I00.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .'7 .0 1 99.3 .0 .2 .'7 .S 1,0 .'7
4 99.8 ,2 .0 .0 ,0 1.2 .2 4 98.8 .5 .0 .2 .2 i.0 1.4
`7 100.0 .0 .0 0 .`7 l.O .0 "7 99.3 .2 1.0 .'7 l.O 1.0 .5
I0 I00.0 .0 .2 "7 1.2 .0 .0 10 99.0 .0 .2 ,5 1.0 ,"7 1.0
13 99.3 ,0 ,2 : .'7 ,0 .5 13 98,8 .S I.O .'7 ."7 ."7 _.0
16 98.8 .5 .'7 .'7 ,0 .2 .`7 16 98.8 t.O 1.0 .'7 ,5 1.4 1.0
19 9_.0 ,2 .2 ._) .0 .0 !.0 19 98.8 .0 .0 .2 .5 .5 i,0
_2 I00.0 .0 .0 .,] .2 .0 .0 22 99.0 .2 ,"7 .S i.2 1.0 .3'
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PRO6ABILITY or UNF'AVORAEU[COI_ITIONS AT A OIV[N HOURAND THE:CONOITIONN,.
PROSABILITI[S OF UI_AVORABL£CONDITIONSDT HOURSLATCR FOR INDIVIDUAL CR|T.
CRIT[RIA ON[ GROUNDklINOS CRIT[RIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CO_[)ITIONAL PROeABILITIr'S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN,.PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 IE EL* 1 2 3 6 IE
! 1.4 83.3 33.3 50.0 33.3 16,7 t8.7 I 14.7 82.8 75.0 70.3 84.1 _).1 L_.O
4 i.2 60.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 60.0 _0.0 4 15.0 9,_.3 83.1 80.0 6T.7 63.1 _/.7
7 .9 50.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 L="7.4 86.6 81.5 "/'7,3 7"7.3 58.8 38.7
IO 3.0 76.9 8*'*.6 76.9 84.6 7.7 15.4 10 E8.8 91.2 88.8 84.0 76.8 45.5 40.0
13 3.9 64.7 76.5 59.8 5.9 11.8 17.6 13 31.8 90.6 86.E 83.9 63.8 3_.6 44.9
16 8.! 5"/.I 34.3 14.3 11.4 8.6 20.6 16 36.3 90.4 63.4 70.1 4"/.I 3(?.5 49.4
19 1.6 28.6 14.3 4E.9 14.3 .0 .0 19 2"7.9 86.0 "/_.4 62.8 43.8 47.9 39.7
E2 .9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 75.0 .0 E2 19.4 76.E 66.3 58,3 51.2 52.4 36.9
CRITERIA THR[£ C[ILINO CRITERIk FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITiONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 I_ EL, I E 3 6 IE
I 6.7 75.9 7E.,4 55.E 4B.3 bB.5 17.E I _.3 B0.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 10.0 10.0
II 6.5 89.3 67.9 6i,.3 71.Lt 67.9 ES.0 I_ 2.5 90.9 90.9 81.8 36.4 9.1 g.I
7 IE.E 86.8 75.5 75.5 58.5 35.8 15.1 7 8.3 77.8 61.1 33.3 .0 5.6 _5.0
lO 14.7 84.4 75.0 6"/.2 59.4 E6.6 E3.4 I0 3.9 58.8 E3.5 11.8 11.8 11.8 E9.4
13 16.4 84.5 8!.'? "/3.E 50.7 E2.5 E9.6 13 .9 IO0.O ./5.0 "/5.0 ES.0 .0 E5.0
16 18.9 84.1 69.3 56.1 3_.9 17.1 34.6 16 _.5 54.5 '_5.5 36.4 18.E IB.E 18.E
Ig IE.9 8_.1 69.6 51.8 3_.1 35.7 19.6 19 E.3 60.0 40.0 30.0 30.0 EO.O EO.O
;_E 9._ 70.0 55.0 45.0 37.5 47.5 15.0 EE 1.8 100.0 87.5 75.0 r:2.5 E5.0 .0
CRIT[IqlA rlV[ THUNOERSTOI_I CRITER|A SIX Pfl[CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIrS
I _ 3 5 IE EL* 1 E 3 5 1_ L_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .7 33.3 86.7 .0 .0 .0 ,0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _4 1.4 3J.3 50.0 33.3 18.7 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1.4 I6.T 18.7 16.'/ .0 15.7 .0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 .O
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .E 100.0 100.0 t00.0 100.0 .0 ,0
18 .;_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 1.8 50.0 37.5 37.5 .0 I;._.5 .0
ig ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 1.8 _0.0 37.5 i_5.0 .0 .0 .0
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OCTOBER
[AKB LANOIHO PROGASIL|TIES
PROBABILITY Of" F'AVORABLECO0|TION5 AT A O|_TN HOURAND T)'( COI'_3ITIONA.L
PflOGABILITIrS Or UNrAVORAB..I[CO_',OITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNDN!NDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUOS
HOUR PROB. C0NOITI0NAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 EL* I 2 3 B 12 EL,
I 98.6 .E .2 .5 ,5 3,? !.2 I 85.3 3.8 4.1 5.L* 21.1 _15.E 13.8 ,,,.**
4 98.8 ,S 1.2 .E 2. I 7.5 .9 4 85.q I._ t5.4 18.2 22.0 31.5 13.0
7 99.! 1.2 t.2 2.6 3.5 1.6 .9 7 72.6 7.0 9.8 10.5 t4.6 16.2 E'_.2
I0 9"/,0 ,5 I,? 1,7 5,7 ,7 2,6 IO .71.E 5.2 9, I I0.? 19.8 ._ "7 26.0
I3 96.1 3.6 5.3 6.0 1.4 1.0 3.4 1:3 68.2 _.4 10.5 14.2 I1.1 "J._ 27.0
16 91.9 2.8 1.3 .5 .0 .5 7:0 16 63.7 4.4 3.6 3.6 3.3 5.4 29.7
IB 88.4 .7 .5 .2 1.2 .9 1.6 19 72.1 1.0 E.6 2.6 4.5 19.5 23.6
22 99.1 .7 .2 I.q 1.2 2.3 .9 22 80.6 E.'J 2.6 5.1 6.6 _x*.6 15.4
CRITERIA THINE C(ILINO CRITERIA FOUR vISIBILITY
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONALPROOAOILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 Eq ! 2 _3 6 IE EL,
I 93.3 1.7 2.5 3.0 9.6 13.3 6.E ! 9"7.7 .E .E .9 7.1 .'7 2.1
4 93.5 1.5 5.2 8.8 I0.8 15.8 5.4 4 9"7.5 ."7 5.9 6.4 3.1 2.4 2.4
? 9"7.8 3.4 5.0 9.3 10.5 9.7 11.8 ? gl ."7 .5 .8 1.3 !.0 2.0 6.8
tO 85.3 1.6 5.9 7.8 11.9 8.2 13.8 10 98.1 .5 .'7 .5 E.E 1.4 2.4
13 83.6 3.6 5.5 8.3 5.5 3.g 14.9 13 9g.t .5 .5 1.9 E.I 2.3 ."7
18 8t.I 2.0 2.9 2.8 3."7 4.3 16.2 18 9"7.5 .5 I.'7 1.4 1.4 2.1 E.I
19 87. I I.I 2.4 E.g, 3.E 8.7 12.2 Ig g7.7 .2 .2 I.E 1.7 8.0 E.I
22 gO.B 1.0 I.B 3.0 3.8 !1.? 0.9 E_ g8.2 .5 .7 .9 1.4 3.. E.I
CRITERIA rlV[ THUN(_IRSTORI'I CRITERIA SIX Pfl(ClPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN,.PRQg,ld)ILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l ;_ 3 B 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 _*
I IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I gg.3 .5 .'7 I._ 1.4 ._ .5
4 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 4 98.6 .5 .9 .9 .2 I.$ 1.2
'7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 98.6 .2 .5 .E .2 1.6 I .q
I0 IO0.O ,E ,2 ,0 ,_ ,0 ,0 IG 99.5 .5 ,7 ,E 1,9 ._3 ,5
13 I00.0 .5 .2 ._ .0 .0 .0 13 99.8 .5 1.6 1.6 1.6 .S .E
leS 99.8 ._ .2 .0 .0 .0 ._' 18 98.2 .E .9 I .E .7 .9 ! .B
19 100,0 .0 .0 .O .O .0 ,(_ 19 c_8._ .5 ..7 .2 .5 t .4 1.0
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PIR0_IBILITV Or UNIrAVORA_.[CONDITIONS AT A OlV_N H(X_ AIJ_ THE CONDITIONAL
PI_"qBL_BILITIESOr UNF'AVORABL[CONDITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIDUAL CR'.T.
CRITERIA ONE G.qOUN0NINDS CRITERIA T,,10 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROgABILITI[S t_UR PROB. CONOIT_ONJI.PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 tE Eh I E 3 6 IE EL,
I I.q 50.0 16.7 16.7 .0 ,0 .0 I 29.3 90.2 8_.I 78.0 '72._ "7'.*.8 42.3
4 .'/ 33.3 33._ .0 66.7 66.7 33.3 4 28.8 84.3 85.1 81.0 83.5 76.0 ,-'3.n
? I .0 25.0 2=3.0 25.0 50.0 25.0 .0 ? 41 .7 88.6 85. I 84.6 78.9 6i .7 49.7
I0 2.4 50.0 40.0 "70.0 50,0 .0 .0. tO 46.8 92.9 91 .8 85.2 80.6 52.g 5"7.?
13 5.0 57.I 57.1 61.9 19.0 14,3 ,0 13 49.5 93.8 88.0 87.0 62.5 46.6 57.2
16 "/.I 30.0 26."7 13.3 13.3 6.7 13.3 16 51.4 91.2 77.3 60 5 5_.6 _!.2 59.3
19 1,4 33.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 ,0 .0 _9 38,3 86.3 "77.o .72.0 50.4 59.0 50.3
_2 i."/ 28.6 28.6 42.9 .{1 EB.6 14.3 22 1,2.4 86 8 ?7.2 '74.3 bl.O 69.9 L,6.3
CRITERIA THINE CEILINO CRITERIA FOUR V|SIB!L:TY
I,I_R PROB. CONDITIONALPR09AblLITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 15."7 84.8 7_,? 65.2 66..7 59.1 [_/.3 I 3.1 ?6.9 69.2 53.8 69.2 38.5 ._
4 15.5 B6.2 83. I _8 5 80,0 .70,8 41.5 4 E.9 63.3 91.7 75,0 _t.7 25.0 8.3
? 19.0 88.7 84.8 82,5 68.8 48..7 33,.7 ? 6.4 74.1 59.2 48.t 29.6 18 _ E_.q
tO 23.6 84.8 78.8 .74,7 "F,.7 42,4 38.4 ;0 5.3 9U.9 59.1 45.5 31.8 13.6 18.2
13 26._ 90.9 8'*.5 7"7.3 48.2 35.5 42."7 13 3.3 71.4 5_.0 50.0 42.9 _4.3 I_.3
16 29.5 e3,1 ?l.O 54,0 _5.2 30.6 42.7 I6 3. I 8_.6 45.2 _6.2 23. t 15.4 15
19 17.9 _8.7 70.7 68.0 58.0 60..7 34,7 19 2.4 90.0 80.0 60.0 50.0 39.0 EO.O
_ 16.4 05.5 69.6 88.1 _.E 59.4 31.9 22 2.9 75.0 66.7 68.7 50.0 41.7 25.0
CRITERIA rlVl: TI,IUN{EI_3TORH CRITERIA SIX I_CIPITATION
PROB. CON01TION,_LPROI_81LITI[S _ PROB. CONOITION_. PROBABILITIES
I .O .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 i ?.! 88.9 88.9 66.- 44.4 4_.4 I1.1
4 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 _.d 81.6 81.8 54.5 45.5 54,5 27.3
.7 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O ? E.4 80.0 80.0 ?0.0 50.0 _0.0 I0.0
I0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 tO 3.1 _6.2 46.2 53.8 38.5 30.8 15.4
13 .U .0 .0 .0 ., .0 .0 13 3.3 71.4 64.3 71.4 35.7 14.3 .0
16 .5 .0 ,0 .0 .b .0 .0 16 4._ 61.1 50.0 44.4 50.0 16.7 22.2|g .0 .= .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 E.6 63.6 el.e 63.6 18.2 .0 9.1





PI_OBABIL|TY OF FAVORABLE CONO|TIONS AT k GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL GRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROCJ. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 9B.6 .2 ,2 .S l.O 5.1 I..7 I 70.7 2.4 3,.I 8.4 29.0 39.1 23.6
39.3 .5 ..7 l.O 1.9 6.'/ .5 4 .71.2 3.3 13.'/ 25.8 31.9 41.5 22.1
7 99.0 .5 1.2 2.2 4.6 1.2 1.4 "7 58.3 9.4 15.9 19.7 28.6 21.6 3/.6
tO 97.6 1.5 2.7 3.4 6.1 ;.7 2."/ tO 53.2 6.3 11.2 1B.4 26.0 14.8 3B.1
13 95.0 I.B 3.5 4.3 .5 t.O 5.3 13 50.5 i1.3 14.2 16.5 14.5 ll.e 43.9
16 92.9 2.3 1.3 .5 .O .3 6.3, 16 4B.6 6.4 6.4 6.4 B.B 14.2 44.6
19 98.6 .5 1.0 1.4 1,4 1.4 i.3, 19 61.7 2.3 6.6 7.7 10.B 32.4 30.9
22 98.3 1.0 1.5 1.0 .3' 2.2 1.9 22 6"/.6 .7 3.9 "7.4 12.3 36.6 25."/
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOU_ VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 24
I 8-*,3 2,0 2.5 6.2 10.2 20.1 13.0 I 96.9 .2 .5 1.2 4.4 2.2 3.4
4 e4._ 1.7 4.e B.2 13.3 22,0 9.9 4 97.1 t.O 2.2 4.4 4.2 2.5 2.9
3 el.o 5.3 6.5 9.'7 16.2 10,6 15.9 3, 93.6 l.O 2.0 2.3 1,5 1.3 4.8
IJ '76.4 6.3 '7.8 11.2 15.6 B.I 19.7 10 94.'7 1.3 1.0 1.0 I.S 2.3 4.8
13 "13.8 3.5 10.0 12.6 7.1 B.l 20.0 13 96.'/ .7 1.2 1.5 i,0 3.0 3.2
16 .70,5 2.3' 2..7 2..7 4.4 8.1 24.0 16 96.9 1.7 1.5 i.O 2.2 2."/ 2.3'
19 _,1 2.6 4.3 5._. 6.4 12,5 14.8 19 ::3'7.5 .'7 .3' 1.5 2.2 5.6 1.'7
22 83,6 I.I 2.0 4., '7.4 1'7.1 13.4 _._ 9.7.1 .0 .2 1.5 1.7 4.4 2.0
CRITERIA IrIVl_ T_RSTOI_I CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOLR PROB. CONOITIONAL PEJBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! ¢_ 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 l_ 24
1 .00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ! 97.9 .2 .5 I .2 I .5 2.4 _.2
4 IO0.O .0 .P .0 .0 .5 .0 4 97.4 1.0 2.2 I.0 2.0 2.9 2.0
'7 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 '7 9'7.6 I.O I .0 i.5 2.2 2.2 2.2
!0 luO.O 0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 tO 96.9 .5 .', 1.7 3.2 2.5 2.3'
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0 13 96.7 .5 1.0 2.0 1.5 2.0 3.4
16 99.5 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 16 95.3' .2 .2 .3' 1.2 2.0 3.5
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 97.4 .5 .2 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.3'
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PROBABILITY OF"UNFAVORABLEC014DITIONSAT A GIVEN HO_ AND Tile CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITCRIA ONE G_ NINOS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PR08ABILITIES
1 2 3 6 1_ 84 I 2 3 8 I_ 84
I 1.2 60.0 80.0 20.0 40.0 20.0 .0 1 27.9 08.4 85.0 81.9 83.5 "/'7.7 47.1 ,,...
4 .9 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 SO.0 _.0 4 _'.2 09.8 81.4 87.3 70.8 70.3 55.1
7 1.8 25.0 25.0 37.5 37.5 12.5 L=_.O 7 43.5 94.7 80.4 84,1 77.8 54.0 50.7
I0 1.8 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 12.5 .0 tO 49.5 90.7 85.1 82.0 76.3 q7.9 57.2
13 4.1 83.3 03.3 66.7 16.7 5.6 11.1 13 50.9 91.4 86.4 82.8 59.3 46.6 61.5
16 5.3 52.2 43.5 26.1 8,7 4.3 8.7 16 50.0 87.9 75.6 67.7 52.1 47.0 56.7
19 2.1 33.3 33.3 22.2 11.I 11.1 .0 19 36.3 86.0 75.8 72.0 62.4 71.3 51.6
82 2.3 60.0 30.0 30.0 I0.0 10.0 .0 22 29.3 91.3 81.9 78.0 69.3 68.5 51.2
CRITERIA THREC CI[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILIT:ES
I 8 3 6 18 84 I 2 3 6 12 _.4
1 15.9 88.4 79.7 79.7 66.7 55.1 40.6 ! 2.3 90.0 90.0 90,0 60.0 40.0 .0
4 15.9 88.4 78.3 75.4 72.5 55.1 37.7 4 2,5 90.9 81.0 63.6 36.4 g.I 9.1
7 18.7 88.9 77.8 70.4 63.0 43.2 29.6 7 4.4 68,4 47.4 42,1 81.1 10.5 15.8
I0 23.0 87.0 77.0 73.0 65.0 40.0 39.0 10 3.0 69.2 45.8 38.5 15.4 15.4 23.1
13 24.9 85.2 76.9 69.4 46.3 38.9 39.8 13 2.5 18.8 27.3 36.4 27.3 18.8 18.2
16 26.7 80.7 65.5 55.E 44.0 38.8 39.7 16 1.6 83.3 57.1 57,1 57.1 71.4 14.3
19 17.6 78.9 73.7 7t.I 56.6 47.4 35.5 19 1.4 66.7 50,0 66.7 66.7 33.3 I8.7
82 15.9 88.4 73,9 71.0 63.8 58,8 33.3 88 1.6 85.7 85.7 85.7 71.4 42.9 .0
CRITERIA FlY[ THUNCERSTORI'I CRITERIA SiX PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITI[S
I 2 3 6 12 84 I 2 3 8 1_ LXt
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i 8.8 50.0 33.3 33.3 18.7 25.0 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 8.1 55.6 33.3 Ii.i .0 33.3 I1.1
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 8.1 65.7 _4.4 22.2 22.2 ,0 I1.1
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .? 100.0 100.0 33.3 56.? .0 ,0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.8 62.5 50.0 68.5 12.5 25.0 ,0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.8 72.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 IS.7 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .9 50.0 25.0 85.0 I00.0 50.0 .0
82 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2_ .9 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
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PROBABIL|TY OF fAVORABLEC(1M)ITIONS AT A OIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONO|T|ONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE Gc_UNDNINDS CRITERIA TN0 CLOUDS
HOJR PRO8. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _. 3 6 12 _4 l 2 3 6 12 c_
; 98.8 .5 .5 .'7 1.4 4.0 .9 ! "72.; 3.5 4.8 6.1 28.2 40.'7 20.9
4 99.1 ."7 1.4 1.4 1.9 4.9 .'7 4 .72.8 5.4 13.6 2.7.2 38.6 42.4 I'/.4
"1 98.2 .9 1,2 1.2 3.5 I.B ,9 "/ 56.=3 10._ 19.6 22.9 30.2 22.5 31.4
I0 90.2 1.4 1.6 3.3 4.5 2.1 1.6 10 50.5 9.6 14.6 19.6 24.2 11.0 41.1
t3 95.9 2.9 3.6 2.6 1.4 .'/ 3.0 13 49.1 10.3 12.'7 ;6.0 12.3 9.0 38.0
16 g_..7 1.5 .5 .'/ 1.9 .'/ 5.4 16 50,0 5.1 4.1 4.6 6,5 8.3 42.4
19 97,9 .9 1.4 l.B .7 1.2 2.1 19 63.7 5.1 6.9 5.l 8.'/ 27.5 27.3
22 9'/.7 .'/ 1.2 .2 .7 1.4 i.9 22 '/0.7 2.9 4.2 7.5 10.4 41.0 20.2
CRITERIA TI-_E CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
NOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 I2 _ I 2 3 6 I2
I 84.1 1.8 2.5 3.8 9.6 19.2 11.6 1 9"/.'/ .9 .5 .5 3.1 1.7 2.1
,_ e4.1 2.2 3.0 .7.9 13."/ 21.4 12.3 4 9'/.5 .'/ .9 2.8 2.1 1.4 2.181.3 9.3 12.2 12.2 6.1 1 .6 6.1 "7 5.6 .5 1.0 1.2 i.'/ i.0 3.6
I0 77.0 5.'/ 7.2 !0.5 15.3 B.7 18.3 I0 97.0 !.4 1.4 1,4 !.2 i.2 2.1
13 ./5.1 6.4 11.3 12.6 B.O 8.6 19.0 13 9"/.5 .5 ../ .'/ .'/ I.'7 1,9
18 ?3.3 4../ 4.1 3.8 5.'/ 8.2 21.4 16 98.4 1,6 1.4 .5 ../ 1.2 1.4
19 82.4 8.8 4.2 4.2 ?.6 12.6 13.2 lg 98.6 ,0 .2 ,./ 1.2 3../ !.2
22 84.t 2../ 4.'I 5.8 ";.4 1"/.5 12.3 22 99.4 .0 .5 ."/ t.2 2.1 1.6
CRITERIA FIVE T_TORH CRITERIA SIX PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PRO6o CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDIltONAL '_B!LI _:ES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 6 iR
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 t 9./.2 ! .2 ! .'7 I .'/ t .£ 2,6
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 4 9./.9 .9 1.9 J.5 ..7 2. I t .9
./ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 ./ 9./,9 ..7 .'/ ,2 1.4 ,9 I .s
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 I0 99.3 .B 1.9 1.6 2.3 .9 .7
t3 tO0.O .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 13 98.2 .9 .el 1.6 .'/ 2.1 I .9
I6 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I6 97.2 .'/ .0 .5 .5 1."7 2.8
19 I00.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 19 99.1 ."7 .'/ .'/ 1.6 1.6 .7
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B.2 MODERATE WEATHER CONDITIONS
LAUNCH LANDING
" Ground Winds < 20 kts < 15 kts Crosswlnd
u
Winds Aloft mean monthly ±30 m/sec mean monthly ± 30 m/sec
(5-15km) (5 km interval)
Clouds _ 7/10 _ 7/10
Visibility > 3 mi: >7 mi.
Ceiling >4000 ft. >4000 ft.
i
Precipitation None Allowed i None Allowed
Thunderstorm None Allowed None Allowed




P/IOeABILITV or A SUCESSrULLANDINO AT TIM[ T,DT -
OlVI[N rAVCRAB.E LAVISH C_)ITlOt;$ AT TIH[ T FOR THE MOt;THOF"
JAN.
HOUR_. ray. C_XT|_4. PP.--_..rAv_zrjL£ LM_D|NG CONDITIONS A0 TtDT PROg. FAV.
t LAUNCH G|_,'I[N FA;'ORAEL[ LAU':iCHCO'_DIIrlC_ISAr TIM( t LANDINO
! `3 3 6 9 1`3 E_ 48 ?`3 95
I 44,7 61_.0 "r7.8 73.7 55.`3 59.3 F,_.4 r_.6 53.6 51.5 52.1 50.2
4 42,4 "/9.9 ":2.3 _g.2 59.? 59.`3 r_.9 53.8 46.? 50.0 45, t 40,8
? 32.0 ?6.3 ";8.4 ?t.`3 ?1.`3 6_.0 65.5 46.8 36.9 3?.4 40.3 38.¢_
_.0 3_,6 81.3 ".6.? "/7.3 6_,.3 .12.7 68.3 4"/.3 46.0 41.3 40.0 41.5
13 ]r_,3 0_.6 ";9.2 ":8.5 ";P.5 bT. ! 63.8 52.3 45.0 4.1.0 q3.O 44.5
18 34. I 8'3. I G-'.2 ?g. I 75.0 66.2 60. I 54. I 51.4 r__.0 48.0 45.`3
19 41.5 8-).4 85.3 79.4 (,'3.4" F,_.4 51.? _3.4 5"/.8 53.9 53.3 r'_.l
`32 4_,5 86.0 7_.2 73.6 66.3 51.3 56.5 56.5 56.0 5?.5 49.'/ 51.6
r(8.
HOU_ r_,'_, ray. C,_'_:r:r,e_. _=_/. rA.c.c,_RL_ LA'C::_ C,_-_ClfiO',_ At) T*DT PROS, rAY,
t LAL-_ W ,_;;T'; Irjk.:P/,CJL( L_,'_H CC'_J*.;IC:_ At TI.H[ I LANDING
I 4_,9 e3.= "-._ £_.') _,x%8 :;J.5 '/,.C (.:',.2 _._.1 _:_.4 _.5 53.1
4 4=,6 L_..3 ";_.: _.1 r-._ _,_.2 :._._ _l.O _5.9 _._._ _*'**? _9.0
? ,_:.4 "9.8 3.1 r_ ;" _ _ _;).H (,:.'_ 4C.3 31.:) _'_.t 39._ 39.5
I0 29.3 e_. ". L="_.| ";5.? F.,@.7 (,'I. fi _,). r, ',,". 0 _._,.3 lhJ._ 37.1 42.1
13 2O, I ei._" 83.0 _1.9 73.6 7_. F., 6'h.I 46.4 $.,._ 40.9 3_.6 41.1
16 E_J0 e_,._ ,_:._ 9;,5 -:_. r_ _'o.3 f_.r_ _'/.8 3'_._ 43._ 36.3 _G.3
19 39,3 09.6 ._3.8 7S,_ ",6._ _,6, "# _b,g _..5 4f_.l 4_.8 4d,9 49._
_ q6.`3 g: .'. 8_.3 ";r_.G 63.5 _5.9 $O.U bl.3 57.$ _0.3 _I .3 =J_.3
HAR,
HOURPRC9. rAY. CONDITIONAL PRO9. FAVORABLELANDING CONOITIONS AO T tFAY.
I' LAUt_H GIVEN F'AV0_qA_.( LAUNCH¢OND|T10N5 AT T|I_ T LANOINO
t `3 3 6 g 12 _ 48 ?E g8
l 4?.9 (_2.7 80.8 T'/.4 56.3 56..1 52.4 63.9 54.3 55.8 53.8 54.4
4 47.5 86.4 75.`3 _. I 57.3 51 .g 50,5 60.? 55.3 55.8 53.9 53.9
? 34.3 8"/. g 79.2 71.8 62.4 61. I 67. l 49.7 40.9 47.0 43.6 42.4
I0 32.9 84.6 7"1.6 "12.0 69.9 ?`3..1 .10.6 51.7 41 ._ 47.6 46.E 44.0
13 `39.3 81. I .1?.E 76.4 00.3 "18.4 "1,3.4 45."1 40.`3 40.2 4`3.5 39.9
16 31.8 8_. I 8_.6 94.8 8t .9 76.3 60.8 49.3 30.4 38.4 43.5 39.8
Ig 43,1 9_.0 06.1 83.4 *12.7 66.8 51.3 52.9 44.9 41..1 4"1.1 48.3
`3_ 50,2 8T.2 83.0 74,3 "/O.E 50.5 53.2 63.3 5"1.3 55.0 5'*. I 54.4
B-116
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PROgABILITY OF" A 5ICESsIrUL LANDING AT TIME T \GIV[N FAVO_ASL.[ LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T FOR THE MONTH OF
APR.
MOLIR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. f'AV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME f LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 4 8 72 96
I 54.3 83.8 77.2 76.3 57.9 71. I 59.6 70.2 65.7 71.5 66.2 62.6
4 54.8 82.6 70.0 65.2 7I .7 61.3 56. I 66.5 63.9 69. I 68.7 62.4
7 43.8 86.4 78.3 81.5 69.6 84.! 70.7 59.8 53.8 52.7 51.I 48.3
I0 46.2 84.5 76.3 72.2 66 0 68.0 73.7 64.4 57.2 58.2 56.2 55.2
13 40.0 8..3 75.6 75.0 76.8 78.0 79.8 66.1 61.3 58.3 57.7 50.2
16 39.8 85.6 80. _ G2.O 83.8 79.5 73.1 60.5 55.7 55.9 52.1 ,47.4
19 48.8 90.7 89._ 86.3 81.0 74.1 69.4 66.8 64.9 61.5 59,5 56.0,
22 58.3 8[_.2 85 3 78.4 74.3 59.2 66.5 69.4 67.3 67.8 65.1 54.8
MAY
HOUR PROB. r/,v. CONDITI)NAL PROB. FAVORABLE I ',NDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
i" LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 65.4 89.1 88.4 85,9 69.0 65.5 61.3 75.4 77.5 ;3.9 72.9 70.5
4 68._ 85. I 69.6 70.3 b4.5 64.9 57. I 76.7 75.7 73.0 74.0 72. I
7 53.7 84.5 80.7 75. I 71.2 63.5 55.£ 66.5 61.8 56._ 60.5 5"7.4
IO 53.5 8-".8 81 ,9 78.4 65.5 58.2 75.0 64.7 57.8 55.2 54.7 55.3
I 3 50 2 83. Cl 75.7 72.0 66. I 79. ', 84.9 63.8 60. I 56.9 55,5 53.0
16 42.b 80.6 76.9 71.5 83.3 87.5 a3.9 _12.9 50.0 51.6 51.1 45.6
19 41.0 91.6 94.4 91.6 88.2 86.5 72.5 57.9 44.9 46.6 4B.l 44.9
22 58.5 90.6 89.0 86.6 82.3 66.5 65.0 69.7 64.6 65.5 64.5 62.9
J_JNE
HOUR PROB. rAY. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
r LA;JNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIE ? LANDING
1 2 3 B 9 12 24 we 7_ 96
I 6',.7 85. I 81.5 82.2 64.9 64.9 51.4 79.0 74.6 7_.'J 71.0 68.6
4 67..q 83.2 65.0 57.7 66.7 52.6 48. I "/6.5 73.0 70.5 71.2 69.8
7 52.9 86.8 82.9 81.1 59.0 54,5 47.7 68,0 63.1 60.8 60.4 55.5
I0 54.3 86.0 76.8 67. I 57.9 _9. I 68.9 67.5 E4.0 hO.5 6_ .8 56.0
13 44.5 74.9 71 .7 57.4 58.3 74.9 82.9 59.4 51.3 51 ._ 48.7 44.5
16 35.7 84.0 78.0 69.3 86.0 88.7 88.7 64.0 51.3 46.0 43.3 38.8
19 3] I 91.4 87, I 85.6 85.6 88.5 80.6 65.5 53.2 44.6 39.6 35.5
22 51.4 93.1 91 .7 87.5 83.8 69.9 68.1 68.5 6|.1 59.7 5_.6 54.5
B-II7
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PROBABILITY OF" A SUCESSFUL LANDING AT TIME T,,DT
GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIM6 T FOR THE MONTH OF"
JULY
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LAI'_ING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT lIME_ T LANDING
! 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
! 70.7 92.8 90.9 B9.9 67.4 66.1 55.0 75.9 71.3 72.3 72.3 70.5
4 79.7 85.8 67.6 b9. I 64.2 54.0 44.8 82.9 80.9 78.9 80.9 78.6
7 59.7 91. ! 83.4 78.4 63.7 52.9 5C.2 66.0 63.7 57. ! 55.6 59.4
IO 57.1 86.7 77.4 71.8 54.8 51.2 70.2 53.3 59.7 53.2 48.6 57,1
13 46,8 83.7 72.9 64.5 57.1 74.9 80.3 59.1 48.8 45.8 44.8 .7.5
16 36.2 87,9 75.8 73.9 82.2 80._ 87.._ 54. I %5.2 43.3 38.2 39.2
19 39.2 52.4 94.1 91.2 87.1 ° 9!.8 79._ 62.9 57,6 _8.2 43.5 38.9
22 61.1 93.G 92.5 87.9 69.4 68.7 6C.B 76.2 70.2 65.3 64.5 60.8
AUG.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANOING CONDITIONS AO T+DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 73.7 91.2 90,3 87.8 73,4 67.5 57.5 78.1 76.2 74.4 72.8 74.0
4 78. I 69.7 75.5 74.3 62. B 55.2 44. B 78.2 78.2 78.2 78.2 77.9
7 64.5 91.8 84.3 74.6 63.9 53.2 53.9 72.5 69.3 70.4 68.6 64.5
I0 58.! 85.7 80,6 75.0 56.7 56.7 72,2 71 ,B 70.2 67.9 58.3 58.3
13 52, I 80. I 71.2 66.4 60.6 77.0 85.0 62.8 58.8 61.5 59.7 52.5
16 41.5 87.2 Bl.l 76.1 84.4 85.6 e3.2 62,8 55.6 53.9 48.9 41.9
19 41.5 95,0 91.7 91.7 87.2 86.1 80.6 63.0 53.9 48.3 48.9 42.6
22 63. I 92.0 88.0 87.6 82. I 75.5 67.9 70.8 G7.5 66. I 65.3 63.8
SEPT.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT - PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
l 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 61.4 89.1 86.8 84.5 65.5 63.2 48.8 71.3 64.3 62.8 63.6 61.0
4 59.0 89.3 72. | 66.2 64. I 50.7 47.2 75.5 70.7 69.0 69.7 68. |
7 52.4 81 .% 78.2 73.2 55.9 50.9 53.6 60.0 54. I 52.3 53.2 51 .2
I0 52.9 76.6 71.6 64.9 59.0 62.2 70.3 64.4 56.3 57.2 51.9 51.4
13 41,4 78.2 76.4 69.5 66. I 73.6 78.2 55.7 44.8 45,4 43. I 40.5
16 39.0 84.1 81.7 80.5 82.3 80.5 86.0 62.t_ 44.5 40.9 39.6 38.8
19 42.6 88.3 83.2 85.5 81.6 84.4 73.2 59.2 48.0 41.3 39,7 41 .0





PWOBABILITY OF A SUCESSFUL LANDING AT TIM£ T+DT
GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T FOR TI_ MONTH OF
OCT.
HOUR PROB. rAY. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PAC_J. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LA,JDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 _26
I 59.0 82.4 77.3 78,1 62,9 61.7 55.6 67.2 62.9 59.0 55.9 59 0
4 57.4 83. I 3.5 65.9 63. I 56.6 58.2 66. _ 59.4 56.2 55.8 59.2 ,...
7 46.5 81.7 77.2 7L 8 62.4 63.9 65.8 57.4 51.5 47.5 50.0 48.2
TO 45 6 84.8 75,8 71.2 67.7 71.2 71.2 59.6 50.0 48.0 45.5 _8.8
13 41 .7 79.6 76.2 72 9 74.0 72.4 72.9 54.7 "7,5 41.4 40.9 43.3
16 41 .0 82.0 79.8 80.9 79.2 74,7 70.8 61 ._: _B.B 44,9 43.3 45.9
19 47.2 82.9 82.4 81.0 74.1 71.2 61.5 61.0 53.2 48.8 45.9 49.5
22 56.0 85,2 83. I 75.7 72.8 5q. 3 58,8 55.0 60. I 57.2 55. I 57. I
NOV.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PRO8. FAVORABLE LANDII:O CONDITIONS AO T h PROB.FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABI.E LAUNCH CONDITION5 AT TIME T LANDING
l 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 58.6 86.6 79.7 75.6 59.8 57,5 63,8 67.5 64.6 54,6 6_.2 62,6
4 55,0 e&.t 79.7 54.5 66.2 65.8 67.5 61,5 58.3 58,0 57.6 57,6
7 45.2 84,2 74.2 74.7 68,9 70.0 56,8 51,6 47.4 51,| 52,1 47,4
10 49.0 02,5 77.7 72,8 74,3 73.3 75.2 59.7 58,7 59.7 55,3 52,9
13 45.7 80,2 78, b 76, i 74.5 73.4 74,0 59.9 53,1 56.3 49.5 51,9
16 47.6 89.5 83.5 84,D 81,5 75,5 68.5 63,0 61.0 54.0 52,0 55.2
19 50.5 91.0 85.8 84.4 75,5 70,8 53.5 67.0 60.4 59,9 59.4 58.3
22 5_.I 88.2 84,0 77,7 _0,6 55,0 61.3 65.8 60.5 65.1 64.3 62,9
DEC.
HOUR PROB. ¢AV. CONDITIONAL _ROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PRO0. KAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAunCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 _ I_ 24 48 7_ _6
I 55.5 83.8 79.3 78.4 54.8 61.4 62.2 69.3 63.9 59.8 60._ 63.1
4 54.4 8|.8 75.4 61.0 60.6 64.0 6:.4 66.5 62.3 62.7 62.3 62.2
7 41.5 82 2 81.I 77.2 71,1 65.6 73.3 54.4 47.8 52.8 51,1 47.7
10 _5.2 8g.B 82.7 8_.6 71.9 74.0 71.9 56.1 50.0 47.4 54,1 53.0
13 4_.R 79.5 76.8 75.3 79.5 76,8 73.7 56.3 51.6 56.3 53.7 53.2
I_ 44 g 83.1 8"_.2 85.6 83.1 77.9 70.8 59.0 59.0 57.4 51,3 5_.9
19 51.6 97.0 87.9 85.7 80.8 74.1 57,1 66,5 63.4 58.0 52.1 60.8
?2 %',.| 87.4 83.7 81.2 75.3 57,3 63.2 65.7 64.4 58.8 57,3 60.6
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PROBABILITY OF UNRAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12
I B.5 64.9 64.9 64.9 45.9 56.8 21.6 1 15.7 97.1 94.1 BB.2 82.4 66.2 47.1
4 10.4 82.2 77.8 68.9 60.0 46.7 17.B 4 18.2 98.7 96.2 g4.g 78.5 63.3 44.3
7 10.2 61.4 59.1 63.6 50.0 20.5 13.6 7 20.8 g:.! 83.3 78g 65.6 58.9 43.3
I0 18.2 74._ 55.8 60.8 50.6 16.5 22.8 I0 16.8 g3.2 84.9 82.2 72.6 57.5 38.4
13 24.0 78.8 71.8 61.5 23.1 14.4 2g.B 13 17.5 88.2 84,2 BI.6 77.6 55.3 40.8
16 21.0 48.4 37.4 33.0 25.3 18,7 30.8 16 17.7 94.8 go.g g3.5 80.5 62.3 44.2
19 8.B 68.4 55.3 60.5 3g.5 31.6 23.7 19 22.6 g2,g 90.8 86.7 73.5 68.4 41.8
22 9.'_ 70.7 61.0 53.7 53.7 61.0 26.8 22 20.0 g3.1 86.2 82.8 78.2 63.2 40.2
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 P,_
I 38.9 84,0 Bl.l 78.7 75.1 68.0 49.7 l |6.6 CS.7 69.4 62,5 55.6 37.5 23.6
4 40.1 B6.B 83,9 Bl.O 75.9 63.2 47.7 4 20.3 83.0 71,6 67.0 43,2 IB.2 28.4
7 46.4 go.o 84.1 83,1 70.6 56.7 55.2 7 23.5 73.5 60.8 54.9 37.3 23,5 38.2
10 4g.8 82,4 8].0 76.4 72.2 52.3 59.7 10 18.4 71.4 60.7 40.8 25.0 28.5 28.6
13 44.7 87.6 85.] 7g.9 65.5 55.7 5g.8 13 15.g 7],g 4g,3 39,1 31.9 27.5 21.7
16 47.2 gl,2 80.0 70.2 57.6 55.1 62.0 16 10.6 67.4 57.4 60.9 54.3 34.8 19.5
|9 40.1 81.6 74.1 71.3 65.5 66.7 52.3 19 12.4 87.0 72.2 68.5 48. I 44.4 16,7
22 56.6 83.6 76.7 73.6 68,6 69.2 42.8 22 ;].6 83.1 61.0 55.g 49.2 30.5 27.1
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SlX TI,_JNO£RSTORH
HOb_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILI'I[S
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 _ 6 I2
I 3.2 64,3 42.9 42,9 50.0 .0 21.4 I .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 0 0
4 5.5 87.5 91.7 83,3 16.7 .0 16.7 4 .5 .G .0 .0 .0 0 .0
7 I1.1 60.4 29.2 10.4 2.1 2.1 31.3 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
|0 3.2 42.9 28.6 21.4 .0 7.1 .0 10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
13 .7 33.3 33.3 .0 .C .0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0 .0
16 .2 |00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
Iq .5 100.0 I00.0 100.0 50,0 50.0 .0 19 .2 100.0 .0 ,0 .0 0 .0
22 1.6 71.4 71.4 42.9 57.1 14.3 14.3 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
CRITERIA S_VI£N PRIE:CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
, 4.4 94.7 73,7 73.7 47.4 47.4 15.8
4 7.4 71.9 5T_.4 56.3 25.0 Ie.O El.9
7 7.6 78.8 ELL7 48.5 48.5 .-21._ 15._
I0 6.9 66.7 _6.7 43.3 20.0 13.3 3.3
13 7.1 5_.0 ._5.5 45.2 25.8 6.5 9,7
16 5.5 58.3 45.9 50.0 37.5 25.0 4.2
IB 5.8 68.0 48.0 52.0 24.0 20.0 12.0
22 6.9 63.3 50.0 23.3 ._3.3 23 3 3.3
B-12]
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITI[5
FqROeABILITYOr rAVORABLECONOITIONS AT A G:VEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBAB|LITIES OF"UNf.AVOFIABLECONDITI_ DT _S LATER f.ORINDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERI' ONE" GROUNDWINOS CRITERIA TWO WINOSAL01rT•
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ 24 I 2 3 B 12 24
I 91.5 4.0 4.5 5.3 6.8 20.9 6.8 1 84.3 I.; 2.5 5.2 9.3 B.S 13.1
4 89.6 1.5 2.8 3.4 13.4 18.0 9.8 4 BI.B 1.4 3.1 4.2 3.1 7.6 15.8
? B9.B 3.1 7.7 13.1 21.1 ?.5 10.1 7 79.2 .3 .3 .6 5.0 :3.1 18.1
10 81.8 9.0 13.0 15.8 14.4 7.9 17.2 I0 83.2 .6 1.9 4.4 6.6 12.5 15.5
13 76.0 4.B 7.6 8.2 4.2 6. I "22.1 ,3 82.5 2.0 2.2 4.2 10.9 10.6 15.4
16 -/9.0 3.8 2.3 2.3 5.2 8.5 18.4 J6 82.3 1.1 2.B ?.3 ?.0 ]2.0 14.8
19 91.2 3.0 3.8 4.5 5. I 8.4 "7.6 19 77.4 .6 .6 .6 2.4 10. ] 16.7
22 9C.6 2.3 2.5 3.3 6.I 13.'7 7.6 22 80.0 .9 1.2 2.3 6.6 8.4 14.7
CRITERIA THRtEE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILIN0
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 B 12 24
I 61.1 8.3 14.0 15.5 28.0 29.B 31.3 I 83.4 4.7 9.7 11.9 17.2 11.6 IC.0
4 59.9 9.6 13.B 23.2 32.3 36.5 36.2 4 79.7 6.4 9.0 12.5 13.3 8.7 18.5
? 53.6 13.8 16.B 21.1 _2.0 25,9 40.7 ? 76.4 5.7 7.3 8.5 9.4 9.1 19.4
I0 50._ 8.7 10.6 13.3 22.5 _1.1 41.3 10 80.6 3.7 _.E B.O 7.1 10.0 17.4
13 55._ 10.8 15.5 20.8 19.6 24.6 34.2 13 B4.l 4.1 3.6 5.2 B.B 15.3 15.1
16 52.8 10.9 13.1 13.1 I./.9 27.9 35.4 16 Bg.4 4.4 B.2 6.7 8.8 I8.8 9.8
19 59.9 8.1 10.0 13.5 20.4 35.1 3Z.5 19 87.6 5.3 3.9 5.8 12.9 20.8 [2.1
22 63.4 7.3 15.6 18.2 24.7 39.5 33. I 22 86.4 6.1 10.! 11.2 16.0 17.9 _1.7
CRITERIA rl_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN01:RST014M
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR FROB. COKDITIONAL IM_'OBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I _6.8 1.4 2+9 4.3 g.8 .7 +.6 I 99.8 .0 .0 .5 .2 .0 .2
4 94.5 2.4 3.4 §.8 +'.W .2 4.9 4 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0 .5
"1 88.9 2.6 2.3 _.3 .5 .3 9.1 7 gB.B .2 .5 .2 .0 .2 .2
10 96.8 .2 .0 .0 .2 1.4 3.8 10 9_.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
13 99.3 .2 .0 .2 .5 3.2 .7 13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0
16 99.8 .5 1.2 .2 _.4 5.5 .2 16 100.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .5 .0
19 99.5 .2 .5 1.2 3.0 11.4 .5 19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .2
22 98.4 .9 I .4 2.6 4.7 3.3 | .4 22. 10_.0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .2 .0
CRITERIA P-£VI{N PF_CIPITaTION
HOUR PROB. C0NOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12
I 95.6 3.1 3.4 4.3 5.B S.3 3.9
4 gz.6 3.5 3.0 3.'/ 5.5 4.5 6.2
? "._.4 ! .5 3.8 3.5 3.8 4.5 7.0
_._ 93. I 2.7 3.7 4.5 4.5 6.4 6.g
13 g_.9 2.2 _,,0 2,5 4 2 4,2 6.7
16 94._ 2.Z 3.7 3.2. 5. t t_.3 5.4
Ig 94.2 2.9 2.9 4.2 3.2 6.4 _.l
P2 93. I 1.5 3.2 3.0 5.w 5.4 7.2
B-122
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._08ABILITY oIr UMrAVO_A_.[ CONDITIONS AT A OIV[N HOuR AND TE CONOITIONkL
I_OeABILITIES _r UNf'AVORABL£ CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR XNDIVI{91jAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: OROUNO NINDS CRITERIA TWO NIN{:)S #.LOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12 24
I 10.5 82.9 68.3 68.3 63.4 63.4 12.2 I 24.0 95.7 92.F, 89.4 894 73.4 ._.9
4 II.0 83.7 79.1 76.7 76.7 55.8 30.2 _ 2_.5 97.9 °5.9 97.9 92.7 75.0 49.0
7 12.5 81.6 77.6 73.5 89.4 28.6 24.5 7 29.6 89.7 82.8 Bl.O 92.4 5L..3 48.3
I0 _.7 84.5 73.2 75.3 62.9 _,7 37.1 I0 25.0 92.9 89.8 85.7 79.6 55.1 46,9 _.-
13 31.1 89.3 79.5 71.3 23.8 20.;, 42.6 13 25.0 91.8 90.8 86 7 73.5 59.2 49 0
16 29.6 75.0 51.7 30.2 29.3 2J._, 31.9 16 24.2 98.9 95.8 83.2 73.7 64.2 50.5
19 9.9 69.2 53.8 48.7 35.9 28.2 ,I0.3 19 25.3 93 9 e4.8 79.8 72.7 68.7 47.5
22 II.7 56,5 56.5 58.7 54.3 58.7 26.1 22 20.9 95.1 87.8 87.8 76.8 69.5 48 8
CNi TERI A THINE CLOUD5 CRI TERI A FOUR C£ IL I NO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILIT|E5
I P.. 3 6 12 E4 I 2 3 6 I2 24 ,_
I 35.2 Ir/.o 79.7 75.4 71.7 65.9 48.6 I 15.8 83.9 71.0 61.3 43.5 40.3 19.4
4 39.0 e6.3 81.0 el,7 78.4 68.0 56.2 4 17.6 87.0 75.4 63.8 47.8 29.0 30.4
7 46.4 85.2 78.0 B0.2 70.9 59.3 53.3 7 :a.6 79. I 60.3 58.9 41, I 27.4 31.5
10 47.7 87.7 B3.4 79.1 72.7 48.1 52.9 10 16.8 68.2 59.1 50.0 31.8 31.8 24 2
13 45.2 87.6 80.B 76.8 68.4 52.0 53.7 13 14.0 "/6.4 70.9 52.7 3_..5 32.7 21.8
I§ 45.7 e8.O B_.l 73.7 57.5 55.3 53.1 16 13.0 74.5 54 9 49.0 51.0 39.2 19.6
19 41.3 B].3 77.B 69. I e,_.2 51.I 50.6 19 14.0 ei.8 74.5 58.2 50.9 40.0 25.5
22 ?5.2 79.7 72._ 71.0 65.2 65,2 42.8 22 15.0 64,5 55.5 59,7 50.0 38.7 24.2
CRITERIA FlVl_ _,5.r_., : _' CRITERIA SIX THUM3ER5TORH
PROB. CONDITlr,_IAL 1_4_ABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B I_ _ I 2 3 6 12
I I.e _.? 85.7 71.4 42.9 ,0 14.3 I .B 33.3 33.3 33.3 0 .0 .o
4 5.9 60.9 60.9 _.2 I!.'1 4.3 17.4 4 .3 100.0 IO0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 8.2 65.6 31.3 9.4 .0 .0 12.5 7 .3 .0 0 .0 .t,1 .0 .0
10 1.8 57.1 42.9 28.6 .0 .0 14.3 10 .5 100.0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 1.5 50.0 50.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 13 .5 50.0 50 0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
16 1.3 40.0 .0 .0 .0 20.0 .0 16 1.0 50.0 0 .0 _.0 .C ,0
19 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 19 .5 50.0 0 .0 .0 .0 n
22 .3 100.0 100.0 I00.0 100.0 .0 .0 22 .B 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .,3 .0
CRIT[RIA SEVlEN PIECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 c_
I 5.4 '_7.6 33.7 47.6 33.3 33.3 9.5
5.6 5g, l 72.7 50.0 59.1 31.8 22.T
7 5.9 69.6 69.6 73.9 30.4 26.1 8.7
10 9.7 _4.7 47.. 4£'.l 31.6 21.! 15.8
13 §.9 63.0 51.9 55.5 33.." ie.5 I1.!
16 B.2 ?1.9 L,6.9 50.0 31.3 21.9 15.6
Ig e.2 65.6 65.6 53.1 25.l_ 31.3 9.4
c_2 7.7 63.3 53.3 ,40.0 33.3 36.', 30.0
B--12 t
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITIES
PR_AB|LITV OF" FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL C_IT.
_RIIERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. COf_JlTIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUP PROB. CONOITIONId. PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 89.5 2.0 2.8 4.3 6.6 27.4 10.5 I 76.0 .7 2.7 4.0 10.7 9.7 12.1
4 8g.0 2.0 3.7 4.6 18.3 26.4 8.9 4 75.5 1.0 3.0 7.4 3.0 7.8 12.2
7 87.5 7.0 _2.0 17.8 25.7 7.3 I0.8 7 70 4 .0 .7 ,.4 5.1 13.0 17.4
I0 75.3 6.8 11.9 16.6 18.6 7.5 21.7 t0 75.0 1.4 2.7 4.8 5.8 9.2 13.6
13 68.9 7.4 12.2 t0.7 3.7 6.3 26.3 13 75.0 .7 1.4 3.4 9.2 8.2 12.9
t6 70..0 2.9 3.3 1.4 4.3 6.2 28.3 16 75.8 1.7 4.0 6.7 4.0 7.4 11.8
19 90.1 5.7 5.4 7.6 7.9 10.8 9.6 19 74.7 .7 1.0 I.O 3.4 t2.3 17.4
22 88.3 3.2 4.0 4.3 5.5 21.1. 9.5 P2 79. I 1.6 2.9 3.2 6.5 9.4 13.5
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEIL_'NG
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRBB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ; 2 3 6 t2 24
! 64.B 9.8 13.8 19.3 32,7 33.9 29.9 I 8'*.2 4.8 8,5 9.4 I3.9 9.1 _4.8
4 61.0 8.4 14.2 23.8 28.3 31.4 27.2 4 82.4 5.0 7.7 9.0 10.2 9,6 14.6
7 53.6 15.2 19. I 19.5 22.9 25.7 39.5 7 81.4 6.9 6.0 7.2 7.8 I1.0 15.0
I0 52.3 3.9 8.8 14.1 21.0 23.4 41.0 10 83.2 4.9 6.1 6.7 9.2 12.6 I4.4
13 54.8 7.9 14.0 20.0 19.1 23.7 37,7 13 86.0 4.5 4.7 6,5 10.7 12.8 12.?
16 54.3 8.0 12.'7 14.1 16.4 24,4 38.5 16 8"7.0 2.9 5.0 8.8 10.6 14.1 11.1
19 58.7 6.1 8.7 11.3 17.0 35.2 34.8 19 86.0 3.6 7.4 8.9 9.8 14.5 11.0
22 64.8 7,5 13.0 17,7 24.0 36.6 31.5 22 84.2 1.8 4.5 '/.3 11.2 11.8 14.2
CRITEPIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORH
HOLIR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 t2 24
98.2 t.B 2,6 4,7 "/,5 I .6 1,6 ! 9g.2 ,0 0 .0 ,3 .5 ,B
4 94.1 2,2 1,9 5.4 1,4 I.l 5.1 4 $9.7 .0 3 .3 .5 I.O ,3
7 91,8 2,5 1.9 I.I I.'7 ,3 "7,8 7 9g.3 .0 5 .5 5 .5 .3
I0 98.2 1.6 1.6 I.O 1.3 .3 1.6 I0 99,5 .0 3 .5 I 0 .8 ,5
13 98.5 .0 .8 ,8 .3 I.B 1.6 13 99.5 .8 I 3 1.0 5 .8 .5
16 98.7 .3 .5 .3 .3 5.7 1.3 16 9t_.O .0 3 .5 5 .3 I.O
19 99.7 .3 .5 ,3 1.8 7,9 ,3 19 9g,5 .5 I.O ,8 8 .-_ ,5
22 99.7 .3 ,8 1.5 5.5 !,8 .3 22 99.2 .0 .3 .5 3 ,5 .8
CRITERIA EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 IP 24
J oJ'*,6 2.2 4.0 3.2 4.3 5.4 5.I
4 94.4 1.3 3,2 3,2 6,8 6,8 4,9
7 94.1 3.3 4,3 5.7 5.4 7.0 5..7
I0 90,3 2.0 2,3 3,1 5,6 6,2 9.3
13 93,1 3.8 4.7 4.7 6,3 4.4 6.8
16 91.8 2.2 3.1 4.4 5.6 4.4 7.5
19 81.8 2.2 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.6 9.3
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVOF I.BLECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA T_O WINDS ALOFT"
HOUR PROB. CONDIT!ONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ,34 1 2 3 B I2 24
I 7.6 72.7 56.7 72.7 57.6 51.5 21.2 I I6.B 93.2 95,3 83.6 83,5 65.8 5C "I
4 5.7 78.6 59.5 64.3 69.0 45,2 21.4 4 17.1 97.3 97.3 95.9 78.1 56.8 U5.B
7 10.5 7f.l 71.7 78.3 69.6 32.5 I7.4 7 20.5 92.0 85.4 76.1 63,8 52.8 44.9
I0 22.9 75.8 80.8 75.8 58.6 IB.2 34.3 IO 17.I 93.2 86.3 82.2 68.9 58, I 4!.I
I3 32.1 78.4 72.7 61.2 E8.8 15.8 38.8 13 16.2 94.2 85. n 82.9 81.2 7!.f) 50.0 _w-
I6 2g.3 72.4 48.4 36.2 22,0 22.0 38.9 16 15.0 96 9 95.4 95.3 85.2 C7.7 53.8
19 II.3 67.3 55. I 38.8 32.7 32.7. 22 4 19 18.0 93.6 87.2 L2.1 73.1 65.4 48.7
22 9.2 50.0 57.5 50.0 55.0 52.5 22.5 22 15.5 95.5 88,1 85.1 73.1 59,1 47._
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRI;ERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 14OUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 l 2 3 6 12 24
I 37.9 84,8 78,5 70,7 75,0 68.9 47.9 I IO.B 57.4 53.3 47.8 30.4 30.4 19.6
4 36.6 8I.B 83,5 83.6 73.4 66.5 50.3 4 12.7 75.9 59,3 41.8 33.3 !4.5 18.2
7 48.2 84.6 79.9 78.4 "13.2 61.5 59.8 7 ll.B 72.5 66.7 51.0 35.3 19.6 21.6
I0 45.7 86. I 81.7 78.7 73.8 52.7 55.7 lO 13.4 67.2 51.7 45.5 24.1 22.4 19.3
13 46.g 89.S BO.B 79,3 55.8 53.0 58. l 13 13.g 68.3 55,0 38.3 30.0 20.0 18 3
16 46,9 87.2 80.3 75.9 51.4 5_,2 55.7 16 9.0 71.8 61.5 55.4 46.2 20.5 17 9
19 43.6 82.0 72.0 70.7 62.8 64.0 50.5 19 I0,2 59.! 52.3 47.7 36.4 20.5 I_.2
22 36.5 77.8 74.7 72.5 63.9 63,7 45.8 22 I0.9 56.0 51.1 48.9 38.3 29.3 21 3
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 B 12
1 .9 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 .0 .0 I ,7 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 .0 ._
4 2.5 63.5 54,5 54.5 9.1 ,0 9. I 4 .7 100.0 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 t
7 6.0 57.7 5"4.6 15,4 .0 3.8 19.2 7 ,5 50.0 .0 .@ .0 .0 .O
10 1.4 16.7 .0 .0 16.7 .0 .0 10 .9 I00.0 75._ 25.0 25.0 50.0 £5.0
13 .7 33.3 66,7 .0 33.3 33,3 .0 13 1,8 87.5 50.0 37.5 25.0 12.5 12.5
16 .g 75.0 75.0 7,5.0 25.0 .0 .0 I6 :.6 85.7 28.6 I_.3 14.3 14.3 .9
19 1.4 83.3 33.3 5C.0 .0 ,0 16.7 19 3.g _".8 41.2 35,3 5.9 .0 17 6
22 .7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .q .0 22 2.3 2G.O l_._ 25.0 20.g lO.O I0.0
CRITERIA t-=EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 8 t2 [_
I 9.0 64.1 47.4 41.0 25.6 25.6 12.B
4 6.0 72.0 52,0 42.3 36.0 15.4 I5.4
7 4.1 72.2 66.7 55,6 3B.g 16.7 II.I
I0 5.5 54.2 50.0 50.0 33.3 16.7 2_.8
13 6.5 67.9 54.3 46.4 32.1 25.0 2I 4
16 6.5 53,6 46.4 57.1 32.1 28,6 21.4
19 8_5 78.4 55,8 56.8 51.4 t8.9 18.9
22 7.2 54.8 h4,5 54.8 32.3 22.6 6.5
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KSC LAUNCH PROBAB|L TTIES
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVZN HOUR AN[) THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIE e " UNFAVORABLE CONtITION5 DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIOL:AL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND W=NDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS'ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12
I 92.4 2.5 4.3 4.5 6.7 30.6 7.3 ! 83.1 1.4 1.7 3.6 7.8 6.1 10.9
4 90.3 1.3 3.1 4.8 17.9 27.6 8.7 4 82.9 1.9 _.5 5.0 _.7 6.4 11.9
7 89.4 6.e 14.2 16.3 27.6 8.8 ZO.6 7 79.5 .3 .6 2.0 4.' 9.0 15.4
10 77.1 12.._ 13.3 18.9 20.4 6.6 19.2 I0 82.9 1.1 1.7 3.5 3 6 5.4 13.1
13 67.9 9.G 14.6 14.3 3.1 4.G 29.7 13 83.8 .Z 1.4 1.7 5.8 7.4 11.0
16 70.7 _.3 1.0 1.0 3.9 4.9 25.8 16 85.0 .5 2.7 4.6 3.0 8.7 9 5
In 88.7 3.6 3.1 5.5 5.2 8.6 11 .0 I9 82.0 .3 .6 .8 5.4 11.5 12.7
22 80.8 3.8 3.1 4.1 5.3 19.6" 7.9 22 84.5 1.4 4.4 5.2 7.7 10.7 II.0
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I B 3 6 I_ 24 I 2 .3 6 12 24
1 62.1 10.4 15.2 15.6 31.6 33.6 31.2 I 89.4 4.9 7._ 8 5 9.6 11.9 9.8
4 63.4 9.53 16.4 27.6 31.3 35.6 29.8 4 87.3 4.0 6.9 7.4 10.6 8.2 12.4
"7 bl.B 12.4 16.9 17.3 22._ 27.1 36.9 7 88.2 6.0 8.4 8.4 II.O 8.9 ll.O
I0 533.3 9.1 14.0 18.7 23.'3 22.5 39.0 _0 85.6 5.1 7.5 8.6 6.4 g.. 12.8
13 533.1 10.4 14.3 17.9 23.9 213.9 38.0 13 86.1 3.5 4.6 4.3 7.0 9.'7 14.0
16 513.1 9.6 14.9 _4.8 14.3 22.2 39.3 16 91.0 2.8 4.1 5.6 7.1 !2.2 8.7
19 53F,.4 4.5 B.2 10.2 18.0 35.7 38.5 Ig 89.8 4.4 6.4 6.7 B.2 11.3 lO.l
22 63.53 B.B 10.9 17.53 21.8 :137.5 30.7 22 Bg.I 3.4 4.4 6.5 10.1 11.'7 g.9
CRITERIA FIVE VlSIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 B 12 24 I 2 .3 S 12 24
t 99.1 .2 .7 1.9 53.4 .7 .9 1 gg.3 .5 .5 .2 ,5 1.9 .3
4 97.5 1.4 3.1 4.7 1.2 .9 2.6 4 99.3 .2 .5 .2 .7 1.6 .'7
7 94.0 .2 .0 .5 .7 I .2 53.I 7 98.5 .2 .5 .g 1.9 3.9 ._
I0 98.6 .2 .5 .7 .7 .7 1.2 10 98. I .5 1.4 1.6 1,4 1.9 .7
13 99.3 .7 1.2 .9 1.2 7 .7 =.3 98.2 .2 .9 .9 3.5 .5 1.4
16 9g. I .9 .5 .7 .5 L'.8 .9 16 98.4 ,9 2.8 3.5 1,9 .5 2.4
19 88.6 .0 .0 .0 .9 6.1 1.2 19 95.! .0 .2 1.0 .5 .5 3.6
22 99.3 .2 . i .9 2.8 1.2 .7 22 97.7 .2 .2 .2 .2 .7 2.1
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 5 12 24
I 91.0 ! .B 2.5 2.5 _-.0 4.6 8.4
4 94.0 2.2 2.9 1.7 3.7 5.9 5.1
7 95.9 3.4 2,6 3.4 5.! B 2 4.1
I0 94._ _.7 2._ 3.8 4.9 E).6 4,4
13 93.5 2.0 2.Q 3.7 6.9 7.7 5.4
16 93.5 2.2 4.0 53.2 5 2 4.2 5.7
19 91.5 3.5 3.0 2.5 5.1 3.0 7.8
22 92.8 2.0 2.5 5.53 3.7 4.0 7.0
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS _T HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNO WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR pROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I2 24
| 7.6 59.4 46.9 40.6 40.6 71.9 21.9 I 16.9 9_.5 91.5 87.3 84.5 b9.0 49.3
4 5.0 71,4 76.2 66.7 90,5 66.7 14.3 4 17.] 98.6 97.2 97.2 80.6 63.9 48.6
7 6.9 _2.4 79.3 79.3 82.8 31.0 17.2 7 18.6 g4.g 89.7 82 I 75.6 60.3 51._
I0 18.6 75.9 75.6 67.9 57.7 17.9 25.6 IG 16.2 100.0 85.6 92.6 79.4 64.7 48.5
13 24.5 71.8 69.9 64.1 23.3 19.4 39.8 13 15.8 90.I 85.9 83.1 76.1 64.8 50.7
16 24.0 64.0 43.0 27.7 18.8 10.9 34.7 16 15.5 IGO.O 9&.g 90.8 BO.O 72.3 55.4
19 7.5 52.5 43.8 43,8 34.4 18.8. 15.6 }9 16.9 91.5 64.5 8 .3 76. I 63.0 50.7
22 6.2 80.8 55.4 53.8 30.8 61.5 I5,4 22 I5,0 gS.7 92.1 88.9 82,5 65.1 42,9
CRITERIA THEE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILIT,ES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
| 29.3 71.5 61.0 56.B 64.2 48.8 40.7 | 5.7 70.8 45.8 29.2 20.8 12,5 4.2
4 28.8 78.5 76.9 75.2 57.9 47.1 33.9 4 8.6 44.4 38.9 36. I 44.4 16.7 8.3
7 41.2 81.5 65.5 61.3 57.2 54.3 55.5 7 ]1.2 60.9 44.7 3F_.2 27.7 5.4 21.3
I0 34.0 81.| 74,8 72.7 64,3 40.5 43,4 _,0 9.8 61.0 48,9 3J.7 14.6 9.8 9.8
13 34.5 84.1 82.8 7.8.3 68.3 48.3 51.7 13 8.6 55.6 44.4 33.3 11 .1 11.1 13.9
16 37.1 87.2 80.8 73.7 51.9 44.2 50.6 16 7.1 60.0 40.0 23.3 3.3 20.0 13.3
19 35.7 3 69.3 60.7 54.0 64.7 54.0 19 5._ 52.2 52.2 47.8 Z4.8 17.4 13.0
22 27.1 "17.2 68.4 65.8 54.4 56.! 38.6 22 4.8 60.0 50.0 35.0 I0.0 |0,0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA 51X THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _, | 2 3 6 12 24
I .2 IO0.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
4 1.7 57. I 57.1 42.9 .0 ,0 ,0 4 .5 50.0 50.0 ]00.0 .0 .0 ,0
7 1.9 57.1 12.5 0 .0 .0 .0 7 .7 66.7 .0 0 .0 .0 .C
10 .0 .O .0 0 .0 .0 .C t0 1.0 50.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
13 .2 100.0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 13 _.4 50.0 50.0 33.3 .0 .0 ._
16 .5 50.0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.9 33.3 33.3 t6.7 .0 B.3 0
19 .0 .0 ,0 0 .0 .0 ,0 19 2.6 45.5 18.2 9.1 .0 .0 8. i
22 ,0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 22 .7 66.7 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 33.3
CRITERIA 5EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOIrIONAL PROBABILIT|_S
t 2 3 6 _2 ."_
2.1 44.4 2_.2 22,2 11,1 22._ .0
4 2.1 33.3 22.2 33.3 .0 22.2 22.2
7 2.4 20.0 10.0 .0 I0,0 .0 .0
10 1.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0
13 3.3 57.1 57.1 35.7 21.4 35.7 7.1
16 5.2 36.4 40.9 22.7 27.3 4.5 4.5
19 2,9 4|.7 35.3 41,7 16.7 B.3 .0
22 2,9 56.7 58.3 41.7 16.7 8.3 .0
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PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONA_
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITION_ OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDLAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 _,
I 92.4 1.0 2.3 2.1 4.1 20.6 5.4 ! 83.1 .0 1.4 2.9 5.2 6.3 10 '
4 95.0 2.0 2.0 3.8 14.8 21.8 4.0 4 82.9 .0 1.4 2.3 2.9 5.5 I_ ,
7 93.1 6.2 II.8 14.1 20.2 5.9 5.4 7 81,4 ,6 1.2 1.2 3.5 7.0 iC 5
I0 81.4 5,8 9.4 t4.6 |6.4 3.5 16.7 10 83.8 .6 .9 2.3 3.1 5.4 9 ;
13 75.5 8.2 I0.4 1|,0 2.5 2.5 18,6 13 83.1 .0 l.i 1,7 4.9 6.9 8
16 76.0 2.8 1.9 1.3 2.2 2.5 19.7 16 84.5 5.7 2.._ 3.4 3.1 6.8 6 e
]9 92.4 3.1 4.6 3.1 4.4 5,2" 6,2 19 83.1 .3 .6 1.7 4.6 7,7 9 E
22 93.8 2.8 2.3 3.6 2.8 15.5 5,6 22 85,0 I.I 3.4 3,8 5.3 6. 7 8 7
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FCUR CEILIN0
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOuR FP0B. CON01TIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 ] 2 24 I 2 3 6 !2 _,
! 70.? 9.4 15.5 17.2 31.6 28.6 _4.6 1 94.3 1.0 4.8 7.3 10.6 8.3 5
4 71.2 11.4 18.4 27.4 24.W 33.1 25.4 4 91.4 4.2 '5.5 8.9 6.5 6.3 7
7 58.8 8.1 13.8 15.0 18.6 22.7 30.8 7 88.8 2.9 6.4 6.4 6.2 5.4 9 '
10 66.0 9.0 15.2 14,8 23,1 20,2 28.2 TO 90,2 4.0 6.9 6.1 6.3 4,2 9 '.-;
]3 65.5 6.9 li.6 14.9 18.5, 19.3 24.0 13 91._ I.B 2,9 4.7 4.9 L,.4 7
16 62.9 7.2 ]1.8 13.3 12,5 16.2 28.8 16 o_.9 2.6 1.8 4.1 4.9 6.5 6 -_
19 64.3 3.3 4.8 8.5 15.6 27.8 25.6 19 94,5 .B 1.5 2,3 3.3 I0.I L, ,
22 72.9 8.5 10.'5 15.7 18.0 24.8 22,9 22 95.2 2 2 4.7 3.5 7.7 9 5 L,
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBIt ITY CRZVERIA SIX THUNO£RSTORH
HOUR PROB. CO_IIIONAL PROBABILI'flES HOUR PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ;34 1 2 3 6 1_ _-_
I 99.8 .2 l.O 1.4 :.7 .2 .2 ! TO0 rj .0 .2 .5 .7 .4
4 98.3 .7 2.4 1.2 ,0 .5 1.5 4 99.5 .5 .0 ,2 I.O 2.9
7 9e.I .7 .2 .0 .L .0 1.7 7 '._9.3 .0 ,2 1.0 1.4 2.6
lO I00.0 .2 ,5 .2 . .5 ,0 ,2 In 99.0 .2 .7 1.4 2.9 .?
13 99.9 .5 .2. .5 .0 ,2 .2 I" S_.6 I,O 1.9 2._ 2.7 C,_ ',
16 99.5 .2 .0 .0 .0 |,4 .5 16 cj?,l .7 1.5 2.2 .7 ;:
19 IOO.O 0 .0 ,0 .2 1.7 .2 19 97 4 .0 .7 .5 .0 7
_2 I00.0 .0 .2 ,2 1,4 .2 ,0 22 99.3 .2 .2 .0 =. 1.4
CRITERIA SEVEN P_CIP!TATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12
I 97.9 .5 .7 '.7 2.2 2.9 2.2
4 97.9 ,2 1.7 1.7 1,0 . 9 1.7
7 97 6 .7 1.5 1.0 3,2 2.9 2.2
I0 99.0 1.9 1.4 2.9 _,8 2.4 1,w
13 96.7 2.2 2.7 4.2 2 2 l.n 3.w
16 _.3 1.8 1.3 !.8 1.5 2.0 5.0
IB 97.I 12 1.0 1.7 5.7 2.0 2.?
22 97.1 2,0 1.5 1,0 1.7 1.2 2.7
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TI-ECONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRIIERIA TNO NINDS'ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES iiOUR PROB. CONOITIOHAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I_ 2
I 2.3 40.0 50.0 30.0 20.0 50.0 I0.0 I I0.4 95.6 84.4 BO.O 80.0 55.6 _;
4 1.8 62.5 62.5 62.5 lOq. O 62.5 .0 4 IO.4 95.6 93.3 93.3 86.7 5! I L4 '
7 3._ 71.4 78.6 78.6 78.6 28.6 7.1 7 13._ 99.0 85,0 85.n 69.5 51 _ _t C
I0 lO.B 76.6 74.5 72 3 46.8 23.4 21.3 I0 I2.2 96.2 e3.o 78.8 62,3 58.5 4! '
13 16.6 63.9 56.9 40.3 25.0 5.6 27.8 13 11.3 85.4 77.6 75.5 73.5 53.1 _9.0
16 15.0 53.8 4G.O 30,8 _3.1 6.2 24.6 16 10,4 97.8 97.8 97.8 84.4 60.0 4C P
19 6.2 59.3 51.9 48.1 11.! 22.2 14.8 19 12.2 90.6 88.7 81.1 67.9 56.b _5 _}
22 4.8 57.I 33.3 28.6 19.0 47.6 28.6 22 I0.4 97.8 91.I 84.4 68.9 _4 4 37
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOLn_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRCO. CCNDITIONAL PRCBABILI_IE5
2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 E-4
I 25.1 87.2 72.5 58.7 72.5 55.0 35.8 I 6.9 46,7 40.0 33.3 13,3 IF_.7 cF
4 22.1 76.0 74.0 72.9 GO.4 77.I 33.3 4 7.1 _I.9 38.7 32.3 29.0 12.9 12 •
7 35.5 81.2 72.7 6{3.9 63.6 88.8 48.7 7 6.9 60.0 45.7 43.3 26,7 13.3 5 "/
I0 34.3 88.6 82.6 75.8 7_.5 51.7 50.3 I0 7.6 66,7 57.6 _8.5 18,2 21.2 £_ "_
13 33.3 87.5 90,3 88.2 79.2 4;.2 45.1 13 8. I 60,0 5!.4 45.7 22,9 20 _ ',: '
16 42.9 88.2 83.3 82.3 56.5 34.4 58. I 16 7.8 55,9 35.3 3E.4 29.4 8.8 17' ;-
Ig 49. I 78.9 65.7 59.2 42.3 51.6 63.8 19 5.8 76,0 49 0 40.0 20 0 12,0 15 [
22 31.8 73.2 63.0 55.8 43.5 52.2 43.5 .22 6.5 51 I 39 3 _b.7 17 9 17 9 ','_
CRITERIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNOE_RSTORH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 IB 24 l 2 3 6 12 2'_
I .2 IOO,O I00.0 100.0 ,0 .'_ .0 1 .7 ,0 .0 .0 ,L_ .:) ',
4 .9 75,0 75.0 .0 .0 .a .0 4 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 0 c
7 3.fl 53.8 7.7 15.4 7.7 .n 30.8 7 .5 .0 .O .0 .0 60 C :"
I0 ,7 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 I0 2,1 68.7 44._ 33.3 II.I 0
13 .2 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .O .0 13 4,2 72,2 61,_ 50,0 16.7 C II :
16 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 8,5 70.3 ,3.2 29 "/ lO.B 8. I c', •
19 .5 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 19 5.1 77.3 31.8 IB,2 .0 O ;,t 6
22 .0 .0 .O .0 .O .O .0 22 3,0 69.2 38.5 15.4 ,.7 :5.,_ Z,
CRITERIA EVEN PR£Clel TAT |ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRO=JABILITIES
l .9 25.0 50.0 .0 .0 25.0 .0
4 2.5 _7.3 18.2 27.3 .0 27.3 .0
7 2.5 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 9.1 9.1
I0 3.5 60.0 53.3 66.7 26.7 26.7 .0
13 4.8 47.6 47.6 47.6 9.5 .0 W,8
16 6.2 51.9 29.6 25.9 14.8 3.7 7.4
19 w.4 57.9 26.3 21.I 10.5 ,0 5.3





PROBABILITY OF" FAVORABLE CONDITIC*,F: AT A OIVIEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNF'AVORABLE CONL_ITIONS OT HOURS LATER F'OR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. COI_iTIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITILS
I 2 3 6 12 E_ 1 2 3 6 IE 24
I 97.7 2.4 1.2 1.2 2.8 15.8 2.1 1 89.6 .3 1.8 2.3 6.2 6.2 6.7
4 98.;_ 1.6 ,9 2.1 9.2 14.1 1.6 4 89.6 1.8 2.8 4.6 3.6 5.7 5.7
7 96.8 3.3 5.E 8.6 14.6 5.5 2.9 7 85.2 .5 .5 .5 2.1 5.9 8.8
I0 89.2 3.6 7.'5 9.9 11.I 2.6 9.3 I0 87.8 .3 1,0 E.I 3.1 3.7 "7.6
13 83.4 .7.2 7.8 I0.0 2.5 1.7 13.9 13 88.7 1.0 1.3 2.1 4.4 4.2 7.6
16 85.0 3.3 1.6 1.9 1,6 .8 13.3 16 89.6 .8 1.5 2.3 1.6 3.9 6.9
19 93.8 1.7 3.2 2.0 1.7 1.7 -5.9 19 87.8 .3 .5 .5 1.6 7. I 8.4
22 85.2 I.0 .5 I.0 .7 8.7 3.4 22 89.6 .5 .8 I.0 2.8 5.7 7.2
CRITERIA THeE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIL'TIE5 HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 t_ 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
! 74.9 5.8 6.5 g.B 23.1 2S.9 21.2 i 93.1 3.5 4.2 5.2 6.4 .7.4 5.9
4 77.9 11.5 24.3 24.9 26.9 33, I I8.9 4 92.9 4.2 4.2 5.0 6.0 7.4 7.4
7 64.5 8.9 13.2 16.4 16.5 38.2 28.6 7 93.1 3.5 2.7 5.0 6.7 5.2 6.g
I0 65.7 `3.6 8.8 I0.9 26.3 21.4 26.3 |0 92.4 2.7 3.7 4.7 7.0 5.2 6.0
I3 66.7 8.0 16.3 20.4 34.3 13,8 27.4 13 gl.g 2.8 4.0 4.5 _.3 5.8 7.1
16 57.1 12.6 19.8 24.2 13.3 I2.9 31.9 16 92.2 2.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 7.7 7.0
19 50.cJ 7.2 5.4 5.4 8.1 20.4 35.3 19 94.2 2.7 3.7 4.4 6.1 6.6 6.1
22 68.2 5.7 9.8 10.`3 12.2 26.4 25.3 22 93.5 3..7 3.4 4.9 7.1 6,7 6.2
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNOERSTOR14
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOflAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.8 .5 .7 .7 3.0 .E .2 I 99.3 .7 .9 .9 .5 4.2 .9
4 99.1 .7 3.3 3.0 .7 .5 .9 4 g9.1 .E .9 .5 2.1 8.6 .9
"/ 97,0 .2 .0 .2 .0 ,5 E.! 7 99.5 .0 .7 2.1 4.2 4.9 .5
Ib 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .5 IO 9"7.9 1.2 2.6 3.5 8.5 3.1 1.6
13 99.8 1.2 1.4 .5 .5 .2 .2 13 g_.8 3.4 4.1 6.7 _.6 1.0 3.6
16 gg.5 .0 .0 .5 .0 .9 .5 I6 9t .5 2.0 3.8 2.8 2._ .3 7.3
19 99.5 ,0 .0 .0 .E 3.0 .E 19 94,9 1.5 1.5 2.2 1,0 .5 4,9
22 tO0 0 .0 .0 .2 .9 .5 .0 22 9"7.0 ,5 .2 .5 .7 1.2 3. t
CRITERIA SEVEN PI:_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.1 1.2 .9 2.6 2.6 4.7 .9
4 9"/.`3 .7 1.7 1.9 3.5 5.7 3.1
7 91.5 .'/ 1.2 2.6 4,0 4.3 2.6
IO 96.5 .'7 .5 2.6 5.5 2.9 3.;
13 95.2 3.2 2.9 4. ' 4. I I .0 4.6
16 93.8 3.0 3.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 6.4
19 9'3.6 1.7 2.9 2.9 .5 2.9 4.3
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JUNE
:'._C LAUNCHPROBABILITIES
_ABILITY OF Uf'@'AVORABLECOI4'_:)ITI_ AT A GIVEN HOURAND TI-F,,CONDITIONAL
PRO6ABILITI¢S Of" UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CR!TERIA TWO WILDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CU,IDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 1 2 3 6 I2 24
I 1.7 7t.4 57, I 28.6 42.9 57.1 33.3 I 7.'7 84.4 78.1 75.0 65 S 68.8 59.4
4 1.7 57.1 57.1 42.9 42.9 57.1 14.3 4 7.'4 IO0.O 96.8 90.3 80,6 71.0 46 7
7 ".7 71.4 85.7 71.4 8_.7 57.1 _8.6 7 7.7 90.5 9].6 81.3 71.9 87.7 45.2 _b-
I0 4,8 55.0 55.0 65.0 55.0 lO.O ._5.3 I0 6.2 "2.3 88.5 88 5 88 5 73.! 44.0
13 10.6 68.2 65.9 52,3 29.5 9.3 50.2 13 ?.2 96.7 85 7 8_ 3 75.° _0.0 56 7
I6 14.9 48.4 33.9 22.5 8.2 5.0 45.7 16 6.7 96.4 89.3 92.6 78.6 53.6 46.4
19 5.0 28.5 28.6 28.6 25.0 15.0 20.0 19 8.2 ,?,8.279.4 79.4 63.7 45.2 40.8
;92 2.2 6C.7 _._."f 55.6 33.3 39.3 rI.1 22 7.5 g+L8 90.0 90.0 70 0 53.3 53 3
CRITERIA THINE CL_,JOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITICNALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 1 2 3 6 1_. 24
I 27.6 73.0 58.3 58.3 66.1 61,7 44.6 I 6.2 42.3 30.8 26.9 26.9 30.8 8.0
4 25.2 80.0 77.I 75.2 65.7 7B.I 37.9 4 6.5 48.I 37.0 40.7 29.6 _8.5 3.8
7 40.5 84.0 78.1 71.6 68.0 78.0 56.0 7 7.2 65.7 55.7 50.0 36.7 13.8 20.7
10 36.0 86.0 86.6 84.0 84.7 53.8 52.4 10 :0.6 63,6 44.2 38.5 27.3 18.2 It .9
I3 39.8 93.4 BB.B 92._ 85.5 39.3 57.7 13 II .B 63.3 24.5 28.6 14.3 10.6 19.|
16 52,3 95.0 91.7 91.2 67.0 38.6 69.8 IC 12.5 53.e 35.5 23.1 19.2 !2.2 20.4
19 60.3 88.4 69.3 63.7 38.3 55.6 76.1 19 7.7 43.8 40.6 34.4 23.3 13.3 20 0
22 43.0 74.9 55.7 50.0 42.0 5_,0 60.6 22 6.7 53.6 42.3 34.6 19.2 26.9 19.2
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CPITERIA SiX TI-N.M40£RSTORM
IK)UR PROIB. C014K)ITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR Pf_OO. CON01TIONALPROBABILITIE6
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 t2 24
I .5 50.0 .0 .0 50.0 .0 .0 1 l.B 87.5 25.0 12..5 .0 _2.5 12.5
4 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 '.+ 1.2 40.0 _0.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0
7 1.0 25.0 .0 ,0 .0 25.0 .0 7 .7 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 .U .0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 tO 2.6 72.7 ,,.3,6,4 45.5 9. t .0 18.2
13 I.b 75.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0 .0 13 6.1 73.1 47.8 35.8 23.9 4.5 31.3
16 1.4 1_.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 .0 .C !6 .a.0 69.3 46.7 28,4 2.7 2,7 37.3
19 1.0 25.0 25.0 25,0 .0 .0 33.3 19 _..3 51.1 25.5 6.4 4.3 .0 19.1
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 ',.4 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITER;A SE_N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONJL PROBABILIT|ES
I 2 3 6 t2
t 4.1 5e.B 41.2 35.3 35.3 23.5 13.3
4 3.1 53.B 46.2 59.2 30.8 53.B 18.2
7 3.6 60.0 _0.0 40.0 33.] 60.0 25.0
tO 2.2 66.7 55.6 55.6 _5.7 4_._ ,0
13 B.4 71.4 51.4 40.0 _3.9 18.2 12.1
16 lE,g 68.5 48.1 35.8 t_ 8 5._ 27.5
19 10.6 50.0 29.5 27.3 17.1 14.6 29.3





PR(WBABILITY Of" IrAVi_ABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIEN HOL)R AND THE CONDI TIOI',IAL
PROBABILITIES 01:"UNFAVORABLE COF_ITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR |"_DIVI_UAL CRI 7.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNDWINOS CRITERTA TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PI_L'BABILITIES HOUR PPOB. CONDITIONAL P,qOBABILIT|_S
I 2 ?, 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 d4
I 98.3 1.7 .7 1.2 1.0 9.8 1.2 i 9;'.3 .0 1,3 1.8 2.9 2.1 3 ',
4 98.3 1.0 .7 1.0 4.1 |4.1 1.5 4 gc.6 .3 .5 l.O .3 I 6 4 E
7 98.3 2.4 3.7 _.7 9.3 4.2 1.2 7 _qP.3 .0 .0 .0 1.8 3 4 4 4
I0 95.2 1.5 5.6 "1.8 12.8 I.G 3.0 I0 9_; 8 .3 1.3 1.8 1.3 3.1 3
13 89.4 8.6 9.4 10.5 2.2 .8 7.8 I_ 9L_.8 .O .5 .8 3.1 2.6 3 4
16 85.1 4.8 2.8 2.0 I.I I.l 9.0 16 95.3 .3 1.5 2.3 2.3 3.9 3.4
19 99 0 2.0 1.0 .8 .5 l.O 3.8 19 91.8 .5 .5 .8 I.A 4 2 4 T
22 97.e 1.5 1.2 .5 1.0 3.2 _'.0 22 92.5 .3 .5 l.O 2 3 -_ _ _ 4
CRIIERIA IHREK CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOLI_ PROB. COND!T IONAL PROBABIL ItIE5 HOUR PROB. CONOI TIONA. PROBABIL ITIES
I 2 3 5 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12 2',
I 72.4 9.3 t2.6 12.6 30.8 31.5 ?.".9 I 93.- 4 6 6._ 5.1 5.9 1G.5 ¶=:
4 74.8 12.2 28.3 28.8 26.0 43.6 20.3 4 93.5 2.8 3.6 4.9 9.2 12.', 5 "
7 59.5 6.5 10.I 11.7 20.6 48.4 27.8 7 92.8 ,.9 6.7 7.5 9.8 7 2 6
I0 64.0 7.5 I0.9 15.0 34._ 31.5 ._5.] tO 89.4 ..0 5.9 8.6 10.7 5._ :O i"
13 60.2 13.9 19.9 _5.9 4x.5 I9.5 97.5 I3 88.2 8.2 8.7 10 3 6.8 5.2 i0 .
16 47.7 I].l 21.1 ;,3.6 16.7 9.5 _2.7 I£ 87.5 4.4 5.8 5.5 _ g 4.g 11 L
19 39,7 4.2 9.7 II.6 I0.9 14.5 34.5 19 92.3 2.g 4 4 _,.4 4.2 '7.S t ",
22 57,0 5.1 7.2 I0.5 II.8 23.6 31.2 22 93.3 1.8 2.8 3.9 4.9 9.8 5 4
CRITERIA FIE VISIBILITf CPITERIA SIX THUNOERSTOPM
HOUR PROB. CONOI TIONAL PROBABIL ITIES HOuR PROB. CONDI TIONAL PI_OBABILItIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 L 2 3 6 12 2"-
I 99.5 .7 ._ .5 .7 1.0 .5 I 98.; 1.0 |.5 1.0 7 ',5._ .
4 99.5 .2 1.9 l.O .0 1.4 .2 4 98.8 I 0 .5 .7 2.7 18.0 ,_
7 99.0 .0 .2 .0 1.0 .7 1.0 7 99,3 2 .7 2.4 16.2 11 .4
10 100.0 .2 .7 1.0 1.4 .2 ,0 I0 9?.4 4.9 7.7 15.3 18._ I c, -,
I] 99.0 1.0 .2 1.5 ,7 ,5 1.0 13 B,_.9 8.9 13. I 14.6 8 9 I ? :_
16 98.6 .2 .5 .7 ,0 ,5 1,5 16 82.0 5.8 7.3 7.6 I 2 .9 13
Iq 99,0 .b .0 .0 ,5 1,0 .7 19 %8 ? 1.4 I 4 8 1.4 .8 i0
22 99.8 .0 .0 ,5 ,5 ,O .2 22 -39.5 1.5 !.2 1 7 1,2 2.7 I '
CRITERIA SEVEN ,"ECIPI "AT I 0N
HOU_ PROB. CONP: T I CNAL PROBABIL I*!ES
I 2 ._ 6 12 24
| _._ I .5 2,0 I .7 2.2 7.7 3.e
4 96.9 ',0 1.5 1.5 1 2 11.6 2._
7 96,4 1.0 1.2 .7 7 5 8.7 3.0
10 97.8 2.{' 3.9 7.4 11 8 ,.4 2.2
13 91.6 6., 5.8 I0.5 9._ ..9 "_.9
16 87.1 4.4 6 .o 6.9 2 8 2.2 10.7
19 85.4 3.5 _ 8 ,.6 2.7 2 _ 8.4
2P 95.7 2.5 ¢.3 _.5 1.8 1.5 3.3
B-_37
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE COHDITINAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRII.
CRIIERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO ,,I_3S ALOFT
HOUR pROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I2 'Z_
I .7 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 I .5 IO0.O 100.0 I00.0 50.0 .0 50
4 .7 33.3 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 4 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 50 C
7 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 .7 66.7 66.7 66.7 33.3 33.3 C'
I0 1.8 50.0 50.0 37.5 37.5 .0 12.5 10 n 100.0 65.7 66.7 66.7 33.3 .0
13 6.2 44,4 33.3 25.9 3.7 3.7 14.8 13 -' 66.7 66.7 65.7 66,7 33.3 .0
16 10.4 33.3 17.8 6.7 4.4 2.2 22.2 16 ; I00.0 I00.0 IO&.O 33.3 33.3 .0
19 2.1 33.3 .0 il.I i1.1 .0 11.! Ig .J 75.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0
22 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 3_.3 .0 22 .5 I00.0 IO0.O 100.0 I00.0 50.0 50 0
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
! 27.6 69.2 61.7 48.3 62.5 67.5 43.3 1 2.1 33.3 22.2 22.2 11.I .0 1].:
4 19. u 84.5 89.3 78.6 71.4 79.8 26.2 4 1.8 37.5 37.5 37.5 25.0 25,0 ._
7 39.2 BT.I 76.5 74.1 71.2 77.1 51.B 7 3.0 53.8 30,B I5.4 7.7 .0 15._
I0 39.9 88.4 84.4 85.0 80.9 52.6 54.3 I0 3.9 50.0 41.2 17.6 tl.B 5.9 I].8
13 45.4 87.3 86.8 83.2 78.7 40.l 59.4 13 6.2 51.9 33.3 lI.l 14.8 .0 18.5
16 52.3 91.2 90.3 86.3 56.4 27.3 68.3 16 8.3 50.0 I3.9 lI.l I1.1 5.6 t1.1
19 59.2 87.5 68.9 59.1 38.9 54.9 75.9 19 5.3 47.8 26.1 I3.0 .0 4.3 e.,
22 37.8 75.6 62.0 54.9 3'4.8 61.0 62.2 22 2.1 44.4 37.5 II.I .0 22.2 I_,'
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 12 24
I .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 1 ,7 66.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .
4 .2 IO0.O IO0.O .0 .0 .0 0 4 .9 50.0 .0 J .0 25.0 .c:
7 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 7 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 25,0 ,_
IO .2 I00.0 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 0 IO 1.8 100.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 .0 ;.
13 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 13 18.2 79.7 59.5 54.4 20.3 .0 39._
16 1.4 16.7 16.7 .0 .0 .0 0 16 28,8 73.6 49.6 28.8 B.B .8 49
19 .7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 19 12.4 44.4 31.5 16.7 .0 .0 24.!
22 .0 .O .0 ,0 .0 .0 0 22 4.1 55.6 5.9 .0 .0 5.6 16.7
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILIT:ES
I 2 3 6 12 24
i .9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0
4 .9 75.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 75.0 .0
7 1,6 28.6 28,6 28.6 14.3 14.3 .0
I0 e.3 20.0 30.0 40.0 30.0 10.0 .0
13 5.5 50.0 29.2 "i;3.3 20.8 4.2 "O.B
16 11.3 51.0 51.0 36,7 8.2 4,1 2_._,4
19 9.7 57.1 23.B 9.5 2.4 .0 19.0





PROBABILITY OF' IrAVORABL[CONDITIONS AT A 01V[N HOURAND THE:CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNIrAVORALECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAl. CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ OROUNONINDS CRITERIA TNO tdND5 ALOFT
HOUR PROD. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIEF,
I e 3 8 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I 99,3 ,2 ,2 ,7 ,5 E,O ,5 I 99.5 .0 ,0 .0 .5 ,'7 .2
4 99.3 .5 .5 .5 1.9 10.4 .? 4 99.5 .0 .5 .5 .5 .T .2 ..
"7 99,5 1,6 1,2 1,6 6.0 2,| .5 "7 99,3 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,5 ,.7 ,'7
I0 98,2 _,8 4,0 5,8 9,9 ,'7 I ,6 10 99,3 ,0 ,0 .2 ,2 ,2 ,'7
13 93,8 ?,1 8,9 9,3 2,0 ,2 5,'7 13 99.3 .0 .2 ,2 .5 ,2 .5
16 09,6 5,-/ 4,h 1,5 ,3 ,s 8.'7 16 99.3 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,.7
19 9.7,9 ,9 1,2 ,5 ,2 ,5 e, I 19 99, 1 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,5 ,.7
_2 99.3 ,5 ,2 ,2 ,'7 t,6" ,'7 22 99,5 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,5 .2
CRITERIA THINE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 1_ _ 1 2 3 6 12 ;_
I '7_,4 6,1 9.0 8,3 30,3 36,9 El,'7 I 9"/,9 ,2 1.6 i,4 2,8 6,4 1,9
4 90,6 12,6 29,4 29,'7 3_,3 49,'7 1'7.'7 4 98,2 1.2 1.6 2,3 3,5 B,O 1,6
'7 60.8 6,8 13,3 1'7.8 26,8 4'7,7 32,6 "7 9.77,0 1,4 2,1 3.6 6,2 5,5 2.4
I0 60,1 9,2 13,4 19,2 33,3 28,0 33,0 10 96,1 3.1 .7,2 5.8 8,2 t.9 3.1
I] r'_,6 11.9 19 _ 26.6 43.0 1.7,3 35,0 13 93.B 3,9 .7,4 B,I 4,.7 2,2 5.4
16 4"/,7 12,6 E3,'/ 29.5 1.7,4 10,6 36,.7 16 91 ,'7 5,8 6,5 4,8 1,3 1,3 '7.8
19 40,8 6,2 4,5 6,8 11,3 IB,B 3.7,3 19 94,'7 2,9 2,2 i,5 2,2 2,'7 5,1
92 6_.,c_ 6,.7 9,5 I1,1 I0,0 29,6 E2,2 22 9'7.9 i,4 1,2 !,9 1,6 3,1 2,1
CRITERIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA qlX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ _ ! 2 3 6 12
I 99,9 ,5 ,0 ,2 ,E ,'7 ,0 I 99,3 .5 ,'7 ,9 ,9 18,3 ,5
4 99,e ,0 ,5 ,2 ,2 1,4 ,_ 4 99,1 ,2 ,9 .9 1,9 28,0 ,9
.7 99,8 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,.7 ,'7 ,2 '7 99, t ,p ,2 I ,9 18,4 12,3 ,9
to 99,8 ,0 ,'7 ,7 1,4 ,0 ,_ I0 b3.2 4,0 9,9 1"7,1 28.4 4.2 1,9
13 99,3 ,2 ,'1 1,4 ,"7 ,0 ,"7 13 91 ,B 10,"7 19,5 23,1 10,'7 ,6 14,1
16 gB.6 .0 .'7 ,.7 .0 ._ 1.4 16 "71.2 4.2 8.4 5.e 2.3 1.0 21.'/
19 99,3 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,'7 19 8.7,6 2,6 3,4 2,4 ,5 I,I 10,8
22 100,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,0 2a 95.9 ,'7 ,'7 ,5 1,0 I,'7 3,6
CRI TI_RIA SEVEN PRECI Pl TAT1ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! _ 3 B 12 _4
I 99.1 ,e .g ,'7 1.4 5.3 .7
4 99.1 I._ 1.2 I,h 2.1 10.7 .9
7 98.4 .9 .9 1.9 5.4 9.6 1.4
I0 9.7..7 _.4 3,3 4.7 10.B 3.t 2.4
13 94.5 5.1 6.h I0.0 9.0 .5 4.8
16 08.'7 9.5 B.B 6.2 2.6 .5 10.9
19 90.3 3.1 3.8 2.9 .5 1.5 0.9
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AUGUST
KSC LALEH PROBabILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UI_AVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVONABL£ CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INI.?IVIDUAL CR:T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRIIFRIA TW_ WINDS ALOFT
HnUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 E_,
I .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 I .9 75._ 75.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 50.0
4 .2 100.0 |00.0 I00.0 I00.0 100.0 .0 4 .', IO0.O IOC.O 100.0 100.0 66.7 33.3 _,.
7 .7 33,3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 7 1.2 I00.0 eo.o 100.0 _0.0 40.0 40.0
I0 E.3 50.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 10.0 I0.0 I0 1.2 _0.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 60.0 40.0
13 4.0 47.1 41.2 41.2 17.6 .0 11.8 13 .5 I00.0 lOa.O :09.0 I_0.0 IGO.O .0
16 B.l 40.0 17.1 5.7 2.9 .0 14.3 16 .5 IO0.O I00 0 I00.0 TOO.O 50.0 .0
19 2,3 40.0 I0.0 10.0 ,0 ._ I0.0 19 .7 150.0 ;00.9 I_0.0 I00,0 66.7 33.3
e2 .9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .9 lOO.O ;OG.G l&O.O 75.0 75.0 50 0
CRITERIA IHREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
; E 3 6 IE 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 24.0 77,7 58.3 49.5 62.1 57.3 36.6 I 3.5 33.3 20,0 £0.0 13.3 6._ .0
4 18.4 "/4,7 70.9 "12.2 57.0 64.6 25.6 4 2.1 33.3 22.2 22.2 II.! 22.2 11.1
7 _.0 75.3 68.5 68.5 63.0 77.4 45.8 7 2.8 50.0 50.0 25.0 16.7 16,7 .0
|0 36.3 84.6 75.6 76.9 76.9 47.4 54.2 10 5.1 54.5 22.7 13.5 13.6 .0 13.6
13 40.0 90.6 87.2 84.9 77.9 36.7 53.8 13 7.4 45.9 31.3 25.0 3.1 9.7 16.1
16 5|.4 91,9 88.7 83.3 50.2 24.9 66.8 16 B.B 34.2 15.8 13.2 5.3 2,8 22.2
19 55.8 80,8 59.4 56.3 33.5 43.6 72.5 19 3.0 53.8 38.5 38.5 7.7 ,5.4 15.4
22 34.9 78,0 58.5 48.3 28.6 48.3 50.3 22 2.1 55.6 44.4 I1.1 II.I |1.1 ,0
CRITERIA riVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SlX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 E 3 6 12 ;9* 1 2 3 6 IE E_
I .2 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.9 25.0 12.5 .0 .0 |2.5 ,0
4 .9 I00.0 50 0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.2 40.0 20.0 40.0 20.0 .O .0
7 2. l 22.2 It I ,0 .0 .0 II.I 7 1.2 40,0 40.0 ,0 ._ .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 O .0 .0 .0 .0 tO %.2 72.2 55.5 55.6 E2.2 .0 25,0
13 .5 .O 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 15.3 78.8 56.1 35.4 10.6 1.5 26.2
16 ,2 .0 0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 16 20.5 57.0 42.0 21.6 _.4 2.3 3-/.9
19 .0 ,0 0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 8.4 58.3 27.8 13.9 8.3 2.8 13.9
22 .0 .0 0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 22 2.6 63.6 36.4 9 I .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA _VEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _-_
I 2.3 50.0 20.0 30.0 20.0 10.0 .0
4 1,2 20.0 20.0 40.0 .0 40.0 .0
7 1.4 33.3 33,3 16.7 .0 .0 16.7
I0 1,9 25.0 25.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 ,0
13 5.6 54.2 41.'7 37.5 12,5 4.2 4.2
16 IE.3 54.7 45.3 28.3 5,7 3.9 21.6
19 7.0 53,3 20.0 E0.0 3,3 3.3 23.3









K¢,JCLAUNCH PROBABIL I TIES }
I:M_)BABILITY OF"FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A G;VEN HOUR AND THE CJNOITIONAL
PR(:_}ABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE COND|T'ONS DT HOURS LATER FOR iNDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRI TERI A ONE GROL_3 HI NIY5 CRI TERI A 1WO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. C(_IDITIONAL PROB_,BILITIES HOUR PROB. COh_3ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 5 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 E--
I 99.5 .0 .2 .0 .5 3.7 .2 I 99.! .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 5
4 99.8 .0 .2 .5 2.1 7.9 .0 4 99.3 .0 .2 .b .5 .0 5
"7 99.3 .5 1.4 2.1 3.7 2.3 .5 "7 9_,.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
I0 9.7..7 1.9 2.4 3.3 7.6 .7 1.9 10 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 . /
13 9G.O 5.1 .7.0 6.8 I .7 .2 3.4 13 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .5
16 91,9 2.3 2.0 2.0 .8 .0 .7.2 16 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .5 5 .5
19 97.7 2.1 1.4 .7 .2 ..5 2.2 I9 99.3 .0 .2 .2 .2 .1 .5
22 99. I .'7 .7 .2 .0 2. I .9 22 99. I .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 5
CRITENIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR =EILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 ;2 24
I 76.0 5.8 .7.5 8.6 25.1 34.6 `20.0 1 96.5 1.0 1.4 1.4 2.4 7.5 3.L
4 81.6 7.7 20.3 25.4 31.6 48.4 17.0 4 97.9 1.0 1.2 2.4 5.0 8.6 2 -
7 66.0 6.3 13.4 19.7 28.2 44.7 26.8 7 97.2 1.7 2.2 4.5 "7.2 2.6 2.2
IO 63.7 I0.`2 14.2 Ig.O 36.9 27.7 24.2 I0 94.9 5.9 6.4 7.1 8.6 2.2 4.5
13 60.0 12.0 22.1 29.1 41.1 15.6 29.6 13 92.6 3.3 6.3 "7.5 3.0 2.5 7.:
16 48.6 12.9 20.6 26.8 18.7 12.0 32.1 16 '71.2 2.3 3.1 2.0 1.8 2.6 7.._
19 44.2 3..7 6.3 .7.9 12.1 20.0 33.2 19 97.0 ].2 1.4 1.0 2.9 1.7 2 '_
22 65.1 5.8 I0.1 I1.1 13.3 28.0 28.3 22 9.7.9 2.1 2.4 2.9 2.4 4.8 2 ,:
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUND£RSTORH
H(TJR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 1 `2 3 6 I2 P-,
I 99.8 .2 .5 .9 ,2.1 .5 .0 I 99. I ..7 ..7 1.2 1.2 I5.4 ! 5
4 99.1 .7 1.4 1.9 .0 .2 .9 4 98.8 1.2 1.9 .7 4.0 20.7 i.c
7 9.7.9 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 1.7 "7 98.8 .2 .7 4.2 15.5 8.5 ' _
I0 I00.0 .0 .2 .5 .2 .0 .0 I0 95.8 4.1 8.7 13.6 20.4 2.7 z -
13 99.5 .9 ..7 .`2 .0 .0 .5 13 84.7 9.4 16.8 1"/.6 B.O 1.9 13 ':
t5 99.8 .5 .2 .0 .0 .9 .2 16 "79.5 5.8 7.6 5.0 2 3 .9 1_, c
19 I00.0 .5 .2 .0 .0 1.9 .0 I9 91.6 1.5 l.B 1.5 1.3 1.3 7 '_
22 I00,0 0 .0 .O .9 ,0 .0 22 9"7.4 1.0 2.2 1.7 1.2 4.3 2 ;
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 I2 _,_
1 97.7 .7 .2 .5 I.O 5.5 2.`2
4 98.8 .9 .5 .9 1.9 12.0 1.0
7 98.6 .9 .9 1.7 5.7 7. I t.`2
I0 98.1 3.1 3.8 5.2 12.3 1.9 2.1
13 g4.4 5.4 9.1 10.8 6.7 2.0 5.7
16 87..7 5.3 5.6 4,0 1.5 .5 10.4
I9 93.0 3.5 1.0 .B 2.0 1.3 5.8
`22 9.7.9 I .2 I .7 I .9 I .0 2.2 2,2
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KSC LAUNCH PROFABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF" Uf4F'AVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TI..E:CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UI'_"AVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 :"
i 5.8 62.5 58.3 45.8 50.0 58.3 _6.1 1 1.4 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3 50.(.;
4 3.6 93.3 BO.O 86.7 8G.7 73.3 50.0 4 1.7 100.0 100.0 IO0.O 85." 71.4 _-
7 4.1 88.2 82.4 76.5 82.4 58.8 46.7 7 2.7 I00.0 72.7 63.6 63.6 45.5 >
I0 7.0 86./. _ 72.4 72.4 72.4 31.0 29.6 10 2.2 I00.0 88.9 88.9 88.9 33.3 ..
13 14.7 70.5 57.4 55.7 27.9 21 : 38.6 13 2.7 100.0 103.0 I00.0 81.8 18.2 ,_'.
18 13.0 63.0 44.4 37.0 29.6 15.7 37.3 16 2.g 83.3 83.3 83.3 4|.7 8.3 _6. _
19 7.2 66.7 63.3 56.7 44.4 37.0 18.5 19 2.7 I00.0 72,7 54.5 27.3 27.3 18.2
22 6.0 72.0 66.7 61 9 =,._':',.4_.4 33.3 22 1.7 71.4 71,4 57.1 42.g 42.9
CRI TER 1A THREE CLOUDS CRI TEA I A FOUR CE1L I NO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 2_
I 32.5 76.3 62.2 59.3 74.1 72.6 49.6 t 8.0 54.5 45.5 42.4 36.4 27.3 g ,
4 26.0 78.7 81.5 84.3 73.1 76.9 41.0 4 7.5 64.5 41.g 35.5 16.1 19.4 E ?
7 41.7 87.9 79.2 72.3 74.0 74.0 53.9 7 8.2 64.7 50.0 32.4 44.1 20.6 22 L
10 40.7 85.8 84.0 86.4 81.1 64.5 57.6 IO 8.2 52.9 35.3 32.4 20.6 20.6 S 1
13 47.5 87.8 88.3 84.8 78.2 48.7 62.2 13 10.8 46.7 3I.I 35.6 20.0 16.3 J5 ,-
16 52.3 93.5 90.3 86.2 67.7 38.7 65.1 16 9.g 57.5 36.6 29.3 Ig.5 16,2 IC :
19 52.3 85.3 80.6 72.8 51.6 61.0 71.4 19 9.4 61.5 38.5 38.5 27.8 27.8 13 E,
22 41.4 82.5 71.6 60.9 46.7 55.7 62.7 22 8.7 55.5 48.5 36.4 30.3 15.2 15
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORH
HOUR PROB. CGNOITION/U- PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I2 24
1 .5 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 .0 I 2._ 50._ 16.7 8.3 8.3 8.3 '"
4 .2 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 4 1.4 83.3 16.7 33.3 16.7 16.7
7 1.7 57.1 28.6 .d.9 28.6 .0 28.6 7 2.2 44.4 33.3 22.2 .0 .3 11
I0 1.2 60.0 60,0 40.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 10 3,4 57.1 7.1 .0 7.! .0 e'.
13 1.0 50.0 25.0 50.0 .0 .0 33.3 13 6.3 84.6 50.0 26.9 Ii .5 .0 11 .'_,
16 1.4 50.0 15.7 16.7 33.3 .0 20.0 16 9.6 74.4 60.0 37 5 15.0 .0 35.'"
19 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 19 8.2 55.9 35.3 26.5 14.7 2.9 23.5
22 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 IO0.O .0 22 3.4 57.1 50.0 28.6 .0 .0 _
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIL ITiI:'S
I 2 3 B 12 24
1 4.8 60.0 20,0 35.0 20.0 30.C 15.0
4 6.3 69.2 34.6 23.1 30.8 19.2 8.7
7 4.6 84.2 68.4 73.7 57.9 36.8 II.B
IO 6.5 56,7 66.7 48. I 40.7 18.5 16,7
13 9.9 51.2 39.0 36.6 29.3 15.4 20.5
16 1[.8 47.9 36.7 32.7 18.4 19.1 19.1
19 9,2 57.9 47.4 31.6 8.3 19.4 19.4






PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONOITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRiT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WIND¢3 ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8 CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
| 9_,2 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 12.0 4.1 1 98.6 .5 .5 .5 ].5 2.0 1.5
4 96.4 i.3 .5 1.0 4.0 10.7 2.0 4 98.3 .2 .5 I.O .7 1.7 1.5
7 95.9 1.5 3.8 4.0 11.8 5.0 2.3 7 97.3 .2 .2 .5 1.0 1.5 2.5
tO 93.0 5.2 7.B 10.4 8.5 4.1 5.7 10 97.8 .2 .5 .7 1.0 1.0 2.0
13 85._ 5.4 4.2 5.6 3.7 2.8 _.I.0 13 97.3 .0 .2 .2 .5 I.O 2.3
16 87.0 2.2 3.3 2.8 2.5 1.7 I0,0 16 97.1 .0 .0 .2 .5 1.5 2.5
19 92.8 2.6 5.2 2.1 2.6 1.6 .6.0 19 97.3 .0 .0 .2 .8 2.0 2.3
25 94.0 t,3 ,5 2.3 .8 4.@ 4,6 22 98,3 .0 ,2 .5 1.0 I .5 1.7
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITLRIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROeABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 &_ 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 67.5 7.1 7.5 tO.O 26.1 35.4 23.5 I 92.0 4.2 4.5 4.5 5.8 9.4 7.4
4 "/4.0 4.2 18.6 26.7 29.3 43.6 20.0 4 92.5 3.6 4.2 6.0 7.6 9.! 6.6
7 58.3 9,9 14.1 18.2 28.5 36.8 32.8 7 91.8 3.9 5.5 6.0 7,9 8.4 6 ,
10 59.3 13.4 14.6 20.7 32.5 2-'_.6 30.2 IO 91.8 3.g 7.1 8 9 8.9 "/.6 _'.0
13 52.5 9,2 15.1 22.9 28.9 13.1 35.5 13 89.2 6.2 6.5 6.8 8.1 6.5 9.0
16 47.7 9.6 13.6 15.2 12.6 II.I 39.4 16 93.1 3.2 7.0 7.2 7.5 9.6 9.4
19 47.7 S,l 5.6 7.1 10.7 20.3 32.0 19 90.6 5.3 6.8 5.6 5.6 5 3 9.!
22 58.6 8.2 8.3 II.6 10.4 24.1 25.3 22 91.3 2.E 5.0 5.0 4.5 7.4 8.2
CRIIERIA FIVE VISIB|L|TY CRITERIA SIX THUNOERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIL I l IES HOUR PROB, CONOI T tONAL PROBABIL I TIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 99.5 .0 .0 .2 I .5 .7 ,5 1 97. I .5 .7 1.2 2.0 6.2 3.0
4 99.8 .2 I .2 I.'7 1.2 1.4 .2 4 98,6 I .2 I ,2 I .7 3.2 0.5 I .5
7 98.3 I .0 .5 .5 .5 .7 '1,2 "7 97.q .7 3.0 3.0 6.4 B._ I .7
tO 98.8 .7 .0 .5 I .0 .2 I ,0 10 96.6 I .2 4.5 6.5 9.7 3.5 2.8
I_ gg.O .5 ,5 1.0 .7 .5 ,5 I-_ 9_.7 4.9 6.7 8.5 8.0 3.1 5.7
_6 99.6 .2 .7 ,5 .0 .2 |,2 16 g0.4 1.6 3.7 5. I 2. I 1.6 7.6
19 90.3 .0 .2 .2 .5 1.7 .7 ',9 91 .8 I .6 1.6 1.3 1.9 1.9 7.',
22 9g.5 .0 .0 ,5 .2 _.0 ,5 22 96.6 ."/ 1.5 2.0 1.5 3.5 3.3
CRI TERI A ¢_VEN Pl_C ! Pl TAT1ON
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILI?IE5
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 95.2 4.6 3.5 4.e 3.8 @.9 4,6
4 93.7 3.9 3.3 3.3 4.9 11.3 5,9
7 9.5.4 I,B 4.6 3.3 7.6 7.8 3,8
10 93.5 3.9 3 9 7.2 9.8 7.2 5.4
13 90.t 5,6 4,5 9.1 7.0 4,0 e.6
I6 68.2 4.9 8.2 6.0 6.6 4.4 I1.0
19 90.8 3.4 4.8 5.6 4.8 2.7 B. 3
22 92,0 3.1 2.4 2.9 4.5 5.3 7.4
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OCTOBER
g_ LAUNCH PROBABIL I TIES
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OIr UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CR,'TERIA TNO HINDS ALOFT
HCUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PPOR. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 IE
I 10.3 65.9 63.6 54.5 50.0 65.9 35.7 I 8.6 97.3 9"7.3 94.6 83.8 56.8 27.g
4 8.4 83.3 75.0 77.8 83.3 66.'? 41.2 4 I0.0 IO0.O I00.0 90.7 65.1 55.8 27.9
7 10.3 70.5 70.5 70.5 75.0 54.5 26.2 7 11.9 L_,.1 86.3 70.6 54.7 54.9 41.2
I0 17.9 84.4 87.0 80.5 59.7 44.2 45.3 I0 8.6 94,C 91.9 89.2 8l.I 62.2 29.?
13 24.0 70.9 69.9 58.3 37.9 31.7 40.6 13 8.6 9|.0 96.5 89.2 83.8 54.1 3-/.8
16 18.5 64.6 51.9 49.4 40.5 27.3 41.6 16 I0.0 95.3 9u.7 93.0 81 .4 6-/.4 39.5
19 12,4 79.2 75.5 67.9 57.7 _8.1 38.5 19 12.8 87.3 75.4 74.5 63.6 56.4 _0.0
22 12.6 77.8 54.7 66.0 45.3 54.7 "35.8 22 9.6 87.8 82.9 85 4 80.5 53.7 34.!
CRITEHIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITTONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL P_ORABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 c_
I 26.1 86.6 77.7 67.0 71.q 69.6 47.3 I 10.5 53._ 51.1 51.1 31.1 _.4.4 _5.5
4 27.0 81.9 81.0 81.9 68.1 64.3 44.3 4 14.5 59.7 _3.5 e9.0 22.6 21.3 20.0
7 41.3 81.4 75.7 71.8 70.6 65.5 57.5 7 8.9 60.5 42.| 39.5 39.5 21.I 33.3
I0 37.5 87.0 80.1 82.0 75.8 50.5' 5,Z.9 I0 11.2 47.9 47.9 43.8 27.1 12.5 21.7
13 39.4 87.6 82.8 00.4 70.4 46.7 53..:1 13 12.4 66.0 54.7 3_}.6 22._ 18.9 20.0
16 42.! 88.3 83.9 78.3 56.1 44.3 58.0 16 8.9 57.9 47.4 31.6 23. 47.2 22.2
19 40.3 80.3 66.5 64.2 50.9 62. I 56.2 19 0.2 60.0 37. I 25.7 27.3 21.2 12. I
22 31.7 78.7 66.7 61.4 55.3 59.8 46.2 22 6.5 60.7 50.0 46.4 39.3 39.3 21.4
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNI:ERSTORH
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.2 60.0 20.0 .0 20.0 .0 .0
4 ,7 66.7 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 4 .g 25.0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 .0
? 1.2 20.0 .0 20.C 20.0 .0 20.0 7 .7 66.7 ._3.3 .0 33.3 33.3 .0
10 .7 0 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 10 .7 66.7 100.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
13 .5 .0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 2.6 45.5 45.5 36.4 IF!.2 9 I .0
16 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.6 5_.5 45.5 36.4 9.1 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 19 3.3 57.| "/.1 .0 -/.I .0 7.1
22 .2 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .3
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! _ 3 6 12 2_
I 5,_ _.0 L_e.u 20.¢ 28.0 12.0 _.2
4 4.9 47.5 3B. _ 33.3 23.B 42.9 g.5
7 5,1 54.5 63.6 50.0 _2.7 31.8 _.8
10 5.6 41.? 2P,2 25.0 45.8 12.5 ;3.0
13 5.6 54._ 62.5 45.8 25.0 16.7 4.2
16 8.9 65.8 42. I 3! .6 23.7 16.7 16.7
19 7.0 60.0 ,_','.0 23.3 33.3 II.I 18.5




KSC LA_,,_CH PROBABIL 1T ItS
PROBABILITY Of" FAVORABLE CONOITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONA'
PROBABILITIES Of" UNIrAVORABL[ CONI:)ITION5 OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIBUA:, CRlT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINOS CRITERIA TN0 NINL'S ALOF[
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES hvUR PROB. CONDITIONAL P:,k"'v,,_BILITIE5
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
1 89.7 2.3 2.1 3.1 5.7 19.2 8.1 ! 9i.4 .8 1.0 2.0 5.1 4.1 7,C
4 91.8 2.0 2.5 4.1 12.0 14,0 5.4 4 90.0 .8 1,0 3.1 2.3 4.9 8 :
7 89.'1 4.7 9.1 11.9 18.2 7.5 8.6 7 O8. I .3 .3 .3 I.! 7.I _ :
I0 @2.1 7.4 8.5 11.6 9.4 5.7 12.0 I0 9; .4 .5 .5 1,0 3.3 _*.6 7
13 76.0 6.4 6.7 5.8 4.3 4.3 19,2 13 9i.4 .8 1.5 2.6 5. I 4.4 b -
16 81.5 3.4 4.9 4.0 6.3 4.0 13.3 16 90.0 .8 2.1 3.9 1.6 3.7 7 7
19 87.5 4,5 4.5 4.8 4.3 _i_ 8.6 Ig 87.2 .0 .0 .0 .5 6.0 ;0 L)22 4 3.5 1,9 3 0 3.0 ! 9 22 90.4 0 3 5 2.6 4 4 7 6
CRITERIA IHWEE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEIL'NO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! E 3 6 12
! 73.9 9.5 l`*.B 12.9 30._5 28.7 18.B ! 89.5 8.5 8.1 10.2 6.3 10.9 9
`* 73.0 6.`* 17.6 28.2 28.2 33.9 21.3 4 85.5 3.0 `*.6 5.4 9.3 6.8 I_ ,
7 58.7 7.9 9.9 13.5 _.7.5 22.6 31.6 7 9'.! 5.4 7.7 8.4 9.7 6.g "7.7
10 6(7.5 8.8 12.7 13.8 21.7 20.1 29.7 I0 88.8 `*.5 6.1 8.4 6.6 5.8 !0 £
13 60.6 6.2 13.8 17.3 20.8 13.1 31.3 13 87.5 4.0 5.6 4.5 6.; 10 2 !0 q
16 57.9 12.9 15.7 12.9 14.1 15,4 29.7 13 91.1 4.1 5.6 5.9 4.9 _i.6 -7 _
19 59.7 6.3 "7.8 9.8 9.6 E'9.0 29.`* 19 91,8 5.8 6.6 4 8 1C].0 9 0 7 "
22 68.3 7.2 7,5 10.3 15.1 28.1 24.0 22 93.5 3.7 7.8 B.B 13.1 9 B 4 :_
CRITERIA IrlV_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNOEI_TORM
HOUR .PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I i00.0 ._ .7 .7 1.2 .'5 .2 I 98.8 .2 1.7 .9 .5 2.5 I 2
`* 99.3 !.2 1.2 .9 .7 ._ .7 4 99, I .2 .5 .7 .7 2.4 I ',
? 98.8 .5 .5 .5 .2 .0 1.2 7 99.3 .0 .5 .7 2.3 3.] ,
I0 99.3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .7 10 99.3 1.4 1.5 2.3 2.'* .2 ?
13 99.5 .9 .0 .2 .0 .2 .5 13 97.4 1.2 !.9 I.'/ 2.9 1.0 2,'-
16 99,8 .1 .'/ .0 .2 .7 ,2 16 97.4 1.7 2.8 _.`* .2 1.0 E.:
!9 I00,0 ._ .0 .2 .2 1.4 ,0 19 96.7 .2 .'3 .5 1.0 .'7 2 •
22 99,8 .0 .0 .2 ."/ .7 .2 22 99.,5 .5 .5 .9 .9 .7 .t;
CRITERIA eJ_VIN PI_CCIP_TATION
HO_IR PROS. CONf)ITIONAL PROP'91LITI[S
I 94._ _.5 3.5 `*.0 3.'7 5.2 6.3
4 _.1 2.J 3.2 3.7 4.7 7.1 4.7
7 94.g 2.7 3,2 3.2 4.7 5.7 5.2
I0 _.`* _.7 3._ `*.4 8.'7 4.7 5.2
13 94.4 w.0 `*.0 6." 5.9 5.5 5.'/
16 91.1 3.1 4.6 4.8 3.3 3.9 ?.8
19 93.0 4.3 2.0 3.8 4.3 4.8 _.8






KSC LAUNCH PROBABIL I TIES
PROBABILITY Of" UNFAVORABLE CONI)ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR ANO T_l_ CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLIr CONOITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CR:T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS 'AITER|A TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 £ _2 _"
1 9.3 59 0 53.8 4f_.7 56.4 46.2 30.8 I 10.2 95.3 90.7 26.0 "76.7 62.8 37 d ,,,.
4 6.2 73.1 76.9 69.2 73.1 50.0 23.1 4 11.4 93.8 9;.7 91.7 75.0 62.5 _-,I ":
7 8.8 75.7 86.5 73.0 64.9 32.4 16.2 7 13.6 93.0 94.2 77.2 75.4 66 7 _ 3
I0 16.7 84.3 70.0 65.7 45.7 25.7 31.4 I0 II.5 97.9 95.7 R9.5 77.1 66.7 37
13 19.0 78.7 71.2 51.2 31.3 27.5 36.2 13 13.6 gZ.2 _7.7 8_,.0 8_.C 59.G 40 ,,
16 12.9 59.3 48 1 44.4 33.3 20.4 33.3 16 12.9 98.1 98.1 98.1 88.4 63.0 "27 ?
19 7.9 63.6 59.4 51.5 42.4 33.3 24.2 19 15.4 84.1 7-9.4 78.3 _3.9 49 ._ 34 F,
22 8.6 75.0 63.9 61.I 38.9 47.2 16.7 22 13.3 82.9 bD.5 78.6 69.6 5: P. {:_ -
CRITERIA THREE CLOUOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOIT!ONA_. PROBABIL'TIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 1 2 3 6 12 E'-,
I ¢'45.4 82..9 73.0 73.9 6h.O 51.4 36.0 I 14,5 72.1 62.3 57.4 41.0 34.4 ?3
4 31.0 77.7 74.6 60.5 59,2 50.8 40.6 4 14,3 83.3 66.7 53.3 33,J 30.0 25
7 37.5 81.5 75.2 66.8 61.6 47.8 47.8 7 16,2 54.7 5_.9 50.0 39.7 22.1 ;'6 5
I0 35.3 79.7 76.4 70.9 62.8 45.9 43.9 tO 1t,9 62.0 58.0 43.0 42.0 _E.O _'6 :
I3 33.6 88.7 82.3 73.8 62.4 44.7 41.8 13 _2.4 55.8 48.1 40.4 30.8 25.0 _5 _
16 34.5 91.7 80.7 70.3 53.8 48,3 46.2 16 I0.7 60.0 48.9 44.4 26.7 _,5 7 ?8 :
19 3,9.4 75.7 70. { 62.5 47.1 49.3 44.1 19 g.6 69. _. 58.3 52.8 52.8 44.4 jv
_2 27.6 78.4 68. _ 60.3 59.5 50.0 37.9 _2 7.6 87.5 75.0 52.5 50.0 37.5 ci %
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA 51X TFJNDERSTORH
HOUR PRO0. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PRu?_BILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 2 3 6 12
I !.7 85.7 28.6 42.9 42.9 .0 .0 1 .5 50 U 50.0 :00.0 50.0 ,0
4 3.6 BO.O 20.C 40.0 .0 0 6.7 4 .5 50 0 50.0 50.0 .0 C
7 5.7 41.7 20.6 8.3 .0 0 12.5 7 .2 0 .0 .0 .C .0
I0 .7 66.7 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 10 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 0
13 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 13 .5 50 0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0
16 .5 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 0 .0 16 .7 tOO 0 66 7 66.7 66.'; .C
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 19 .5 I00 0 lO0.C 1_0.0 .0 .C
22 .7 I00.0 IO0.O 66.7 33.3 0 .0 22 .7 100.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .C
CRITERIA ¢_EVEN PFECIPI TATI ON
PRO_. CONOI:;_.: "_ PROBABILITIES
I , 3 6 12
5.5 69.6 _., _ _ 13.0 13.0 8.7
4 4.0 41.2 _='_.t ',.8 17.6 11.8 5.9
"/ 4.I 41.2 I = _ 5.9 11.8 17.6 5.9
!0 4.1 29.4 3b.3 23.5 23.5 5.9 .0
13 2.4 t,O.G 50.0 40.0 40.0 IO.O .0
16 2.9 75.0 75.0 66.7 16.7 16.7 16,7
19 4.5 47.4 31.6 21.1 15,8 10.5 10.5





PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA Ok_ GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROR. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 g_ 1 2 3 6 12
I 90.7 1.0 ;2.1 1.8 3.9 16.3 7.3 I 89.8 1.9 2.4 2.9 6.4 8.0 9.5
4 93.8 3.8 4.6 4.8 13.0 10.4 5.6 4 88.6 .5 1.9 3.5 3.2 6.5 8 9
"/ 91.2 3.1 6.5 11.3 14,7 5.5 B,4 7 85.4 .6 .8 1.1 3.9 8.6 10.2
I0 83.3 6.0 8,1 9.5 6.3 5.2 t4.7 I0 88.5 1.1 1.9 3.8 4.6 6.5 8.4
13 81.0 6.2 5.0 3.8 2.4 5.3 15.9 13 86.4 .3 1.1 1.4 5.5 3.9 8.8
16 87.1 2.2 2.5 2.5 4.9 4,6 10.4 16 87.1 I,I 3.0 4.4 2.2 5.2 8.7
19 92.1 3.4 2.3 4.8 6.7 7.0. 6.7 19 83.6 .3 .6 .6 1.7 7.1 12.0
22 91,4 3.1 3.7 4.7 3.6 14.E 8.I _:2 86.7 .5 1.1 1.1 3.8 5.5 8.8
CRITERIA THRF,r: CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COlJDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ 1 __ 3 6 12 _'_
I 73.6 9.1 13,6 15.5 27.9 27.2 22.7 1 85.5 2.8 4.- 7.0 12 0 8.6 12.8
4 69.0 4. _. 10,7 23.5 _.6 2"/.2 25.9 4 85.7 3.1 6.7 10.0 8.4 7.5 12.2
7 62.5 B.O 16,0 15.3 16.8 23.3 29.5 7 83.8 4.8 7.1 4.6 7.1 6.0 13.4
I0 64.7 8.1 10.8 13.3 19.2 17.7 29.6 I0 88.1 4.6 6.3 7.6 6.5 6.5 9.8
13 66.4 8.6 II,I 14.7 17.2 Iti.B 28.0 13 87.6 6.5 5.4 6.5 5.4 12.8 10.3
16 65.5 8.7 12.7 12.4 13.8 21.1 28 4 16 89.3 2.1 5.1 4.3 5.3 10.1 8.5
19 67.6 4.6 8.8 10.9 16.2 30.4 25.4 19 91.4 2.9 4.7 3.4 10.7 12.8 7.3
22 72.4 7.2 9,6 13.2 19.4 28.7 L_.O 22 92.4 3.1 7.5 10.3 I1.1 9.6 7.2
CRITFRIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA glX THUNI_RSTORH
k,OUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROPABILITIE9
I 2 3 6 12 L_ 1 2 3 6 12 _I
I 98.3 .7 1.5 2.9 5.1 .2 1.7 I 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .5
4 96,4 1.5 1.7 4.5 .7 ,5 3.7 4 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .5
7 94.3 .8 ,8 .3 .3 .0 5,6 7 99.8 .0 .0 ,0 .5 .5 .2
10 99.3 .0 ,0 .2 .5 .7 .7 I0 I00.0 .0 .2 .5 .7 .7 .0
13 99.8 .2 .5 .6 .0 1.7 .2 lT 99,5 .2 .2 .5 .2 .5 .5
16 99.5 .2 .2 .0 .7 3.8 .5 Ib 99.3 .2 .5 .0 .2 .5 .7
19 100,0 .0 ,5 .7 |.7 8.0 .0 Ig 99.5 .0 .2 .2 .5 .2 .5
22 99.3 .7 1.2 !.2 3.6 .7 .7 22 99.3 .0 .2 .2 .2 .0 .7
CR|T[RIA SEVEN PRE:CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITI£8
I 2 3 B 12 24
I 94.5 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 I.B 4.8
4 96.0 2.7 2.7 3.7 3.5 2.5 4.0
"/ gs.g 3.5 2.2 4.0 2.0 4.0 4.0
!0 gs.g .'/ '1.3 1.5 2.0 2.7 4.5
13 97.6 2.7 3.4 2.0 3,7 4.9 2.4
16 97.1 2.7 3,7 2.7 2.5 3.7 2.7
19 95.5 I .5 I .0 2.0 4.5 3.8 4.5











I_ROeABILITY Or UNF'AVORABL[CONDITIONSAT A OlVEN HOURANt" THE:CONDITIONAL i
PROBABILITIES OF' UNF'AVORABLECONOITIONS Or HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT. !
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINOS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT i|
I
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES II E 3 6 IE 24 I E 3 6 IE 24
t 6.7 69.0 72.4 65.5 51.7 82.8 13.8 i 14.I 96.7 95.1 95.1 85.2 52.5 32.8
4 7.8 70.6 66.7 58.8 64.7 52.9 8.8 _, 15.4 94.0 88. I 91.0 71.6 50.7 3"7.3
7 7.2 83.9 90.3 93.5 77.4 lB.4 16. t 7 13.2 9!.I 81.0 74.7 54.4 53.2 43.0
I0 14.1 86.9 80.3 78.7 55.7 26,2 19.7 10 ;4.3 90.3 82.3 74.2 71.0 56.5 37.1
13 20.5 69.7 68.5 49.4 19.! 20.E 30.3 13 12,4 94.4 92.6 87.0 83.3 57.4 33.3
16 12.4 44.4 37.0 29.6 24.1 20.4 16.7 16 13.1 98.2 98.2 85.5 82.5 63.2 40.4
19 6.2 77.8 66.7 55.6 37.0 25.,9 18.5 19 17.1 9;.9 85.5 79,7 64.9 59.5 39.2
26 7.4 78.1 68.8 59.4 53.1 56.3 18,8 22 14.7 go.6 84. _, 82.8 79,7 56.3 32.8
CRITERIA TI_4£[ CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIGNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 E_ t 2 3 6 12 24
I 20.8 80.8 71.E 60.0 65.4 56.8 44.0 I 12.g 64.3 WB.2 35.7 3g.3 21.4 17.9
4 27.0 79.5 74.4 "/6.9 63.2 Bl.5 39.3 4 II.l 75.0 52.1 54.2 33.3 18.8 20.8
7 42,0 83.5 77.5 73.1 62.1 50.0 50.0 7 16.4 70.4 59.2 45.1 29.6 22.5 25.4
10 3g.9 83.8 78.0 74.0 66.5 46.8 48.6 IO 14.7 60.9 59.4 43.8 28.1 23.4 15.6
13 38.0 83.0 7g.4 76.4 61.E 46.7 46.1 13 11.8 58.8 49.0 43.1 31 .'4 27.5 5.9
16 40.8 87.0 76.8 67.2 5g.3 41.2 _,g.7 16 9.0 82.1 61.5 56.4 I_1.0 28.2 10.3
19 34.8 81.5 76.2 71.5 60.3 64.2 45.0 Ig 9.;2_ 87.5 75.0 55.0 55.0 45.0 2.0.0
22 31.6 79.6 72.3 68.6 _1.8 5g.9 46.7 22 11.3 73.5 63.3 5t.O 30.6 22.4 12.2
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITI£S
I 2 3 B IE 24 I 2 3 6 IE 24
I 3,7 81.3 50,0 55,3 50.0 .0 25.0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.5 86.7 66.7 73.3 6.7 .0 13.3 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 9.0 66.7 30.e 15.4 .0 .0 33.3 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
lO 3.5 26.7 13.3 6.7 .0 .0 .0 I0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .7 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 i3 .5 100.0 I00.0 50,0 50.0 .0 50.0
16 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .7 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 .0 .0
I9 .E 100.0 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 Ig .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0




I _ 3 B ;2 64
I 4.8 57.1 66.7 52.4 23.8 19,0 19.0
4 5.1 WO.B 40.g 27.3 45.5 EE.7 13.6
7 3.g 41.2 41.2 47.1 29.4 35.3 5.9
tO 5.3 so.g 43.5 3'J.B 39.I 13.0 17.W
I3 4.t 60.7 50.0 50.0 22.2 16.7 5.6
I6 5.8 68.0 wB.O 36.0 24.0 _.0 8.0
Ig 3.0 61.5 53.8 23.1 30.8 7.7 7.7





PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF" UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOB INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND HINDS CRITERIA THO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 E_
I 95.3 2.2 3.5 3/'/ 4.0 16.0 ,5.9 1 85.9 .B 1.3 2.4 "7.3 5.9 Iq.2
4 92.2 2.0 2.'7 2.8 9.'7 9.0 .7.2 4 84.6 1.6 3.6 4.9 3.8 6.3 10.6
.7 92.8 3.2 5.0 B.O 16.2 5.2 6.2 .7 81.8 .6 .6 .8 3.1 9.0 12 5 _m
I0 85.9 6.'7 .7.0 II.O 5.4 4.3 12.3 IO 85.'7 .3 .8 2.2 3.5 '7.8 10.5
13 "79.5 3.2 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 16.8 13 8'7.6 .5 1.6 2.6 7.6 7.1 10.3
16 87.6 1.6 1.6 2.9 5.0 5.5 I1.B I6 85.9 1.1 2.7 5.0 4.5 7.4 9 8
Ig g3.8 2.9 3.4 4.2 4.4 5.7 5.4 19 82.9 ,3 .6 1.4 2.8 9.5 13.Z
22 92.6 I .5 2.0 2.2 3.7 I0'.0 6.7 22 85.3 .3 I .4 1.4 3.5 7.0 12.4
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDI T I ONAL PROBABIL I T I ES HOUR PROB. CONDI T I ONAL PROBABI L I T I ES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I "71.2 9.7 11.'7 13.fi 32.1 30.4 23.3 ! 8.7.1 4.5 "/.4 "7.4 I3.0 10.3 11.6
4 "73.0 9.5 13.3 29.! 31.2 33.1 22."7 4 88.9 3.6 9,9 11.'7 12.4 '7.8 9 B
"7 58.0 11.6 12,0 15.9 20.`/ 23.9 36.8 '7 83.6 5.8 5.8 B.B 8.3 6.6 15 {3
I0 60.1 6.5 11,9 14.2 23.8 21.5 35.6 IO 85.3 3.8 6.2 6.2 5.'7 9.2 14.6
13 62.0 11.2 16,0 19.0 18.6 18.6 33.5 13 88.2 3.1 4.4 4.4 6.3 I0._ 12.3
16 59.2 I2.S 11,3 12.5 12.5 |`/.5 35.0 16 9].0 2.5 4.8 4.6 8.4 g.4 B 6
19 65.2 6.'/ 8,8 10.2 12.'7 30.5 30.0 19 g0.8 2.0 4.6 5.8 8.1 13.'7 8.4
22 68.4 B.! 1,"),5 I1.1 15.9 32.0 25.3 22 88.'7 2.6 6.0 .7.5 8.6 13.8 TO
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTOP4
I
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 ;-_ I 2 3 6 I2
I 96.3 1.4 2.2 1.4 "/.4 ."/ 2.6 I I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .5 ._
4 96.5 I.`/ 3.8 6.`/ 3.3 l.O 2.9 4 I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .5 .'7 :_
.7 91.0 1.5 1.3 2.3 .B .3 6.1 .7 ]00.0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 C
I0 96.5 .2 .2 .5 I.O 1.2 3.6 I0 99.5 .5 .5 .5 .'1 .2 'r
13 99.3 .5 .5 .9 .2 3.5 .`/ ]3 99,5 .2 .2 .5 .2 .0 ,_
16 99.1 .9 .'7 .2 1,2 3.3 .9 16 99.3 .0 .0 .0 ,2 .0
19 99.8 .2 .7 .9 3.2 8.6 .2 19 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .0 .O _"
22 90.8 .5 1.9 2.6 2.6 3.5 1.2 22 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 ._;
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24
1 95.2 !."/ 2.4 2."/ 2.9 3.4 4.1
4 94.9 1.9 2.2 2."/ 3.2 4.9 4.6
"/ 96. I 2.6 1.9 3.6 3. I 1.7 3.9
i0 94.'/ 1.9 2.7 2.4 3.9 3.9 4.6
13 95.9 1.4 3.4 3.8 2.2 4.3 4.3
IB 94.2 1.2 2.0 1.0 3.2 3.9 5.6
19 9.7.0 E.I 3.l 3.0 4.0 3.8 2.g
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PlROeABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
_ABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDI ¢IDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ore GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TNO Nlk_)S ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I -_ .1; 6 12 24
I 6.0 65.4 53.8 46.2 38.5 50.0 11.5 I 4.8 Bl .0 76.2 66.7 61.9 47.6 19.0
4 5.3 69.6 47.8 52.2 39. I 47.8 .0 4 4.6 100.0 90.0 90.0 75.0 35.0 20.0
7 4.8 71.4 61.9 47.6 66.7 28.6 I9.0 7 5.8 88.0 ".2.0 72.0 56.0 24.0 2_.0
tO 9.0 82.1 74.4 64.1 43.6 25.6 5. I I0 4.8 90.5 85.7 76.2 47.6 23.P 23.8
13 15.0 81.5 64.6 47.7 23. l 9.2 12.3 13 4.1 83.3 77.8 66.7 50.0 44.4 22.2
16 I1.1 56.3 43.8 37.5 37.5 12.5 IB.B 16 3.5 93.3 86.7 80.0 60.0 40.0 6.7
19 6.5 60.7 57.1 53.6 28.6 21.4 17.g I9 7.1 93.5 87.1 83.9 83.9 64.5 12.9
22 8.3 47.2 41.7 41.7 22.2 19.4 25.0 22 6.5 100.0 100.0 I00.0 78.6 75.0 7.1
CRITERIA THt_E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 12 2',t
I 38.9 84.0 81.I 78.7 75.1 68.0 _,9.7 I 16.6 66.7 69.4 62.5 55.6 37.5 23.5
4 40.t 86.8 83.9 8!.0 75.9 63.2 47.7 4 20.J_ 83.0 71.6 67.0 43.2 I8.2 28.4
7 46.4 90.0 84.1 83. I 70.6 56.7 56.2 7 23.6 73.5 60.8 54.9 37.3 23.5 38.2
I0 49.8 82.4 BI .0 76.4 72.2 52.3 59.7 10 19.4 7l .4 60.7 48.8 25.0 28.6 28.6
13 44.7 87.6 85. I 79.9 G5.5 55.7 59.8 I3 15.9 73.9 49.3 39. I 3I .9 27.5 2i .7
16 47.2 91.2 80.0 70.2 57.6 55. I 62.0 t6 10.6 67.4 67.4 60.9 54.3 3'4.8 19.6
I9 40.1 81.6 74.t 71.3 65.5 66.7 52.3 t9 12.4 87.0 72.2 68.5 48.1 44.4 16.7
_2 36.6 83.6 76.'7 73.6 68.6 69.2 42.8 22 13.5 83.1 61.0 55.9 49.2 30.5 27.!
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUND[RSTORH IN OLID[ PATM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I B 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 2_
t 7.4 68.8 62.5 59.4 56.3 3.1 28.1 I .2 I00.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .G
4 12.2 83.0 71.7 73.6 30.£' 3.8 17.0 4 .5 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
7 19.4 75.0 50.0 31.0 7.1 6.0 34.5 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
tO B.B 55.3 34.2 28.9 10.5 10.5 10.5 10 .2 . .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
13 4.1 61.1 38.9 27.8 II.l 5.6 lt.I 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
16 3.0 69.2 46.2 30.8 46.2 46.2 23.1 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
19 3.7 62.5 50.0 43.8 25.0 37.5 .0 19 .2 100.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
22 5.5 83.3 83.3 58.3 45.9 20.3 12.5 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PR_ClPITAT ION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 4.4 94.7 )3.7 73,7 47.4 47.4 tS.B
4 7.4 71.9 59.4 56.3 25.0 ,3.0 21.9
7 7.6 78.8 66.7 48.5 48.5 21.2 15.2
I0 6.9 66.7 46.7 43.3 20.0 13.3 3.3
I3 7.I 54.6 35.5 45.2 25.8 6.5 9.7
16 5.5 58.3 45.8 50.0 37.5 25.0 4.2
19 5.8 68.0 48.0 62.0 P.t.O 28.0 12.0
_ 6.9 63.3 50.0 23.3 33.3 23.3 3.3
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PROBABILITY OF,FAVORAELECONOIT|ONSAT A OIV[N HOURAND TIE: CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSL,_TERFOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITER!A ON_'. GROUNDW!NDS CR[TERIA TWO W!NDSALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALHROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _,t ! 2 3 6 12
I c_.o 1.5 2.5 2.7 2.7 12.7 5.6 I 95.2 .1.0 1.5 1.5 2.9 1.9 7.0
4 9_.'t 1.7 1.5 2.2 7.3 9.0 5.8 _, 95.4 .5 .7 I .7 I .4 I .g 6.8
7 95._._ 2.7 4.8 "7.0 12.4 5.3 k.! 7 9_,.2 .0 .2 .'7 1.0 6.1 7.6
I0 91.() 8.8 9.4 10.1 7.8 6.6 "9.4 I0 95.2 .2 .5 .5 1.2 5.6 6.8
1:3 05.0 3.5 4.6 _.6 3.5 5._ 15.t_ 13 95.9 .7 .5 .7 5._ 6.0 6.3
16 88.9 2.1 2.1 2.6 q,7 4.7 9.6 16 95.5 .2 1.0 4.5 4.5 6.2 6._
:9 93,5 3.,' 5.4 5,2 4.4 3.7 5.7 19 92.8 .0 .2 .5 I ,7 L_.2 6.5
22 91 .7 1.8 I .0 2.0 _.0 B,O 6.8 22 93.5 .7 I .0 1.2 2.5 3.0 6.4
t
CRITCRIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEIL ;NO
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
; 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12 c_
'. 1 61.1 8.3 14.0 15.5 28.0 29.8 31.3 I 63.4 4.'7 9.7 !1.9 17.2 11.6 16.0
tt 59.9 9.6 13.8 23.2 32..'4 36.5 36.2 4 79.7 6.4 9.0 12.5 13.3 8.7 18.5
'7 53.5 13.8 16.8 2;.1 22 '., 25.9 40.7 7 76.4 5.7 7.3 8.5 9.q 9.1 19.4
I0 5_.2 8.7 10.6 13.3 22.5 21.1 41.3 I0 80.6 3.7 7.2 8.0 7.1 iO.O 17._
- 13 55.3 lO.B 15.5 21].8 19.6 2_.6 3v,.2 13 _.i 4.1 3.8 5.2 B.B 15.3 15.1
16 5P.8 10.9 13.; 13.1 17.9 27.9 3'.:.4 16 83._ 4. v, 6.2 6.'7 B.B 16.8 9.8
19 59.g B.I I0.0 13.5 20.4 35.1 31.5 19 87.6 5.3 3.9 5. '_ 12.9 20.8 12.1
28 63,h 7.3 15.6 18.2 L_.7 39.6 33.1 22 B6.,t 6.1 I0.1 11.2 16.0 17.9 11.7
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORMIN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12 2_
! 9_.6 5.0 5.7 8.5 16.5 4.2 6.0 1 99.8 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .2
4 87.8 3.7 7.9 II.B 5.8 2.9 11.5 _ 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .5
? B0.6 4.9 4.3 3.k 3.4 3.2 16.7 7 I00.0 .2 .5 .2 .0 .2 .0
!0 91.2 1.5 1.8 I.B 2.3 5.1 8.6 10 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
13 95.9 1.2 I.e 1.9 3.k 7.7 3.8 13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0
16 97.0 1.7 3,3 2.9 _.3 11.2 2.1 16 I00.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .5 .0
19 96.3 .? 2.4 4_1 6.9 Ig.4 4.1 19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2
_ 9_.5 I.? 3.8 4.6 10.2 8.0 5.6 22 I0_.0 .g .0 .2 .5 .2 .0
CRITERIA S[V[N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROe. CONOITI0NAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 95.6 3.1 3.4 4.3 5.8 5.3 3.9
4 _.8 3.5 3.0 3.7 5.5 _.5 6._
? 92.4 1.5 3.8 ,_.5 3.8 4.5 7.0
I0 g3.1 i_.7 3.? _.5 4.5 8.4 6.g
13 _,g _.2 2.0 E.5 _.2 4.2 6.7
I6 g_.s _.2 3.7 3,c? 5. t 8,3 5.4
IS _._ 2.9 2.9 _.2 3.2 8,4 5.1
_8 93. I I .5 _._ 3.0 5.4 5._ 7._
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INqOBABILITYOR Uhq:'AVORABL[CONDITION6 AT A GleN HOUR AND Tt-I[CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITION9 DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNIND$ CRITERIA TN0 NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 i 2 3 6 1_
I 6.4 68.0 44.0 _R.O 28.0 40.0 28.0 I 8.9 94.3 91.4 91.4 BO.O 74.3 28.6
4 4.t 6B.B 6B.B 90.0 7.9.0 75.0 31.3 4 8.4 90.9 90.9 B'7.g 84.8 "75.8 2"7.3
7 4.3 .76.5 Bt:}.-_ 76.5 82.4 52.9 11.8 7 8.9 97.1 91.4 83.6 BO.O 34.3 25.7
tO 11.2 B1.8 77.3 79..9 68.d 4.9.5 22..7 I0 e.9 94.3 91.4 88.6 7"7.1 42.9 28.6
13 1.7.3 .72.1 67.6 64.7 30.9 19.1 "30.9 13 8.4 93.9 90.9 64.8 4.9..9 42.4 2"_.3
16 1.9.6 .7_.1 63.9 44,3 41.0 13.1 24.6 16 8.2 IO0.O 100.0 59.4 .96.3 40.6 21.9
Ig .7.7 70.0 63.3 63.3 36.7 16..7 26.7 19 5.9 9] .3 87.0 8"7.0 69.6 47.8 30.4
22 9.4 59..9 43,2 40..9 @7.0 29.7 24.3 22 .9.9 95.'/ 87.0 82.6 69.6 47.8 30.4
CRITERIA THRICE CLOUDS CRi TERIA FOUR CEIL I NG
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 24
I 3.9.2 89.0 .79.7 75.4 71 ..7 65.9 48.6 t 15.8 B3.9 71.0 6I .3 43..9 40.3 19.4
4 39.0 86.3 81.0 81.'7 78.4 68.0 56.2 4 1.7.6 87.0 .75.4 63.8 47.B 29.0 30.4
7 46.4 85.2 .78.0 80.2 .70,9 59.3 53.3 7 18.6 78.1 60.3 58.9 41.1 27.4 31..9
I0 47.7 87..7 83.4 .79.1 .72.7 48,1 .92.9 ]0 16.8 68.2 59.1 50.0 31.8 3I.B 24.2
13 4.9.2 B7.B BO.B 76.8 68.4 5._.0 $3.'7 13 14.0 76.4 70,9 5._.7 34.5 32.7 21.8
16 45..7 88.8 B2. l 73..7 57._ `92,.3 53.1 16 13.0 74.`9 54.9 49.0 51.0 39.2 19.6
19 41.3 83.3 77.8 69.1 64.2 61.1 50,6 19 14.0 BI.B 74.5 58.2 50.9 40.0 2.9..9
_P. 3.9.2 79.7 .72.5 71.0 6`9.2 65.2 42.8 22 15.8 64..9 56..9 59.'7 `90.0 38.'/ 24.2
CRITERIA FIVIE VIB1BILITY CR|TERIA SIX THUNDERSTORMiN GL|OE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBAB1Lt'_'IES
i 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 _4
I 6.9 81.5 70.4 66..7 63.0 25.9 I1.1 1 .B 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0
4 12.8 78.0 .778.0 68.0 32.0 I0.0 24.0 4 .3 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .C
.7 18.9 71.6 43.8 27.0 16.2 9.5 36.5 "7 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
IO 9.2 _.B 50.0 38.9 22.2 ll.i 19,4 10 .`9 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .9.4 5"7.1 33.3 28.6 g.5 19.0 9.5 13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 6.1 .7.9.0 41.7 33.3 29.2 29.2 8.3 16 .B 33.3 ,0 ,0 33.3 .0 .0
19 3.B 53.3 53.3 60.0 40.0 26.7 E-.7 19 ,5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
_2 4.8 78.g 5'7.9 v-J_.6 36.6 31.B 15.B 22 ..9 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SCVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROG. CONDITIONALPROeABILITIE6
! 2 3 6 12 24
I 9.4 4.7.6 33.3 _7.6 33.3 33.3 9.5
4 5.6 5g.I 7_'.7 50.0 5g.I 31.0 22/7
.7 5.9 69.6 69.6 "/3.9 30.4 26.1 8.7
I0 g,? 44.7 47.4 42.1 31.6 21.1 15.8
13 6.9 _3.0 51.9 55.6 33.3 1B.5 II.t
16 e._ ?1.9 46.9 _0.0 31.3 21.9 15.6
II B._ 65.8 65.8 53.1 2.9.0 31.3 g.4






PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONOITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIC_NS DT HOURS LATrR FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT. j
CRITERI_ ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TNO NINDS ALOFT !
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES !
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 93.6 2.5 1.9 1.9 2.7 15.9 4.6 1 91.1 .3 .0 .3 2.0 2.0 _.!
4 95.9 1.6 1.3 2.4 8.5 13.0 2.7 4 91.6 .6 l.I !,7 1.9 1.9 =3,8 •
7 95.7 3.7 7.5 8.3 14.4 5.6 4.0 7 91.1 .6 _8 1.1 1.4 3.1 3,4
I0 88.8 .5.7 B.O 9.5 8.9 4.9. 10.3 10 91.1 .0 .6 .6 1.4 =3.=3 3,'*
13 82.7 8.3 6.2 5.2 2.8 3.4 14.B 13 91.6 .0 .3 :.t 2.2 I.S 3,!
16 84.4 2.1 .6 .9 3.6 =3.1 14.5 16 91.8 .6 .B 1.1 1.4 1.7 3,6
19 92.3 =3.2 5.=3 5.0 3.6 3.3 6.1 19 9_t.I .5 .8 ,B 1.4 2 "? 4 6
=32 90.6 2.0 3.1 P 5 1.4 9.9 8.=3 22 9_.1 .3 .3 .S .B 3.0 4.3
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITI01',b¢ PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I =3 3 6 1=3 _ 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 64.8 9.8 13.8 19.3 32.7 33.9 29.9 I 84.2 4.8 8.5 9.4 13.9 9.1 14.B
4 61.0 8.4 14.2 =33.8 =38.0 31.4 27.=3 4 82.4 5.0 7.7 9.0 10.=3 9.6 14.6
7 53.6 !'5.2 19.1 19.5 22.9 =35.7 39.5 7 81.4 6.9 6.0 7.2 7.9 11.0 15.0
I0 52.3 3.9 B.B 14.1 21.0 =33.4 41.0 I0 8Z.2 4.9 6.1 6.7 9.=3 I=3.6 14 4
13 54.8 7.9 14.0 =30.0 I9.1 23.7 37.7 13 86.0 4.5 4.7 6.5 10.7 1=3.8 12.2
16 54.3 8.0 1=3.7 14.1 16.4 24.4 3S.5 16 87.0 2.9 ,5.0 8.8 10.6 14.1 I!.1
19 58.7 6.1 8.7 11.3 17.0 35.2 34.6 19 86.0 3.6 7.4 8.9 9.8 14.5 11.0
2=3 64.8 7.5 13.0 17.7 _.0 36.6 31.5 22 L_.2 I.B 4.5 7.3 II .2 11.8 14.2
CRIIEP:A VIV[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX T_RSTOI_I IN OL|Ot PATH
MOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I =3 3 6 1=3 24 I 2 3 6 I=3 L-_
I 93.1 2.7 6.0 B.B 15.6 3.8 6.3 I 99.2 .0 .0 .0 .3 .5 .9
4 87.=3 I.B 3.2 II.7 5.FJ =5.6 10.8 4 99.'1 .0 .3 .3 .5 .B .3
7 01.1 3.5 3.5 5.0 =3.8 2.5 14.2 7 99.7 .0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .3
tO 90.8 .O 1.3 2.0 4.5 4.2 8.1 I0 99.5 .0 .3 .5 ,B .5 .5
13 94.6 I.I 3.8 4.9 3.5 5.9 5.1 13 99.5 .5 1.3 .8 .5 .B .5
16 93.9 1.4 1.6 1.9 3.3 11.4 6,0 16 99.=3 .0 .3 .5 .3 .3 .B
19 96.2 .B 1.3 2.7 5.3 18.0 3.4 19 93.5 .3 .9 .5 .B .3 .5
22 9'3._ .8 2.4 4.3 11,3 8.0 3.8 22 99.5 .0 .3 .5 .3 .5
CRITERIA S_EV[N PRECIPI IATION
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITI[S
I 2 3 6 1_ ¢_
I 94.6 ;_._ 4.0 3.2 4.3 5.w 5.1
4 94.4 I .9 3.2 3.=3 6.8 6.8 4,g
7 94.1 3.3 4.3 5.7 5.4 7.0 5.7
I0 90.3 2.0 =3.3 3.1 5.6 6.2 9.3
13 93.1 3.8 4.7 4.7 6.3 4.4 6.8
I§ 91.8 _.2 3.1 4.4 5.6 4.4 "/.5
19 91 .B _.=3 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.6 8.3
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF"UNFAVORABLE COf',_31TiOt_ AT A GIVEN HC_)R AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS tATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRIIERIA ONE. GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
D
HOUR PROH. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL "'_OBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 • 12 24 1 2 3 6 12
I 6.7 '55.2 51.7 44.8 37.9 48.3 10.3 I 3.7 i00.0 93.8 93.8 87.5 50.0 31.3
4 4.8 r'2,4 66.7 52.4 71.4 66.7 19.0 4 4.4 IO0.O I00.0 94." 88.9 42.I 42. I
7 5.3 69.6 65.2 69.6 56.5 39. I .17.4 7 _*.8 90.5 90.5 90.0 52.4 47.6 33.3
10 13.4 75.9 70.7 67.2 63.8 27.6 _.1 I0 4.4 89.5 88.9 57.9 47.4 h2.1 31.6
13 19.4 81.9 70.2 65.5 40.5 16.9 29,8 13 3.5 93.3 80.0 86.7 86.7 66.7 40.0
16 20.1 69.0 59.3 47.1 3.5.6 17.2 32.6 16 3.9 lO0.O I00.0 I00.0 88.2 64.7 41.2
19 It.5 L_6.n 60,0 58.0 32.0 24.0 28.0 19 4.2 94.4 88.9 88.9 72 2 66.'7 33 3
22 10.4 71.1 48.9 ' 3.2 33.3 33.3 20.0 22 4.2 94.1 88.9 83.3 77.8 66.7 33.3
CRITERIA THeE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PPOB. CONDITIONAL PROBABi.ITIE5
1 2 3 6 12 ¢-_ ! 2 3 6 I2 24
I 3"1.9 8*4.8 78._ 70.7 75.0 68.9 47.9 I 10.6 67.4 53.3 47.8 30.4 30.4 19.5
'q 3h.6 Bt.6 83.5 83.6 73.4 66.5 50.3 4 12.7 75.9 59.3 41.8 33.3 14.5 18.2
7 4R._ _+.6 79.9 78.4 73.2 61.5 59.8 7 11.8 72.5 66.7 51.0 35.3 19.6 21.6
tO 4h,) 86.1 81.7 78.7 73.9 5_.7 56.7 I0 13.4 67.2 51.7 46.G 24.1 22.4 19.3
13 46.9 89.6 80.8 79.3 65.8 53.0 58.1 13 13.9 6e.3 55.3 38.3 30.0 20.0 18.3
16 46.5, 87.2 80._ 75.9 61.4 r_.2 55.7 16 9,0 7!.8 61.5 56.4 46.2 20.5 17,8
19 4].6 P_.O 72.0 70.7 62.8 64.0 5u.5 19 10.2 59.1 r,J_.3 47.7 36.4 20.5 18.2
22 ]G._, 77 8 74.7 72.6 63.9 53.7 46.8 22 10.9 66.0 51.1 48.9 38.3 29.8 21.3
CRIT[RIA rlv_ VISIBILITY CRITCRIA SIX THUNOEI_T01_I IN GLIOI: PATH
HOUR PROB. CONOITI_L PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITION_4. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12
I 5.1 68.2 40.9 54.5 45.5 4.5 9.1 1 .7 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 .9 .0
4 7.8 " 69.7 63.6 64.7 21.2 14.7 It.8 4 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
7 14.3 54.9 41.9 25.9 12.9 12.9 30.6 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 6.2 46.1 48.1 33.3 40.7 22.2 22.2 tO .9 100.0 75.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 25.G
13 5.1 77.3 63.6 =J,o.5 50.0 22.7 18.2 13 1.6 IO0.O 57.1 42.9 29.6 14,3 14.3
16 4.8 76.2 71.4 71.4 42.9 33.3 9.5 16 1.6 85.7 PR.5 14.3 14.3 .0 .0
19 6.2 "P.B 63.0 51.9 40.7 33.3 mO.5 19 3.5 53.3 33.3 26.7 6.7 .0 20 u
22 3.9 58.8 52.9 47.I 35.3 29._ 17.6 22 2.1 I1.1 II.i 22.2 II.I II.I II.l
CRITERIA SIEV[N PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOtCCL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 9.0 64,I 47.4 _l.O 25.6 L_.6 12.6
4 6.0 72.0 _.0 42.3 36.0 15.4 IS.w
7 4.I 72.2 66.7 55.6 30.9 I6.'I II.I
I0 5.5 _K4.2 50.0 50.0 33.3 16.7 20.8
13 6.5 67.9 64.3 46.4 32.1 25.0 21.4
16 6.5 53.5 46.4 57.1 32.1 26.6 21.4
19 0.5 _9.4 56.8 560 51.4 10.9 18.9
22 7.2 5=,.0 64.5 5_.6 32.3 22.6 6.5
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PROBABIL_',' CT ?I,,tORABL[ CONOITIONS AT A GIVEN '_ ,,:. ,'," J THE CCNDITIONAL
PROBABILITI_.5 OF UPa'AVOF_ABLECONDITIONS [:Y ,,,c ,_ _./,_[R FOR INDIVICUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA OP4[ G_IND Nl;_5 CRITERIA TWO MINOS ALOf'T
HCUR PROB. COND! TIONAL PF_OBABIL , |.5 HOUR PROB, CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 _ 6 12 L_
I q3.3 1.2 2,'i 2.0 3.'_' !7,4 6.7 I 96.:3 .5 1.0 1.0 !.7 1.7 2.9
4 95.2 1.5 2,9 2.9 IrJ.;- 17.7 5.I 4 95,6 .0 .7 ..7 .7 2.2 2.9
? 94.7 4.4 B,8 10.2 I'_._ _0.0 5,1 "/ 95.2 .2 .2 .2 1.0 !.9 3.6
I0 86,6 6,'/ B,C, I1._1 l.X._ 7.8 .12.e I0 95.6 .'; .7 .7 1.7 2.2 2.9
I] B0.6 9.4 10.6 9.2 4.6 4.6 17.B 13 95.5 ._ .7 l.O 1.2 I..7 2.6
16 "/9.9 :3.5 I.'/ 2.6 4.1 2.9 1"/.3 16 96.1 .0 .5 .2 .'7 2.2 2.9
19 I]8,5 2.9 :3.1 4.2 :3.7 :3.4 IC.5 19 9_.8 .0 .2 .5 1.0 2.4 2.g
_2 89.6 I 3 2.:3 2.8 _.6 12.1 9.0 22 95,8 .2 .5 .5 1.4 1.7 3.1
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 :3 6 12 ¢-_ I 2 3 6 12
I 6_.! 10.4 15.2 IS.6 31,6 3,1.6:31.2 I 89.4 4.9 7.5 8..5 9.6 ll.9 9.8
4 63.4 9.5 16.4 27.6:31 .:3 :335.6 29.8 4 8"7.:3 4.0 6.9 7.4 10.6 8.2 I_.,
"7 51.mJ 12.q, 16.9 17.:3 22.3 2"/.I :336.9 7 e8.2 6.0 8.4 8.4 ii.0 8.9 I1.0
I0 53.:3 9.1 14.0 18,7 2:3.5 22.5 :39.0 I0 86.6 5.1 7.5 8.6 6.4 9.1 12.e
1:3 53.! 10,4 14.:3 17,9 2:3,9 2:3,9:38.0 1:3 86.1 :3,5 4.6 4.3 .7.0 9.7 14.0
16 53,1 9.6 14.9 14.B 14.:3 22.2 39,:3 16 9t.0 2.8 4.1 5.6 7.1 12.2 8."7
19 56.4 _.5 8.2 10.2 18.0 :35.'/ 38.'_ 19 89,8 4.4 6.4 6.7 8.2 11.3 IO.l
22 6:3.5 8.B 10.9 1"7._ 21.8 3"7..5 30.7 _2 89,1 :3._ 4.4 6.5 IO,l 11..7 g.9
CRITERIA rive VISIBILITY CRITrRIA SiX TI4UN_RSTORM IN 0LIDE PATH
_JR PROB. CONOITION_g. PROBABILITIC' HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PR'JBABILITIES
I 2 :3 6 12 _ 1 _ 3 6 12 _._
I 94.9 2.4 :3.7 5.4 12.7 5.1 4.9 I 99.:3 ,5 .5 .2 .2 1.6 .7
4 cJ_.2 :3._ 5._ I0.0 5.0 4.0 e,o 4 99.5 .0 .2 .0 .9 1.6 .5
? 85.7 1.:3 I.g 3.0 :3.0 5.1 I_.l ? 99.8 .2 .5 .9 1.6 3.5 .2
I0 93.6 1,0 1.7 :3.2 2,5 _.? 5,_ !0 99.1 .5 1.4 1.4 _.4 1.6 .?
1:3 9'_.9 .? 1.9 2.2 :3.9 4.1 4.4 13 98.4 .2 .9 .9 :3.1 .5 1.2
16 95.2 1.7 2.2 _.g 1.9 7.0 4.9 16 98._* .9 2.6 :3.3 !.6 .5 e.l
19 9].8 ,5 I,O .7 ¢_,7 1:3.5 5..7 19 96.5 .0 .7 1._ .5 .2 ¢_.g
22 96.1 I.O 2._* :3.4 ?.2 5.:3 _;.6 22 9.7.9 ._ .2 .2 ._ .? 1.9
CRITERIA SEveN PflEC|PITATION
PRO8, CONOIf IOtUL PROIBABIL i T I£S
I 2 :3 6 12 _*
I 91.0 I.O 2.5 _.5 2.0 _*.6 8.4
4 94.0 2._ _,9 1.7 :3..7 5.9 5.1
7 _.9 3.4 2.6 :3.4 5. I e._ 4.1
IO 9_.5 :3."7 _,5 :3.9 _..9 6.6 _*._*
13 9:3,5 2.0 _.2 ;3.7 6.9 "7.7 5,4
16 9:3.5 2.2 4.0 5,2 5._ 4,2 S.7
19 91.5 :3.5 3.0 2.5 5. I 3.0 ?,e










PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TWO N1NDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 t 2 3 6 IE 24
1 6.0 68,0 68.0 56.0 52.0 72.0 EO.O I 3.1 I00.0 92.3 84.6 84.6 76.9 30.8
4 5.7 65.7 66.7 58.3 70.8 70.8 12.5 4 2.6 I00.0 IOU.O I00.0 90.9 72.7 2"7.3
7 5,5 60.9 56.5 65.2 73.9 21.7 8.7 7 3.0 83.8 g3.B 87.5 87.5 56.3 2_.t_
I0 11.7 73.5 75.5 71.4 59.2 12.2 IB.4 I0 4.0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 88.2 47.1 17.6
13 18.8 72.2 58.2 59.5 18.0 10.1 25.3 13 4.5 8_.7 89.5 8g.5 68.4 31.6 21.1
16 IB.B ' 60.3 37.2 29.1 19.0 12.7 32.9 16 4.5 Bg,5 84.2 78.9 57.9 Z;.6 c6.3
19 6.7 57.1 50.0 39.3 35.7 35.7 10.7 19 4.8 80.0 "75.0 65.0 45.0 35.0 30.0
22 5.7 66.7 62.5 50.0 33.3 41.7 8.3 22 3.3 82.9 85.7 71.4 57.1 57.1 21.4
CRI TERI A THEE . CLOUDS CRI TERI A FOUR CE I L I NG
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRGBABIL]TIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I P9.3 71.5 61.U 56.8 64.2 48.8 40.7 I 5.7 70.8 45.8 29.2 20.8 12.5 4.2
4 28.0 78.5 76.9 75.2 57.8 47.1 33.9 4 8.6 44.4 38.9 36. I 44.4 16.7 8.3
7 41.2 BI .5 66.5 61.3 57.2 54,3 55.5 7 II .2 60.9 44.7 3F.2 27.7 5.4 21.3
tO 34.0 81.1 74.8 72.7 64.3 40.6 43.4 I0 9.8 61.0 48.8 31,7 14.6 9.8 9.P
13 34.5 84.1 B2.B 79.3 68.3 48,3 51.7 13 8.6 55.6 44.4 33.3 I1.1 11.1 13.9
16 37.1 87.2 80.8 73.7 51.9 44.2 50.6 16 7.1 60.0 40.0 23.3 3.3 20.0 13,3
I8 35.'1 75.3 69.Z 60.7 54.0 64.7 5' .0 19 5.5 52.2 52.2 47.8 34.8 17.4 13.0
22 27.1 ?7.2 68.4 65.8 54.4 56.1 38.6 22 4.6 50.0 50.0 35.0 aO.O 10.0 .0
CRII'rRIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUN_RSI"ORH IN GLIDE: PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 IB 24
I 1.9 75.0 75.0 62.5 50.0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
4 4.0 76.5 B_'.4 76,5 17.6 5.9 17.6 4 ,5 50.0 50.0 IO0.L) .0 .0 .0
7 "3.0 59.5 34._. 21.1 7.9 5.3 2;.I 7 .7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 2.c. ' 91.7 66.7 33,3 25.0 8.3 8.3 IO .7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 I,_ BO.O 40.0 40.0 20.0 .0 20.0 13 .7 66.7 66.7 66.7 .0 .0 .0
16 2.4 30.0 40.0 20.0 .0 20,0 .0 16 1.7 28.6 28.6 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 I,O I00.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 75.0 .0 19 1.7 57.1 28.6 14.3 .0 .0 14.3
82 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .G .0 22 .7 66,7 .0 ,0 .0 .0 33.3
CRITERIA S£VEN PREClPI TAT| ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 24
B.l 44.4 22.8 2P.2 II.l 22.2 .0
4 2.I 33.3 22.2 33.3 .0 22.2 22.2
? 2.4 BO.O I0.0 .0 IO.O .0 .0
lO 1.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0
13 3.3 57.1 57.1 35.7 21.4 35.7 7.1
16 5._ 36.4 40.9 _2.7 _7.3 4.5 4.5
Ig B.g 41.7 33.3 41.7 16.7 8.3 .0
22 B g e;6,7 SB.3 41.7 16.7 6,3 .0
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PROBABILITY OR FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDLIAL CRIT.
CRI ?ERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRI TERIA THO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 94.0 2.0 I .3 2.5 E.5 15.4 4.8 1 96.9 .0 .0 .0 1.2 2.2 1.7
4 94.3 I.O 1.5 2.3 8.1 15.7 4.5 4 97.4 .2 I.O 1.2 1.7 2.7 1.5
7 94.5 5.3 8.9 8.6 t5.6 5.8 4.8 7 95.2 .5 .5 .7 I.2 2.7 2.7
10 88.5 5.7 8.1 11.9 13.5 4.9 ' 9.7 10 96.0 .2 .0 .5 1.0 1.5 3.0
13 81 .3 4.7 8.5 9.4 3.8 4.7 16.4 13 £5.5 .2 .2 .5 I .7 t .2 2.7
15 81 .,? 3.5 2.3 1,5 2,6 3.2 15,0 16 85.5 .5 l.O 1.2 .7 .7 2.5
19 93.3 2.3 3.3 3.3 3.6 2.8 5,4 I9 95.2 .0 .3 .3 .5 2.0 3.0
22 9,4.3 1.8 2.8 3.0 3.3 8.8 5.8 22 96,7 .2 .2 .2 .2 I .7 2.2
CRITERIA l'Hr_E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PPOB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 70.7 9,4 I5.5 17.2 31.6 28.6 24.6 I 94.3 l.O 4 B 7.3 IO.B 8.3 5.1
4 71..? 11.4 18.4 2"1.4 24.4 33.1 25.4 4 cjI.4 4.2 5.5 8.9 6.5 6.5 7.8
7 58 B B.l 13.8 15.0 18.6 22.7 30.8 7 88.8 2.9 (5.4 6.4 6.2 5.4 9. i
I0 65.3 9.0 15.2 14.8 23.1 20.2 28.2 tO 90.2 4.0 6.9 6. I 6.3 4.2 g,5
13 65.5 6.9 I!.5 14.g 18.5 19.3 24.0 13 91.4 l.B 2.9 4.7 4.9 4.4 7.8
16 67 9 7,2 II.G 13.3 12.5 18.2 C8.8 16 92.9 2.6 I.B 4,1 4.g 6.9 6,4
19 64.3 3.3 4.8 0.5 15.6 2"7.8 £5.6 19 94,5 .B 1.5 2,3 3.3 10.1 4.5
22 12.;_ 8.5 I0.5 15.'7 18.U 24,8 22,9 22 95.2 2.2 4.7 3,'5 "7.7 9,5 4.5
CRIIfRIA RIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM IN 6LIL"_E PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 lB 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
| 98.1 1.0 2.4 2.9 B.3 1.2 1.9 l I00.0 .0 .2 .5 .7 .7 .0
4 96.0 .7 7.9 6.2 2.2 2.2 3.0 4 99.5 .5 .0 .2 .7 l.7 .5
7 91 .0 .B 1.0 1.0 .5 .5 7.3 7 99.3 .0 .2 .7 .7 I. "_ .7
tO 97.I .5 .0 .2 1.7 .2 2.7 10 99.3 .2 .S .7 1.7 .7 l.P
t3 98.B 1.0 1.7 I .9 .7 I .9 1.2 13 99.3 I .0 I .2 I .2 1.7 .0 I .0
I6 9"7.6 1.0 .5 .5 .5 3.2 2.2 16 9B.3 ,7 1.2 1.7 .7 .5 1.2
I9 99.0 ,2 ,2 .2 1.7 7.9 1.0 19 98.3 ,0 .7 .B ,0 .7 1.7
22 99.5 5 1.2 1.7 3.3 2.9 .2 22 99.3 .2 .2 .0 ,5 1.2 .5
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 97.9 .5 .7 I.7 2.2 2.9 2,2
4 97.9 .2 I .7 1.7 1.0 4.9 I .7
7 97.6 .7 1.5 1.0 3.2 2.9 2.,3
lO 99.0 1.9 1.4 2.9 4.8 2.4 1.4
13 96.7 2.2 2.7 4.2 2.2 I .0 3.4
:6 94.8 t.B 1.3 1.8 1.5 2.0 5.0
I_ 97. I I .2 I ,0 l .7 I .7 2.0 2.7
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CO_JOITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND HINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITI0,AL PR0_ABILITIE5
I 2 3 5 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 2_,
I 3.0 75.9 75.9 53.8 46.2 53.8 15.4 l .9 100.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 25.C
4 3.0 84.6 76.9 69.2 76.9 84.6 7.7 4 .9 100.0 100.0 IO0.O 75.0 50.0 25.0
7 5.1 81.8 77.3 81 8 68.2 3].8 13.6 7 1.4 83.3 50.0 50.C 50.0 50.0 33.3
10 II.8 76.5 72.5 7E.5 54.9 17.6. 21.6 IO .9 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 25.0 25.0
13 14,8 71.9 68.8 55.3 26.6 6.3 34.4 13 1.4 66.7 66.7 83.3 66.7 33.3 33.3
16 I_.2 _0.0 42.4 28.8 19,7 I0.6 22.7 16 1.2 80.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 40.0 60._
19 5.5 "25.0 52.5 45.8 |6.7 29.2 20.8 19 1.6 05.7 71.4 42.9 57.l 42,9 20.5
22 4.8 61.9 52.4 47.6 42.9 61.9 33.3 22 .7 100.0 100.0 100.0 65.7 56.7 3_._
CRIIERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES
2 3 6 12 c-"4 I 2 3 6 12 9_
I 25, I 87.2 72.5 58.7 72.5 55.0 35.8 I 6,9 46.7 40.0 33.3 13.3 16.7 20.0
4 22.1 76.0 74.0 72.9 60.4 77.1 33.3 4 7.! 41.9 38.7 32.3 28.0 ]2.9 12.9
7 35.5 81.2 72.7 56.9 63.5 68,8 48.7 7 6.9 60.0 46.7 43.3 26.7 13.3 6.?
10 34.3 H8.6 82.6 75.8 74.5 51.7 50.3 I0 7.6 66.7 57.6 48.5 18.2 21.2 24
13 33.3 R7,5 90.3 88 2 79.2 47.2 45.1 13 8. I 60.0 51.4 45.7 22.9 20.0 17.1
16 42.9 88.2 83.3 82.3 56.5 34.4 58.1 15 7.8 55.9 35.3 32.4 29.4 8.8 17,5
19 49. I 78.9 65.7 59.2 47.3 51.6 63.8 19 5.8 76.0 40.0 40.0 20,0 12.0 15._
22 31,8 "13.2 63.U 55.8 4_.5 52.2 43.D 22 6.5 57.1 39.3 35.7 17.9 17.9 14.3
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL P_OBABILITIZS HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 !2 24 I 2 3 6 12 2-,
I .7 I00.0 I00.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 2.8 56.7 59.3 33.3 25.0 18 7 16.7 4 .7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 "_
7 6.7 65.5 48.3 55,2 44.8 20.7 41.4 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 4.6 85.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 20.0 35.0 10 2.1 66.7 44.4 33.3 II.I .0 .0
13 3.7 87.5 81.3 75.0 37.5 6.3 43.8 13 3.9 70.6 52.9 41.2 17.6 .0 5.9
16 h.l 55.B 27,8 27.8 16.7 II.I 27.8 16 7.4 62.5 37.5 34.4 9.4 6.3 21,5
19 3.2 57.1 42.9 35.7 7.1 50.0 21.4 19 5.1 G8.2 _7.3 13.6 .0 .0 13 £
22 1.8 50.0 25.0 12.5 25.0 50.0 25.0 22 2.8 66.7 25.0 .0 8.3 15.7 .0
CRIIERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROOABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I .9 25.0 50.0 .0 .0 25.C .0
4 2.5 27.3 18.2 27.3 .0 27.3 .0
7 2.5 35.4 36.4 36.4 35.4 9. I 9.1
I0 3.5 60.0 53.3 66.7 26.7 2£).7 .0
13 4.8 47.6 47.6 47.6 9.5 .0 4.8
16 6.2 51.9 29.6 25.9 IW.B 3.7 7.4
IB 4.4 57.*2 26,3 ?I.I I0.5 ,0 5.3
22 3.7 50.0 :_7.5 18.8 18.8 IB.B 6.3
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MAY
Kr--_ LANDING PROBABILITIES
FROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND HINDS CRITERIA TNO NINb_ ALG7
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I " 3 B 12 _'_
| 97.0 1.7 1.2 1.4 3.8 13.6 2.4 ! 9cj. i .0 .2 .2 .7 .9 .7
4 97.0 !.4 2. I 3. I 9.7 13.1 2 _ 4 _9.1 .0 .2 .5 .2 .7 .7
7 94.9 3.9 5.5 B.O ll.CJ 4.1 4.9 7 _B.6 .0 .0 .2 .7 .9 .7
IG 88.2 4.2 6.5 7.1 9.9 3. I 1,0.7 TO 99.1 .2 .2 .7 .5 .5 .7
13 (;5 2 4.9 7.0 B.l 1.9 2.2 12.0 I-_ 98.6 0 .0 .0 .7 .5 .9
16 04.8 3.0 1.1 1.4 2.2 1.6 t3.9 16 98.8 .0 .5 .7 .2 .5 .7
19 94.5 1.7 2.2 2.4 2 O 3.9 5.4 19 90.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 1.4
22 95.2 .7 1.5 .5 1.0 9.4 3.6 22 99.3 .0 .2 .2 .5 .5 .5
CRI TERIA THn'EE CL DUDS CRI TERI/, FOUR CE IL INO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR P_J8 CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12
I 74.9 5.8 6.5 9.8 23.1 25.9 21.2 I 93.1 3.b 4.2 5.2 6.4 7.4 5.9
4 77.9 It.,'5 24.3 24.9 26.9 33.1 18.9 4 92.9 4.2 4.2 5.0 E.O 7.4 7.4
7 64.5 8.9 13.2 16.4 I6.5 :38.2 28.6 7 93.1 :3 5 2.7 5.0 6.7 5.2 6.9
I0 65.7 5.6 B.B 10.9 26.3 21.4 25.3 I0 93.4 2.7 3.7 '_.7 '7.0 5.2 6.0
13 66.7 8.0 t6.3 20.4 34._"c 13.8 27.4 13 9:.9 2.8 4.0 4.5 4.3 5.8 7.1
16 57.1 ;2.6 19.8 24.2 13.3 12.9 31.9 16 92.2 2.5 3.5 3.5 4.5 7.7 7.0
IS 50.9 7.2 5.4 5.4 8.1 20.q 35.3 19 cl:,.2 2.7 3.7 u.4 6.1 6.6 6.1
22 OB.2 5.7 9.8 10.5 12.2 26.4 25.3 22 93.5 3.'7 :3.4 4.9 7.1 6.7 6.2
CHIIEPlA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUND_RSTORM IN GLI_ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDIT}...'_NALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12 _4
I q"}. -_ .9 1.6 2.6 6.7 3.7 .7 1 100.0 .7 .9 .7 .2 3.9 .2
4 97.2 2.6 5.7 5.9 4,.0 3.8 2.4' 4 g9.3 .0 .5 .2 E.I 7.4 .7
7 .9_.3 .0 .0 1.0 .7 2.0 4'.2 7 99.8 .0 .7 2.1 3.9 5.1 .E
I0 95.h .5 .7 .5 1.4' I.O 3.1 tO 9_.9 1.2 2.1 3.3 7.3 2.8 1.6
:3 9ft..} 1.9 2.4 1.4 1.9 .5 2.2 13 96. I 3.4' 3.4 '6.0 4.6 .2 3.6
16 hS. (-t 1.4' 1.4 E.2 I.E _.4 3.w 16 92.6 2.0 3.7 2.7 2.2 .2 6.5
IB 96.8 .0 1.2 .7 .5 5.2 2.4' 19 94.9 1.5 1.5 e.2 .2 .2 4.6
22 91).;_ .7 .2 ,5 2.3 3,U 1.4' 22 97.2 .2 .0 .2 .5 1,2 2.8
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.1 :.2 .9 2.6 2.6 4'.7 .9
4 97.5 .7 1.7 :.9 3.5 5.7 3.1
7 97.5 .'7 1.2 ['.6 4,0 _*.3 2.6
IO 96.5 .7 .5 2.6 5.5 2.9 3.1
13 95.2 3.2 2,9 4.1 4.1 1.0 4.6
16 93.8 3.0 3,9 2.9 2.9 2.9 6.4
19 95.6 1.7 2.9 2.9 .5 2.9 4.3
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KP_ LANDINO PROBABILITIES
_08ABILITY OF UNF'AVORABL£ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITIONS D_ HOURS LATER FOR INOIVIOUAt. CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE. GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALO_'T
HOUR PRO3. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES HOUR F_RCB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 5 12 24 l 2 3 6 12
I 3.1 6fl.2 48.2 45.2 53.8 38.5 16.7 [ .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.1 53.8 30.8 75.9 69.2 38.5 30.8 4 .2 .0 .0 iO0.O .0 .0 0
7 4.1 82.4 82.4 82.4 75.5 41.2 29.4 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
I0 8 ._ 70.6 7U.6 54 7 58.8 18,2 27,3 I0 .0 .0 .0 .O ,0 .0 0
13 14.6 65.6 57.4 44.3 21.3 10.2 28.8 13 .5 |00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
16 12.9 35.2 31.5 24.1 15.1 11.3 39.6 [B 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 0
19 f;.5 51.g 2g.6 30.8 25.9 25.9 22.2 19 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "
22 2,5 81.8 5::..R 45.5 45.5 54.5 18.2 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
CRITERIA THP_.E CLOU05 CRITERIA FOUR CEILINO
HOUP PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 12
I 27.6 7_.0 58.3 58.3 56.I 61.7 44.6 l 6.2 42.3 30.8 28.9 26.9 50.8 8.0
4 25.2 80.0 77.1 75.2 65.7 78.1 37.9 4 5.5 _8.1 37,0 40.7 29.5 18.5 3.8
7 40.5 84.0 7B.l 71.6 58.0 78.0 55.0 7 7.2 55.7 55.7 50.0 36.7 13.8 20.7
I0 3G.0 85.0 86.6 84.0 84.7 53.8 52.4 10 I0.6 83.8 44.2 35.5 27.3 18.2 11.9
13 _9.8 9_.4 8_.8 92,2 85.5 3g.3 57.7 13 II.8 63.3 24.5 28.6 14.3 10.6 19.1
15 5P.3 q5.0 91.7 9_.2 57.0 38.6 69.8 16 12.5 53.8 35.5 23.1 19.2 12,2 20.4
19 bO.3 8_).4 6q.3 63.7 38.3 55.6 76.1 19 7.7 48.8 hO.6 3_..4 23.3 13.3 20.0
22 43.0 74.9 55.7 50.0 42.0 50.0 60,8 22 5.7 53 6 42.3 34.6 19.2 26.9 19.2
rRITERIA FIV_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNC)_RSTORM IN GLIDE: PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOI,ICNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 24 l 2 3 6 12
1 1.9 62,5 50.0 37.5 37.5 25.0 28.6 1 1.2 100.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 20.0
4 2.5 81,8 81.8 54.5 27.3 27.3 40.0 4 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
7 4.3 44,4 16.7 27.8 27.8 33.3 17.6 7 .5 50 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 t 4 66,7 83.3 66,7 66,7 16.7 .0 I0 2.6 _2.7 36.4 45.5 9.1 .0 18,2
13 3._ 71._ 50.0 50,0 28.5 15.4 .0 13 14.9 72,6 _I.9 29.0 1"/.7 .0 29,0
16 7.4 48.4 38.7 23.3 9,7 5.9 13.8 15 14.9 69.4 43.5 19.7 3.2 .0 30.6
19 4.1 23.5 11.8 17.5 tB,B 12.5 18.8 19 9. l 52.6 21 5.3 .0 .0 18.4
22 1.4 87 3 60.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 22 1.2 40.0 ., 0 .O .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl. PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 :2 24
l 4.1 5B,B 41.2 75.3 35.3 23.5 13.3
w 3.1 53.0 46.2 5g.2 30.8 53.8 18,2
? 3,6 60.0 40.0 40.0 33.3 60.0 25.0
10 2,_ 56.7 55.6 55.6 66.7 44.4 .0
13 B,4 71.4 51.4 40.0 22.9 18.2 12.I
15 12.g 68.5 _8.1 35.8 14.B 5.9 27.5
tg I0.6 50.0 E9.5 27.3 17.l 14.6 _9.3







KSC LAND INO PROBABI L IT IES
c
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE' CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND IHE COI"DITIONAL
!
PROBABILITIES or UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOP i.";DIVIDt'ALCRIT.
CRI TERIA ONE OROcND [41NL)S CRI TERI A TNO NINDS ALOFT
HoUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 96.9 1.2 1.2 1.7 2.5 13.9 2.5 I 99.8 .0 .2 .2 .2 .5 .2
4 96.9 .7 I.O 1.7 6.2 12.1 1.7 4 _9.e .0 .0 .0 Ls .2 .2
7 9'.).9 2.5 3.8 5.0 12.0 5.0 2.5 7 q9 8 .0 .0 .0 5 .2 .2
!0 91 8 3.9 6.5 I0.2 8.9 1.3 ' 5.8 10 13C.O .2 .2 .5 2 .0 .0
13 85.4 6 5 7.3 7.6 3.9 1.7 ll.O 13 C)9.5 .2 .2 .2 2 .2 5
16 87.1 3.3 3.6 3.9 .8 1.4 8.9 15 99.8 .0 .0 .0 0 .2 .0
19 93.5 2.6 2.3 .8 1.3 2.1 4.7 19 9c9.8 .0 .0 .0 2 .2 .O
22 97.4 .7 1.0 1.5 1.5 6.0 1.5 22 I_(_,O .0 .0 .2 2 .0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA ;'OUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PqO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABII.ITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 B 12 24
I 72.4 9.3 12.6 12.6 30.8 31.5 20.9 I c_3.8 4.6 5.9 5,1 5.9 10.5 5.'7,
4 74,8 12,2 28._; £P,.8 26.0 43.6 20.3 4 9"_.5 2.8 3.6 W.9 9.2 12.1 5.9
7 5g.5 6.5 10.1 11.7 20.6 48.4 27,8 7 0.".8 4.9 6 7 7.5 9.8 7.2 6.t
I0 64.0 7.5 I0.9 IB.O 34.1 31.5 25.1 10 q'-,J.4 4.0 5.9 B 6 10.7 5.4 I0 5
13 60.;' I3.q tg.9 25.9 43.5 19.5 27.5 I._ _-!_.2 8.2 8.7 I0.,5 6.8 5.2 It 4
16 47.7 I-_.l 21.I 26.6 16.7 9.5 32.7 16 F}-;.5 h,4 5,8 5 5 4.9 _.9 |t t
19 3q.7 _.2 9.7 11.6 10.9 1_.5 34.5 19 9,-',3 2.9 4 4 4.4 W.2 7.3 5 5
22 5"'.0 5.1 7.2 I0.5 ll.B 23.6 31.2 2 = q5.3 I.B 2.8 3.9 4.9 9.8 5 4
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONOITIC,NAL PRO:JABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIC'.AL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 '3 6 12 24
I 98.1 2.4 2.0 2.0 3.7 2.9 1.5 I 98.8 .7 .7 .5 .5 15.0
4 97.4 1.7 4.7 3.0 .7 6.9 2.0 4 99.5 .5 .0 ,5 2.7 Ik.9 [5
7 95.7 .0 .5 .3 8.3 2.8 3.5 7 99.5 .0 .7 2.7 Ig.9 9.2 .5
10 98.6 .5 1.5 2,4 6,5 1.2 1.2 10 9".4 3.9 6.2 Iw.O 15.0 1.2 2 2
13 96,6 3.7 3.5 6.0 3.2 1.5 3.2 13 85.1 7,3 10.7 12.4 7.6 t.l 12.5
16 97.6 1.3 2.8 2.6 .B 2.6 6.8 16 69.1 5.4 6.8 7.3 .B .6 12.2
19 95.9 1,8 2.5 .B 1.3 3.8 3.5 19 90.9 .8 I.I ,8 I.I ,5 8.3
22 98.5 .7 .7 1.5 2.7 1.0 1.2 22 98.8 .5 .2 1,0 .5 2.7 I £
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I 95,9 I.5 2.0 1.7 2.2 7.7 3.8
4 96.9 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.2 11.6 2.2
7 96.W I.0 1.2 .7 "_.5 8.7 3.0
]0 97.8 2.0 3.9 7._ 11.8 3.4 2.2
13 91.6 6.3 6.8 10.5 9.w 2.9 7,9
16 87.1 4 4 6.9 6.9 2.8 2.2 10.7
19 89.4 3.5 3.8 I .B ;..7 2.4 8.4
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KSC LANDIN0 PROBABILITIES
f,_0BABIL|TY OF UNFAVOPABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR ANO TIIECONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS L_TER r0R INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRI TERI A O"E GROUND Wl NDS CRi TER{ A T;,,,IO illNOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I .7 66.7 .0 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 I .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 .0
4 1,2 60.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 4 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 .3
7 .7 I00.0 100.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 0
I0 2,5 63.6 54.5 49.5 27.3 9. I 36.4 10 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 .0
13 5.5 62 5 20 B 3"1.5 4.2 .0 I_.5 13 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 .0
16 6,2 Pq,6 14,8 7,4 3,7 7.4 II,I 16 .0 ,0 0 O .0 0 .0
19 2.3 40.0 10.0 .0 10.0 .0 10.0 19 .0 .0 O .0 .0 0 C
22 1.2 .0 .0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 22 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 ,C
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRIIERIA FOUR CEILIN_
PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILIT:ES
1 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 2_
I 27.6 69,2 61.7 48.3 62.5 67.5 43.3 I 2. I 33.Z 22.2 22.2 II.I .0 II
4 19.4 BL',5 89.3 78.6 71.4 79.8 26.2 4 1.8 37.5 37.5 37.5 25.0 25.0 0
7 _4 2 87,1 76.5 74.1 71,2 77.1 51.8 7 3.0 53.8 Zb.8 15._ 7.7 .0 15
I0 -'U}.9 88.4 FJ4.4 85.0 80.9 52.6 54.3 I0 3.9 50,0 41.2 17.6 11.8 5.9 II 9
I'_ 45.4 _37 3 86 8 93.2 78.7 40.1 59,4 13 6.2 bi,9 33.3 11.1 14.8 .0 18 5
I_ ',c)._ gl._ 90._ f_).3 55.4 27.3 69,3 16 8.3 50,0 13.9 11.1 ll.I 5.6 11 I
19 ',q 2 81.5 6H.9 _19.1 _8.9 5L_.9 75,9 19 5.3 47.8 26.1 13.0 .0 4.3 8.1
22 37.8 75.6 62.0 5'_.(3 34 B 61.0 62._ 22 2.1 44.4 37.5 II.I .0 22.2 }:
CRIIFRIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA Slx THL_'DERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES HOUR PRCB. CONOIT:BNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 v-
I .9 50.0 25.0 25.0 .O .0 .0 I .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .O ',
4 1.2 60.0 _0.0 20,0 20.0 20.0 .0 4 .7 C5.7 .0 .0 .0 33.3 .J
7 1.8 50.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0 12.5 7 .5 ICO.O .0 .0 .0 .0 L
I0 .5 I00.0 100.0 10fl.O 50.0 .0 .0 I0 1.6 100.0 71.4 71.4 57.1 ._ .C
13 . 1.R 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0 .0 12.5 I_ 15 " 77.9 61.8 50.0 17.6 .0 35
16 3.9 35,_ 29.4 5.9 5,9 .0 11.8 16 25._ 72.3 _6.4 23._ 4.5 .9 44 6
19 1.4 _6.7 16.7 15.7 .0 .0 ,0 19 |0 r 45 7 34.8 15.2 .0 0 25 1
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 2.8 50.G 9.1 .0 .0 B 3 8,.
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUr-_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILI'flES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I .9 50.0 50.0 25.0 _5.0 _.5.0 .0
i, .9 75.0 50.,"I 25.0 25.0 75.0 .0
7 1.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 lb.3 I_.3 .0
10 2.3 20.0 30.0 40.0 30.0 10.0 .0
13 5.5 50,0 _9.2 _.I.3 20,8 4,2 20.8
15 II.3 51.0 51.0 3£,.7 8.2 4.1 22.4
19 9.7 57. ! 23.8 9,5 2._ .0 19.0








_ABILITv OF FAVORABLE CO_ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATFR FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRI TERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRI TERI A TWO WINDS ALOFT
PROB. CONUITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 |2 _4
I gg.3 .2 .0 .9 .7 5.| .7 I ICO.O .0 .0 .0 .O 0 .0
4 98.8 .0 .0 .5 2.3 6.1 1.2 4 |00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
7 99. :'. 1,9 3.0 2.3 5.6 2.3 .7 7 100 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 O .0
IO 91.5 3,R 5.', 4.5 5.7 .9 ".,7 I0 I00 0 .O .0 .0 .0 O .0
13 94. I., 4.2 5.2 4.4 2.2 ,7 5.1 13 IO0 0 .0 .0 .._ .0 0 .0
16 95,II 3,7 3.4 2.0 1.0 .7 5.7 16 I00 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
19 97.;' .7 .7 1.2 .5 .7 2.4 19 100 0 .O .0 .0 .0 0 .O
22 98.8 .5 .5 .5 .9 2.3 1.2 22 iO0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
CRITERIA THI:_E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROD. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 72.4 6.1 8.0 8.3 3=.3 35.9 21.7 I 97.9 .2 I.B 1.4 2.8 6.w I.g
4 BO.h 12.5 29.4 29.7 32.3 45.7 17.7 4 98.2 1.2 1.6 2.3 3.5 8.0 1.6
7 60.1J 6.8 13.3 17.8 28.8 47.7 32.6 7 97.0 !.4 2. I 3.6 6.2 5.,% 2.4 _,
I0 6f).1 9.2 13.4 19.2 33,3 28.0 33.0 I0 96.! "_.I 7.2 5.8 8.2 1.9 3.1
13 54.15 11.9 19.% P6,6 43.0 17.3 35.0 13 g3.8 3.9 7.4 B.I 4.7 2.2 5.4
16 47.7 12.6 23.7 29.5 17.4 10.6 36.7 IB gl.7 5.8 6.5 4.8 1,3 1.3 7.8
I9 40.1} 6.2 4 5 6.8 I].3 [8.6 37.3 19 S_.? 2.9 2.2 1.5 2.2 2.7 5.1
22 t_?.,' 6.-_ R.5 II.l I0.0 29.6 22.2 22 97.9 |.4 1.2 1.9 1.6 3.1 2.t
CRITERIA FIVE VISIOILITY CRITERIA $1X T_RSTORM IN OL ICE PATH
HOUR pn(TnJ CONDITIO4AL PRCBABILITIES HOu& PROD. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12
! 9g I .7 .2 .9 1.9 l.B .7 1 9g.5 .2 .5 .7 .5 15.7 .2
4 9_}.'3 1.4 3.7 1.6 .2 3.7 .9 _ 99.3 .C .2 .5 1.6 25.8 .7
7 9H 3 .5 .2 .c' 1.6 1.4 1.6 7 99.5 .2 .2 1.6 I5.7 I0.6 ._
|0 fl9.5 .5 .9 1.4 _'3.7 .2 .5 I0 98.4 3.8 8.9 14.8 25.3 2.8 l.B
13 4fl ? |.6 2.1 3.8 I.W .7 1.6 13 8_.3 9.6 17.8 21.3 9.3 .3 |2.6
16 qh.I 2.4 3.4 1.2 .0 I.O 3.8 16 ":'.2 4.7 9.0 6.2 2.2 .6 20.5
19 q_} 6 .9 1.2 .0 .7 1.9 1.4 19 89.4 1.3 2.1 1.3 .3 .5 8.8
22 ',('l. _] .9 .5 .7 .9 .5 .5 22 97.2 .5 .2 .2 .7 I .4 2.6
CRITERIA c-jEVIN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROD. CONOITICNAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.! ._ .9 .7 1.4 5.3 .7
4 99.1 1.2 I._ 1.4 2.| TO.", .9
7 gr_ 4 .9 ._ l.g 5.w 9.6 I."
IO 97.7 2.4 3.", 4.7 IO.B 3.1 2.4
13 94.._ _.1 6.4 I0.0 9.0 ._ 4.6
16 Bw).7 6.5 _l.B 6.2 2.6 .5 10.9
Ig 90.3 3.1 3.6 _.6 .5 1.5 8.9
22 96.B 2. I 1,9 .5 .7 I.B 3. I
B-'76
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
PflOeJIaBILITYOlr UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND T_C CO,4DITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATFR FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: GPOUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR P_O_. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ¢_¢ I 2 3 6 12
I .7 3_.3 33.3 33.3 .0 66.7 .0 I .a .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0
4 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 IO0.O I00.0 .0 4 .0 .0 .0 0 .U ,0 0
? l.q _3.3 33.3 _3.3 50.0 .0 .0 7 .0 ._ .0 0 .0 .0 0
I0 4.2 55.6 44.4 GI.I 16.7 II.I .II.l iO .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0
13 6.7 41.4 41.4 20.7 6.9 3.6 17,9 13 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .O 0
lh 6.3 3_.3 IU,5 3../ 7.4 3.7 IW.B 16 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 O
19 1.6 42.9 28.6 14,3 .0 0 .0 19 .g .0 .0 0 .0 .0 0
22 1.6 28.6 14.3 .0 .0 14.3 .0 22 .0 .O .0 0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THR[E CLOUDS CRITERIA FOJR CEILINO
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES H(_._ PPCB. CONOITIONAL PPOBABILITI£S
I 2 ] 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I_ L_W
I E_¢.0 77.? 5B.3 49.5 r--2.1 57.3 36.6 1 3.5 33.3 20.0 20.0 13.3 6.7 .0
4 18.4 74.7 70.9 "/2.2 57.0 64.6 25.6 4 2.1 _3.3 22.2 22.2 II.I 22.2 li.l
? _4.0 77_,3 68.5 6q.5 63.0 ?77.4 45.8 77 _.8 50.0 50.0 25.0 16.'7 16.7 .0
1O .3h.3 8t.6 "/5.6 ";'6.9 776.9 47.4 r-#¢.2 10 4.1 54.5 22./ 13.6 13.6 .O I3.6
13 40.0 92.6 87 2 84.9 7777.9 _6.7 53.e 13 ?.w _5.9 31.3 25 g 3.: 9.7 16. t
I_ bl 4 91.9 88.7 83.3 50.2 24.9 _6 e 16 e.8 34 2 15.8 13.2 5.3 2.8 22.2
19 45.0 80.8 53.4 _3._ _3._, 43.6 72.5 I9 3.0 53.8 38.5 38.5 77.7 15.W 15.w
22 (4 9 7d.O 58.% 4EI.3 28.6 48.3 50.3 22 2.1 55.6 44.w ll.l IT. I II.I .0
LRIILt_IA rlvr VISIBILITY CPlTERIA SIX T_'OI[IRSTORM IN GLIOIE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIt ITIES HOuR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABIL!TIES
I 2 3 6 IE 24 I _' 3 6 12
I 1.2 £0.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 I 1.4 33.3 16.77 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 _.(] 61.5 61.5 15.4 .0 .0 15._I 4 ._? I_0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
"7 2.0 5n.O 25.D B.3 8.3 .0 e.._ "7 .2 .3 .0 .O .0 .C .0
10 .5 :,n.O r)O.O bO.O 50.0 .0 .0 IO 2.6 93.9 72.7 63.6 IO.2 .0 30.0
13 1.6 28 G 4,?.9 14.3 .0 .0 .0 13 %2.B 74.5 56.4 34.5 3.6 1.9 22.2
16 }.7 ._'/.5 IO.e IB.e 6.3 .0 ?.I I6 17.77 6"7.I 39.5 10.5 1.3 1.3 30.7
19 1.4 T,O.O 3,_ $ 16.7 .0 .O ,0 19 5.1 50.0 22."/ 9.1 4.5 4.5 I3.6
_'2 ,b 100.0 5{1,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 !.4 50.3 ._3.3 16.? .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROE'. CCNOITIONAL pII_OAB%ITI£_,
I 2 3 6 12
I 2.3 50.0 20.0 _0._1 90,0 I0 0 .0
4 1.2 23.0 23.0 ,.0._ .0 40.0 .0
? 1.4 J3.3 .x3.3 I_.? ,0 .0 16.77
I0 1.9 2b.C, 25.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 .0
13 5.6 54.2 ,¢i.7 37.5 I2.5 w.2 4._
I6 I2.3 54.7 45.3 28._ 5.7 3.9 21.6
t9 7.0 55.3 20.0 PO.O 3.3 3.3 23.3






PROBABILITY Of" FAVORABLE CONDITIONS ST A GIVEN HOUR AND TIE: CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES 01r UNFt_VORABL[ CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR IND'VI_UAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNIND_ CRITEgIA T_0 NINOS ALOFT
PROB. CONDITIONAL PRO=JABILITIES HOUR PP0_. CONDITIONAL PROBA.°ILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
! 99.3 .7 .7 .2 1.4 6.3 .7 1 00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 99.5 .0 .0 1.2 3.7 5.B .2 4 CC.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
"7 98.6 2.6 3.3 ].B 6.I 1.7 1.2 7 00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I 9'.). B 2.4 3.E 4.4 5.B 1.2 3.9 In 00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
IJ '_'_. 3 4.0 "/.0 5.2 1.2 .S B.-_ 13 co.r) .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 9x.'/ 2.2 2.5 1.5 1.2 .0 5.0 16 00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 9H.4 _.4 1.9 1,4 .'7 1.2 1.4 19 00.0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0
_2 98.4 .2 .'/ ../ .2 4.1 1.4 22 00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,G .0
CRIlERIA THREE CL0t.IOS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 19 24 I 2 3 6 IP. 24
I '/6.O '3.0 "/.6 e.6 95.1 34.6 20.0 t 95.'3 I 0 I., 1.4 2.4 '/.'3 3.2
N_ 81.6 "7.-/ 90.3 25.4 31.6 48.4 I./.G 4 97.9 I.O I.F, 2.4 '3.0 8.6 2.4
? 66.0 6.3 13 4 19.'/ 28.2 44.T 26.8 "7 9T.2 I.'7 2.2 4.'3 "/.2 2.6 2.2
I0 65.7 10.2 14.2 19.0 36.9 2./.'/ 24.2 I0 94.9 5.9 6.4 "7.I B.6 2.2 4.5
13 60.0 12.0 22.1 :"LI 41.1 15.6 29.6 13 92.6 3.3 6.3 ./.5 3.0 2.5 "7.1
16 48.6 I2.9 20.b 26.8 IB.*/ 12.0 32.1 15 9t.2 2.3 3.! 2.0 l.B 2.6 "7.4
19 44.2 3../ 6.3 .7.9 12.1 20.0 33.2 19 9"7.0 |.2 1.4 I.O 2.9 I."/ 2.9
_.P 65.1 6.8 I0.I I_.I 13.3 28.0 28.3 22 9.7.9 2.1 2.4 2.9 2.4 4.8 2.2
/
rRITERIA KIV[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX T_RSTO_ IN (_..10£ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBAB.LIIIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 _2
I 9B.B 1.2 ;.4 2.8 9.9 1.5 .9 I 98.6 .2 .2 .2 .2 I3.0 1.4
4 91.0 1.4 3.9 2.4 .'3 .3.8 2.4 4 99.8 .0 .0 .2 2.6 1"7.3' .2
"2 97,2 .0 .0 .9 1.4 1,4 _.'.2 "7 qB.B .0 .0 2.6 t2.B '3.1 .5
I0 9q.5 .9 ../ I 4 3.5 .'3 .'3 t0 9"7.4 4.=3 B.B 11.'3 I "/../ 1.4 1.9
13 9_.4 2.4 4.0 3.'3 l.W 1.0 1.'/ 13 R.7.c_ B.O I3.9 15.2 '3.3 1.3 ii.3
16 96.$ 9.9 I.'7 .'7 .2 _.'.9 3.4 16 82.3 5.6 6.8 4.0 t.4 .0 I3.1
I? 98.6 .'3 .5 .2 1.0 2.4 t .4 19 9_.9 I.O t.O l.O 1.2 .9 4.'7
_ ¢J9.5 ../ .=3 .9 9.8 .'3 .5 22 98.6 .2 I.O I .2 ,2 2.6 1.4
CRIIERIA EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROO. CONOITI0NAL PR0eABILITIE¢3
I 2 3 6 12 _'_
I ¢X?."/ .'7 .2 ,=3 I .0 '3.5 2.9
4 96.8 ,9 ,5 ,9 1,9 12.0 1.0
98.6 .9 ,9 I.'/ 5.'7 "7.1 I.¢ _
I0 38.1 3,1 3,e '3.2 12.3 1.9 9.1
13 94.4 =3.4 9.1 Ig.B 6."7 2.0 '3."/
15 8./.? 5,3 5,6 4.0 1.6 .5 t0.4
19 93.0 3,'3 I.O .9 2.0 1.3 5.0
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PROgABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORA_E CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL GRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24 i.,...
I 7.7 78. l 71.9 59,4 56.3 62.5 33.3 I .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
4 fi.8 70.8 66.7 66.7 79.2 62.5 28.6 4 .0 .G .0 0 .0 .0 .0
7 6.0 88.0 88.0 80.0 80.0 52.0 47.8 7 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
I0 |O.e 86,7 77.R 73.3 57.8 44.4 "37.2 I0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 ,0
13 17.1 67.6 56.3 53.5 38.0 30.4 4_.0 13 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 ,0 .0
16 14.C 67.2 50.6 50.0 51.7 26.8 33.9 16 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 ,0 .0
19 IO.E 64.4 75.6 62.2 47.6 38,1 35.7 19 .0 ,0 .0 0 .C .0 .0
22 lfl.1 786 75.9 61.5 41.0 55.4 41.0 22 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
CRI'ERIA IHREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 8 12 24
| 32.5 76.3 62.2 99.3 74.1 72.6 49.6 I 8.0 54.5 45.5 42.4 36.4 27.3 9.4
4 25.0 78.7 81.5 84.3 73.1 76.9 41.0 4 7.5 64.5 41.9 35.5 16.1 Ig.4 6.9
7 41.7 87.9 79.2 72.3 74.0 74.0 53.8 7 8.2 64.7 50.0 32.4 44.1 20.6 22.6
I0 4G.7 85.8 84.0 86,4 81.1 54.5 57.5 I0 8.2 52.9 35.3 32.4 20.6 20.8 9.1
13 4"/.5 87.8 88.3 84.8 78.2 48.7 62.2 13 .0.8 46.7 31.I 35.8 20.0 16.3 25.6
16 5#.3 93.5 90.3 86.2 67.7 38.7 65.1 16 9.9 57.5 36.6 29.3 19.5 16.2 16 2
19 52.3 85.3 80.6 72.8 51.6 61.0 71.4 Ig 9.4 61.5 38.5 38.5 27.8 27.8 13.9
22 41.4 82.6 71.6 60.9 46.7 65.7 62.7 22 8.7 55.6 48.5 35.4 30.3 15.2 15.2
CRIILRIA FiVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA STv THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PRO[}. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIE5 HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 B 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 1.9 75.0 _2.5 50.0 37,5 12.5 .0 I 1.9 37.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 .0 ,0
4 3.6 60.0 53.3 33.3 20.0 20.0 15.4 4 .7 I00.0 .0 .0 33.3 33,3 .0
7 6,(] 60.0 40.0 24,0 24.0 12.0 28.0 7 1.2 60.0 40.0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0
I0 2.'I 81.8 63.6 45.5 27.3 18.2 I0.0 I0 3.4 42.9 .0 .0 7.1 .0 21.4
13 2.'} 83.3 58._ 58.3 41.7 22.2 II.I 13 4.6 _8.9 42,1 15.8 15.8 .0 10.5
16 4.6 66.7 42.1 31.6 26.3 18.8 18,8 16 8.7 71.4 52.8 36.1 8.3 .0 25,0
19 2. t 45.5 36.4 36.4 II.I 33,3 33.3 19 7,5 59.1 35.5 22.6 12.9 3.2 22.6
22 2.9 50.0 30.0 20.0 40.0 IO.O 20.0 22 2.4 60.0 50.0 30.0 ,0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24
I 4.8 60.0 2n.O 35,0 20.0 30._ 15.0
4 6.3 69.2 34,6 23.1 30.8 19.2 8.7
7 4.6 84.2 68.4 73.7 57.9 36.8 ll.B
I0 6.5 66.7 66,7 48.1 40.7 18.5 16._
13 9.9 51.2 39.0 36.6 29.3 15.4 20.5
IB II.B 47,9 36.7 32.7 18.4 19.1 18.1
19 9.2 57.9 47.4 31.6 8.3 19.4 19.4
22 B.O 53.6 38.7 32.3 25.8 16.1 12.9
B-181




PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CPIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINL'CSALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROD. CONDITICNAL PROgABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 :2 2W ,'-
I 92.3 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.8 13.3 5.5 1 100.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 94.2 3.8 2.8 2.3 6.6 :I .0 4.4 4 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 94.0 4.4 5.9 6.4 13.1 8.2 -3.6 7 lO0.O .Cl .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 89.2 6.8 7.D IO. - 8.6 5.9 7.6 10 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 87.9 5.2 6.1 5.8 5.2 2.9 II.7 13 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 86.0 3.4 3.6 4.5 3.4 2.3 II .9 16 100.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
19 8r) 2 3.2 5.4 3.8 3.0 2.4 8.2 19 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 89.9 1.3 I.I 1.9 1.9 5.9 "7.3 22 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITER=A FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 67.5 7.1 7.5 I0.0 _6. I 35.4 23.5 ! 92.0 4.2 4.5 W.5 5.8 9.4 7.4
4 74.0 4.2 18.6 26.7 29.3 43.6 20.0 4 92.5 3.6 4.2 6.0 7.6 9.1 6.6
7 ¶)R.3 9.9 14.1 18.2 28.5 36.8 32.8 7 91.8 3.g 5.5 6.0 7.9 8.4 6.1
I0 59.3 13.4 14.6 20.7 32.5 25.6 30.2 I0 91.8 3.9 7.1 8.9 8.9 7.6 8.0
13 5J.5 9.2 15,1 22.9 28,9 17.1 35.5 13 8_L2 6.2 6.5 6.8 8.1 6.5 9.0
16 47.7 9.6 13.6 15,2 12.6 11,1 3_ W 16 93.1 3.2 7.0 7.2 7.5 5.f_ 9.4
19 q7.7 5.1 5.6 7.1 10.7 20.3 32.0 19 90.6 5.3 6.9 5.6 5.6 5.3 9.1
22 58.8 9.2 e 3 II.6 10.4 24.1 25.3 22 91.3 2.6 5.0 5.0 4.5 7.4 8.2
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SiX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
| 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 2w
I gR. I 2.0 .5 2.7 5.4 2.'1 2,0 1 98. I .2 .2 .5 I ,0 4.7 2.0
4 96.4 3.2 6.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 4 99.3 .5 .7 I .2 3.2 8.5 .7
7 9',.0 1.3 2.1 t.3 1.5 2.1 4.4 7 98.8 .5 2.7 3.2 4.6 7.6 .7
IO 97.3 1.2 1.0 i.7 4.0 2.5 2,2 tO 96.6 .7 3.5 4.7 8.7 2.5 e.e
13 97.1 3.0 1.7 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 13 9¶i.4 4.D 6.3 8.3 7.1 2.0 4.3
IB 95.4 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.8 2,8 3,8 16 91.3 .8 3.4 4.7 1.8 .8 7.8
19 9I.3 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.7 b,2 2.2 19 9J.5 1.0 .8 .B 1.1 .8 6.9
22 97.1 1.0 .5 1.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 22 97.B .5 .5 1.3 .B 3.5 2,5
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIOt_AL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t,? 24
I 95.2 4.6 3.5 4.8 3.8 B.g 4.6
4 93,7 3.9 3.3 3.3 4.9 11.3 5.9
7 95.4 1,8 4.6 3.3 7.6 7.8 3.8
_'J 93.5 3.9 3.9 7.2 9 B 7.2 5.4
tJ_ gO.l 5.6 4.5 9.1 7.0 4,0 8.6
IB 88.2 4.9 8.2 5.0 6.6 4.4 t! .0
I9 90.8 3.4 4.8 5.6 4.8 2.7 8.3
_ g2.0 3.1 2.4 2.9 4.5 5.3 7.4
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:=ROBABILITY OR UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AI_IDTHE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILIT:ES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OI HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA O_ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
FLOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL P_OBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 B 12 24
I 12.6 70.4 7'-'.2 64.8 68.5 70.4 44.4 I .9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 sm
4 II.0 72.3 72.3 78.7 78,7 66.0 38.3 4 .9 100.0 100.0 I00.0 75.0 50.0 25.0
7 14.5 83.3 87.1 75.8 79.0 56.5 40.3 7 1.6 85.7 85.7 7i.4 71.4 42.9 14.3
I0 20.0 81.4 85.7 82.6 68.4 51.2 5_.I TO I.'4 |00.0 IO0.O IO0.O 66.7 .0 .0
13 23.5 82.2 72.3 65.0 53.5 40.6 45.5 13 1.6 I00.0 100.0 _1.4 57.1 14.3 |4.3
16 20.l "14.4 61 6 60.5 57.0 41.9 50.0 16 1.2 80.0 80.0 80.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
19 15.6 86.6 80.6 77.6 64.2 55.2 37.3 Ig 1.4 66.7 66.7 50.0 50.0 16,7 16.7
2#. 17.0 75.3 B4.B 63.4 56.3 59.2 40.8 22 .9 IO0.O I00.0 100.0 25.0 25.0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 26. I 86.6 77.7 67.0 71.4 69.6 47.3 ! 10.5 53.3 51.1 51.1 31.1 24.4 25.6
4 27.0 81.9 81.0 81.9 68.1 64.3 44.7 4 14.5 59.7 43,5 29.0 22.6 21.3 20..3
7 41.3 BI.4 75.7 7;.8 70.6 65.5 57.5 7 8.g 60.5 42.1 39.5 39.5 21.I 33.3
I0 3"/.5 87.0 BO,l 82.0 75.8 50.8 5!.9 TO 11.2 47.9 47.9 43.8 27.1 12.5 21.7
1:3 39.4 87 6 82.8 80.4 70.4 46.7 53.9 13 12.4 66.0 5_.7 38.6 22.6 :8.9 20,8
16 42.1 88.3 83.9 "/8.3 56.1 44.3 58,0 16 8.8 57.9 47.4 31.6 23.7 47.2 22,2
19 40.3 80.3 66.5 64.2 50.9 52.1 56,2 19 8.2 60.0 37.1 25.7 27.3 21.2 12,1
22 31.7 78.7 66.7 61.4 55._ 59.8 46.2 22 6 5 60.7 50.0 46.4 39.3 39.3 21.4
CRITERIA FIVI: VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBA31LITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
! 3.5 60.0 53.3 33,3 40.0 .0 7.1 I .7 33.3 .0 .0 3_J.3 .0 ,0
4 4.2 72.2 56.7 38.9 5.6 II.I II.I 4 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 5.4 52.2 30.4 34.8 13.0 8.7 18.2 7 .5 10,3,0 50.0 +0 .0 .0 .0
I0 3.0 53.8 45.2 23.1 30.8 7.7 15.7 10 .5 50.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0
13 1.6 57,1 42.9 42.9 28.6 16.7 .0 13 2.1 55.6 55,6 33.3 I1.1 I_.1 .0
16 2.6 54.5 45.5 27.3 g.l 20.0 I0.0 16 2.3 50.0 30.0 20.0 I0.0 .0 .0
19 1.9 75.0 62.5 25.0 28.6 14.3 .0 19 2.6 54.5 g.l .0 9.1 .0 .0
_2 1.2 60.0 40.0 80.0 20.0 40.0 .0 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITA_ ION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL. PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 IE 24
I 5.8 _4.0 28.0 20.0 28.0 12.0 4.2
4 4.9 47.6 38.1 33.3 23.8 42.9 3.5
7 5.1 54.5 63.6 53.0 22.7 31.8 4.8
lO 5.6 41,7 29.2 25.0 45.B 12.5 13.0
I_ 5.6 54.2 62.5 45.8 25.0 16.7 4.2
16 8.9 65.8 _2.1 31,6 23.7 16.7 16.7
I_ 7.0 60.0 40.0 23.3 33.3 I1,1 18.5
E_ 5.1 59.1 42..9 52.4 23.8 Efl.B 9.5
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IJI_)BABILITY GF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TIIECONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INL)IVIDUAL CRIT.
CRIIERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 12 2_
I 87.4 2.-I 2.9 3.2 8.7 16.8 8.4 I gg.1 .0 .7 .7 1.4 1.4 |.G
4 89.0 4.2 5.5 6.5 I2.8 I4.4 8.0 4 99. I .2 .5 .7 .7 .7 .7
7 85.5 4.9 7.9 ]0.6 14.2 8.7 9.9 7 98.4 .0 .0 .2 .5 .7 I .4
10 80.0 5.0 7.0 8.7 7.9 8.5 • I0.9 I0 98.6 .0 .2 .2 .2 .9 1.4
13 76.5 4.9 5.2 6.4 4.0 4.3 16.7 13 98.4 .0 .0 .0 .5 .7 1.7
16 79.9 2.9 3.5 4.4 7.0 3.6 II.3 16 98.8 .5 .7 .5 .7 ,7 1.2
19 84.4 5.2 5.0 5.8 3.4 6.7 11.2 Ig 98.6 .2 .2 .2 ._- 1 4 1 4
22 83.0 3.7 3.1 2.8 2.3 II.6 II.6 22 99.! .0 .0 .0 .7 1.2 1.2
CRITERIA THREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIOIwAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 73.9 9.5 14.8 12.9 30.6 28.7 18.8 I 89.5 6.5 8.1 10.2 6.3 10.9 9.7
4 73.0 6.4 17.6 26.2 26.2 33.9 21.3 4 85.5 3.0 4.6 5.4 9.3 6.8 14 0
7 58.7 7.9 9.9 13.5 1";.5 22.6 31.6 7 9|.1 5.4 7.7 8.4 9.7 6.9 7 ;
I0 62.t_ 8.6 12.7 13.8 21.7 20.1 29.7 I0 88.8 4.5 6.1 8.4 6.6 5.8 I._ _:
13 60.6 6.2 13.8 17.3 20.8 13.1 31.3 13 87.6 4.0 5.6 4.5 6.1 10.2 13 _;
16 57.9 12.9 15.7 12,9 14.! 15.4 29.7 16 DI.l 4.1 5.6 5.9 4.9 I1._', -/ _
Ig 59.7 6,3 7.8 9.8 9.8 29.0 29.4 19 91.8 5.8 6.6 4.8 I0.0 g.o ? 2
22 69._ 7.2 7.5 10.3 15.1 28.1 24.0 22 93.5 3.7 7.8 8.8 13.1 9.0 4.8
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SlX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRQB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 !2
I 96.5 2.7 2.4 3.1 4 I 1.7 3.7 I 99.3 .2 1.2 .5 .2 2.1
4 95.8 2.9 2.2 3.9 2.9 2.2 4.4 4 gB.5 .2 .2 .5 .5 2.3 .5
7 94.G 1.5 1.2 1,2 1.0 1,5 5.2 7 9g.5 .0 .5 .5 2.1 2.6 .5
I0 97.0 .2 ,2 l.O 1.7 1,0 2.7 I0 99.5 1.2 1.6 l.g 2,1 ,2 .5
13 98.4 1.7 I._ I .9 1,4 3.6 :.7 13 97,9 .7 1.9 1.7 2,4 .5 1.9
16 97.4 1.9 1.9 I .2 1.0 4.4 _..4 16 87.7 1.4 2.4 2.2 .2 .5 I .9
19 98. I 1.0 .7 .7 3.4 5.8 1.7 19 ,37.4 .2 .5 .5 .5 _ I cj
22 98._ .5 1.2 _,% 4.5 2.6 1.4 22 99,5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PRO8. CONOITIONAt PROBABILITIES
1 E 3 6 12
I 94.E 2.5 3.5 4.0 3.7 _,.,_ _.3
4 95. I E.2 3.2 3.7 4.7 ?. I 4.7 i
7 _4,9 2.7 3,2 3.2 4.7 5.7 5.2 i
I0 94.4 2,7 3,2 4.4 6,7 4.7 5.2 i
13 94.4 L_.O 4.0 B.7 5.9 5.5 5.7
16 91,1 3.1 4.6 4.6 3.3 3.9 7.B i
19 93,0 4.3 2,0 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.8
22 94,9 2.7 2,5 3,7 4,0 _.5 5.0 I
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FROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR ANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES _=,
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 7.1 76.7 60.0 50.0 56.7 56.7 30.0 I 3.3 92.9 85.7 85.7 78.6 57.1 21.
4 5.5 82.6 78.3 65.2 82.6 52.2 34.8 4 3. I I00.0 I00.0 92.3 92.3 45.2 23.1
7 7 6 81.3 90.6 84.'4 65.6 46.9 31.3 7 3.5 93.3 86.7 88.7 56.7 40.0 20.0
I0 13 E, 78.9 75.0 65.7 43,9 22.8 33.3 I0 3.6 93.3 85.7 73.3 60.0 26.7 26.7
13 14 5 80.3 73.8 44.3 27.9 24.6 29.5 13 4.0 I00.0 82.4 88.2 76.5 47.1 47.1
16 9 _., 65.0 60.0 52.5 35.0 22.5 25.0 16 4.3 94.4 88.9 88,9 72.2 44.4 38.9
I9 6 4 74.1 69.2 63 0 48.1 .8.1 37.0 19 5.2 95.5 85.7 77.3 50.0 40.9 22 7
22 7.1 70.0 56.7 50.0 43.3 66.7 26.7 22 4.0 88.2 64.7 64.7 58.8 58.8 17.c
i
CRITERIA TItE£ CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 25.4 82.9 7JLO 73.9 64.0 51.4 36.0 I 14.5 72.1 62.3 57.4 41.0 34.4 23.0
4 31.0 77.7 74.6 68.5 59.2 50.8 40.8 4 14.3 83.3 56.7 53.3 33.3 30.0 25.£)
7 37.:. 81.5 75.2 68.8 61.8 47.8 47.8 7 '6.2 64.7 55.9 50.0 39.7 22.1 25.5
I0 35 :'; 79.7 76.4 70,9 62.8 45.9 43.9 I0 II.9 52.0 58.0 48.0 42.0 16.0 26.[:
13 33.{i 88.7 82.} 734.8 52.4 44.7 41.8 13 12.4 55.8 _8. I 40.4 30.8 2.5.0 25 [
16 34.5 91.7 00.7 70.3 53.8 48.3 46.2 I6 10.7 60.0 48.9 44.4 26.7 _6.7 28 _,
19 32. t, 75.7 70.6 62.5 47.1 49.3 44.1 19 8.6 69.4 58.3 52.8 52.8 44.4 27.8
22 27.fi 78.4 68.1 60.3 59.5 50.0 37.9 22 7.6 87.5 75.0 62.5 50.0 37.5 21 ,9
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNDERSTORH IN OLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIE _
I 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 2 _,
I 6.0 80.0 52.0 48.0 32.0 4.0 16.0 1 .2 .0 .0 ICO.O lO0,O .0 0
4 9.5 85.0 67.5 52.5 I0.0 7.5 20.0 4 .2 100.0 lO0.O |00.0 .0 .0
7 13.1 47.3 27.3 14.5 1,8 5.5 20.0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
tO 2.6 6;.6 18.2 18.2 27.3 9.1 9.I tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
13 1.4 5C.0 56.7 t6.7 16,7 16.7 .0 13 ,2 100.0 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 .0 0
16 1.4 I00.0 66.7 66.7 ,0 33,3 16.7 16 ,5 ICO.O iO0.O lO0.O IO0.O .0 C
19 1,7 57.1 42.9 .0 42.9 28.6 14.3 19 ,5 I00,0 ICO.O IGO.O .0 .0
P2 2,1 b6.7 66.7 55.6 44.4 .0 .0 22 .7 ICO.O 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
CR|TERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIDNAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 IE 2_
I 5.5 69.6 47.8 39.1 13.0 t3.0 8.7
4 4.0 41.2 23.5 11.8 17.6 II.B 5.9
7 4.1 41.2 17.6 5,9 II.U 17.6 5.9
tO 4.1 29.4 35.3 23.5 23,5 5.9 .0
13 E._ 40.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 I0.0 .0
16 2.9 75.0 75.0 66.7 16.7 I6.7 16.7
Ig 4.5 47.4 31.6 21.1 15.8 10.5 10.5
21_ 2.9 66.7 25.0 33.3 16.7 16.7 .O
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PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITICNS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND Tt£ CONDITIONAL
PPOBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS _T HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINO5 CRITERIA TWO NINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 92.9 .5 1.5 2.1 3.9 11.3 5.1 1 96.7 .2 .2 .2 I.O 2.2 e.'7
4 94.5 2.8 3.3 4,3 9.6 7.1 4.0 4 96.9 .2 .2 .7 .7 2.9 2.5
7 92.4 2.8 5.7 7.8 10.3 3.1 5.7 7 96.4 .2 .5 .5 1.7 4.0 3.0
I0 86.4 4.4 5.0 6.4 _.1 4.7 _l.I IO 95.4 .2 .7 1.5 2.2 3.2 2.'I
13 85.5 3.6 3.1 3.6 2.8 3.9 12.'_ 13 96,D .7 .7 .7 2.2 1.5 2.0
16 90.5 1.3 1.3 1.6 4.2 3.9 8.4 16 95.7 .E 1.0 1.5 I.O 1.2 2.5
19 93.6 1.5 2.0 3.3 4.1 4.8 4.6 t9 94,8 .0 .O .0 .B 1.5 4.0
22 92.9 2.3 2.3 3.6 2.8 |0.0 5.9 22 96.0 0 .3 .7 .7 1.2 3-2
CRITERIA THEE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRCB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ l 2 3 6 12 2'*
I 73.6 9.1 13.6 15.5 27.9 El.2 22.7 I 85,5 2.8 4.5 7.0 12.0 8.6 12.8
4 63.0 4.5 10.7 23.5 24.6 27.2 J5.9 4 85,7 3. I 6.7 I0.0 8.4 7.5 12.2
7 (32.5 B.O 16.0 15.3 16.8 23.3 29.5 7 83.8 4.8 7.1 _,.6 7.1 6.0 13.4
I0 6_.7 8.1 10.8 13.3 X9.2 17.7 29.6 IO 88. I _.6 6.3 7.6 6.5 6.5 9.8
13 (36.4 8.6 It.I 14.7 17.2 IS.B 28.0 13 87.6 6.5 5.4 6.5 5.4 12.8 I0.3
16 _35.b 8.7 12.7 12.4 13.8 2:.l 28.4 16 89.3 2.1 5.] 4.3 5.3 I0.1 8.5
19 b7.6 4.6 8.8 10.9 16.2 30.4 26.4 19 91.4 2.9 4.7 3.4 10.7 I2.8 7.3
P2 "72.4 7.2 9.6 I3.2 19.4 28.7 24.0 22 92.4 3.: 7.5 10.3 II.I 9.6 7,2
CRIILRIA FIVE VISIBILITY ('RITERIA SiX THUNt)EPSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOuR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 IB
I 94,0 2.3 5.6 7.1 11.9 1.3 5.3 I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2
4 90.5 2,6 3.9 9.0 I ,8 ,8 8.2 4 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2
7 86,9 1.4 1.6 .8 1.4 |.l I2.1 7 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .2
I0 97.4 .2 ,7 |,0 .7 2.0 2.5 |0 |O0.O .0 .0 .2 .5 .7 .0
13 98.6 1.2 1.2 1,2 1.4 5.8 1.4 13 99.B .0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
16 98.6 ! .O I ,4 ,7 2.2 8.9 I ,4 I6 99.5 .2 .2 .0 .2 .2 .5
19 98.3 .5 1.0 2,2 5.3 t2.9 1.3 19 99.5 .0 .0 .2 ,2 .2 .5
22 97.9 .7 2.2 4.9 8.5 2.7 2.2 22 99.3 .0 .2 .2 .2 .0 .7
CRlltRIA EVEN PECIPITATIO_
HO_ PR_. CONOITI_ PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12
I _.5 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 1.8 4.8
4 _.0 2.7 2.7 3.7 3.5 2.5 4.0
? 95.9 3.5 2.P 4.0 2.0 w.0 4.0
I0 95.9 .7 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.7 4.5
13 97.6 £.7 _.4 2.0 3.7 4.9 2.4
18 97.I _.7 3.7 2.7 _.5 3.7 2.7
19 _.5 1.5 I.O 2.0 4.5 3.e 4.5
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PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HO'JR AI']_ THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF" UNFAVORABLE COND!TIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND ;,fINDS CRITERIA TWO WIh'DS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUP PROB. CO:,'DITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 5.1 54.5 45.5 63.6 45.5 54.5 9.1 I 2.5 72.7 12.7 54.5 45.5'- 36.4 9 I
4 4.1 50.0 50 0 55.6 77.8 44.4 16.7 4 2.5 I00.0 |00.0 90.9 72.7 B,x.6 27.3
7 3.c.! 76.5 58.8 82.4 76.5 23.5 I|.8 7 3.0 92.3 84.6 84.6 69.2 48.2 30.8
I0 g.7 76.2 64.3 64.3 28.6 26.2 21.4 I0 3.0 IO0.O 92.3 84.6 76.9 61.5 30.8
13 II.|I 68.6 54.9 35.3 I9.6 5.9 13.'7 13 2.8 gl.7 g;.7 91.7 75.0 4i.7 41.7
16 5. °' 44.8 48.3 34.5 27.6 20.7 20.7 16 2.8 I00.0 91.7 83.3 83.3 4!.7 41 •7
19 4._. 8g.5 68.4 63.2 31.6 36.8 tO.5 19 3.9 84.1 88.2, 82.4 35.3 35.3 23.5
22 5.._ 73.9 7.'5.9 52.2 39•I 60.9 21.7 22 3.5 86.7 53.3 45.7 33.3 46.7 33.3
CRITERIA IFaREE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CCNOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 28.8 80.8 71.2 60.0 56.4 56.8 44.0 1 12.9 64.3 48.2 35.7 3g.3 2|.4 17.9
4 27.0 79.5 74.4 76.9 63.2 61.5 39.3 4 11.1 75.0 52.1 54.2 33.3 18.8 20.8
7 42.0 83.5 77.5 73.1 62.1 50.0 50.0 7 16.4 70.4 58.2 45.1 29.6 22.5 25.4
10 3_.'} 83.8 78.0 74.0 66.5 46.8 48.6 I0 |4.7 60.9 59.4 43.8 28.1 23.4 15.6
13 3U.f] 83,0 79.4 75,4 61.2 46.7 46. t 13 11.8 5[-].8 49.0 43.1 31.4 27.5 5.9
16 40.9 87.0 76.8 67.2 59,3 41.2 4g.7 16 g.o 89.1 6_.5 56.4 41.0 28.2 I0.3
19 34.8 81.5 76.9 71 .5 60.3 64.2 45.0 19 g.2 8"7..5 75.0 65.0 55.0 45.0 £0.0
22 31._) 79.6 72.3 58.6 51.8 59.9 46.7 22 11.3 73 5 6_.3 51.0 30.6 22.4 12.2
CRITERIA FIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX THUNOEIqSTORH IN GtlO£ PATH
HOUR PRO9. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 t2 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 7.8 67.6 64.'7 5..'/ 52.9 2.9 |7.6 l .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
4 10.1 70.5 6"_.6 70.5 22.7 6.8 34.I 4 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
7 14 8 68.8 40.6 25.0 1.6 3.' 43.8 7 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
I0 6.5 64.3 35.7 I0.7 10.7 14.3 7.1 IO .5 0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
13 2.1 66.7 56.7 44.4 22.2 33 3 'I.I 13 .2 100.0 IO0.O 0 IO0.O .0 .O
16 3.7 87.5 81.3 25.0 25.0 25.8 .0 16 .2 .0 .0 I00 0 .0 .0 .0
19 1.5 7L.4 7|,4 85.7 57.1 42.9 IW.] |g .5 50.0 .O .0 .0 .0 .O
_2 4.1 77.8 55.5 6t.| 44.4 16.7 11,1 22 .2 100.0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2_
I 4.8 57.1 66.7 5_.4 _'3.8 :g.O I9.0
4 5.1 40.9 40.9 27.3 45.5 22.7 :3.6
7 3.9 41.2 41.2 47.| 2g.4 35.3 5.9
tO 5.3 60.9 43.5 34.8 39.1 13.0 |7.4
13 4.| 66,7 50.0 50.0 22.2 |6.7 5.6
t6 5.8 68.0 48,0 36.0 2"4.0 24.0 B.O
I9 3.0 6t .5 53.8 23. t 30.8 7.7 7.7
22 4.4 57.9 52.6 47.4 42.I 26.3 10.5
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DECEMBER
KSC LANDING PRODABILITIE5
' PROiBASILITY OF FAVORAB.[ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR Ar;D THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UN?AVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR |NDIVIDUAL CPIT.
CRIIERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 B IE 24
I 94.9 .7 ,7 I .0 1.7 9.5 4.9 ! 97.5 .5 t .2 I .2 I .9 t .9 2.8
4 95.9 t 7 t.E 1.7 6.7 5.0 3.! 4 9'7.5 .7 1.2 .7 1.2 1.2 2.4
") 96. I =3.4 4.8 6,7 9.1 3.6 3.9 7 97.0 .2 .5 .5 .7 2.6 2.6
I0 90. "_ 4.1 3.3 6. t 4.3 3.t ' 8.2 I0 97.0 .2 .=3 .2 .5 1.7 2.6
13 88,2 =3.4 2.9 2.9 2.3 5.0 10.7 13 97.2 ,0 .2 .2 1.9 1.9 2.1
16 93.. _ 2.0 2 2 2.2 3.7 2.5 5.7 16. 97.2 .9 .B 1.7 1.2 1.9 1 9
19 85 E 1.9 2.9 2.7 3.9 E.7 4,! 19 '_G,1 .0 .2 ,2 1.7 2.2 3.6
22 94.3 I .0 I .=3 2.4 I .7 6.6 4.4 22 96.5 .0 I .0 I.w I .9 I .9 2,3
CRITERIA IHPZE CLOUDS CRITERIA FOUR CEILING
MOUR PROB. CONDITi0N_L PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 1=3 24 I 2 3 6 1=3 24
I 71.=3 9,7 11.7 13.6 32.1 30.4 23.3 ! B7.I 4.5 7.W 7.4 13.0 tO :3 11.6
4 73.0 9,5 13.3 29.1 31.2 33. I 22.7 4 88.9 3.6 9.9 It.7 I=3.4 3.8 9.8
7 58.0 It .6 12.0 t5.9 20.7 23.9 36.8 7 83.6 5.6 5.8 B.B B.3 6.6 15.0
I0 6G.I 6.5 11.9 I4.2 23.8 21.5 35.6 tO 85.3 3.8 6.2 6.2 5.7 9 2 14.6
11; 62.rJ 11.=3 16.0 19.0 18.6 18.6 33.5 13 88.2 3.1 w._ '.,.4 6.3 10.4 t2.3
16 59._, 12.5 it.3 12,5 12.5 17.5 35.0 16 91.0 2,5 4.8 4.6 8.4 9.4 8.6
19 E_5 ? 6.7 B.B 10.2 12.7 30.'5 30.0 |9 90,8 2.0 4.6 5.8 B.l 13.'/ 8.4
22 68 4 8.1 10.5 ll,I IS.B 32.0 25.3 22 88.7 2.8 6.0 7.5 8.6 13.8 10.9
£1HTERIA rIVE VISIBILITY CRITERIA SIX TWUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PR,:RI, CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 1=3 24
t °.2.2 3.2 5.7" 5.5 tl .5 2,0 6.7 I |00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
4 8'hq 4.4 5.9 8.5 4.6 3.3 7.4 4 |00.0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .=3 .0
7 84.E' '5.4 3.0 3.3 2.2 t.4 9.5 7 IO0.O .5 .5 .5 .2 .5 .0
I0 .q._ ') .7 ;,7 1.5 :3.=3 3 W 6.7 IO 99.5 .5 .=3 .2 .2 .2 .5
I.] 97.'1 ,5 1.9 2.8 1.2 7.1 1.9 13 99.8 .2 .0 .=3 .2 .0 .2
16 qr,. _ .7 - .'7 3.3 9.6 3.8 15 99.8 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0 ._
ICJ 9(I," .'-J 1.6 2 8 6.8 I4.1 1.2 I9 9'3.5 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5
E=? 95.'l 2.4 3.9 5.3 8,7 6.3 3.6 22 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2
CRITERIA 5EVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. C(R01TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 ] 6 i?
I 95.2 1.7 2.4 2.7 2.9 3.4 4.1
4 9_.9 1.9 2.2 2.7 _3.2 q.9 4._
7 95. I 2.6 l.q 3.6 3. I 1.7 3.9
l0 94.7 1.9 =3.7 2.4 _.9 3.9 4.6
I3 95.9 ).4 3 4 3.8 2.2 4.3 4.3
16 94.2 I .2 2.0 |.0 3.2 3.9 5.5
19 97.0 2,! 3.t 3.8 4.0 3.8 =3.9
22 95.6 1.7 1.7 2.9 ].4 4.3 3.9
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IIqlIOBABILITY Olr uNIrAVORABLE ¢ONOITIONCJ AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TIE CONDITIONAL
PROBAB|LITI[S Olr UNIrAVORABL[ CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNOWINOS CRITERIA TWO CLOUDS
PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COND:TIONAL PROBACILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE 24 I 2 3 6 I2 c_
I .9 .0 25.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 .0 I 21.9 85.3 80.0 77.9 78.9 6'.1 41 _
4 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 .0 4 22.1 85.4 79.2 84.4 75.3 61.5 4!.'7
7 .9 50.0 25.0 .0 25.0 25.0 .0 7 35.8 85.2 80.6 78.7 72.3 52.3 53.2
I0 1.4 50.0 33,3 33.3 50.0 .0 .0 |0 39.4 88.9 83.0 78,4 {57.3 42.9 54.4
13 4.6 60.0 65.0 70.0 15.0 5.0. 5.0 13 40.3 89.7 81.1 77.7 58.3 41.7 56 0
16 6.0 61.5 46.2 23.1 3.8 7.7 7.7 16 39.9 91.7 76.9 62.7 51.2 42.6 59.F,,
19 1.8 12.5 12.5 25.0 .0 .0 .0 19 29.0 84.9 79.4 73.6 59.5 55.1 42 I l
22 .9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 24.9 88.0 78.7 70.4 55.6 66.7 38 cj
I
I'
CRITERIA THINE CEILING CRITERWA FnUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROIB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 =_
I 4.1 66.7 44.4 55.6 55.6 33.3 16.7 I 3.7 BI.3 el.3 75 0 56.3 37.5 IB._
4 4.4 8_.2 73.7 73.7 36.8 26,3 21.1 4 3.9 82.4 70.6 84.7 58.8 17.6 17 6
7 4.8 38.1 38.1 47.6 47.6 28.6 23.8 7 4.4 78.9 73.7 68.4 26.3 tO.5 26 3
I0 3.6 60.0 60.0 66.7 46.7 33.3 20._ IO 3.9 70.6 47.1 35.3 23.5 I|.8 17.6
13 4.6 66.7 57.1 47.6 38.1 23.8 19.0 13 2.8 59.3 33.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 8.3
16 4.8 76.2 76.2 52.4 47.6 38.; 19.0 16 2.5 90.9 45.5 45.5 54.5 27.3 9 1
19 4.4 '.8.9 52.6 57.9 52.6 31.6 15.8 19 2.3 80.0 BO.O BO.O _0.0 20.0 10.0
_ 4.4 6,e.7 78.9 73.7 47.4 21.1 10.5 22 3.5 93.3 80.0 60.0 53.3 _3.3 6.7
CRITERIA rlv[ THUNI_IRST(]AI_ CRIIEPIA SIX PIECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITION*L IN4OBABILI11[S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 IE L_ I 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 2.8 50.0 50.0 41.7 8.3 .0 L
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 3.0 61.5 38.5 38.5 7.7 15.4 15.4
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 2.8 41.7 25.0 33.3 16.7 .0 8
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 2.B 50.0 41.7 50.0 25.0 8.3 8
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 3.2 42.9 28,6 35.7 28.6 ,'.3 7 :
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.3 70.0 70.0 50.0 :0.0 _u.O .u
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 3.0 76.9 61.5 6_.5 _8.5 15.4 7 '7
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JANUARY
EAFB LAN01 NO PROI3AB|L ITIES
PRO_I_ILITY Of" FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UI_'AVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONO1TIONAL PROBABILITIES _"
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I2
I 99.1 .2 .5 .2 .7 4.2 .9 I 78.1 !.2 4,'/ 6.5 23.'/ 34,5 16.5
4 99.5 .9 .5 .7 !.4 5.B .5 4 "77.9 6,8 10.4 22.0 29.3 32.5 16.3
3' 99,1 .7 .9 1.2 4.2 !.6 .9 3' 64.2 B.6 12.9 i"7.3 22.7 16.2 26.6
I0 98.6 1.4 3.0 4.2 5.4 .9 . 1.4 I0 60.6 e.7 1!.8 15.6 20.5 t3.3 31.6
13 95.4 i.7 2.4 2.9 1.2 ,7 4.6 13 59."/ 5.4 10.4 12.7 9.3 8.5 30.5
16 94.0 1.2 1.3, .5 .3, .0 5.9 16 61.1 5.3' "/.5 7.5 e.3 e.'7 26.8
19 9a.2 .5 .2 .5 .9 .9 2.1 19 3'I.0 2.6 4.5 5.2 6.5 _.I 24.4
22 99.1 .2 1.2 .9 .5 1.4 .9 22 75.1 4.3 6.5 5.B 10.5 31.'7 19.e
CRITERIA THEE CEILI_ CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITiONALPROBAB1LITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 95.9 1.2 t.? _.2 2.3' 3.6 3.6 I 96.3 1.2 2.4 1.2 2.4 1.4 3.1
4 95.6 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.9 3.9 3.6 4 96. t .7 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.9 3.6
7 95.2 .3' .3' 1.2 2.7 3.2 3.9 7 95.6 2.4 2.2 l.O 1.7 1.9 3.6
!0 965 .7 I.-/ 2.E 3.3 3.3 2.9 I0 9G.I .2 l.O 1.4 1.3, 3.1 3.8
13 95.2 1.5 1.3, 2.3' 2.3' 3.1 4.1 13 97.2 .5 1.2 1.3, 1.9 3.3 2.8
16 95.2 I.B 1.7 i.9 2.2 2.3' 4.1 16 97,5 1.7 1.7 1.2 2.1 3.5 2.6
19 95.6 .5 1.2 1.9 1.9 3.6 3.9 19 97.-/ .2 .-/ 1.7 3.1 4.3 2.1
22 95.6 1.2 2.2 1.0 2.4 2.7 4.1 22 96.5 .2 1.0 1.3, 2.4 3.3 3.6
CRITERIA FIVE THUNOERSTORM CRITERIA SIX PRECIPIIATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _I I 2 3 6 12
! 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 97.2 1,7 2.6 1.9 2.6 3.3 2.8
4 I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 9"7.0 .5 I .'/ 1.7 2.6 1.9 2.6
3' I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3' 9-/.2 .'7 1,7 1.9 2.9 3.1 2.6
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i0 97.2 .9 1,2 1.9 1.'/ 2.1 2.6
13 IO0.O 0 .0 .0 ,0 .G .0 I3 96.8 .2 ,5 1.2 2.1 2.4 3.3
16 I00.0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 16 97.-/ 1.4 ,9 t.9 I .9 2.8 2.4
19 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 93'.0 .5 .5 .5 i .-/ 2.4 3. !
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FEBRUARY
EARB LANO INO PROBABI L IT IES
PROBABILITY OF" UNIL'AVORABLE C(_'_IDITI(_4F3AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE COhDITI_AL
PRO6ABILITIES OF UNf'AVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRI TERI A ONE GROUNDNI NOS CR: TERI A TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
t I.O 50.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 1 23.0 85.6 78.9 76.7 75.3 65.6 42.2
4 1.0 25.0 .0 .0 25.0 50.0 .0 4 25.0 86.7 7g.6 78.1 77.6 69.! 46.9
7 .B 66.7 I00.0 iO0.O 100.0 33.3 .0 7 36.0 8g.9 82.0 82.0 71.9 54.3 49.3
!0 3.8 73.3 60.0 60,0 46.7 6.7 .0 I0 42.9 87.5 d6.2 80.2 75.4 43.5 50.0
I3 5.6 72,7 71.4 59.1 18.2 4.5 =J.i I3 42.6 92.8 86.1 79.5 61.8 42.8 51.5
16 8.2 65.6 4_.2 25.0 9.4 6.3 I2.5 I6 4t .5 84.5 74.5 66.9 47.8 47.8 56,0
19 3.8 60.0 20.0 13.3 6.7 6.7 .0 19 31.5 79.7 72.4 65.0 54.5 58.5 43.4
22 .B 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 22 24.0 87.2 80.g 72.3 67.0 70.2 38.3
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I __ 3 6 12
I 2.3 77.8 55.6 44.4 66.7 55.6 II.I I 1.3 60.0 40.0 20.0 6C.0 .0 20,0
4 2.0 87.5 62.5 50.0 75.0 62.5 12.5 4 2.0 75.0 50.G 82.5 62.5 12.5 .0
7 3.9 93.3 73.3 93.3 60.0 26/1 20.0 7 5.4 85.7 71.4 57.1 19.0 14.3 19.0
10 7.1 8g.3 71.4 64.3 39.3 7,1 t4.3 10 4.6 61.! 38.9 33.3 16,7 5.6 5.6
13 6.9 77.8 59.3 37.0 23.1 14.8 19.2 13 2.3 66.7 55.6 44.4 33.3 ll.I 11.1
16 4.9 63.2 42.1 50.0 2I.I 21,1 16.7 16 2.1 87.5 87.5 75.0 12.5 12.5 .0
19 3.8 60.0 46.7 40.0 26.7 26.7 6.7 19 2.8 63.6 27.3 9.1 .0 I8.2 9.1
82 2.8 72.7 54.5 54.5 2"/.3 36.4 18.2 22 1.5 66.7 66.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 .0
CRI TERI A F 1V_ T_RSTORH CRI TERI A SI X PRECI PI TAT ! ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
:_ 3 6 12 ¢_4 I 2 3 6 12 L:=4
I .0 0 .fl .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.0 37.5 37.5 25.0 63.5 50.0 .0
4 .0 0 .t_ .0 .0 ._ .0 4 3.1 58.3 58.3 58.3 50.0 25.0 8.3
7 .0 0 .t'J .0 .0 ,0 .0 7 5.4 57.I 47.6 42.9 19.0 30.0 23.8
tO .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 tO 3.8 66.7 46.7 33.3 40.0 13.3 I3.3
13 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 13 3.6 85.7 57.I 42.9 57.I 21.4 I5.4
16 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I6 3.9 46.7 60.0 53.3 26.7 20.0 7.1
19 .0 0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 19 4.4 52.9 52.9 47.1 23.5 35.3 12.5
i_2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 3.6 50.0 21.4 21.4 28.6 35.7 21.4
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£AF-B LAI_ING PROBABILITIES
PR_ABILITY OF" FAVORAOL[ COt,,131TIOflS AT A OIV[N HOUR ANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS I:)T HOURS LATER FO.q INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUI_ blINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
pROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOL_ PRCB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
! 99.0 .5 1.0 .8 ,8 5.7 1.0 I 7"7.0 4.0 6.3 9.6 24.2 35.'/ 17.b
4 99.0 .3 1.0 .8 3.6 7.B 1.0 4 7'5.0 4.B 11.6 22.1 31.3 32 3 18.4
? 99.2 .8 2.3 3.1 5,.0 3.7 .8 7 64.0 13.4 19.2 2_.i 2B,3 19.1 2"/.0
I0 96.2 I.I 2,9 3.5 15,7 ..5 4.2 10 5,7.1 9.4 12.5, 14.3 15,.8 _.4 34.8
13 94.4 1.9 4.1 5,.2 3.0 .8 6.3 13 57.4 6.7 9.5 13.1 9.4 9 8 35.3
16 91.8 2.5 1.7 2.0 .0 .6 8.2 16 58.5, 6.6 B.O 6.6 7.5 I0.! 29.5
19 96.2 1.3 .5 .3 .B .5 4.3 19 60.5 2.2 4.5, 5,.2 9.0 24.9 24.4
22 99.2 .B 1.8 .B .8 3.9 1.3 22 76.0 3.0 6.1 7.7 12.5, 32,3 19.6
CRITERIA TI4_E CEILIN_ CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 i 2 3 6 12
I 9"7.'7 .3 1.0 1.0 2.4 5.8 2.3 I 98.7 .5 1.0 1.8 4.7 2.3 i.0
4 98.0 2.3 3.1 2.9 5.7 3.7 2,1 4 98.0 .3 1.3 4.2 3.4 i.8 1.6
"/ 96.1 2.2 2.4 3.8 4.9 3.U 3.5, 7 94.6 1.9 2.2 1.6 1.4 2.2 4.2
I0 92.9 1.4 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.5 6,6 IO 95.4 I.I l.I .B 1.4 1.3 4.0
13 93.1 .B 2.2 2.5 2.5 1.7 6,6 13 97.7 I.! 1.6 I.I 2.1 1.0 1.8
16 95.1 2.4 3.0 1.6 I.CJ 1.4 4,6 16 97.9 .8 I.I 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.9
19 96.2 1.6 1.1 1.3 1.6 3.3 3,8 19 97.2 .0 1.1 1.3 1.3 4.8 2.7
22 97.2 1.3 .8 I.I 1.6 6.3 2.6 22 98.5 .3 .5 .8 1.6 3.9 1.3
CRII'ORIA FIVE THUNDERSTORH CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I fO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I D_.O 1.0 1.3 2.6 4.2 2.6 2.3
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 96.9 2.1 2.6 3.7 2.4 3.2 3.2
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 94.6 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.7 3.0 4.4
10 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 IO 96.2 2.1 2.7 2.4 2.4 3.2 3.4
13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 96.4 2.4 2.1 2.4 2.4 1.6 3._
16 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 96.1 1.9 3.0 2.4 2.'7 2.'7 3.6)
19 ,00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 19 95,,6 .5 I.I 1.6 1.3 4.4 3.8
22 100.0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 22 96.4 .8 I. I ! .6 2.4 2.'7 3.2
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MARCH
EAFB LANDI NO PROBAB! L 1T I E5
PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORAB.r_ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN t--'.lR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITIONS DT HOURS LAI_R F'OR !N_;'/IDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNZND5 CRITERIA TNO CLOUOS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 " 6 12 E._
I 2.3 50.0 30.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 .0 I 18.4 78.7 70.0 67.5 63.7 48.7 3_..
4 !.6 14.3 28.5 57.! 42.9 42.9 .0 4 17.5 e6.B 85.5 82.9 65.8 60.5 21.1
7 2,1 55.6 66.7 44.4 33.3 33.3 .0 7 31.5 84.6 76.5 72.8 64.7 47.1 41 9
tO 5.3 78.3 65.2 82.6 60.9 8.7 4.3 !0 32.0 87.8 79.9 76.1 66.2 37.4 43.2
13 !1.6 78.0 82.0 68 0 34.0 6.0" 20.4 13 35.7 83.8 76.0 "/3.4 52.6 33.1 43.1
16 18.8 74.1 50.6 28.4 18.5 4.9 27.2 16 34.-/ 87.3 79.3 62.7 40.7 31.3 40.0
19 7.1 30.7 45.2 35.5 12.9 6.5 12.9 19 20.3 77.2 64.2 56.9 45.5 48.8 37,4
22 5.3 47.8 30.4 30.4 8.7 21.7 .0 22 19.6 77.6 65.9 60.0 55,3 48.2 29.4
CRITERIA THR_E CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROQ. CONDITIONAL PRO6ABILITIE5 HOUR PPO6. COt_O|TIONAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 2_
1 i.6 71.4 57.1 42.9 14.3 28.6 .0 I 1.2 49.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 20.0 .c
4 2,5 36.'_ 27.3 36.4 IB.8 27.3 It_.2 4 2.3 90.0 70.0 70.0 20.0 IO.O 10.0
"I 2.5 BI.B 72.7 27.3 45.5 45.5 9.1 7 4.2 50.,3 38.9 22.2 5.6 5.6 22 2
I0 2.5 72.7 72.7 63.6 36.4 .0 9.1 10 2.1 2J.E 33.3 I1.1 11.1 .0 .0
13 4.4 63.2 52.6 52.6 36.8 10.5 26.3 13 1.4 50.0 33.3 50.0 .0 .0 .0
16 3.9 64.7 58.8 52.9 23.5 5.9 11.8 16 1.9 62.5 37.5 12.5 12.5 .0 ._
19 4.6 40.0 40.0 30.0 15.0 I0.0 30.0 19 2,1 7-/.8 44.4 22.2 I1.1 44.4 ._
PP 2.3 50.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 22 1.6 57.1 57.1 42.9 2P.6 28.6 ._
CR!TERIA FIVE THUNDERSTORM CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12
I .C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.6 71.4 57.1 14,3 14.3 14.3
4 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 l.B 75.0 6,2.5 50.0 25.0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1.6 42.9 42.9 42.9 14.3 14.:_ ,_.'
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 tO 2.3 50.'= 40.0 40.0 I0.0 .0 L
13 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 |3 1.6 14. _9.6 29.6 28.6 28.6 28 F
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 1.4 50._ t6.7 33.3 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 2.1 55.6 22.2 II,I 22.2 .0 III







_BILITY Otr FAVORA_.[ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS.DT HOU;cSLATF.RFOR _NDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 0N[ GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TN0 CLOUDS
HOUR PRO0. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPRCgABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 IB EPtt
I 97.7 1.2 .9 1.2 1.2 II._ 2,6 I 81,6 3.7 5.4 6.2 _,).1 3_.0 15.8
4 98.4 1,2 .9 1.2 4.7 10.4 1.9 4 62.5 3.6 I1.0 20.5 2_.9 29.2 16.8
? 97.9 1.2 4.7 4.5 11.2 6.6 2.1 7 68.5 6.1 9.5 13.2 E2.4 19.9 L_7.2
lO 94.'7 3.4 6.6 7.6 16.4 5. I 9'.4 tO 68.0 5.4 9.5 16.7 19.8 Ii.i_ 26.8
13 88.4 4.5 10.3 12,4 3.7 2.1 10.3 13 6_.3 B,O 11.7 13.5 15.2 10,5 31.6
16 81.3 5.2 6,3 2.3 2.3 I.I 16.6 16 65.3 7.1 ll.I 10.3 8.5 10.3 33.2
19 92.9 2.0 1.0 3.0 1.7 1.7 6.5 lg 7!.7 2.3 4.2 4.6 7/,7 24.9 26,_
22 9',.? 1.0 1.2 I.O !.5 4.4 4.9 22 e0.4 4.6 8.0 8.3 8.3 2B.I t7.2
_ITERIA TH_[ C[ILI_ CRITERIA FO_ VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HO_ PRCB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 _ 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 I_
I 98.q I._ 1.4 1.9 _.4 4.0 I._ I 99.8 .5 1.2 1.9 4.0 i.2 I.B
4 _.5 .9 2.1 1.7 2.1 3.3 2.6 4 97.7 .7 2.4 2.6 1.7 1.7 _.6
7 97.5 1,2 1,7 1.9 3,3 3.8 3.1 7 95,8 .2 1.0 1.2 i._ 1.9 3.4
tO 97.5 1.9 3.3 2.9 3. t 2.4 3.1 tO 97.9 .7 .7 1.2 1,7 I.B 2.!
13 95,6 .5 1.2 1.7 $.2 1.2 _.R 13 98.6 .7 ,7 1.2 _.1 I.e 1.4
t6 96.1 !.0 1.9 2.7 1._ 2.9 3.9 16 98.I ,5 1.7 1.9 1.4 2.8 1.9
19 9_._ .0 1.2 1.0 |.0 2.9 _.3 19 9_.9 .6 o7 1.2 I._ $.3 _.1
97.7 ._ ,B .7 2.6 2.5 2.4 22 96._ .2 ,B .g _.3 I.B t.6
CRITERIA FIE THUN_RSTORH CRITERIA SIX PR[CIP|TAT|ON
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 11_ L_
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 I 90.4 .7 ,6 1.6 1.4 I._t I.B
I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 4 98.2 .S .5 .7 l.B 1.4 ILI
7 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 98.4 .9 .7 1,6 1.4 1.9 I.B
I0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 tO 97.7 1.2 ,7 .7 1.2 I.i_ i_.4
13 I00.0 .0 .2 .0 ,0 .0 .0 13 gg.4 1.7 1.7 .9 I .7 1.2 1.7
I6 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 98.6 1.9 I.B 1.6 |._ 2.1 i_.1
19 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 I9 97.9 ,7 .7 .B 1.2 I.B _.4
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APRIL
EAFB LAIqDINOPROBABILI T I£S
PI_IL|TY OF"I,INF'AVORABLECOI_)IT/0_ AT A GIVEN HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNIrAVORAELECOI_)ITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE _ NINDS CRITER|A TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL.PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _q I 2 3 6 I;_
1 3.3 5"7.1 _1.4 14.3 14.3 q2.9 7.1 I 14.3 80.0 66.77 63.3 53,3 51.7 28.3
4 1.7 4_.9 22.6 57. I 771.4 5"7. I .0 4 15.2 81.0 775.0 73.4 65.6 51.6 25.0
7 3.1 76.9 76.9 69,2 69.2 53.8 7.7 7 23.1 779.4 73.2 70.1 54.6 49.5 L:q5.8
10 7.9 66.7 72.7 60.6 69.7 15.2 15.2 10 _.8 83.77 772.1 70.2 58.7 22.1 34.6
13 12.4 80.8 73.1 70.8 44.2 5.8 11.5 13 27.77 83.6 75.0 771.6 49.1 28.t_ 39.7
16 _1.3 771.9 66.3 46.1 11.2 4.5 27.0 16 28.8 85.0 71.4 58.3 26.'7 26.77 38.3
IB 1'5.0 33.3 23.8 17.5 12.7 7.9 30.2 19 22.6 770.5 5_.6 'tl.I 35.8 35.8 29.5
kB_ 4.3 q4.q ._8.9 38.9 I1.1 I1.1 I1.1 22 II.9 772.0 64.0 56.0 48.0 34.0 12.0
CRITERIA THREE CI[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 I_ L"t ;
I 1.9 62.5 L_.0 12.5 .0 _5.0 .0 I !.0 100.0 75.0 75.0 25.0 .0 .0
4 2.8 63.6 63.6 45.5 27.3 IB.P. .0 4 .7 66.7 66.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 J7 2.6 81.8 72.7 5'_.5 ttB.5 _67.3 .0 7 1.4 50.0 16.77 .0 .0 16.7 18.7I0 3.8 86.7 80.0 80.0 46.7 13.3 .0 !0 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
13 6.2 76.g 65.4 50.0 30.8 7.7 23.1 13 1.9 877.5 50.0 6_.5 .0 .0 .0 i16 4.6 78.g 42.1 42.1 15,0 5.3 21.1 IS 2.2 55.6 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 3.1 61.9 46.2 30.B 23.1 7.7 .0 Ig 1.9 3"/.5 37._5 25.0 IE.5 12.5 .0
22 i.? "71.q t_.B q2.9 14.3 .0 .0 22 .5 100.0 50.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0 :
CRITERIA FIVE THUI_[RSTORfq CRITERIA SIX PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIEB
I ;_ 3 B li_ Lx_ I _ 3 B I1_
1 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 I I.? 05.7 i_B.6 28.6 1'_.3 .0 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 4 1.4 15.7 16.7 50.0 18.7 18.7 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 7 1.4 _0.0 33.3 33.3 S0.0 33.3 .0
10 ,0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 10 1.0 75.0 100,0 25.0 .0 _5.0 ,0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 13 1.9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 16 I.B _0.0 57.1 Ik?.5 .0 n .0
IB .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 ,0 19 t_.4 §0.0 _0.0 .0 .0 10.0 .0






I_i_llJ_|L|TY OF IrAYOI_B.£ CONO|TIONS AT A O|V_N HOURAND Tt-IECONDITIONAL
,'_tS|LITI[S OF UNIrAVORABI.[COND|TIONS DT HOURSLAT£R FOR INO|V|DUAL CRIT.
CIQ|T[R|A ONE: OROUNON|NOS ¢R|Tf'R|A %40 CLOL,i_
HOUR PRO0. CONDITIONALPROBAB|LIT|[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITirS
I 96.7 1.0 l.a l.e E../ II.4 3.0 I P}5.? 4.; _ 6.4 ?._ 18.1 23.'/ II.4
_t go.3 .'/ 1.2 2.2 6.8 20.7 1.5 q 8,...8 3.Lt 9.0 t4.0 I'/.Lt _.6 12.9
7 95,9 1.2 :3,2 5.9 10.6 13.8 2.9 "/ ?6.9 4.0 8.'/ !1.1 19.6 l_t.6 2t.t
I0 92.1 2.3 4.7 8.3 1"/,2 $.q '/.5 10 ?5.2 :3.5 8.6 13.7 18.8 8.5 E.0.9
13 0"/.6 5.4 ./.I 13.2 10.9 ;_.'/ IE.6 13 "/E..3 5.9 8.6 12.3 t2,5 8.3 22.8
18 "/8../ 0.2 11.3 6.'/ 2.4 .6 ;.Do.2 is ./I.2 5../ 8.1 8.4 6.1 to.t 23.'/
19 85.0 _.8 2.0 2.0 1.4 2._ 12.9 19 ./'/.4 1.2 :3.t $.4 ./.4 18.5 20.0
L:_ cj_../ I._ t._ 1.5 1.0 8.0 4.0 ,?._, 88.1 1.9 3.5 8.1 10.3 E.3.0 11.4
¢RIY[RIA THR[[ CI[IL,INO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY'
HOUR PROO. CONDITIONALPROOAiDILIrIEs HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROOAOILITIES
t 2 :3 6 12 L_: I 2 3 6 t_
t °_-.t I.O t.'/ ;_.4 2/I 5.8 1.9 I 99.0 .0 .0 .0 I._ t.g .5
N 9"/._s .5 1.0 t.'J 2.9 4.2 2.2 4 99.3 .2 t .'/ !.2 .5 2.2 .2
7 9"/.q .7 ! ../ _.2 5. I _,q ¢_.0 ? 99,6 .E. ,'7 .5 1.9 I ,? I ._
I0 96.4 I ../ _.O 3.5 3.0 I ._ 31.0 I0 99.5 .2 ,'/ I .7 2.2 .5 .5
13 93.0 1.0 !.3 1.5 1.3 1.5 4.1 131 98.1 1.2 1.7 I.O t.9 .5 2.2
16 85.4 .8 .8 1.:3 t.0 2.0 31.31 16 9T.8 ../ t.0 _.0 .5 ,_3 2.E.
19 96.9 .5 ._ .7 I._ I,./ _._= 19 99,1 .7 .O .0 .2 I,E. 1.9
2E 90,31 ,'1 1.0 I.E' 1.9 _,g I.E. E._ 99,5 .5 .2 .2 .0 ,5 .5
CItIT[RIA rt_ T_TORIq CRIl'(RIA _tx Pfl[CIPITATION
140U4 PI_, CONOITIONJL PROOABILITII[S HOUR PRO_. CON0[TI_ PI_0OABILITIiES
I t00,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 I 90.3 ,2 t.0 1.0 I,_ t,9 t/7
1O0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 4 98.S .0 1.4 ,? /7 I ../ l ,Z
7 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 ./ 98.8 .0 .5 ,S I ._ 1.9 t ,E.
tO 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 to 99.0 ../ I .', i ,? t .9 I .E. t ,0
13 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 131 98. t 1._ I._ 1,5 I .9 1.'/ I,;_
18 100.0 ._ ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 g8. i 1.0 I.E. I.E. 1.5 I.E. I,E.
Ig t00,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 tg 97.6 .'7 ,'/ t .5 t ,./ t .0 ;3.0
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flAY
EAIrBLANDINGPfiOBABILITIES
II_OIIAIIlLIIY Of" UITAVORA&[ CONOIIlONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE:CONOITIONAL
_ILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONOITiONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIOUAL CRIT.
CRIT[AIA ON[ GROUNDWINOS CRITERIA 'rid0 CLOUOS
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOL_ PROB. CONDITIOI_L PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _xt ! 2 3 6 IE L_t .,,.
I I.q 50.0 3;3.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 I 7.2 58.! _5.2 qB._ 61.3 48.q 19._
q 1.6 .0 1_.3 L_.B _2.9 85.7 ,0 q 6.9 86.7 80.0 73.3 53.3 33.3 10.0
? _.5 B3.6 _5.5 63,6 72.7 q5,5 9.1 7 15.7 80.9 73.5 63.2 61.8 3_,.8 30.9
I0 5.8 60.0 69.0 lB.0 7_,.0 12.0 16 0 10 14.5 88.9 "3._ 73.0 60.3 20.6 38.1
13 10.8 .7_.'_ .7_,5 66.0 31.9 6._ _3.C 13 18.9 8_.1 75.8 68.3 qO.2 16.0 Z'8.O
IS 1.7.! 79.7 6B.U q5.9 1_.9 6.8 _1.9 16 19.9 79.1 68.8 55.8 20.9 15,1 _5.6
19 11.6 38.0 20.0 22.0 6.0 10.0 3_.0 19 16.5 60,0 40.8 _O.B 2_.9 33.8 21._
22 2.B 33.3 16/7 16.7 25.0 33.3 16,7 22 8. I 68.6 5"7.1 r'_.9 25.? qO.O 1"7.1 ;'
CItlTERIA TI4qEE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES _ PROB. CONOITIONk;. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 [x) I 2 3 6 12
I ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ! !.2 i00.0 60.0 qO,O 60.0 .0 20.0
tt ._ [00.0 !00.0 .0 ,0 .0 ,U q .9 IOO.O I00,0 75.0 .0 .0 .0
7 .S 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 _.2 6q.3 28.6 .0 .0 15.q 21.q
I0 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .2 100.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
13 I._ I00.0 _0.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .2 100.0 IO0.O I00.0 IO0.O .0 .0 16 I._ e3.3 66.7 50.0 [6.7 16..7 .0
19 .2 100,0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.3 _0.0 _0.0 30.0 30.0 30,0 10.0
.2 I00,0 100..0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 ..7 100.0 I00.0 I00.0 33.3 .0 33.3
CRIT[R|A rl_E_ THUNDERSTOI_I CRITERIA SIX _It:CIPITATION
-- NOUI_ Pl_e. CCII)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PP08. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12
! .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .5 50,0 .0 .0 SO.O .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 tO .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .2 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .2 IO0.O .0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 i9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0





Iq4"0B481LITYOF IrAV0RAB.CCO_I?ION5 AT A GIYI[N _ AND THE:COr_ITIONAL
PROBABILITIrS Or UI_'AVORAgI,[ CONDITIONSOT H(x,_q_LAT£R r0R INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
¢ItlT[RI'A ONE G41_AJ_WINOS CRtT£1qZATWC CLOUOS
HOUR PIR08. CONDITIONALPI;OI3ABILfTICS _ PROB. CO_|TIONAL PROEABILITI(S ,_
I 2 3 6 12 2_ ! 2 3 B 12 2e_
I 98.6 .it .7 |.it 2.1 10.5 1.1, 1 92.B 1.5 2.5 3.'7 12.2 16.7 6.11
98.,, .0 .9 2.1 5.2 16.0 I.B _ 93.1 S.q 10.q _1._ I1.6 1B.9 B.7
? 97.5 2.6 3.B _.3 9.2 10.7 it._ 7 8_.3 _.5 3.B 5.5 10.9 12.9 13.1
10 ejq.it 2.it *4.2 7.3 13.7 2.2 q.9 tO 85.S 6.2 8.6 9.7 13.0 5.9 JJ.J
13 Bg.it S.? 6.7 I1.1 9.1 .8 BJ] 13 81.1 q.6 6.6 8.5 10.9 5.1 1B.5
iB 82.9 ?.O 9,2 q.5 .3 .B I1.? 18 eo.I 3.7 T.2 6.7 _.g _.g I?.g
I!1 BB.N i.3 .B .3 .O 1.6 B.T 19 e3.5 .B ,6 I.T 3.9 12.2 Iq.2
811 9?.it I.it 1.2 I.O .g q.T 2.q 22 g1.9 1.3 1,8 3.3 5.3 12.8 T.O
CflIT[RIA tl4_( C(li.IHO CRIT[IqlA FOUR VISIBILITY '
HOUR q, CCN01TIONN. PFtOOABILITICS H(X._ PROB. CONDITIONALP_'gABIt, ITICS
t it 3 S 12 _ I 2 _' IS tE
t 99.8 .it .0 ,11 .S 1.2 .2 1 98.8 .5 .5 _ 11.8 .'_ ,9
99.8 .2 .? ,5 .5 .it ,2 _ gg. I 11.1 11.8 11.6 .2 t ._ .9
7 99.5 .5 .g ,it .g .2 .5 T 95.0 .0 .0 .2 .S 1.9 11.B
10 99.5 ._ .7 .g .it .2 ,S tO gg.B .2 .2 .it 1.q .T .it
I] 9O.B .2 .0 ,0 .0 .2 1.2 13 99.5 .5 .2 1.1, 11.3 1.2 .it
I8 99.8 .S .5 ,0 .0 .2 .2 tS 98.6 ,5 1.2 1.7 .5 .? 1 ._
19 99.8 .0 .it .0 .0 .5 .E 19 97.7 .0 .0 .0 .S 2.6 2.11
811 99.11 .11 .11 .11 .2 .5 .2 22 gg.3 .11 .11 .S .? .2 .S
¢IIITI[RIA riM[ T_ltSTOl_q CRITCRIA SIX PlqECIPITATION
HOt,IN PflOO, CONOITtONALPROIIAOtLITt(S )._ PtqOO, ¢ONOt?tON_J.PflO_tLt?t[S
I 11 3 6 12 L_ 1 11 3 6 18 li_
t 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 100,0 .5 .5 .11 .5 .8 .0
100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 99.8 .0 .0 .5 .11 .0 .t
? IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .11 .0 ? B9.S .0 .0 .11 ,0 .0 .S
IB IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 tO 99.8 .0 .? .2 .0 .0 ,e
I] tO0.O ._ .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 13 9_.B .5 .2 .0 .0 ,0 ,_
18 IO0.O ,0 .11 .2 .0 .0 .0 16 100.0 .? .? .0 .0 .2 .0
19 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 100.0 .11 .0 ,0 .0 .S ,0
1111 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 211 100.0 .11 .0 .0 .11 .it .B
jl_ B-206 '
.............. . ']_IIL _ . • ' ---- . ............................... , .......








_81LITY OF"UMrAVORAELECOI_ITION5 AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNIrAVORAEL[COI_ITWONSDT Hour_3LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUNDHINDS CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES
1 8 3 8 12 Lx* 1 _ 3 6 12 Eq
1 !.7 q2.9 1_.3 14.3 .0 57.1 .0 1 2.9 75.0 58.3 ql.7 33.3 _1.7 16.7
_* 1.7 28.6 28.5 L*?..B 57.1 71._ 28.6 t, 5.2 68.2 59.1 5_*.5 _*5.5 L*(.,.9 18._
? 1.9 25.0 .nS.O 3"7.5 i_5.0 50.0 12.5 "7 8.8 88.9 83.3 "75.0 6.4.8 36.1 30.6
!0 3.6 q6../ 60.0 60.0 80.0 _0.0 6.'/ 10 9.e 73.2 68.3 63._* 58.1 22.0 ;_9.3
13 6.9 ./9.3 8,?.8 8,?.8 52. I 6.9 L:%.1 13 10.2 "F*._* "7_*._* "72.1 39.5 IL*.O 18.6
16 I_.1 85.3 68.6 5_.9 9.8 9.8 2"7.5 16 11.2 66.0 63.8 53.2 lB.! 21.3 25.5
19 13.6 31.6 12.3 8.8 8.8 8.8 33.3 19 8.6 "/;._.2 50.0 38.9 19.4 38.9 33.3
22 I..7 .0 .0 1_*.3 1_*.3 28.6 .0 22 _.3 81.1 50.0 L,4._, 38.9 81.1 E?.8
CRITERIA THREE CEILIND CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 8 12 _ I 2 3 8 12 Lq
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .'7 BB..7 66.'7 66.'7 68.'/ .0 33.3
_, ._ .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 _, .g3 I00.0 !00.0 lO0.O .0 §0.0 50.0
'7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .'7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 IS6.'/ 33.3
10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 !0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .2 IO0,O .0 ,0 .0 .C .0 13 !../ !00.0 100o0 I00.0 IL*.3 .0 .0
IB ,0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 16 3.1 "/5,9 30.8 E3,1 7,'7 "/.? ?.'7
19 " I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 ,Ca .0 Ig E.8 _5.5 E.7.3 g.I 18._ g.I 8.1
E_ _r. 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 Ei_ .'7 65.'/ 33.3 33,3 33.3 .0 .0
CRi',(RIA rIVE THUN_RSTORH CRIIERIA SIX PII[¢IPITATION
HOUR PROE. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COI_)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ ) B 1_ Lq I _ 3 6 I_ It_
! .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
._ ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .C _ ._ I00.0 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
'/ .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 ? .0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
i0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C .0 10 ,E .0 .0 .0 I00.0 .0 .0
13 .? I00.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .E I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 ._ SO.O .0 .0 .0 .O .0 IB .5 BO.O .0 .C .0 .0 .0
IB .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 19 .0 .C .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0





P_OaABILITY OF FAVORABLECONOITIONSAT A GIVEN HOURAND TIlE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDMINDS CRITERIA TWO CL.OUOS
HOIJt PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CO_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I 98.3 .5 1.7 1.5 1.9 6.1 !.7 1 _.! 1.0 i,7 4.2 7.9 B._ 8.2
4 98.3 .8 .7 1.8 _.7 !1.! 1.8 4 _.8 4.5 6.5 6.0 7.8 9.5 4.3
7 98.1 1.5 8.4 8.9 6.6 12.9 1.7 7 91.4 !.3 2.1 3.7 5.8 6.0 6.0
I0 95.4 1.8 8.7 q.9 9.6 1.0 3.5 I0 90,2 .B 2.1 4.5 6.3 2.4 6.6
13 93.1 3.1 4.6 6.9 I0.0 1.3 5.6 13 Bg.8 8.9 3.8 4.2 5.0 1,3 B.B
16 87.9 8.8 18,8 7.9 .5 .5 9:5 [6 88.8 8.1 8.1 2.9 2.4 8.9 B.8
lg 86.4 I.I I.I .6 .6 .8 9.9 Ig 91.4 .5 .5 1.0 1.0 5.8 6.3
88 98.3 .7 .5 1.5 1.5 3.1 1.7 22 95.7 .2 .7 .7 3.5 6.5 3.8
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA VOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBAB.LITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ i 8 3 6 18
1 100.0 .8 .8 .8 .0 .8 .0 I 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .2 I.? .5
4 g9.o .0 .0 .0 .8 .0 ._ 4 99.5 .7 .7 .2 .0 8.9 .8
7 100.0 .0 .8 .8 .8 .E .0 7 gg.3 .5 .0 .0 1.7 8.8 .5
10 99.B .0 .0 .2 0 .0 .E 10 100.0 .5 1.0 1.7 3.1 .7 .0
13 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .E 13 B8.3 .5 1.0 1.5 2.4 .7 1.7
16 !00.0 .0 .2 .8 ,0 .8 .0 16 95.g .7 I.? 2,0 .5 .8 8.9
19 99,8 .7 .2 .0 ,0 .0 .8 19 97.4 .2 .8 .5 .2 ._ 8.4
_2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .8 ,8 .0 88 99.3 .0 .8 .5 .8 .O .7
CRITERIA FIYI[ TI,K,INI_RSTORM CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 8 3 6 18 _,) 1 8 3 6 18 Lx_
1 100.0 .0 .2 .8 ,0 .7 .0 I 100.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .8 .0
4 99.B .q .0 .0 .0 .5 .2 4 g9.B ._ .0 .0 .2 .5 .2
7 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .0 .0 7 100,0 .0 .0 .2 .8 .0 .0
10 100.0 .0 .8 .7 .5 .0 .0 10 99,8 .0 .2 .8 .2 .2 .8
13 99.3 .0 .2 .5 .0 .0 .7 13 gg.8 .2 .5 .5 ,0 .0 ._
18 99.5 .0 .8 .0 .0 .8 .5 16 g9,5 .0 .0 .0 .8 .8 .5
;g 100.0 ._ .8 .0 .0 .0 .0 IS I00o_ .2 .8 .8 .0 .0 .0
8_ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .0 .0 88 99,8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .8
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EARBLANDINO PROBABILITIES
un'ROOABILITVOF' UNFAVORABLECONDITION5 AT A 01VEN HOURANO THE:CONOITIONAL
_BILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE OR(X,a_ NINOS CRITERIA TNO CLOUOS
PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIOPAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 I_ _ I _ 3 6 I_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ! 5.3 8"7.0 78.3 6g.6 73.9 52,2 26.1
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 5.3 I00.0 78.3 78.] 69.6 56.5 el.7
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 12.4 85.2 68.5 66.7 51.9 35.2 42.6
I0 .5 50.0 .0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 I0 II.$ 87.8 71.4 65.3 55.1 _"*.5 36.7
13 1.8 75.0 6_.5 87.5 6,?.5 .0 I2.5 13 11.3 85.7 65.3 67.3 55.1 30.6 38.8
16 8.2 66.7 51.9 ]3.3 7.4 .0 18.5 16 13.6 81.4 66.1 57.6 30.5 23.7 35.6
19 7.2 L:_.8 6.5 3.2 .0 .0 19.4 19 10.2 77.3 56.8 43.2 45.5 52.3 40.9
L_ .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 5.3 65.2 69.6 69.6 q7.8 56.5 30.4
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOLq FWOB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE LXt I e 3 6 _2 Eq
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 .2 100.0 I00.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 o0
: 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0
'7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 '7 .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 13 .2 100.0 I00.0 .0 .0 100.0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .5 50.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 19 .'7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 33.3
,_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE THUND_RSTORII CRITERIA S!X PRECIPITATION/
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES _ PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 I_ Eq I 2 ] 6 _.2 _xt
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 .0 .0
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .9 25.0 50.0 75.0 eS.0 .0 ES.0
? .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.2 80.0 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0
10 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
13 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 13 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 1.2 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 Ig .5 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 .0 .0
62 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
B-211 "_
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_IL|TY OF' RAVORAEL(C_IOtTIONI3 AT A OIVEN HOURANt:)THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Of" UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIOUAL CR|T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNOWINOS CRITERIA TH0 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CON'OITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 E 3 6 12 _*_ 1 2 3 6 IE Lq*
! I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 1.8 .0 I 9,4.7 .7 .7 ! .7 B.O 9.0 _*._* ""
_* IO0.O .2 .0 .0 .5 6.E .0 _, 9¢,.7 L,.! 7.:3 B.8 B.O It.E L*.6
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .5 1.8 "/,2 .0 7 6"7.6 2._ 3.L* 3.q 5.5 6.6 B.?
IO 99.5 .9 .g 1.6 6.6 .2 .5 10 89.7 1.8 3.! _,.,4 8.3 2.9 8.3
13 gG.2 .9 3.1 q.7 6.1 .0 1,6 13 8B.7 2.3 q.2 6.9 _*.*_ 2.3 O.I
16 93.8 5.2 8.6 5.L* .0 .0 5._' 16 86.L* .5 !.6 2.7 1.3 2.7 I0._*
19 92.0 .5 .2 .2 .0 .0 B.O 19 9B.B 1.0 .8 1.0 1.0 0.5 6.7
; 22 99.5 .2 .2 .0 .0 .5 .5 22 9_.7 I .0 ! .5 I .6 3.2 9.0 _.q
iCRIT[RIA TI,,ItE[ CEILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PR06, CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRO6, CONOITI(_L PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 8 3 6 18 L_
I 100.0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 1 go.9 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .8
q 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 .8 .0 .0 _ 99.8 .2 .5 .0 .0 .5 .8
? 100.0 ,0 .O .2 .O .O .0 ? gg.8 .0 .0 .0 .E .? .8
I0 9g.B .O .0 .0 .O .O .8 10 9g,B .O ,O .8 .5 .0 .8
13 100.0 .O .O .O .0 .0 .O 13 99.6 .5 .? .5 .? .0 .8
16 IO0.O .0 .O .0 .O ,0 .O 16 99,5 .O .O .5 .0 .8 ,9
: 19 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 19 gg,3 .0 ,0 .0 .8 .8 .5
88 IO0.O .0 .O ,0 .0 .2 .O 28 IO0,O .0 .0 .8 .8 .I .0
CRITERIA riVE ?I4JN_RSTOIql CRITERIA SiX PIq[_IPITATION
PRO0. ¢ONOITIONN. PROBABIklTI[¢ HM PRO6, CONOITIONALPROBABILITI[5
1 8 3 5 18 _ 1 8 3 6 !| fl_
! IO0.O ,0 .0 .8 .2 .5 .0 I 99.3 .8 .8 .7 .9 .6 .7
gg,8 .8 .0 ,8 ,0 1.8 .8 _ 99,1 ,? ,5 .5 .0 .5 .7
? gg,8 .0 .0 .0 .5 .R ._ ? g8.8 .0 .0 ,C .5 .5 .t
tO tOG.O .0 .O .5 I.E .0 .0 !_ 99.a .0 .5 .5 .5 .0 .8
13 g9.S .O .5 I.E ,8 ,0 ,5 13 99.5 .8 .8 ,5 .G ,7 ,_
I6 59.0 .8 .8 .8 o0 .E 1,8 16 99,5 .9 .5 ,5 .O ,I ._
II 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 ,2 19 gg.S ,8 .0 o0 .5 1.8 .S










PI;r0BABILtTY OF UNFAVORABLECOND'.TIONSAT k GleN HOUR AND Tile CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF _AV0RABLE CONDITIONS OT HOUR5LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL GRIT.
CRITI':RIA ON[ GROUNOMINDS CRITERIA TN0 CLOUDS
HOUR pROB. CO_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 E 3 S 12 _x_ t ;' 3 (5 I_ L"4
! .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 l 4.8 Bl.O 61.g 71.4 47.6 38.1 _3.6
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 5.1 66.4 72.7 66.2 59.t .,_.5 tS.2
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 9.4 73.2 63.4 51.2 47.5 26.6 _.4
tO .5 .0 .0 50.0 I00.0 ,0 .0 IO 8.3 80.6 61.1 54.3 58.3 19.4 IS.7
13 I._; 57.1 71.4 71.4 .0 .0 IJ_.3 13 9.9 79.1 "_._ 65.1 34.9 16.3 30.2
[6 6.9 82.8 q3.3 16.? .0 .0 26.7 16 12.0 80.8 61.5 44.2 21.6 19.E 34.6
19 1,8 v._,5 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 Ig 7.4 65.6 54.8 40.6 28,1 3"/,5 E'd.l
,_2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 E_ 5.1 "/7.3 54.5 50.0 36.4 38. I 4.5
CMITERIA THREE C[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITI£$
! 2 3 6 12 Ell I 2 3 6 IZ L_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .5 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
4 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 '7 ,9 75.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 tO .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 0 .0 IS .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
16 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 16 .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
t6 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 0 .0 tg 1,E 40,0 hO,O 20,0 20.0 40,0 .0
2_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rl_1[ T_IqST01_ CRITEqlA SiX Pfl[CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. C0e©ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 E_ I 2 .X B II_ i_
I .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .5 50.0 .0 ,0 ,0 50,0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .7 33.3 ,0 33.3 .0 .0 .0
13 .7 BB.? 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 13 .9 75.0 L_.O .0 .0 .0 i_.0
16 1.8 4LD.9 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 18 1.6 14.3 14.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
t9 ._ _0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O 19 ,5 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0








IIN_BAIJlLIYY OF IrAVQRABL[CONDITIONSAT A OIVEN HOURANO THE CONDITIONAL
PROIklIILITI[I OF UNFAVORABLECONOITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA (3ME OROUNOMINOS CRITERIA TWO CLOUOS
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOHALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 9 IE Lx* 1 E 3 6 12 Eq
! I00.0 .5 .5 .0 .0 i ,8 .0 I 95.2 .5 .7 ! .7 "1.5 8.5 3.9
** 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .5 6.9 .0 t. 9_.9 Lt.L, 6.1 6.3 5.6 9.7 L*.I ,w,
"Jr 100.0 .0 .0 .'5 1.6 !,8 .0 .7 90.6 2.8 3.6 3.8 6.1 5.3 "/.6
I0 99.5 .5 ..7 I._* 6.5 .0 .5 I0 91 .? 2.5 3.0 5.9 .7.6 3.8 .7.6
13 9B.L* ! ._* .9 5.g 1.9 .0 I ._ 13 90. ! 2.8 _.6 6.2 _*._* 3.6 7..7
IB 93.1 3.0 _.? ..7 .0 .0 5.9 16 98.0 2._ 2._ 2._ _.g 2.g 8.9
I9 98.2 ,0 .2 .0 .0 .0 2.1 I9 92.6 .7 1.5 2.2 3.0 7.0 B.0
22 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 ,0 22 94.9 ..7 1.5 2.2 3.2 6.8 _.9
CRIT[RIA THR£[ C[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIF, ILITY
PROB. CONDITIONAL,PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 9 I2 L=x* I 2 3 9 12 Lx*
I 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I _9.5 .0 .0 .0 ..1 .5 .5
I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 q 99.8 ..7 ..7 .B .5 .5 .2
? I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 99.1 .2 .2 .0 .2 1.2 ,9
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 I0 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .5 ,2 .S
I] I00,0 .0 ,_ .2 .0 ,0 .0 13 99.5 .5 .2 .2 .9 .5 .5
IE 99.8 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .2 I6 99.5 ..7 .9 .T .e ,2 ,5
II IO0.O ._ .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 1.2
I_ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 22 99.8 .0 .2 .5 ._ .5 .2
CRITERIA rl_JI[ TI4JN_RSTORI, CRITERIA SlX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 I 12 Eq I 2 3 6 12 L_
I gB.I .0 ._ .5 .0 .? ._ I 99.8 ._ .2 .5 .2 .9 .2
99.5 .E .2 .0 ,2 1.6 .5 q 99.5 .0 ..7 .2 .7 I.q .5
.7 I00.0 .0 .2 ,2 ..7 .5 .0 .1 99.8 .0 .5 .? .9 .5 .5
I0 99.9 .E ._ ,.7 1,6 .2 .E 10 g9.3 .0 .0 ..7 1.5 .2 .T
i] 99.3 I.q I.q I,_ .5 ._ .5 13 g9.! .5 .7 I.B .5 .E .9
I| 98._ I.q .E .5 .E .5 1.9 IS 9B.q .2 .5 .5 .2 .5 1.6
19 99.5 .7 .5 .2 .E .0 .5 19 99.5 .5 .5 .2 ._ .5 .5
H SPJ).| ._ ._ ,0 .S .E .E 2_ 99.8 ,E ._ .0 .5 .? ._
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IIq_J_li_lLITY Or UNFAVORAEL£CONDITIONS AT A 01VEN HOURANO THE CONOITIONkL
PROI_BILITIES Of" UNF'AVORABLECONOITIOe_ _T HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDMINOS CRITERIA TMO CLOUOS
PROB. CONDITI(_Ikl. PROBABILITIES H(X,_ PROB. COI_)ITIONkL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 _ 1 E 3 6 12 L=xt
! .2 I00.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 4.8 90.9 ?0.0 "70.0 90.0 55.0 40.0
q ._ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 4 4.3 88.9 88.9 88.9 77.8 44.q 44.4
7 .5 I00.0 .0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 9.3 87.2 76.9 66.7 4B.7 38.8 33.3
I0 1.2 40.0 80.0 80.0 IO0.O .0 ,0 10 7,9 69.7 60,6 5_.5 57,6 39.q 36.4
13 2.4 70.0 "/0.0 70.0 .0 .0 • 0 i3 7. t e6.7 BO.O 60.0 53,3 40.0 30.0
16 7.q 67.7 32.3 12.9 3.2 .0 19.4 16 12.0 83.3 64.3 47.6 38.1 31,0 35.7
19 l.g 25.0 L_.O 12.5 12.5 .0 .0 19 _,? 75.0 70.8 58.3 58.3 70.8 33.3
22 .2 I00.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 22 5.0 8t.O 66.7 71.4 61.9 52.4 33.3
CRITERIA THREr CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRO_BILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 2q 1 E 3 6 !_:
I .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 t00.0 100.0 50.0 I .5 100.0 100.0 50.0 .0 .0 50.0
4 1.0 100.0 100.0 75.0 75.0 .0 3_.0 4 .5 I00.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
"/ .'/ I00.0 100.0 100.0 66.'/ .0 33.3 ? E.4 50.0 E0,0 20.0 10.0 I0.0 30.0
10 .? 66.7 66,7 66.7 .0 .0 33.3 I0 1.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
13 .'/ 33.3 33,3 .0 .0 33.3 33.3 13 .7 100.0 66.7 66,7 .0 .0 .0
16 .E IUO.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 !.2 40.0 20.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
19 .2 100.0 |00.0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 19 .'; 33.3 .0 .0 .0 33.3 .0
22 .2 100.0 100.0 t00.0 t00.0 100.0 .0 22 .2 t00.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rlv[ THt34[_RSTORI'I CRITERIA SIX Pfl[CIPITATION
H0UR PR00. CONDITIONALPROOABILITIES HOUR PROB. CON01TIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 B 12 L_
I .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .7 100.0 66.? 66.7 33.3 33.3 33.3
4 .2 ,0 .tl .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.2 80.0 60.0 40,0 60.C EO.O .0
"/ .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .7 66.7 33.3 33.3 3'_.3 33.3 .0
10 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 1.0 50.0 IO0.O 75.0 _5.0 25.0 .0
13 .'/ 33.3 66.7 66/I 33.3 .0 33.3 13 1.2 60.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 E0.0 ,0
16 1.2 60.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 40.0 16 1.2 lO0.O 40.0 40.0 40.0 .0 20.0
19 1.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 1.2 60.0 60.0 60.0 40.0 ,0 20.0
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 I.O IO0.O 50.0 "_.0 25,0 ,0 E5.0
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PI_ILITY OF"IrAVORASL[C0NOITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURANO Tl'[ COI_/DITIONAL I
PROBABILITIES OF"uNIrAVOIRAELIZCONDITIONSOT HOIJRSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ G_ NINDS CRITERIA Tf,40 CLOUO$
HOUR PR0e. COflOITIONALPROBABILITIES NO'JR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 8 I_ _ I _ 3 S I£
I gg.8 .0 .0 .2 .5 2._* .8 I 95.2 1.0 I.O 1.0 S.8 q.? 3.8
99.9 .2 .0 .5 1.2 7.2 .8 L, 95.? 8.2 _*.5 5.7 _*.? 8.5 3.0
? 99.5 .0 .0 1.0 2.2 I .9 .5 "7 90.7 .8 1.8 I .8 2.9 3. I ,/. I
10 98.8 .8 ;.0 I._* 6.3 .2 1.2 I0 92.1 8.6 8.3 3.1 5.9 8.1 5.**
13 9"7.6 I.,/ 4.1 5.9 2.0 .E 8._* 1:3 92.9 8.8 5._* _*.B 8.1 _.3 5.L*
IS 92.8 8.1 1.5 1.0 .0 .3 5.9 16 go.o !.9 1.9 I.I 1.3 1.9 ,/.**
IB 98.1 .2 .8 .0 .0 .5 1.7 19 94.3 .8 .8 1.9 1.9 5.8 _*.0
22 9g.B .0 .8 .0 .8 1.2 .2 2_ 95.0 .8 1.5 1.5 1.8 5.5 J.S
CRITERIA ?HA[[ C[ILINO CRITERIA rOl_ VlSIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROS. CONOITIONALPROOABILITI[S
I _! 3 S 18 E_ I 8 3 8 If.p I_
I gg.5 .0 .0 .S .8 .8 .8 I gg.s .8 .8 .B 8._ .'/ .8
_* 95.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .7 L, gg.5 .0 1.7 8.8 1.0 1.8 .S .
7 g9.3 .0 .8 .0 .8 .B .5 '/ 9"7.8 .S .e .S .S .S 8.8
tO 9g.3 ._ .8 .2 .8 .2 .S tO gg.o .7 .7 .2 ,7 .8 I._
13 gg.3 .0 .2 .2 .E .2 .5 13 gg.3 .5 .5 .7 .7 .5 .T
18 gg.8 .8 .8 .8 .E 1.0 .8 IJJ 99.9 .2 .S .'/ .8 .5 1.8
Ig g9.o ,0 .0 .0 .8 .S ._ 19 9g.3 .0 .0 .8 .S E.S ..7 i




CRITERIA It?ME: Yl4JN_ftlJTOIqlq fRIT[RI_I. SIX _ClPlTATI_ [
r
_ C_ITI_ P_AU!LITI[I _ P_ ¢_ITl_ _ILI?I[I
I P l I IE _ I l 3 I II
I Ill0 0 0 E l 7 O I ggl O l 7 S l l '/
q _S l 0 0 0 II E I* IS I l 0 l l l l I.
7 100.0 .O ,O ,O .'/ 1.0 .O ,/ lB.] .! 1,0 .,/ 1,0 1.0 ,I
10 100.0 ,0 .E ,,/ I.E ,0 ,0 10 sg.o ,C .E ,II t.O ,7 1,0
13 sg.3 .0 ,8 .,/ .,/ .0 ,S 13 90.8 .S 1.0 ,T .,/ .7 1.0
lid SO,I ,S .7 ,7 ,0 .E .7 IB SS.O 1.0 1.0 .,/ .S I .to I.O
IS gg.O .E .E .0 .0 .0 1.0 IS lIO.O ,0 .0 ,| ,O ,ll 1,0








/'tqlOBABILITYOF UNFAVORAEL(CCNOIT|ONS AT A OIVEN HOURAND TH[ CONDITIONAL
PNOeABILITIES Or* UNIrAVORASL(CONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAl. CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE OROUNDN _ CRITERIA TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES _ PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12 Lo_
I I.q 83,3 33.3 50.0 33.3 16.7 16.7 I 6.7 69.0 51.7 51.7 _8.3 _8.3 17.2
q 1.2 60.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 60.0 i.'O.O q 7.6 60.6 69.'/ 69.7 69.7 q8.5 18.2
7 .g 50.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 16.6 76._ 70.9 69.q 61.1 36.1 Lr_.2
10 3.0 76.9 8_.6 '76.9 0_.6 7.7 _5.q I0 17.'/ 77.9 70,' 63.6 r,9.q 23._ 26.0
13 3.9 6_.7 76.5 58.8 5.9 11.8 17.6 13 18.0 69.7 "/5.6 69.2 q3.6 16.7 32.1
16 8.1 5"/.I 3_.3 1_,3 II.q 9.6 20.8 16 21.5 81 "7 69.8 51.6 L_.? 16.1 31._
19 1.6 28.6 lq.3 q2.g 1_.3 .0 .0 19 1_.5 ./_.6 63.5 q7.6 22.2 3_.9 _3.q
22 .9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 75.0 .0 22 !0._ 68.9 57.8 _0.0 28.9 q8.9 15.6
¢NIT[RIA THRT C(ILIND CRITERIA Ir0UR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRO9. CONDITIONN. PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 18 L"4 I 2 3 6 18 Hi,
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 2.3 80.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 IO.O IO.O
.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 8.5 90.9 90.9 Ol.O 36._ 9.1 6.1
? .5 IOO.O 100.0 100.2 .0 .0 .0 ? 0.3 T'7.O 61.1 33.3 .0 6.9 IrJ.O
tO .7 100.0 69.7 33.3 3_.3 .0 ]13.3 10 3.9 58.6 83.5 11.6 11.8 tI.9 8tJ._
13 .5 I00.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 .0 .0 13 .9 100.0 75.0 75.0 25.0 .0 8S.0
19 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 16 8.5 _.5 _5,5 J6._ 10.8 18.8 :|.8
15 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 it.3 60.0 _0,0 30.0 30,0 OO.O irO.O
/8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8| 1.9 IO0.O 87.5 '?_.0 (51P.5 IL_J.O .0
CAIItIIIA riME ?I,4UNOCRSYORH CNIT[flIA SIX PflL'_tPITA?ICIN
HOUR ImOB. ¢CNDITIGNAL PROOJdIILITI[J HOUR ImOO. ¢ONDITIONN. PROROdIILITI[5
I | 3 6 18 L"_ I 8 3 9 18 IPo
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .7 33.3 00.7 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 Lo I._ 33.3 50.0 33.3 19.7 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 7 I._ 16.7 16,7 18.7 ,0 16.? .0
I0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .8 100.0 100.0 t00.0 109.0 .0 .O
19 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 1.9 50.0 37.5 37.5 .0 18.5 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 jib 1.6 $0.0 3"1.5 fL_,O .0 .0 .0






PqooAiDILITY Of" IrA_R_L[ CONOITIa_IS AT A OI_:N HOURANO THE:COND!TION._
_ILITIES Olr UMrAVOI_dHk[C[_3:)ITIOI_3 DT NOt.A_3LATER fOR IND|VlDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 014: Ol_ _dINDS CRITERIA TMO Ct,.0UOS
HOUR PII_8. CON01TI01_L PROBABILITIES _ PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABIL;TIES
i _ 3 6 1_ _ t 2 3 15 12
I 9S.B .2 .E ,5 .5 3.7 1.2 I 93.3 3.5 3.5 _._ 1_.3 15.8 5.g
q 9B.B .13 I._ .2 2,1 ?.S ,g q 9E._ 3,2 6.5 tE.E I3.S Ig.E ?.0
.7 99. t 1.2 1.2 2.6 3.5 1.6 .g 7 83.q 3.0 S.E "7,5 9._ 10,2 15.5
tO B.7.0 .5 1..7 i.'T 5.'7 ..7 2.6 I0 &..3 3.t 5,3 O.t 13.5 "7.6 16.9
13 96.1 3.B 5.3 6.0 I._ 1.0 3._ 13 eE.O 6.5 8.1 II.O 6.1 _.5 16.0
Ill BI .B i.O 1,3 .5 .0 .5 .7.0 16 '79.5 5.0 S.6 q._ 6.5 5.6 19.4
I| BB.q .'7 .S ._ 1,2 .B I .B 1'3 es.s E.2 3.5 _.O _.0 13.5 12.9
U O9. l .'7 .2 I._ 1.2 P.3 .9 EP 69.6 1.3 2.1 2.e S._ lb.9 tO.O
CRITERIA THP_E Ct:ILINO CRITERIA tOUR vISIBILITY
HOUR M, CONDITIONALPROO_ILITIES HOUR l_qO0. CONDITIONAL.PROOABILITIES
I 2 3 8 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 E'_
I t00.0 .0 .2 .2 .5 .S .0 I 97.'7 .2 .E .9 '7.1 .'7 2.1
99.8 .0 .7 ,S .7 .S .2 _ 9.7.5 .7 5.9 6.'_ 3. t 2._ 2._
7 99.5 .2 .0 .2 ,S .S .S 7 91 .'7 .5 .6 1.3 1.0 2.0 t5 6
tO 99.3 ,0 ,2 ,2 .2 ,0 ,_ 10 96, t .5 ,7 ,'3 g.g t,_ E._
13 99.5 ._ ,2 .9 .E ,0 ,_ t3 99.1 ,S ,S 1.9 E.t 2.3 .7
18 99.5 .0 .2 .2 .0 .2 ._ 16 9'7._ .5 1.7 I._ 1._ 2.1 2.1
19 99._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .5 19 9"7,'/ .2 .2 1.2 t ..7 8.0 E. I
Lq _'_.'; .0 .2 .0 ._ .7 .0 22 00.2 .5 ,'7 .9 t ._ 3. I 2. I
CRITERIA P'IM[ ?I4JPaRSTONq CRITERIA SIX Pla£CIPITAT|CN
HOUR PI_, CON0tTIONAL PPK3OkOtt.lTIES i,G,Aq PR00. C0N01TtON_,. PROOABILtTI[S
I E 3 8 IE _ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I t00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 t 99.3 .5 .7 I._ l._ .2 .5
t00,0 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,i_ ,0 _ 99,6 ,S ,9 ,9 ,2 1.9 1,2
7 IO0,O ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 7 90.6 ,2 ,S .2 .2 1.6 1._
I0 IO0,O ,2 ,2 ,0 ,2 ,0 ,0 tO 99.5 ,5 ,7 .2 t.9 ._ ._
I] t00.0 ._5 .2 .2 .0 .0 .0 13 99.8 .5 I.K 1.6 t.6 .S .2
IB 99,8 ,2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 16 98.E ,2 ,9 i ,_ ..7 ._ I ,9
19 t00._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _9 90.2 .5 ..7 .2 .5 I._ I 9
H IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2_ 99.3 .2 .S .5 .9 2 .'7
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_BILITY OF"UNF'AVORAELECON0|TIONS AT A OIVENHO_ ANO THE:CONOITI'OI_
YqWJABILITIES Of" UM:'AVORAB..[CONOITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR XNOIVIDUALCRtT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNObliNDS CRITERIA Tkl0 CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COI_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 IE _x_ 1 2 3 6 12 _'_
I 1.4 =30.0 16.7 16.7 .g .0 .0 I 19.0 86.?, '71.2 6!.2 60.0 60.0 32.5 ,*.,.
4 .? 33.3 33.3 .0 66.3 66.7 33.3 4 16.'/ 84.3 81.4 77.! 78,6 71.4 3"7.t
'7 1.0 25.0 2d5.0 25.0 50.0 25.0 .0 7 _XO.3 g3.1 86. I 85.3 77.5 50.0 _.4
10 2.4 50.0 40.0 70.0 50.0 .0 .0 tO 31.7 87.2 78.9 83.5 71.4 42.1 44.4
13 S.O 57.1 57.1 61.9 Ig.O 14.3 ".0 13 35.2 87.2 82.4 73.6 46.6 32.4 45.9
16 7.1 30.0 26.7 13.3 13.3 6.7 13,3 16 35.5 80.5 61.1 .=3.7 43.0 28.9 49.'7
19 1.4 33.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 .0 .0 Ig 21.9 8_.8 71.7 63.0 50.0 53.3 38.0
22 !.7 28.6 28.6 42.9 .0 28.6 14.3 22 lg.5 80.5 72.0 70.7 51.2 5'7.3 34.!
CRITERIA THREE CEILINIO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROe, CONrJ|TIONALPROBABILITIES HOL_ PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 ;P4 I 2 3 6 I2 ¢-_
I 1,7 42.9 57.1 57,1 57,1 71.4 14.3 1 3.1 76.9 69.E 53.8 69.2 38.5 .0
q 1.9 r/,5 75.0 87.5 IO0.O 75.0 12,5 4 2.9 83.3 91.7 75.0 41.7 25.0 8.3
7 2.4 90.0 IO0.O 90.0 70,0 30.0 .0 ? 6.4 "/_.! 69.2 48. I 29. S 18.5 25.9
tO 4.3 77.8 72,_ 'T'/,8 55.8 38,9 _'/.8 I0 5.3 90.9 59.1 45,5 31.8 13.6 18 2
13 v.8 65.0 60.0 65.0 30.0 IO.O 5,0 13 3.3 71,4 50.0 50.0 42.9 14.3 I4.3
16 5.0 76,2 61.9 38.1 38.1 g.5 E3.B 16 3.1 8q,6 46,2 46°2 23.1 15.4 15.4
19 2.9 75.0 63.3 75.0 25.0 8.3 16.7 19 2.4 90,0 80.0 6n.O 50.0 30.0 20.0
Lie 3.1 53.8 46.2 30.8 I5.4 38.5 30.8 22 2.9 75.0 66,7 66.7 50,0 41,7 25.0
CRITERIA FlY[ TI.CN_RSTORtl CRITERIA SlX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 Eq I 2 3 6 IE L_
1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.1 88.9 88.9 66.7 44.4 44.4 11.1
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 2.6 81.8 81.8 5_.5 45.5 54.5 L:_/.3
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 7 2.4 80.0 PO.O 70.0 50.0 EO.O 10.0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 3.1 46.2 4,.2 53.8 38.5 30.8 t5.4
I3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 3.3 71.4 64.3 7t.4 35.7 14.3 .0
16 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 4.3 61.1 50.0 44.4 50.0 16._ 22.2
19 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.6 63.6 81.8 63.6 18.2 .U 9.1





PIq0®_ILITY Of" FAVORABLECONOITIONS AT A OIVEN HOURANO TIE CONDITIONAL
_BILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIQNSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA _ OROUM)NINDS CRITER,'A TNO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 EN ,,',-
I 98.8 .2 .2 .5 I.O 5.1 I.'7 I 81.0 3.5 ;3.9 6.2 15.9 29.q 15.3
t. 99.3 .5 .7 l.O 1.9 6.7 .5 4 83.3 2.0 8.9 13.7 22.3 26.3 12.0
7 99.0 .5 1.2 2.2 q.6 1.2 I.q 7 75.7 6.9 !1.9 14.5 21.7 12.9 i_2.3
IO 97.6 1,5 2.'/ 3.4 6.1 !.7 2.T I0 68.3 5.6 8.4 12.9 18.9 8.7 25.9
13 95.0 1.8 3.5 q.3 .5 1.0 ,5.3 13 64.8 6.6 II.q lq.'/ 8.5 !!.0 29.8
IS 92.9 2.3 1.3 .5 .8 .3 6.7 16 64.5 4.' 3.3 q.4 6.6 9.2 29.0
li 98.6 .5 I.O 1.4 1.4 1.4 i.7 19 78.1 5.5 6.4 7.3 9.8 16.8 18.0
22 98.3 1.0 _,.5 !.0 .7 2.2 !.9 22 80.5 2.7 2.7 5.9 7.7 25.q 16.6
CRITERIA THREE CEILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
• HOUR PROB. CONOIT|ONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 9 '_ _ l 2 3 6 12 24
I gs.-_ .5 i .2 1.0 1.5 3.6 1.5 l g6.g .2 .5 1.2 q.4 2.2 3.4
4 ge.I I.O 1.5 .7 2.4 3.8 1.7 q gT.! 1.0 i._.2 q.q 4._ 2.5 2.9
7 g7.6 .2 i.5 2.2 3.2 e.2 2.4 7 g3.s l.O 2.0 2.3 1.5 1.3 4.8
IO 95.7 I.O I.-/ 1.5 2..7 1.5 3.2 I0 94.7 1.3 1.0 I .0 1.5 2.3 q,.8
13 95.2 1.3 2.2 2.0 1.5 1.3 4..7 13 96.7 ,7 1.2 1.5 1.0 3.0 3.2
IS 95.0 |.0 .S 1.0 i.3 1.5 q.O 16 96.5 1,7 i.5 1.0 2.2 2.7 2.7
19 97. I .2 1.0 i .0 1.0 2.2 2.5 Ig 97.6 .-I .7 I .5 2.2 5.6 1.7
i_@ 96.9 .5 .5 .7 1.5 3.2 ;L2 22 97. I .0 .2 1.5 ! .7 4.4 E.O
CRITERIA RIME THt.RMOERSTORM CRITERIA SIX PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB, CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl.Pt_OBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 I;_ _ ! 2 3 S 12 Qq
I 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 97.9 .2 ,5 I .2 1.5 2.q P._
tt 100.0 .0 .E .0 .0 .5 .0 4 g7.4 1.0 2.2 1.0 2.0 P..g _.0
7 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 9"7.6 1.0 ! .0 i .5 2.2 ;_.2 2.2
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 !0 96.9 .5 .7 1.7 3.2 2.5 2.7
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0 13 96.7 .5 1,0 2.0 1.5 2.0 3.4
16 9g.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 16 95.7 ._ .2 ..7 I .2 2.0 3.5
19 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 97.4 .5 ,2 i.? 2.0 2.q 2.7
_2 I00.0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 22 96.'/ .0 1.0 i .2 2.0 2.5 E.5
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£AF'B LAP_ I NO PROBABI L I T I E$
PRC_AB|LITY OF" UNF'AVO_ABLECONOITIONS AT A G|VEN HOUR ANO THE CONDITIONAL
I_IOBABILITIES OF UNIrAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDU/_ CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE OROUNO MINOS CRITERIA TI,,JO CLOUO$
HOUR PROB. CONO|TION,H. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES "*"
1 2 3 6 12 20 I 2 3 6 12
I 1.2 60.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 20.0 ,0 i 17.3 92.0 85.3 78.'7 '73.3 61.$ 44.0
4 .9 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 25.0 4 1'7.'7 89.6 "/5.3 "79.2 68.8 59.`7 41.8
7 I.B 25.0 25.0 37.5 37.5 !2.5 25.0 `7 25.8 8"7.5 81.3 `71.4 62.5 48.2 42.9
10 1.8 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 12.5 .0 10 32.3 Bg.3 B3.6 `7"7.1 62.1 42.1 45.'7
13 4.1 83.3 83.3 66.7 16.`7 5.6 l'l.1 13 3_.3 86.6 "75.8 69.8 51."7 35.6 4"7.0
16 5.3 52.2 43.5 26.1 8,'7 4.3 8.`7 16 32.0 82.6 '71.2 66.9 49.6 42.4 42.4
IB 2.1 33.3 33.3 22.2 II.I II.I .0 19 23.6 81.4 6"7.6 67 6 54.9 57.8 38.2
22 2.3 60.0 30.0 30.0 ]0.0 ]0.0 .0 22 ]8.7 8"7.7 "70.4 65.4 6._.0 55.6 35.8
CRITERIA THREE CEILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIPILITY
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROgABILITI£S HO('R PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 _ 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 3.2 85.7 85.7 71.4 64.3 42.9 I4.3; ; 2,3 90.0 90.0 90,0 60.0 40.0 .0
4 4.1 'TT.B 5I.I 55.6 44,4 2"7.B 22.2 _' 2.5 90.9 81.8 63.6 36.4 9.1 9.1
? 4.6 `75._J "Tb 0 60.0 50.0 25.0 10,0 '7 4.4 68.4 4"7.4 42.1 21.1 10.5 15.8
I0 4.1 83._ "" _ 66.'7 44.4 22.2 II.l 10 3.0 69.2 46.2 38.5 15.4 15,4 23,!
13 5.1 86.4 "72.'7 59.1 31.8 18.2 22.'7 13 2.5 ]B.2 2'7.3 36,4 2'7.3 18.2 18.2
16 5.3 86.4 60,9 47,8 30.4 21,'7 26. I 16 1.6 83.3 5"7.1 5"7.1 5"7.1 "71.4 14.3
19 3.5 46.7 40.0 46.'7 46.7 33.3 13.3 19 1.4 66.'/ 50.0 66..7 66.'/ 33.3 16.'7
22 2.5 100.0 72.`7 63.6 45.5 45.5 36.4 22 !.6 85.`7 85.7 85.7 `71.4 42,9 .0
CRITERIA rlve THUNDERST01_I CRITERIA SiX I_qECIPITATIL_I
I,IOLR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIEB
I 2 3 6 I2 20 I 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i 2.8 50.0 33.3 33.3 16.`7 25.0 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 4 2.1 55.6 33.3 I!.1 .0 33.3 Ii.I
? .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 `7 2.1 66.`7 44.4 22.2 22.2 .0 I!.1
10 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 10 .'7 100.0 100.0 33,3 66.'7 .0 ,0
13 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.8 6_.5 50.0 62,5 12,5 25,0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 ,0 16 2.B .72.'7 33.3 16."7 16."7 16.7 .0
_9 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 19 .9 50.0 25.0 25.0 100.0 50.0 .0
_2 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 22 .9 50.0 50.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0
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[ZCDEER f
[Air8 LANDING PROBABILITIES
Iq_ILITY Or fAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A OI_N HOURAND TI4[ CONDITIONAL
IqIOBABILITI[B Olr uNIrAVoI_[ CONDITIONS OT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIlXJAL CRIT.
CRIT[RIA ON[ 01_ MINOS CRITERIA TXO CLOUDS
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBA81LITI[S HOUR PR_. CONDITIONAl. PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 B 12 Eq t 2 3 8 12 Eat
I 913,0 ,S ,5 ,7 I,q It,O ,9 I e;3,7 2.2 $,lt B,O 19,11 28.0 12.11
t, 9g.I .7 I.q 1.1, 1.9 q.9 .7 t, 8_.3 3.1, 5.6 !t,.3 _.t, ;36.1 13.2
7 98.2 .9 1.2 1.2 3.5 1.9 .9 7 71*.2 il.S 16.8 18.6 2t*.5 15.0 19.9
i0 98.2 l.t* 1.6 3.3 **.5 2.1 1.6 |0 67.7 t*.l 9.2 13.9 17.7 7.5 _.9
13 95.9 2.9 3.8 2.6 I.t* .7 3.8 13 65.' t*.9 10.2 12.3 8.8 9.8 26.3
IB g_.7 1.5 .5 .7 1.9 .7 S.t* 16 68.0 2.7 3.1 3.1 t*.l 6.8 _5.*t
IB 97.9 .9 I.q 1.9 .7 1.2 P..! 19 76.1t !.5 3.3 3.6 6.7 16.0 10.2
;3_ 97.7 .7 1.2 .;3 .7 l.l* 1.9 _ 91.3 ;3.5 5.1 7.1 7.9 ;36.9 I**.lt
CIqT[RIA TI4_[ C[ILINO CRIT£RIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROe. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITI[S HOUR I=R08. CONDITIONALPRO_tBILITI[S
I 2 3 B 12 _ 1 2 3 B 12 _t
I 9B.B I,O 1,7 " 1,9 ;3,0 3.0 2,9 I sr7,7 .9 .5 ,5 3,1 1,7 _,1
tB 95.B ,7 .7 2,_ 2,_ q.3 3,q q 97.b .7 .9 ;3,B 2,1 I.to 2.1
7 9S.q .7 1.7 I.t* 2.9 ;3.q **.3 7 95.8 .5 1.0 1.2 1.7 1.0 3.8
I0 95.9 ,7 1,2 2,q 3.8 1,7 3,8 IO 97.0 I,q I,q I,q 1.2. 1.2 2,!
13 _.9 1,9 2,2 2,q 1,9 ;3,q q,I 13 9/.5 ,S ,7 ,7 ,7 1,7 1,8
._B _.7 ].0 .B 1.0 1.0 3.2 q.I IS 99._ i.S I.Lt .5 .7 1.2 I.It
19 98.S .5 .7 1,0 1.7 3.6 3, I 19 98.6 ,0 .;3 .7 1,2 3,7 1,2
L_ 97.5 .7 I,B 1,7 3,1 3,1 1,7 22 98,q ,0 ,5 ,7 1.2 2.1 1.8
/ CRIT[RIA Irl_ TI4UNDERSTOI_ CRITERIA SIX PIq[CIPITAT|ON
HOUR PROB. CO_ITIONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PflOB. COND|TIOIML PRCG481LITIES
I 2 3 B 12 L_ I 2 3 8 12
I I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 97.2 I .;3 1.7 1.2 k.7 1.8 i_.B
q I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 97.9 .9 1.9 1.9 .7 2.! 1.8
7 I00.0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 97.9 .7 .7 .;3 I .it .9 1.9
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I0 g9.3 .9 i.9 I.B ;3.3 .9 .7
13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 09.;3 .9 .9 1.6 .7 2.1 I.B
16 I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 16 _7.;3 .7 .0 .5 .S 1.7 2.0
10 I00.0 .0 .O ,0 ,0 .0 .O 19 99. I .7 .7 .7 1.6 ! .8 .7
22 iO0.O .0 .0 .0 .O .O .0 22 99. I .2 .9 2. I !.B .7 ,9
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B.3 SEVERE WEATHER CONDITIONS "'"
LAUNCH LANDING
Ground Winds < 20 kts (150 ° -210 ° ) < 20 kts Crosswlnd
w m
< 30 kts (all other azimuths)
Wlnds Aloft mean monthly _ 35 m/sec mean monthly ± 35 m/sec
(5-15"km) (5 km interval)
Clouds N/A N/A
Visibility N/A >I mi.
Ceiling N/A _ 2000 ft.
Precipitation R-,RW-,L-,L R-,RW-,L-,L
Thunderstorm W/Ceillng W/Ceiling
4000 ft. _ 4000 ft
Thunderstorm
on Glide Path N/A None Allowed
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Pf_OBABILITY OF" A SUCESSF'UL LANDING AT T|IME T,OT
OIV_N FAVORABLE:LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T FOR THE MONTH OF"
dAN.
HOUR PROB. F"AV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*OT PROB. F.AV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME. T LANOINO
! 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 72 96
I 86.2 92.0 88.0 8_.6 81.0 83.4 87.7 85.8 87.2 86.1 85.8 88.5
4 85.9 66. I 84.7 82.6 83.9 88.7 gl .7 80.2 81.2 82.0 83. I 83.4
7 83.4 85.4 85. I 84.3 88.7 91.2 8g.0 77.9 76.5 77.6 79.0 80.0
I0 83.4 87.6 88.4 89.2 92.0 88.7 87.3 80. I 7g.0 77.9 79.6 81.8
13 82.9 90.6 92.8 92.2 89.4 88.3 85.6 83.6 83.9 83,9 8_.4 85.7
16 86.4 92.3 91.2 88.5 87.7 85.6 80.8 87._? 86.7 88.5 87.2 8g.g
19 92.5 92.2 94. I 9| .g 90,,2 84.5 81.0 89. I 88.8 87.4 86.9 87.8
22 82.5 93.0 89.7 90.5 85.5 80.2 82.4 87.4 8"7.2 87.2 a6.0 86.4
REB.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. FAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 I2 24 48 72 96
| 78.8 89.3 87. I 90.3 85.4 85.4 87. I 87.4 86. ! 85.8 86.7 82.7
4 79.6 86.9 85.9 85.3 86.2 86.9 86.9 87.2 85.5 86,9 84.6 83.2
7 76.0 88.3 88.3 87.2 67.6 86.6 87.9 82.9 82.2 82.9 81.2 78.6
I0 72.2 90.8 89.0 90.5 90.8 91.5 88.7 84.8 84.5 82.7 82.3 79.5
13 73.7 86.5 88.2 89.3 90.7 89.3 90.7 85.5 83.0 82,7 82.4 7-3.8
16 73.7 91.3 92.0 92.7 90.3 90.7 89.6 87.2 85.1 85,5 83,'7 80.9
19 79.3 91.3 c,g.! 90.0 9'].0 90.0 85.2 87.1 86.5 86,8 87.1 85.2
22 BI .6 92.2 _2.2 90,3 _3.7 85.3 85.6 87.2 85.6 86,6 85 9 85.2
HAR.
HOIR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. F._vOf_ABL£ LANDING CONDITIONC_ A0 T+DT PROB. FAY.
l LAUNCH GIVIrN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT lIME T LAN"jING
I 2 3 5 g 12 P4 48 72 96
I 85.9 93.0 93.0 93.6 87.4 88.5 87.4 90. I 88.7 88.5 89.0 88,5
4 87.1 91.3 88.1 87.3 88.4 86.8 86.2 89.9 Bg.2 89.2 89.4 88 7
7 83.6 87.6 87.6 87.9 87. _ 86.0 88. B 84.8 84.3 85.7 86.2 85.0
!0 80.9 90.6 89,7 90.6 87.7 88,5 90.9 88 0 86, 3 84.9 85.2 8_ 8
13 78,3 90.9 89.7 B9. l 89.7 92.1 9C.6 86.2 84.4 83.8 83.R 03 8
16 79.3 90.4 91.6 90.7 92.e 90.I 91.3 83.1 83.1 8i.4 81.7 8P.5
19 82.0 9_,7 93.8 9_.7 92.l 91.9 87.1 8'*.3 85.1 8_.0 85.7 84.8
22 85.0 94.3 92.7 92.7 92.7 87.0 87.0 90.0 88,9 88.6 88. I 88.2
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PI_AB|LITY 01" A SUCESSrUL LANDING AT TIME T*DT
GIVI[N I:'AVORARIE LAUNCH COND|TIONS AT TIME T FOR THE MONTH OF"
APR.
HOUR PROB. IrAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANOING CONDITIONS A0 T*DT r_8. IrAV.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITION_ AT TIME T "'IDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 48 "72 9_5
I 90.2 96.8 95.3 92.3 91.8 94. "7 92. I c_6.B 96.3 97. I L . 8 95.0
4 90.5 9.3.2 92.4 91,8 94.5 92. _ 9(].0 92.6 92.6 93.4 94.5 9! ,7
T 86."/ 93.'/ 92.0 94.2 93. I 9! .2 94.2 96,'7 90. I 90.9 90,9 90.0
I0 8'7.1 95.9 95. Z 93.2 91.0 94.0 95.9 92.9 94.3 9'-*.8 c_*.O 9C,6
13 83.3 93.'7 93.4 92,0 94.0 96.3 98.0 92.0 92.0 92.9 9! .4 89.5
16 83.8 od',.6 95.5 94.9 9"7.2 98.0 94.6 90.6 88.5 90.3 91.2 8"7.9
19 , 86,2 9"7.8 98.1 9"7.2 97.0 93.4 9!.4 93.6 93.! 9-*.8 93.9 92.1
22 89.8 96.8 96.0 9;.3 93,1" 92.0 93.9 95.5 95.2 96 0 96.6 95.0
MAY
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS AO T,,,I")T PRO8. FAV.
I' LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CGNDITIGN5 AT TIME T LA4_ING
! 2 3 6 9 12 24 4 8 "72 96
! 94.9 9'5.6 95.9 94..7 94.2 91 ,3 89.8 9.7.1 9"7.1 96.6 96,6 9"7.0
4 92.6 96.3 93.5 94,3 9! .0 89.8 8'.*. 6 93.8 93.3 93.`5 93.`5 94.0
7 91.2 9`5.5 95.2 92.2 90.4 85.9 92.2 94._ _.2 94.4 94._J 94.0
10 90.1 94.9 94.6 91.3 86.2 92,8 93.9 91.8 91 .0 gl.3 9'..6 90,I
13 88.9 92.0 91.5 86,5 93.0 94.6 97,4 97'.2 88.9 8"7.8 97.3 R0.5
15 87.3 90,8 91.0 93.4 93,7 96.8 94."7 83.6 84."7 83.6 83.6 83.9
19 8"7.3 94.2 94.7 53.9 96.8 _,.2 94.5 91.6 91.6 90.5 9&.O 92.2
22 91.5 94."7 96.5 97.2 94.`5 93.'7 9! .9 92.9 93,2 9._.2 92.4 93.5
JUNE
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. IrAVORA_L-[ LANDING CONDITIONS AO T*DT PROB. rAY.
T LALq'4CH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT T|sm'_ T L.ANDING
I 2 3 8 9 12 _ 48 -5 ¢_
I 94.0 94.2 93.9 9-* ,'7 93.9 90.6 "78.5 93.9 93.2 93..7 93.2 93. I
4 9`5.2 -35.0 95.2 94.2 90.5 7"7.5 7G.'7 93,8 93.'5 93.8 94.5 92.9
7 94.0 93.4 92.'/ 90,9 "7"7.2 77.0 85. I 93.2 92.2 92,2 33,2 92.6
tO 93. t 90.0 8"7.5 "78.3 "Tt.2 85."7 95.9 89,8 89.0 89.0 ;39.8 89.5
13 86.2 "79,6 "78..7 .7"7.6 8`5.9 9"7.0 93.9 "TFI.2 79.3 "79.2 .76.5 "76.9
16 82.9 85. I _. `5 8"7.9 96.0 94.3 94.3 79. $ .77.0 "74, I "71.8 7'5.5
19 8.7.6 93.2 93.2 96._ 9_.| 94.3 92.9 85.1 _.0 84.0 81,8 83.3
22 94.5 96.2 9_,'5 94.5 93."7 92.4 89.9 95.0 95,"7 94.5 94,7 9'*_0
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PlqOgAIlILITY Of" A SUCESSFUL LANDINO AT TIM[ T*DT
OI',t:N F'AVORAEL[ LAUNCH COfl_ITIOI_ AT TII'_ T roll TH[ MONTH OF
HOUR PROB. rAY. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABL£ LANDING CONDITIONS A0 T*DT PRO9, FAV.
T LALINCH O|V_N FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONOITIONS I,T TIME T LA,,IDING
| 2 3 6 9 12 i_4 4 8 72 95
I 99,5 98,6 98.4 98.4 96.8 94.4 78.7 98.6 98.6 98,6 98,6 98,2
: 4 99, ! 98,4 96.7 96, 7 94,8 78.6 68.4 98.4 98. ! 87.9 97.9 98.4
7 98.6 97.0 97.7 94.9 78.5 68.2 82.9 97.0 97.4 97. ,4 97.4 96.5 _,|0 87.'5 _k?.2 86.5 78.7 68. | 62.7 84. | 91.6 94.6 9'*.3 '33.3 9_ .5
13 8,3,6 76.9 72.9 69.4 82.8 94 3 98.5 79.9 77.9 7T.9 78.9 78.6
16 84.3 78.4 78.4 _.4 94.8 98.9 98.9 59.9 67.'5 68.3 69.9 68.0
19 89.4 93.0 93.8 95.5 99.2 98,'5 96.6 83.2 82.7 82.5 83.2 82.7
22 96.8 96.4 98.:3 98.8 98.3 96.9 95.0 93.8 94.0 94,0 .c_,O 84,2
AUO.
HOUR PROB. FAY. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANDING CONDITIONS A0 T*DT PROB. FAY,
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITI,.;NS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 2_ 49 72 96
! 96.3 96.8 98. I 97.8 96.9 9<?.3 82. I 96. '* 95. '3 95. '5 95.7 ' 96. I
4 98.2 96.5 96. '5 96.7 92.0 82.2 74.9 96.7 96.7 96.9 96.9 96.5
7 97.9 96.9 95.8 92.0 8,?.4 75. I 87. I 95,5 95.3 95.3 95.3 95.4
IO 96,8 90.0 86 9 82. _, "N.5 8_.9 95.2 91.2 90.0 90.P 90.5 91.0
13 90.3 90,4 76.0 77.8 87.8 95.2 96.7 82.4 83.2 _3.2 80.9 8_.3
|6 84.6 85.8 96. I 91.0 9'5.1 97.3 97.3 76,6 78.2 77. I 78.7 74.0
|9 92.2 92.2 95.0 96.2 96.7 96.5 95.7 88.5 86.2 86.2 87.5 86.4
22 96.3 96.7 35 0 96.7 96.7 95.7 91.1 94.5 94.3 oj_.5 84.7 84.2
J
_PT.
HOUR I_, rAY. COflOIT|ON_. PROB. FAVORABL£ LANOING CONDITIONS A0 T*OT PROB. rAV.
T LAUNCH OIVEN FAVORABLE tAUt_fl CONO1TION$ AT TIME T LANDING
1 2 3 6 9 |2 _ 48 72 86
! 92.9 93.8 gq.I g3.8 92.6 90.8 85.9 91.0 9'_.3 89.7 89.7 90.0
4 93,! 92.3 g3, l ¢J2.8 90.8 88.2 79.3 91.0 90.0 90.3 89.0 90.0
? 93.3 92.6 87.8 9! .6 85,7 79.3 84.9 91.6 90.6 89.8 89.0 88.8
tO 91.7 90.6 89.1 86.2 80.0 85.7 90.1 90.4 88.3 88. | 89.1 88.3
13 88.6 1_,'; 85.8 81.5 97.4 90. I 92,2 84.7 83.9 83.6 84. I 83. I
16 88.0 96.4 87.0 88.4 90,3 91.4 _,0 78.7 77.6 76.5 76.2 77. _'
19 89.5 91.0 90.7 9_.3 9,?.3 92.0 92.8 84.8 84.3 84.0 84.0 83.6




PROBABILITY Of" k 5UCESSFL.IL LANDING AT TIME T','DT
GIVEN FAVORA_..F" LAUNCH CONDITIDNS AT TIME T FOR TI,_ MONTH OF
OCT.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LANOING CONOITIONS AO T*C)T PROB. FAV.
I' LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT Tie'l[T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 E_ 48 7_ 96
1 91.2 92."/ 90.9 9| .2 89.9 85,6 8d.8 87,6 87.4 86.W 85.9 87.8
W 91.9 92.2 90.2 Bg 7 86.0 84.0 84.0 89.2 87.7 87.0 87.0 89.2 "
7 90.6 90.8 89, I 86.5 8w,O 85.2 86.0 88.8 87.3 86.5 86.8 88.9
tO 91.2 85.9 85.4 83.8 8,_.6 85,6 89.4 85.1 83.6 83.6 82.1 84.1
I3 88.2 86.9 85.9 85.9 85.9 90.1 88.3 81.7 80.2 79.6 d' .5 8 _.8
16 86.2 89.6 88.0 86.9 91,4 89.0 89.3 83,4 82,6 81,6 82,4 82,7
19 08.7 88.1 8g.I 89.1 88.8 ,88.9 88,1 86.0 84.4 83.6 83.6 83,9
22 89 6 91.5 92.0 88.9 8'3.'7 87.9 84.1 88.2 87.4 85.4 86.1 87 8
NOV.
HOUR PROB. IrAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. FAVORABLE LAN_ING CONDITIONS AO T,*DT PROB. rAY.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIME T LANDING
I 2 3 6 9 12 24 w8 "76 96
! 91.2 92.7 91.9 92. w 85.9 89.3 90.3 89.3 89.6 90.1 90.3 89.0
4 91 .'/ 92.2 89.9 86.0 89.4 90.6 92.E 90.5 90.6 91.2 91 .w 90.2
! 90.0 90.5 89.7 89.4 90.5 92. t 91.8 86.0 85.5 87.3 86.0 e,_. ¢J
IO 89.3 91.2 9;.5 90.9 92.8 92.3 91.7 88.5 88.8 89.6 90.I 87.9
13 90.2 90.8 91.8 92.6 91.6 91.6 90.2 90.5 90.0 89.7 89.4 89.3
I_ 89.3 93.3 93.3 93.1 92.8 90.1 91.2 92.3 92.0 92.0 92.8 91 .2
19 86.9 94.0 $5.1 92.6 89.9 90.7 86.3 91.8 90.7 91.2 91.8 91.4
22 90,0 _.I 92.3 90,2 9l,B 86.2 88.6 91.0 91.0 90.2 91.3 91.2
DEC.
HOUR PROB. FAV. CONDITIONAL PROB. IrAVORABL£ LANDING CONDITIONS A0 I*DT PROB. rAY.
T LAUNCH GIVEN FAVORABLE LAUNCH CONDITIONS AT TIPIE T LAI'_')'NO
I 2 3 15 9 IE _ 48 72 96
I 87.6 92.4 9t.6 92.4 87.1 91.1 94,2 92.4 90.8 8t.3 9C.3 91. "7
4 90.1 92.1 89.0 86.2 90.6 93.6 94.6 92.1 90.0 89.5 89.5 91.5
? 88,7 05.5 90.6 91.4 94.0 94.5 94.8 86.0 _,.9 83.6 84.7 85, "7
lO 88.2 92,7 92.' 94,9 95.9 95.6 93.7 90.6 89, 3 88.8 07.7 89,6
13 88.0 9_5.3 95.5 96.6 95,B 94.5 94.0 92.7 91.4 91.4 90.1 91.5
16 91.0 95.4 95.7 95.7 93,9 9.t.7 9_.7 93.7 92.9 91 ._ g| .6 9],3
19 89.4 9b,9 94.3 9_.8 93.6 92.8 Br_,I 94.3 93.8 92.5 92.8 93.8
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K¢,,CLAUNCH PROBABILITIES
PRt_ABILIIY OF"UNF'AVORABLECONOITEONS AT A rlVEN HOUR _ THE :0NDITIONAL
PROeAE|LITIESOF" UNF'AVOPABLE CONDITION_. D HOURS LATER fOR INDI¢IOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA Oh[ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA T_.'"j HINDS ALOFT
PROB. CONOITIOflAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CON_ITIONAL PROBABILZTI[S
I 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 12
I 1.6 5.7.1 28.6 28.6 14.3 14.3 .0 I 10.4 93.3 88.9 8,4.4 80.0 48.9 35.6
4 1.6 42.9 28.6 14.3 28.6 .0 .0 4 9.2 97.5 92.5 9_.5 72.5 4"7.5 L=.7.5
? 1.4 50.0 .0 33.3 50.0 16.7 .0 "7 13.6 83.1 ?8.0 "72.9 57.6 45.8 28.8
10 3.2 50.0 35.-/ 64.3 21.4 .0 .0 i0 ii.5 88.0 65.0 "78.0 62.0 46.0 34.0
13 6.-/ 51.-/ 48.3 41.4 t3.B 6.9 12.2 13 9.7 83.3 -/8.6 -/6.2 69.0 52.4 23.8
16 3.9 1"7.6 I-/.6 1"7.6 17.6 .0 5.9 16 8.6 94.-/ 92.1 _2.1 -/._.-/ 55.3 31.6
19 1.4 83.3 83.3 50.0 16.7 .0 18.? 19 14.7 85.9 85.9 "78.1 "71.9 59.4 31.3
22 1.8 3-/.5 25.0 3-/.5 12.5 12.5 .0 22 12.'/ 98.2 9_.5 92.'; BI.B 8-/.3 $0.B
CRITERIA THRI[E THUNOERSTORHW 4000F'T CEILING CRITERIA FOUR _I_CIPITATION
N0_ PROe. "_JDITIqNAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 8 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 P,
I .0 .0 .i3 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.'5 36.4 36.4 36.4 9.1 9.1 18._
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 4.1 50.0 27.8 22._ lt.I 5.6 16.-/
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 2.1 22.2 It.! 33.3 .0 .P .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 3.9 6'+.-/ 35.3 23.5 .0 5. _ .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 2.3 20.0 20.0 2:].0 20.0 10.6 .0
18 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 l.B 25.0 .0 12.5 .0 _2.5 .0
19 .2 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 IB 2.3 50.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 '0.0 .0
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 3.'5 46..7 26.-/ 26.-/ 13.3 6.'7 .0
II_0OAIBILITY Or rAVOPAflL£ CfIN_ITIONS AT A GfVCN HOUR At_ rl_ CONO!TIONAL
Pfl0eABILITIES OF Ut_AVORABLE CONO!TIONS OT HOURS LATER roR INDIVIDUAL ¢RIT.
CRITERIA Oh[ GROUNOWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR I_P08. CONOITIONAL PROeA81LITIES I-IOUR PROB, C01_31TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 99.4 1.2 !.4 t.2 1.2 6.6 1.4 I 89.6 .3 .3 .5 5.9 5.1 10.5
4 98.4 ..5 .'7 1.2 2.8 4.0 1.9 4 90.e 1.8 3.0 5.8 5.3 4.8 10.,
.7 98.6 1.4 2.1 _.B 8.1 1.2 i.6 "7 86.4 8 1.6 1.9 2.1 _i.9 14.4
l0 96.8 I 4 2.6 4.8 3.3 1.9 3.8 l0 88.5 3 .3 .8 I.O 8.3 I;.5
13 93.] 1.2 I._ !._ ._ 1.0 6.q 13 r-JG• 3 0 .3 1.5 e.9 _ _q 11.0
16 96. I t.0 .? .-/ 1.2 !.9 4.3 16 91.2 I 3 2.5 .7.3 6.8 "t.8 9.6
19 9H.6 1.2 .7 ).2 !.2 1.5 1.2 19 8_..3 3 .5 1.;, 3.0 8.9 I!.E
22 g8.2 ._ .9 ..7 1.6 3.5 2. Z 22 8-/.3 3 .8 1.6 1.8 6.3 9 8
CRITERIA tl.41_t THUN_RS'0Atl I.I 4000F'T rEIL;NG CRITERIA FOUR PR[CiPlTATION
PRO_. CON01TI0NAL PROBt.I:IIL:TIE._ HOUR I_BI, CC'NDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I ¢_ 3 6 _2 _ I _ 3 8 12 c,_
I 100.0 .2 .0 .2 .0 0 .0 1 9"/.5 I.-/ l.-/ 3.3 1.9 2.1 2.1
4 99.8 .0 .0 .9 .0 0 .2 4 9_.9 1.9 l+_ i.2 3.6 I .-/ 3.6
-/ 100.0 .2 .2 .0 _ 2 .0 -/ 9"7.9 1.6 3.1 3.3 2.4 2._ 2.t
l0 !0G.0 .0 _ .0 .0 .q .0 10 96. ' 2.2 I.'/ 1.4 1.9 3._ 3.8
13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 13 97 ' 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.9 2. _* 2. _*
; 16 I00.0 .0 .O .2 .O :_ ,0 16 98.2 2.1 2.8 c_.! 3.5 _.0 1.6
19 99.8 .C .0 .0 .0 ,,':. .2 19 97.'/ 2.8 1+9 2.8 1.9 I .9 2.4
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FEBRUARY
K_ LAUNCH PROBABILITIE5
_ABILITY OF UNrAV_AB.[ CO_._ITION5 AT A GlVEt '4OUR AND To_ CONDITIONAL
PROeABILITIESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDIIIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
; CRITERIA 0_[ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO _INDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! _ 3 6 12 24
I 3.! 75.C 25.0 25.0 33.3 25.0 16.7 I 16.3 98.4 93.8 93.8 g0.6 68.B 32.8
4 3.1 65." 50.0 50.0 _5.0 33.3 25.0 4 ;7.1 98.5 98.5 97.C 82.1 62.7 37.3
_ 3.3 76. 51.5 76.9 n3.1 15.4 .0 7 19.6 93.5 87.0 80.5 70.1 44.2 41.6
10 9.2 77.6 63.9 58. 44.4 II.l 8.3 TO 16.8 93,9 87.9 64.8 74.2 48.5 34.8 ,
13 I0.7 73.8 [_6.7 47.6 14.3 7.1 11.9 13 15.6 98.4 86.9 85.2 60.7 49.2 _9.3
16 B.4 60.6 _,.3 36.4 9.1 I2.1 6.1 i6 15.1 98.3 95.6 72,9 66.1 61.0 39.0
19 3. I 33.3 35.0 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 19 15.1 86,4 84.7 78.0 67.8 6_.4 44.1 "
P2 _.6 60.0 40.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 I0.0 22 12.8 96.0 90.0 84.0 84.0 66.0 44.0
CRIIERIA THREE THUND£R%TORM W 4000FT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CO_JDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 ! 2 3 6 12 24
I mS 50. 0 50. 0 50. 0 .0 .O m0 I 2.0 12.5 12.5 12.5 25.0 25.0 .0
4 _ IO0-O IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 4 _.0 50.0 ES.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0
7 3 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 2.0 25.0 62.5 62.5 25.0 .0 .0
18 _ I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 TO 4.3 23.5 17.6 17.6 29.4 5.9 5.9
13 3 IO0.S I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 3.1 50.0 41.7 25.0 8.3 .0 .0
16 5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 3.8 40.0 20.0 33.3 13.3 6.7 .0
19 ] .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I9 4.1 62.5 37.5 25.0 12.5 25.0 .0
_2 5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _2 3.6 42,9 21,4 .0 .0 14.3 14.3
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOuR AND THE CONOIT|ONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNf'AVORABLE COND|TIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOII|ONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COND|TI¢ .AL PROBABILITIES| 2 3 6 t2 _ | _ 3 6 t2
I 96.9 I.! I,I 2 '4 2.4 10.3 2.8 I 83,7 .3 1.2 2.1 5.8 5.2 9, l
4 96.9 I.I i.I 1.8 7.1 7;'.6 2.1 4 82.9 .9 2.5 3.7 3.4 5.2 8.9
7 96.7 3,4 4.0 6.9 10.3 _.6 3,4 7 80.4 .3 ,3 1.3 2,2 7.9 tO.2
10 90.8 2.0 4.8 5.9 4.B 1.7 9.3 10 83,2 ,3 .3 1.5 3.1 5.5 9.5
13 89.3 4.3 4.9 3.7 1.7 2.6 10,6 _3 84.4 .9 I,B 2,1 6.6 &.3 7.6
16 91.6 1.7 1.7 .0 1.9 1.9 B.l 16 84.9 1.2 2.4 4.8 3.3 5.4 7.2
19 95.9 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.9 3.2 3.2 _9 84.9 .3 .3 1.2 3.3 7.8 9.9 '
_2 9"/.4 .B 1.6 I.B 1,8 8.4 2.1 22 87.2 .3 1.2 2.6 3.5 6.1 8.2
CRITERIA IHf_E THUNDERSTORMN 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
: HOLR PROB. CONDITIONALI2 PROBABILITIES35 12 24 HOUR P'_OB. CONDITIONALt2 PROBABILITIES36 I_ ;_ Jl
: I 99.5 .0 .0 ,0 .3 .3 .5 I 98.0 .5 I.B .B 1.6 2.6 2.1 .-
4 99.7 .0 .0 .3 .3 .5 .3 4 99,0 t.B 2.3 I.B 4.1 3.6 I.O
? 9(].7 ,0 .5 ,3 .3 .3 .3 7 98.0 1.0 _.l 3.1 _.6 4.2 9. t
I0 gg.7 .3 .0 .3 .-_ .5 ,3 I0 95,7 t.l 2,4 2,4 _.7 3.5 4.3
13 99,7 .5 1.0 .5 .3 .5 .3 |3 q6,g _,4 2,6 3.2 3.9 2.1 3.4
I§ 99,5 .0 .0 .3 .5 .3 .5 I6 96,2 1.9 1.6 2.9 3.2 .B 4.019 99.? .O .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 |9 95,9 t,9 2.9 2.? 1,6 I.I 4,3
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P_._eABILTTY or UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A GIVEN HOURAND ThE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILI TIESOF UNrAVORA_ILECONDIT!ONS OT HOURSLATER FOR I NDIVI DUAL CRI1 .
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNIf'JOS CRITERIA TWO klINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBAtOILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 I.B 50.0 37.5 37.5 25.0 1_ 5 .0 I 8.3 94.4 BG.I 86.1 86.1 66.7 47.2
4 2.8 66.7 58.3 58.3 16.7 8.3 .0 4 9.7 I00.0 tO0.O 100.0 85.7 69.0 47.6
7 2.8 50.0 41.7 41.7 41.7 8.3 .0 7 13.1 87.7 78.9 75.4 63.2 54.4 40.4
10 6.9 73.3 56.7 50.0 26.7 .0 10.0 I0 I1.; 93.8 87.5 83.3 70.8 58.3 41.7
13 9.0 64.1 61.5 46.2 23.1 12.8 7.7 13 9.9 95.3 88.4 83.7 76.7 62.8 41.9
16 9.0 56,4 33.3 23. I 5.1 5.1 lO.3 16 9.0 97.4 07.4 92.3 82.1 64.1 48.7
19 3.2 64.3 50.0 14.3 28.6 28.6 .0 19 I0.1 90.9 86.4 79.5 70.5 68.2 47.7
22 1.8 37.5 37.5 25.0 37.5 12.5 .0 22 8.5 94.6 89.2 86.5 75.7 70.3 43.2
CRITERIA THFEE THUNOERSTORHN 4000FT CE|LING CRITERIA FOUR PFECIPITATION
HC_R PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 E_ I 2 3 6 12 24
1 .5 50.0 .0 50,0 .0 .0 .0 I 4.4 26.3 15.B 21.1 5.3 10.5 5.3
4 .2 IOO.O .0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 4 1,6 33.3 !6.7 14.3 14.3 .0 .0
7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .9 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0
': 10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 IO0.O .0 IO 2.1 55.6 44.4 33.3 33.3 22.2 I1.1
:: 13 1.2 I00.0 60.0 4u.O .0 .0 .0 13 3.5 40.8 26.7 23.0 26.7 13,3 I3.3
16 1.2 40.0 20.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I8 3.7 43.8 31.3 43.8 6,3 6.3 .0
19 1.6 42.9 .0 14.3 14.3 .0 14.3 19 5.3 60.9 21.1 39.1 I"/.4 .0 .0
22 1.6 .0 .0 28.6 14.3 .0 ,0 22 4.1 50.0 38.9 27.8 16.7 5.6 I1.1
l
I=_ROOABILITYOf" FAVORABLE¢Oi,1)ITIONS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROOABILITIE9 OF UNFAVOFtABLECONDITIONSDT HOI._S LATER FOR %NDJV|DUALCRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDt41NDS CRITERIA TN0 NINDS ALOFT
_t_ PR_. CO_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO£, CO_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 l 2 3 6 I2 24
I 98.2 1.4 1.6 2.1 2._ 8.9 2.3 I 9:.? .B 2.0 2.8 6.5 4.8 5.5
4 97.2 .5 1.4 1.2 6.5 9.0 3.1 4 90.3 1.5 3.I 3.8 3.1 2.6 6.1
7 97.2 1.7 4.3 5.9 8. I 3.1 3.3 7 B6.9 .3 .5 1.3 1.9 3.4 9.8
tO 93.1 5.0 5.9 5.9 7.7 2.0 6.9 tO BB.9 .0 .5 .B 1.3 2.3 7.5
13 91.0 3.8 4.6 5.3 1.3 1.3 9.| 13 90.I .0 .0 .B 2.8 3.1 6.9
I6 91.0 I.B 1.3 1.3 1.5 2.8 9.1 IE 91.0 .3 .5 2.0 1.3 4.8 5.6
19 96.8 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.4 3.6 19 89.9 .3 .5 .5 2.1 7.7 6.7
22 98.2 1.4 1.9 1.9 2.3 7.0 1.9 _2 91.5 ,0 1.3 I.B 4.0 5.8 5.8
CRITERIA THREETHUNDERSTORHN 4000FT CEILING CRITERIA FOUN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
i 99.'3 .5 .5 .0 .2 1.2 .5 I 95.8 I.O 1.0 .7 .7 3. I 4.3
4 99.B .0 .5 .2 .2 L.2 .2 4 98.4 .9 I ._ .7 I .9 3.7 I .6
"/ 99.B .2 .2 .2 1.2 1.6 .2 7 99.1 2.1 2.3 1.9 3.5 5.l .9
I0 9g,B .5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 .2 I0 97.9 3.1 2.1 _.B 3.1 3.8 I.B
• 13 9B.B .5 ,9 .'/ 1.6 .5 1.2 I3 96,5 2.4 2.9 3.1 4.5 4.I 3.3
' 16 9R.B ,5 .9 1.6 1,6 .2 1.4 16 96.3 1.9 2.4 3.8 4,1 1.4 4.1
19 98.4 .2 1.2 1.4 .2 .2 1.4 I9 94.7 2.9 3.2 2.2 3.6 1.0 6.1
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• KSC LAUNCH PROBABIL 11"IES t
I_W'_ARII. ITY OF UNFAVOR/_Bi_ECONDITIONS AT A OIVE_N HOU¢RAN-'_ T_'Z_ COND' "]ONAL
PROBABILITI[CC_- UNFAVORAblE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIFUAL CRIT. !
CRI TERIA ONE OROUNO WiNDS CRI TERIA TWO Wl NDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRORAB;LITIES HOUR PP08. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 1.2 60.0 40.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 .0 1 7.g 97.0 81.8 78.8 ?5.8 66.7 30.3
4 1.4 33.3 50.0 33.3 83.3 33.3 .0 4 7.1 100.0 96.7 95.7 86.7 53.3 26.7
7 1.2 I00.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 .0 7 10.5 81.8 79.5 75.0 68.2 52.3 36.4
I0 4.5 57.g 57.9 57.9 42.1 .0 .0 I0 8.3 94.3 65.7 85.7 62.9 45.7 31.4
13 6.0 56.0 48.0 48.0 28.0 .0 16.0 13 g.3 84.6 74.4 71.8 69.2 43.6 35.9
16 5.5 47.8 39.1 30.4 4.3 4.3 .0 16 7.6 100.0 IOb. O 96.9 75.0 53.1 28.1
Ig 3.1 38.5 23.! 30.8 .0 .0 15.4 19 9 3 97.4 79.5 76.9 64.1 53.8 28.2
22 1.2 40.0 wO.O .0 40.0 40.0 20.0 22 7.1 90.0 83.3 83.3 66.7 60.0 23.3
CRITERIA THREE THUNDERSTORM W hqOOFI CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 I I.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.7 14.3 14.3 28.6 .0 28.6 .0
7 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1.7 14.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G
I0 .5 .0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 3.3 28.6 2g.6 28.6 14.3 21.4 7.1
18 .7 .D .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 4.0 29.4 23.5 17.6 23.5 .0 .0
19 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.4 30.0 30.0 40.0 10.0 .0 .0
P.2 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 2.4 60.0 50.0 20.0 IO.O 10.0 .0
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONOITIONS AI' A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROeABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRI?.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HouR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I2
I 98.8 .0 .7 1.2 .7 5.3 .5 I 92.1 .0 .5 1.0 4.9 4.4 5.7
4 98.6 .5 .2 .7 3.4 5.1 t.w 4 92.9 1.0 2.3 3.8 2.3 4.I 5,6
7 98.8 1.0 1.4 3.6 5.1 2.7 1.0 "l 89,5 5 .5 .5 2.4 4.3 7.2
10 95.5 2.2 2.5 3.5 3.7 1,2 4.5 I0 91.7 .8 1.6 2,3 2,6 3.6 6.0
13 94.0 1.5 2.0 2.8 1.5 ,5 5.1 13 90.7 ,5 .3 1.0 3.1 3.9 5.8
16 94.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.3 5.5 16 92.4 .5 1.3 2.1 1.5 3.4 4.9
19 g6.g .7 1.2 .2 .5 1.0 2.5 19 90.7 .0 .0 .0 I.B 5.8 6.3
22 98,8 1.0 .'/ .5 1.0 3.9 1.2 22 92.9 .3 1.3 l.B 2.6 4.1 5.1
CRITERIA THREE THUNO£RSTORH W 40001rT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO8, CONDITIONAL PPOBABIL "IlEa-
l 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I_
I I00.0 .0 .2 .2 .7 .5 .0 I 99.0 .2 .'7 I.'7 1.7 3.4 1.0
4 99.L_ .0 .0 .5 .5 .'7 .2 4 98.3 .2 1.2 I .2 .2 3.6 i .'7
'7 99.3 .0 .2 .5 .5 .5 .7 7 98.3 .5 1.2 .2 3.4 2.4 1.7
I0 99.5 .0 .0 .5 .7 .5 .'7 10 99.8 1.9 1,7 3.3 4.1 2.4 .2
13 99,5 .2 .5 .7 .5 .0 .7 13 96.7 1,7 2.5 3.2 2.0 .2 :3.4
16 90.3 .7 .0 .5 .5 .2 .5 16 96.0 2.0 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.7 4.0
Ig 99.5 .2 .5 .2 .0 .7 ,'7 19 97,6 1.5 ..7 1.5 .7 1.7 2,0
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F_ABILITY or UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AN9 THE CONDITIONAL
PI:_DBABILITIESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOB INDIVBDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WIf,DS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIE5 HOuR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 35.3 33,3 .0 ! 4.4 8_,2 84.2 8g.5 73 7 57.9 36.8
4 .5 100.0 100.0 IO0.O 100.0 .0 .0 4 4.8 95.2 81,0 81.0 71._ 52.4 2B.6
7 1.4 50.0 50.0 66.7 33.3 16.7 .0 7 6.2 U0.4 63.0 55.6 48.1 4w.4 22.2
TO 3.0 6g,2 46.2 53.8 38.5 15.4 7.7 TO 4.4 78.g 78.9 78.9 68.4 52.6 26.3
13 2.5 72.7 63.6 36.4 36.4 .O 9.1 13 4.8 90.5 g0.5 85.7 85.7 47.6 38. I
16 2.5 g.I 18.2 36.4 18.2 .0 .0 16 5.3 100.2 ]00.0 g5,7 73.g 47.8 _.8
19 2.1 EG.7 33,3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 lg 6.7 93.1 75.g 6g.o 48.3 41.4 37.9
22 .9 50.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 22 4.8 85.7 76.2 71.4 66.7 52,4 47.6
CRITERIA THREE THUNDERSTORM W 40OOrT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PIR'ECIOlTATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 .0 .0 .O ,0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .5 50.0 .g .0 .0 .0 .0 4 2.3 10.0 IO.O I0.0 .0 I0.0 .O
U .2 .O .D .O .0 .0 .0 7 1.4 16.7 33.3 33.3 .O .0 16.7 r
tO .9 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 l,B 50.0 12.5 37.5 12.5 .0 .O !'
13 1.5 57.I 28.5 14.3 14.3 .0 .0 13 3.5 33.3 26.7 26.7 .0 .0 6.7
16 2.8 58.3 33,3 3x 3 8.3 B.3 8.3 I6 5,! 50.0 22.7 18.2 9. I .0 4.5
19 2 3 40.0 10.0 2b.O .O .0 I0.0 19 2.5 45.5 9. I 9.1 .0 .0 .0
22 l.W 66.7 33.3 .0 16.7 ,0 .0 22 2.1 33.3 33.3 .0 22.2 11.1 .0
P_'K)BABILtTY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GtVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PR_ABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LAIER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINOS CRITERIA TwO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 5 12 ED4 I 2 3 6 t_ 24
1 gg.3 .2 .0 .B t.B _.3 .7 1 95.6 .5 .5 I.O 3.1 2.4 2.4
4 9g.5 .5 .2 .9 P..5 e.5 ._ 4 95.2 .7 t.'/ _.4 t.O 2.9 2.9
7 gB 6 .7 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.9 I._ 7 93.8 .5 .5 I.O _.0 4.2 4.4
tO 97,0 I.O I.D I.O 1.4 .5 _.B tO 95.5 ,'t 1.0 1,4 2.4 _.'?, 3.t
13 g7.5 1.4 ,5 _.'? 1,2 .7 _.I t3 g5.2 .2 1.0 1.2 2.7 1.7 3.t
16 g7.5 1.2 9 t.2 .5 .2 2.6 16 9,_ .7 .2 t .D I ._ 1.0 I .7 3.9
19 97.9 .7 .7 .2 .7 t.2 2.4 I9 93,3 .2 .2 .2 ,7 3.0 4.4
_2 gg. I .2 .5 .7 .2 2.B 22 95.2 .0 .2 .5 l.O 1.7 2.9
CA_TERIA _tF_I:.'EETHUN_TORIM W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA 700_ PRECIPITATION
HOUI_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 L:4 t 2 3 6 I_
t tO0.O ._ ,5 .5 ,_ 1,8 ,0 t I00,0 t,2 ,7 _.3 t.4 3,5 .0
4 99.5 ,6 ,_ .2 .9 _,O .5 4 97,7 ,_ t,2 t.2 1,9 5.0 _,4
7 gg,8 .0 ,O ,9 1.6 2.3 ,2 7 9B,6 ,7 ,7 I ,4 3.5 _.6 t,2
10 9g, I ,9 1,4 t,6 _,0 1,4 ,7 It) 9B.2 1,2 t.2 2.O w.9 2,t t,9
13 90.4 2.6 2.8 2.6 2,1 .O t,4 13 96.5 2.1 t.4 4.3 _.6 .0 3.1
16 9"_.2 .9 1.9 1.4 I._ .2 ' _.B IB 94.9 1.9 3.6 1.7 1.7 _.4 5.3
19 97.'7 .'_ .9 .9 .0 .2 2, L 19 97.5 t.7 1.9 1,9 .0 1.4 _.O









PRPJBABILITY Or UhF'AVORABLE CONO|TION5 AT A GIVEN HOUR Ah,_ TIIECONDiTiONAL
PRGBABILITIESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR IND[VIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO NINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL P_OBABILIT|ES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 24
I .7 66.7 66.7 66.7 33.3 66.7 33.3 1 1.7 85,7 71.4 71.4 71.4 71 ,4 28.8
4 .7 66.7 66.7 .0 ,0 33.3 .0 _ 1.9 I00.0 I00.0 100.0 I00.0 75.0 25.0
7 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .O 7 3.4 92.8 71.4 78 6 78.6 50.0 21.4
I0 1.9 50.0 62.5 62.5 25.0 .0 I4.3 I0 2.9 91.7 91.7 91.7 75.0 41.7 25.0
13 2.9 58.3 58.3 41.7 25.0 9.1 27.? 13 2.9 I00.0 91.7 75.0 66.7 25.0 25.0
16 4.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 5.6 5.9 23.5 16 2.2 88.9 ;00.0 BB.9 55.6 33.3 22.2
Ig 1.9 25.0 25.0 12.5 25.0 I2.5 12.5 19 2.9 83.3 75.0 58.3 16.7 25.0 33.3
22 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 22 2.2 88.9 66.7 3_.3 33.3 44.4 22.2
CRITERIA THR_E THUNOERSTORHN 4000FT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. COND|TIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 E_
I .7 66,7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.9 41.7 25.0 L)5.0 16.7 16.'/ 9.1
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.7 28.6 28.6 42.9 14.3 42.9 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1.9 37.5 50.0 12.5 .0 37.5 14.3
10 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 I0 t.0 50.0 25.0 ,.=5.0 25.0 .0 .0
13 3.8 37.5 6.3 6.3 6.3 .0 18.8 13 5.8 54.2 41.7 _0.8 8,3 4.3 9.7
16 6.5 40.7 22.2 3.7 .0 .0 18.5 16 8.6 55.6 36.1 ._5.0 2.8 .0 14.3
19 1.9 12.5 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 lg 7.4 35.5 16.1 12.'J 3.3 .0 i._.,_
22 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 2,2 82.2 44._ ll.I ,0 II.I .0
PR_NBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OlVtN HOUR AND THE CONDI'rI0flAL
PROBABILITIES or UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITERIA TNO _IM3'5 ALOFT
kOLIR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 Eh
I 99.3 1.0 ,5 ,2 .P. 2.'_ .5 I 90.3 .2 .7 .7 2.2 1.7 1.0
4 99.3 .5 .5 .5 I.g 4.1 ,7 4 98.1 .5 .7 1.5 1.0 .? 1.2
7 99 5 1.0 1.9 I.I 2.7 1.7 .5 7 96.6 .0 2 .2 .2 !.2 2.5
I0 9B.I 1.2 1.2 1.7 3.9 .7 1,7 ]0 97.! .0 ._ .2 .0 1.0 _.0
13 97.1 2.7 4.0 3.2 1.2 .5 _.2 13 97.1 .0 .0 .0 1,0 .7 2.0
16 95.7 ,2.8 2.8 1.3 .5 .5 :3.3 16 97.8 ,5 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5
19 98.1 I.O .0 .5 .2 .,2 1.5 19 97.1 .0 .2 ,5 1,0 2.5 1.7
22 99.3 .2 1.0 .5 .5 1.9 .7 22 97.8 .2 .5 .7 I.O 1.7 1.5
CRITERIA fHREE THUM_ERSTORI'I 14 40001r'T CEILING CRITERIA FOL_ PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CO_¢)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PR08. CON01TIONAL PR09ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ¢_ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I 99.3 ."/ .0 .0 .0 3.9 .=3 I 97,1 1.2 l.? 1,0 1.5 =3.4 3.0
4 I00.0 .E .2 .0 .7 6.5 .0 4 98.3 .7 I 0 1.2 .7 B.O 1.7
7 I00.0 .2 .0 .7 $.8 1.9 .0 7 98. I 1.2 .5 .7 5.9 6.8 2.0
I0 99.3 1,4 1.9 3.6 6,3 .5 .7 I0 99.0 1.7 3.4 5.6 8.5 2.2 1.0
13 96.2 4.2 4.7 6.5 1.7 .5 3.3 13 9_.2 4.8 5,1 _.9 7.4 3.1 5.4
16 93..5 2.6 I.B I.B .5 .0 5.9 16 91.4 6.0 6.6 5.8 `2. I 1.8 7.9
Iq 98.1 2.0 1.0 .5 .5 .0 1.7 19 92.6 3.9 3.9 1.3 3.1 2.3 6.8
22 99.5 .2 .2 .5 .0 .7 .5 22 97.8 2.0 1.5 3.0 1.7 .7 2.0
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITIES
_IrE_ABILI TY OF UNFAV(_ABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TIE CONDITIONAL
PROBAB_LITIESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOUPS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRTT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TNO blINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 24 1 2 :3 6 IE
I .2 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 ,0 .O I .O .O 0 .0 .0 .0 .O
4 .2 lO0.O .O .O .0 .O .O 4 .0 .0 0 .O .0 .0 .0
"/ .2 IDO.O I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 "7 .O .0 0 .0 .0 .O .0
10 .'7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 10 .0 0 0 .0 .0 .0 .O
13 2.B 25.0 16.'7 25.0 8.3 B.3 .0 13 ..C .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 4.6 15.0 10.0 .0 10.0 .0 5.0 16 .;: 100.0 100 0 1O0.0 100.O .0 .0
19 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 19 .._ I00.0 10O 0 100.O .0 .0 .0
22 .5 50.G 50.0 .0 .0 50.0 .0 22 .2 I00.0 100.0 .C .0 .O .0
CRITERIA THI_:E THUNDERLTORM W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILI,IES
I 2 3 6 12 _._ 1 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .2 .O .0 .0 .r_ .0 .0
L, .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0 4 .7 .r_.7 33.3 .0 .0 66.7 .C
7 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 .B 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0
I0 .2 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 l.B .0 12.5 12.5 25.0 .0 .0
13 2.1 55.6 22.2 II.l .0 .0 11.1 13 3.9 41.2 1"7.6 23.5 17.6 .0 17.6
16 6.2 44.4 14.8 1.4 3.7 .0 I1,1 16 B.B 44.'7 39.5 26.3 .0 B.6 18.4
19 3.2 50.0 2B.6 14.3 .0 .0 "7.1 19 7.15 39.4 15.@ 3.0 .0 .0 _2.1
22 .9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 25.0 .0 _2 I.B 25.0 12.5 .0 .0 .0 .0
_ABILITY Of" fAVORABLE CONOItlONS At A GIVEN HOUR ANt) TNE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"UNFAVORABLE C_.-::_TIONS OT HOURS LATER FOB INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE - GROUN0 WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOIrT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ _ 1 2 3 6 I_ L_
I 99.8 .2 ,2 .2 ._ e.a .2 I 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 99,8 .2 .2 .2 .7 4.6 .2 4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0
7 99.8 .7 .5 .5 2.5 .9 .2 T I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
IO 99.3 .2 1.9 _.B 4.6 .5 .7 I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0
13 97.2 1.9 3.3 4.0 .T .0 _.0 13 IDO.O .2 .2 .2 .2 .0 .0
16 95.'o 2.7 1.7 1.0 .0 .2 4.6 16 99.B .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
19 99.1 .5 .2 .5 ._ .2 .9 19 99.B .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .2
_2 99.5 .O .0 ._ ._ .5 .5 2_ 9q.e .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ._
CRITERIA tHR[I: THUNO(RSTOI_ M 400OFt CEILING CRIT(RIA IrOU_ PRECIPITATION
HOUIt PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 140U_ PROB. CONDITIONAL ¢NqOBABILITIES
I I00.0 ._ ._ ._ ._ _.1 .0 ! 99.B ._ .9 .? .9 3.9 .0
_* 99.8 .0 .0 .2 ._ 6.0 .c• 4 99.3 .9 l.W .g 1.9 8.w .7
7 99.8 .0 ._ .2 2.1 3.2 ._ 7 9cJ.: .'7 1.6 4.0 ?.4 .7 t
10 99.B 1.6 _.g ;.. I 6.2 .9 .2 10 9B._ ;_ 3 _.3 3.e e.5 1.9 ! .9
I] 97.g 3.1 5.6 B.I 3.3 .0 I.g 13 _6.1 3.8 4.8 8.2 ? _ .0 3.w j16 93.8 4.4 4.2 _.9 .? ._ 5.9 115 9! .¢_ 5.3 7.8 5.8 2.a .5 II.e
19 q6.8 !.4 1.7 .5 .0 .2 3.1 t9 g,2._ 3.5 3.0 I.'t .0 .7 "/.5
_2 99, I ,5 .5 .0 .2 ,0 .g 22 98. _. .9 I.C .0 .7 1.9 I 9 iI
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I_JOBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND YI.dlT..CONDITIONAL
P;_OBABILITIESOf" UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRI'ERIA ONE GROUND NINDS CRITER:A TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 I2 24
I .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 I .5 100.0 ICO.O I00.0 I00,0 50.0 50.0
4 .2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 4 .5 L00.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
7 .2 !O0.0 100.0 t00.0 100.0 .0 .0 7 .7 66.7 65.7 66.7 66.7 66.7 33.3
I0 .5 .0 .0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .5 I00.0 I00 0 I00.0 I00.0 100.0 .,J
13 1.2 60.0 20.0 20.0 .0 .0 ._ I X .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 .0
16 2.6 36.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 9., 13 .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 1C0.0 50.0 .0
t_ .7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G 19 .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 .0
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .5 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .O .0
CRITERIA THREE THUNDERSTORM W 4000FT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO(]. CONDITIONAL PROOABILITIE$
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
1 .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.4 33.3 .0 16.7 .0 16.7 ,0
4 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 1.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 .0 14.3 .0
l] 4.2 44,4 16.7 16.7 .0 5.9 ll.e 13 4.7 40.0 35.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0
16 5.B 36.0 B.0 .0 .0 .0 8.3 16 9.8 3_ I 33.3 21.4 .0 2.4 9.e
19 .7 66 7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 19 5.B 40.0 12.0 16.0 4.0 4.0 20.0
22 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 22 1.4 33.3 33.3 16.7 .0 .0 .0
P_rOeABILITY O? KAVORABL[ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONOITIONAL
PROGABILITIES Of UNFAVORAgLE CON01TIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CR;TERIA ON_ OROUNOWINOS CRITERIA TNO WINOS ALOF'T
.WOUR PPOe, C0NOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 B 12
I 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .g .2 I gg,5 .O .0 .O .2 .2 .2
4 g9.e .0 .0 .0 .2 2.6 .0 w 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .2
? 99.8 ._ .7 .2 ,9 .7 ,0 ? 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5i0 .5 . .g .g 2.6 .2 .2 to .5 . . . . . .
13 98.8 1.6 2.4 _.4 .7 .2 1.0 I3 99.5 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5
16 97.4 1.7 1.4 .7 .2 .0 2._ IB 9g.5 .0 .0 .0 .b ._ ._
19 99.3 .9 .7 .2 .2 .0 .7 Ig 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .5
_ 99 e .7 ._ .2 .0 .2 .2 22 99.5 .0 .2 .2 .2 .5 .5
CRITERIA THREE TNUNDEI_T01_ W 4000rT CEILING CRITERIA F0_lq I_; ''!TATION
MOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROeABILIT|[5 I.K)UR PROB. CONOITION_ P_-_=_ .ITIE$
I 2 3 6 I2 24 1 _ _ 6 t2
I gg._ .0 .2 .0 .0 4.2 .7 I ge.6 .T .5 .0 .2 4,5 1.2
4 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .=.8 .0 4 99.B .'7 .5 ._. I .6 9.6 .2
? 100.0 0 .0 .0 4.2 .7 .0 '7 9_.B .9 1.2 1.6 4.7 5.B .5
10 100.0 2.8 4.0 4.2 5.8 .7 .0 10 98.4 _.6 3.1 4.5 _.9 1.2 :.9
13 95.8 I.? 4.4 5.3 .? .5 4.2 13 95.3 3.9 6.6 9.0 6 I 1.2 4.9
16 94.2 2.0 2.0 .'/ .7 .0 5.5 1_ 90,2 '3.", 5.g 4.1 1,9 .0 9.1
19 9q.3 .9 .7 .5 ,5 .0 .9 19 94.2 3,2 .7 .5 1.0 .2 5.0











PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A GIVEN HOURAND THE CO_.]T]ONN.
PRO_AB!tITIEBOr UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR IF_IVIOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 0N[" GROUNDNINDS CP:TERIA TWO NINOS ALOFT
HOUR PRO8, CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. C0NDITIO_!At PROBABtLITIES
t 2 3 6 tE E,.t t 2 3 6 12 64
I 2.4 80.0 eO.O 70.0 60.0 60.0 30.0 I .2 .0 .0 .0 IO0.O .0 .0 :
4 2.4 90.0 90.0 BO.O 70.0 70.0 44.4 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 P.2 !00.0 77.B 66.7 77.8 44.4 33.3 7 .7 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3
I0 2.9 91.7 83.3 75.0 75.0 41.7 27.3 I0 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .G .0
13 3.6 86.7 73.3 60.0 40.0 35.7 42.9 13 .0 .0 .0 ._') .0 .0 .0
16 3.6 56.7 60.0 53.3 53.3 30.8 23.! 16 .2 I00.0 lO0.O IO0.O IO0.O .0 .0
19 2.2 88.9 56.7 77.8 71.4 42.9 14.3 18 .2 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 lO0.O I00.0 .0
22 2.9 66.7 50.0 60.0 70.0 50.0 30.0 22 .2 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 .0 I00.0 .0
CRITERIA THI_F TNUND£RSTORf'IW 400OFT CE|LING CRITER|A FOUR PR[CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 IE _ 1 E 3 6 12 E_
1 1.0 50.0 65.0 L:_.O 2`3.0 .0 .0 1 3.4 46.9 7.1 14.3 7.1 21.4 14.3
4 _E' I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 h 3.9 31.3 6.3 18.8 lB.8 IE.`3 6.7
7 .5 I00.0 I00.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 7 3.4 64.3 68.6 35.7 28.6 14.3 7.7
I0 1.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 3.6 40.0 '33.3 40.0 13.3 EO.O 1'3._
13 1.2 40.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0 .0 13 8.0 24.2 El.E 24.2 ;5.2 9.7 12.9
16 1.9 37.'3 12.5 IE.'3 16.5 .0 ".0 16 B.9 35.1 E1.6 16.2 10.8 13.'3 16.2
19 3.4 50.0 EI.4 _1.4 7.1 7.1 El.4 19 6.3 42.3 30.e 1'3.4 .0 11.'3 3.8
26 1.7 4e.g '37.1 22.6 .0 .0 .0 22 6.'3 44.4 eo.O 20.0 IE.O IE.O e.O
PROBABILITY Or FAVORAEL£CONOlTlONeaAT A GIVEN HOURAND THE COf_)IT|ONAL
PRO_BILITIES OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ _ WINOS CRITERIA TWO WINOSALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR P_08. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B IE E_ I 2 3 B 12 E_
I 97.6 .0 .5 .7 .'? 2.E 1,5 I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .E
4 97.6 .0 .0 .2 I .2 2.0 1.2 4 |00.0 .2 .5 .7 .2 .E .0
7 97.8 .`3 I.`3 1.5 E.O !.2 I.E 7 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .`3
10 97. I .5 .5 I .5 t .% t .7 2.3 I0 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .E .E
13 96.4 1.5 1.7 I .'3 ,E t.O 2.3 13 I00.0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .0
16 96.4 I.O 1.3 .3 1.0 1.3 3.0 16 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G .2
19 97.8 I .0 I .7 I .2 1.0 I .2 t .7 19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2
62 97. I .0 .0 .B .5 I .7 2.0 22 g9.B .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .E
CRITERIA THREETHUNOEI_3TOFIMW 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
| E 3 6 12 Lm_ l E 3 6 IE E_
I 99.0 .E .E .n .2 | .2 | .0 I 9S.e 3.E 3._b 3.'3 3.2 '7.5 3.0
4 99.8 .2 .2 ._b 1.4 l.g .E 4 96.1 3.0 3.3 E.B 3.0 e.B 3.8
"7 99.5 .5 .'7 1.2 !.E 3.4 t. 7 96.5 !.0 4.2 E.'3 7.2 8.0 2.8
I0 96 B .7 .2 1.2 2.0 1.7 1.5 10 96.h 4.7 4._ 6.7 8.B 6.0 3.0
13 98.B 2.E 2.0 E.O 3.2 I .0 I.E 13 9_.0 S.O 3.7 7.6 5.5 2.9 "/.4
Ifl 98.1 |.0 2.5 3.2 1.5 .2 2.2 16 91.1 4.5 6.3 5.3 6.1 2.9 e.3
Ig 96.6 .2 .7 |.0 .8 .3 2.8 19 93.7 3. I 4.1 5.9 3.6 2.3 6.3
2;._ 98.3 .2 .E .`3 .E 1.5 1.7 i_i_ 93._ 3.B 2.3 iL3 3.4 2.9 6.'3
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABILITIES
PROGAelLITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HCUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PF_)FJABIL]TiESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOUPS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
C_ITERIA OI_E GROUND HINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOL_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONCITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 x 6 12
I .9 50.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 50.0 .0 I 4.4 I00.0 84.2 78.9 63.2 52,6 21.t
4 .9 75.0 75.0 75.0 25.0 .8 .O 4 3.5 I00.0 I00.0 80.0 60.0 46.7 6.7
7 1.9 62.5 58.8 25.0 25.8 12.5 14.3 7 4.0 82.4 70.6 64.7 58.8 41.2 5.9
I0 1.6 71.4 71.4 57, I 57.1 14.3 16.7 lO 3.5 93.3 93.3 93.3 80,0 46.7 13.3
13 1.6 28.6 28.G 42.9 14.3 16.7 16.7 13 4.4 89.5 78.9 78._ 63.2 31.6 21.:
16 1.6 28.6 28.6 14.3 14.3 16.7 .0 16 4.2 9_,4 83.3 83.3 66.7 33.3 27.8
19 .7 33.3 33._ 65.7 .0 50.0 .0 ]9 5.6 100.0 83.3 79.2 62.5 37.5 29.2
22 1,2 80.8 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 .O 22 4.9 90.5 85.7 81.0 66.7 42.9 28.6
CRITERIA THE_E THUNDER5IORM W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I .2 IOO.O .O .0 .8 .0 .8 1 3.0 ".7 15.4 7.7 .0 .0 7.7
4 .5 50.0 .0 .O .0 .O .0 4 2.6 27.3 .O .0 9. I 27.3 .0
7 ,2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 7 2.6 27.3 18,2 18,2 .0 18.2 .0
I0 .0 .O .O .0 .O .O .O 10 2.6 27.3 9. I g.I 18.2 9.! 9. I
13 1.2 DO,O 40.0 WO.O .O .O .O 13 4.0 29.4 58.8 41.2 11.8 5.9 5.9
16 .9 25.0 .O .0 .O .O .0 16 7.8 53.3 23.3 13.3 16.7 .O 10.3
19 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .8 .O 19 4.4 47.4 21.1 ]0.5 5.9 5.9 |1.8
22 .0 .O .0 .0 .O .0 .O 22 3.7 37.5 12.5 25.0 6.3 6.3 6.3
PROBABILITY Of FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A OIVI:N HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
¢I_BABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB, CONOITION,_L PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 _N
I 99. I 1.2 ,2 .7 _.4 1.2 .0 I 95.6 .0 .0 .0 I .2 2.2 3.7
4 99. I .7 .5 1.2 I .4 I .6 .O 4 96.5 .0 .5 _._ 1.4 2.7 3.4
7 98.1 .5 .7 1.2 1.2 .5 .7 7 96.0 .5 .5 1.0 2.2 4.! 3.9
I0 98.4 1.2 .7 .'/ .7 .9 .2 IO 96.5 .2 I.O 1.2 ].4 3.4 3.4
13 98.4 .7 1.2 .9 .5 .7 ._ 13 85.6 .2 .7 .7 2.9 3.2 4.0
16 98.4 .9 1.2 .5 .9 .7 .4 16 95.8 I .0 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.2 3,7
19 99.3 .7 .9 .7 ,9 1.7 .7 I9 9_.4 .2 .2 .5 1.0 2.0 4.7
22 g8.B .7 .5 .5 .7 1.2 1.2 22 95.1 .2 .5 .5 .2 1.7 4.2
CRITERIA THREE THUNDERSTORMN 40OOFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBAB!LITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIGNAL PPOBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ 24 I 2 3 6 12 L=_
I 99.8 .0 .2 .5 .2 1.2 .2 1 97.0 1.7 3.1 2,4 2.6 4.1 3.2
4 99.5 .0 .2 ,2 .0 .9 .5 4 97.4 .7 3.1 2.6 2.4 6,5 _.7
7 gg.B ,0 ,2 .0 1.2 .5 .2 7 97.4 2.2 2.9 2.2 4.1 4.1 _.7
I0 IOO,O .2 .'/ 1,2 .9 .O .0 10 97.4 2.9 3,1 3.8 6.7 ._.6 2.4
13 9B.B .2 .7 ,5 .5 .2 1.0 13 96.0 3.4 3.6 5.6 4.1 3.2 3.9
16 99.1 .5 .7 .5 .0 .5 .7 16 93.0 2,0 3.3 3.8 2.8 2,8 6.$
19 99.5 .5 .2 .0 .2 ,2 .2 19 95,6 3 7 2.2 3.4 3.2 2,5 3.9
.0 22 96.3 1.9 2.S 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.722 108.8 .5 .2 .2 .5 .0
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KSC LAUNCH PROBABIL I TIES
olq?J_BILITY Or" _AVv'qASI..E CONthlTIC.%_AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE C01',_)IT|ONAL
F ;OeABILI1 ;ESOF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR '.NOIVI(_JAL CRIT.
CqlTERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAl_ PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
: 2 3 6 12 2_ 1 2 3 6 12 24
I "7 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I 5. "7 95.8 87.5 83.3 79.2 62.5 29.2
4 .2 I00,0 .0 .0 .0 |00.(; .0 4 6.0 IO0.C 96.0 96.0 80.0 72.0 Lx*.O
7 .2 IO0.O 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 7.1 33.3 go.o BO.O 70.0 66.7 26.'7
I0 i.9 87.5 50.0 50,0 .0 .0 .0 10 6.4 92.6 92.6 88.9 88.9 63.0 33.3
13 1.9 "/5.0 37.5 25.0 .0 .0 .0 13 6.9 i00.0 96.6 93.! 86.2 51.7 34.5
16 1.0 50.0 .0 ._) 25.0 .0 .0 16 B.I 97.1 9_.I 94.1 73.5 47.I 38.2
19 .5 50.0 .g .0 .O .0 .b 19 10.7 97.8 82.2 68.9 55.6 44,4 35.5
22 .5 I00.0 .0 100,0 ,0 ,0 .0 22 7.4 93.5 76.7 77.4 64.5 45.2 32.3
CRITERIA THR££ T)-%_ND£RSTOPMN 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 :3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 _,t
1 .2 .0 0 tO0.O I00,0 .0 .0 I 2.9 25.0 25,0 25.0 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 !00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 4 2.1 33.3 .0 .0 II.I 11.1 ll.I
7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 7 2.6 27.3 .0 .0 .0 9.1 9.1
IO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 IO 3.1 15.4 83.1 7.7 7.7 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.2 .0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0
16 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 1.7 85.7 42.9 42.9 28 8 .0 .0
_9 ,2 100.9 I00.0 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 19 2.4 50.0 eo.o 30.0 10.0 .0 10.0
2E .5 I00.0 50.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 22 1.7 42.9 .0 .0 14.3 14.3 .0
_tOgABILITY OF' FAVORABLE CONO|TIONS AT A GIVCN HOUR AND THE CONOITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITIONS DT HOURS LATER _'OR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I /2 3 6 IE 24
I 99.3 .2 .5 .2 .2 1.9 1.0 I 9_.3 .0 .0 1.3 2.8 3.5 5.1
4 99.8 .2 .2 .2 1.9 .7 .5 4 94.0 .5 .8 1.5 1.8 4.t 5.1
7 99.9 .7 1.2 1.9 1.9 .5 .2 7 92.9 .0 .0 .8 2.1 6.4 5.9
I0 98.1 1.5 1.7 1.0 1.0 .5 1.9 10 93.6 .5 .B 1.3 2.5 3.6 4.3
13 98.'. 1.0 1.0 .5 .5 1.0 1.9 13 93.1 .3 1,3 1.8 5.1 3.1 4.6
16 99.0 .7 .5 .5 .2 .5 i.0 16 91.9 1.0 2.6 3.4 1.6 2.6 4.9
I9 99.5 .5 .5 .5 1.0 .2 .5 19 89.5 .0 ,0 .0 .5 2.9 7.2
22 99.5 .5 .7 .5 .5 1.9 .5 22 92,6 .0 ,3 .B 1.5 3.1 4.9
CRITERIA THREE THUNDERSTORMN _000FT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 I 97.1 1.5 1,5 1.5 2.7 1.2 2.7
4 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ,2 4 97.9 I .9 1.9 2.7 2.9 ! .5 I .9
7 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .2 7 37.4 2.0 I .5 3.2 1.2 2.2 2.4
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .5 .0 I0 96.9 .7 1.2 1.0 1.5 1.7 3.4
13 I00.0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 ,0 13 98.8 2.7 3.4 I .7 2,4 2.4 I .2
16 99.8 .0 .5 .2 .5 .2 .2 16 98.3 2.2 2.4 1.7 1.2 2.2 1.7
19 99.8 0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .E 19 97.6 1.2 .2 I .0 2,4 2.7 2.2
22 95.5 ,0 .0 .2 .2 .0 .5 22 98.3 2.2 I.O 2,'/ 1.9 3.1 1.7
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PF_.,E,ABIL ITY OF UNFAVORABLE CONDI TIONS AT A GlVEN HOUR AND THE CONDIT 10NAL
PROBABILITIESOF UNFAVORA_I..ECONDITIONS DT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA TWO blINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. COf_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 _t
I 1.6 57.1 57.1 42.9 28.6 14.3 .0 I 9.2 92.5 B2.5 72.5 70.0 50.0 27.5
4 .9 75.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 .0 4 7.8 97. 1 94. I 94. ! 70.6 52.9 29.4
7 1.6 57.1 85.7 85.7 42.9 .0 .0 7 9.4 82.9 73.2 68.3 58.5 43.9 29.3
I0 3.5 73.3 46,7 46.7 6.7 20.0 6.7 lO 6.9 83.3 83.3 83.3 73.3 63.3 30.0
13 4.1 61 .I 44.4 5.6 5.6 16.7 .0 13 6.9 93.3 90.0 B6.7 80.0 66.7 43.3
16 .9 50.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 16 6.7 96.6 93.1 89.7 75.9 48.3 34.5
19 .9 50.0 50.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .0 19 9.2 85.0 80.0 72.5 62.5 47.5 27.5
22 1.8 50.0 37.5 25.0 12.5 25.0 18.5 22 8.1 94.3 88.6 88.6 65.7 48.6 _.3
CRITERIA THREE TH_O£RS'OR:4 W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 B 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I .0 .t_ ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 2.5 36.4 36.4 18.2 9.1 9.1 9,1
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 I .4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
tO .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 I.O 37.5 18.5 12.5 .0 12.5 18.5
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.8 37.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 .0 .0
16 .2 .0 .0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 16 l.B 37.5 12.5 .0 .0 .0 12.5
19 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 1.2 60,0 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0
2_ .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 82 2.3 20.0 20.0 30.0 I0.0 30.0 10.0
_0eABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE: CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HO_JRSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
I-_v,_ IJROe. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ _ I 2 3 6 le L_
I n8.4 .0 .5 .2 1.2 4.0 1.6 I 90.8 .3 .B 1.3 3.3 2.5 7.1
4 '",I .2 .7 1.2 3.0 .7 .7 4 92.2 .0 1.5 2.2 1.5 2.7 5.3
7 &.,,4 1.2 1.4 2.1 3.5 , t 1.6 7 90.6 .3 .3 .5 1.5 5.6 "_.6
I0 96 5 .7 1.7 2.6 .7 I.d 3.3 IO 93.1 .2 .5 1.2 1.7 4.0 _-.9
13 95.9 i.7 1.4 .7 .7 I.O 4.3 13 93.1 .2 .2 .7 4.0 4.7 5.0
16 99. I .7 .7 .7 1.6 .7 .9 16 93.3 .5 !.7 3.5 3.2 5.2 5.2
19 99 I .7 .7 1.6 1.4 1.6 .9 19 90.8 .8 .B 1.5 3.6 5.8 8.1
22 98.2 .5 .7 1.2 .5 3.1 1.6 22 91.9 .5 1.3 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.5
CRITERIA THOr THUNDERSTORMN 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA FOUR PRECIPITATION
PROt3. COflOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 97.5 1.4 1.2 ,9 .2 1.7 2.4
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 ,0 4 98.6 1.4 1.2 .5 |,9 I .9 1.4
7 I00.0 .2 .2 .2 .0 .2 ,0 7 99.5 1.6 .5 1.6 I 9 1.2 .5
I0 g9.8 ,5 .2 .0 .2 .2 .2 I0 98.2 1.2 1.6 I .6 1.9 2. I 1.6
13 100.0 .2 ,1: .2 .2 .0 .0 13 98.2 .9 1.6 !,6 .9 2.6 1.9
16 99,1_ .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2 16 9_.3 .9 1.4 1.2 2.3 1.4 !.9
19 99.8 ,0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .P 19 98.8 .7 8.3 2.! 2,6 ,5 1.2
22 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._ 22 97.7 .9 I .2 I .9 1.2 I .2 2. I
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PROBABILITY Of" UN_AVORAB.ECONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HC_R AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIESOf" UMr'AVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER fOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE C_OUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO NiNDC_ALOF'f
HOUR PROB, CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COND'TIONALPF!OBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 '2
I 1.6 _7.1 _7.1 28,5 28.6 42.g .0 I 1.4 83.3 50.0 33.3 16.'7 14.-/ .0
4 1.2 60.0 $0.0 40.0 40.0 .0 .0 4 1.6 I00.0 IO0.C 71.4 Y/.I 1'.3 14.3
? .9 75.0 50.0 50.0 25.0 .0 .0 7 1.4 i00.0 83.3 83.3 66."/ ib "7 16.7 ."
tO 3.5 46.7 46."/ 40.0 6.7 6.7 6.7 10 1.4 100.0 IO0.O 83.3 16.7 16.-/ 16.'/
13 5.1 68.2 45.5 31.8 9.1 4.5 4.5 13 1.6 65.7 42.9 28.6 _8.6 14.3 .0I6 3.7 v2.5 .0 6.3 .0 .0 6.3 15 .7 100.0 I00.0 IO0.O 65.7 33.3 .0
22 1.4 5C.0 33.3 50.0 16.7 33.3 ".0 22 3.9 100.0 9_.1 gA.I _J_.l 88.2 ,0
CRITERIA rl-I_£ CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PRO0. CONAITIONALPROBABIL|TICS HOUR PRO8. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 I_ 2_
I B.O 73.1 '/3.1 61.5 42.3 il.5 3.8 I 1.2 BO.O 80.0 60.0 60.0 .0 20.0
4 9.7 85.7 61.9 45.2 35.7 '/.I 9.5 4 3.0 _.t.6 8_.6 g2.3 7.7 .0 15,4
7 11.8 ?2.5 64.7 5q.g P5.5 17.6 2g.4 7 8.3 55.6 25.0 B.; .0 2.8 25.0
I0 I0.1 68.2 _.3 36.4 15.g 15.9 13.8 I0 .g 25.0 .0 .0 .0 25,0 .0
13 6.2 63.0 48.1 40.7 29.6 14.8 II.l 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 4.4 57,9 63.2 57.g 35.8 25.3 15.8 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 5.3 8_.6 65.2 60.g 39.1 34.8 17.4 lg .2 :00,0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 100.0 .0
22 5.5 '/9.2 g0.3 5_ 2 41.'/ 25.0 8.3 22 .'/ 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 ,0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE THtA,_X'PSTORf'I_ 400Oft CEILING CRITERIA SIX TI.&Jt,_I_TOR11IN G.JOE PATH
HOUR IW_OB, CONi)ITIONAL PROBABILi11ES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 P 3 6 12 _, 1 2 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
16 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 16 .0 .C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
ig .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .2 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITCPlA S£_[N PreCIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITION_¢ PI_BABILITICS
1 2 3 6 12
I 2.5 36.4 36._ 36.4 g.t g.t 19.2
4 _*.1 50.0 27.9 22.2 I1.1 5.6 16.7
? 2.1 22._ 11.1 3_.3 .0 .0 .0
10 ,3.g 64.7 35.3 _3.5 .0 5.g .0
13 2.3 _0.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 .0
16 1.8 c_.0 .0 _2,5 .0 12.5 .0
tg 2.3 50.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 10.0 .0
2_" 3.5 46.7 26.7 26."/ 13.3 6.7 .0
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KSC t A6'DtNGPI_CBABI!! TIES
PROBABILITY Or IrAVORAE_.rCONOItIONS AT A GtVE'NHOUP AND THE CG:_DITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"ur',IF'AVC_RABLECONDIT;OtlSDT HOURS LATER FOR ;NCJlVEDUALCRIT
CRITERYA 014[ GROUt,'OWINDS (.RITEP.XATWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR pROB. CONIJI 10NALPROB_BILI_IE$ HOUI_ PRC_. CC-,3]TICNAL PROBXBILIT;[S
I 2 3 5 12 _ l 2 3 6 12
1 98.4 .9 .9 .7 .5 4.4 I .4 I 98.6 .2 .7 1.2 1.2 I .4 4.4
4 qB.8 ._ ._ .5 3.0 3.7 1.2 4 g_.4 .2 .2 .2 .5 .5 4.4
"7 99. I .5 .9 3.0 '+. ' .9 t .2 ? 98.6 .0 .0 .2 .7 4.2 4.2
10 96.5 2.6 3.1 3.8 3,6 1.2 3.6 10 98.6 .P .2 .5 .5 3..7 4.2
13 94.9 2.9 3.2 2.P .S 1.2 5.1 13 98.* .0 .2 .2 4.0 4.2 4.7
16 _.J 1.0 ..7 ."7 1.4 1.2 3.B 16 99.3 .0 .2 3."7 3.5 4.4 3.9
Ig 99.1 .5 .? .9 9 1.2 1.2 19 9.%.6 .0 .0 .0 .'/ ..7 4.6
£_ 9H.Ca ,=3 .g ..7 9 3.3" 1.6 i.'_ 95.1 .0 .5 ."7 1.0 1.0 4.1
CRITI:RIA TIFI_[ CEILING CRII£RIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HULIR PROB, COP_ITION_. PROBABILI'IIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 t_ _ 1 2 3 6 12 c_
t 94.0 2.2 5.8 6.4 9.8 5.9 6.1 I 9B.B .5 .9 2._ "7.? .0 .9
4 90 3 3.8 5.6 8.2 '7.4 4.1 9.9 4 9"/.0 !.2 2.4 5.'7 .? .0 2.6
7 80.2 2.8 4."7 4.2 3.'/ 3.7 9..7 "7 91 ."7 .5 .B .3 .0 .0 "7.3
I0 89.9 1.5 3.3 2.0 3.1 _.4 10.3 l0 99.1 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5 1.2
13 g3.8 _.0 1.0 2.0 3.7 _.4 6.1 13 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 1.2 .0
16 99.6 ¢_.2 2.9 _.9 4.1 9.2 4.1 16 100,0 .2 .`7 .2 .7 3.0 .0
19 c_., I 5 1.9 2.4 4.1 10.7 q.6 19 99.9 .0 .0 .5 .9 8.5 ._-
_2 c_.5 1.7 3.7 3.2 B.O 9.8 5.4 22 99._ .5 _.g .9 2.6 1.2 .'7
CRITERIA rlvc T_JNt_RSTOI_I W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA SIX THUNOtRSTORHIN GLI_ PATH
PROB. (CN'fJITIONALPPOOABILITIES HOUR PRO9. CONDITIe"._.IALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 § I_ L_ I _ 3 6 12
I IO0.O .2 .0 .2 .C; .0 .0 I 99. B .0 0 .5 .2 .0 ?
4 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ', 99.5 .0 0 .2 .2 .0 .5
"7 I00.0 ._ .2 .0 .0 ._ .0 T 99.B .2 5 .2 .U .2 .2
10 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 l0 9"3.8 ._ 0 .0 ,0 .0 .2
13 t00.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 13 10C.0 .0 C' .0 ._ .2 .0
16 100.0 .0 .0 ,2 .0 .2 .0 16 130.C .0 C .2 .0 .5 .0
19 9_1.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 lq 99.8 .O .0 ,0 .2 .2 2
22 100,0 .O .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 22 lC0.o .0 .0 ._ .5 .2 .0
CRITERIA SlEVEN I_IECIP|TATION
HOUR PROe. CON01TI0fiAL PPO3AB;LITICS
I 97.5 I.`7 1.7 3.3 1.9 _.1 iZ.I
4 9g.9 ! .g I .4 I ._ 3.6 1 ."7 3.6
7 97.9 I.B 3.1 3.3 2.4 2.4 _.l
I0 9=3.I 2.2 I .7 1.4 1.9 3.4 3,B
I$ 9"7.7 I._ !,2 1.4 I.? _.4 24
I(" 90._ _.1 2.0 ._.l 3.5 '+.0 I.b
Ig g';'."7 2.5 t .g 2.0 1.9 I .9 _.4
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,_ KSC I.AN01H0 PRODABlt.|TI[S
PROilABILITY Or UNrAVORAaf.. CO,",,IDITIONSAT A OIVEN W'_'_ AND TH[ C'_l' "
pfll0eAIBILITI[S0r t.,'NrAV01_/,_C C01',IDIfI@IS DT _ LAT[R r0R tNDIV; ,.;:. .'IT.
I,,OJIR PROB. CI:I_DITION_ pp._:,_l ;Tits _.:_:,. _ROB. COI'_iTIONAL PI:_ABtLITIES
1 e 3 0 ]_ _ I _ 3 6 I_
1 _.3 c_.2 33.3 _2,2 33.3 31,3 I1.1 Z 6._ 96.rJ BB.0 80,0 O0.0 619.0 16.0
1.3 60.0 60.0 60.0 813.0 60.0 .0 _ 5.9 9_.? g_.? 91.3 91.3 "70.3 13.0
.7 1.5 83.3 03.3 1_0 0 1_,_.13 _13.3 .0 ? 5.9 100.0 lfa0.0 100.0 O';'.0 25.1 1"7._
l0 _.6 83.3 77.8 66.? _.0 33.3 5.6 10 6.1 95.0 O'/._ 67.5 e.';.3 2_.0 16.'7 ""
13 ?.9 ?"7.q 67..7 61.3 _:_.0 6.5 9,.7 13 5.6 9[,.5 95.'_ 90,9 31,8 _"/.3 13,6
16 6.9 T1.0 50.0 q13."7 ?_._ 3.? "/._ 16 '._.t 100.0 t0_.0 35.0 33.0 2_.0 15.0
Ig q,! 56.3 3.7.5 q3.8 _'5.0 6.3 tE._ 19 2.0 67.5 67.5 "7'].0 .7_.0 37.5 _S.0
_ 3.8 60.0 _3.3 _6 7 _6..7 _6,'1 _6.7 _ _,3 88.9 89.9 e8.9 "7"/.8 66,? 33.3
CRITI::RIA 11411:[ CI[ILINO CRI?K:RIA tour vISIBILITY
PROB. C(:II'.'OlTIONALPHOOABIL.ITI[S I._ PI_0B. CC:,"3tT[@_'_,L Pt_OBAOtLITI[S
t ?.9 93,_ T?._ 6t.3 '_8._ _.9 19._ t .8 6_'7 33.3 66.'t' 33.3 .0 ,0
q 9.q 83.0 73.0 6q.9 _0._ _1.6 IB.9 q E.B 81.9 63.6 r'J'*.5 9. t .0 g.I
7 tl,_ TI.O 69.9 St.t 33.3 1.7,8 33.3 "7 _.0 _3.2 _2.1 10.5 .0 .0 15.0
10 10,'; ?l,q _.?.q 30.1 23.0 19.0 _!._ 10 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 7._ 75.9 "7c_._ _8.3 2.7.6 31.0 1"7._ 13 .3 I0_.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 E._ 76.0 60.0 60.0 36.0 3_.0 I_.0 16 .5 _0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 6.1 ?0,8 66..7 _,_).'_ '_0.0 33.3 _0.8 19 .0 .0 .0 ,_ .0 .0 .0
c_ 5.9 76 'S 69.t3 60.9 60.9 **7.8 _:.7 _ .3 100.0 100.0 |OO.O I00.0 .0 .0
CIIItI[RIA trlYl: TI_It,_RSTOF_ H _0001rT Ci[:ILING CFIIT[RIA SIX TI4J_E:I_TOF_ IN GLI_I: PATH
HOUR PROO. ¢O_)ITi0N.IL Pt;10BAIllLJTt[S HOUR Pt_O. ¢ONOJTI01_d. FqqO_ABILtTICS
I c_ 3 & 1_ P_ I _ 3 6 llZ
t .;_ S0.0 S0.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 : .O 33.3 Z'.3 33.3 .0 0 .0
.3 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .3 100.0 t00.0 .O .0 .0 .c_
7 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ? .3 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .G
10 .3 100.'_ ,0 .0 .._ .0 .0 10 .5 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._
13 .3 100.cl 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 ._ 50,0 _.13.0 .0 .O .0 .C
: 16 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 I,O 50.0 .0 .0 _.0 .0 o
19 .3 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .,_ 50.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
;_ ._ S0,0 $0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .8 33.3 33,3 33.3 .0 .13 .0
_.RtT[RI A I_VEN PilOt tPl TATtON
14t._IJRPtq00. C(_lDtTlO_,_il,I. PROB_BILITtCS
I _.0 1_.5 I_._ I=.S L_.0 c,_.0 .0
q 1.0 50.0 _?'_.0 _.'.,0 25.0 _5.13 ,0
l0 _,3 ;_3.'_ 1.7.6 1.7.6 _9._ 5.9 _.9
13 3._ 50.0 _l._ _.0 9.3 .0 .0
16 3,I _0.0 _0.0 ;3.3 13.3 6.7 ,0
19 _.1 f_._ _.5 _5.0 I_._ _.0 .0




KSC LANO:NO PROF)ABIL ITIES
PROBABILITY OF" f'A'tORABL[ CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HO_ AN'_ THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES Of" UNIrAV(_ABL[ CONOltI0f_S OT HOURS LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDWINDS CRITERIA T_) WINDS ALOft
HOUR PROB. C0t_:TIONAL P,_OBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PR01%ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ._* I 2 3 6 12
* 97.7 1.0 .5 .8 .8 7.3 2.1 ! 93.6 .3 .3 .3 .B 1.4 ?.9
4 98.-/ .3 .3 .8 3.6 6.2 1.3 4 9_.1 .3 .3 .5 .8 .5 1.6
7 98.5 1.0 2.3 3.1 L.5 2.8 1.3 "7 9_.1 .0 .3 7 .5 .5 i.4
I_ _.4 1.3 3.7 5.1 4.8 2.4 4.5 10 93.9 .0 .0 .3 .0 .8 1.6
13 9_.1 3.0 3.3 _'.2 1.9 1.9 7.8 13 94.', .L] .0 .0 .3 1.4 1.4
Ifi c)3.1 2.2 1.9 1.4 2.5 I.I 6.8 16 94.9 .8 .5 .3 .e I.I 1.3
19 9b.9 .0 1.9 2.1 1.3 I.l 3.7 19 98.0 .3 .8 .8 1.3 1.6 l.e
22 _)t_._ .3 .5 I.:3 .3 3.7 -2.9 22 97.7 .0 .B .8 .5 1.0 2.1
CRITERIA Tl-_l: CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOU_ PROB. COh_ITIONAL PP0eABILITIES H0t_ IC_0B. C0NDITI0f_'". P#C3ABILITIES
1 P 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I o_.1 :3.U 6.1 5.0 8.:3 5.8 6.9 I 99.2 1.8 1.3 2.3 4.6 .3 .8
4 90.6 _.11 4.8 5.9 7.6 4.8 8.5 4 97.2 1.6 2.6 :3.4 .3 .5 ¢_.6
"/ 88.5 5.1' 4.3 5.5 4.0 4.6 8.4 "7 95.2 .8 .3 .0 .3 .0 3.B
I0 89.3 2.0 2.9 :3.'/ 4.:3 4.:3 8.9 I0 99.5 .0 .3 .3 .5 .3 .3
13 92.6 1.9 2.8 3.0 4.4 6.1 6.1 13 99.'/ .0 .0 .5 .0 .8 .3
16 93.6 1.4 2.2 2.5 3.8 '/.9 5._ 16 99.5 .0 .3 .0 .3 e.e .5
19 93.9 2.4 3.8 2.4 5.2 9.8 4.9 I9 ]00.0 .0 .0 .3 .8 4.3 .0
22 9_.1 1.4 1.9 4.6 6.2 7.9 4.6 22 99.'/ .:3 .3 .5 2.6 .:3 .]
CRITERIA IrlVE T_qSTORM W 400P,;'t CEILING CRITERIA SiX THUNDERSTORM IN GLIDE PATH
WAR PROB. C0f_OITIONAL PR0eABILITIES HOUR PROB. C0fl_ltl0N_ PROB,_BILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 :3 6 12
I 59.5 .0 .0 .0 .] .3 .5 I 99._ ._ .0 ._. .:3 .5 .e
4 99.7 .0 .0 .:3 .:3 .5 .:3 4 9?.? .0 .3 .3 .5 1.0 .3
7 99.7 .0 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3 "7 99.7 .0 .5 .5 .5 .5 ,3
10 99.7 .3 .0 .] .5 .5 .3 10 99.5 .0 .:3 .5 1.0 .e .5
13 93.'/ .5 1.0 .5 .3 .5 .:3 13 99.5 .8 1.3 I.O .5 .8 .5
16 99.5 .0 .0 .3 .5 .3 .5 16 99.0 .0 .3 .5 .5 .3 1.0
19 99.'/ .0 .5 .5 .5 .3 .:3 I9 99.5 .5 1.0 .8 .e .3 .5
22 99.5 .0 .0 .5 .3 .3 .5 22 99.2 .0 .:3 .5 .3 .5 .8
CRI TIER| A SIE:V[N PI_C|PI TAT10N
HOUR PROB. CONDITION4L PROI_BILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ _'_
I 98.0 .5 i.6 .B 1.6 2.6 2. I
4 99.0 1.8 2.3 1.8 4.1 :3.6 I_0
"7 99.0 i.O 2.1 3.1 2.6 4.2 _.1
10 95.7 I.I 2.4 2.4 _.'/ 3.5 k.3
13 96.9 2 4 2.6 3._ 3.9 2.1 3.4
16 96. _.' ! .g 1.6 _.9 3._ .e 4.0
19 95.9 1.9 2.9 2.7 i.6 I.I _.3
22 96.4 I.I 2._ 2.1 l.I _.0 3._
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HARCH
KS(:: LANDING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY O? LINFAV0RAB'.E CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND TIE CONDITIONAL
PROBABIL I TIESOF UNF'AVO,_ABLE CONDI T10NS DT HOURS LATER FOR IN[If Vl DUAL CRI T.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TI_O NINDS ALOF'T
HOUR PROB. CONOI :lCNAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRCB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 L:_ I 2 3 6 i¢_
! 2.e 41.? 41.7 41.7 4t.? 4t.'? 16.7 I _.8 e3.3 e3,3 =,3.3 75.0 50.0 41.?
4 I.e 62.5 62.5 t_.5 6_.=3 25.0 12.5 4 2.3 IO0.O IO0.O 0.0 eO 0 40.0 50.0
"7 2.1 55.6 44.4 55.6 55,b 44.4 22.2 7 2.0 IO0.O 100.0 .5.0 5B.3 50.0 33.3
tO 5.1 77.3 6B.2 72.7 50,0 22.7 13.6 IO 2.3 83.0 O3,0 83.0 60.0 70.0 40.0
13 O.B 63.2 57.9 47.4 23,7 7.9 15.8 13 I .e I00.0 87.5 75.0 87.5 35.0 50.0
16 9.4 68.3 43.9 34.1 19.5 12.2 26.B 16 I.B 100.0 100.0 lOO.O I00.0 75.0 37.5
19 4.4 57,9 21.1 31.6 21.1 15.B 21.1 19 2.1 100.0 IC0.0 100.0 08.9 55.6 44.4
22 2.B 66.7 58.3 58.3 ',1.7 58.3" 16.7 _2 2.5 9G.9 90.9 90.9 el.o 63.6 4'3.=3
CRITERIA T)_E C£1LINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PRO6. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _4 I 2 3 8 I;_
I 3.7 §R.8 !_.5 56.3 _0.0 3"7.5 18.8 I .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 6.0 88,5 "r3. l 61.5 42.3 11.5 7.7 4 I,¢ _ 80.0 _0.0 40.0 .0 .0 _0.0
? O.3 72.2 h5.6 52.6 27.0 13.9 2_.2 7 3.5 40.0 26.7 .0 .0 6,7 13.3
tO 7.6 57.6 .$_.4 30.3 12.1 1B.2 9.! I0 .¢_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 3,5 66.'7 46.7 40.0 26.'/ 26.7 20.0 13 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 3.0 69,2 _i.5 53.B 30.8 15.4 7.? 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
19 3.0 69.a 61.5 46.2 30.8 15,4 ?,7 19 .2 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
_2 4.1 Bi.I 44.4 33.3 33.3 27.0 5.6 _2 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
CRITERIA rlVl_ TW.NDEI_TO_M N 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA SIX THUNOERSTOI_I IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CO"IDITIONAL PRL_BABtLITIES HOUR PR09. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 _=4
I .5 50.0 .0 50.0 ,0 ,0 .0 1 .7 33.3 .0 66,7 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .7 100.0 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0
7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 100.0 ,0 10 .9 I00.0 75.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 i_.0
13 t.B 87.5 50.0 37.5 25.0 I_.5 12.513 1.2 I00.0 bO.O 40.0 .0 .0 .0
16 1.2 40.0 20.0 .0 .O .0 .0 16 1.6 85.7 _B.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 .0
19 1.6 42.9 .0 14.3 ;4.3 .0 14.3 19 3._ 5B.6 41.2 39._ 5.9 .0 17.6
22 1.6 .0 .0 28.6 14.3 .0 .0 22 2.3 20.0 1(_.0 20.G _0.0 10.0 10.0
CRI TERI A ¢'aEVEN PRECI Pl TAT i ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRO=.]ABILITIES
I 2 3 G 12 E_
l 4.4 26.3 15.8 21.1 5.3 10.5 5,3
4 1.6 33,3 16.7 14.3 14.3 .0 .0
7 .9 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 25.0 .0
IO 2.1 55,6 44.4 33.3 33.3 22.2 tl,I
13 3.% 40.0 26.7 20.0 26.7 13.3 13.3
16 3.7 43.8 31.3 43.8 6.3 B.3 .0
19 5.3 60.9 21.7 39,1 17.4 .0 .0
22 4.1 50.0 39.9 27.e 16.7 5.6 II.I
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KSC LAND ING PROBA91L ITIES
I_OB_=BtLITY 01r FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PIIIOOABILITIES Olr UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS DT HOURS LAIER FOR IhIDIVlE'UALCRIT.
CRIIERIA Ohl[ ONO'JhlOWINDS CRITERIA T.,_O HINDS ALOF'T
HOUR PROB. Cm)f£|IIONAL PRogABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITI£$
I 2 3 6 12 L:_ | 2 3 6 12 2*
I 97.2 .7 .P .7 .9 7.8 2.4 I 97.2 ,0 .0 ,0 .7 ,5 .9
4 98.2 .5 .'y .9 ',.0 9.2 A.9 4 97.7 .2 .5 .7 .5 .q .4
7 9?.9 I.4 2.8 4.0 7.B 3.5 !.9 ? 97.2 .O .2 .2 .2 .7 .g
I0 94,9 2.,_ 4.1 5.3 7.3 1.7 5.1 tO 97.7 .0 .0 0 ,5 ,9 .7
13 91,2 3.5 4.3 5.9 2.5 2.3 B.B 13 gB.2 .2 .5 .5 .5 1,6 ,2
16 _0.6 1.0 .5 1.3 1.0 1.0 B.I 16 9_.2 .2 .2 .2 .7 1,2 .2
19 95,6 I .2 |.2 I .4 i.9 1.7 3.9 19 9"7..9 .0 .2 .5 I .2 ! .6 .2
22 rJ'/.2 I.? 1.2 i.2 .9 4.0 - 2.1 22 97.5 .0 .5 ,'7 .5 .9 .2
CRITERIA rHRT.E CEILING CRITERIA tOUR V|BIBILIT';
HOUR PROB, COflDIIIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PPOB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 IR _ 3 B 12 E_
I 96.3 2.i' _.1 4.1 B.7 2.2 3.6 | 99.t" .5 '.7 1.2 3.5 .0 .2
4 94.0 2._' 3,"/ 4,9 5.4 2.b 5.9 4 98._ .5 I .9 3.0 .2 .O I .2
? 91 .'7 3.3 4.3 3.5 1.3 2.0 "7.3 7 96,5 .O .5 ,2 .0 .0 3,1
10 9_.4 I.'? 2.0 1.2 2.2 3.0 7.5 tO 99.9 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .¢_
13 96.5 1.2 2.9 1.7 2.1 :3.3 3.3 13 I00 0 .O .2 .0 .2 .2 .0
16 9.7,0 1,2 I,O t,4 3,3 5.7 3.1 t6 100.0 ,5 ,0 ,2 .0 1,4 ,0
19 97.0 !.0 I._ 2.9 3.3 0.3 :3.3 19 99.9 .O .0 .0 .2 3.5 .2
22 9_.9 ! .'/ 2.6 _.9 4._, 6,'/ 4,3 22 IO0,O ,0 ,2 ,2 1,4 ,2 .0
CRITERIA rl_ THUNDEpSTORM 14 40DOFt CEILING CRITERIA SiX THUNDER'STORMIN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CCN)|TION_,. PROBABILITIES HObR PROB. COI_E)ITI_,IAL:-ROU,CaILII"IES
I 2 3 B I_ _ I 2 3 6 12 _'_
I 99.=3 .5 .=3 .0 .2 1.2 .'5 ! 99.3 .=3 .'/ .2 .5 1.9 .'?
4 99.11 .0 ,5 ,2 .2 |.2 ,2 4 9o.:5 .2 .5 .2 .7 t.6 .7
7 99,8 .2 .2 .2 1,2 1,6 .2 7 9g.5 .P ,5 ,9 1.9 3.9 ._
10 99,8 .5 1.2 I .2 I ,2 1.4 ,2 lg 99. l .5 I .4 I ,6 I .4 1.9 7
13 90.8 .5 .9 .7 I .6 .5 1.2 13 98.2 .2 .9 .9 3.5 .5 ! .6
16 98,8 .5 .9 1,6 1.6 .2 1.4 16 90.4 .9 2.0 3.7 2.1 .5 2 3
19 98.4 .2 1.2 i.4 .2 .2 !,4 19 96. t .0 .2 i.O .% .5 3.=J
_2 90.4 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,2 1,6 22 97.7 .2 .2 .2 .2 .7 2. I
CRITERIA SEVIN PRECIPt TATION
,-_OUR PP.OB, COt_DITIONAL PROBABIL |TIES
I 2 3 6 12
_ _5.r: 1.0 I .0 .? .'7 :3. I 4,3
4 98.4 .9 i.4 .7 t.9 3.7 ;.B
7 39.1 2.1 2.3 1.9 3.5 5.1 .9
I_J 97,9 3,1 2,1 _,B _.i 3.0 1,9
13 96.5 2.4 2.9 3.1 4.5 4.1 3,3
16 9_.3 1.9 2.4 3.8 I-.: 1.4 4.1
19 oj_.? 2,9 5.2 2.2 3.6 ;.0 6. t



















PROBABILITY Of" Ut,IIFAVO_ABL(CONDITION5 AT A GIVEN HO_ AND Tt-,IECC'4DITIONAL
PROBABILITIESOr U_'A',OPABLE CO:,IOlTIONSDT HC,JRSLATER FOR lt,,'DIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUt,O_IINDS CRIIERIA TNO Id|h'OS kJ..Oe'T
HOUR PROe, CO_,_;TIOHAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRO5. CUh_DITICNALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 24
I 1.7 85.7 42.9 2B.6 2F_ 6 42.9 .0 I 1.2 I00.0 100.0 BO.O 60.0 40.0 .G
4 ,7 33.3 66.'/ 66, "_ 66.7 33.3 .0 4 1,4 83.3 83.3 B3.3 50.0 33.3 .0
"7 1.2 40.0 40.0 F_O.O 6G.O 20.0 .0 "7 1.2 100.0 I00.0 60.r' 40.0 20.0 .0
I0 2.6 63.6 4r_.5 36 4 2"7.3 .0 9.1 I0 I.O 100.0 "/5.0 75.0 "75.0 25.0 .0
13 4.U 47,1 41.2 47.1 17.6 5.9 5.9 13 1.0 i(_O.O IOJ.O "75.0 50.0 25.U .=
16 5.0 61.9 3"_.3 23.8 14.3 4.B 14.3 16 .7 IO0.O IO0.O E_b.'; 33.3 .0 .0
19 1.4 IE,; .0 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 19 1.2 60.0 t,O,G _,_.0 40.0 20.0 20.0
22 ..7 190,0 66..7 66..'/ 33.3 33.3 .0 22 .5 IOG.O 100.0 _05.0 50.0 50.0 .0
CRITERIA THeE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB, COI_)|TIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALP_OBABILITIE_':-
i 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12
I !.2 BO.O 60.0 40.0 40.0 E0.0 20.0 I .2 1C0.0 !00.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0
4 4.8 35.C 40.0 40.0 20.0 5.0 5.0 4 1.0 75.0 50.0 51;,0 .0 .0 .0
7 6..7 60.7 42.9 35.7 10.'7 .7.1 2t.4 .7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 3.6 46._ 40.0 20,0 6..7 6..7 6.7 10 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
13 !.4 53.0 50.0 16.7 .0 16.'/ ,0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 2,4 60.0 20.0 I0,0 .0 40.0 .0 IG .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 i.'7 -/I.4 42.9 42,9 14.3 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 I.'7 57.1 42.9 14,3 .0 ,0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rIVE THb,'NOI_,RSTOP.I'_N 4001_rT CEILING CRITERIA SIX THLg4L_RSTORMIN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. COil3 TIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 ;34 I 2 3 6 12 24
I .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .C
4 .2 .0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 4 .5 50.0 50.0 I00.0 0 .0 .0
7 ..7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 .7 66.'1 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
10 .5 .0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 1.0 50.0 25.0 .0 0 .0 .0
13 .5 50.0 50,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.4 50.0 50.0 33.3 G .0 .0
16 .7 .0 .'0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 2.9 33._ 3].3 16.'7 0 e.3 .0
19 .5 50.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 lCJ 2.6 45.5 18.2 9.1 .0 .0 9.1
22 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 ..7 66.7 .0 ,0 .0 .0 33.3
CRITERIA SEVEN PF_CIPi TATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOI'_ALPROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 12
! 1.0 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 I..7 14.3 14.3 26,6 .0 2B.6 .0
-/ I.? 14.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .2 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0
13 3.3 2B.6 2B.6 2e.6 14.3 21.4 -/.I
16 4.0 29.4 23.5 1"1,6 23.5 .0 .0
19 2.4 30.0 30.0 40,0 I0.0 .0 .0





:" PAOBARILITY OF"FAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A OlV[N HOURAND THE CI'_IOITIGNAL
PROBABILITI[:S Or UNFAVORABLE:CONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CR|TIERIA 01_ GROUND_IIND9 CRIT[RIA TWO H|._S ALOFT
HOUR PPOB. CON[_ITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPOBABILITI[S
I 2 :3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
1 99.3 .2 .5 .2 ..7 :3.4 | .5 1 99.8 .2 .2 .5 .5 .5 ..7
4 g9.3 I.O .7 .7 2.2 4.8 .`5 4 98.6 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._ 1.0
"/ 98.8 .? 1.9 I .g 3.4 t ._ 1.0 ? 98.8 ._ .2 .2 .5 1.0 t .0
I0 9";.q I .`5 2.2 3.2 4.4 .'/ _.0 tO 93.0 .2 ,_ .2 .0 .2 ..7
13 96.0 _..7 _.2 3.E ..7 1.2 3.2 13 9q.o .0 .0 .0 ..7 .5 .7
16 95.0 .8 1.0 .3 .0 .3 4.0 16 99.3 .Z .5 .7 ._ 1.0 .`5
19 98.6 .5 .7 .2 I.O I.O I._ 19 98.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .7 .7
2¢_ 99.3 1.2 I._ 1.0 .2 1.9 " ,7 22 99.5 .2 .2 .2 ..7 .5 .5
CRIT£RIA THINE CEILING CRITER|A tOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. ¢ONDITIONkL PROBABILITIC$ HOUR PROB. C(_%OITIONALPROgABILITI[S
! 2 :3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 I_
I 98.8 ..7 3.1 4.3 6.:3 |._ .7 I 99.8 .0 .5 .7 .5 .0 .2
4 95.2 _._ _.5 5.0 ¢_..7 Z.2 4.5 4 99.C .`5 1.2 .0 .0 .c_ .7
? 93.3 1.5 e.8 1.3 .8 1.3 5.1 .7 99.£; .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
IO 96.4 .2 ..7 .? _.2 1.5 3.5 10 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 ._- .0 .0
13 98,6 I.O ;.'/ _.2 1.7 .'/ 1.0 13 100,0 .0 .0 ._ .0 ._ .0
16 9.7.6 .5 | ._ I .`5 I ._ :3.7 _._ 16 99,8 .0 .0 .0 .0 ..7 .2
19 98.3 .2 .`5 1.0 ., 6,:3 1.5 |9 100.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .5 .0
_ 98.:3 ._ 1.2 .7 4.8 :3.6 1.'5 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .2 ,7 .0 .0
CRIT(R!A r|VE: T_;TO_I _ qOOOFI CEILING CRITCRIA SiX T_RSTOI:IM iN GLIDE:PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDI,IONAL PROBABILITI£$ HOUR PRO_J. CON_ITIONIL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 I_ _N
: I IO0.O .0 .2 .2 .'/ .5 .0 I I00.0 .0 ._ .5 ..7 1.4 .0
4 99.8 .0 .0 .5 ._ ."/ .2 h 99.5 .5 .0 .2 i.0 _.9 .S
", 99.3 .0 .2 .`5 .b .5 .'7 "/ 9_].3 .0 .2 I.O 1.4 2.6 .7
. iO 99,5 ,0 .0 ,`5 .'7 ._ .'/ IO 99.0 ._ ._ 1.4 2.9 .7 I .4
13 99.5 .2 .5 .'7 ,S .0 .'7 13 98,6 l.O !.9 _.4 _.'7 .0 I .?
16 99.3 .'1 .0 .'_ .5 .2 .`5 16 9'7.1 .7 1.5 _.2 ..7 ._ _.2
19 99.5 .2 .`5 .2 .0 ..7 ..7 19 97.4 .0 ..7 .5 .0 .7 2.4
_2 99._, .5 ._ .0 .2 .? .`5 _2 99.3 ._ ._ .0 .5 1.4 .5
CRITCRIA $[YIE:N PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CCNOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l _ :3 6 !_ _1
I 99.0 ._ .7 I .'/ I .'/ 3.4 1.0
4 98.3 .2 |.E 1.2 .2 3.6 I.'/
7 98.3 .5 1.2 .E :3.4 2._ 1.7
10 99.8 I.g 1.7 :3.3 4.1 2,4 ._
1:3 96.? |.'/ 2.5 :3.2 _.0 ._ 3.4
18 96.0 _.0 1,`5 I .? I .`5 I..7 4,0
19 9.7.6 1.5 ,'7 I .`5 .'7 1.'_ 2.0
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KSC LANDING PROBABILITIES
IqqooAOILITY Of" UNFAVORABLECO_lTIOl_ AT A GIVEN HOURAl'd3 TI,,ECONL)ITION'.L
PROISABILITIESOIr UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSL_TER FOR iNDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINOS CR1T[RIA TWO NINDS ALOF'T
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROgABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 1_ _4 I 2 3 6 12
l .7 33.3 33.? 33.3 .0 .0 .0 I .e 00.0 IC" 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0
4 .7 33.3 66.7 33.3 r_.7 33.3 .0 4 .2 00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0
7 1.2 60.0 e0.0 100.0 60.0 20,0 .0 7 .5 00.0 50.0 50.a 50.0 50.0 .0
10 3,7 56.3 50.0 50.0 31.3 6.3 12.5 I0 .2 0G.0 ;C_.0 IPv0.0 |00.0 .0 .0
13 3.9 41.2 41.2 23.5 5.9 .0 II.B 13 .5 00.0 I00.0 IC0.0 10$.0 50.0 50.0
16 4.4 47.4 26.3 5.3 10.5 5.3 10.S 16 .5 00.0 100.9 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
19 .7 33.3 ,0 33.3 .0 33.3 ._3.3 19 .5 00.0 55.0 5a.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
22 1._ _0.0 ,0 20.0 .0 60.0 .0 22 .2 CG.0 100.0 iC0.0 I00.0 100.0 .0
CRITERIA THEE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
:_OUR PR0e. C0tlDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 _ 3 § 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I I.e 50.0 25.0 25.0 1_.5 12.5 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 _.3 40 (t 30.0 40.0 50.0 .0 10.0 4 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 3.0 69.i' 46._ 55.B 23.1 7.7 .0 7 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C
10 4.4 52.6 42.1 31.6 5.3 5.3 15.B 10 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 1.4 66.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .'/ 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 IG .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 1.4 50.0 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
_ 1.4 33.3 16.7 16.7 .0 33.3 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE: TI_J_D:FSTORMN 40n.0F'T CEILING CRITERIA SIX THUNDCRSTORMIN GLIDE: PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONO1TIONALPROBABILI;IES
I _ 3 6 I_ _ I 2 3 6 I_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .5 SO.O .0 .0 ,U .0 .0 4 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 ,c_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 .0
l0 .9 L_.0 _'J.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 2.1 G6.7 44.4 33.3 I1.1 .0 ,0
13 1.6 fiT.I 28.6 14.3 14.3 .O .0 13 4,1 .72.2 61.1 5::].0 16.7 .0 I1.1
16 _.B '58.3 33.3 33.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 16 8.5 ./0.3 43.2 29.'/ IO.e e.I _.3
19 2.3 40.0 IO,O _0.0 ,0 .0 IO.O 19 5. I '/'7.3 31.B lB.2 .0 .0 13.6
e_ 1.4 66.7 33.3 .0 16.7 .0 .0 e2 3.0 69.2 3B.5 15.4 "/.'7 15.4 .0
CRITERIA e-_.VE:N PIECIPI TATION
PRO0. CONDITIONALPRO_I_BILI T IES
I e 3 6 I_
i .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 _.3 I0.0 10.0 ;0.0 .0 I0.0 .0
7 1.4 16,7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 16.7
tO I.B 50.0 12.5 3"7.5 12.5 .0 .0
13 3.S 33.3 _6.7 _6.7 .0 .0 6,./
16 "J.I 50.0 22.7 IB.c_ 9.1 .0 4.5
19 _._ 45.S 9. I 9. I .0 .0 .0




KSC LANDING PROBABIL ITIES
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CC'NDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONOITION5 OT HOURS LAIER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. ¢O,_L)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PRr.a. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
t 2 3 6 12 2t_ I 2 3 6 12 24
I 99.3 .5 .2 .5 I .2 3.9 .7 ! 9g.B .0 .0 .0 ,2 o2 ,2
4 99,3 .2 .2 .g 3.2 4.2 .7 4 gg.9 .0 .2 .2 .0 .2 .2
"/ 98.8 .2 1.2 2.6 3.3 .5 1.2 7 gg.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5
I0 96.3 .- I.O 2.2 3.3 1.0 3.3 10 9') 8 .2 .2 .P .2 .2 .2
13 96.1 2.2 I.'7 3.6 .5 .7 3.B t3 _g.5 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .2
16 95.6 .5 .'7 .5 .7 .5 4.6 16 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 '
19 99.3 .'/ 1.4 .g .7 .9 .'7 19 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,2 .2
22 g8.B .2 .2 .5 .7 3.0" I.2 22 98.8 .0 .0 .O .0 ,0 .2
CRIIERIA T'.K[ CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
H(XJi_ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 I 2 3 6 I2 24
1 .';8.2 1.,.:' I .9 1.9 £.B 1.2 1.6 I IO0.O ,_ .2 2 .5 .0 .0
4 _X'/.'/ t .'7 2.4 2. I 3.3 .'7 2.4 4 9g.B ,5 .9 .5 .0 .0 .2
7 9"/.0 2. i 1.7 2.9 .7 1.2 3. I ? 99.5 .2 ,0 .0 .0 .O .5
I0 95.B .5 .2 .0 .5 t.2 3.S I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 9B.6 .9 .9 .5 1.2 t.4 i.2 13 1C0.0 .5 .2 .0 .0 .0 .O
16 gq 3 .5 1.4 i.2 .2 2.6 .9 [6 IO0.O .0 ,0 ,n .0 .2 .0
19 qB.6 .9 .'/ I .4 1.6 2.6 I .4 ;9 lO0.O .0 .0 ,_ .0 .5 0
22 98.6 2. I 1.4 1.4 2.6 3.7 I.4 22 IDD.O .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE THUN.'(RSTORM I_4000FT CEILING CRITERIA SiX THUND{RSIORM IN C,LID[ Pat;;
HOUR PROB. CO._IF-,TIONJ4-PRO_-BILITIES HOUR PROB. COIqOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 t2 24 t 2 3 6 t2
I I00.0 .2 .5 ,5 .2 1.6 .O I 9_.3 .7 .g .9 .5 4.2 .g
4 99.5 .0 .2 ,2 B 2.8 .5 4 99.1 .2 .9 .5 2. t B,6 .9
"7 99.8 .0 .0 .9 1.6 2.3 .2 7 99.5 .0 .'7 2. I 4.2 4.9 ,5
IO 99.1 .9 174 I.B 2,B 1.4 .'7 tO 97.9 1.2 2.6 3.5 B.5 3. I 1.6
13 9B.4 2.6 2.B 2 6 2,1 .0 1.4 13 95.9 3.4 4.1 6..7 4.6 I C 3 6
16 97.2 .9 1.9 1,4 1.2 ,2 2.6 16 91.5 2.0 3.9 2.B 2.3 ._ 7.3
19 9"/,"/ .7 .9 .9 .0 ,2 2, I |q 94.t_ 1.5 I .5 2.2 1.0 .5 4 9
_2 90.6 .2 .0 .0 .2 .7 1,4 22 97.0 .5 .2 .5 .7 1.2 3.
CRI TER! A SLOVEN PI_C i PI I AT I O_
HOUR PROB. CONOIIIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B Z2 24
I IO0,O 1.2 .7 2.3 t,4 3.5 .0
4 o7.'7 ,2 1.2 1.2 I.B 5.0 2.4
"7 98.6 .7 .7 1.4 3.5 2.6 1.2
10 9B.2 1.2 1.2 2.e 4.9 2. I t.9
13 96.5 2.1 1.4 4.3 2.6 .0 _.l
tB 94.9 1.9 _.6 1,7 t.7 _.4 5.3
19 9"1.5 1.7 I .9 I .9 .O I ,4 2.e
2_ 97.9 1,9 .9 .0 1.9 1.6 2,4
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JL_E
KSCLANOING PROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF UNIrAVORABLECO;41)ITIONSAT A GIVEN I-C_.'RAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIESOIr _AVORA.I:}LECONOIFIONS OT HOURS LATr_RFOR Ir_DIVIDUALCRIT.
CRIIERIA ON£ GROUND WINDS CRITERIA T_O WINOS ALOIrT
HOUR PROB. COI_[,ITIONALPROBABILITIES HOuR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 le L_ l 2 3 8 12
I .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 I .0 .0 .O ,0 0 .0 .0
4 .? 66.7 66.7 33.3 66.7 .0 .0 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
7 .5 100.0 100.0 IOO.O IO0.O .0 50.0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
tO 2.4 30.0 20.0 60.0 40.0 .0 22.2 IO .0 ,0 .0 ,0 0 a .0
13 3.6 60.0 66.7 66.7 13.3 .0 21.4 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .o
16 4.6 k2. i 31.6 1_.8 5.3 5.6 2?.8 16 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 0 .0 .u
19 1.7 14.3 |4.3 14.3 14.3 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 ,0 0 .0 .0
_2 .5 I00.0 IO0.O 50.0 .0 .ff .0 22 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 0 .0 .0
CRITCRIA tHREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIEILITY
HOUR PROB. COtEItlONAL PI_I:)BABIL|TICS HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 c_ I 2 3 6 12 c_
i 3.6 40.0 26.'7 _'0.0 20.0 6..7 ';.I I .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.6 53.3 .6.'7 60.0 40.0 13.3 .0 4 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0
"/ 4.3 50.0 50.0 38.9 16.7 16.7 29.4 "7 .2 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
I0 5.0 42.9 19.0 c'5.8 14.3 9.5 5.3 I_ .,1 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 3.6 4rJ."7 20.0 "3.3 I3.3 ?.'l .0 13 .G .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
16 3.0 3.7.5 25.0 25.0 18." .7.1 .0 16 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
19 1.9 3.7.5 62.5 62.5 5.7.1 28.6 14.3 19 .2 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .l_
22 2.9 33.3 2.7.3 45.5 2"7.3 18.2 18.2 L_2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0
CRItCRIA riVE THUNCI[I_;TORMId 4000F'I CCILIUG CRITERIA SiX THU_OERSTORMIN GLIGC PATH
_UR PROB. COE)IIIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDIIIO.'_AL PROBAPILITICS
I 2 3 B 12 _ t 2 3 6 12 _..
I .'7 66.'7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.9 8.7.5 _5.0 I_._ .0 12.5 12 9
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .c .0 .O 4 I._ 40.0 20.0 .0 .0 EO.O
"7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .'7 66..7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 ._
IO .'7 33.3 33.3 33.1 33.3 .0 .0 I0 2.6 72.7 3(_.4 45.5 9.1 .0 Ie
13 3.8 3"7.5 6.3 6.3 6.3 .0 IB.8 13 16.1 73.1 47.8 35.B 23.9 4.5 3l ",_
16 6.5 40.'7 22.2 3.'7 .0 .0 16.5 16 18.0 69.3 46.'7 28 0 2.'7 2.'7 3?
19 1.9 12.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 11.3 51.1 25.'_ 6,4 4.3 .0 19 1
22 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .C .0 22 1.4 33,3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRItCRIA 9E:Vl:N PIECIPIIATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 O 12
1 _.9 _1.7 2_.0 2_.0 16.7 15..7 B.I
4 I.'7 PB.6 28.6 42.9 IW.3 47.9 .O
'7 1.9 j7,_ bO.O 12,5 .O 37.5 IW.3
IO I.O 50.0 25.0 ,25.0 25.0 ._) .0
13 5.0 _.2 WI.7 20.0 0.3 4.3 6.7
16 8.6 55.6 36.1 25.0 ,:.e .0 14.3
19 "7.4 35.5 16.1 12.9 3.3 .0 13.3
_2 _.2 22.2 w4.4 i1.1 .0 I1.1 .0
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Kr'_ LANDING PNOBABIL1T![9
_BtLITY Or rAVQRAEILI[C0N01TI0flS AT A GIVEN HOURAND THE (0f,'r'J:?X0NAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNIr,AVORAELECON0tTI0fl2 O? I-K_UCtSLATER FOR It,'OIVIDUAL CR|T.
CRITI£RIA 0N[ GROUNDNINOS CRITERIA TNO NIhDS ALOf'T
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONN. PRCgABILITIE5 HOUR PROB. C0_31T!C_I_L PRCBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 1_ _* I 2 3 6 IE _.4
! 99._ ! ._ .7 .'/ .'_ 3.6 .2 ! 100.C .0 .C .0 .3 .0 .0
** 99.3 .0 .0 .2 :.9 L*.6 .7 _* )O0.C .0 .0 .0 .C .0 .0
7 99.5 I.O !.2 1.9 3. I 1.7 ._ 7 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 9.7.6 _ 1.5 _._ 3.7 ._ 2.0 ]0 i:O.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 96._ I..7 2.5 2.2 1.2 .3 2..7 13 lO0.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
lit 95.LI 1.0 1.0 1.0 .3 .5 3.0 16 100.0 .0 .O .0 .0 .C .0
19 98.3 ..7 .0 ._ .0 .5 1.5 lg I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
LJ2 9g.s .7 .5 .0 ,7 _.1_ " .5 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THI_[ CEILING CRITERIA r0uR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONN. PRCgABILITIE5 HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPRCBABILIT1[S
! _ 3 6 !2 _ I 2 3 6 12
I g6._ ;_.15 3.S $.0 3..7 3._ 3._ I 9g._ .2 .0 .5 .2 .O .2
q go._ I .'_ 1.7 _.2 3.7 3._ 3._ _ _g.5 .0 ..7 .2 .O .O .2
7 g5.7 ;_._J 3._ 3._ 3.0 ! .3 3.8 "Y gg.8 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .2 .2
10 g_.0 .e 1.5 _.5 3.3 _.5 _.9 l0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 96.l* _,.7 _,,r. _.7 I.S 3.5 3..7 13 100.0 ._ ._ .0 .2 .2 .0
16 9_._ _.0 I_.0 1.0 ?._ 3.0 3.8 16 10O.0 .0 .5 ._ .0 .=3 .0
19 g8. I .*_ _.0 I .7 ;.L.7 _,._* I ._ ig g9.8 .0 :0 .0 .2 .;_ ._
_ 9"/.I ..7 1.7 _.5 _.'_ _1.5 _.5 2_ t00.0 .0 .0 ._ .S .0 .0
CRITI'.'RIA riVE THbl¢(RSTOPPI la _000rt CEILING CRITEqIA 5IX THUNOERSTORHIN 6L|C( PATH
HOUR PROB. CUtlOITIONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. C0NOITIONN. PROBABILITIES
I _' 3 5 I_ c_ I _ 3 6 I_ ¢'_
I 9g.3 ..7 .C .O .O 3.9 .S ! g8.1 1.0 l.g 1.0 ..7 IF,.I 1.5
k 100.0 ._ ._ .0 ..7 6.5 .0 _ 9_.9 1.0 .=J .7 _.7 18.0 I._
.7 1O0.0 ._ . .0 ..7 3.8 1.9 .0 .7 99.3 ._ .'7 _.,_ 16._ II._* .7
tO 99.3 I._* I.g 3.8 6.3 .5 .7 10 9"7._* _,.9 ":.5 I'.L3 19.2 1.5 _.2
13 96._ _,._ _.7 5.5 I..7 .5 3.3 13 03.9 9.9 13. I !_.6 8.9 1.2 13.3
18 g3._ _.6 I.B 1.9 .5 .0 '3.9 16 8_.0 _.8 7.3 7.£ 1.2 .9 I3 g
Ig ge.I _.0 1.0 .'_ .'3 .0 1.7 19 t_8.? I._, I._, .8 I._, .B I0.1
_ 99.S ._ ._ .5 .0 .7 .'_ _ 98.6 I .S I ._ I .'7 I .Z _..7 I .5
CMIT(MIA fI_Vl:N IIq_CtPITATION
Pfl0e. CCN01T! 0N/4. Ptq011ABILi TI[S
I t'/.I I._ 1.7 1.0 1.5 9._ 3.0
91.3 .7 1.0 I._ ..7 B,0 I..7
? 9e.I I._ .*J ..7 'J.9 6.8 2.0
IO gg.o 1.7 3._, S.8 8.5 2.2 1.0
13 9,._ _*.8 5.1 .7.9 .7._* _).1 5._*
16 91._* 6.0 6.6 '3.9 2.1 I.B .7.9
19 9_.8 3.9 3.9 1.3 3.1 _'.3 6.8
?_ 9.7.II _.0 1.5 3.0 I ..7 .7 2.0
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MqOSABILITY OF"UNF'AVORAgL[CONO|TIONS AT A GIVI[N HO_,_ANO TH£ COHOITIONAL
PROBABILITI_)Ir UNrAVORA;I[ CONDITIONS DT HOUR_LAT[R FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRIT(RIA Ot_ GROUNOWINOS CRITERIA TNO NI_OS ALOFT
HOUR Pf_Og. CONUITIONALPROgABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES| _ 3 B 12 L"_ I E 3 6 12 Lxt
I .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .0 .0 0 ._ .0 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .5 50., 50.0 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 2.3 40.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0 I0.0 13 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 I.B .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .G .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
Ig .9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
_2 .E .0 .0 !00.0 .0 .0 * .G E2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRIT[RIA Tt41_( C(ILINO CRITERIA tOUR VISIBILITv
14tX_ PROB. CONDITIONALPROB&BILITIES HOUR PPOB. CC'I_3ITIONN. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE _ ! E 3 15 l_
I .9 85.) _.0 .0 E5.0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.5 100.:) 50.0 ",0.0 .0 .0 .0 4 .0 .0 .G .0 .0 .0 .0
7 _.1 55.6 213.3 _E.;_ .0 .0 2_.;,_ 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 I.B _-_.0 ES.0 12.5 .0 .0 I_.5 I0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0
I] 1.4 16.7 .11 .0 16.7 .0 .0 13 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I§ _.5 18.2 g.I g.I .0 .0 g.I 16 ,E .0 .0 .t_ .0 .C .0
19 2.21 20.0 I0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 50.0 .0 .G .0 .0 .0
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRIT[RIA rl_ THL_'.¢_T01_IM _o00rT CCILII_g CRITERIA SiX THUNI_;_T01_q Ir_C4.IO( PATH
140UR PRO0. C01'OiTIONAL I_0BAelLITIfS I'L_ PHCB. C0e_31TIONN. PROB-B_klTI($
I _ 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 I_ c_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .7 66.7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 |00.0 .0 _ .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 _J.O .0
7 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 ,g 50,0 .0 .C .0 2_.0 .0
I0 .2 I00.0 I0_.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 1.8 100.11 75.0 7_.0 50.0 .0 .0
13 E.I $5.6 EE._ I1.1 .0 .0 I1.1 ,3 IB.E 79,7 59.5 _.4 E0.3 .0 39._
16 _.2 4_.4 14.3 7.4 3.7 .0 11.1 16 2O,O =3,6 49.6 20.0 O.O .8 _9._
19 3.2 50.0 c_8.6 IN.3 .0 .0 7.1 19 !E._ 44.4 31.5 IE.? .0 .0 _'_.1
_ .9 _.0 .0 .0 .0 L_.O .0 _E 4.t _5.6 _.9 .O .0 _.6 16.7
CRI T(Iq|A e._V_N _CIP| _ATI_
1
HOUR PROB. ¢P.,NDITION_. PIR_BILITICS
3 6 IP.
I .2 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
._ I_,'/ 33.3 .0 .0 66.7 .0
? .g _.O c-_.0 _.0 .0 ;_'_.0 .0
I0 I.I ,0 12,_ h:.5 _"_.0 .0 .0
13 :3.9 _',_ 17.6 23.5 17.6 .0 17.6
16 R.| _4,7 39.5 _.21 .0 2.6 18.4
Ig 1.6 39.4 15.2 3.0 .0 .0 :2.1






_ABILIIY Olr FAVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR AND THE CO_,'DIT]ONAL
PROBABILITIES Of" LffWFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FOR I,"C["IIVI_)UALCRIT.
CRITEE'A ONE GNOUNO NIi',OS CRITERIA TWO WINDS ,_..Or'T
HOUR PH08 CON)!TIONAL P_OBABIL|TIES HOUR PROB, CONgITIONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 5 12 2'4 1 2 3 6 12
I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.b .2 I 100.0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 i00.0 .0 .0 .0 .5 1.8 .0 _ |O0,O ,0 0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
7 100.0 .5 .5 .5 2.1 .9 .0 7 I00.0 .0 0 .0 .O .O .0 ,_.
I0 99.5 .5 1.2 1.9 1.9 .2 .5 I0 ICD.O .0 0 .O .0 .0 .0
13 97.7 1.2 1.2 1.9 .9 .2 2.1 13 100.O .0 0 .0 .0 .O .0
16 98.2 1.6 1.2 .9 .2 .0 1.9 16 1O0.0 .O 0 .O .O .0 .0
19 99.! .2 .7 .2 .2 .0 1.2 19 100.O .O 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 9_.8 .2 .0 .0 .3 .5 .2 22 I00.0 .0 O .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIDILITY
HOUR PROB. C0t_ITION4L PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONLL PRCBABILITIE5
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
! 99.1 .5 ,5 .5 1.9 |.4 .'1 I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .O
4 99 5 .5 |.4 1.9 1.9 2.5 .5 4 |00.0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .2 ,$
7 97.9 .7 .7 1.4 1.4 2.4 !.2 7 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .5 ,0
10 98.2 .2 2.3 1.2 2.6 .2 1.6 10 100.0 .0 .5 .5 .2 .O .0
13 98.6 1.4 3.3 2.6 2.1 .7 1.6 13 _9.5 .0 .2 .2 .5 .0 .5
16 97._ 2.1 2.8 2.1 .2 .5 2.4 16 99.8 .0 .2 .5 .0 .0 .2
19 97.7 .7 .2 .2 .7 1.7 2.4 Iq 99.5 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
22 99.8 .5 .2 .7 .5 I.B .5 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA RIVE T_RSTORH I,,I 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA SIX THUNOE',RSTORMIN GLI_ PATH
HOUR PROB. COI¢_,IIIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COI'K)ITIONAL PmOBABILIYIES
I 2 3 B 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I t00,0 .2 ._? .2 .2 2.1 .0 I 99.3 .5 .7 .9 .9 I8.3 ._
4 99.8 .0 .0 .2 .2 6.0 .2 4 '-.J9 I .2 .9 .9 1.9 28.8 ._
7 99,8 .0 .2 .2 2.1 3.2 .2 7 99.1 .2 .2 1.9 18.4 12.3 .g
10 99.8 1.6 E.8 2.1 6.2 .9 .2 10 98.2 4.0 9.9 17.1 28.4 4.2 ;.g
13 97.9 3.1 5.6 B.! 3.3 .0 1,9 13 81.9 10.7 19.4 23.1 10.'/ .G 14.1
16 93.8 4.4 4.2 2.9 .7 .2 5,9 16 "71.2 4.2 8.4 5.8 2.3 1.0 21.7
19 96.8 1.4 1,7 .5 .0 .2 3.1 19 87.6 2.6 3.4 2.4 ,5 I.I lO.B
22 99.1 _-5 .5 ,0 .2 .0 .9 22 85.9 .7 .7 .5 :,0 1.7 3.6
CRITERIA SEVEN PI_CIP| IAT|ON
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 J 5 12
gg.B .2 .9 .7 .9 3.9 .0
4 99.3 .9 1.4 .9 1.9 8.4 .7
7 99.! .7 .7 !.6 4.0 7.4 .7
10 98.2 2.3 2.3 3.8 8.5 |.9 t.9
13 95. I 3.8 W.8 8.2 7.2 .0 3.4
16 31,2 5.3 7.8 5.8 2.0 .5 8.8
19 92.4 3.5 3.0 |.7 .0 .7 7.5
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AUGUST
KSC LANDING PRC'BAglLITIES
PROBABILI1,Y OF UP_'AVORABLE CONDITIONS AT A GI',?'NHO'JR AP;D 1,P{CC:_D:TIC"JAL
PROBABILIIIESOF UN[AVORABLE CONDITIONS DT _'OUR$ LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CPI1'ERIA ONE GROUND WINDS CRITER!A TKO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. C0f4DiTIGNAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CO_01TIO:4AL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I_ 24 I 2 3 6 12
I .6 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ! .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
4 .2 I00.0 I00.0 i00.0 IOC.O 100.0 .0 4 .0 ._ .0 0 .0 .0 .0
7 .5 50 0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 .0 0 .O .0 .0
I0 1.6 28 6 14.3 14.3 28.6 14.3 14.3 IO .0 .O .O O .0 .0 .0
13 1.2 40.0 40.0 40.0 .0 ,0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
16 1.9 25.0 25.0 .0 .O ,0 .0 16 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .C
19 .7 66.7 .0 .0 .0 -.0 .0 19 .O ,0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0
22 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .C .0 0 ,0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THr._E CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILI Y
HOUR PROB. C=_tOITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CO_PITIONAL PROBABILITIES +
i 2 3 6 la _'_ l 2 3 6 !2 24 i
I .9 25,_ 25.0 25.0 25.0 .0 .G I ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
w 1.2 4O,b 40.0 40.0 2_a.O .3 .0 4 .2 IOO.O IO0.O IO0.O .0 0 .0
7 1,4 50.0 33.3 16.7 .0 .D .0 7 1.2 4O.O 20.G .0 ,0 O 20.0
I0 1.6 42.9 .P .0 .0 ,0 .0 I0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 0 .0
13 i.9 12.5 .b 12.5 .0 .0 .3 13 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
16 3.0 7.7 7.7 15_4 L7 7.7 .0 16 .2 .0 ._ .3 ,0 0 .0
19 1.2 40.0 20.0 40.0 .0 _0.0 20.0 19 .O ._ .0 .0 .0 0 " .0
22 .9 25.0 25.0 .0 25.0 25.0 .0 22 .0 .C .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
CRI1'ERIA FIVE THUI'._PSTORM W 40O0FT CEILING CRITERIA 51X THUNDERSTOR."I IN OLID{ PATH
HOUR PROB. COI4DITIONAL PROBABII.|TIES HOUR PR08. COhDI31ONAL P=0BABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 c_ 1 2 3 6 12 L_
I .7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i 1.9 25.0 12.5 .0 .0 12.5 .0
4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.2 40.0 20 0 40. ?, 20.0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 1.2 40.0 40.0 .O .0 .0 .0
tO .C .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 l0 4.2 72.2 r'._.6 55.6 2_.2 ,0 25.0
13 4.2 44.4 16,7 16.7 .0 5.9 11.8 1_ 15.3 78.8 56. I 35.4 10.6 1.5 26.2
Ifi 5,8 36.0 e.o .0 .O .0 8.3 16 2(].5 27.0 42.0 21.6 3.4 2.3 37.9
19 .7 66.7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 19 B.4 58.3 27.8 13.9 8.3 2.B 13.5
22 .7 33.3 35.._ 33.3 .0 .0 .0 22 2.6 63.6 36.4 g.l .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA .SE_N PF_'CIPI1,ATION
HOUR PROB. CONDi TIONAI.. PROBABIL 1I' ItS
I L' 3 6 12 L_
I I.q 33.3 .0 16.7 .0 16.'? .0
4 .2 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 IOO.O .0
7 .2 .0 .O .0 .O .0 .0
I0 I.E Iw.3 IW.3 :4.3 .0 14.3 .0
13 4,7 wO.O 35.0 25.0 .0 .0 .t)
16 9.e 3R, I 3:L3 ,4.4 .0 2.4 9.B
19 5.e 40.0 12.0 16.0 4.0 w.O _0,0







KSC LANOIt,_ PROBABIL ITIE5
IIq_q_BABILITY OF" fAVORABLE: CC'NDI/IO_,'5 AT A 0IV[N HOUR M',_ THE CCf_.'OITIC_NAL
PROBABILITIr.5 OF"U_IrAVORAB;.E CONDITIONS Ot HOURS LATER F'CR INDIVIDUAL CR!T.
CRITERIA ONE GPOU?;ON,','_OS CRITERIA THO MI.Nt"5 ALOFT
HOI_ I,RP_. CO'IDITIONAL PROgABILIT1£S I-leUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 12 L_
I 100.0 .0 .0 .2 .5 1.2 .0 I 00,0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
4 99.8 .0 .0 .2 I ,4 1.6 .O 4 00.0 .0 .0 .O 0 .0 .0
7 99.5 .0 .5 1.4 .9 .7 .2 7 00.0 .0 .0 .0 0 .C .0
10 9B.L_ ..7 .5 .9 I .4 .0 I .2 10 C_.0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
13 98.8 1.6 2.6 i,4 .'/ .0 1.0 ;3 00.0 .O .0 ,0 0 .0 .0
16 98. I .7 .9 ,.7 .2 .C 1.4 16 00.0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0
19 99.3 ..7 .5 .2 .0 .2 .5 19 00.0 .0 .0 .O 0 .0 .0
22 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .q .2 22 00.0 .0 .O .0 0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CEILINO CRITERIA rc_ VIS;BILI1Y
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONkL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CCNDIT|ONAL PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 5 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12 L_
I c39. T .] 1.2 .9 1.2 1.9 ..7 ! 100.0 .0 .0 .2 !.2 .2 .0
4 98.8 . I .5 .g t .4 3. I 1.0 4 99.8 .7 .5 .9 .0 .2 .2
.7 98.5 .5 [.2 1.4 i .9 1.2 1.0 7 99.8 .0 .0 .G .2 .0 ; .0
I0 98.4 I.'/ 2.1 1.9 3.1 .9 1.4 TO 100.0 .0 .U .2 .2 .0 .0
13 98.1 ! ,g 2.B 2.8 ].2 .7 !.7 13 99.8 .5 .2 .2 .0 .0 .2
16 9:.0 1.2 1.4 ..7 ..7 .? 3. I 15 9_ B .2 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2
19 98.8 .5 .'/ .5 .7 .7 1.0 19 100,0 .0 .2 .0 .0 I .2 .0
22 99.1 .._ .5 .7 .? 1.2 ..7 22 100,0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0
CRITERIA Fl'_ THUN[(RSTORPI I_ v.UOOFT CEILINO LRITER'A 51X THUNO£1_STO_M IN GLIIX PATH
HOUR PROtJ. C0t_.'.! ; 10flAb PROBABILITIES tJCUR PROB. COh.'_l rl0NAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ; 2 3 6 12
i 99.3 .0 .2 .0 ,0 1_.2 .'7 I 98.; .'7 .'7 !.2 l.f? 15.4 !.9
4 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.8 .0 4 98.8 1,2 1.9 .7 4.0 20.7 1.2
"/ 100.0 .0 .0 .C 4.2 .'; .0 "7 9B.6 .2 ..7 4.2 15.5 B.5 1,4
I0 100.0 2.U 4.0 4.2 S.B .7 .C 10 95.Q q.I 8.7 13.6 20.4 2.7 3.4
13 95.8 1.? 4.4 5.3 .7 ,5 4.2 13 84.7 9.3 16.8 1"7.6 0.0 1.9 I3.6
16 94.2 2.0 2.3 ."7 .7 .0 5.5 16 .779.5 5.0 7.6 5,0 _.3 .9 14._
19 99.3 ,9 ."7 .15 .5 0 .9 19 91.6 i.5 i.8 1.5 1.3 1.3 7.9
22 99.3 .2 .? 13 .0 .0 .7 22 9"7.4 I.O 2.2 I..7 1.2 4.3 2."7
CRIYERIA SI[ V1[N PIEC IPI TAT ION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIOt_AL PROBABILITIES
I 9B.B .? ."J .0 .2 4.5 I._
4 99.8 .'/ .5 .2 1.6 9.6 .2
"/ 99.8 .9 I .2 1.6 4.'7 5.8 .5
I0 98.4 2.6 3.1 4.5 9.9 1.2 1.9
13 g_.3 3.9 $.B 9,0 6.1 1.2 4.9
16 90.2 5."7 5.9 4. I I .5 .0 9. I
19 94.2 3.2 .7 .5 1.0 .2 5.0
22 98.§ I ._ ! .g I .0 .2 I ,g I .4
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PROBABILITY Of" UNrAVORAtrl.E CONOITIONS AT A OIV£N HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIESOF IJNf"AVORABLE CONDITIONS 07 HOURS LATER fOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT,
CRITERIA ONE GROUND NIhQS CRITERIA TWO NI_S ALOIr'T
P_. C_|ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCBAB|LITIES
I 2 3 6 12 E_ 1 2 3 6 12 E',
I 2.2 77.8 77.8 77.8 77.8 88.9 25.0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0
4 1.9 100.0 87.5 87.5 75.0 75.0 33.3 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 2.7 81.8 81.8 72.7 63.6 36.4 30.0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 3.4 92.9 71.4 71.4 7, .4 35.7 33.3 I0 .o .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 5.3 77.3 59.1 59.1 40.8 19.0 23.8 13 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 5.8 62.5 54.2 50.0 33.3 18.2 2P.7 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 3.9 75.0 68.8 50.0 35.7 50.0. 21.4 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 2.9 75.0 66.7 44.4 55.6 55.6 44.4 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
CRITERIA tHREE CEILING CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
PROB. COI'_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCBAB:LITIE5
! 2 3 6 12 EP4 I 2 3 6 12 Eq
I _,4 57.t 64.3 50.0 42.9 35.7 _.7 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.1 61.5 38.5 30.8 15.4 15.4 .0 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 4.6 68.4 r'J_.6 31.6 15.8 10.5 10.5 7 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .G .0
I0 3.9 37.5 18.8 t8.8 12.5 25.0 12.5 I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
1_ 2.7 36.4 27.3 36.4 27.3 20.0 20.0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C .O .0
16 2.7 _.5 36.4 45.5 36.4 25.0 12.5 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 q.I 64.7 5_.9 r-_.9 33.3 33.3 20.0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 3.9 _B.8 42.9 50.0 35.7 14.3 7.1 62 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rl_ T_R'STORH N 4000rT CEILING CRITER;A SIX T_RSTORH IN GLIC_ PATH
HOUR PRO(]. CONOirlOflkL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PPDBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 E_ I 2 3 6 12 E_
I 1.0 50.0 25.0 2'3.0 25.0 .0 .0 I 2.9 50.0 16.7 9.3 6.3 6.3 .0
4 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 1.4 83.3 16.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 .0
7 ..% I00.0 I00.0 130.0 .0 .0 .0 7 2.2 44.4 33.3 22.2 .0 .0 II.I
I0 1.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 :0 3.4 57.l 7.1 .O "7.1 .0 21.4
13 1.2 40.0 .0 .0 20.0 .0 .0 13 6.3 _.6 50.0 26.9 11.5 .'1 II,5
;6 1.9 3"7.5 12.,5 12.5 12.5 .0 .O 16 9.6 "75.0 60.0 3"7.5 15.0 .0 35.0
19 3.4 50.0 21.4 21.4 7.1 7.1 21.4 19 B.2 55.9 35.3 26.5 14.7 2.9 23.5
P2 1.7 42.9 _'7.1 28.6 .0 .0 .0 2_ 3.4 57.1 50.0 2e.6 .0 .0 _ I
CRITERIA 5_[VEN PI_,CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CON01TIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 E_
I 3.4 4E.g 7. I 14.3 7.! 2t.4 14.3
q 3.9 31.3 6.3 18.8 18.8 12.5 6.7
7 3.4 64.3 2B.6 35.7 28.6 I_.3 7.7
l0 3.6 40.0 53.3 40.0 13.3 _0.0 15.4
13 e,O ¢_,2 21.2 _.2 1'5.2 9.7 I2.9
16 e.9 35.1 EI.6 16.2 13_B 13.5 16.2
Ig 6.3 42.3 30.8 15.4 .0 11.5 3.8
22 6.5 44,4 20.0 20.0 12,0 12.0 8,0
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SEPTEI_,EER
KS(: LM','DI NC PRCBAelL ! TIES
PROBABILITY Of" FAVORABLE Ct_IOITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR At,_J I_£ C,Bt,i;,ITIO';AL
PROBABIL:TIES OF UNFAVORA.n.LECONDITIONS DT HOu._S LATER FOP INCIVIDU:,'- CPlT.
CRI I'[RIA ONE GROUND HIND5 CRITERIA TI,lO HINDS ALOF?
HOUR PROB. CONDI TIONAL PR09ABIL ItIES HO'JP PROB. CONDI ] ICNAL PROOABIL ITIES
I 2 3 6 12 Z,4 I 2 3 6 12
I 97.B .2 |,0 .2 I .0 3.4 1.5 t Io0.O .0 .0 .O .0 0 .0
4 9e.I .? .2 1.0 2.C 4.h 1.2 _ lCO.C .0 O .O .O 0 .0
7 97.3 1.0 2.rl 1.5 3.7 3.0 1.7 7 I00.0 .0 0 .0 .0 0 .0
I0 96.6 2.7 2.0 3.0 3.5 I .7 2.B 10 ICO.O .0 O .0 .0 0 .0
13 _,.7 1.5 l.B _.B l.e 1.0 W.l 13 IO0.O .O 0 .8 .0 O .0
16 94.2 1.3 1.0 I .0 I ,0 .B 4.9 16 IOO,O .0 0 .0 .0 0 .O ='
19 96. l 1.0 2.3 1.0 .B .B 3.3 19 lOO.O .0 0 .0 .0 0 .O
22 97.I 1.2 .5 1.0 .5 2.15 2.2 ,32 lO0.O .0 O .O .0 0 ._
CRi'CRIA I"I-tR[E CELLINI} CRI IERIA FOUR VlSlBILI tY
HOUR PREB. ¢ONOIIION_. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROgABILIIiES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
l 96.6 2.0 l .7 1.5 3.2 1.5 2.8 I 100.0 .0 .C .0 .5 .0 .0
4 96.9 2.7 ¢_.5 3.7 ,'I.5 E._ 3.0 4 IO0.O .2 .7 ,5 0 .0 0
7 95.4 2.5 3.3 2.5 _.0 3.8 3,6 7 9_}.5 .2 .0 ,0 0 .0 5
I0 96. I 1.5 1.3 2.0 2.3 3,0 3,3 tO 100.0 .2 .0 .0 0 .0 0
13 97.3 3.0 2.0 1.7 3.5 2.5 2.0 13 100.0 .0 .2 .0 0 .0 0
16 97.3 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2,5 2.5 IG IO0.O ,0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
19 95.9 !.3 1.3 i.8 I.B 2,B 3.5 19 100.0 .0 .O .0 0 .5 0
22 96.1 .3 1.3 1.3 I.e 3.3 3.8 2.? IO0.0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
CRIIERIA FIVE THLN_I[RSTORM N WOOOFI CEILING CRITERIA SIX THUND£RSIOI_ _ IN GLII>Z PATH
HOUR PROB. CONOITICNA'o PROBABILITIES HOUR PRGB. CO_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 :3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12
I 99.0 .2 .2 .0 .2 I .2 l.O I 97.1 .5 .7 1.2 2.0 6.2 3.0
9g.B .2 .2 .5 I.W 1.9 .2 4 98.6 1.2 1.2 :.7 3.2 9.5 1.5
7 99.5 5 .7 I .2 1.2 3.w .5 7 97.6 .7 3.0 3.0 6._ 9.4 1.7
I0 98.6 .7 ._ 1.2 2.0 1.7 1.5 IO 96.6 t.2 4.5 6.5 9.7 3.5 2 B
13 98.B _.:_ 2.0 2.0 3.2 I.O 1.2 13 53.? 4.9 6.7 B.5 8.0 3. I 5.7
16 98. I 1.0 2.5 3.2 1.5 .2 2.2 16 93.4 I .6 3.7 5. I 2. I 1.6 7.6
]9 9G.6 .2 .'7 1.0 .B .3 2.8 19 91.t3 I.E I.E 1.3 _..9 1.9 7
22 91:1.3 .2 .2 .5 .2 1,5 I.? 22 9G.6 .7 1.5 2.0 1.5 3,5 3.3
CRI IERIA EVEN PEC IPITATION
HOb_ PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES
l 2 3 6 12 24
1 96.6 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.2 "..5 3.0
96, I 3.0 3.3 2.e ].0 8.8 3.e
'7 96.6 1.0 4.2 2.5 "7.2 5.0 2.8
10 96.4 _.7 4.7 6.'7 8.B B.O 3.0
13 92.0 5.0 3.7 7.6 55 2.9 7.w
16 91.1 4.5 6.3 5.3 O.I 2.9 B.3
19 9L';.";' 3.; 4.1 5.9 3.6 2.3 6.3"
¢_¢_ 93.5 3.6 2.3 2.3 $.w 2.9 6.'}
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KSC LANDING PROBABIL ITIE5
PROBAglI IIv or UNFAVO_AgI.£ CO_,'DITIONS AT A GIVEN HOUR A_"D THE CO'_DITIONAL
PRODABIL ITIESOF Ut,,'FAVORABLECONDI TIONS Ot HOURS LATER FQR !NO:VIDUAL CRI T.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUND W:ND5 CRITERIA TWO WINOS ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CCN31TIONAL PROgABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITI[5
I 2 3 6 12 24 I 2 3 6 12 24
I 5.1 57. l 59.1 50.0 36.4 45.5 27.3 I .2 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.5 86.7 86.7 60.0 RO.O 53.3 33.3 4 .C .0 0 .0 .O .0 .0
7 4.2 6I.I 72.2 77.8 T/.8 61.1 I1.1 7 .0 .O 0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
I0 8.6 67.6 67.6 70.3 ,8.6 43.2 37.8 :0 .0 .0 0 .O .C .0 .0 "_"
13 8.6 67.6 73.0 54.1 51.4 _0.5 3J.4 13 .2 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 7.2 67.7 61.3 64.5 54.8 29.0 29 0 16 .2 |00.0 I00 0 IOO,O IC0.0 .0 .0
19 7.2 71.0 77.4 61.3 51.6 35.5 32.3 19 .2 fOO.O ICO.O I00.0 100.0 .0 .0
22 7.0 66.7 43.3 56.7 33.3 46.7 16.7 22 .2 IO0.O 130.0 IGO.O .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THI_[ C[ILINO CRITERIA FCLIR VISIBILITY
HOUI_ PROB. CCN)ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. COI'CDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 I2 24 I _ 3 6 12 ¢-_
I 3.0 38.5 38.5 23.1 38.5 23.1 8.3 ! .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 3.0 53.8 46.2 46.2 38.5 15.4 I5.4 4 .5 IO0.O IO0.O 50.0 .0 .0 .0
7 3.5 66.7 53.3 45.7 40.0 20.0 33.3 7 .7 .0 ,C .0 .0 0 .0
I0 4.2 50.0 50.0 50.0 27.8 .0 29.4 I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0
13 3.7 68.8 43.8 56.3 31.3 18.8 25.0 13 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 3.5 60.0 40.0 26.7 13.3 6.7 6.7 16 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 2.6 45.5 36,4 9.1 20.0 30.0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 1.2 6O.J ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rlvt THLA'I'JrRSTOPH W 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA 5IX TI-tI._;XRSTO_ IN GLIr.A_ PATH
HOUR PROB. CONUITIOflAL PROBABILITIES HOuR PROB. COI_IIIONAL PROBABILITI[5
1 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 24
1 ._ IOO.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 1.2 60.0 _0.0 .O 20.0 .0 .0
4 .5 50.0 ,C .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .9 25.0 ,0 .0 .0 25.0 .0
7 .2 IO0._ .O .O .0 .0 .0 ? .7 66.7 33,3 .0 33.3 3x.3 .0
10 ,0 .d .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .7 66.7 lOO.O 33.3 33.3 33.3 .O
13 1.2 20.0 40,0 40.0 .0 .0 .0 13 2.6 45.5 45.5 36.4 18.2 _.! .O
16 ,9 25.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 16 2.6 5_.5 45.5 36.4 _.1 .0 .0
19 ,5 .0 .0 .0 .d .0 3 19 3,3 57.1 7.1 .0 7.1 .0 7.1
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .5 IO0.O 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
CRI TERIA Si:V[ N PI_C IPI TAT1ON
HOUR PRO9. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I ¢_ 3 6 12 _4
I 3.0 7.7 15.4 7.7 .0 .0 7.3'
4 2,6 27.3 .0 .0 9.1 27.3 .0
? 2,6 27.3 18.2 18.2 .0 18.2 .0
tO 2.6 23..3 9. l 9.1 18.2 9.1 9.1
13 _.0 29.4 58.8 41.2 II.8 5.9 5.9
16 "/.0 53.3 23.3 13.3 16.7 .0 10.3
19 4.4 47.4 21.1 10.5 5.9 5.9 II.O
_2 3.'/ 3"/.=3 12.5 _5.0 6.3 6.3 6.3
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OCTOOCR
KSCLANOING PROBABILITIES
II'ROBABILITY or rAVCAABLCCONOITIONS AT A OIVI_NHOUR AND Tl.._ COt_iDITIONAL
PflOOkglLITIES OF UNF'AVO_ABLECONDITIONSOT HOURSLAT[R FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDMINDS CRITERIA TWO MINOS ALOFT
HOUR PRO0. COClTIONAL PROBABILITIES HOL_ PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 12 2_ I 2 3 6 12
I 9_.g .? 1.0 I.O 2.5 6.6 q.5 t 99.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._
4 96.5 I._ _._ 2.2 E 0 5.6 _._ 4 IOO.O .0 .0 ._ .O ._ .0
? 95.8 2. _, 3. _, 5.6 5.6 '4.9 3.9 "7 100.0 .0 .0 .u 2 .2 .0
I0 91 .to 3.3 3.6 e.B 3.3 3.6 5.4 !0 iO0.O .0 .0 .2 ._ .2 .0
13 91 .q !.9 2.8 ¢_.B 3. I 2.$ 5.9 13 99.8 .2 .2 .2 .2 .(? .2
18 9_.8 I.] 3.0 2.8 3.3 1.5 5.3 16 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._
19 92.0 2.0 2.0 2.9 2.0 1.8 5.1 19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
22 93.0 1.$ .B I.B 1.3 5.3" 5.B 22 93.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
CRITERIA 11.11_[ CEILING CRI]ERIA rouR VISIBILITY
PRC_. Co_'r_ITIOHN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I P. 3 B 12 2_ i 2 3 6 12
I g.7.0 ;'._ I .g _._ _._ ,_.1 3._ I 100.0 .2 .2 .5 ..7 .2 .0
q g'7.0 I._.' l,g 2._? 3.1 3.1 2.'7 _ 99.5 .2 .5 .5 .0 .0 .5
"7 96._ I.Cl 2._ 2/7 2._ 1.9 $,_ "7 99.3 .0 .2 .0 .2 ,0 1.0
I0 9').8 I .5 1.0 I ."7 2.4 1.2 3.4 tO IO0.O ,0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0
13 96.3 .0 ."J 1.5 1.5 2.9 3.t4 13 99.8 .2 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .2
16 96,0 ."7 2.2 ! .'7 .'? 2.9 3."7 16 I00.0 ..7 ,2 ,0 .0 .5 .0
19 97.4 1,0 I J4 1.0 3.1 3.9 2..7 19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .9 .0
2_ 9B.B ,g 1.9 3.6 3.1 4.5 1.2 22 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .5 .0 .0
CRITERIA riME T_RSTORM M 400GrT CEILING CRITERIA SiX T_JNOERSTORHIN _.IOE PAT_
HOUR PROO, CON31TION_ PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. C_ITlOhb_t. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 B 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I 99.B .0 .2 .5 ._ 1.2 .2 I 90.8 .2 1,"7 .9 .5 2.6 i._
g9.5 .0 .2 ,2 .0 .9 .5 _ 99. t ._ .5 ."7 ,7 2._ i.0
? 99.8 .O .2 .0 !.2 ._ .2 .7 99.3 .0 .5 ,.7 2.3 3.1 ."7
10 I00.0 .2 ."7 1.2 .9 .0 .0 I0 99.3 1.4 1.9 2._ 2.3 .2 ."7
13 9B.B ._ ,"7 .g .5 .2 1.0 13 9_.4 1._ 1.9 i."7 2.9 ;.0 _.4
IB gg.! ,5 ."7 .5 .0 .5 ._ 16 97.4 I._ _.6 2.4 ._ 1.0 2.E
19 99.5 ._ .2 .0 ._ .2 .2 19 9G._ .2 .5 .5 1.0 ."7 _.4
22 I00,0 ._ .2 .2 .5 .0 .0 _2 99.5 .5 .5 .9 ,9 ."7 .5
CRITERIA SEVEN Pl_C _;,I TATION
HOLll PilOt. CONOITIONN. PIqOliABILI_ICS
I 2 3 6 12
I 97.0 I.? 3.1 2.re 2.6 _.1 3._
k 9_'/,_ ."7 3.1 2.6 2. _, 6.5 2.?
'_ 9"/.', 2.2 2.9 _.2 4.1 _.1 _."7
I0 9"7._ _.9 3.1 _.8 S."7 3,6 2._
13 96.0 3.', 3.6 5.6 _.1 $,2 3.9
16 93,0 2.0 3,3 ).e 2.8 2.9 6.3
19 g'5.6 3.7 2.2 3.4 3.i? 2.5 3.9







PROBABILITY Of" UNrAVORA_.¢ CON_)ITIOI_q3AT A 6|VI_N HOURANO THe CONOITIONAL
PR_ABILITIESOf" LJNrAVORABL[CONt31rI_ OT HC)t_3 LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE _ WINDS CRZTERIA T6=3 WINDS ALOIrT
HOUR P_. CONOI'IONAL PROgABILITIES HOLIR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E :3 6 1_ E4 I 2 3 6 IE EN
! E'.9 50.0 33.3 "1;.3 41.7 33.3 8,3 1 1.0 100.0 IC0.0 100.0 100.0 50.0 E_.0
4 1.0 50,0 .775.0 100.0 50," 50,0 ES.0 _ 1.2 10O.0 100.0 It_g.0 60.0 40.r_ Eo.o
.7 1.9 _0.0 3.7._ ='5.0 3"/,5 3"7._3 ES.0 7 I,.7 0=_,? "71,4 "/1.4 5"/.1 2.8.6 2B.6
10 3.1 69._ 53,8 46._' 46,_ ;5._ "/..7 10 1,4 !00.0 !00.0 93.3 50.0 33.3 33._
13 4.0 4"7.1 $8.0 4"7.1 1.7.6 11.8 11.B 13 I.E |00.0 6:3.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 20.0
16 3.3 teE.9 3_.'/ _8.6 14.3 "/.I _8.6 16 .'/ E6.'7 66.'7 br_.'7 66.'/ 66.'7 33.3
Ig e.6 18,2 45.5 4._,5 _7.3 _.7.3 E7.3 Ig 1.0 ",5.C ";"_.0 .75.0 .75.0 "75.0 ES.0
_ _,6 54.5 36,4 63.6 18._ 9.1" 18._ 2_ 1.0 I00,C 100.0 100.0 100.0 .75.0 _._,.0
CRITERIA THREE C£1LINO C_ITERIA rOLY_I vISiBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDI"IONJ_ PR09ABILITI[S HOUR PRCg. CONDITI_NAL PROeAB;L;TIE5
l _. 3 6 IE E4 ! E 3 6 l_ L_
! 5.5 =_.5 _.7,0 43.5 _.8 _.8 _t.'_ ! 1.0 75.0 2_,.0 ES.0 50.0 .0 .0
4 5.0 6!.0 l_6.7 5.7.1 h_.9 _8.6 _8.6 h l._ _0.0 _0.0 _0.0 .0 .0 .0
.7 "/.9 ='3_,.5 hS.S 39.4 30.3 E4._ 30.3 7 3.1 15.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 23.1
I0 5..7 5M.O 50.0 .=_._ 33.3 12.5 ES.0 I0 .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 5.0 61.9 52.4 4_.9 _8.6 E8.6 14.3 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 3.3 I_.3 50.0 64.3 35..7 qE.9 14.3 16 .0 .C .0 .0 .0 .0
19 3,3 5.7.1 5.7. l 50.0 4_.9 ]5..7 14.3 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
E2 3.8 01.3 50.0 37.._ 43.8 31.3 lg.B _.,_= .2 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA r|V_ THI_RSfORM _ 4000rE ¢[IL|NG CR;TERIA 51x T_I_3TORH IN GLIDI_ PATH
HOUR PROB. C(,'NDITIONAL,PR_gAgILIT|[S HO_ P_0B. CL'e_ITI0_Ul4. PPOBAB!LITIE$
I 2 3 6 12 E4 1 _ 3 6 I_ E4
I ._ .0 .0 I00,0 100.0 .0 .0 I .5 50.0 50.0 IO0.O 53.0 .0 .0
4 ._ I00.0 IO0.O t00,0 .0 .0 .0 4 .S 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
.7 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 !0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 ,_ .0
16 ._ tO0.O .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 t6 ._ !00.0 65..7 _6..7 66..7 .0 .0
19 ._ IO0.O 100.0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 I_ ,5 IO0.G I_0.0 100.0 .0 .0 ,3
_ .5 t0O.0 50,0 .0 .0 .0 .O E2 .7 100,3 33._ 33,3 33.3 .0 .0
CRITERIA eW_YEN PlEC IPl TATION
PROD. CON01T_CIN14.PP0_IABILI TIES
I _ 3 6 I_
I _.9 25.0 _5,0 _3.0 .0 .0 .0
4 _.l 33.3 .0 .0 I1.1 It.! ll.I
? _.6 _.3 .0 .0 .0 g.l g. 1
I0 3.1 15.4 _3 I "7.'7 .7..7 .0 .0
I; 1._ .0 _0.0 .0 ,0 20.0 .0
16 _..7 _5.3 uE.9 4_.9 E8.6 .0 .0
Ig _.4 50.0 20.0 30.0 I0,0 .0 I{',.0
_ I.'/ 4_=.g .0 .0 14.3 1_.3 .O
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KSC L,_DING PPOE}ABIL11"IES
, PROBABILITY OF" IrAVORAB.E CONOITIgNS At" A GivEN HOUP _';_ f_( ('O*'01TIO::AL
PROBABILI11E5 GF u._FA_OPASL.E CCD_;TIONS DT HOUr5 LATE'_ FOR II';L}I','IDU=L C_IT.
CR| f['R I & O.N[" GPOU;|O 141f.'D_ CR; T[ _ I A T'.40 N I N_ea ALor l
HOUR PROB. CO._DIT IO._;AL PROgABIL | f ILr'S HOUR P_C9. CONDI 1 !ONAL PROBABIL | f IES
I 2 3 6 1.2 P, I 2 3 6 12 ix,
I 9"7,1 .0 .,_ .0 .? 3.2 2.5 I 9-°.0 .2 ,2 .2 .'7 .-1 7
99.0 .5 1.2 |.0 2.6 2.9 ..7 _ 98.8 .5 .5 5 .7 .2 I .O
7 9%.1 1.7 '2.7 _'.7 3.4 1.9 Z.5 7 9_1.3 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5 ! 7
I0 96.9 2.J 2.9 c_.T ;9.0 P.._ P..9 10 9_.E .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 I 0
13 96.0 _,2 1.0 1.5 2.a L_.2 3-? I._ r:_1._,_ .0 .0 .0 .5 .5 I 0
16 96.'/ .5 .._ I .," 2.2 .-1 2.5 16 9'3 3 .5 .2 .5 .5 ..7 .5
19 97.4 1.0 .7 1.5 2.0 1,2 _.O 19 9_J.O .O .2 .2 ,2 I.O .5
22 9"1.4 1.0 .2 i .O .5 2.9 2.2 E2 99.G .C .0 .0 .2 .-1 .-=
CRITERIA THREE CEILING CI_ITER!A r0'J_ VISIBILITY
PROB. CO_ITIONAL PR_BABILITI(S HOuR PI_C_. CCN:)|T_O';AL PPC_;.8.LITIE¢_
I 2 3 6 12 ¢_ I _ ] 6 12
I _.5 1.3 _.C _.8 6.3 3.3 _.3 I 99.0 .2 ,5 1.0 _.6 .0 _.r_
9b.O 1.3 _.3 _.3 3.8 _'.0 4.0 4 98.e 1.C 1.0 ¢_.T .2 .0 I.c _
"7 92.1 t._ 3.9 ¢_.B 2.8 1.6 5.2 "7 9_.9 .5 ._ .2 .0 .G 2.'7
I0 9_.3 I.B 1.3 _.9 i.5 3.3 '_.5 10 99.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .¢_ ._'
I] 9'3.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.0 4.0 4,'_ 13 _O_.C .0 .it .0 .0 1.0 .0
_ o16 96.'7 1.0 I.'7 I.c_ 2.'/ 3.9 ,_.O !6 ..... 0 0 .2 .0 .2 l.c _ .C.
19 96.'I I .0 I.O 2.C_ 3.9 6.2 _.2 19 ;00.0 .0 ,0 ,2 1.0 3,3 ,e
82 96._ .5 _.2 t,I.0 3.'1 4.'1 3.5 _2 93.0 .'; .'1 1.0 I._ .c_ ,E
CRITERIA rive fl,_,l[ICCRf0i_'l 14 4000rf CEILING CIOlTERIA SIX TI4,.*'N_STCI_I ,N C,_.ID(PATH
HOUR PROe. C_}IIDITICI'_L PROBABILITIES :_0_1 PP_B. COP.'DITIOt',_4. PC_OBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 2_ 1 2 3 6 12
I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O ._ I 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 ._
4 93,8 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .2 _ ,3_.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .? .b
'1 9'3.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._ 7 9_.8 .0 ,0 .0 .5 .S ._'
tO loC.O .0 .0 .0 ._ .5 .0 :0 IC'J.O .O ._ .,_ "_ ,"7 ,_
13 103,0 ._ .2 ,2 ._' ,_ .0 I:_ 99.5 ._ .2 .5 ,_ .5 ,'_
16 99.0 .0 .5 .2 .5 .2 ,_ 16 99.3 ,2 .5 .0 ._ .5 "/
19 99.8 .0 .0 ._ ._ .2 .¢_ 19 99.5 .O ._ ..2 .5 .2 .5
_¢_ 99.5 .0 .0 ._ ._ .0 .5 22 99.3 ,0 .2 .2 .P .0 ,'7
CRITERIA _IEVEN PITCIP| IAflON
1 _.1 I.S 1,5 1.5 _,.7 I,_ _.'1
_.9 1.9 1,9 ?.? _.9 1.5 1.9
.7 97._ _.0 1.5 3._ 1.2 _._ _._
I0 _.9 ,? 1.? |.O 1,5 I,? 3._
13 _9.8 _,? 3._ I.-1 2.4 _._ I._
16 _.3 _,_ _._ 1.7 I,2 _._ 1.7
19 _,6 1,_ .e 1.0 _,4 _.-1 _._
_.3 _._ 1.0 _.T 1.9 3.1 I.'1
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PROBABILITY OF" UNFAVORABLE CONOITION5 AT A GIV_N HOUR AND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES0t" UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS 0T HOU_S LATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUND HINDS CRI TEPIA TI,JO HINDS ALOFT
HOUR P_kg. CO.'_)ITIONAL PROgABILITIES HOUR PRG8. COf'_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
i 2 3 6 ;2 24 1 2 3 6 12
I .7 100.0 66.7 33.3 66.7 .0 33.3 1 .7 66.7 56.7 _6.7 66.7 33.3 .0
4 .5 100.0 100.0 100.0 5 .0 .0 .0 4 .7 100.0 Z00.0 Z00.n 66.7 33.3 ._
7 .9 75 0 I00.0 75.0 25.0 .0 .0 7 1.4 83.3 66.7 56./ 66.7 50.0 33 _.-
I0 1.6 71.4 42.9 28.6 14.3 14.3 .0 10 1.4 lO0.O ICO.O IC.O.O 83.3 50.0 .0
13 2.5 45.5 36.4 27.3 27.3 .0 18,2 13 1.b lOC.O 85.7 71.4 57.1 28.6 .C
16 1.4 66.7 33.3 33.3 16.7 .0 16.7 16 I._ 100.0 83.3 83.3 E6.7 33.3 .0
19 1.6 57.1 28.6 .0 .0 ..0 28.6 19 1.8 75.0 62.5 50.0 37.5 12.5 .0
22 I.B 50.0 50.0 37.5 12.5 25.0 12.5 22 .9 75.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 .0 .0
CRITERIA THREE CEILll_ CRITERIA r0u_ VISIBILIT'(
HOUR PROB. CO_))TION_4.. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCRAB:LITIE5
! 2 3 6 I2 24 I 2 3 6 12 ;94
1 5.3 52._ 43.5 30.4 3'4.8 13.0 4.3 ! .9 100.0 50.0 %U.0 50.0 .0 .0
4 5.3 78.3 47.8 60.9 30.4 13.0 8.7 4 I.B 75.0 62.5 75.0 .0 .0 .0
7 8.3 83.3 61.1 47.2 19.4 13.9 11.1 7 6.0 57.7 30.8 I1.5 .0 .0 15.4
10 6.2 63.0 55.6 33.3 |i.1 18.5 11.1 I0 1.2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
13 3.2 64.3 50.0 42.9 28.6 14.3 .0 13 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 2.8 58.3 41.7 50.0 41.7 16.7 .0 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 3.0 76.9 69.2 69.2 46.2 30,8 7.7 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
22 3.7 93.8 62.5 62.5 37.5 18.8 6.3 22 .9 I00.0 100.0 75.0 50.0 .0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE T_."E'RSTORM H 400OFT CEILING CRITERIA SiX THUN_RSTORH IN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PI:tOB. COt_iTI6"_IAL PROBABILITI£S HOUR PRO8. CO_ITIONAL PPOBABILITIE6
I 2 3 6 12 24 1 2 3 6 12 2_
1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .0 .n .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .3 .0 0 ,
• .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 C
16 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .5 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .5 I00.0 I00.0 50.0 53.0 .0 50.0
16 .2 .0 .0 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 16 .7 3_.3 .0 66.7 .0 .0 .0
19 .B IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .G
22 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 22 .2 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
CRI TERI A SEVEN PRECI PI TAT I ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIEC.I
I 2 3 6 12
I 2.5 36.4 36.4 IB._ 9.1 9,1 9.1
4 I .4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
10 I.B 37.5 12.5 12,5 .0 12.5 12.5
• 13 l.B 37.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 .0 .0
16 I .8 37.5 12.5 .0 .0 ,0 12.5
19 i.2 60.rJ 60.0 20.0 .0 .0 .0
22 _.3 20.0 20.0 30.0 !0.0 30.0 I0.0
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PROBABILITY OF"rAVORAB.r CONDITIONS AT A OIV_N HOURAND TI4[ COflD|TIONAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITCRIA ON£ GF_:)UNDNINDS CRITERIA TWO Nl_'_-_ ALOFT
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITION PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _x4 I E 3 6 IE E_
I 99.3 .0 ,5 .E .'3 2.5 .5 1 99.3 .0 .0 .E .9 I._ .9
_¢ 99.5 .0 ..K .5 I.q I.h .5 q 99.3 .E .5 .7 .9 1.2 ,9
? gg.I ._ .9 .g E.3 1.6 .9 7 98.6 .0 .5 .5 .7 1.2 I.E
lO 98.4 !._ I .q E. [ I .2 1.6 1.6 !0 98.6 .0 .0 .2 .2 .2 1.6
I_ 97.5 .7 .7 .7 .9 .7 Z.q 13 98.4 .0 .0 .2 .9 .5 1.9
16 98.6 .7 .5 !.2 1.6 .5 1.2 16 98.6 .2 .E .7 .0 .5 1.4
19 99.4 .5 I._ 1.9 .7 ,9 I._ 19 98.2 .0 .0 .0 .E I.q 1.9
_2 98.2 .0 .E .0 .P. 1_2 _.6 _2 99. I .2 .2 .2 .5 i .6 .9
CRITERIA I'HRCE CI[ILINO CRITERIA FOUR VISIBILITY
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 IS 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12 Eq
1 _.7 1.9 3._ 3.9 6.8 2.7 5.1 I 99.1 I._ 2.3 1.4 5.6 .2 .t,
¢J4.7 1.2 q. 1 5.4 _.g 2.2 _.9 _ 98.2 .g 2.0 4.7 1.2 .0 !.9
7 91.7 3.3 1.8 2.5 I.B 2.0 8.0 7 oJ_.O 1.0 .5 .5 .2 .0 w,9
10 93.8 2.5 2.2 i.2 2.2 E.7 5.9 !0 99.8 .2 .0 .2 .0 .9 I,_
13 96.8 .7 I.q !.4 2.1 4.8 3.3 13 99.8 .0 .E .0 .0 .9 .E
16 97._ .9 1.2 1.7 E._ _.'/ 2.8 16 I00.0 .2 .E .0 .g I .8 .9
Ig 97.0 1.2 1.9 1.7 3.8 7.6 2.9 19 I00.0 .2 .5 .9 .9 _.5 .0
_E 96.3 1.0 2.6 2.g 3.8 5.7 3.6 22 99.1 .0 .2 .2 I.h 1.2 ,9
CRITERIA FIVE THIJN_FSTORHN qOOOFt C.rILING CRITERI_ SIX THUNDERSTORHIN GLIDE PATH
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O ! 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .',; .2 .0 _ I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .5 .7 .0
? I00.0 ._. :2 ._ .0 .2 .0 7 IO0.O .5 .5 .5 .S .5 .0
tO 99.8 .5 ._ .0 .2 ._ .-_ tO 99.5 .5 .5 .5 .7 .2 .5
13 I00.0 .2 ,0 .E .2 .0 .0 13 _9.5 .2 .2 .5 .2 .0 ._
16 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2 16 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .'7
19 99.8 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .2 19 995 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5
2_ 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ,2 22 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2
CRl ICRIA SEVEN PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB, COI_IIT_ONALPROBABILITIES .
! 2 I 5 12
I _,5 I._ 1.2 .9 .2 1.7 _.4
h 98.6 1.4 1.2 .5 !.9 1.9 1.4
7 99.5 1.6 .5 1.6 1.9 1.2 .5
I0 _._ 1.2 1.6 1,6 1.9 2.1 1.6
13 99._ .g 1.6 i.6 .g 2,6 i.g
16 98.2 .9 I._ 1.2 _.3 1.4 I.g
Ig gB.8 .'1 2.3 2. I 2.5 .5 1.2
_ 97.T .g i.2 1.9 I._ 1.2 2.1
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i[_'8 LANOINOPROS_ZLITI[S
IIROBABILITY OF UNIrAVORAB.CCONDITIONSAT A OIVEN H(',URAND TIE CONDITIONAL
MW_BIL_TII[S Of' UNIrAVORAEL_CONDITIONSDT HOURSLATI[R FOR INDIVIDUAL CR|T.
CmlTERIA _ OROL44]MINDS CRIT£RIA THO CEILINO
HOUR _. C(_qOITIONAL/qROBABILIT|[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
l _ :3 6 I_ _ I _. 3 6 IE Eq
I ,0 ,0 .O .0 ,0 ,0 .0 I 2.1 77.8 k_.q 55.8 55.6 33.3 !I.I
q .O .O .0 .O .O .0 .O q 1.6 71.q 5"7.1 5'7.1 L_9.6 lq.3 L=8.8
7 .e IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ? 2.3 60.0 60.0 EO.O 30.0 IO.O 10.0
l0 .g 60.0 90.0 .0 L_.O .0 .0 10 I.q 50.0 66.7 66.7 16.7 .0 16.7
13 £.l qq.q 33.3 33.3 R'_.2 .O .0 13 1.8 3"7.5 62.5 L_5.0 .O IE.5 R.6
16 1.0 1_.3 M,6 .0 .0 .(/ .0 16 !.6 71._ q2.9 q2.9 lq.3 .0 .0
19 .? 33.3 .O 33.3 .0 .0 ° .0 19 og "75.0 "75.0 50.0 E_.0 .0 .0
E .5 ,0 .O _0 .0 .0 .0 P._ |.8 100.0 100.0 71.q E8,6 lq.3 .0
I_II'[R|A _ VlSl|ILlf1' CRITERIA F'OUR TI'UqlZIq'STOt_"I
HOUR MqOB. ¢GNDII'IONAL _ILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITICNAL PROBABILITIES
I 8 3 B R tq I _ 3 B le L'_| .7 68.7 88.? IO0.O 33.3 .0 .0 ! q.I 66.7 qq.Lt 65.6 65.6 qq.q 16.7
q |.L D q0.0 _O.0 _0.O .O ,O ,0 _ q.6 85.0 75.0 70.0 1,5.0 ES.0 _0.0
7 ,? 66,7 33.3 33.3 .0 ,0 .0 ? 5.8 5_..0 _6.0 60.0 56.0 eq.0 L_.0
l0 .9 .0 .0 .O o0 .O .0 l0 _._ 73.7 66.q "70.9 4E.I 38.8 csl. I
13 .| lO0.O 100,0 ,O .0 ,0 ,O 13 6.6 ?i.q 5"/.I _6.q 35.7 E6.6 L:_.0
16 ,O .0 .0 .O ,0 ,O .0 16 5.6 83.3 70.8 5_.2 q5.8 33.3 E0.8
tl ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 .O ,O IB q.8 81.0 61.9 61.9 5_.q 33.3 E3.8
88 .I 100.0 iO0.O IO0.O IOO.O .O .0 _ q.6 95.0 80.0 ?0.0 qS.0 C_5.0 15.0
CIqlTCRIA FI_ PRECIPITATION
HOUR PRO_. CONDITIONAL P1ROBABILITI[$
! .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
._ .0 I00.0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0
7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 ,_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 ._ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .C .0 .0 .0
i9 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0





IqlI(mASIL|TY OF' IrAVORAB,.E CONO|T|I_N5 AT A 0lV'_N HOUR ANO THE CONDITIONAL ;"
PM_SABILiTIES OF UNF'AVORNS;L[ CONC,IT|0NS 0T HOURS LAT[R FOR II,,DIVIDUN. CRIT.
CRITIERIA 0N[ _ I_lNl_ CRITERIA Tie) CEILING
.[
HOUR PROB. CONDII'IONA_ _iLITII[5 I,I_,.JR PRO(_. CON01TI0HAL PRO_A.BIL;TI[$
I IO0.O .e .5 .0 ._ _.1 .0 I 9"7.9 .2 1,2 .5 1.2 1.2 i.9
4 I00.0 .5 .5 ._ .9 t ,6 .0 4 9B.4 .? .5 t .4 .9 t .4 I .2
7 99.8 .9 .5 .7 _.. I .7 .2 7 c3"/.7 .2 .2 ,9 1,2 ._ 2. I "-
l0 99.1 .9 .9 _.1 l.q .5 .9 10 9B.6 .0 ,9 .9 1.4 !.6 1.2
13 9`7.9 ._ ,9 .9 .2 .0 _.t 13 96.2 .2 .7 I._ .9 t.9 1.6
16 98.4 .0 .5 .7 ,5 ' .0 1.6 16 98._ .5 .`7 .2 |.q i .6 t.6 -
19 99.3 ._ .E ._ .0 ,_. .9 19 99.1 .2 ._ 1.2 1.9 2.3 .9
22 99.5 .0 .E ,0 .0 .9 .5 P,2 9a.4 .0 ._ .9 ' _ 1.2 t.6
CRiTERiA THRE][ VISIBit.ITY ¢i:ItTERtA IrOUR THUI_RST(:_
, HOUR PROB, CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES _ PRO5. CONOtTtOl_ PROBABILITIES
I _. 3 G t_ _,4 t _ 3 6 I_
t 09.3 ._ .9 .5 ,_ ._ .? l 95.9 t ._ I .'7 _,4 3.6 4.8 3._
: 4 99.9 .2 .2 ._5 .5 .0 1.2 4 9'3.4 I .0 I .4 _.? _ 4 4.6 3.9
7 99.3 .5 .7 ._ ._ .0 .7 7 cJ4.p_ .7 1.0 t.O 3.4 3.7 4.7
t0 99.5 .0 .0 ._ .0 ._ .5 t0 95.6 1.2 2.7 3.1 3,9 3. t 3.8
13 99,0 .0 .2 ,0 ,0 .7 .2 13 93.5 1.5 _.0 _.7 2.? 2,'A 5.4
t6 100.0 ,_ .0 .0 .2 I.P. .0 16 94.5 2.2 e.4 2.0 2.2 2.9 4.9
19 I00.0 ,_. ,5 .2 ,? .'7 ,0 t9 95.2 .5 1.0 I.'/ !.`7 4.4 3.9
;_ 99,0 .7 .7 .S .9 .5 ,e ,_. 95.4 t .2 2.2 1.0 ;_.`7 3.4 4.1
CRI_CR| & F|M[ PF_C|P| TAT |ON
HOUR f"_ CONDITIONAL P_OBAOILITIC5
: I 2 3 6 12 24
t IO0.O .2 ._ .2 .2 .2 .0
4 99.0 .2 .0 .0 ,2 .0 ._.
? 99.8 .'5 .2 .2 .2 .0 .2
10 99.8 .0 .5 .;_ .0 .5 .2
1:3 99.8 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 .2
t6 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2 .0
19 IO0.O .0 .5 _ .0 .2 .0









_ILITY OF' UNKAV_Ia..I[ CONDITI(:IqS AT A OIV[N HOURAND THE:CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNIrAVOR/d_L(CONOITIONS DT _ LATCRFOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CNIT[RIA ON[ _ WINDS CRIT(RIA Ti&3 CEILINO
HOUR PSROB. COOITIOI_ I:q_rOBABILITI(S HOUR PROB. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITI(S
I 2 3 6 12 a'4 1 2 3 6 Ia L_
I .3 .0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .8 66.7 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
_+ .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 ""
7 .5 .0 50.0 .0 100.0 50.0 .0 7 1.6 83.3 33.3 66.7 50.0 16.7 .0
10 1.8 q_.9 1q.3 iq.3 14.3 .0 .0 10 2.6 SO.O 60.0 40.0 30.0 .0 .0
13 1_.3 86.7 62.5 _.q L_.2 .0 .0 13 1.8 4E.9 42.9 aB.6 .0 .0 16.7
18 3.6 71.4 46.2 L:)8.6 7.1 7.1" 7.1 16 1.5 33.3 33.3 40.0 16.7 .0 20.0
: 19 1.3 20.0 20.0 ,0 .O 20.0 .0 19 1.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 25.0 .0
.3 100.0 100.0 .0 100.0 .0 .0 22 .8 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
CRITERIA THNE][ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THIJI_RSTORtt
HGJR PRO8. CG'4DITIOI_L PROSABILITI£S HOUR Pf_8. CONDITIONALPROeA81LITIES
I 2 3 6 12 a_$ I a 3 6 12 E4
I .3 .0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 i 3.3 "76.9 61.5 _16.E _16.2 53.8 "7._'
4 ,3 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 4 3.1 9t.? 75.0 66."7 66.'7 66/7 25.0
? .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 ,0 ,0 .0 ? 4.9 89.5 "78.9 84.2 69.4 21.1 15.8
10 ,3 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 I0 "7.4 89.'/ .75.9 69.0 44.9 6.9 13.8
13 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 13 9.2 T7.9 66.'7 50.0 28.6 13.9 31.4
16 .0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 16 6.a 62.5 45.8 1+3.5 16."7 E5.0 18.c_
19 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 4.6 72.E 50.0 44.4 33.3 33.3 II.l
P.E .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 P.a 3.1 66.7 66.7 66.7 111..7 41.'7 16."7
CRITERIA FIM[ PRECIPITATION
HOUR PRO6. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _t
1 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0
4 .5 50.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? .3 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .3 .0 .0 100.0 100.0 .0 .0
19 .El .0 .0 33.3 .0 .0 .0







IIq0mJ|LlTY 01r FAVI_AIL[ CCINDIT|0NSAT A 01_eENHOURAN0 THE:CONDITIONAL
_|LITI[S Olr UNIrAVCIkAB.£CONDITIONS01' HOURSLATi[R FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
C_|T£1qIA ON[ GROUNDHINDS CRTTCRJATkiO CI[IL|NO
HOUR PROB. CCND|TIGNN. P'RCBAB|LIT|[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALInR0eABILITIES
I _ 3 e IE 8q I 2 3 6 IZ L"t
I 99.7 .5 .8 .3 .5 Z.3 .3 I _._ .0 .5 .0 1.3 i.8 .O ,
99.? .0 .3 .5 1.8 3.6 .3 _ 99.'/ .8 1.3 I.:3 2.3 IoG .3
? _.5 ,5 .5 1.8 1.8 t.O .5 "7 98._ .0 .8 1.6 t.I ,8 I.(5
l0 98._ 1.0 P..3 _.| 3._ .3 2.1 10 cj'7._ 1.0 .5 .8 .8 .8 Z.G
13 IrT,? 1.6 E.tt 2.5 .8 .3 E.6 13 gS.E .8 !.1 1.0 !.0 ,B 1.8
16 9a.tt 1.8 .5 .3 .0 ,0 3.5 16 98.5 .8 I.l .5 .5 .3 1.6
19 98.7 .3 .0 .3 .3 .3 1.0 19 gg.0 .3 .0 .3 .8 1.3 1.0
e 99.7 .3 .0 .3 .0 2.1 .5 22 gg.2 .5 .3 .5 .0 E.3 .8
ONlinE;Ill Tllt'E VlSIBILlYY ¢RITI_IA FOUR TI_N_IqST0_
NDUR PllO8. ¢ONDITIOI_J. PROS_II.ITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I f_ $ 8 !_ _ I 2 3 6 !_ L'_
I gg.? .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .3 I gG.'7 .0 1.1 1.6 3.5 '7.7 3._
1_.7 .0 .0 .5 ,3 .0 .3 it 96.9 I .e 3._ 2.g 5.5 _.3 Z.9
7 gg.S .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 "7 a_.! 1.9 I.g 3.5 8.3 3.B _.1
I0 _l.7 _0 .0 .0 .0 .3 .3 tO _..6 _._ 3.3 q._ 3. ! _.8 6.9
13 I00,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .3 .0 J$ 90.8 .6 I._ I.'7 _.3 _.5 '/.3
18 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,3 .3 .0 16 g3.8 2.'/ 3.0 E._ ;_._ ;_._ 5.5
l| IOO.O .0 .0 .3 .3 .S .0 19 95.q 1.3 .0 I.I E.;_ 3.8 _0.3
SNI.7 .0 .0 .3 .3 .3J .3 22 Si6.9 1.3 I.I 1.6 E._* 8.3 _.9
¢RI TIE:R!A FIVI_ PR[CIPITATION
HOUR PIII_. CON_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 6 I_ _5_
I IO0.O .0 .0 .5 .3 .0 .0
9g.5 .3 .S .3 .3 .3 .S
"/ 99.7 .5 .-" .3 .0 .8 .3
I0 99.'/ .0 .S .0 .:3 .3 .3
13 I00.0 .3 .3 .3 .8 .0 .0
IB 99.'/ .5 .0 .5 .0 .5 .3
II Slg.E .3 .3 0 .0 .3 .8
99.7 .0 .0 .0 .5 .3 .3
B-298
1977024787-354




Iql08_ILITY or UNIPAV0RAIL[C0ND|TICNS AT A OlY[N HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
IqK3_48|LITII[S Or UNIrAVORAB.[CCNDITIONS 0T HOURSLATER FGA INOIVIDU_L CRIT.
¢fllTERIA ON[ Oq0UNDWINOS CRITCRIA TIC ¢fILINO
140131 PAGS. ¢I:HDITi0NN. PROOASILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPR0eAB|LITI[S
1 2 3 8 12 L"+ 1 E 3 6 12 L"+
I .8 50.0 L_J.O .0 .0 50.0 .0 I .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 gO.O .0 .0 ""
11 .7 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 _ .g 25.0 25.0 50.0 L=_.O .0 0
? .7 I00.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0 "/ .7 33.3 33.3 Z3.3 .0 .0 .0
IO _.8 50.0 50.0 50.3 ql.7 0.3 8.3 I0 .g 50.0 60.0 25,0 .0 .0 .0
13 5.8 76.0 80.0 1t0.0 Lx*.O .0 11.2 13 .7 I00.0 33.3 33.3 .0 33.3 .0
18 8.8 117.11 31.8 15.8 13.2 2.8- 10.5 16 .9 _5.0 L:"3.0 a'_.O .0 .0 .0
18 3.0 110.2 38.5 15.11 7.7 .0 .0 lg .8 L:_.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I.O 3"7.5 85.0 12.5 .0 2'J.O .0 _ ,7 _._,7 68.7 33.3 .0 .0 .0
OIITERIA _ VISIBILITY CRITERIA IP_.IR THUNCER_TOI_I
HOUR PRO8, C0NDITICNN. PR08ABILITi[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I Z 3 8 12 Ln+ I _ 3 6 12 Lmo
I .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 1 2,1 66.7 55.6 33.3 33.3 33.3 .0
11 ._, .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 o0 11 3.0 38.5 q6.2 q6,2 30.0 38.5 15.**
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 7 3,7 '75.0 55,3 3'7.5 50,0 SO.O 12.5
I0 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 I0 3.2 6q.3 71,a+ 57.1 50.0 7.1 1q.3
13 .0 .0 .0 .+,, .0 .0 .0 13 5.3 65.2 60.9 65.2 _2.2 13.0 30.'*
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 18 5.6 03.3 86.7 ",,8.3 25.0 12.5 16.7
10 ._ I00.0 I00.0 .O .0 .0 .0 Ig 8.0 _*2.3 3_*.6 30.8 15.11 ;_3.1 _-_6.8
II .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .O .0 i_ ;_.8 58.3 111.7 50.0 16.? 33.3 16.?
CRITERIA F!t,'I[ Pfl[CIPITATION
HOUR PI_8. CONOITION_ P/tOBABILITICS
1 2 3 6 I_ Lt'+
I .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
11 .2 I00,0 .0 I00,0 .0 .0 .0
7 ,2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0
13 .0 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
Ig .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
°i B-300
J
........ '+ I p I[ . t
]977024787-:356
T If T It I , i_
IIAJ_H
[AIrBLANOI_ _ILITI[S
_|LITY Oir FAYCI_tBL[ CON0|TIONS AT A O|V[N HOURAND TH[ CONDITIONAL
PIRCBABILIT|rS 01r UNIrAVORAELI[COND|T|GNS0T HOURSLAT(R FOR IND|VlDUAL CRIT.
CRIT(RIA ON[ GROUNDblINOS CRITE:RIA TI4O CEILINO
HOUR PIt08. CQNOITIGtAL PROGABILITIKS HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONALPROBABILIYI(S
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 8 3 G t2
I 99.1 .2 .5 .7 .7 5.1* 1.2 I 99.S .5 .2 .7 .S .7 .*_
it 99.3 .2 .2 .5 2.8 8.G .7 I_ 99.1 .0 ..'> .2 .7 .9 .9
7 9g.3 .5 1.9 2.6 5.6 2.8 .7 7 99.3 .5 .9 .7 .7 .9 .9
I0 g.7.2 1.7 1_.3 It.3 7.9 1.7 2.6 10 99.1 .2 .5 .5 .9 .7 .9
13 C_.2 3.7 5.2 6.it 1.7 1.2 S.Lt 13 99.3 .0 .7 .7 .9 2 .7
16 91.2 2.0 2.8 1.8 .8 .'_ 8.7 16 99. ! .5 .7 ,7 ..7 .9 .7
19 97.0 .2 1.2 I .It I. 0 .7 3. I 19 99. ! .0 .5 .7 .5 .9 I ._
98._ .S I.l_ .9 .7 2.:3 I.It L=_ 99.:3 .0 .0 .2 .9 .9 .7
CRIT(RIA THREE VISIBILITY CRIT[RIA FOUR T_PSTORN
HOUR PRCB. CCNDITli_4L PROBABILITI(S HOUR PROB. CCNDITIONAL PIqCG4BILITIE9
I 2 3 6 12 L_ I 2 3 6 12 _"_
I I00.0 .0 .O .2 .0 .0 .0 I 9"/.9 .9 1,8 2._ 3.1 _.7 2.1
tt 99.8 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .2 _ 97.0 .7 2.2 2._ 2._ re.5 2.9
7 IO0,O .0 ,O .0 .0 .2 .0 "7 96,3 I.O 1,9 1.9 3,6 q.3 _.1
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 96.8 2.9 _t.3 :3.6 q.I 2.6 3.6
13 IO0,O .0 ,2 .0 .2 .0 .0 13 9_..7 .S 2.5 2.2 3._ 1.5 _.9
i6 I00.0 ._ .0 .2 .0 .2 .0 16 9_.q 1.0 3.0 29 1.5 2.'7 5.q
III 99,8 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 .2 19 94.0 .2 1.2 1.0 1.2 3.2 S.6
m I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 22 9"7.2 .2 1.0 .'7 2.8 3.1 2.6
CRITCRIA rive Pfl(CIPITAT I ON
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPI:_BABILITI($
I 2 3 6 12 Lx*
I I00.0 .2 .0 .2 .2 .0 .0
99.0 .2 .2 .0 .o ,0 .2
'7 9<J.& .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
I0 IOO.O .5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
16 I00.0 .0 .2 .0 .2 .2 .0
19 I00.0 .2 .2 .2 .0 ._ .0
22 99.8 ,0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2
B-30I
1977024787-357






Pll0tlllLITY01 r UIfAV_IL4BL[ CONDITIONS AT A 01VEKH(X_ ANDTHE CONDITIONAL
IM01ABILITIESOF UIIIrAVORAiI.[ CONDITI01_ Dr hOI.I:IrSLATERFOR INDIVIOUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ 0FIOUNDMINOS CRITERIA Tl,_ C[ILIN0
PROB. CONDITIONALf_qOOABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPPOBABILITIES
I 1.7 _.g Iq.3 1_.3 i_.3 ILI.3 1_.3 i .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
1.0 _.0 .0 50.0 .0 50.0 .0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
"7 1.2 60.0 60.0 _0.0 _0.O e0.C .0 7 .7 66../ :33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .'-
I0 3.3 59.1 .//8.6 71.N N;_.9 .0 .0 I0 ,? 66../ 66.7 66.'/ $3,3 .0 .0
13 8../ "/I.q 50../ 30.0 .q.$ .0 10.7 13 ,5 i00.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
15 9.'t q3.8 _3.6 15.N 7.7 iL6 20.5 16 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
19 ;.D.9 L:_.O 8.3 16../ 18,7 8.3 8.3 19 I.i_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I._ 50.0 18../ 18.7 3.].3 .0 .0 ;_;J .0 .0 .0 .0 .G .0 .0
CJIIT[R|A THINE VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNO[RSTOR_I
,,our_o. C_iTIO,_.,'R='_ILIT|. .OUR_og co,oITiO_cP_,,_ITIES| .o .o .o .o .o .o .o , e.,, ./o.o,,o.o_o.o2o.o30.0 .o
.0 .6 0 0 0 .0 .0 _ e8 7_./BI, 538_3 _3 07 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 33 ./,_ 59, _e9_9 2,5
,, 0 .0 0 0 .0 .0 0 ,0 _o 93B8,3 0_5503 ,oo
13 o .o o o .o .o .o ,3 _ _o7./00533 333,oo_.
,, .o .o .o o o .o o ,5 5o ./50_35_oo_ ,_ ,5,
,_ .o .o .o o .o .o o ,_ 3o _5 _oo_ 3,_ ,_ ou .o .o .o .o .o .o .o _, _5 ',_./_5 ,5 ,o._ o., .o
CRITERIA FIV_ PI_CIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILI}IES
I _ 3 6 IS
I ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
• 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .7 IO0.O 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
15 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
IS .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0







IMOK_ILITY OF rAYOIUBL{ CCNOITIONSbY A OIV[N HOUR.NO fl_ COI/)ITIOq)L
PROSNIILITI($ OF UNIrAVCIUBLECO_ITIONS DT _ LATER IrOR iNDIVliX_L CRIT.
CIqIT[IqlA ON[ OROUNOWINDS CRIT(RIA THO CI[:ILING
HOUR Prim. CONDITIONALPROeABILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPPOBAB_LITII[S
I 2 3 B li_ 2q I 2 3 6 12 L'_
I 98.3 .5 .5 .7 1.0 6.B 1.2 I 100.0 .0 .2 .0 .7 .5 .0 ,,..
q 99.0 .2 .7 .7 3.q 9.0 1.0 q IOC.O .0 .2 .7 .7 .5 .0
7 98.0 1.0 I._ 2.9 6.3 2.'7 1.2 7 99.3 .0 1.2 ,7 .5 I._ .5
I0 96.7 2.0 2.5 _*.it 8.2 1.5 3.it tO 99.3 1.0 .5 .0 .2 .0 .7
13 93.3 3.3 q.B e.q 2.0 1.5 6.9 13 99.5 .7 .2 .2 1.0 .0 .5
Ie BO.8 q.5 2.9 I.B .e .B 8.8 16 99.5 .7 .7 i.0 .0 .0 .5
Ii 97.1 I.S 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0" 3.2 19 98.8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .S .7
EE 98.0 1.0 I .it 1.2 .5 3.it I .it 22 IO0.O .2 .5 .0 .O .7 .0
CHIT(RIA fl4q(( VISIBiLiTY CRIT£RIA FOUR TI4J/)[_CNI
pIIKJ. CONDITIONN. _ILITIES H(X,qq I1:_. CONDITiON/IL _IL:TIES
I i_ 3 6 12 lit I 2 3 6 12 21t
1 iO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I cJ'7.B 1.2 1.5 2.2 2.9 6.6 ;_.l,
it 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 it gT.i, .7 1.2 1.7 3.;_ 5.2 2.2
? IO0.O .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 7 96.7 i .5 2.0 2.; 5.9 3.0 c_.7
I0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 95.2 2.0 3.0 14.0 3.7 2.0 3._-
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 9_:.8 1.5 1.8 ;.Li 1.5 1.8 _.6
II iO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 9t,i .2 .8 .5 1.0 1.0 J.5 _.3
II IO0,O .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 98.2 ,2 .0 .5 1,2 2.2 3.0




I 2 3 6 i;_ 2_
I 99.0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .? .2
it 100.0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0
7 I00.0 .0 .U .0 .7 .5 .0
tO IO0.O .2 .5 .? .0 .0 .0
13 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .5 ,2 .5
IB 100.0 .5 .i_ .5 .0 .0 .0
19 99.5 .7 .0 .0 .2 .0 .5
;U_ I00.0 .2 .2 .2 .0 .0 .0
B-304
1977024787-360




| I i t ! I 1 ! i
NAY
I[AFB LANDINO PROOABILITIES
IDROOABILITY01r UNIrA_IRABL[ _e'ONDITICI_3AT A OIV_N HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
IiliOOADILITI[S Olr UMrAVORkDLECCIqDITION$ OT _ LATER FOR INOIVIDUAL C.qlT,
CIq|TERIA ON[ 0ROUNDMINOS CRITERIA TNO CEILINO
PlqOO, CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB, C0NOITIONN, PI_BADILITI[$
! _ 3 6 IE L_ I E 3 6 tE EL,
I .E .0 .0 IO0.O .0 100,0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
•5 .0 '_0.0 .0 50.0 tO0.O .0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? .9 "PJ.O '30.0 50.0 75.0 25.0 .0 ? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 E.! G6.? 55.6 "7"7.0 66.7 ll.I .0 tO .;_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 §,e _.0 69.0 56.0 t_.,O q.O t2,0 t3 .2 100.0 100,0 lO0.b ,0 ,0 ,0
16 6.9 60.5 39.5 t5.9 7.9 5.3 I8.Lt t6 .2 10_.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I9 1.9 SO.O le.'5 _.0 .0 .0" 12.5 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
2Z !.2 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 20.0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITI[RIA THREE VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR TI4,N_I_3TOII_I
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPIIC_UIILITIE:S 1.5)UR PROB. CONDITIONALPROeABILITI£S
I ;_ 3 6 12 aN ! _t 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 i .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .2 lO0.O tO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "/ .5 ,00.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
IO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .? 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 1.8 75.0 3"7.0 L:5.0 12.5 .0 .0
le .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 .aj IO0.O 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 tO0.O tO0.O IO0.O .0 .0 _0.0
I_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .5 IO0.O IO0.O .0 .0 .0 _0.0
CRITERIA FIVlE PIEClPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 L_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I6 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
t9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
E_ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
B-306
1977024787-362
i t }t 1 ii I i !j /
: NAY
IrAFB LANDINOPROBABILITIES
PROBABILITY OF FAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A OIVEN _ AI_ THE COIqDI11ONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNIrAVORABLr CONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INOIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA 0N[ 0ROUNDHINDS CRITERIA 11,40 CI[ILINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 99.8 .2 .2 .2 .9 5.6 .2 1 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._
It 99.5 .0 .0 ,9 1.9 e.q .5 q I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,2 .2 .0
? 99.1 1.2 .? I.§ 5.1 J.6 .9 ? I00.0 .0 .2 .2 ._ .0 .0
I0 9/.9 2.5 2.8 4.2 7.5 .9 2. I IO 99.8 .2 .0 .2 .2 .0 .;_
13 94.2 3.q 6.6 5.9 I .a .0 4.9 13 99.8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
18 91.2 3.0 2.3 .5 .5 .0" 7.1 16 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,2
19 98. I .9 .7 .7 .2 .9 1.2 19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
2_ 98.8 .5 .0 .2 .2 1.9 i .2 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
CRITERIA THIIE£ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR TI4,,Id_RSTOI_
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PRO9. CONOIIIONAL PROEABILIT;£S
! 2 3 B 12 _ I 2 3 6 12
I I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I 99.8 .2 .0 .2 .5 1.9 .2
q I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 99.8 .2 .7 .5 .7 .5 .2
"7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 99.5 .7 .9 .5 1.6 .._ .5
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 I0 99.3 .7 1.2 1.6 .5 .5 .7
13 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 98.2 .5 .5 .0 .2 .2 1.9
IB I00.0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 ,0 16 99.5 .7 .9 .2 .2 .2 .5
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 99.5 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5 .P.
2Z 100.0 .0 .0 .B .0 .0 ,0 22 99,5 ,2 .2 .2 .2 .7 .2
CRITERIA FIVE PI:_CIPITAT10N
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPR_ABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _-_
I 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 i_0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0





"'_" _ _'_ ....
•_ -..
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_ILITY OF UNF'AVCRABLECONDITIONS AT A Oi',_[N HOURAND THE CONOITlOHAL
PROBABILITIES Or UNFAVORAB_CONDITIONS DT HOURSLATr'R FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
¢RIT£RIA ON[ 0ROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO C£1LINO
,i _ PRO8, COId)ItlONN. PROBABILITIES HOUR PROS. CONDITIONAL PROEABILITI£SI _ 3 6 12 Eq 1 2 3 6 12 2_
! .7 .0 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 .0 i .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
I, .5 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 50.C .0 _* 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
? .5 .0 .0 50.0 50.0 i00.0 .0 7 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
I0 _.1 qq.q, 44.4 4q.4 66.'/ 11.1 .0 iO 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
13 3.6 80.0 68.7 86,7 20.0 .0 eO.O 13 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
IB 6.7 7!.q 53.6 17.9 3.6 ..0 17.9 16 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
t9 3.1 30.8 7.7 7.7 .0 .0 23.1 19 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
: 2__= .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 e2 0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 0
t
L
i CRITERIA TI,_£ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNDERSTO_t
HOUR PROS. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CO_[TIONAL PROBABILITIES
| .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .C .0 I .b .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
_* .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .n
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _6 .5 50.0 S0.0 50.0 .0 .0 .C
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 19 .'/ 100.0 33.3 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._
CRITERIA FIVIE PRECIPITATION
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONAL P_OBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12 L_
.0 .0 .0 .0! .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .n
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0








PNC_II[LITYOir rWOi_lJl.[ CONDITIONSAT k OIV[NHOURANOTI.[ CONDITION_
F_OlkllklTItlOi r UNIrA_E.[ CONDITIONSDT HOURSLAT[R FOR INDIVliX_ CRIT.
CRITERIAON[ OI_M|NDS CRITERIATMO ¢[ILINO
NOUN _. C0N01TIONII._ILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! Z 3 e I_ Liq I 2 3 8 J_ L"t
I 99.3 ,5 .7 .5 .§ 3._ .7 I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0
9g.S .S .e .5 £,E 8.5 .5 _ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .g
? B9,5 ,T 1,2 1,9 3,_ 2,8 ,5 ? I00.0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
I0 g'/.g .2 1.2 2.7 _.q .2 Z,? I0 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 98.q 2.0 q.7 $.T 2.5 .? 3.0 13 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 g3,3 |.B £.8 _.O .3 .5 5.g 18 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
I| ge,9 ,S .S ,2 ,T ,5 _,5 Ig 100.0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
I_ gg.5 .0 ,0 .7 .5 _.2" .5 _ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIATHI_ VISIdlLITY CRITERIAFOUR TI4_RSTOI_
I.OJq Im08. ¢ONDITIOKq.MqOS_ILITIES HOURPROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I _ 3 8 I_ LN* I 2 3 6 I_ L"*
I IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 I00.0 .2 ._ .2 .0 .2 .0
IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 99.8 .0 .0 .0 ._ .5 .2
7 I00.0 .0 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 ? I00.0 .2 .2 .2 .2 .T .0
,0 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O I0 99.8 .0 .2 ._ .5 .0 ._
I] IO0.O ,0 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 13 99.8 .0 ._ .5 .? .0 ,_
18 I00.0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 16 99.5 ,E ,3 ,5 ,0 .2 ,5
I| I00,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 Ig 99.3 ._ ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,?
iO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 E2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .E .0
CRITERIAFIVE PI_CIPITAT10N
HOUR PI_. CONDITIOI_. PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 1_
I 1000 .0 0 0 0 0 0
q lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I8 100 0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0
Ig I00.0 ,0 .0 ,2 .0 ,0 .0
P,2 S19.8 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 0 ._
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PNOIABILIT¥ OF"UNFAVORABLE_,"X)IDITI0H_ AT A 01MEN HOL_ AND THE CONDITIONAL
_ILIrlES OF'UNFAVORAB.ECONDITIONSDT HOURSLATER ir,}R II_VIDUAL CRIT.
CIIIlTERIA ONE OROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO CEILINO
_. CONDITIONAL_81LITIES _ P_. C_ITle_ _ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 i_ _t I _ :3 6 !_ L:q
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ""
I, .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
"1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
1:3 ._ .0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 2.1 _.T 55.8 _.2 I1.1 .0 11.1 16 .0 _0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
19 .7 33.3 .0 3:3.3 .0 .0' .0 ig .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
•2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 P._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
! CJIITERIA _ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNDERSTORM
.i
j HOUR _. _ITi_ _ILITIES HOUR P_. CONDITIONAL P_ILITI£S
I E 3 8 12 L"_ I 2 3 5 t2 _I
I .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0 I .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0
" q .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ? .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 I0 ._ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 ,0 .0 .C .0 .0 .0 18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
P,_ .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA rlVE PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROE. COI_OITIONALPROBAalLITIES
i 2 3 6 12
! .2 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .0 .0




i I t i ] 1 ! I
JULY
(AIrBLN_IDIND PROBABILITIES
_IL|TY QF FAYORAELECONOITIONS AT A OIVENI_UR AND THE CONOITIONAL
MqOBABILITI[S or UNFAVORABLEC(_I:)ITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDNINDS CRITERIA TNO CEILINO
HOUR FSqOB. CONDITIONALPROeABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALP_:-tBIL=TIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ i 2 3 8 12 Eq
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 I 100 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 100.0 .2 .0 .0 .2 2.1 .0 4 100.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0
? tO0.O .0 .0 ._ .2 .? .0 7 tO0.O .0 .0 .2 .O .0 .0
I0 99.9 .0 .2 .2 2.1 .2 .2 I0 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2
13 99.9 .? .? 2.1 .7 .0 .2 13 iO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 97.9 2.8 1.9 .2 .0 .+ 1.9 16 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 99.3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .7 19 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
;:_ 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
CnlTERIA T_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUII_[RSTOI_I
HOUR PflO8. CONDITICNN. PROBJt_ILITIES HOUR PR(_. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 S I2 _ ! 2 3 6 12 Eq
I I00.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 1 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0
4 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 4 i00.0 .0 .2 .2 .2 ,0 .0
7 lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 ? 99.9 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 ,2
I0 100.0 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 99.8 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .2
13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 I00.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
t6 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 t6 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 !00.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
22 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
CRITERIA rlV_ PRECIPITATION
NgUIR PIKe. CONDITIONALPROEABILITI£9
I 2 3 5 12
t _.B .0 .0 .0 .S .0 .2
it 100.0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 .0
"7 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
tO IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I$ tO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
IS 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0|9 IO0.O .0 .0 0 _ .5 .0
22 100.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0
'I B-313
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PROBABILITY OF"UNFAVORABLECONOITI01_ AT A GIVIE:NHOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF UNIrAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GRO.JNDNINOS CRITERIA TklO C_[ILINO
HOUR PI_8. CONDITIONAL_ILITI£S HOUR 1:_08. CONOITIOq,_..PROBABILITIES
1 2 3 B 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 _'q
I .0 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _"
q .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 _ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
IB 2.3 30.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 I0.0 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .fS .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .n. .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
;_ .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA flEE VISIBILITY CRITERIA tOUR fl4.N_l_"r01_
HOUR P5_8. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBADILITI[$
! _ 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 1_ L'q
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ! .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 ._ ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .U .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 ,0 .0 .0 .0 ._ ._ .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .6 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
i_2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRIT£RIA FI_ PI_CIPITATION
PRO6. Ci3qDITi0N_IL PROBABILITIES
! 2 $ 6 I_ 2_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .e
q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .G .0 .0 .0 .0




I 1 I ;t t
LANDINGPROBABII.IT IES
IIq0W_ILITY Or IrAVCRAEL[CONDITIONS AT A OIM[N )4C_ AND TH[ CONDITIONAL
Ilqli0BJ®IL|TII[S OF UNFAVORABLI[CONDITIONS OT HOU_ LATER FOR ;NOIVIOUAL ¢RIT.
CRITI[RIA ON[ ORtX,INDMINDS CRIT£RIA TMO (XiLINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL.PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I ;_ 3 l I_ _ ! i_ $ 8 IZ Ett
! I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .0 ._. .0 I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 2.3 .0 _ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ..
7 100._ .0 .0 .0 .;_ .5 .0 T 100_0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO IOC.O .0 .;_ ._ Z.3 .0 .0 I0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
13 99.8 .9 .S _.3 .S .0 .Z 13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
tO 9"/.7 .7 .S .S .0 .0. o_ 16 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 :
tO 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 19 100.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
i_ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITCRIA THRL_ VISIBILITY CRIT[RIA FOUR T_IRSTOe_I
PROB. ¢0N01TIONALPROEABILITIES _ PROB. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I _ 3 8 I_ _ I 2 3 B I_ Ett
I_ IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I I00.0 .2 .0 .2 ._ .0 .0
I00.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 q g9.8 ,0 .0 ._ .0 ,_ .2
7 !00.0 .0 .0 • .0 .0 .0 T gB.e .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._
lU I00.0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0 .0 IO I00.0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 .0
13 IO0.O ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I$ 100.0 .0 ._ ._ .2 .0 .0
iB 100.0 .,J .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 9g.8 .0 .0 .C .0 .2 ._
IS I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 ._
2_ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .e .0 .0
CRITERIA Wl_ PN[CIPITATION
HOUR PkO8. CONDITIONALPROGAB|LIT|[S
I _ 3 6 I_ _'_
I I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q I00.0 .9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 I00,0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
13 I00.0 ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 IO0.O .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 I,
19 100.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0









lil_ll.ITY Olr uIIrAV_[ ¢0NDITIONI AT A Olin HOURAND Tl.i[ CONOITIONAL
II_ILITI[S Oir UN_AYO_ ¢0NDITIONS DT 1.10UN3LATER F0R I_)IYIDiJN. CRIT.
¢lqlT[RIk ON[ OROUNOMINDS CRITERIA TXO CEILINO
HOUR PRCB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDI11ONALPROBABILITIES
I Z 3 B 12 L_ I 2 ] 6 IE _ _.
I .l_ *0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .S 100.0 100.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
q .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ .5 I00.0 I00.0 i00.0 !00 _ .0 .0
? .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .C 7 .5 50.0 100.0 i00.O .0 .0 .0
I0 ._ .0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 I0 .5 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I$ 1.0 100.0 75.0 75.0 .0 .0 .0 13 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 .0
IB It.S LNJ.0 8.3 .0 ,0 .0 eeJ.0 16 ._ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .7 _O $3.3 33.3 33.3 ,0 .0 lg ._ lO0.O I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 ,0
_?. ,J_ .0 .0 I00,0 .0 .0 ,0 _ ._ I00.0 I00.0 Ir,O.O .0 .0 .0
¢IqlTERIA TI4L'I[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUM_RSTORM
HOUR IqlOS. CCNDITION_ MIOB_ILITI[S HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I l 3 B le Let I _ 3 6 12 _i,
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .S I00.0 !00.0 I00.0 !00.0 I00.0 50.0
q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 1.0 I00.0 I00.0 75.0 75.0 .0 L'_.O
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .11 .0 7 .7 qO0.O I00.0 I00.0 66.7 .0 33.3
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 ;0 .7 66.7 EEL'/ 66.7 .0 .0 33.3
13 .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 13 .7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 33.3
16 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 18 .5 100.0 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 I00.0 I00.0 50.0 50.0 I00.0 .0
IE .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _2 .i_ 100.0 100.0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0
CRIT[RIA FiVE PI_CIPITAT ION
HOUR Pl_m. CCND|TIONALI_qO_BILIT_ES
! 2 3 5 IE _q
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I, .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
10 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .;_ .b 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
18 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
Ig ._ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0





PROBABILITYOF"IrAtE CONDITIONS AT A GI_N HOURAI_) TI.4[ CONDITIONAL
PROBAP:LITIE$ CWLAqF'AVORABL[CONDITIONSOT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CnlTERIA ON[ Oi_UNDMINDS CRITERIA TNO CEILINO
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
1 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 IE
I 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 l.C .E 1 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .2 .E .2 -_
4 I00.0 .2 .0 .0 .E 2.9 .0 4 99.5 .0 .2 .0 ._ .2 .5
7 I00.0 .0 .0 .E i.0 .7 .0 7 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .5 .2 .5
I0 99.8 .2 .5 .7 2.6 ,2 .E 10 99.5 .0 .5 .5 .E .2 .5
13 99.0 .2 1.7 2.2 .7 ..2 1.0 13 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .2 .E .5
16 9"/.! .5 .2 .7 .2 .0 2.0 16 99.e .0 .0 .2 .2 .5 .2
19 99.3 °0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .7 19 99.8 .0 .0 .C .2 .5 .2
22. 99.8 ,0 ,0 .0 .0 .2 .2 22 99.B .0 .0 .2 .5 .5 .2
OIIT(RIA THR[E VISI|IL|T¥ CRITERIA FOUR THUNOEI:_:JTOI:IM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONN. PROBABILITIE_ HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 2q 1 E 3 6 12 24
! I00.0 .2 .E .0 .0 .0 .0 I 99.5 _ .0 .5 .2 .2 .2
4 I00.0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 4 99.0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5 .7
I _ I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 99.3 .0 .2 .0 .2 .5 -5
IO I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10 99.3 .2 .E .2 .5 .2 .5
13 I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 99.3 .2 .5 .5 .5 .E .5
16 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .G ,0 .0 16 99.5 .5 .5 .2 .2 .7 .5
19 I00.0 .0 .0 0 .0 .0 .0 19 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .5
IE2 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 99.9 .2 .E .E .7 .5 .2
CRITERIA F|V[ P_C|PITATION
HOL_ PROB. CONDITIONAl.PROBABILITIES
! 2 3 6 12
I lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
4 100,0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
7 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 2 .0
10 I00.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0
13 99.8 .0 .2 .0 .2 ,0 .2
16 I00.0 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0
19 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2









PROBABILITY OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSAT A OIVlEN HOURANDTHE COt_ITl0ililL
PIIOllikBILITIE5 OF UNFAVORABLECONDITIONSDT HOURS LATER FOR II_IVII_AI.. CRIT.
e,
CRITERIA ONE GROUNDMINDS CRITERIA Ti,IO CI[ILIN0
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ 1 2 3 8 12 L_
! .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1_
q .7 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 .0 33.3 q .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
"7 .2 100.0 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 .9 "75.0 I00.0 100.0 50.0 .0 2_t.0 I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 2.3 40.0 50.0 20.0 .0 .0 20.0 13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 2.5 45.5 ,0 .0 9. I .0 .0 16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
19 .2 IO0.O .0 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 "t 33.3 .0 .0 .0 66.7 .0 22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
t
CRITERIA THR[I[ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR TFUID£RSTORM
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABIL!'rlES
I P. 3 6 I_ 24 I P. 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
it .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4 .2 .0 ,_ I00.0 .0 .0 .0
"7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 "7 !.4 50.0 5G.O 50.0 16.7 .0 16.;
I0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I0 .9 I00.0 lO0.O 50.0 50.0 .0 50.0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 ,0 13 .7 I00.0 100.0 100.0 33.3 .0 .0
16 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 !.6 28.6 28.6 28.6 .0 0 .0
19 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 .5 50,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 2;_ ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 0 .0
CRITERIA FIVE PIECI_|TATION
HOUR PROB. C01_ITIONAL PROeABILITIES
I E 3 6 12
I .0 ,0 ,0 ,C .0 .0 .0
q .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0l
_" _ .0 .0 oO ,O .O °0 -0
tO .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
f 16 .E I00.0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
! 19 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0






IRII]BABILITY OF"IrAVORAIbL,,;CI_IOITICNS AT A OIME:NHOURAND THE:CONDITIONAL
PROIIABILIT;£_ OF"UI_AVORJtBL£CONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ON[ GR_UNOMINDS CRITERIA TNO CEILINO
HOUR PROB. CONOITICtLALPROBABILITIES _ PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 8 I_ _* I 2 3 6 12
I 99.8 .7 .2 .7 .E E.3 .2 I 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
q 99.3 .5 .7 .C .8 E.8 .5 q lO0.O .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0
"/ 99.8 .5 .9 .9 2.3 .2 .2 '7 IO0.O .E .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0
IO 99.1 .9 l.q I.q 2.1 .T .7 IO I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 93.7 1.2 2.q E.i .E ._ 1.9 13 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
16 9"7.5 .E .7 .E .5 .7 E.8 16 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 99.8 .E .0 .5 .2 .2 .2 IG lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 99.3 .E .0 .2 .7 .S .'7 _2 100.0 .0 9' .0 .0 .0 .0
CRITERIA TI.IRL_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA F'UUR THUNOERSTOI_I
HOUR PRO8. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! E 3 B 12 _ 1 2 3 6 12
I IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 I lO0.O .0 .2 .2 1.4 .7 .0
q 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 _ 99.8 ,0 1.2 1.2 .9 !.6 .2
7 lO0.O .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 99.6 ,2 .2 .2 .5 .5 1.2
IO IO0.O ,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 IO 99.1 .0 .0 .2 1.2 .0 .5
13 IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 99.3 .7 .9 .9 .2 .0 .?
l§ lO0.O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 98.q .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 1.6
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 I.q .5
L:_ 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 EE I00.0 .0 .2 .0 .2 .9 .0 i
CRITI[RIA FIVE PRECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROeABILITIES
I 2 3 6 13 EL,
I IO0.O .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0
99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2
7 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
I0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .0 ,0
13 IO0.O .0 .0 .E .0 .0 .0
16 99. B .0 .0 .0 ,0 .2
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0








PROBABILITY OF"UNFAVOP.AJ_.rCONDITIONS AT k OIV[N HOURAND TIE CONO!rIONAL
PRI,3BABILITIES Of" UNFAVORABLECONDITIONS DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE: O;_UND MINDS CRITEnIA TWO O[ILINO
dOUR PROB. CCI_ITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONOITIONALPROBABILITIES
I E 3 8 12 Lit I 2 3 6 12 ELI
I .5 .0 50.0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 I .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 50.0 ,,,..
4 .2 .0 .0 .0 IO0.O .0 .0 4 .5 I00.0 100.0 !00.0 50.0 lO0.O .0
7 ._ .0 I00.0 IO0.O I03.0 .0 .0 7 .7 100.0 66.7 68.7 66.7 33.3 .0
IO 1.7 21_.6 lq.3 c_8.6 28.8 .0 .0 IO i.7 85.7 I00.0 7l.q 57.1 Iq.3 14.3
13 1.9 50.0 3"7.5 50.0 12.5 12.5 0 13 I.? 57.1 71.4 85.7 28.6 14.3 .0
18 2.6 38.4 9.1 9.1 9.1 .0 .g.I 16 2.9 58.3 25.0 16.'/ 16.7 .0 8.3
19 .E .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 .0 19 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
22 ,7 33.3 .0 .0 .0 33.3 .0 22 .5 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0
CNITERIA THRL_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNDERSTORM
14(XJR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
! 2 3 e IB _q I E 3 6 ]2 L_
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O .0 I E.4 50.0 5n.O 50.0 60.0 "/0.0 E0.0
• 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 q 2.1 88.9 "/7.8 88.9 IO0.O "/'7.8 II.I
"7 .5 50,0 I00.0 50.0 50.0 .0 .C 7 3.8 81.3 87.5 87.5 81.3 43.8 12.5
I0 .5 I00.0 5C.(1 50.0 50.0 .0 .0 I_1 5.5 ?8.3 69.6 82.6 60.9 43.5 30.4
13 .2 .0 IO0.O 100.0 .0 .0 ,0 IT 6..7 6.7.9 71.4 64.3 35.7 1"7.9 EI.q
18 .2 !00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 7.1 76.7 60.0 36.7 36.'/ 13.3 26.7
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 3.8 87.5 81.3 75.0 3?.5 18.8 12.5
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 3.8 68.8 56.3 43.8 25.0 3/.5 25.0
! CRITERIA FIVE PI_CIP! TATION
HOUR PROB. COE)I1 ;9";AL PROBAEILITIES
1 P. 3 6 12
I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0
_'1 _ ' 0 " 0 ' 0 ' 0 " 0 " 0 " O
: "7 .E .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
" I0 .2 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0
13 .2 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
: 16 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .q





_ILITY OF"FAVORABLECONDITIONS AT A OiVEN HOURAND THE CONDITIONAL
PROBABILITIES OF"Ut_AVORABLECONDITIONSDT HCAJRSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL CRIT.
CRITERIA ONE O_ 141NDS CRITERIA TN0 C£ILINO
HOUR PROe. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES HOUR PPOB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ ! 2 3 6 12
I 99.5 .2 .0 .2 .2 1.9 .7 I 9'?.5 .2 .0 .5 .7 1/7 .2
4 99.8 .5 .2 .2 !.# 2.6 .2 4 99.5 .0 .5 .2 1.4 2.4 .5
7 99.8 .2 1.0 1.4 1.7 .2 .2 "7 99.3 .2 1.7 1.2 1.2 .2 .'7
I0 98.3 .7 1.2 !.5 2.2 .'7 1.9 I0 98.3 .2 .2 .5 I .9 .2 ! .5
13 98.1 !.0 .5 1.7 .0 .5 1.9 13 98.3 .'7 .7 :.5 .0 .2 1.'7
16 97.4 .2 .0 .0 .5 ._, 2.4 16 9"7.1 .2 .2 .0 .0 .5 2.7
19 99.8 .5 .5 .? .7 .2 .5 19 99.5 .2 .0 .2 .5 .'/ .5
i_ 99.3 .0 .5 .7 .2 ? .1 22 99.5 .0 .2 .2 .5 1.7 .5
CRITERIA THR£R VISIBILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNOERSTOIm_
HiX_ P_e. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES HOUR PROB. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIES
I 2 3 15 12 _q 1 2 3 6 12
I !00.0 .0 .O .0 .5 ._ .0 ! 9"7.6 .5 1.5 1.0 2.4 5.1 2.0
q I00.0 .2 .2 .5 .5 .2 .0 4 9"7.9 1.0 2.7 I .9 3.4 5.6 1.9
7 99.5 .0 .0 .2 .0 .0 .5 "7 96.2 .5 :.7 2.2 3.7 2.2 3.5
I0 99.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 i0 _*.5 .8 2.0 2_3 4.0 1.5 4.0
13 99.8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 13 93.3 1.0 2.8 3.1 1.5 1.3 5.6
16 99.8 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .2 16 92.9 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 5.6
19 I00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 19 96,2 .2 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.2 3.5
22 i00.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5 .0 22 96.2 .5 .7 .7 !.2 _.2 3.0
iI CRITERIA FiVE PI_CIPI rATION
I
PROB. COkOITI ONAL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12
I I00.0 .0 .2 .0 .2 .2 .0
q I00.0 .0 .2 .2 .2 .5 .0
7 99.8 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
I0 99.8 .5 .7 .0 .2 .2
13 99.8 .2 .2 .2 .2 .0 .¢,..
,e 99., .5 .2 .2 .2 .o .5
19 99.8 .0 .0 .2 .0 .2 .2














_ILITY OF UNF'AVORA_( CONDITIONS AT A OIVEN HOUR AND TIE COI<)ITICN_.
PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS OT HOURS LATER FC_ INDIVIOU_L Cqlt.
q.
CRITERIA ON[ GROUND MINDS CRITERIA TWO CEIL|NO
HOUR I='t_e. COe_ITIONAL PROeABILITIES HOUR PF_O£. CON_ITiO_,M_ PROgABILITI£S
i 2 3 6 12 _ t 2 3 6 12
1 .7 33.3 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 .0 I i. t, :."O._q 100.0 100.0 100.0 66.7 0
4 .7 33.3 .0 33.3 .0 33.3 33.3 4 1.C. 7S.0 7_.0 8"7.5 37.5 50.0 Ic.5
7 .9 25 0 50.0 .0 25.0 .0 25.0 7 1.8 C_..5 r_L'.5 3"7.5 50.0 3"/.5 12.5
I0 .5 50.0 50,0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 lO .9 75.0 75.0 50.0 75.0 .0 .0
13 2.5 63.6 45.5 2.7.3 18.2 .0 18.2 13 2.E_ 58.3 '30.0 41.7 25.0 .0 8.3
If-. 1.6 28.6 42.9 .O .0 14.3 .0 16 i.6 100.0 37.1 '.,?.9 .0 28.6 28.6
19 .9 50.0 .0 .0 .0 L:_.O .0 19 3 _ 60.0 _O.C .0 .0 .0 .C
.7 66.7 33.3 33.3 .0 .0 .0 22 .5 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 _0.0 .0
¢RIT[RIA T_ VISIBILITY CRITERIA F'C'._ TI-_NDEI_3TOf:_I
HOUR PRO8. CONOITIONAL PROBABILITIES _OUR PP.O0. COND1TIOfl_IL PROBABILITIES
I 2 3 6 12 _ I 2 3 6 12 _,O
I .2 I00.0 IO0.O I00.0 I00.0 .0 .9 1 3.7 E/.5 87.5 81.3 56.3 43.8 18.8
4 .7 66.7 66.7 66."/ .0 33.3 .0 4 4.4 78.9 63.2 52.6 47.4 31.8 21.1
7 .9 7_.0 50.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7 5.1 "77.3 "T7.3 63.6 50.0 22.7 13.6
tO .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 ._ .0 I0 5 3 03.6 65.2 E0.9 43.5 26.1 13.0
I3 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13 6.0 88. "_ 76.9 57.7 30.9 19.2 ;9.2
16 .2 .O .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 16 6.0 84.0 6t.5 42.3 30.8 23.1 26 9
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 19 3.5 46..7 40.0 53.3 46.7 33.3 13.3
22 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 22 3.;' 92.9 64.3 5.7.1 50.0 57.1 28.6
CRITERIA FIVE: PIECIPITATION
HOUR PROB. CONDITIONAL PRCBAB!LITICS
I 2 3 6 IE _4
i .0 .n .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
4 .0 .U .C .0 .0 .C .0
"7 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .O
I0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
13 .2 .0 .0 I00.0 .0 .0 .0
16 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
19 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
22 .C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
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_ILITY Or FAVORABLECONOIT|ONS AT 4 OIVEN HOURAI_ TiE: COi_]ITIONAL
PII4OII_klI|LITI[S OF"UNFAVORA_£ CONDITICN_ DT HOURSLATER FOR INDIVIDUAL. CR|T.
ORIT[RIA ONE OROLt_ NINDS CR|TERIA TNO CEILING
HOUR PRO8. COI_)IT|_ PROBABILITIES HOUR =ROB. CO_OITIONAL PROBABILITIES
I E 3 6 12 _4 1 E 3 6 12 24
I 99.3 ,E .S .7 .7 E.3 ,5 I 99.6 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.g 1.4
4 gg.3 .'5 .5 .7 .5 1.4 .=3 4 g9.E .0 .2 .E .2 .7 Z.6
7 99.! .2 .5 .S tL3 .9 .7 ? 99.2 1.2 .5 .E I.g .5 1.6
I0 99.S .2 |.2 8.3 1.6 .7 .2 I0 99. I 1.4 l.g 2.3 .9 .5 .9
13 g'7.S ,9 1,9 .9 ,S ,S 8,1 13 g'/.2 .5 .2 .5 .5 !.4 E.6
19 g8.q ._5 1.8 .g .? .5 I.g 16 98.4 .7 .2 .5 .5 i.4 1.2
Ig gg.I .S .5 .? .5 .? " .'7 19 99.8 .0 .2 .5 1.4 I.g 1.2
I_ 99.3 .9 .8 .8 .'/ .2 ..7 kc 99.5 .5 ..7 l .E 1.6 .'7 .5
¢IqlT[RIA THREE YIS|BILITY CRITERIA FOUR THUNDERSTORM
HOUR PRO6, CON01TION_ PROBABILlYI[S HOUR PROB. CONOITIOt,IALPRO9ABILITIES
l 2 3 8 llt 24 1 E 3 6 IE E4
I 99.8 .5 ,8 ,5 ,? ,P. ,2 I 96.3 ..7 I.E 1.4 3.1 4.IS 3.=
II 99.:3 ,2 .0 .S .2 .0 ,7 4 95.6 ..7 :.0 8.9 3.4 14.8 3.6
7 99.1 .0 .0 .8 .8 .0 .9 ? 94.9 1.5 2.2 2.2 3.6 2.4 4.6
10 99.8 .8 .8 .8 .2 .0 .2 10 94..7 .5 !.5 E.9 3.9 I .9 4.g
13 99.8 ,E .0 .E .0 .8 .2 1:3 94.0 E.O E..7 2.7 I.? E..7 5. I
I| 99.0 .8 .0 .0 .0 .7 .2 16 94.0 I .0 .'7 1.0 I .5 3.2 4..7
II IO0.O .0 .0 .0 .2 .9 .0 Ig 96.5 .'7 .'7 I .4 E.E 4. ! 3. I
IN I00.0 .0 .=3 .8 .'7 .2 ,0 22 96.8 1.0 2.6 1.9 2.9 3.6 c?..4
CRITERIA FIVE: PRECIP!TATION
HOUR PROB. CONOITIONN, PR08ABILITIES
I 2 3 6 IE 24
I 100.0 .0 .0 3 .0 .2 .0
4 100.0 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 .0
'7 IO_.O .2 .E .2 .2 .0 .0
_0 99.8 .2 .0 .2 .2 0 .2
13 99.8 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .2
18 9_.8 .o .o .0 .o .o .2
19 I00,0 .0 0 ,0 .0 .0 .0
28 100,0 ,O .0 .0 .0 .2 .0
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